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NOTES
E. S T.—You are right. Entered in bonks accordingly. Thank you.
RELIEF FUND.—The following amount received by J. Leask for above fund
not otherwise acknowledged: VVauconda ecciesia, $10.90; C. E. E., $5.60;
J. E., $3.00.
BOUND VOLUMES OP THE ADVOCATE.--We have a few copies of
these for several years, at $1.00 per volume. If we have missed any of our regular purchasers in sendingout last years's volume, we can supply them if they will
advise us. We are ready, too. for orders for bound volumes for 1898.
THE Henderson Qleaner (Kentucky), by request of brother P. A. Blackwell
and others, published in the daily and triweekly the entire article which appeared
in last month's ADVOCATE under the heading, " Another Fling from Mr. Hall."
A copy of the Gleaner was also sent to Mr. Hall.
WHY CONFESS TO A PRIEST ¥ is the title of a pamphlet of forty-eight pages
containing three lectures by brother Joseph Bland, of Kidderminister, England.
Price, 3d—about 10c in U. S. A. We have only glanced over the book, but if it
is as good as other published lectures by the same author, it is well worthy of
being circulated. We would procure copies if desired. Should we receive orders
we would forward them altogether, say February 1st.
LAST PHOTOS OF BROTHER AND SISTER ROBERTS.—Brother W Challiner, of
Christchurch, New Zealand, kinnly sends us two excellent photos of brother and
sister Roberts, one in which sister R. is seated and brother R. standing, with hat
on. In the other both are seated, and brother R. with hat off. He looks as if in
good health, but aged considerably compared with when we last saw him. It is
a pleasure to see sister R. looking so well—about as well as she ever did. Bro.
Uhalliner writes, " These two pictures of brother and sister Roberts are a selection from five pictures taken in Christchurch, New Zealand in June last, while
upon the New Zealand portion of what has proved to be our dear brother's last
lecturing tour. Please accept with love from your fellow laborer in Christ, W.
CHALLINOR." From the fact that the price is marked on one of the photos we
presume they can be supplied. In United States currency it would be, single
copies, postage included, about 35c, per dozen, $3.50. We will procure auy that
may be ordered, sending order off February 1st. For those who prefer ordering
direct grom brother Challiner, the above address will be a guide.
ECHOES FROM THE HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE.—We have printed
in pamphlet form what has passed between us and Mr. Hall in his paper and the
ADVOCATE since the debates occurred, and aiso given the reason why the publication of the debate has been delayed. Several hundred copies have been freely
distributed in Creal Springs and around Zion. Our plan has been to follow Mr.
Hall up and leave nothing unanswered that he might say that would give opportunity to benefit the truth by answer, and to expose the tricks of preachers. The
pamphlet consists of twenty pages and the contents are : "How Mr. Hall Has
Caused Delay in the Publication of the Zion Debate," "The Wily Ways of
Preachers," "Mr. Hall's Chafing," "Mr. Hall Still Trying," "Another Fling from
Mr. Hall," " A Specimen of Those Wily Ways," " Mr. Hall vejsus Baptists."
Those who would like to help bear the expense in publishing uiis can do so
either by small contributions or by purchasing the pamphlet at 6c per copy, 50c
per dozen, post free.
(Continued on third page of Cover.)
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and perfect in its Teaching,
only Safe and Sellable Guide to Human Conduct.

The

BY THE EDITOR.
Continued from Vol. xiii,., Page 327.

B

Y excluding theories and following facts only we are back
where by a great revolution the religion and politics of
the mighty empire of Rome were changed, and where the facts
of Christ's existence and his wonderful influence began to be
ingrained in the whole fabric of the civilized world. And here
at the start we are in the presence of Christ himself and of his
apostles and disciples, and in their hands we find the Old Testament Scriptures, and afterward the New Testament Scriptures, the latter being referred to by enemies as the books which
were understood to be the foundation of the Christian movement, and these enemies are striving to find flaws and to invent
means and methods that will account for the miracles performed
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by Christ and his apostles, recorded in the New Testament
writings, and referred to by Christians as the indisputable facts
which had changed their minds and produced conviction so
'irmly that even death could not loosen its grasp.
Now let the fact of the existence of the New Testament
in the first century have its full force upon the mind, and it
will be indisputable that the start was made upon the very
claims that are made now. Upon this, Paley, in his Evidences
of Christianity, page 170, forcibly says:
The argument in favor of the books of the New Testament drawn from
the notice taken of their contents by the early writers against the religion, is
very considerable. It proves that the accounts which the Christians had
then were the accounts which we have now; that our present Scriptures were
theirs. It proves, moreover, that neither Celsus in the second, Porphyry in
the third, nor Julian in the fourth century, suspected the authenticity of
these books, or even insinuated that Christians were mistaken in the authors
to whom they accredited them. Not one of them expressed an opinion upon
this subject different from that which was held by Christians. And when
we consider how much it would have availed them to have cast a <lo bt
upon this point, if they could, and how ready they showed themselves
to be, to take every advantage in their power, and they were all men of
learning anil inquiry ; their concession, or rather their suffrage, upon the
subject, is extremely valuable.
In the case of Porphyry, it is still stronger, by the consideration that
he did, in fact, support himself by this species of objection, when he saw
any room for it, or when his accuteness could supply any pretence for
alleging it. The prophecy of Daniel he attacked upon this very ground of
spuriousness, insisting it was written after the time of Antiochus Epiphanes
and maintains his charges of forgery by some, farfetched indeed, but very
subtle criticisms. Concerning the writings of the New Testament, no trace
of this suspicion is anywhere to be found in him.
RECAPIT LATION.

We have thus far seen :
1.—That Christendom as it now stands out before us is a wonderful and palpable and undeniable fact.
2.—That this fact demands a satisfactory answer to the question that must force itself upon every reasonable mind,
Whence came it i
3.—That us name, its traditions, its doctrines, its dates, its
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ways and its days all point back and lead back to one
Man, who is and was called Christ.
4.—That this one great fact of Christendom and its thousand
constituent facts are facts independent of all theories,
faith or no faith, false or true.
5.—That when we follow back the footprints of eighteen hundred years through the great highway of history we are
all the way surrounded by evidences, friendly and
unfriendly, that Christendom is a result of which Jesus
the Christ was the cause.
6.—That this is and must be true alike to friend and foe, Christian or infidel, and whether any man upon the face of the
earth has faith, true or false, or not.
7.—That there are many and various natural facts surrounding
the history of Christ and Christendom, which will not permit the remotest idea of the origin of the facts being found
in fraud or fiction.
8.—That the existence of Christ at or about the time and
in that part of the earth claimed was admitted and never
denied for many centuries after the time Christianity claims
to have originated.
9.—That the few writers who have dared in later years to question the fact of Christ's existence have found it necessary
to invent fictions in a vain attempt to account for facts,
which fictions require vastly greater credulity for their
acceptance than does anything the inventors [joint to scoffing!)' in relation to the facts in the case, whether miracles or natural occurences.
10.—That the productions of the ablest and most ingenious of
these opposing writers have been declared by able men of
their own bias of mind to be unworthy of th "domain
of science and historical criticisms," resting upon ' : arbitrary assumptions" and self contradictory.
11. --That the fact that popular opposing writers and lecturers
have found it necessary to perform much labor in vain
efforts to get rid of the facts and their origin is strong
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corroborative evidence of the existence of the facts they
oppose, and of the depths and solidity of the foundation
upon which they firmly and feailessly stand.
12.---That the opposition of the early writers, C elsus in the end
of the first and beginning of the second century, Porphyry
in the third and Emperor Julian in the fourth, all goes to
establish the fact that Christians existed in those times, that
they had the New Testament in their hands as an explanation of their existence, and that the books thereof were
then admitted by friend and foe to be genuine.
13.—That notwithstanding thefactthat Jesus and his followers
used no physical force or violence, and that the precepts
of Christ were contrary to the natural inclinations of the
flesh, yet Christianity spread so rapidly and so widely,
and its supporters multiplied so enormously that in the
reign of the Roman Emperor Trajan, according to Pliny's
letter to the emperor, written only seventy years after the
death of Christ, the temples of Paganism had almost
become empty, both in towns and villages, and the Roman
Empire was rapidly being revolutionized religiously by the
flowing tide of Christianity.
14.—That by the popular historians of the times, Josephus in
the Jewish world and Tacitus in the Gentile, the fact of
Christ's existence and that of his numerous followers, as
well as other incidental facts mentioned in the New Testament, is referred to in such a manner as to remove all
doubt that history outside of the New Testament and
inside bears witness to the truth of the origin of
Christianity.
15.—That the evidence derived from all the enemies of Christianity in the early days proves that the Christians held as
sacred the books of the New Testament as we now have
them, and that Christ's apostles relied upon miracles in
attestation of their claims.
So let the sceptics believe with Tacitus if they like, so far
as this stage of the argument is concerned, that Christianity is
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" a pernicious superstition," they must still admit with him the
fact of the existence of Christ and Christians who started the
" pernicious superstition " in the " reign of Tiberius; " and they
must also believe with the same historian that " Christus
(Christ) was put to death as a criminal by the procurator Pontius Pilate" And now we may exclaim, if all these facts have
had their foundation in delusion, What a gigantic delusion !
What a miraculous delusion ! But we shall see about this
further along,
SUNDAY MORNING A D D R E S S .
]!Y THE EDITOR.

the first verse of the chapter read this morning (I. Jno. v.) we are
told that " whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of
God." This forces upon us the question, What is it to believe that
Jesus is the Christ? It certainly must mean more than the flippant
shouts of fanatics, "Only believe! only believe ! "' and also more than
religious people in general mean when they quote the words of scripture. "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be, saved.7'
Many shout "Only believe," and quote the foregoing scripture words
who show no sign of having been born of God. The true test in the
case is whether they '' bring this doctrine " (II. Jno. 10), the doctrine of
truth ; for whatever pretences may be made, " if they speak not according to his word, it is because there is no light in them " (Isaiah viii: 20).
Only those who are blinded by the world's delusions can be deceived by
the flippant, meaningless shouts of fanatics, and the mere verbal repetition of scripture words ; reasonable and intelligent people will insist
upon a careful examination of the true meaning of the words in any
given case.
The epistle of John was written to intelligent believers, and, therefore, brief phraseology was all that was necessary. What it was to
believe that Jesus is the Christ had been settled by them before they put
themselves in the position to be addressed as '• My little children, these
things I write unto you" (Chap, ii: i). Like some of the Samaritans,
they had heard Christ prea.ch.ed. It is said that: Philip went down to
Samaria and preached Christ unto them (Acts viii: 5). The word or
title, Chiist, was something to be preached, not to be simply shouted as
a more word, which would be but a "sounding brass and a tinkling
cymbal." To preach Christ would be to make known its import in detail;

"
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to expound the doctrinal and practical m e a n i n g involved in t h e n a m e
and in (lie c h a r a c t e r of Chirst. W h a t those things were is shown by the
words of verse 12 — " ]>ut when tliey holievod .Philip p r e a c h i n g the things
coti<;i I'n'i it<i t!u' i.i lujiloiic

of'/rii:/

iiiul

the niune

of JCXIIH

Christ,

they

were

baptized, both men and w o m e n . " To believe in Christ, or t h a t J e s u s is
t h e Clirisi, is to believe the true, not the false, t h i n g s c o n c e r n i n g the
k i n g d o m of (iod and The things c o n c e r n i n g the N a m e . These constit u l e the gospel, and no one can believe the gospel who is i g n o r a n t of
these ihinL>>, aiid no one can be born of ( i o d who does not believe t h e
gospci. Tin ivi >re, before one can be born of God he must believe in
the things tliat - r e signified bv the words k ' J e s u s is the C h r i s t . "
Yes. < T \ > out the advocate of salvation by faith only, that is j u s t
it, belief is ail, and baptism is not essential. Baptism, say t h e TJaptists, is necessary to enter our Ci.urch, but it is of no avail to save or
" t o enter h e a v e n . "
in ihis there is a failure to see t h a t while t h e r e is
not a word s-iid a b o u t Philip preacliing baptism in Samaria, and all it
sa^s i.> tliat he •' pi\ ached Chrisi,"' yet this resulted in the people being
baptized ;i:. W'il as in their liclii-vir.g iiie things concerning the k i n g d o m
of (Jod ,nn: fin' name of J e s u s Christ. It o u g h t to be easily seen from
tin-- thai P h i i i p i n preaching C:II'!.-M preached baptism, and the j)eople in
beiievim: iii Christ necessarily believed in b a p t i s m ; for they could not
lioheve in < In i--t williou! believing that the only w i y to be inducted u n t o
him was by baptism ml.) liim ; and thereby, and t h e r e b y only, they
could be •• born of (iod '' and become His children.
T<> men and women who had thus become the children of G o d
.loini':-. ietler< a n ; ad''.;'e<'-eii: a:i(i to such, principally, I am now addressing my n n i i r k s .
H i v i n g belies ed that J e s u s is the Christ, then, we
have been horn of G:.>d, or born from above, a n d now the i m p o r t a n t
question for our consideration is, W h a t is the practical significance of
this b i r i i i : The answer is given in the words which f o l l o w — " A m i
every one iii.it loveth him t h a t begat loveth him also t h a t was begotten.
15y this we kuosv that we low: the children of God, when. vw love God
i/ni/ I; i i. his coiitiiiitinth.i'iitx."
That is the test, brethren, love ; love of
( i o d , wiiii

all o u r

And ihe r o u i t

heans,

which

shall lose o n e a n o t h e r .
v e i n itM-if

witii

our

minds—witli

re.--c.iii

b e a, l o v e

t h a t will

i ;U; • ;•

and

love, t h a t

create,

we
will

anxiety

coiis;)h:ii:;n,

i.iikcd, ! ; . ! j ! by tiic p r o m u l g a t i o n

t h e ]:.•; i-.ii';;.'- -•;.:;.i .i.i u i i s p r o m p i e i l

and fanned

being.

for

a n d e t e r n a l w e l f a r e , a n d t h a t will visit t h e sick a n d

t h e di.-lr; :-.-•.'d, ;-pc;tk u •.'I'd.-- i.i' ho[ie, ceinfca'i
l i i u i g i y , e!;-,Lhi. t.ic

our whole

ii will not. b e a m e r e s e n t i m e n t a l

in w o r d s ; b u t il will

e a c h other":- t e m p o r a l

all

t h i s love of ( i o d w i l l s u r e l y y i e l d svill b e t h a t

•• > t j r n i n g f l a m e of

of

feed

the

the Truth

to

iiy hea;.lb tliat. a r e t i r e d

up

love divine, which shall

cause
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I

to ascend sweet incense into the presence of a merciful and loving Father
in heaven. Let me tell you, brethren, this is the kind of love the true
faith will always produce; if the the soil is of the right kind and if it is
properly tilled ; and it is the faith that has power to yield such fruits
that " overcometh the world'" -'•For whatsoever is born of God overcome th the world; and this is the victory "—a grand one, isn't it—"that
overcometh the world, even our faith." (), let us kindle this flame of
love in our hearts, and let, us keep if burning warmly and brightly, so
that we may be a comfort and encouragement to each other in these
dark and dreary days.
Many find a difficulty in the fact that John says, " Whosoever is
born of God doth not commit sin " (Chap, iii: !(). In an atlempt to get
over this difficulty some have "climbed up another way'" instead of
entering at the door ; and they have presumptuously declared themselves
sinless. Of late years there have been added 1o the many seels of Babylon a class styling themselves Holiness People ; and it is by a disconnected and distorted use of Bible words that these people make a show
of wisdom in the eyes of an already deluded public;. A '' rightly dividing the; word of truth " will enable us to " s l o p the mouths '' of these
presumptuous " gainsayers,'" and also to remove what difficulties may
embarrass some who have become more enlightened. John is not speaking of single or exceptional acts when he uses tho phrase " coniinitteth
sin." If he were; made to mean, He that cominitteth a single sin is not
born of God, he would be made to contradict his own words —" If we
say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.' 1 "If we say that we have
not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us." •
I. .John i: s-10. Here is provision made for the sins of those who
have been born of God ; but these are sins which do not constitute the rule of action in the life of one born of God. You remember
the apostle .Paul says that the brethren in Ephesus had in " times past."
'before they were born of God) " walked according to the i-oiirsc of this
world" (Eph. ii: -). Disobedience was the course of their lives. So
also John says, •' ]f we say we have fellowship with him and walk in
darkness, we lie and do not the truth " (I. Jno. i: !•)). It is a question of
our walk, cur course, or rule of life, not of exceptional weaknesses and
mistakes and truly " Whosoever is born of God does not commit sin,''
in the; sense; of walking in it, or of it being the rule of his life.
Tiiis brings home to us the question, What is the aim and object of
our lives if It is not only a question of what we are doing, but, it is,
What have we in mind* what are our motives* what is the mainspring

8
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- -the motive power of our actions ? To bring the question home wo
may ask, What, brings us here every first day of the week? Where are
our thoughts when we are here: It is one thing to " g o to meetings"
and another to assemble ourselves to worship God acceptably and nourish and build up the new, spiritual inner man—the man that is born of
God. We must harness our minds and hold the reins well in hand if we
would make our good deeds acceptable to God, for empty ceremony and
mere formal acts are not well pleasing to Him.
We. have received the witness of God which he hath testified of His
Son ; and His mind, as revealed in the Word, bcarcth witness with our
minds that we are the children of God. The record that God hath given
of his Son is that He hath given us eternal life, and that this life is in
His Son, a record flatly denied by that conceit which claims that we are
now in possession of eternal life in the form of an " immortal soul."
There has been begotten in us a new man mentally and morally it is true,
but this is !i figure of speech. Literally there is no new man in us when
we are born of God anymore than before our new birth. "Newman,"
' inner man," etc,, are phrases which stand for a new state of mind and a
change of character produced by the, new birth, the "new birth" likewise; beiiiix a figurative phrase. This new man is Christ begotten in us
the hope of glory; and the meaning is that a belief and obedience to the
doctrines ,-uid precepts of Christ, which he exemplified in his life and
teachings, are moulding our lives after the example he has set for us.
In the sense that Jesus could say "My words are spirit and life," we
may say, " lie that hath the Son hath life." We have a new mental
and moral life, and this is the nucleus of the immortal life we are seeking
for by a patient continuance in well doing. To live this life morally we
must be in Christ ; for even "this life, is in his Son ;" it cannot be lived
outside of Christ, and to obtain the immortal life which is "hid with
Christ in God," for the present our hope " anchored within the veil," the
life m:i-t !;e lived in very deed and in truth. Is this the kind of life we
are living, brethren? It, is no trivial matter, but one for daily reflection
and to live in the present life in a manner to secure the life that is to
come depends upon careful reading and studying of the Word, and
reducing what we learn therefrom to actual practice in everyday life.
We are here this morning to remember our Lord, to look to Calvary
and to Zion, to the cross and to the crown, to the sufferings of Christ and
to the glory that was to follow, to the Lamb that was led to the slaughter
and to the Lion of the tribe of Judah, who shall " roar out of Zion, and
utter his voice from Jerusalem" in such peals of thunder as shall make
the very heavens and the earth shake. We may come here and partake
of this bread and of this cup from time to time and yet starve the spirit-
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ual man, God has provided abundance of nourishmeut for the now man
in the doctrinal and practical significance of this bread and of this cup ;
but it is possible for us to fail to receive it, and for us to go through the
ceremon}' as a mere ritual. Let our minds be fixed upon the love; of God
and his grand purpose in Christ as signified by these emblems, and let us
so worship that our prayers and praises may go up to heaven as sweet
incense in the presence of him whose; approbation will, in the day fast coming, thrill our hearts with rapturous joy and bestow upon us life and glory
that shall never end.

THE NEW TABERNACLE, WHEN AND HOW CHRIST
ENTERED IT.
, the crucifixion was the slaying of the antitypical body of sins,
which was consumed on the antitypical altar of burnt offerings. He
passed the altar first, which satisfied all legal claims against him as the representative sin-bearer of the world. He has now tasted death for every man
that will avail himself of that death. The just demands of the Adamic as
well as of the Mosaic law are now satisfied and taken out of his way of entering the new, and the new law or covenant being then confirmed, it gave
him a new life free from condemnation, so he then stood in the holy place of
the new tabernacle which had just been reared, under or by the covenant and
was then free from all condemnation and in a justified state and ready to
pass the veil or flesh into the most holy nature. Both departments of the
new tabernacle were erected at the same time, as was the Mosaic tabernacle
and both departments—the holy and most holy—dedicated with the same
blood at the same time. But it seems to me if we contend that Christ and
his apostles were in the holy or first department of the new tabernacle three
years and a half before the most holy was established, it would have them
officiating as priests before the blood was shed that sprinkled or dedicated
the new tabernacle for service ; and that claim would have two laws in force
at the same time, one justly condemning on account of sin, and the other
offering pardon and mercy independent of the just claims of the other; and
that position would also have Christ to come back out of the holy at the
end of his three years and a half ministry, with the sins of the whole world
on him to establish the altar of whole burnt offerings which was never in the
holy, but only preparatory to entering it. Now it seems to me that it takes
him three years and a half to develop the spotless character, or to put on the
robe of righteousness which was his obedience, reaching to the death of the
cross, which completed it. and he cried, "It is finished." Then he had on
the robe of fine linen that prepared hii.i to en'.er. If it could have been entered while the first tabernacle was standing, Vtby Hoes Paul sav that tho way
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was not manifest while the first was standing? and it is plain that the first tabernacle was standing and its laws in force until it was nailed to the cross and
taken out of the way, and the new covenant had no strength at all while the
testator or conjirmer of it lived, so the cross ended one law and confirmed
another. The old covenant took his life to satisfy its last claim, and the
new covenant, then being confirmed, gave him eternal life as it had promised him and Abraham. Now as his death acknowledges and removes all
condemnation, and he rises free from it, and then, in the holy, which is entered after the consuming of the body of sins on the altar, he then stood in
the holy place which is between the altar and the most holy, so he was then
in the act of passing the veil or flesh into the most holy nature.
When we, in obedience to the word, die to sin, we are then ready for
burial, for the grave is the place for dead people. Then are not the claims
of the law satisfied when we die the death that it has appointed for us to
die? Then are we not free from condemnation? Can we not then say,
"Against such there is no law ? " Are they not washed? Are they not
sanctified? Are they not " new creatures ? " Have they not passed from
condemnation to life ? and can we not say to such as continue to walk
worthy, "There is therefore now no condemnation to them ? "
Seeing that Christ's death and resurrection placed him in the holy beyond condemnation, when we pass through his death, burial and resurrection,
does it not bring us just where it brought him, that is, past all condemnation,
and just ready to pass through the veil? Does death still stand as a necessity between us and the veil? If so will it not stand in the way of those
that live when Christ comes, seeing they will not die ? Some think that
Christ will make an exception of those that live when he comes ; but it
seems to me that this view lessens the efficacy of Christ's death ; for if we
die up till he comes to satisfy Edenic law, then he makes an exception of
those who are alive, sure enough, and takes them with the just claims of that
against them. On the same principle why could not the just claims of the
law have been ignorned at the start and Christ not have died at all ? Death
into Christ places them beyond all condemnation and in the holy place just
ready to pass through the veil or flesh with nothing in the way but time, and
so they will pass because they are ready, when the time comes if they don't let
anything get in the way. It may be thought that this view makes Christ's
stay too short in the holy ; but it will be remembered that the holy Vas the
place of the daily priest, and when the high priest went into the most holy
to make an at-one-ment, it was necessary for him to pass through but not
necessary for him to stop in the holy, when he passed through into the most
holy to make the offering. Now the only access to the most holy was
through the holy, therefore as he was made perfect on the third day he must
have passed out of the flesh into spirit nature on that day, which was passing
out of the holy into the most holy. Now the tabernacle was only one building, all reared at the same time, with two departments representing two kinds
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of life: First, -justified life that had passed from under all condemnation,
which is the ground of perfect or immortal life, and it appears clear to me
that Christ had these two lives on the third day and neither one of them
before, being not free, but under the curse before. So then we have the new
tabernacle on the third day in both the departments and under the new covenant and not under the old. Early in the morning of the third day he tells
Mary not to touch him, for he had not yet ascended to his Father. Now
why did he not want to be handled until after his ascension to the Father in
nature he does not say; but a short time afterwards it seems that that objection
did not exist, for he told them to handle him, and John says they did handle
him and bear witness to the fact. So then he must have passed two natures
on that day, and the change from his justified state to his perfect state
could have taken place in the twinkling of an eye, which Paul says will be so
in our case. The new tabernacle was then erected and its law or new covenant confirmed. When the first covenant was dedicated the priests of that
covenant were to abide seven days at the door of the tabernacle for to com
plete their consecration, so Christ commanded his apostles to abide at Jerusalem until "they be endued with power from on high," and at the end of
their seven days' abiding or waiting at the door of this new tabernacle,
which he had opened at Jerusalem, they were fully consecrated and empowered as "able ministers of the new covenant;" and they inducted three
thousand in through the door of the holy place of the new covenant. So
there were three thousand slain by the priest of the first covenant about the
time of its dedication, and three thousand slain in Adam by the sword of the
Spirit in the hands of its priest, and they buried them all in Christ. So they
then had the power to release or bind men's sins, and what they bound or
released on earth was bound or released in heaven; and this power was to
begin in Jerusalem in his name—the name then having been j)rovided and
the door having been opened into that name, through his death and resurrection. Therefore when we pass through his death and resurrection we enter that holy name that was then completed, which is the only door and the
only way; and that only door and only way into the justified state or hoi}'
place could not be entered until it was a door or entrance into the holy, for
without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins. Then how
could a sinner enter the open door in the holy or justified state before that
door was opened and the unsatisfied law still holding its just claims against
him? O, exclaim some, Christ had power while on earlli to forgive sins:
very true, but it must have been prospectively, through what he would accomplish, otherwise it would render his shed blood not a necessity to the
pardon of sins, if they were really pardoned before, and independent of his
shed biood. Paul says he died to redeem them that were under the law.
aad those above mentioned were under the law. So iiis blood was effective
and necessary to redeem all before as well as all afterwards, otherwise his
shed blood would not be a necessity to the pardoning of sins, if they were
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really pardoned before and independent of it. Paul says he was raised for
our justification, not because we are already justified . So death is condemnation and rising is justification from under that condemnation. Hence
Paul says, "If Christ be not raised ye are yet in your sins." Now to preach
Christ and him crucified, or the cross of Christ, is to preach the accomplishments of the cross, and our relation to it. So it is necessary for the first
cause of death to be moved before the disease can be cured. The Edenic
law was older than Adam's sin, and the breaking of that law is the cause of
death. So then, to remove the first cause is to satisfy the just demands of
that broken law. When we all died in Christ our representative on the
cross in obedience to the sentence of the Edenic law it received all that it
claimed, and was satisfied. Well, why do we still die? ask some. That is
only the effect of the broken law, and when the law is satisfied it is taken out
of the way, and a law of mercy with healing power established in its place
to cure the effects of sin, after the first cause is removed; and if we do not
let ourselves come under that first cause again, the Great Physician will give
us the last dose, as it were, at his second visit, which will remove all the
effects of sin, there being no unsatisfied law to prohibit him from giving that
dose. Do we not suffer the effects of our personal sins ? Then why not
claim that they are not pardoned if the fact that the effects remain is a proof
that the sins are not pardoned ? Now as the first cause of death began in
the garden of Eden, it is necessary that the remedy begin there to reach
that cause. So God provided a remedy after rejecting the fig leaf covering.
This is a type of the real covering, and was provided to cover thejirst sin
or the Adamic sin. The first step in that provision was death, to satisfy the
broken law. Then the covering or atonement with God by the shed blood
and the skins of the animals for covering, show Christ, the antitype, reaches
right back to the first cause and confirms the type and makes it good, so he
must have died to satisfy the just claims of the Edenic law for which only a
typical satisfaction was provided until he came. Then the atonement was
complete with no unsatisfied law again us. O, let us look and live.
A. FISHERMAN.

THE PRESENCE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT,
As in the Apostolic Eoclesias of the First Century, Not a Necessity in the Ecclesias
of the Nineteenth Century.
A PLEA FOR THE SUFFICIENCY OF NEW TESTAMENT REVELATION.

introducing the subject it may be proper to ask, What was the Spirit
given for? Primarily because it was a necessity on account of the
departure of Jesus from the earth. Having departed, it was but the fulfillment of the promise he made : "The Comforter, the Holy Spirit, whom the
Father will send in my name, he shall teach you AU, things, and, bring AW,
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things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have told you " (Jno. xiv: 26).
Also, "When the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide you into ALL TRUTH "
(Jno. xvi: 16). Observe it says, "He will guide you into all truth," not a
part merely.
Here the question arises, Did the Spirit do the work in and through the
apostles Christ promised it should? When this questi m has been answered
the proposition will have been proved that forms the basis of these remarks.
We repeat, therefore, What was the Holy Spirit given for?
Let Paul answer; for we do not care to accept any other than apostolic
evidence in deciding what is to some a very important matter. In Eph. ix :
7, 8, and 11-16, it is written : "Unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ; wherefore he saith, When he
ascended up on high, he led captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men.
* * * And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, for the
work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: till we all come
in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ; that we be no
more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men and cunning craftiness whereby they lie in wait
to deceive; but speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in ALL
THINGS, which is the head, even Chirst; from whom the whole body fitly
joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of every part, maketh increase of
the body unto the edifying of itself in love." For the object, in short,
repeating verses 12 and 13, of "perfecting the saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: till we all come in the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God UNTO A PERFECT MAN, unto
the measure of the stature of the FULNESS OF CHRIST."
There is no dubiety about the purpose for which the Spirit was given,
in such testimonies. But there is more. We read in I. Cor. xii: 1, 4-11, as
follows: '•' Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not have
you ignorant. * * *• Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same
spirit; and there are differences of administration, but the same Lord. And
there are diversities of operations, but it is the same God which worketh all in
all. But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit withal.
For to one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another, the word
of knowledge by the same Spirit; to another, faith by the same Spirit ; to
another, the gifts of healing b v the same Spirit ; to another, prophecy; to
another, the workings of miracles; to another, discerning of spirits; to
another, divers kinds of tongues; to another, the interpretation of tongues;
but all these worketh that one and the self-same spirit, dividing to every
man severally as he will." These are further explained in verse 28 : "And
God has set some in the Church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly
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teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, diver'
sities of tongues." How splendidly this fulfills a prophecy uttered ages
before Paul makes clear in I. Cor. xiv: 21, 22-39 : " In the law it is written,
With other tongues and other lips will I speak unto this people ; and yet for
all that will they not hear me, saith the Lord. Wherefore tongues are for a
sign not to them that believe, but to them that believe not, but prophecying
serveth not for them that believe not, but for them which believe."
As already intimated, these several offices had to be constituted and
filled for the "perfecting of the saints," that they might attain to the
" perfect man," even " t h e measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ."
This is borne out by Paul, who says, in II. Cor. xiii: 9: " This also we wish,
even your perfection." Again in I. Tnes. iii: 9, 10: "For waat thanks can
we render to God again for you, for all the joy wherewith we joy for your
sakes before our God night and day; praying exceedingly that we might see
your face, and might perfect that which is lacking in your faith?" that they
might be "complete in him, who is the head of all principality and power "—
Col. ii: 10.
Now bearing in mind what Jesus said the Spirit was given for in Jno.
xiv: 2G, viz., to teach the disciples all "things and bring all things to their
remembrance," and in Jno. xvi: 13, to "guide them into all truth," as well as
the many texts from Paul to show what it was given for, and its operations
when it came, in the "perfecting of the saints" we ask, Did it accomplish
the purpose for which it was sent? If there were no other the splendid and
indubitable testimony of Paul, as recorded in Acts xx: 17-32, would be sufficient to settle the matter once for all. It is written, "And from Miletus he
sent to Ephesus and called the elders of the church. And when they were
come to him, he said unto them, Ye know from the first day that I came into
Asia, after what manner I have been with you at all seasons, serving the
Lord with all humility of mind, and with many tears, and temptations which
befell me by the lying in wait of the Jews: and how I KEPT BACK NOTHING
that was profitable unto you, but HAVE SHOWED YOU and have taught you
publicly and (roin house to house, testifying both to the ]ewi and aho to
the Greeks, repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ.
And now, behold, I go bound in the spirit unto Jerusalem, not knowing the
things that shall befall me there, save tnat the Holy Spirit witnesseth in
every city, saying that bonds and afflictions abide me. But none of these
things move me, neither count I my life dear unto myself, so that I might
finish my course with joy, and the ministry which I have received of the Lord
Jesus, to testify the gospel of the grace of God. And now, behold, I know
that ye all, among whom I have gone preaching the kingdom of God, shall
see my face no more. Wherefore I take you to record tnis day, that I am
pure from the blood of all men. For / have not shunned to declare unto you
all the counsel of God. Take heed, therefore, unto yourselves, and to all the
flock, over the which the Holy Spirit hath made you overseers, to feed the
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church of God which he hath purchased with the blood of his own [Son].
For I know this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in
among you, not sparing the flock. Also, of your own selves shall men arise
speaking perverse things, to draw away disciples after them. Therefore,
watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I ceased not to warn
every one night and day with tears. And now, brethren, I commend you to
God, and to the word of his grace [which was revealed by the Holy Spirit
through the apostles] which is able to build you up, and to give you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified."
And can one ask for a more practical and indisputable evidence of the
work required of the apostles than that furnished in the record of the Pentecostal outpouring of the Holy Spirit ? Referring to this in Rom. x: 15-18,
Paul says, " H o w shall they preach unless they be sent? as it is written,
How beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel of peace, and
bring glad tidings of good things! But they have not all obeyed the gospel.
For Esaias saith, Lord, who hath believed our report ? So then, faith cometh
by hearing, and hearing by the word of God. But I say, Have they not
heard ? Yes, verily, their sound went into all the earth, and their words unto
the ends of the world " Anything omitted here? If this is not complete
and universal, how shall it be expressed! Matt, xxiv: 14 reads, "And this
gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the habitable for a witness
unto all nations : then shall the end come." Was this preaching and witnessing accomplished? we ask again. Look at the record of Acts ii: where is
detailed those who heard, and who are described in verse 5 as " out of every
nation under heaven." If this should seem to be insufficient, note what Paul
writes in Col. i: 21-23, " And you tiiat were sometime alienated and enemies
in your mind by wicked works, yet now hath be reconciled in the body of
his flesh through death, co present you holy and unblamable and unreprovable in his sight : if ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and be not
moved away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and which
was preached to every creature which is under heaven."
These passages show that the work begun under the direction of the
Holy Spirit was carried on throughout the whole Roman habitable, the Spirit
fulfilling precisely what Jesus said it would, namely—"guide them into ALL
the truth," and they prove also that the ALL TRUTH necessary to be spoken
had free course, that all the counsel of God had been declared, and resulted as
the Father had purposed from the beginning. Right to the point is the testimony of the Gospel of John: "And many other signs truly did Jesus in the
presence of his disciples, which are not written in this book : but these are
written that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and
that believing ye might have life through his name " (chap, xx: 30, 31).
These words are remarkable not alone for what they record, but for all they
omit. What but inspiration could have suggested that some things recorded
were essential to belief tending to life eternal? Such a record having been
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written that men might believe, proves not only the reliability but the sufficiency of that record, given under Holy Spirit guidance, to insure the eternal
life of any who may accept it and believe it. Can there be a shadow of
doubt as to the completeness and sufficiency of the record written under
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, (I. John v: 10), in view of the statement
that "he that believeth not God hath made him a liar: because he believeth
not the record that God gave of his Son ? "
And here let us ask a question which, in view of the testimony, becomes
most pertinent: What purpose would the miraculous presence of the Holy
Spirit now serve? The work was completed, a complete record of it was
made, and we have it in our own tongue. It is just at this point, and for
these reasons, that we make bold to say that he who now claims to possess
the Holy Spirit as Pentecostally given virtually renders the possession of the
New Testament non-essential, and at the same time makes the work of the
Spirit accomplished in the first century incomplete. Let it be admitted that
the work of the Spirit was complete—" perfect and entire, wanting nothing"
(and how can one do otherwise in the face of the record just produced?)
and no difliculty will be found in understanding Paul's words in I. Cor. xiii : 8,
" Charity never faileth; but whether there be prophecies, they shall fail;
whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether there be knowledge, it
shall vanish away," which teach us that these several offices served only for
the time, and accomplishing their purpose, were finally withdrawn. This,
however, was consequent upon apostasy, which as the "mystery of iniquity"
had already begun to work in Paul's day, and at the time the Apocalypse
was given to John in Patmos, had nearly sunk to such a degraded level that
the Spirit threatened to set the ecclesial lightstan Is a-going out of their
places. Their light was the eldership which was clothed with the miraculous powers of the Holy Spirit. This probably occurred during the first
century; and at no time since has the Spirit "guiding into all the truth "
been present in the world apart from the Word, which having been spiritspoken and spirit-recorded, becomes as sufficient and infallible a guide as
the Holy Spirit would be, even if it were miraculously present and visible.
This is the argument: Did the Holy Spirit guide into all truth? Did
that truth received by those who heard it, save them? It is admitted that it
did. It is also admitted that the New Testament is that truth divinely
inspired and recorded. Does not Paul say that the Scriptures (the truth)
make wise unto salvation? Does he not say they " are profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness : that the man of
God may be pcrject, thoroughly furnished unto all good works ?" When the
Scriptures do all this, is it possible to do more? Is it possible that a man can
be more than perfects Is there a point beyond being thoroughly furnished ?
Could the possession of the Holy Spirit do more than this? Did it do any
more? Nay, is it not the fact rather that the Holy Spirit was given that a
record might, be made which would bring such happy results? If so, the pos-
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session of the Holy Spirit was simply a means to an end ; that end being
accomplished, i. c, completed, in the making of the New Testament record, it
was withdrawn. The possession of the Spirit was not the end, but the means
through which the word of salvation came. That word saved men then, it
saves them now, and is sufficient for every good work, resulting in life eternal at the end.
The " prophecies have failed," the " tongues have ceased," the "knowledge has vanished away;" for these gifts are no longer visible among men.
If the Spirit-given word or record as we have it saved then, saves now, and
is sufficient for every good work, and finally brings eternal life, it is but reasonable to insist that a word or record that will do all this meets every
requirement of a loving and intelligent faith. The visible presence and possession of the Holy Spirit could do no more—it did no more. As already
stated, the Holy Spirit was simply the means through which the WORD which
saves came, which word is the Gospel, " the power of God unto salvation to
every one that believeth"—Rom. i: 16. The Holy Spirit was not the word
of salvation, but the vehicle of its transmission. " No man is led by the
Spirit of God who is not led by an intelligent belief of the truth." This
startling statement has an unquestionable confirmation in the declaration of
Peter, who says, " Be mindful of the words which were spoken before by the
Holy Prophets, and of the comtnandments of us the apostles of the Lord and
Saviour," and of John, who says, " He tnat knviweth God hearetJi us ; hereby
know we the spirit of the truth, and the spirit of the delusion." How utterly
without foundation, in view of these facts, is the modern claim to the possession of the Holy Spirit by those who know not the truth. No more certain evidence of this need be furnished than that which becomes painfully
clear the moment they are put to the test of " the law and the testimony," of
which they are totally ignorant.
It may be profitable at this stage, to briefly consider the doctrine,
so-called, of " apostolic succession," intrenched so strongly upon the text
found in Matt, xxviii: 20, " Lo, I am with you alway, even to the end of
the world." What a splendid prop this is when wrung out of its connection
and made to do duty in the upholding of a notion far from the mind of
Jesus. In the first place it is an assurance of a decidedly limited character,
for its scope does not reach beyond the end of the Mosaic age, that being
the time referred to by Jesus. Let the fact be impressed that the original
word for world is age, and that age the one to which they stood related, and
no other. By what authority do men take a text and pervert it as this has
been ? If there were no other means by which Christ could be with his own,
the conclusion might be admitted which the leaders of the people maintain.
Let us admit that the promise of Jesus applies to all time, is it not sufficiently
fulfilled, nay, is it not more reasonably and scripturally fulfilled in the promise of Jesus in Jno. xiv: 2.>, where he says, " If a man love me he will keep
my words ; and my Father will love him, and we will come unto him and
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make our abode with h i m ? " What a delightful companionship, what a
heavenly association. But how? Simply upon the principle enunciated by
Paul, "Let Christ dwell in your hearts by faith " (Eph. iii: 17), and " Christ
in you the hope of glory" (Col. i: 27). What use here of a miraculous
presence? What use here of a suppositious presence, which would be but a
matter of utility even if it were manifest openly ? If these passages do not
perfectly meet the requirements of the promise of Jesus, what will? If
unqualified evidence, stripped of all constructiveness is not sufficient, what
sort of evidence will do ?
For the reason, then, that the New Testament scriptures are a complete
record of the spirit's guidance, do we reject the conceit of "apostolic succession," upon which a vain-glorious and worldly-minded and presumptuous
priesthood, the actual successors of an apostasy as old as it is corrupt, has
based its claims. Explode the notion of a miraculous spirit presence and
down goes the prop of this delusive and fraudulent " succession "
Our plea, therefore, is strongly for the sufficiency of New Testament
revelation, as a complete and infallible record ot the " whole counsel of
God" which, with the Old Testament scriptures, are declared to be given by
inspiration of God, and profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good\vorks," ''making wise unto salvation through
[the] faith which is in Christ Jesus " (II. Tim. iii: 15, 16, 17). The recorded
work of the Spirit being complete, it is, therefore, a sufficient rule of faith
and practice, obviating the supposed necesssity of priestly interference and
interpretation, both arrogant and presumptuous, as well as absurd. This
necessity is assumed from first to last, and is without a scintilla of evidence
to support it. This fact is rendered all the more forcible when it is remembered that it is a hireling system that upholds it. The condemnation of this
class of false teachers is strongly set forth by the Good Shepherd, whose sacrifice of life without money and without price, has brought us to God (see
Jno. x: 12, 13). No man to-day who freely proclaims the gospel as it was
originally given, does so for a mere money consideration, and where this is
done it may be set down as a fact that the gospel of Christ is not set forth.
(Concluded next Month.)

EVENING THOUGHTS.
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READ gently, softly, you are

to the extent of their power the
wishes of the patient. But he is
sinking lower and lower; the respiration is becoming slow and laborious;
the death sweat is upon his forehead;

in the presence of DEATH.
It is an humble little village in Bethany. A few friends and two loving
sisters stand around the dying man.
They are worn and weary, for many
days have they stood near to answer

the "death rattle" is in his breast.
The patient attempts to speak bat
from muscular relaxation his voice
is but a whisper, and no one knows
what he says. His eyes are turned
to his beloved sisters, the heart ceases
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to act—the sick man is DEAD ! "Is
there not an appointed time to man upon earth?" (Job vii: 1). The sick man
no longer lived ; he had passed to
the " Silent Land ; " but of this man
it had been testified that his death
was for the purpose of glorifying the
Son of God (Jno. xi: 4).
The sisters, stricken with grief,
leave the room in agony, giving utterance to heart-rent sorrow, only to
be heard in the presence of death. A
group of friends gather around them
and utter words of comfort, saying
" he will rise at the last day," or perhaps from the Jewish Bible they
quote : " But God will redeem my
soul from the power of the grave"
(Psa. xlix: 15). "Awake, sing ye
that dwell in the dust " (Isa. xxvi:
19), telling them these are God's
promises to those who die the death
of the righteous.
But the sisters as they wail in their
sorrow and shed the bitter tears ol
grief, think, " h a d the Lord been here
he would have saved his beloved
from the dust," but they do not say
so beneath the heavy mantle of affliction.
But now the time for burial has
come. Dust must be consigned to
dust; poor Lazarus must be laid
away in the dark, gloomy chamber
"appointed for all the living " (Job
xxx: 23). According to prevailing
custom he is taken away, and laid to
rest in a cavern of the earth, upon
which lay a large stone (Jno. xi: 38),
until he should come in wtiom his life
is hid (Col. iii: 3, 4). The sisters return home. How dark and gloomy
is life ! Thither came friends to
comfort them, Oh, what a blessing
is friendship. It lightens sorrow and
grief by sharing them ; and in the
beautiful words of Kirke White !
"Friendship hath a power
To soothe affliction in her darkest hour."
Four days these friends of Mary
and Martha speak gentle words of
condolence, and while certain ones
from Jerusalem are comforting the
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sisters in regard to their brother's departure, Martha arises quietly and
leaves the room and starts to meet a
company of men among whom is
"Jesus of Nazareth." He it was
who she believed could have saved
her brother from the power of the
grave. As the tears welled to her
eyes, as she caught the gentle, compassionate look of the Saviour, in
simple trusting words she said,
" Lord, if thou hadst been here my
brother had not died " (Jno. xi: 21).
In voice, gentle, mild, compassionate the Lord replies : " Thy brother
shall rise again " (Ibid 2:-i). Beautiful promise of life ! "Thy brother
shall rise again ! " Then sorrowfully
did Martha answer: " I know that he
shall rise again in the resurrection at
the last day." Jesus answers, " I am
the ressurrection and the life " (25).
But now she goes and calls Mary aside
and says, " The Master is come and
calleth for thee." Without form of
ceremony, Mary at once leaves the
room, and her comforters say she
has gone to the grave to weep ; but
not so. With streaming tears she is
now knelt before the Lord, repeating
the words of her sister. Her com
forters follow and through heartfelt
sympathy also shed tears, and it is
testified that the compassionate Lord
himself wept. Ah, yes ; "Jesus wept"
for poor, frail humanity, and then
started for the grave. O death, release thy victim ! Cast away thy dark
shadow of gloom ! Retreat into the
chambers from whence thou earnest;
for he is coming who has the power
of LIFK ! The surging waves of
DEATH'S OCEAN strike the great rock
of VICTORY, and are sent back, and
in obedience to the command, "Lazarus, come forth ! " the dead man
arises — Life is triumphant over
Death ! Beautiful picture of our
hope. May we, like Lazarus, know
him who has the power ot the resurrection that we may attain unto it
(Phil, iii: 10, 11). How few at the
present have this comforting hope of
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the resurrection. The Platonic doctrine will not admit of this simple belief. It says that man possesses an
immortal soul that cannot die. The
student of Stoddard would comfort
the bereaved in these words : "There
is no death—the thing that we call
death is but another, sadder name
for life;" but that life gained by
Lazarus was a gift by him, who is
the "resurrection and the life." The
student of Longfellow would say,
"There is no death ! What seems so
is transition;" or " Death is the chillness that precedes the dawn; we
shudder for a moment, then awake
in the broad sunshine of the other
life; " but in the narrative given Lazarus did not awake till the Lord came,
then he himself arose. The student of Robert Nicoll would say : A
change from woe to joy—from earth
to heaven. Death answers many a
prayer. Bright day, shine on! be
glad ! "
How can people be so blind ? If
the soul is immortal and goes at once
to God, how can it be that " all that
are in the graves shall hear his voice
and come forth ; they that have done
good unto the resurrection of life"
(Jno. v: 28, 29)? Man, are you not
capable of reason ? Addison in
speaking of the immortality of the
soul said :
" I t must be so—Plato, thou reasonest
well—
Else whence this pleasing hope, thisfond
desire,
This longing after immortality ?"

That is just the reason we know
that man does not possess an immortal soul; for how could he desire and
long for that which he already possesses? " By patient continuance in
well-doing" we are commanded to
"seek for glory, honor and immortality, eternal life" (Rom. ii: 6). Why
seek for that we already possess? If
men would listen to the voice of reason they would arrive at a knowledge
of the truth ; but the immortality of
the soul is a pleasing doctrine and
like Cicero they say ;

"If I shonld be mistaken in this
belief that our souls are immortal I
arn, however, pleased and happy in
my mistake ; nor while I live shall it
ever be in the power of man to beat
me out of an opinion that yields me
so solid a comfort, and so durable a
satisfaction."
Oh, may the tide of truth sweep
over tiie oeach of man's benighted
mind, erase the error there written,
that they may accept the simple faith
of him who said unto them plainly,
" Lazarus is dead ! " and afterward
declared, " I am the resurrection and
the life."
A PRAYER,
" The way is dark, my Father ! Cloud
upon cloud
Is gathering thickly o er my head and
loud
The thunders roar above me ! O.see—I
stand
Like one bewildered ! Father, take my
hand,—
Ana through the gloom lead safely home
Thy child !
" The day declines, my Father ! and the
night
Is drawing darkly down. My faithless
sight
Sees ghostly visions. Fears, like a spectlM. b a m I

Encompass me. O, Father, take my hand
And from ai« night lead up to light Thy
child,
"The cross is heavy. Father! I have
borne
It long, and still do bear it. I cannot
stand
Or go alone. O, Father, take my hand,
And reaching down, lead to the crown
thy child ! "
Selected.—C. C. V.
Where war, whiskey and modern Christianity aie there is Christendom.
C. C. V.
" Memory lives and her joys live with
her ; and I am glad that her joys outlive
her sorrows."
C. C. V.
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JANUARY, 1899.

E are passing another milestone
W
which measures the times of the
Gentiles during which Jerusalem and
her people—national and spiritual—are
to be trodden down until the long-set sun
of Israel shall arise. We have been
hearing much of " Christmas," and we
have been taken back through the caverns of dark and dismal ages to the
plains of Bethlehem, to the infancy
of Christ and of Christianity. There we
have heard the heart-stirring words of
the angel to the shepherds, " Fear
not. for behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all
people. For unto you is born this day
in the city of David a Saviour, which is
Christ the Lord." We have seen the
multitude of the heavenly host joining
the angel and have heard their heavenly music sounding out in its sweet
melody and inspiring notes, reverberating down and down the ages to the
happy fulfillment of the words of their
anthem, "Glory to (rod in the highest,
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and on earth peace and good will among
men." It has mattered not to us
whether the ringing of the word Christ
in our ears has come from the lips of
reverence, intelligence and godliness,
or from those of superstition, frivolity
and vanity, all the same it is most satisfying that all this bears testimony to
the fact that Christ was not a myth.
He was born, he lived, he died, he rose,
and he is alive. We are away down the
line about 1899 years and not one of
these years nor all of them, with their
thousand enemies in religious garb, nor
with their many taunting sceptics, infidels and atheists, have been able to extinguish the liglit of the shining star of
Bethlehem. If we were called upon to
cease our work and take our rest in che
sleep of the tomb to await the next visible act in the drama, we could exclaim
with Simeon of old, '• Lord, now lettest
thou thy servants depart in peace,for our
eyes have seen thy salvation." If these
words of hope found faith enough to
give them hearty expression in the infancy of Jesus, how much more so
should they burst forth now in Anno
Domini eighteen hundred and ninety-nine?

The millions of busy men of commerce will be writing many times every
day 1899, knowing that these figures
have a past, but not dreaming of their
future ; but we can say the very first
time we write them, '• Now is our salvation nearer than when we believed."
If we are disposed to take up the cry of
the souls under the altar, " How long,
O Lord ? the answer would be, " Be ye
ready." ; 'Wbat I say unto you I say unto
all, WATCH." Yes, there is a future, and
1899 may bring it; but whether it will
or not truth is truth all the same, and
the luster of our bright and shining
hope is not dimmed by the lapse of
time. Whether it were eighteen hundred and ninety-nine years or eighteen
tho usiuid, Line hundrt-d and uini-ty.
nine ypjirs sinw the ,iW,r !wl th?
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to the babe born in Bethlehem, it were
a TRUTH—a fact—all the same: and
whether the reappearance of Christ as
the morning star of the coming cloudless day be in this year or a thousand
years hence his coming is a Tiil'TU, an
undying and everlasting Truth all the
same.
So far as the unfolding of God's plan
is concerned as seen in the evolutions
of the nations all is going along as
safely and as surely as our hearts could
wish. The ship of state may seem to
us sometimes to be making too many
tacks ; but her canvas is nevertheless
stretched to the breeze of Providence,
and all is safe. We can well afford to
wait and watch.
In bracing ourselves for an onward
march from the milestone of 1899. let
us look up and look on. We may not
have to make new resolves, having made
them all when we started on the journey of life eternal, but we may resolve
to increase our strength and fortitude
in carrying out our resolves. To help
us to know how and to do this there is
no lack of instruction, education, consolation, comfort and hope. As brother
Vredenburgh has clearly and forcibly
shown in his article appearing herein,
the Word is all sufficient. While the
stargazers of the world are ignorantly
waiting for influence in the form of
hypnotism and a thousand other isms,
to come from the clouds, the discerning
eye will see Heaven's bountiful table
spread with all that is necessary to give
strength to do and fortitude to withstand. Let us take our meals regularly
at this table, and if we desire a little
between meals, we shall find it always
ready. Let us read and digest and be
energized by wholesome words such as
may be read in Rom. xii: 9-21.
THE peace commissioners between
the United States and Spain have concluded their work, and now trouble is
brewing for the former at home and

abroad. There is a strong anti-expansion party forming that will hamper and
harrass the government at home, and
many jealous eyes are looking out
abroad. It does seem strange for such
a vast country as the United States,
with its millions of acres of idle land,
and with its domestic resources scarcely
commenced to be developed, to be talking so loudly of expansion and coveting
the possession of little islands in distant seas. The stay-at-bome-and-mindyour own-business policy of the antiexpansionists is, no doubt, the wise
plan for this country, from the standpoint of the statesman ; but ''we must
have coaling stations and basis of supplies" is the cry; and this means to..)
providential preparation for the part
the United States is to play in the war
of all nations, that will end all human
governments, and place the world in
the hands of Him who, born a babe in
Bethlehem, has ascended to the right
hand of the Majesiy in the heavens,
destined to rule the world in peace and
prosperity. What a crisis'. What a
crash awaits this wicked world! Dreadful, terrible ; hut a sweet calm and a
glorious rest will follow to the delight
of a grateful world ami to the glory of
Him who holds the rems that guides all
things to their destined end.
BROTHER J J. ANDREW kindly sent
us a copy of tin; Jcwi.uk World containing stirring-tletters on " The Triumph of
Zionism," The Zionist Movement,"
etc. We had hoped to give extracts
from these this month, but being short
of space we must hold over.

W E thank those who have promptly
renewed their subscriptions for the
ADVOCATE, and for the kind words of
encouragement uttered. A goodly number have accepted our special offer given
last month, and have sem in new subscribers, for which we thank them all.
Our special offer will hold good through
the vi iir lyU9. If the increase should
be as i.irge as present indications promise we shall be able to reduce the s-ubsciiption to Sl.r>0, which is our hope
ami aim.

The Jews,
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall seuffer tltee nmoui,' all
people, from the OIK1 end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And amon^r these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Don 1. 28: 114, (;5.

GATHERED.
"Behold, T will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they be g'orie,
and will ijathcr them on every side, and brin^r
thorn into tlieir own land"—Ezek. :>7: 21, ":.'.

LETTER FEOM JERUSALEM,

Turkish soldiers. The imperial party
rode in a carriage which the sultan
sent from Constantinople. A battalion was sent out from Jerusalem to
escort them ; twenty Bedouins on
horses were conspicuous; and twentyone guns were fired from the arsenal.
The city was quite smothered in flags.
I never saw so many flags of all nations flying before. Beautiful arches
were erected all along the Jaffa road.
Hundreds of voices shouted " God
save the kaiser." Such an event has
not occurred for hundreds of years.
The church was dedicated on Monday the 31st. Invitations were sent
to the emperor from every school,
convent, and hospital, and he has
tried to visit all their places. It has
kept him and the empress very busy
every moment day and evening.
They have had their home in tents
erected in the choicest spot outside
the walls. A cottage made of papier
mache was sent for the temporary
abode of the emperor and empress.
The grounds are arranged beautifully.
All the decorations are very well
done. The city has been illuminated
every night, and more rockets sent
up skyward than I ever saw before.
Thousands of people of all nationalities have followed the procession
through the streets. The streets have
been widened and repaved, cleaned
and decorated. It has almost seemed
as if Jerusalem was putting on her
" beautiful garments " of prophecy.
The sultan has presented the emperor with a plot of ground on Mt.

I have received a terrible shock by
the news of our dear friend Roberts'
death. It was so unexpected. I assure you that he has one sincere
mourner in Jerusalem. He was like
Abraham, " a friend of God." And
it is so sad to think that he died
alone away from his dear wife and
friends who would have done so
much for him. 1 trust that through
the intercession of Christ and the
mercy of the Father that poor Mrs.
Roberts will be sustained. It is a
consolation to know that nothing
can happen contrary to the will of
God. Such scenes make us cry out
" O, that thou vvouldst rend the heavens and come down." But we have
to take up the sad burden of sorrow
and learn a new lesson in the school
of life. We feel the comforting power
of our Saviour's words at such a time
as never before—" I will not leave
you comfortless, I will come to you."
We know by our Saviour's promise
that it will be well with him when he
comes to make up his jewels, and a
reward awaits him. The memory of
this good man and his many kind,
unselfish deeds to our poor people
here will never be forgotten in Jerusalem. God bless his memory.
The German emperor arrived here
with his retinue last Satin day, the
29th. The party consisted of the
emperor, the empress, his bodyguard,
many high officials, and five hundred
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Zion. It is near David's tomb. We
are told that his Catholic subjects
will build a church there and that
they will be under his control. Tomorrow they will leave by train, and
they have certainly made a favorable
impression by their humility and
kindness. The train which brought
them from Hiafa consisted of fifteen
hundred mules and horses. Coat &
Son furnished everything.
Now I will tell you of another interesting event which happened yesterday. I had occasion to call upon
a Jewish friend, when he told me that
" Dr. Herzl had arrived and that he
was even now in this house." I was
quite astonished at this news, and he
said, "Mrs. Davis, would you like to
see Dr. Herzl?" I replied, "Certainly, more than any one in the
world ! " He then sent a man to
the rooms occupied by Dr. Herzl
and his suite, asking if he would like
to see his fiiend, an American lady?
He immediately sent his secretary
for me. He received me with the
most gracious salutation and I had
the pleasure of a long conversation
with him. He told me that I was a
" Christian Zionist." I told him
about his Christadelphian friends,
and what they have done for his poor
brethren here. He thanked me for
my visit, and said he hoped to see
me again. I have sent him the September number of the ADVOCATE, as
he wished to see what you had said
about the " Congress." He is a
handsome man ; he has beautiful
eyes. His business here is private,
and I was asked not tc mention my
interview with him while he is here.
I heard that he was to visit the emperor. I shall be likely to correspond with him after he leaves and
then I may know more. I feltthat I was more honored by an introduction to this grand man than
I should have been to the emperor
hiinst-lf. I find more humility in ihe
Jewish race than any other people ,.n
the earrh. God said. '" He l«?<t l

in the wilderness to humble them."
Solomon said, "Before honor is humility."
We have passed through such a
week of excitement, day and night,
for the past week that I am hardly
capable of writing a connected letter.
With the noise of guns and rockets
we could have very little sleep at
night. A painful accident happened
two days ago. An effendi's little
daughter was taken to the emperor
and presented him with a valuable
souvenir. She was a beautiful child.
She was in a few hours after burned
to death. The emperor is much
grieved over the accident.
Nov. 4th.—The emperor and retinue are gone. A salute of twentyone guns were fired. All Turkish
officials bade him an affectionate
farewell at the station. These officials appeared to think him their
only earthly friend. Some of the
poor fellows looked as if they had
been shedding tears. I am told that
he has acted very generously to the
government officials.
Dr. Herzl has also gone. His visit
has been a success we think, but none
of his friends are allowed to speak
about it. He left a kind note for me
which I prize very highly. I shall
hear from him again. The excitement is nearly past and I am trying
to get back to my normal condition
and settle down to my work. I have
much to do and must work day and
evening to do the work promised.
The Turkish soldiers brought fifteen
or twenty Armenian girls here from
Turkey. They are from twelve to
fifteen years of age. The missionaries are trying to find them, but
have found but one. The parents
were massacred. I think I have
wrttten as much as you will wish to
read. The October number of the
ADVOCATE is very interesting. I am
interested in your debates.
Yours in hope,

A, K,

A SPECIMEN OF THOSE WILT WAYS.

A SPECIMEN OF THOSE "WILY
WAYS."

M

EPLYING- to oar challenge in
the ADVOCATE for October, Mr.

Hall, in the Baptist Flag under date of
November 17. says:
Our Christadelphian friend, Mr.
Thos. Williams, says lie does not care
to repeat the debate we had at Creal
Springs last August; but he challenges us to debate with him in Arkansas
some time in the future. Mosv. cheerfully will we grant his request, and
arrangements of time and propositions are now in order.
Reading this, one who had not read
what we wrote about trying the matter
over at Creal Springs would conclude
that we feared to do so there. Mr. IIall
tells half the truth in such a way as to
make out a whole lie. Here are our
words:
No, we are not in a hurry to "try
the matterover at Creal Springs" just
yet. It is too soon. Let there bo
about the time there was between the
other five debates, and then, perhaps,
the situation will be ripe i'or a sixth.
Now to have given his readers the
truth Mr. Hall should either have quoted this, or have said that it, was too
soon after the last debate to have another. The commonest reader will
know why a frank and correct statement would not suit a man chafing
under consciousness of defeat.
From the last part of what Mr. Hall
says in the foregoing quotation, his
readers will conclude that he had accepted our challenge for a debate in
Arkansas. In this, too, he makes a
'"half-truth" statement, for he wrote
us refusing to accept our propositions,
and also refusing to allow the Socratic
method to be employed. This is no acceptance at all; for with a man of Air.
Hall's talking powers, it is necessary
to subject him to pointed questions
right on the spot in order to i-ouud him
up, as it were, and bring him to a point
where the audience can see the naked
truth. Mr. Kail had to confess that
the audience inZion much preferred to
hear the Socratic part of the debate.
It is always so, and since b>th disputants have the same privilege there is
no unfairness.
We have written Mr. Hall that we

are willing to accept the propositions
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in the same form as those of Zion, but
the Socratic method we must have.
It may not be out of place here to
say why we prefer our form of proposition to that of Mr. Hall's. To say
that man in death is unconscious embraces all of man that is conscious
when alive. In life it is the man, as
man. that is conscious. To say that
all that constitutes man is unconscious
in death is to imply that consciousness
in life belongs to the component parts
of man as parts. Man's feet are component parts of what '"constitutes
man," and to say that all that constitutes man is unconscious in death is
to say that his feet are unsconscious in
death, and to imply that they are conscious in life. Sensation or feeling are
attributable to a man's feet when normally connected with the brain by the
nerves; but consciousness, which is
"the faculty or power of knowing ones
own thoughts," is not an attribute of a
man's feet, but of his brain, or mind.
Mr. Hall wondered why we found fault
with the proposition (in the form lie insisted upon having it) at Zion; but to
us it was objectionable, and we only
accepted it because it seemed impossible to get Mr. Hall to agree to the debate unless he had his own way in
nearly all the preliminary details.
ME- HALL VERSUS BAPTISTS.
the debates in Kentucky
and Illinois, Mr. Hall confessed
that he believed in the literal, personal
return of Christ to restore the twelve
tribes of Israel, and to reign as king
overall the earth We expressed our
surprise, because we had found Baptists
very much opposed to these doctrines.
Still, we need not have been surprised;
for nine or ten years ago Mr. Hall obtained from us quite a number of our
books teaching these things, and he had
evidently read them carefully. His declaration* that he believed these doctrines showed a progress that we might
rejoice over—if it led on to progress in
other essential doctrines. We had
quite a dispute with Mr. Hall over
tins, not 1 because he said he believed
these doc .lines, but because he declared
they were "Baptist doctrines."

Now there were Baptists in the seventeeth ceutury who believed thus, but
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t h e y weve different kind of B a p t i s t s
from those now called by that n a m e .
Mr (lull asserted and we denied t h a i
t h e 1! ipl isls as a denominal inn nonT believe in these doctrines. At l a s t . Mr.
Hall declared that the dncl rine of the
literal return of Christ to reiirn over restored Israel and the whole earth for a,
t h o u s a n d years, known as the inilleniurn, was in the, Baptist articles of
faith. We challenged t h a t anil askrd
for a, copv of articles, h u t Mr. Hall
failed to find one.
A Baptist friend,
however, kindly handed us a copy of
t h e report of the Saline Co. Associat i o n , which contained their articles of
faith, and we read to the a u d i e n c e at
Creal Springs t h e following article
therefrom:
We believe the S c r i p t u r e s tea.''h t h a t
the end of the world is approaching;
t h a t at: th • last day Christ will d ' s c u d
f r o m hi'iivi'ii a.i.d r a i s i ' t h e d r a d I'nmi t h e
g r a v e for final r e t i i b u tinn ; t h a t a, s o l e m n
s e p a r a t i o n will t h e n r i k e p l a c e ; t h a t , t h e
w i e l c d will t h e n be 1 a d j u d g e d to e n d l ' - s s
p u n i s h m e n t , a n d tin r i g h t e o u s t o e n d l e s s
j o y ; a,id t h i s j u d g m e n ' will lix f o r e v e r
t h e final s t a t e of m e n in h e a v e n o r h e l l ,
o n p r i n c i p l e s of r i g h t e o u s n e s s .

This showed that, according to the
Baptists, at the -'return of Christ" I he
'•end of the world" would come; that
then all the righteous would go to
heaven and all the wicked to hell, and
there would he none let! upon the earth
for Christ to reign over for a millennium.
It seems that recently the Christian
Hi'diii/cList. a Campbelitie paper, has
asked the editor, of the Ilnplixt A'c/r.s
to state "Baptist doctrines concerning
eschatology." and the editor of the
Jimnuil mid McwiKjer has answered to
the satisfaction of Mr. Throguiorton,
the ediior of the Narx, and he copies
it. In tins the very words iriven above
from the Saline County Association's
report are quoted from The New llimipxliire Articles

of Fuilli — A r t i c l e I I I .

proaehinsr end of the world ; " and that
then the final retribution of the wicked
will lie I hat they will all be sent to hell;
while all the good will go to heaven.
Now where is there room 1here for the
millennial reign of Christ r Where is
there room here for the twelve apostles to rule the restored twelve tribes of
Israel? Is it not clear th it in Mr.
Hall's new departure from Baptist
docl riiies and his coming that far over
to Christadelphian doctrines he lias
thrown Baptist doctrines all into confusion, and he will have to discard his
theory of heaven going and hell going
at death and at the '•end of the world"
iu order to make it lit, what, lie says he
now believes concerning the millennium?
The fact, is truth and error will not
mix If you come to believe an item
of Bible truth, vou must, eilher liud
yourself in confusion or come completely out of modern Babylon and
stand on the Lord's side.
We wrote Mr. Hall on September 24
asking him if he could inform us where
we could get those "'articles of faith"
he had failed to produce at the debate,
but no answer has come to hand up to
December 10.
We press this matter because it is
one of the tricks of the preachers,
when they find they cannot, deny the
doctrines we believe, to try to persuade
their followers that, they have believed
so :ill the lime. They will light against
is--, as long as they can make anything
of an appearance to the superficial ;
and when their fallacy is exposed they
cry out, " W e have believed that all the
time,'' Their books, however, show
their belief, and so in this case, their
printed articles of faith expose the falsity of the assertions they make when
they liud themselves cornered.
EDITOR.

So

now it turns out, just as we claimed,
that this eud-of-the-world theory, instead of the millennium, is an article
of faith of the Baptists generally, and
it is manifest that Mr. Hall cannot, be
a Baptist and stiil believe in the return
of Christ to reign on e.irlli for a thousand years. Jji'l. us lo-'U at it, Biptists
believe that, good men ^o |..> ue.!v< i:
when thc\ d e. and tlial iv:ck,: I nicu ;o
hell. This article, says Lnat. wn.-u
Christ returns it will be, at the "ap-

" lieason sits firm and holds the reins,
and she will not let the feelings burst
away and hurry hor to wild chasms. The
passions may rage furiously, like true
hi'iiLiKMi a s L i i e y . i r e ; a n d
the desires
i n . i v h i . a g i n e a l l s o r t s <.f v a i n t l i i g s ; b u t
j . i f f U U ' m aiia.ll s i , i l l h a v e U i e l a s i w o r d
u i i.'Vi-ry a i g u r i i ' U i t , a n d t h e c a b l i n g v o t e
i n t-\'r[-y i f , r . ci i o n . S i r o u g \ s i n d , , a r i h q i i i t i e s i o c , ; a.id lire iiiny p a s s b y ; b u i I
a i i . u l f o l l o w t h e g u u l i ig of
that
Siill.
: m a i I v o t e • vvui.'li h i t c r p , e l s I h e d i c t a t e s
ol conscience."—Charlotte 13roiU<st

"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth,-while the evil day" come nut. nor the years draw nigh,
-when tlion shait say, 1 have no pleasure in thi-ni."— KOl.OMi >_N.

1.—Ans ers must be in your own writing.
on one side of tile paper only.
2. - Wri
4.™Answers must reach the

^.—State which class you belong 1o,
on en'-h paper you MMUI.
r. Mr. Leask, by the -lit h of eaeh m<uith.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing

2. Where was lie buried V
3. Who took the throne at his death?
4. What complaint did the people
in December ADVOCATK :
make to the king, and how did lie anCLASS N O . 1.
May Spencer (14), Chicago, 111., 100; swer them ?
Grace Cooper, (10), Ilawley, Pa., 05 •">. Did he act wisely in so answering
DessieLemmon (10).LakeCieott.Ind.9">; them V
ANMVEKS.
Drueie White (11). Spottsville. Ky.. 95;
No Name,
Spottsvilie, Ky., 90;
BEST V A P E K , CLASS N O . 1.
Lois Mason, (13), Erie, 111., 90;
1.
Solomon reigned forty yca r s.— I.
Bessie Cosby, (14), Geneva, Ky., 90;
Eugenie Clark (9). Hilton, N. J., 90; Kings xi: 42.
2. lie was buried in the city of
Percy Clark (12). Hilton, N . J., 90;
Miley Connoway (13) Spottsville.Kv. 90; David —I. Kings xi: 43.
3. Kehoboam, his son, succeeded
Lela Connoway (1(1), Spottsvilie, Ky. 90;
John H. Briee (11), Gait, Out., 90; him —1. Kings xi; 43.
4. In I. Kings xii: 4 we have an acChas. M. Brice (10), Gait, Out., 90;
count
of the complaint that the people
Ernest Cocke (11), Creal Springs. 111. 90;
made to Kehoboani- It was that SoloCLASS N O . 2.
mon had taxed them heavily, ruling
Alice Dolph (18), Rochester, N. Y., 95, harshly, and their wish was that KehoMabel Clarke (14). Hilton, N . J., 90; boam should promise to rule more leniBessie Williams (10), Chicago, 111., 95; ently and they would be his servants.
Charles Mason (17), Erie, 111., 90; He answered them roughly and said he
Daisy Franklin (15), Elgin. 111., 90; would not lighten their yoke but would
The answers this month are, in the rule even more severely than Solomon
main, very good. A number of the bad done—i. Kings xi: 12, 13, 14.
scholars have written the texts in full
5. He acted very unwisely in so anas answers. Instead of doing this if
swering them.
MAY SPKNCKII.
they will give the answer in their own
words and just refer to the text as SKCONI) IJKST 1'APICK, CLASS N O . I.
proof of their answer, it will show bet1. Solomon reigned forty years--1.
ter that they understand the subjects. Kings xi: 42
J A M E S LUASK, f>'i2 62d Si.,

Station O.

Chicago, ill.
QUESTIONS.

Ijicssox NO. 69. CLASS NO. 1.

1. How loug did Solomon reigu ?

2. S iluinon was buried in the city of
David, his father —1. Kings xi: 43.
3. Heho.M'ain look the liirono at bis
i'utiiLi' s dciiLh—1: Kings xi. i3.
4. The people said that their yoke
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was too grievous, and if Rehoboam
would make it lighter they would serve
him (Kings xii: 4). Rehoboam said that
his little finger would be thicker than
his father's loins. He said that his father
loaded them with a heavy yoke, but he
would make their yokes heavier. And
his father had chastised them with
whips, but he would chastise them with
scorpions—I. Kings xii: 10, 11.
5. lie did not answer them wisely—
I. Kings xii: 16.
GRACE COOPER.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 69, CLASS NO 2.

1. Who was Solomon's successor ?
2. Who had fled somewliere (where?)
and returned upon hearing of Solomon's
death ?
!!. What caused Solomon's successor
to take counsel, and wherein did he
manifest the indiscretion of youth in
his choice of the counsel ?
4. What effect did his indiscretion
have upon Israel ?
5. What was the outcry of those
who revolted ?
ANSWERS.
BEST TAPER CLASS NO. 2.

1. Kehoboam — II. Chron. ix: 31.
2. Jeroboam fled into Egypt—II.
Chron. x: 2.
3. The people of Israel complained
to Rehoboam that his father (King Solomon) had made, their yoke grievous
and they wanted him to lessen their
servitude (I. Chron. x: 1). But instead
of listening to the words of the old men,
which was to make their yoke lighter,
he listened to the advice of the young
men, and added more to their servitude
— I. Kings xii: 14.
4. The revolt of the ten tribes—II.
Chron. x.19.
5. That they had no inheritance in
David, the son of Jesse, and that David
should see to hisown house—II Chron.
x: 16; I Kiugs xii; 16, ALICE DOLPH.

SECOND BEST PAPER CLASS NO. 2.

1. Rehoboam succeeded Solomon
his father on the throne of David—
II. Chron. ix: 30, 31.
2. Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, had
fled into Egypt, because Solomon sought
to take his life, and returned on hearing of the death of Solomon.
3. The people, sent and called Jeroboam to go with them to Rehoboam
and ask him to lighten their yoke, as
his father had made it grievous, and
they would serve him; and he told them
to depart for three days and come again
to him. Then he took counsel. He
consulted the old men and they advised him to lighten their yokes. Then
he consulted the young men, who advised him to be hard with them. After
three days the people returned and he
showed his indiscretion by taking the
young men's advise and answered them
roughly, saying, " My father made your
yoke heavy but I will add to your yoke.
My father chastised you with whips but
I will chastise you with scorpions—I.
Kings xii: 4-12.
4. It caused the people to rebel
against the king.—I. King xii: 16-19.
5. When the people saw that the
king would not hearken unto them
they cried out saying, " What portion
have we in David nor have we any inheritance from the son of Jesse; so
Israel departed into their tents —I.
Kings xii: 16.
MABEL CLARKE.
CLASS NO. 1,

1. In what proportion were the tribes
of Israel divided between Jeroboam and
Ei'hoboam?
2. Name tho«e tribes which remained
with Relioboam and state why the royalty was considered as rightfully belonging to tliosn tribes?
:!. From which of these tribes did the,
rightful heir to David's throne descend,
and when will he reign over the whole
house of Israel ?
CLASS NO. 2.

1. In how many tribes had there been
divinely accepted royalty, and under
whose reign were thev after the division
under Jeroboam and Kehoboam !
2. To which did the royalty permanently belong, ami how do you account
for I lie capitttl city being in the territory
of another tribe?
3. To whom does the royalty rightfully
and everlat-Hm ly belong? ami v ho will
efhct the ult imate, rtsuiiiou Ot divided Xsraal aud when?

APPEALS.
ELMIBA, N. Y.—To the brethren in
Christ scattered abroad, greeting in the
Lord. We appeal to you in behalf of our
deserving brother, J. A.Raymond, who is
in great affliction. He had a stroke of
paralysis about three weeks ago, affecting the whole of his ri^ht side, and is now
entirely helpless. The physicians say he
* will recover, but it will be slow, probably
months before he will be able to help
himself. Our brother is a colored man
about sixty years old, and one of our
public speakers. He left the clergy of
the Baptist church about four years ago,
and was immersed by us, after a long
search for the Truth on his part, and a
careful examination on our part. We believe he is honest and sincere and we have
the evidence of his faith since, by his
works. H'1 is very poor,partially supporting himself by such mechanical and gardening work as he could obtain. He has
been in poor health, and we have cared for
him, and looked after his needs, up to the
present time, and will continue to do all
we can, but we have others to help also,
who are in need, and it makes the burden
very heavy just now, for we have to keep
a man to care for him until he can assist
himself. He has no family.
Dear brethren, can you shaie with us in
this good work of caring for our needy
and helpless brother, for ' inasmuch as
ye have done it unto one of the least of
these, my brethren, ye have done it unto
ine." The secretary will receive and
acknowledge any contributions.
C. T. SPENCEK, S e c ,

410 Standish street.
J. F. SYKBS.

A. HALL, Pres. Bros.
MAKTINVILLE ARK.—I write to tell
you that brother E. H. Miller, who is now
living at Morrilton, but formerly lived
at Martinville, has been sick with slow
fever since the 4th of September. He is
entirely dependent upon his labor for a
living, and has only been able to work
six and a half days, having taken a re-

lapse after going to work, from his first
sickness. While he is able to sit up he is
still unable to work. The brethren at
Morrilton have been very kind to brother
Miller in furnishing medicine and paying
his doctor bill. But I consider him in a
condition as needing further assistance,
and take this method of informing the
brethren at large through you, of the
facts in the case. If you deem it proper
please make a note of the above in the
ADVOCATE. Brother Miller is a worthy
brother and will greatly appreciate anything the brethren may see fit to do for
him. If Mr. Hall desires a discussion in
Arkansas we are ready for him arid we
will try and make no failure as he claims
we did. There is strong talk of a discussion between our brethren and the
Adventists here on the resurrection of
the dead, They will affirm a universal
resurrection and we deny. We do not
know just when the discussion will take
place. Will notify you. Probably about
the time of our fraternal meeting. We
want you to be with us. Love to all.
Your brother in the one hope,
J. D. MAKTIN.

[A small contribution has been sent
brother Miller from the ADVOCATE .Relief
Fund ; but the Fund is quite low at present and needs replenishing.—EDITOK].
AKRON, OHIO.-Dear Brother and
Sister Williams: We are sure of your
sympathy in this our great affliction, the
loss of our beloved husband, father and
brother in the faith. He was fifty-nine
years old, the age of brother Roberts, but
unlike him he died in the presence of
family and friends ready to do all that
could be done to relieve his sufferings.
WH bi'oke bread in his room the last Sunday and then he fell into a deep sleep
which turned into the sleep of death. We
sorrow not as others who have no hope,
and we know that, like Paul, he could say
he had kept the faith ; even in the face of
almost unbearable trouble he stood lirin.
Now we must do what we can alone. It
•will be best to give up the hall in town
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and quietly meet at our son's house. No.
210 Sherman street. So please take our
notice of meeting place out of the ADVOCATE, and aiso piease send ADVOCATE
now to Mr. Harry A. Sommerville (io4'.< E.
Exchange. We were obliged to accept
alien help to conduct services, but at our
request hymns were sung from our own
Christadelphian hymnbooks, and scripture read of our own selection, and no remar Im made. It was the best we could
do. A good Cleveland brother (brother
Shaw, a genuine (Jhristadelphian) helped
cany him to his last resting place. My
five brothers in the flesh and one in the
faith acting as bearers.
Your sister in hope of the resurrection,
E. J. SOMMEHVILLE.
[Sister Sommerville has our sympathy
in her trouble. The lots of a husband
or a wife, especially in advanced age.
after a long life of companionship, is irreparable in many ways. Our sister and
her now deceased husband attended our
Fraternal Gathering a year ago last summer, and formed a pleasant acquaintance with our eeclesia. In behalf of all
the brethren here, we extend our condolence to her, to the family, and to the
little Hock in Akron —EDITOB.]
GALENA, KAN. -.,...oe our last report
in the ADVOCATE we have List one of our
small ecclesia in the person of sister
Love, mother of brother James Love,
who died recently of extreme old age.
Owing to her extreme age hur mind had
become weakened to a great extent, but
at intei vals when she seemed most rational she spo. e most lovingly of the
Truth and seemed strong in faith of a
resurrection lo life eternal. We have recently secured a permanent place of
meeting at the Advent church, where we
intend holding our meeting in future.
We shall begin a course of lectures December 18th. We are in receipt of a lettor fiom brother li. G. Huggius, saying
he expecisto make a tour through the
southwest after March 20, 1899, and that
he will make Galena one of his stopping
places. Brethren wishing to arrange
with him for lectuies should address him
after January 1, in care brother Mark E.
Cocke, d e a l Springs, 111. We have also
received a letter from bi other J. M. 1'aul,
of Waterloo, Iowa, saying he expects to

make a three or four moaths tour through

this part of the country, and we are expecting him to be with us before long,
but are not able to name the date. But
few of the alien will listen to us in our
efforts to set forth the Truth here, but by
persistent and constant endeavor we hope
to snatch some brand from the burning,
and keep our zeal from flagging.
Yours fraternally,
E. B, P H I L L I P S , Sec.

JONESBORO, VA,—I hope, the ADVOCATE will have a larger circulation than
ever before. I am sorry to know that so
many of our prominent brethren are falling asleep. Some of the best Christadelphian I ever knew are dead and none
seern to be preparing themselves to fill
their places. My father, T. F. Jones, is
in very bad health. We thought for ten
days he would not be with us much
longer. He is now in his eighty-eighth
year, and has lived to see all of his ehildien, eight in number, grown and in the
one faith. He has been holding forth the
light ol tile gospel in this isol-sted section
for many years. I think fifty odd years
of his life have been speni in the service
of the one God. contending at all times
and under ail circumstances for the hope
of the gospel. We fear his time in this
life is vei y short.
With love to you and sister Williams, I
am your brother in the one hope,
M. A. J O N E S .

LADNEK, B. C.—Dear Brother Williams: 1 suspect you will be surprised
to learn that we intend to sail lor New
Zealand about January 14, 1899 at God
will. We think it will be good for our
health, and it is a pleasant climate and
there are so many brethren there in different pails. You will therefore address
me after January 10, 1899, care of Mr. F.
Dexter, Wanganui, New Zealand. We
hope that yourself, sister Williams, and
all the saints with you will be blessed
with health and continue faithful till the
end, which we think is very near (wo see
the last paper is full ol wan. Sister Cook
joins in fraternal Juve to you all.
Youis waiting for (war, them peace,
JAMES COOK.

[We are sorry that brother and sister
Cook are going so far away lrom us. In
them the brethren in New Zealand will

find earnestness and faithfulness, and

IHTELLIUENUK.

they will be a help to the cause of the
Truth wherever they go. We shall hope
to hoar often from them in that distant
land whither they go. About thirty years
ago sister Williams and I bid an affectionate farewell to brother Cook itheu u.
little boy), his father and mother, sisters
and brothers, in Mumbles, South Wales,
England. A personal acquaintance was
renewed in this country about fourteen
years ago, and a warm attachment has
existed ever since, sister Cook this time
included. Now we must bid farewell
again and the question is, Where shall
we meet next? Perhaps at Sinai; and
if so brother COOK will have nearly
girted the earth, and we shall have returned the same way wo came and have
gone a little farther; but the great question will be. Is this our iinal meeting
from which we shall never part'! May
our Father in heaven grant it. May His
sustaining arm uphold, and may Hi' protect and guide our beloved brotner and
and their liitle ones as they cross the
deep waters of the ocean, and in whatever part of the distant land lln-y may
pass the short lime of their sojourn.—

the day appointed, the day of the restitution of all things, which God hath spoken
by tho mouth ,of all His holy prophets
since the world began.
I do not desire tho ADVOCATE any longer.
IIlJMPHKEY liUAtCUMil.

[Tho bark of Tiuth has been tossed
upon a troubled sea ever since it set sail
in London, aud now poor brother Gualohmai has fallen overboard and info the wide
open mouth of iiusselli^ni. Tho Saviour
understood it all and told us what to expect. See Luke viii: 11-15. It is a pity
our brother did not take the warning.—
EDITOIS. ]

PITTSBUKG, PA,—Though we cannot
report Ihe obedience at this time of any
to the saving name of Christ, it is with
pleasure we announce an addition to our
number of two by removal, sister Way
and her daughter, sister Jessie Way, late
of Boston, mother aud sister respectively to sister 1>"I ed Williams, of the ecelesia. As our number is.small the acquisition of a Line brother or sister is v.eleomed by all, Whft'e an oeclesia is but
few in number ihe addition of one or two
I D TOIL]
is appreciated ; lor " As iron sharpeneth
iron, so a man sharpenoth the counteLA WEENCE, MASS.—We have not any nance of his friend." O.i the contra-y
good news for you other than to say that the absence of any is quickly noticed.
the few believers in Lawrence are hold- How necessary then that each one should
ing their own. We believe the things endeavor to be found in his place at
promised, wo are looking for tin- Loid the breaking of biead.orthe public profrom heaven to restore the kingdom to clamation of the Truth. "I\>r no man
Israel, and dining our pilg< image we are liveth unto himself." During the hist
trying to walk so that we may bo kings four mouths we have been cheered by
visits fioui brethren A. Cook, E. J. Woolin the age to come. And when ihe Son of
man comeih aud he should inviie'us to li.^eroft and Win. Wnilehouso, of New
enter into the kingdom, we shall nave Kensington, Pa , each of whom spoke
accomplished our object. Then, my wotds ol ex orlaiion to our ediliea ion
brothei1, we can sing iho SJU of liev. v: a,nd eemi011. Ai our iast business meeting a resolution was passed to the effect
i), 10. Your brother,
J, E.
that should any brother or sister from
ai.y ecclesia settle in Pit sbuig, ana deLONDON, ONT.—Dear Brother Will- sire to fellowship with the Pittsburg
iams:—It seems to be nothing but confu- ecclesia, being total strangers to all the
sion, which is Babylon, aud I have brotherhood of this ecclesia, they should
changed my views. Paul in his letter to bimg a letter of introduction from the
Timothy—" Who will have all men to bo oeclesia where they had previously been
saved and come to the knowledge of the in fellowship.
Truth, for there isone God and one mediator between God and man,the man Christ
Your brother in Christ,
Jesus, who gave himself a ransom for all
CHAS. VV. HAKDY, Sec.
to be te tilied in due in^ie." God s great
love to the work of His hands. ''God so
SPIUNUFIED, OHIO.—The ecclesia
loved the woilu"—au loved Lheereaturo of this city have had a most delightful

man mat he will give him a good trial at

and refreshing visit from brother James
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Wood, of Chicago, who lectured for us
three Sunday nights and addressed the
brethren at three meetings for worship,
as well as at several social gatherings.
The labors of our aged brother were
highly appreciated by us all. and it was
with extreme regret we bade him goodbye on his return to his home in Chicago.
His sincere love of the Truth, his extensive Bible knowledge, and his quiet, solid
unassuming manner, endeared him to us
all. Yours in the hope of Israel,
W. T. PAEKEE.

VANCOUVER, B. 0.—I learn with regret tha1 brother and sister Cook are
leaving Ladners, B. C , next month for
New Zealand. I hope they may have a
prosperous voyage, and meet with brethren there, as at present they are isolated.
There are brother Fred Easthope, sisters
Bell and Witty, and myself in this city ;
not many for a city of over twenty thousand. We try by lending literature, and
speaking to thooe who will listen, to scatter the seeds of truth, but most ears are
dull of hearing. Would you kindly insert sister Witty's address in the ADVOCATE, in case of brethren coming to the
city. It is No. 1129 Homer street, Vancouver, B. C.
Praying for God's blessing on your
labors, I remain your brother in Israel's
hope,

WILLIAM MATHESON.

[We have entered the address in Directory on cover hereof—ED.]
WASHINGTON, D. C—Brother Pigott
ordering books for the Sunday-school
says: " The exercises will be unique;
the scholars will be seated on a platform,
and commencing with the youngest tot
they will relate the birth of Jesus, and
the story is told In a poetic form interspersed with selected hymns and recitations, the whole presenting an interesting story from his birth to his ascension.
Sister Ray is entitled to credit for her
attention in instructing the children; in
fact she originated ami arranged in verse
form the entire program, and, ii successfully carried out, may be the means of
bringing some to a knowledge of the
Truth, as we expect (the weather permitting) to have a "comfortable " audience and " Christudelphian speaking."
Yours in the hope of Israel,
M. PIGOTT.

ZION, KY.
DEAE BEOTHEE WILLIAMS:

Doubtless you will be a little surprised
at me calling you brother, but not so
much so after learning that I was on the
30th of November last immersed by
brother Richard Green at his home, in
the presence of a few of the brothers
and sisters. Enclosed you will find $4.00,
for which please send the ADVOCATE to
the addresses.
Yours with a hope of eternal life,
IEA G E I F P I N .

[Brother Griffin was the friend with
whom and his intelligent wife sister Williams and I made our home during the
debaie at Zion. They took great interest
in the debate, and we took occasion to
drop a word now and then at the table,
urging the necessity of preparing for the
life to come. So the work of taking out
goes steadily on. Now let us hope to
soon hear of Mrs. Griffin stepping out
and on to the Rock that will withstand
the coming storms, and still more shall
we have reasons to thank God and press
on rejoicing.—EDITOB.]

PEA.YEE,
I know not by what methods rare,
But this I know, God answers prayer—
I know not when he sends the word,
That tells us fervent prayer is heardI know it cometh soon or late,
Therefore we need to pray and wait.
I know not if the blessing sought
Will come in just the guise I thought.
I leave my prayers with him alone,
Whose will is wiser than my own,—/Selected.
Amid the ruins of old Pompeii, buried
by an eruption A, 1). 79, the explorer's
spade not only discloses sculptures and
records which tell of morals like those of
Sodom and Gomorrah, but also taunting
caricatures and inscriptions deriding a
crucified God! And on the walls of one
of Pompeii s palaces stands an unfinished
sculpture of a cross. Alas ! for guilty
Pompeii ! her glory perished in a day ;
but for eighteen hundred yearsof silence
her mute walls bear witness that so long
ago as A. D. 79, the shameless votaries of
lust and pleasure scoffed at a crucified
Redeemer as bitterly as they do today.—
Hastings.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and perfect in its Teaching.
only Safe and Reliable Guide to Human Conduct.

The

BY THE EDITOR.
CHAPTER IV.
FRIENDLY EXTERNAL EVIDENCE.

H

AVING given some of the testimonies of enemies in
proof of the existence of the New Testament, and in
proof of the fact that the claims of the book were orginally as
now made by friends as facts, we now proceed to give
evidence from some of its friends. In doing this, we shall not
yet open the book and let the authors speak for themselves ;
we shall simply let their friends speak for them, and ccnsider
the nature and weight of such evidence as we quote as going
to show beyond a doubt that the New Testament existed and
was referred to and quoted from as authority. We shall trace
this evidence from a given point back to the days of the apostles
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and of Christ himself. There is no use in making a long trial
of this case by multiplying witnesses.
Our humble effort is
not intended to deal voluminously with the subject in hand ; it
is intended to keep inside of such limits as will be within the
sphere of those whose time for study is short; those more
highly favored and who may have the patience and diligence
for a more elaborate study will have access to the large and
nemerous volumns devoted to the subject by many and various writers, among whom we may mention William Paley, in
his masterly work entitled, Paley's Evidences of Christianity.
Since the fact of the existence of the New Testament from
the days of the enthronement of Christianity in the person of
Constantine to the present time is not denied, it is not necessary to examine each link in the chain from our times back to
the fourth century after Christ. Whether Constantine, the first
so-called "Christian Emperor" was a Christian or not, and
whether the church he was the head of was truly the Christian
church or not, the fact that the Emperor claimed to be a
Christian and his church claimed to be the Christian church,
based upon the teaching of the New Testament, and holding
that book in their hands as their foundation, is all that is necessary for our present purpose—to prove that the book existed,
and that it caused the greatest revolution religiously and politically the world has ever experienced From the days of Constantine to the present time, the many and various councils,
creeds and churches, all relating to and discussing about the
New Testament, bear unmistakable and undisputable evidence
of the existence of the book and its power over the world's
affairs. So we can take one leap back towards its origin and
take our stand in the fourth century of the Christian era.
In B. C. 312 Constantine became Emperor of Rome. There
had been many emperors before him ; but they all drifted, as
it were, with the current of affairs in the empire, religious and
civil. Paganism was the religion of the empire, and it was not
a plank in the platform of the campaigns and contests for
political power. But with Constantine it was entirely different,
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There was a new thing in the earth. The great tidal wave of
"Christianity" had been powerfully and defiantly running
against the sea of paganism ; and upon this wave Constantine
was carried up to the throne. The mighty power of paganism
went down and " Christianity" went up, and here we are
face to face with a man upon the throne of universal empire
with the New Testament in his hand as the cause of his triumph
over the storngest religious and political power the world had
ever seen, a power scripturally declared to be "strong as iron"
(Dan. ii: 40).
In this new thing under the sun the new religion was the
power of the throne ; without it the emperor might not have
become emperor; without it he could not remain emperor. Conscious of this fact and impelled by the peculiar surrounding circumstances, the emperor is forced --shall we say providentially ?
—to bear his testimony on the then present status of the New
Testament ; and the manner in which this is done is related in
detail by the historian Eusebius, who is the "father of ecclesiastical history" since the time of Christ as Herodotus was of
general history before Christ.
Eusebius wrote a Life of Constantine in four books, from
A. D. 306 to A. D. 337, in which the following occurs: "Ever
careful for the welfare of the churches of God, the Emperor
addressed me personally in a letter on the means of providing
copies of the inspired oracles." The letter is as follows :
It happens, through the favoting of God our Saviour, that great numbers
have united themselves to the? most holy church in the city which is called by
nanie. It se'ems, therefore, highly requisite, since that city is rapidly advancing in prosperity in all other respects, that the number of churches should be
also increased. Do you, therefore, receive with all readiness my determination on this behalf. I have thought it expedient tos instruct your Prudence
to drder fifty copies of the" sacred scriptures, the possession and use of which
you- know to be most needful for instruction of the church, to be written- OR
prepared parchment, in a legible manner, and in a commodious and portable
form, by transcribers thoroughly practiced in the art. The procurator of the
diocese has also received instructions by letter from our Clemency to be
careful to' furnish all things necessary for the preparation of such copies; and
jt #111 \)§ for you ttf tak§" special <$are that they be completed with as littfe
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delay as possible. You have authority also, in virtue of this letter,, to use
two of the public carriages for their conveyance, by which arrangement the
copies, when fairly written, will most easily be forwarded for my personal
inspection; and one of the deacons of your church may be entrusted with
this service, who, on his arrival here, shall experience my liberality. God
preserve you, beloved brother.
Such were the Emperor's commands, which were followed by the
immediate execution of the work itself, which we sent him in magnificent and
elaborate volumes of a threefold and fourfold form.
THE VALUE OF THIS EVIDENCE.

Now the value of this evidence does not depend upon any
theories, doctrines, false or true, that may have been held by
either Eusebius or Constantine, or by those composing the
churches referred to. Doubtless apostolic Christianity had,
in these early times, been sadly perverted ; but our witness is
not on the stand to be questioned on theories he may hold, but
to prove facts. i---That the New Testament then existed.
2—-That the numerous churches which had come into existence
in spite of the opposition of the combined powers of paganism
in church and state, owed their existence to the New Testament. 3---That the followers of Christ were so rapidly increasing that the Emperor realized that an increased production of
the book they depended upon was necessary. Our royal witness is on the stand bearing indisputable testimony to these
facts, and still, even at this stage of our argument, we may
leave out of consideration the merits of the book and of its
claims to divine origin. So far as our argument is concerned
here, our enemies may regard the New Testament as no better
than the Koran, the three foregoing propositions still remain
facts, and we may well sit down and calmly consider them and
compare them so as to take a good and solid stand, from which
to reach back from the time of our witness a little over two
centuries to the origin of the book and the wonders it accomplished in the revolution of the civilized world.
Right here we cannot do better than quote from Mr. H. L.
Hastings in "The corruptions of the New Testament," one of
his valuable books of the series entitled, "The Anti-Infidel
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Library." On page 23 he puts the matter in such form as to
force the facts home and deeply impress them upon the mind.
He says :
The time of Constantine was not as distant from the time of our Saviour
as the reign of Emperor William of Germany from the time of Martin Luther.
Imagine the Emperor William deluded into accepting, publishing, and circulating among all the churches of his realm a magnificent edition of some
false, fabulous and spurious writings, giving an account of the Reformation
under Luther and Milancthan, when no such things had occurred, and the
accounts were utterly unreliable. Imagine Queen Victoria issuing her royal
mandate for the production of fifty magnificent copies of a series of books
like "Gulliver's Travels," or "Jack the Giant-Killer," professing to relate
events which occurred in the time of her predecessor, Henry VIII, but which
all the public monuments and documents demonstrated to be utterly fabulous
and deceptive. Imagine the President of the United States ordering the
publication and distribution in all the churches of the country, for use in
public worship, of a magnificent edition of a lot of utterly fabulous books,
containing false accounts of the discovery of America, the settlement of
Florida, the foundation of Jamestown, the landing of the Pilgrims, and the
origin and establishment of the United States government; while the original
journals and documents of explorers and governors, together with the public
records of the nation, were all at hand ready to give the lie to everything
contained in his books. If such absurdities as these cannot be imagined,
neither can it be imagined that Constantine, the Emperor of Rome, a man
of no mean scholarship, ability and eloquence could be misled in this way
into the publication of an edition of the Holy Scriptures, unless those books
were known to be genuine, known to be true, and susceptable of the strongest
proof from the writings of historians, the uninterrupted traditions of the people and the public records of the Roman empire.
It will be borne in mind that after a reign of twenty-five years, Constantine died in 337; about three hundred years from the death of Christ, and
less than two hundred and fifty years from the death of the apostle John.
He was emperor of that Rome under one of whose provincial governors,
Pontius Pilate, Jesus Christ was crucified. Under Nero, one of his predecessors, Paul had been beheaded. In the Colliseum, which is still standing,
hundreds and thousands of Christians had been thrown to the wild beasts
for avowing their faith in Christ. At some eight or ten different times
the sword of persecution had been unsheathed by imperial decree against
the defenseless Christians, who had been slaughtered by mobs and butchered
and burned by Roman emperors, whose successor Constantine was.
WHO AND WHAT WAS EUSEBIUS.

Now for this testimony which Constantine bore to the
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genuineness and status of the New Testament, we are dependent
upon the historian Eusebius, whose work forms a connecting
link in the chain of ecclesiastical history. His zeal and the
peculiar manner in which he was enabled to do such an important work were made necessary by the strong and bitter efforts
of the pagans to exterminate the Christians and destroy their
books. Having filled such an important place in the line of
evidence of the genuineness of the New Testament, Eusebius
has been the target of those who would like to have it otherwise. With his faithful work out of the way, they would be
able to make some kind of a show in their opposition. Hence
they have made attacks upon him. It will be in place here to
state who and what he was; and we would remark again, let it be
remembered that no apology is necessary for what theories he
may have held. His testimony offads is what we are dealing
with. A man may be a fanatic on theories in science or religion, yet his testimony in court as to a fact he saw or heard
will not be in the least invalidated thereby. Of Eusebius, Mr.
Stowe in his work entitled "History of the Books of the Bible,"
page 44, says :
He was the bishop of the church at Caesarea, in Palestine, at the close
of the third and the beginning of the fourth century of the Christian era,
and he became the personal friend and ecclesiastical advisor of Constantine,
after that emperor had embraced Christianity. In that church at Caeserea
before A. D. 300 there was a remarkable m.an who seemed raised up by
Providence to do just the work in regard to the Christian books which was
needed for that and all subsequent time. This wa,s
PAMPHILUS.

If ever there was a special Providence here was one, for if the work had
not then been done it never could have been done afterwards. Pamphilus was
the intimate and bosom friend of Eusebius, * * * and Eusebius gave
himself the surname of Pamphilus, after the name of his friend. Pamphilus
had a great passion for collecting books, the books written by Christians;
and every scrap of Christian literature down to his own time, which he could
find, he laid hold of and stored it away in his library. * * * When there
was a Christian book which he could neither purchase nor beg for his library,
he would laboriously copy it with his own hand. In this way, by copying
them himself, he became possessed of all the folios of the works of Origen,
which were then very difficult to be obtained. He died early the death of a
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martyr, and bequeathed his entire library to the church at Caeserea, and
Eusebius all His life long had the use of it. Eusebius was a voracious reader
and voluminous writer, as hungry to read and write books as Pamphilus had
been to purchase them. Thus Eusebius became intimately acquainted with
everything pertaining to the Christian literature of the first three centuries,
and was well qualified to give testimony in regard to all the Christian books
of that period. This testimony is given very copiously in his historical
writings, which are still extant and tolerably complete.

Now we have in Pamphilus a "bookworm" who zealously
collected every scrap of Christian literature he could find, and
thus defeated the efforts of enemies to destroy such literature.
We have Eusebius a diligent reader and writer of books relating to Christianity; and we have Constantine, the emperor of
Rome, aiding and furthering the publication of the New Testament and whatever measures would strengthen the cause of
Christianity in the world. From this point of time, with these
formidable facts we are now ready to take the few steps back,
examining each link as we go, to the starting point and the
cause of this wonderful revolution the world had passed
through.
SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS.
BY THE EDITOR.

Tjj"l|EAR BRETHREN : In the last verse of the chapter before the one
-*8=^ read this morning (Matt, xvi.), the Saviour siiys, " Verily, I say
unto you, There be some standing here, which shall not taste of death,
till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom.*' In view of the
fact that he has not come in his kingdom yet, and that the apostle Paul
tells us that "He shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and
his kingdom," we must look for a fulfillment of the words of this verse
in something other than Christ's literal return as the '• nobleman "' from
a far country " having received his kingdom,'' as recorded in Luke xix.
We have not to look far to find it; for our chapter begins with ''And,*'
connecting what was going to be said with what had been said- -''And
after six days Jesus takcth Peter, James, and John his brother, and
bringeth them np into an high mountain apart, and was transfigured
before them ; and his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was
white as the light." Moses and Elias are then caused to appear, and
the observers weie made to feel that it was good for them to be there.
Then a bright cloud overshadowed them and behold, a voice out of the
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(he cloud, which said, This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased; hear he him. The disciples then fell on their faces and were
sore afraid. And Jesus came and touched them, and said, Arise, be not
afraid.
Jesus was tenderly careful with his disciples and always took into
consideration their weaknesses. He always remembered that there were
some things " they were hitherto not yet able to bear;" and he took
care to strengthen them by various means. This scene upon the mount
of transfiguration he called a vision (verse 9); but why this vision? John
the Baptist had come preaching " the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
Jesus had followed, bringing the kingdom nigh to them by giving them
evidences of the ''powers of the world to come," and he was the kingdom in its germ, and to preach him was to preach the gospel of the
kingdom of God. Faith in this kingdom was what was needed on the
part of his disciples, a faith which would enable them to " overcome the
world." To strengthen this faith and to develop it to the necessary
status required for the work which lay before them, the kingdom must
be brought nigh to them and they must have a glimpse of its glory and
be made to feel the goodness of its presence? This would both strengthen
their faith and teach them, by an object lesson, the things concerning
that coming kingdom which they so ardently hoped for. Transfigured,
with his face shining as the sun, Jesus in the vision appears as he actually will be when the kingdom of God comes in reality. Moses is made
to appear there in vision to teach the resurrection of the faithful dead,
and their future presence in the kingdom of God; and Elias, to represent those of the worthy who will be alive when the Lord comes and will
be " changed in a moment in the twinkling of an eye." So far we have
a vision of the royalty and rulership of the kingdom, and as representative of the subjects thereof, there are Peter, James and John. The
experience which impelled Peter to cry out, "Lord, it is good for us to
be here," will be the universal experience of the subjects of God's kingdom when " all shall know the Lord from the least to the greatest," and
when there will be "on the earth peace and good will toward men."
" Behold he cometh with clouds " are words that will find their fulfillment when Christ shall come, not transfigured to appear in the glory
of the immortal and royal state, but actually then what was but a vision
on the mount. It was a " bright cloud " that overshadowed them, and
it is in this bright cloud of immortal saints that Christ will clothe
himself at his coming to establish that kingdom that will make a now
groaning world exclaim, "Lord, it is good for us to be here." The
bright shadows of that cloud in the vision were limited to the mount
or the place where the scene was enacted; but when the kingdom of
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God has come the shadows of that bright cloud will spread to the utmost
hounds of the everlasting hills and its light and glory will gladden the
hearts of mankind universally.
At, first the brightness of that cloud will dazzle the eyes of the
amazed observers, and the voice that will thunder forth therefrom,
declaring, "This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased ; hear ye
him" will, as in the vision, strike them with fear and will cause them to
fall on their faces ; but just then Jesus will "touch them" and say, " Be
not afraid.'1 That voice from the bright cloud will then bring the world
to realize that God's beloved Son in whom He is well pleased is the alpha
and omega of His plan and purpose, long neglected and despised by an
ungrateful world, but now recognized universally as the one in whom
all nations are to be blessed.
That this vision of coming glory did strengthen the faith of the
apostles is evident from what Peter says about it—"For we have not
followed cunningly devised fables, when we made unto you the power
and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, but were eye witnesses of his
majesty. For he received from God the Father honor and glory, when
there came such a voice to him from the excellent glory, This is my
beloved Son in whom I am well pleased. And this voice which came
from heaven we heard, when we were with him in the holy mount. And
we have the word of prophecy made more sure" (II. Pet. i: 16-18).
The very object of this and other miracles was to establish the New Testament in the world, and since the apostles were to be important agencies in the work, how necessary it was that means should be employed
to strengthen and fortify them for the task. In this same chapter the
weakness of faith is given as the reason of the failure of the disciples
to cure the lunatic. It would seem that they were to grow in faith by
degrees and in proportion to such growth they would be enabled to participate in the working of miracles. The spirit would "burn within"
them, or it would be " quenched," according as their faith would be
strong or weak. Between them and God—through Jesus—there was a
current of spirit in a special sense, and the strength of the current
depended upon them, upon the strength of their faith. Hanging there
is an electric lamp. Its mechanism may be perfect, but unless it is connected with the dynamo it will have no power to give light. When
Peter started to walk to Jesus on the water, the current of spirit was
there in some mysterious way, and so long as Peter's faith held the connection he could perform the miracle, but the moment his faith failed
the current was switched oft', as it were, and poor Peter was being swallowed up by the hungry waves, and had not the Saviour come to his
rescue, down to death he must have gone,
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This spirit power was a "taste of the powers of the world to come "
(Heb. vi: 4), and when the ecclesias were formed it was among them in
the form of " signs and wonders and gifts of the Holy Spirit" (Heb. iv:
4). In a sense it was subject to them, so that as long as they held fast
to their first love and purity of the truth it was at their disposal for their
strength and comfort and to aid them in proving their credentials to
those that were without. The " mystery of iniquity" commenced its
mischievous and blighting work, however, and the exhortation to
" quench not the spirit" was unheeded till the declension of the one
body became Laodicean and Jesus said, "Because thou art neither hot
nor cold I will spue thee out of my mouth." The current was switched
off. as it were, and the apostasy was a sad reality.
Simon Magus foolishly and blasphemously supposed the power of
the spirit could be bought with money; but he was quickly told that it
was not to be had in that way. It required something more precious
than gold and silver to come into possession of the spirit, as it does now
to cotne into possession of the one faith as a saving power. The poorest man in the world could bo the richest in possession of spirit power if
he possessed the right kind of mind and heart. But the days of miraculous spirit power are past and future—the past gave a taste, but the
future will bring the full and satisfying meal. The days between are
days of famine of God's spirit, so far as its miraculous manifestations
are concerned ; and almost so in its fruits of faith, hope and love. Still
there is to be a little faith on earth when the Son of man comoth; and
in this it is quite similar to the possession of spirit power. I have not
words to explain to you how our faith connects us with our Father in
heaven; but there is a current, a connection—in the words of Paul it is
"anchored within the veil." He who has the Truth in head and heart is
an electric limp, and his faith will burn brightly in proportion to the
strength of the current it is able to keep up. He may read the word and be
able to dilate upon it intellectually, but it is a hollow thing if the heart
is not in it. It is in our hands, brethren, to either quench the fire of our
faith or keep it burning brightly. Like Peter, we are walking on troubled and angry waters, and whether we sink or succeed in reaching our
object depends upon the strength of our faith, and its strength, ever
after reading the word, depends upon our keeping up the connecting
current implied by the words in the higher sense of their meaning—"/w.
Sim, we live and move and have our being."
While we are walking upon the angry waters of a troubled life we
cannot see with the natural eye him toward whom we are walking, and
his rescuing hand is not as visibly real as it was to Peter; but with the
eye of faith we can see him, and with the same faith we can believe he is
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near to us all in some way. He was in the midst of the seven golden
himpstands of Asia, and if he is not in the midst of the lampstands of
the world now in this nineteenth century it is not from unfaithfulness
upon his part. He will "never leave us nor forsake u s " as long as we
retain our "first love" and " do the first works.'' Let us, then, keep
the lamp of faith well connected and burning brightly, and that will
enable us to remove the mountains of difficulties which sometimes seem
to raise their lofty and defiant heads between us and the light in the
window beyond.
We are not far from our journey's end, and these are not the times
for servants to beat fellow servants and quarrel about whether we
should split a hair just here or just there. The Truth, of course, is the
truth and we must be mindful of its purity, but if the tenderness with
which our Saviour treated his disciples be taken as an example, many of
the disputes over technical intricacies, beyond the reach of ordinary
fishermen, will end and give place to weightier matters and increase true
faith, hope and love. O, for a faith that burns with love divine and
that will drive bade into the darkness of oblivion that bitterness and
strife which sever and sunder good and honest hearts because they
are unable to see as this man or that man sees in matters outside the
gospel of salvation, love and life. Brethren, let us warm our hearts
with the love of God, of Christ and of each other ; and let us strive to
increase our faith and feel in our inmost souls that we are in our lives
spiritual living and moving and having our being in God now, and then,
when the whole earth becomes a mount of transfiuration, the glory
of the countenance that will shine as the sun, the brightness of the
cloud, the sweetness of the voice from the cloud and the touch of Him
who will tenderly say, " Be not afraid," will swell our grateful voices
in echoing and re-echoing to the utmost hounds of the earth the words,
" It is good for us to be here."
THE OPERATIONS OF THE SPIRIT.
BY C. C. VREDENBURGH.
CHAPTER II.

are so many phases of this subject, and new ones arising from
W HERE
time to time, that it would seem appropriate to devote some space to
the consideration of the claim to the possession of the Holy Spirit made by
Christian scientists, faith curists, spiritists, etc., in these latter days. In
support of their assumption Peter's words, uttered on the day of Pentecost,
are sometimes quoted: * * * "Ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
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Spirit. For the promise is unto you, and to your children, and to all that
are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call" (Acts ii: 38, 39).
Beyond question such a possession would be most desirable, affording consolation to erring and dependent mortals—a guide infallible, directing them
into "all truth," a comforter bringing heavenly peace and abiding with them
to the end of the age" (Matt, xxviii: 20); for where the comforter is there
is the Christ Spirit.
It is remarkable, however, that most of those making the loudest and
strongest claims to the possession of the heavenly gift present striking evidence of having in possession a spirit that is supposed to come from another
direction than heaven, from a being who is by no means the Son of God.
To go into a review of the methods and supposed evidences offered by
these presumptuous and deluded perverters of the word of God will not serve
to demonstrate the truth of that Word nearly so well as the simple presentation of spirit given testimony taken straight from the Word itself, and rightly
divided.
This is happily accomplished if the investigator will make himself acquainted with the fact that Peter's words have a two-fold meaning and application. Let him read the words of Acts ii:38, last clause, "Ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Spirit," and those of verse 39, "For the promise is unto
you and to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many as the
Lord our God shall call," in connection with verses 17 and 18, which are
quoted by Peter from the prophet Joel (ii: 28, 29), * * * "It shall come
to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my spirit upon all flesh:
arid your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall
see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams; and on my servants and on
my Handiliaids I will pour out in those days of my spirit; and they shall prophesy," and the investigator will at once discern the application Peter has
made of the prophecy. It is thought by some that the beautiful figure of the
"former rain," alluded to by Joel in verse 23, followed by the blessings of
abundant harvests, when the "floors shall be full of wheat, and the fats shall
overflow with wine and oil" (verse 24), has here a fitting application to the
downpour of Holy Spirit on Pentecost, bringing forth "first-fruits of the
spirit" (Rom. viii: 23; James i:18); also to the words of Paul, "God hath
given unto us the EARNEST of the spirit" (II. Cor. v: 5), and again when he
declares that the possession of the Holy Spirit "is the KARNEST OF OUR INHERITANCE (the inheritance of incorruptibility and endless life) until the
redemption of the purchased possession" (Eph. i: 14).
Evidence of this character makes clear the fact that the first century
presence and possession of the spirit was the foretaste of a future manifestation in absolute fulness, to have its fulfillment or realization in the kingdom
of God. This will be the season of the "latter rain," and will be followed
by the harvest of redemption referred to by Paul as the "redemption of the
purchased possession." " Y E are not your own; for ye are bought with a
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price" (I. Cor. vi:19, 20) describes the "purchased possession" in language so
definite, so precise, that any misapprehension or misinterpretation of its
meaning is precluded, and enforces the fact that if there has been a past,
though limited, manifestation of the Holy Spirit, there is to be a future one
of great magnitude and glory, both fittingly typified by first-fruits and
harvest.
The first century manifestation of the spirit affected the mental and
moral nature of those it abode with, the latter-day outpour will affect the
whole being—the physical as well as the mental—for "mortality is to be
swallowed up of life" (II. Cor. v: 4). The redeemed (the harvest) are to be
made like the first-fruits of redemption (the Christ), for he will "change THE
BODIES of their lowly (fleshly) estate, and fashion them like unto his own
GLORIOUS BODY" (Phil, iii: 21)- This will be such an infusion of spirit into
their substance, that every atom of it will be transformed, and they will "die
no more" (Luke xx: 36).
In the vision of the company of the redeemed seen by John (Rev. xiv:4)
he describes them as "first-fruits unto God and to the Lamb." Although
they are the harvest of the gospel dispensation and previous ages, they are
but the earnest, or first-fruits, of the millennial harvest to be reaped at the
end thereof. During that glorious period of Christ's reign on earth the Holy
Spirit will be all-pervasive and openly visible, and the administration of its
power and influence, omnipotently exercised at the hands of the king and his
spirit-born associates, the saints, will result in such a harvest of the saved
that the spirit of God will finally be "all [things] in all [men]" (I. Cor. xv:
28). Henceforth the whole earth will be peopled by a glorified humanity—
living embodiments of the eternal spirit, consubstantial in nature with the
great loving Father in whose favor they will bask throughout eternity's endless circle of years. What a redemption! what a salvation!
The manifestation of the spirit in the early ecclesias, as has been proved,
took on many forms. Paul speaks of them as "the powers of the world to
come" (Heb. vi: 5), and of the gift of tongues particularly as a "sign" (I. Cor.
xiv: 22). This is equally true, however, of all the other forms of spiritual
gifts which are mentioned in detail in this chapter. But of what were they
signs ? First, they were evidence of a supernatural, a God given power
among men and in them, in visible manifestation, working "miracles and
wonders," etc. Second, they were the then present signs of a power that will
one day again be openly manifest upon earth, when it will be in universal
operation in every form essential to the well-being of the human race. It is
only necessary to refer the reader to Matt, x: 7,8 for evidence that these
"world-to-come" powers were in operation in the first century. Jesus said
to his disciples, "Go, preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at hand.
Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead." When t.he Lord said, "If I
cast out demons by the spirit of God, then the kingdom is come unto you,"
and in Luke xi: 20, ''If I with the finger of God cast out demons, no doubt
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the KINGDOM OK GOD is come upon you," he was making most emphatic the
fact that the kingdom, so far as its POWERS were concerned, was come and
was present among them. The prophet Isaiah's vision of coming glory was intensified by the discernment of the presence of these wondrous powers again in
the earth, and he describes in glowing language the effects of their operation,
and shows that they will appear at the time of the blessedness Israel has long
waited for, and hopes to soon realize. He says: "Strengthen ye the weak
hands and confirm the feeble knees. Say to them that are of a fearful heart,
Be strong; fear not: behold your God will come with vengeance, even God
with a recompense; he will come and save you. Then the eyes of the blind
shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall
the lame leap as an hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing: for in the
wilderness shall waters break out, and streams in the desert. And
the parched ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty land springs of
water. * * * And the ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to
Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon their heads : they shall obtain
joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away" (Isa. xxxv:3-7,
10). Let it be strongly impressed that the occurrences of verses 3 to 7
have their fulfillment in "the world (or age) to come." They are kingdomof-God powers, and will be made apparent when the king of Israel "comes
with vengeance, with a recompense, and for salvation" and not before.
The manifestation of these powers in the apostolic age served their
purpose well as signs, as evidence that the spirit of God was the indwelling and inworking power in Christ and his disciples, and confirmed the
glad tidings they came to proclaim to a lost race. As already stated, a
record for the benefit of future generations having been made of this work,
and attested by evidences which the martyred sons of God gave their lives
to maintain, it was withdrawn, and has never since, in like manner, been
visible upon earth.
The evidences are quite as convincing that the dervishes of Arabia and
the theosophists of India are now possessed of the miraculous powers of
God, as are those of the so-called Christian claimants.
Peter's declaration, "The promise is unto you and to your children
and to all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall
call," covers too widely separated points of time, and are in no sense
applicable to the dark ages of the past, nor the hardly less dark one of the
present. God has sent upon those who have traduced his word a "strong
delusion that they should believe a lie, because they received not the love of
the truth, that they might be saved," and he has given them all over to a
belief in the "working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders;
and with all deceivableness of unrightousness" (11. Thes. ii: 9, 10). From
the lying wonder-working power of Rome and her emissaries down to the
lowest form of fetichism, all are involved in the common delusion so far as
their claims are concerned. If God's reprobation is upon "whosoever loveth
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and maketh a lie" (Rev. xx: 15), much less will he confirm a lie by a miracle;
and it may with reason, confidently be asserted that the spirit of God will
never be found among those who for hire or other selfish ends utter lies in
his name. Without exception all modern-day claimants of that spirit are
guilty of this crime.
If the honest student of God's word will compare the supposed miracles
and wonders of these days with those found in the New Testament record,
he will find no likeness between them; and he will likewise confirm the contention made herein that not only are the former false and delusive, but that
even the latter ceased to be a necessity when the ends for which they were
made manifest had been served (I. Cor. iii: 8).
The future is full of hope and gladness in the thought that in the midst
of darkness God will cause a "great light" to shine, and as the shadows of a
long night, they will be dispelled forever. For God has declared by the
mouth of Isaiah, that "he will destroy in this mountain [Zion] the face of
the covering cast over all people, and the vail that is spread over all nations" (xxv: 7).
SATA.N SOWING SEED.
KATRINE, Dec. 2, 1898.
MB. WILLIAMS, dear friend:

I think you are interested in those
that are truly concerned in the things
that you are trying to teach, even the
things of God. Dear friend, I rind it is
not easy to face the popular theory and
be in favor with the people. I am alone
as yet. Some of my friends are halting
between two opinions; some are bitter
against me and would like to burn your
books. It is stated that I am likely to
go out of my mind through the reading
of your books. I find the words of our
Saviour fulfilled in the fact that I am
evil spoken of and falsely accused. However I dare not listen to them that are
in darkness. I am rejoicing in the light
of God, in the one gospel as preached
to Abraham and confirmed by an oath.
What strong consolation we have.
Dear friend, will you kindly ask some
friend to kindly send me their ADVOCATE when they have done with it as I
cannot subscribe for it. I only wish
that I were able to get it. I thank you
for the book entitled The Problem of Life.

I am reading a book entitled "Facts
and Theories as to a Future State," by
F. W. Grant, and my friends hope to
reclaim me from the "falsehood" that
I have received from the reading of
your books. As to Mr. Grant's book I
may say I think that he is unfair and
misleading, and there is a want of
plainness, so very different from' your
books. I have not found anything to
shock me in the things as you teach
them. I think that 1 should be baptized again, what do you think on that
matter? It is a new and very different
belief concerning the teaching of the
word of God from what I believed when
I was immersed before; and I wish to
obey the command of our Lord Jesus.
Yonrs very truly, JAMES KNIGHTS.
[Baptism into Christ can only take
place where there is intelligent belief of
the true gospel. Athousand immersions
of a person believing a false gospel
would not put a person in Christ. The
gospel of the "orthodox" world is not
the true gospel, but a perversion of
the gospel of Christ. Therefore baptism upon a belief of such a "gospel" is
of no more use than baptism upon a
belief in any other fiction.—EDITOR.]

thy Creato in the days of thy youth, while the evil days come not. nor the years draw
whe thou t.iia.lt say, 1 have no ple.is.uio in them."—SOLOMON.

1.—Answers must be in your own writing.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give y<>
•;.- -Write on one Bide of the paper only.
on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner. Mr. Leask, by the 2<)th o£ each month.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing

scend, and when will he reign over the
whole house of Israel'?

in January ADVOCATE :

ANSWERS.

CLASS N O . 1.

1. When the disruption of Solomon's
Bessie Cosby, (14), Geneva, Ky., 95; kingdom took place at Shechem ten
ElbertFerrell(14) Redmond, Wash., 95; tribes followed Jeroboam (I. Kings xi:
Lois Mason, (13), Erie, III., 95; 31). and two tribes followed Rehoboam
Chas. M. Briee (10), Gait, Ont., 95; —II. Chron. xi: 12.
Eugenie Clark (9). Hilton, X. J., 90;
2. Benjamin and Judah; God had
Percy Clark (12), Hilton, N . J., 90; promised David a son who should sit
Mary L. Green, (13),Spottsville, Ky., 90; on his throne forever, and set up a
Miley Conway (13), Spottsville, Ky. 90; kingdom in Israel that should have no
Lela Conway (10). Spottsville, Ky. 90; end; I I . Sam. xxiii: 5: Psa. exxxii: 11;
Drucie While (11). Spottsville, Ky.. 90; II. Sam. vii: !G.
Lena Green (14). Spottsville, Ky., 90;
3. The rightful heir descended from
Grace Cooper. (10), llawley, PH., 90;
the tribe of J udah and lineage of David
John H. Brice |12,, Gait, Out., 90;
—Heb. vii: 14; Rom. i: 3; Rev. v: 5. At
DessieLemmon (10).LakeCicott,Ind.85;
his second coming he will sit on his
CLA--S No. 2.
throne, and reign in Jerusalem as king
Bessie Williams (Ki), Chicago, 111., 95; of the Jews and ruler of all mankind—
Charles Mason (17j, Erie, 111., 90: Jer. xxxiii: 14, 15, 10; chap, xxiii: 5, 6:
Mabel Clarke (14). Hilton, N . J., 90; chap, xvii: 18.
BESSIE COSBY.
Alice Dolph (IS). Rochester, N. Y., 90:
J A M E S L K A S K . 532 62d St.,

Station O.

—

Chicago, III.

QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 70, CLASS N O . 1.

1. In what proportion were the
tribes of Israel divided between Jeroboam and Ltehoboam 'i
2. Name those tribes which remained with Rehoboam, and state why
the royalty was considered as rightfully
belonging to those tribes ?
3. From which of these tribes did
the rightful heir to David's throne de-

SECOND

BEST PAPER,

CLASS N O . 1.

1. Jeroboam was ruler over ten tribes
(I. Kings xi: 31). Rehoboam was ruler
over two tribes (I. Kings xii: 21-23).
2. The tribes of Benjamin and Judah
remained with Rehoboam (I. Kings
xii: 21). The royalty was considered
as rightfully belonging to those tribes
because Rehoboam was the son of Solomon, who was the son of David (I.
Kings xii: 23).
3. T h e rightful heir to David's
throne, which is Christ, descended from
the tribe of Judah (Luke iii: 25-35). He
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will reign over the house of Israel
when he returns to earth to set up his
kingdom (Luke i: 31-34).
ELBERT FKRRELL.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 70, CLASS NO 2.

1. In how many tribes had there
been divinely accepted royalty, and under whose reign were they after the
division under Jeroboam and Rehoboam ?
2. To which did the royalty permanently belong, and how do you account
for the capital city being in the territory of another tribe ?
3. To whom does the royalty rightfully and everlastingly belong ? and
who will effect the ultimate reunion of
divided Israel and when?
ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.

1. There were two tribes out of
which royalty was divinely accepted.
Saul was of the tribe of Benjamin (I.
Sam. ix: 12). He was chosen by God
and made king of Israel (I. Sam. ix: 16,
17, and I. Sam. x: 1). This proves
that Benjamin was one of the tribes in
which royalty was divinely accepted.
David was of the tribe of Judah (Chronxxviii: 4; Psa. lxxxii: 28-70). He was
chosen by God and made king of Israel
(II. Sam. v: 2, 3). This proves that Judah was the other tribe in which royalty was divinely accepted. After the
division under Jeroboam and Rehoboam these tribes, Judah and Benjamin remained under Rehoboam (I.
Kings xii: 17-20, 21)
2. The royalty permanently belonged to Judah (I. Chron. xxviii: 4).
Jerusalem, or the capital city, was in
the territory of Benjamin and Benjamin was given to the house of David
or left with the tribe of Judah in order
that the place where God had put His
name, or Jerusalem, might belong to
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the royal tribe (I. Kings xi: 36; xv: 3).
3. The royalty rightfully and everlastingly belongs to Christ, who was of
the tribe of Judah (Ezek. xxi: 25-27;
Isa: ix: 7; Acts xv: 16). Christ will effect the ultimate reunion of divided
Israel (Jer. xxxi: 27, 28; Ezek. xxxvi:
22-24). This will be at His coming
(Jno. xiv:3).
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND BEST PAPER CLASS NO. 2.

1. There had been divinely accepted
royalty in two tribes, Benjamin and
Judah. Saul was the Lord's anointed
of the tribe of Benjamin—I. Sam. ix:21;
x: 1. David was the Lord's anointed
in the tribe of Judah—I. Sam. xvi: 12,
13. They were under the reign of
Rehoboam after the division- II. Chron.
xi: 1,2.
2. The royalty permanently belongs
to the tribe of Judah. This we gather
from Jacob's prophecy concerning his
sons (Gen. xlviii: 8-13). The capital
city, Jerusalem, is situated in the territory of the tribe of Benjamin. This
city was situated in that land when it
was given to the tribe—Josh, xviii: 28.
3. The royalty rightfully and everlastingly belongs to Jesus, the Son of
David (Isa. ix: 6, 7; Ezek. xxi: 25-27.)
Christ will effect the reunion of divided
Israel at his second coming—Ezek.
xxxvii: 22; Jer. xxxiii: 14-16.
CHARLES MASON.
DEAR CHILDREN: YOU have done
well this month. I did not know but I
had given questions too difficult, especially to Class No. 2, but all the aiiswers
are good. To give the reason why your
industrious and intelligent schoolmate,
Maria Laird's name does not appear
this year, I will take the liberty
of quoting from a letter received from
her father under date of November
28, 1898 (I feel sure brother Laird
will not object). He says, " It may
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indeed be that Maria's name will
not henceforth appear among the S. S.
scholars. I fee! that it will be to the
benefit of the class that she should discontinue. It may be that I have assisted her overmuch and thus tended to
the discouragement of others. I do not
see how I can assist her less. Because
not only do I wish her to know the
Truth. I also wish her to be able to
give it forcible and graceful expression.
Your method of conducting the S. S.
has my unqualified approval. It is far
superior to mere questions and answers after the form of a catechism, and
Maria's mind is truly broadening to a
comprehension of the Divine promises
and Divine purpose; and if her name
does not appear again in the ADVOOATK
it will be no indication that she will not
continue her studies on the lines pursued in the ADVOCATE."
We thank brother Laird for this explanation, and we are pleased to know
that his good judgment approves of the
work being done bv the ADVOCATE S.S.
Class. Dear Children, take courage,
and press on in your studies, and in
days to come you will be thankful you
persevered.
EDITOR.
LESSON NO. 71, CLASS NO. 1.

1. In what did Jeroboam cause
Israel to sin grievously against God ?
2. What kind of a man came to him
from—where ? to—where? and what
did that man cry >ut against ?
3. What happened to that which he
cried out against? and what did Jeroboam do and suffer as the result ?
LKSSON NO. 71, CLASS NO. 2.

1. With which of the divisions of
Israel went the Levites, and why would
they add to the power and prestige of
that division ?
2. Who and what, in relation to Solomon, was Jeroboam, and in what did
he greatly cause Israel to sin? in doing
which what foolish thing did he say
about Israel's deliverance from Egypt ?
3. What happened to his hand and
his altar, and why?

LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS.
SEKBNA, CAT... Dec. 16, 1898.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

I should very much miss the monthly
appearance of the ADVOCATE, as I have
been taking it so long that it has got to
be part of my spiritual meat and drink,
and I can sincerely say to you, "God
speed,"' until the Master comes to dispense His "reward." The victory is to
those that are "faithful" and "overcome." May we all be fonnd doing
our duty when that eventful time shall
come is the earnest prayer of your
brother for eternal life.
E. B. GREENE.
BROMLEY, N. Y.
DEAR BROTHER:

As we journey along toward the close
of our probation how cheering it is to
know the Truth. Though it may place
us in an awkward position as regards
the generality of men, yet it is not their
praise we are to seek. We have no
heart to seek it when we know how
little worth it is and where it will lead
us in the day of judgment. The last
foreign news is that Russia desired an
international congress to consider the
question of disarmament, etc. Surely
it will be considered by the world at
large as an omen of "Peace and Safety,"
but what an impossibility under the
circumstances! As yet the kingdoms
of men are under God's control, and
we look for the kingdom of God to
come and right up the world.
I close hoping we may meet in the
kingdom when all our weariness will be
at an end. Yours in the one faith,
W. H. LLOYD.

"Their shoes waxed not old, neither did
their raiment wear out" in the wilderness
Htate, So do our shoes, which is the preparation of the gospel of peace, wax not
old ; nor does our raiment, which we have
in the name of Christ as a robe of righteousness, wear out.
0. C.v.
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say, Come, "and let him that heareth
say, Come. And whosoever will, let
him take of the water of life freely"—
Bev. xxii: 17. The bride consisted of
those who were called out from the
world and constituted the ecclesia. For
a while it "did run well," but alas ! it
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
became popularized till its influence in
the world's affairs tempted worldly men
PRICK.—Per Year, in advance
»2.l)0
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ments and make them suitable to be
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passed as "Christians," and the result
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is. per M year.
was that rank paganism merged into a
We make special arrangements with a limited num
bev wh<] are unable to pay the full subscription price.
paganized Christianity.
A l'ew deserving', but poor, are supplied by the contributions of generous friends.
Dark and cruel were the days which
Remit by Draft. Post Office Order, Registered Letter
or Express Order—not by checks on local banks.
followed, but out of the dense darkness
Address all remittances to THOS. WU.LI.-\MR. 8:11 61st
was certainly to arise the downstreet, Chicago. 111.
trodden
and long-despised Truth, when
DISCONTINUANCES—A large majority of our sub
scribers prefer not to have their paper disconthe bride would again appear upon the
tinued in case they fail to remit befoieexpiration.
[t is therefore assumed that unless notiliration to
scene, returning from her twelve hundiscontinue is received, the subscriber wishes ;i
continuance.
dred and sixty long years of exile in the
wilderness. She did appear, and the
Truth became a fact in the civilized
FJEBKXJAKY, 1899.
world where it found open doors to
E mission of Christ was and is, welcome and to nourish it. If the
"'to preach the gospel to the mission of the bride was in the early
poor, to heal the broken-hearted, to days of the Christian era, to say, Come,
preach deliverance to the captives, and what is her mission now? What is she
recovering of sight to the blind, to set here for '? Do I hear some one ansat liberty them that are bruised, to wering, To save herself v Then I repreach the acceptable year of the Lord" join, Jesus was here for that purpose
—Luke iv: 18, 19. In view of the state too, to save himself ; but in doing that
of the world, suffering from all the his mission was tO'say, Come, and thus
evils growing out of the curse sin to save others. The very nature of
brought upon the race, what a glorious God's plan of salvation, whether it be
mission this is. How it meets the real in the hands of Christ, of his apostles,
requirements of a suffering bound and or of his bride—the ecclesia—is that in
bruised world. Having personally at- order for Christ to save himself and the
tended to the first part of this mission, apostles and the constituents of the
Jesus left his apostles to carry it on to bride to save themselves, the chief obthe end of the (Jewish) age, sending ject of ther lives—in short, their misthe comforter to "lead them into all sion—is to save others by heralding,
truth till the ecclesia became well estab- echoing and re-echoing the gospel
lished to take up the work and do its sound, Come, all ye that are weary and
heavy laden and 1 will give you rest.
part therein.
Ho ye that thirst approach the spring,
Thus the work of the Spirit, through
Where living waters flow.
Christ and his apostles, was to "say,
Free tofcaatsacred fountain al!
Come; and the bride, having been enWithout a price may go."
trusted with the same mission, was to
All about us there are thirsty people
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today as there were in apostolic days,
and there are still many broken-hearted
bruised and perishing everywhere. Is
the bride performing her mission V
When she is and has all she can do,
she is never froward; but as soon as
she persuades herself that her mission
is to save herself by attending to her
own domestic affairs she gets froward,
and there is a quarrel about domestic
technicalities while all around her are
broken hearts, thousands of bruised,
dying, and perishing, for lack of the
healing balm and the water of life entrusted in her hands to be used in the
performing of her mission. Let her
take care of her mission and do it well
and truly and it is almost safe to say
'• all other things will be added."
Things which often become paramount
and all-absorbing will become incidental, and fall naturally and peacefully
in line.
The harvest is plenty but the laborers
are few—fewer than they ought to be.
Too many oxen to attend to and wives
to be married, with a thousand other
petty cares, which may appear to us
mountains, while they are as nothing
as compared with our mission. Is the
bride performing her mission? or is
she wasting her time iu frowardness.
cross, because some of her constituents
cannot see as fine a point as others,
peevish and pettish, and this with
her eyes closed to the wounds and
her ears to the cries of her perishing
neighbors. While the purity of the
Truth must be guarded where it can
be guarded with a plain " Thus saith
the Lord." and I would not for my life
venture to suggest looseness or indifference in this respect, yet there is a fear
of human nature, either from self-importance or "righteousness overmuch,"
deceiving the very elect with the
thought that it must do a vast amount
of legislating for God and His ecclesia.
And thus it may be said, "We have left

undone the things we ought to have
done, and we have done the things we
ought not to have done." But shall
we say, "There is no help in us." Banish the thought! We have a God who is
near to us, a Saviour who has died for
us, a Book of instruction to guide us;
we can be helped, and with that help
we can help ourselves. In the few
days that remain, let the bride perform
her mission; let her constituents individually and collectively, in the streets
and upon the house-tops, in the valleys
and upon the mountains, where and at
all times, let the bride say, Come, and
let her plead with her heedless neighbors in the words of the spirit which
pervade the gospel of love, "Why will
you spend your money for that which is
not bread, and your labor for that
which satisfleth not?
BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, AND MSS. K.ECEIVKD.

CHAPTER II. of brother C. C. Vredenburglrs article on the operations of the
Spirit appears herein and, with Chapter I, in ADVOCATE for January, we

intend to print in pamphlet form as a
useful work to hand to many who are
puzzled over the claims of modern pretended wonder workers.—An article
from brother J. Campbell, of New Zealand, on the day of the Lord's coming,
will appear next month, and the reader
may have to allow for a little over conridence.—Verses by brother Sykes. The
thoughts are good and stimulating; but
the writer could have done better in
prose.—Two lots of Mss. from brother
D. Strickler, in which his effort is to
prove that resurrection will be confined to the accepted. It will not do,
brother Strickler. The testimony is
strongly against you.-Brother Eay sends
us an 8 pp. pamphlet which was published in 1886 by the late brother W. T.
Hadley, of Washington, D. C, on resurrection and judgment. It is thought
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that its publication would vindicate the
author from erroneous reports as to his
belief on the question dealt with. It
would, no doubt; but it would be of interest only locally and to a limited extent. Then, again, we cannot hope to
silence all incorrect reports. — Two
newspaper clippings, announcing the
sudden death of T. Wiley Jones, of
Manchester, Va. He was taken to
Norfolk, his old home, for burial. Referring to this, brother J. W. Pennell,
of Richmond, says : "Our old friend
Wiley Jones died very suddenly on the
7th of December. The brethren had
several arguments with him, and from
expressions of his he seemed to be undecided in his position, and we hoped
he would soon straighten himself out;
but that is all over with now, and the
controversy is ended as far as we are
concerned." —A lengthy letter from
brother Nelson, deploring and reproving the race prejudice which exists in
the South. The letter was prompted
by brother Neale's letter and our remarks in the ADVOCATE for December,
1898, and the brother has allowed himself to surmise what the conversation
referred to did not involve, especially so
far as anything personal was concerned.
That the race prejudice exists is a stubborn fact that no argument or sentiment will remove. There are a few
exceptions in connection with the
Truth which admit of the removal of
the prejudice, but inherited and inwrought as it is in the very nature of
the whites of the South, it should not
be a matter of much surprise if even
the Truth does not wrench it out in a
moment. Moreover, the prejudice of
the whites is not against the existence
of the Colored race among them, nor is
it in the ecclesias against them being
members of the body ; but its bearing
is on the matter of propriety, prudence
and familiarity; and it is a question if
the white brethren of the South are any

more sensitive in this respect toward
the colored people than the brethren of
the 4' higher and middle classes" in
England are in relation to the " lower
class "— who are servants. In the
Truth the social bearings of these questions is one requiring prudence. In
England '• servants" will always be
servants, and " masters " will be masters ; in the southern states of America
the same line seems to be drawn between the colors. Let each be prudent and neither be too sensitive, am!
wait for the time when the Lord will
remove all confusions, of tongues, colors
and races.--A further treatise on the
new tabernacle by brother W. J. Greer
in which the effort is to vindicate his
article appearing in the ADVOCATE for
January against objections made by
brethren in Texas in what brother
Greer calls a " conference."' It is to
be feared the discussion is assuming
too dogmatic a form for such an intricate question. The application of types
does not admit of proof, by a " Thus
saith the Lord." as do first principles.
It was with this in view that we refrained from offering objections to some
points in the article appearing in the
ADVOCATE for January.

Put in the

mild manner of " it seems to me " we
thought it would prompt investigation
and in that respect do good, while it
made some good points and showed diligent study, a good example many may
profitably follow.—A lengthy letter from
brother R. R. Jardine, of Hirmingham,
England, which he is sending out to
the divided ecclesias in England as another appeal for union of those separated by the Inspiration question. The
object, is a good one and, no doubt, so
far as the Inspiration question is concerned with most of the brethren there
is no barrier to union and unity ; but
all such well-meaning efforts as this are
defeated by the stern fact that the
paper which represents those known as
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partial inspirationists frequently contains articles advocating (in a little different garb possibly) the old free life
doctrine and, unmasked, partial inspiration. Of course they say it makes no
difference so far as " all practical purposes " are concerned ; but there is an
important principle involved ; and in
these days when " higher criticism " is
rampant there is more need for watchmen looking out.
OFTHE

The signs or the times now may be
said to be general. There is no one
special event, yet the many things disturbing the equilibrium of the political
world, if they appeared upon the stage
singly, could be called special. Thick
and fast the nations are making history
the most sensational. There, is no room
left for the genius of the inventor of
fiction. There is more sensation in
facts now than fiction can ever inspire.
The world of nations is at once writing
and putting upon the stage drama after
drama, till the audience is amazed and
dazed and the eyes dazzled. To the
audience at large it has no meaning
farther back than the stage. It simply
looks with astonishment, feels the excitement of the moments as the scenes
change; now they laugh, now they cry,
and that is the last of it—all ending in
darkness and in death. There are,
however, a few onlookers who view the
dramas with just contempt so far as
they are concerned of themselves. With
them the excitement and sensation are
because of what is back of the stage,
where the fire is smouldering that will
soon melt with a fervent heat, and carry
away in smoke and flame the elements
of a godless and flesh-gratifying performance, to clear the stage of the wide
world for a heavenly scene that will

bring peace, tranquility and unspeakable blessings to a then grateful and
God-fearing world.
Britain is supreme in expanded Egypt,
with the supremacy of the African
continent almost, in sight, traversed
from one end to the other by a railway.
France is still on the top of a powder
magazine quarreling about this and
that, with the Jewish question focalized
in the Dref us case remarkably in evidence and will not go down. Turkey
has had to give up Greece, and now
there are literal earthquakes, tearing
down houses and shaking that classic
country to its center. Of course confiscation goes on in helpless China, and
proportionately jealousies are being
kindled between the beasts fighting for
the prey. Germany has been on the
verge of serious trouble with Britain
and the United States over a Satnoan
crisis, in which it is said the German
consul abruptly assumed control of
affairs; but that is subsiding. Russia
is busy building torpedo boats and war.
ships as secretly as an electricallybound world will allow, while openly
she is getting the nations assembled at
a love-feast wherein they are to be
asked to disarm, and fulfill prophecy by
the cry of "Peace, peace." The United
States government is tearing to pieces
old theories and traditions, of '"government of the people, by the people and
for the people." by tbe policy of expansion, and the result is that they are
likely to have to teach the Fhilipinos
that they believe in government of
foreign islands by the sword, and for
the slayer, upon the old principle that
"To the victor belongs the spoil." Of
course, the spiritual advisers of the
nation are inflating themselves in their
pulpits and crying aloud for expansion,
even if a few thousand immortal souls
of Phiiipinos are pushed out of their
bodies at the point of the sword into
the flames of an eternal hell. What is
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that small matter to the preachers compared with the expansion and soverignity of these United States—this glorious
Republic of ours? So it goes on,church
and state combined in stultifying themselves; and the whole world swiftly
ripening for the coming harvest. Dreadful though it be, welcome it is; not of
itself, but for the glory that is to follow.
THE JEWS, THEIE LAND AND
AFFAIES
THE TKIUML'H Oi<" ZIONISM.

Scarcely six weeks have passed since,
at the great gathering at the Assembly
Hall, the words were heard : "We are
nearer success than people imagine."
They were spoken by those who knew
the meaning of their utterance ; they
appeared to others as a mere vague
promise. But they have come true. We
are at last able to speak more plainly
about the reception accorded to the
Deputation of so-called "Colonists" by
the German Emperor in Jerusalem. In
view of the urgency of the need for
care, and with a further view of writing nothing that might have to be modified, only an authoritative interpretation of those brief news was given.
Now that certain details have appeared
elsewhere, and certain absurd fabrications have been circulated nearer home,
alleging developments that have no
existence in fact, it is well to publish a
precise statement concerning the events
of the past few weeks. They mark a
fulfilment of the Zionist hopes only
expected by the heads of the movement
who have taken a better measure of the
possibilities of Zionism than their opponents imagine. Sir Samuel Montagu
recently expressed a fear in our correspondence columns that the ZionistMovement is "perilously akin to a conspiracy against a sovereign power witli

which our British Empire maintains
amicable relations." For this reason
he tells us he opposes Zionism. We
are delighted to be able to reassure Sir
Samuel Montagu and all who think with
him. The Sultan gave Dr. Herzl and
his colleagues audience at Yildiz Kiosk,
less than a month ago, and conferred
upon our eminent co-religionist a decoration. Similar honours were offered
to all the members of the deputation,
and respectfully declined, that all men
might know that the workers in Zion's
cause have no personal aims. When
the Emperor was in Jerusalem, the
deputation he received, and to which he
made the statement upon which we
commented in such guarded terms, was
a deputation of Zionists, and not "Colonists," gathered from all parts of
Europe. Let our readers look in our
news columns at the list of names of
gentlemen composing the deputation.
They will find there a gathering of the
leaders of the movement in all countries
in Europe, that could hardly have met
first in Constantinople and then in
Jerusalem by chance. Let us add, too,
for the benefit of the men who talk of
prohibitions in force at the ports of
entry, that this Jewish deputation was
admitted to Palestine without any
trouble. Note, too, that the deputation
was presented to the Emperor, not by
Count Eulenberg, the Master of Ceremonies, but by Count von Billow, one
of the Emperor's ministers, no less a
personage in fact than the Minister for
Foreign Affairs. Think of the significance of this event, and let us here recall once again the Kaiser's statement:
"Endeavours to improve the agriculture
in Palestine, in the best interests of
Turkish Empire, in full recognition of
the Sultan's sovereign rights, may be
made in complete reliance upon Our
benevolent interest." The guest and
ally of the Suitan, speaking in the city
to which all eyes are turned, addressing
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the deputation of Zionists headed by made smooth for the return. The CoDr. Herzl, and presented by the Minis- lonial Bank will not have to deal with
ter of Foreign Affairs, and knowing the West, but with the East, and there
that his words would be carried to the is an old saying that in Rome one must
uttermost ends of the civilized world, do as Rome does. Every Jew who has
assured the Zionists of his benevolent the interest of his race at heart must
interest. The language used is that of come forward, the poor must give their
the skilled diplomatist, and could never mite, the rich according to their wealth.
have been spoken had not the good- At last the opportunity has come to
will of the Sultan been assured. To cure the misery and oppression under
read into it a rebuke of the wider aims which our people have laboured so long,
and the future possibilities only shows to end the suffering to which so many
the ignorance of those who would fain expensive palliatives have been applied
play the role of diplomatists. How without permament benefit, to satisfy
could the German Emperor, the guest the home-yearnings of an exiled people.
of the Sultan, speak otherwise, unless At such a moment who dares hold back?
he intended to frustrate the very work The opponents of the movement having
of Zionism, and set the world ablaze. It had their doubts removed, should logicsuffices for the time being that both ally become Zionists straightway. There
Kaiser and Sultan have received Dr. is plenty of room for them in the moveHerzl with the greatest kindness, and ment, and no end of work to do; their
have signified their approval and bene- advice and interest will be keenly welvolent interest. Are we not then justi- comed.
fied to-day in talking of the Triumph of
Let us look at the reverse side of the
Zionism ? Will not the members of our picture. Suppose for a moment that
community, who have hitherto held the wealthy Jews, who could help the
back afraid, take heart of grace? Zion- movement, elect to oppose the Bank
ism stands to-day as it has ever stood— and to wreck it as they, perhaps, bean honest movement started to heal the lieve they can. Then colonization, as
distress of one of the most stricken well as any other work in Palestine
races of God's earth. The two of the must come to an abrupt end, and the
great rulers of the earth who are most hopes of the race will be shattered.
concerned with the political aspect of The realization of the Zionist's aims
the movement have signified their might be delayed; they can never be
assent.
destroyed.
But the misery of our people will conDr. Herzl and his colleagues have
vindicated themselves, their share of tinue unabated; the cry of despair that
the work has been done and done well, rises from all the many lands of persethey stand cow waiting for the labours cution will be intesiued; there will be
of the community. They rely upon no help. The people who imagine that
the sanction of the Sultan to proceed they can wreck Zionism will wreck
and the assurance of the Emperor's their most unhappy brethren, and for
good will; the Bank now appears upon the terrible evils that Zionism alone can
the scence. It is an essential condition to hope to check, they will be responsible.
success. Without it all work in Pales- — The Jewish Warld.
tine must stand still. Let there be no
mistake about this, and no misconception. Very many financial undertakings
"And in thy seed shall all nations of
must be entered into, the path must be the earth be blessed."
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thither, in great numbers, merchants,
colonists, and capitalists, both Christian
and Israelite. The resurrection of the
In the year 1871 the "reconstruction Orient, seconded by an awakened reof Jewish nationality" was proposed. ligious sentiment, will be aided by the
Strange to say Basle was then a center co-operation of the Jews themselves, of
around which the movement revolved; which the valuable qualities and reand part of the plan was to build a rail- markable aptitudes cannot but be in the
road from Jaffa to Jerusalem. Much highest degree advantageous to Palesthat was then proposed has since been tine. The society, after having estabeffected, and now the start of the pro- lished its commercial bureau at Conject in good earnest finds something stantinople and in other cities of the
ready to hand to be utilized. In the Turkish empire, will construct a port at
Christadelphian for June, 1871, appears Joppa, and a good road or railroad from
that city to Jerusalem. Upon the route
the following:
"The New York World publishes a of this railroad the lands would be conletter from Basle, in Switzerland, in ex- ceded by Turkey to the society, which
planation of the project. This letter would be enabled to sell them to Israelquotes a document, alleged to have been itish families. These, in their turn,
sent to nearly all the leading men in would create and foster new colonies,
Europe, as the result of which, a society, aided by their Oriental co-relgionists,
styled the "International Society of the whose love for tbeir ancient nation is
Orient," has been formed for the fol- still as ardent as in times long past.
lowing objects:—1. To favour the de- Special committees would send hither,
velopment of agriculture, of industry, at their expense, Jews of Morocco, of
of commerce, and of public works in Poland, of Moldavia, of Wallachia, of
the east, and, above all, in Palestine. the East, of Africa, &c."
2. To obtain from the Turkish government certain privileges and monopolNationality the Ideal of Zionism.
ies, either at Constantinople or in other
parts of the empire, chief of which shall
IT is remarkable to what extent the
be the concession and gradual advancement subject of Zionism and its many sided
of the lands of Palestine. 3. To distribute, issues, of which, to our mind, the misat cash prices, such of those lands as sion of Israel is one, engages the Jewish
the Company will have acquired or re- mind at the present moment. It has
ceive in concession, and to effect the colon- become so much a topic of the hour that
ization of the more fertile valleys of the one should not be surprised to find it
Holy Land.
crop up at any gathering, whatever the
The following facts are stated in de- theme under discussion. And at last
fence of these objects: "Palestine needs Sunday's meeting at Jews' College
only labour in order to produce abun- formed no exception. Much was said
dantly. It is a country, one of the most about the Jewish mission and the relaremarkable and most fertile of the tion of Zionists to it. It is a mistake
globe. In it one meets the products of to assume that the Zionists ignore the
all the latitudes, and the emigrant of mission of Israel. They were of opinion,
Europe finds therein the climate of his however, that the mission will best be
own country. Commerce and private effected when the Jews are also a holy
industry, which will come to complete nation, and not alone a kingdom of
the work of agriculture, must attract priests.
ZIONISM AN OLD MOVEMENT IN
NEW FOEM.

to
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They hope that the resettlement on
their land of the persecuted of our race
grown wise by bitter experience, that
the concentration of Jewish energy on
Jewish soil, and the development of the
Jewish spirit amidst, the sacred surroundings which once inspired the religious teachers of old, will become one
of the most potent factors in the progaganda of those principles of which the
world stands in need. They believe
that the ideal age so far from being retarded will be brought nearer to its
realization when Palestine will become
the land of Israel, and ''teaching, shall
again go forth from Zion."—Jewish
World.
The Aims of Zionists.
A writer in the Jewish World, in an
article on the visit of Emperor William
to the Holy Land, says: ••The Jewish
deputation received by the Emperor the
day before his departure, handed to the
Emperor an album of photographs of
the Jewish colonies in Palestine. After
inspecting the pictures he promised his
benevolent interests towards such movement as shall lead to improve the agriculture of Palestine, and recognize the
sovereignity of the Turkish Empire.
More could not be expected from the
visit of William II. What we need to
realize our ideal, is our own strength,
and nothing more than the benevolent
interests of William II., of which he
haa festively acquainted us. We mean
to prove that we deserve these good
wishes. Not as minstrels wandering
in the sunshine do we think of returning to our old home. Two thousand
years of unpitying history have taught
us not only to suffer and bear, they
have also taught us to labour. And we
do not hide from ourselves what kind
of work awaits us. We must make the
land, so long barren, once more fruitful.
We love the land, and will hope for it

as once our forefathers loved and hoped
for it. VVe will be seen behind the
plough, and one will get rid of the preconceived ideas that we are not used to
husbandry, or were not once used to
such labour. We know that Jerusalem
cannot re-awake out of the dumb sleep
of memory to active life, if it is not
ringed about with agriculture and other
happy settlements, and we hold oursevles as called upon to replant in the
" uncultivated land," in which are
buried the holiest ideas of the past, the
intelligence and knowledge of the wisdom of the modern world
"'The handing over of the album with
views of the Jewish colonies in Palestine had the good idea of showing to
the mighty guest that the intentions of
his Jerusalem tour were understood by
the Jews, and he rewarded this understanding with the glad promise of his
"benevolent interest./' This "benevolent interest" we dare to recognise as a
valuable security towards the publicly
recognized legal assurances of which we
are striving. We will not be as free as
the air in the land of our national restoration. We will not forget that
Palestine is a goodly part of the Turkish Empire. William II., as guest of
the Sultan, has reminded us of this, as
he could not otherwise do, as his benevolent interest could naturally only go
as far as it is compatible with the sovereignity of the Sultan. The observation was not intended as a warning.
When we, strengthened in thankfulness
for the fulfillment of our home yearnings, have raised Palestine to the level
of the best elements of modern civilization, it is self-understood that the wellbeing of the Turkish Empire will have
been brought about by our labours. We
are not revolutionists. . . . We will
respect the sovereignity of the Sultan.
"In Jerusalem, all is again quiet; but
if we understood the message of the
German Emperor rightly, the silence
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will be broken before long
These are anxious days, but we know
in history what the coming of the morning has meant. How long have we believed but resignedly murmured : 'A
year to come in Jerusalem.' We are
no longer resigned, we need be so no
longer. The sunlight ray of hope shines
once more upon us; it shows us, in the
light of a great promise, the way homeward."
[What then? Submission to the Turkish Empire? It is a necessary policy of
yours to speak now of the well-being of
the Turkish Empire; but if you had no
hope of the coming Messiah, submission to the Sultan would not be tolerated
for a short moment.—ED.]

surrounded by friends and Turkish
soldiers, rode the Emperor wilh Count
von Bulow on his right, the empress
and two ladies in waiting on the left.
The imperial party consisted of some
thirty personages in military costume.
The Empress was in a light coloured
traveling costume, her straw hat being
enveloped in a silken gauze shawl.
All this we saw in a coup d'oeil as the
scholars began to sing the German national hymn. We thought the imperial
party would ride on, but the Emperor
wheeling round his white horse approached the impassive figure of Dr.
Herzl, who stood leaning against a
plough, the symhol of our new life in
Palestine. All eyes and ears were
turned to the Emperor, who, riding
right up to Dr. Herzl, dropping his
Emperor William and Dr. Herzl.
reins, extended both hands, and shook
Dr.
Herat's hands with great warmth,
TOUCHING EPISODE.
and asked him how he fared. "Thank
[F.om our special correspondent.)
you," replied Dr. Herzl in a voice that
reached the ears of all. The horse grew
JAFFA, Oct. 30.
I send you a brief account of one of impatient, but the Emperor seized his
the most interesting, and, at the same rein with his left hand, and still contime most historic incidents it has ever tinuing to press the right hand of Dr.
been my fortune to witness in Palestine Herzl continued the conversation for
or elsewhere. On Friday last, 28th some few minutes. No one heard what
inst., at 8.30 a.m., the pupils of the passed after the first courtesies.
Mckveh Israel, under their director, M.
The Empress with her attendants
Meyo, the teaching staff, and many of drew near and smilingly gazed at the
the administrators of the colonies of crowd, happy and bright in the rays of
Baron Edmund de Rothschild, together the sun that stood over the hills of
with a large crowd of colonists, assem- Judea. At length the conversation was
bled by the triumphal arch, decorated over, and we heard the Emperor's
with Turkish and German flags, and friendly "Good day, Dr." his face beamawaited the passage of William II. en ing with pleasure, and renewing the
route for Jerusalem. In the groupe, to handclasp he rode away. "Hoch Kaiser
the surprise of everyone, was Dr. Wilhelm" came from the hundreds of
Theodor Herzl, who is known before- throats. But our voices, the voices of
hand to every Jew.
all those who had witnessed this most
From the Jaffa side we heard the touching meeting were husky, and our
salutations that greeted the Emperor as eyes were tilled with tears In the
he left the city. A few moments later minds of all these men and children,
the outrider of the imperial party ap- this picture of an Emperor pressing the
peared in the road leading to the holy hands of one of the noblest of our race,
city. The escort followed speedily and will live for many days.—Jewish World.
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[This might well touch the heart of
the Jew. It portends much to him. It
was a grand scene, no doubt, and fills
its place in the evolution leading on to
one incomparably grander, when He
whom they pierced shall bless them
from, not the throne of Egypt, as did
Joseph of old, but from the throne of
David, then become the throne of the
world, and then Zionism will find what
its heart is now throbbing for.—ED.]
Troublesome Jerusalem.
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scribers to the Libre Parole fund for
Mme. Henry, are not only savage but
amusing. A mother gives a fraiic and
a quarter out of "hatred for the Jews,
and in the hope that Reinach may be
deprived of his skin, and that it may
eventually be converted into a shirt of
Nessus, in which all the Jews may be
burned." Her husband, who is a printer,
sends a franc and a half, expressing the
wish "for the promp boiling alive of
the detested Reinach in hot oil." An
amiable old maid, in her 55tb year,
gives a franc and a half, with the assurance "that she prays day and night
for the extermination of the Jews by
the plague."
[Poor creature, if she had known
that God is Israel's God she might save

People often ask how it is that the
future of Palestine presents such dfficulties. The reason is simply that
Jerusalem—you cannot separate Jerusalem from Palestine—is the sacred city
of so many creeds and warring faiths. her prayers.—EDITOR.]
Not only is it the holy place of all the
Christian churches, and two of them
quarrel bitterly over it--The Greeks
and the Latins—but it is also one of
the most sacred places in the Mohammedan world. Mecca and Medina are
AN APPEAL,
hardly more sacred than the Mosque of
I am constrained to write you in behalf
Omar. That is a fact which is often of brother Edwards, of Carbondale, Pa.
ignored by Europeans, who forget that He met with an accident in the mines
to turn the Mohammedans out of the about a month ago, and has gone through
two operations; in the latter they took
temple inclosure would disturb the his eye out completely. This has cost
whole Moslem world from the Straits him considerable money. My sister wife
Settlements to Albania. We must was up to see him last week and he renever forget that Mohammedan pil- quested that I should write to you and
grims from India visit Jerusalem just state his case. He said he will be very
thankful if the brethren can help him out
as Christian pilgrims visit it from a little in his trouble. Brother Edwards
Europe. Lastly, Jerusalem is pro- is a worthy brother ; he was always very
foundly sacred to the Jews, and the ready to help the poor and needy. Send
Jews are beginning to be locally numer- ail communications to his address: J. W,
Edwards, 97 South Church St., Carbonous and important.—Spectator.
dale, Pa.
Sister E. G. Bickley, in sending the
Your brother in the hope of Israel,
foregoing clipping, says, "Troublesome
DAVID T. ASTON.
Jerusalem is the modern way of exBefore receiving the above we received
pressing Zecluuiah's sentiment in chap, a short letter from brother Edwards. It
xii. He speaks of Jerusalem being a seems that the eye which escaped the
accident has been detective for some
burdensome stem to all nations.''
time, and so the loss is great. To our
knowledge brother Edwards has been
Some of the expressions of hatred always ready to cast in his mite to help
against the Jews, published by the sub- the needy and the cause of the Truth,
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Individual brethren and ecelesias may
send their contributions direct to him
with the assurance that they will be properly used. Under date of January 18th
brother Edwards writes:
DEABBBOTHEB WILLIAMS :

Many grateful thanks to you for the
generous help you sent mo. (It was just
a crumb till further help could be sent.—
EDITOR). I am very sorry to inform you
that all efforts to save my eye failed- I
had to go under the painful operation of
having it taken out, which put me under
great expense. I cannot describe to you
my loss. It is with great pain that I
write these few words, having- but a very
poor sight in the other eye. My only
hope now is of having a suitable glass to
enable me to earn a living for the futureI am under promise from friends that
they will try and find something suitable
for me to do. Little did I ever think f
brother Williams, that I would have to
receive anything from my brethren and
sisters in this way, for I would rather
give than receive. I will keep you infoimed as to how I am getting along.
You may rest assurred that l will not use
more than I shall need of what the brethren and sisters may send me. I will
gladly return them what I may not need.
I am your brother in the blessed hope,
J. W. EDWARDS.

CEEAL SPKINGS, ILL.-Please allow me space in the ADVOCATE to say

that on Saturday, March 25th, I will commence a series of lectures at Bradford,
Ark. We have invitations to visit the
following places: Martiuville, Ark.;
Springfield, Mo.; Galena, Kas.; and Louisville, Ky. Brethren at these various
places will be notified through the mail
as to the exact time of our arrival.
Faithfully your brother,
ROBT. G. HUGGINS.

DOON, ONT.—We have the pleasure
to re port the obedience of Charles Frantz,
a German, who is well posted in the divine oracles o£ the Truth in the German
language. He rendered obedience to
God in baptism on December 23rd last,
after coufession of the things concerning
the kingdom and the Name. We hope he
may develop a character that may be accepted at the appearing of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ. We are sorry to

report the death of sister Adams at Stratford, which took place on December 18th
last, age seventy-nine years. She was
very intelligent in the Truth, a dilgent
student of the Bible and brother Dr.
Thomas and brother Roberts' works.
Sister Adams and sister Trow were the
only ones in the Truth in the city of
Stratford, and they broke bread as long
as they were able. Stratford has over
ten thousand inhabitants. Truly, "strait
is the gate to life, but wide is the gate
and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in
thereat." It was sister Adams' request
for the brethren to officiate at her funeral.
Sister Trow sent a message to me, asking
for the brethren to come. Brother Hardy
and I complied; the distance is twentyeight miles. We arrived in due time at
the daughter's house, where our sister
lay in death's cold embrace. When the
time arrived I read from Job xiv, and
brother T: H. Hardy gave a very appropriate address and ended with prayer.
H. COLE.

ELMIRA, N. Y.—In lastmonth'sappeal
from Elmit'd, in behalf of brother Raymond there was an error. The signatures should have stood as follows :
C. T. SPENCER, Sec,

410 Staudish street.
J. F. SYKES.
A. H A L L .

N. H. SPENCEB, Pres. Brothei 1

GREENE, IA.—We had a nice little
gathering at sister Putnam's on the evening of the 23rd of December for the ben
eflt of the Sunday-school ehildrjn. Wo
all had a very good time with the children, singing, with music from the piano
by Miss Delia Putnam, recitations, and
distributing presents, fruits, etc., to
please and encourage them in their attendance at Sunday school. Sister Putnam is the Sunday school teacher and
took quite an inrerest in the children.
We as an ecclesia are still pressing on
toward the mark for the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus. We hope
to reach it by and by and be accepted of
him when he oimes. This year 1898 will
soon be in the past. Many have been expecting our Lord to come from 1896 to
1898. The great river is not quite dried
up yet to prepare the way for the kings;
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the set time has not quite arrived to favor
Zion. But we have great reason to lift
up our heads and rejoice whim we see the
political movements in the Gentile heavens tending towards the great consummation of all the Gentile nations. I look
upon the Zionist movement as one of the
greatest signs of our times; it seems we
can almost walk by sight when we see
the hand of God working in all these
things; and yet our Lord said, "When
the Son of man cometh shall he find the
faith on the earth?" If our Lord tarry
very long yet surely little of the one faith
will be found when he comes compared
with the many false faiths and no faiths
at all. We are commanded to wait for it,
and to guard against every " sin that
doth so easily beset us, and to run with
patience the race that is set before us, always looking unto Jesus the author and
finisher of our faith, who for the joy that
was sot before him, endured the cross,
despising the shamo, and is sut d iwn at
the right hand of the throne of God "
May we be found walking in his footsteps
keeping his commandments, and all will
be well with us when ho oonvs to make
up his jewels, Come Lord Jesus, come
quickiy. Amen.
GEO. ELLIS.
NEW KENSINGTON, PA.—There are,
doub less, many of your readers not
aware of the existence here of a small
band of Christ's brethren, who are endeavoring to walk in the footsteps of
Him who said, "Follow me;" of whom the
apostle 1'eter says, we "ithou'il" follow
In his steps (I. Pot. 11: 211, This iy the flrst
time any report has been sent you from
this place, but I hope we shall bo seen
and heard through your periodical now
and again. The history of our small com4
munity at this place is not very great nor
of a long standing. Myself and my
brother, brother Z. Wtiltehouse, came
here from Monmouthshire, Wales, in the
year 1895, when there was not one of like
precious faith nearer to us than Pittsburgh, about eighteen miles, and whither
we journeyed almost weekly to meet
with the humble but faithful few brethren and sisters of that pi ice; and it is
with no small amount of pleasure we take
a retrospective view of the pleasant meetIngs and fraternal intercourse we had
from time to time. In the yea • 1896 my
wife, sister Whitehouse, with f&mily, ac-

companied by sister E. Bartlett, sister In
the flesh to sister Whitehouse, came likewise from Wales. Still we continued to
meet with the Pittsburgh brethren for
some time, until brother E. J. Wooliscroft
and sons, of Pittsburgh, found employment at this place, and removed here.
With this addition we decided to form
ourselves into a small ecclesia and meet
here. We held our meetings every first
day of the week at my house, until an
opportunity presented itself to secure a
public meeting place. We were six in
number, three brethren and three sisters.
In the course of a few months brother
and sister Prank Hiudmarsh.of Mahanoy
City, Pa., removed here, and subsequently sister Lizzie, eldest daughter of
brother and sister Hindmarsh, removed
here from Philadelphia, who has since
then become the wife of brother Z. Whitehouse. About this time brother Wooliseioftgave two t tirriug lectures to a full
house. Thinking we could create interest in the minds of our fellow mortals,
we decided lo take a small hall for morning met' ing, and for the proclamation of
Go'l's truth in the evening. But, alas! men
seem to have no mind for the solid facts
of the Truth. Very few, indeed, respond
to the constant invitation sent out from
week to week by posters, handbills and
newspaper advertisements to come and
hear what we have to say upon the great
and exceeding precious promises held
out so freely with a ioving hand in the
Word of God. Still we go on with the
good >.voi'k. But we were favored with
the addition of brother Wooliscroft's two
eldest sons, Edward and John, who after
an examination had, we found very intelligent in the things of the kingdom and
Name, and they were accordingly immersed and now meet with us and are
great helpers in the work of the Truth.
Again our numbers were increased by the
removal of brother and sister Abraham
Cooke, from Buffalo, N,Y. This addition
made us feel quite strong. We Value this
addition, brother Oooke being very useful in lecturing to the alien, and especially in his exhortations on Sunday mornings. Lastly, sister Harper, of Delray,
Mich., removed here for a stay with her
son. We now number fourteen, all striving to live lives worthy and becoming of
God's house and Christ's brethren, cultivating that holiness and purity of character which Is our only passport into the
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haven of rest, when all our wanderings
will have come to an end; when we can
drop the anchor, and furl the sail, and
enjoy that peace, comfort and bliss which
the Almighty alone can give. We held a
Fraternal Gathering on December 26,
1898, when we had quite a company of
brethren and sisters including brother
and sister Philip Phillips, of New Castle,
and quite a few from the Pittsburgh eccleaia. We had a veritable feast of fat
things, mentally and physically. Bro.
Philip Phillips has lectured for us twice
during the past quarter. Other lectures
have been mostly by brother E, J. Wooliscroft, with myself and brother A. Cooke
as auxiliaries.
I remain your companion and fellowlaborer in Christ,
W. WHITEHOTJSE.

scious of our weak human nature, therefore we do not neglect the words of the
Spirit, for they are life, and they are
spirit unto us, so that we may be encouraged to endure unto the end. We are
looking with much interest to the movement of the different nations at the present time, an J we have cause of rejoicing
in that our redemption is drawing nigh,
according to the signs of these times.
May we be ready is my sincere wish.
Sister Tansey requests mo to write to
you that if there any brethren or sisters
that happen to come through Columbus
Junction, she would be pleased to enjoy
a visit from them, as she is isolated from
any one in the Truth.
I remain yours in the one hope of Israel,

RICHMOND, VA.—In making up my
annual report I find we have reason to
feel much encouraged, and rejoice that
the Lord has blessed our efforts to set
forth the way of life to the inhabitants of
this benighted city. Since my last report
we have had the pleasure of assisting five
more to enter the race for atorral life,
making a total of seventeen for the year
1898. God grant that as many more may
turn from serving the flesh and the
lusts
thereof, to serve the living and t|jue God
this year also. The nam-s are H. J. Atkinson, W. W.Foster,
Eandlett, Mary
Mosely, and Mrs, Johnson. BrotherFoster is the result of your visit here in August last. I do not wish to make you
vain, but I must say that The Great Salvation is the medium through which the
Scriptures were opened to these people.
and in the opinion of this ecclesia it is
the best thing to circulate that is on the
lists today.
Faithfully yours in the one hope,

STEAMSHIP " WAKEIMOO," VANCOUVER, B. C, Jan. H, 1899.—DEAB
BKOTHEK WILLIAMS: Our boat has been
delayed on account of the mail, and is to
start this afternoon. May our Hea\enly
Father bless you in all things and heip
you (for vain is the help of man) to instruct, encourage and build up the ecclesia of Doity during this time of the end.
We have a long journey before us and
dangers to encounter, but we put our
trust in God, knowing that He is on the
ocean just the same as on the land. And
should the worst happen, we read that
the sea shall give up its dead—encouraging thought. Sister Cook joins in lov eto
yo urself and family.
Yours in hop-of the promised blessing

J. W. PENNELL.

KIVEKSIDE, IA.—Sister Tansey, from
Columbus Junction, has been here on a
visit for a few days. We w<Te indeed
cheered and encouraged by her visit and
wish we could have more of such visits
from those of like precious faith. We do
feel ourselves so isolated here ; no one
seems to take an iuterest in the Truth
which we so highly appreciate in these
days of darkness; but thanks be unto the
Lord we are kept alive through the Word
of God which we daily read. We are con-

MES. HAHN.

in the age to come.

JAMES COOK.

[God be with you till we meet again.—
EDITOK].

TEOUT CREEK, ONT. — You will
doubtless share in our joy that James
Knights, of Katrine, who so providentially ran across the little book, The
Great Salvation is now brother Knights.
Having accepted our invitation to spend
Christmas with us, he witnessed so good
a confession and is so intensely in earnest, that none could forbid water that he
should be baptized. Though brother
Knights belongs to the poor of this world
he is wonderfully well informed in the
Truth, and we feel sure it is <.o unfruitful
vine that has taken root in Katrine. We
have also been cheered by the addition
t.o our little flock of brother Wm, Jenkins,
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who was immersed on August 27th. Let
us not be weary in wtll doing, for when
we think the unfruitful soil and the birds
of the air have left us nothing to hope for
the pleasant vines spring up to cheer us
on our way. Brother Knights resides
about twenty miles distant from us, but
we hope he will often be pith us at our
meetings.
You.-s in hope of eternal life,
A. E. TRTJSSLER.

Brother Knights also writes as follows:
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

You will be glad to hear that I 'have
found the brethren at Trout Creek
through the letter you published in the
ADVOCATE. It was with surprise and
pleasure that I received two letters from
the Trussler brothers, inviting me to
spend Christmas with them. I accepted
the invitation and went to Trout Creek
to see them, and brethren T. Trussler
and Jenkins met me at the station on
Christmas eve. On the Sunday I attended
the meeting of the brethren, and on the
next day I was baptized and received as
a brother, and the breaking of bread was
observed in remembrance of our Lord.
Tho brethren Trussler treated me with
every kindness, and it was a pleasure to
be with them. I was glad to find eleven
that held the Truth as reveale 1 in the
Scriptures, and they only thirty miles
north of Katrine. Dear brother, I cannot
reward you for leading me Into the light
of God's Holy Word. I know you will be
rewarded at the resurrection of the just,
and may we, if not before, grasp each
other by the hand then, is my earnest
prayer. Your labor is not in vain in the
Lord. Dear brother, when we think of
the darkness that surrounds us how can
we hold our peace? I wonder how that I
remained in the dark so long. Had I
known the truth twenty years ago how
much I might have done; but what a
mercy to know it now. It is better late
than never. I cannot praise God sufficiently for His goodness to me. 0, that
I may ever do the things that are pleasing to Him. * * * Brother L. Kay, of
Washington City, wrote a very beautiful
letter to mo, it was very kind and
thoughtful of him. I thank you for the
Nine, Nights' Discussion and the ADVOCATE containing my letters. Little did I
dream or them evergoinginto print when
I wrote them. I have also received one

letter from you, also the copy of the
Trinity and this month's ADVOCATE.
The Purpose oj God on the Earth is grand,
and as soon as I can I must get more
copies to give my friends. I have had
much pleasure in reading Nine Nights'
Discussion. Mr. Grant was like Spain in
war.
Yours in the Truth,
JAMES KNIGHTS.

WORCESTER. MASS.—I again write
to let you know that the Worcester ecolesia is still looking for the coming Lord.
Whether we shall have to wait one more
year is hard for us to tell, but judging
from the signs of the troubled (political)
heavens it looks very near. Monday evening, December 26, we had our Christmas
gathering. A good supper was followed
by recitations from the Sunday school
scholars. We also had an hour's entertainment listening to the graphophone,
or talking machine, the horn of which
was five feet long, making the hearing
distinct all over the hall. Though some
of thu pieces were not altogether consistent with the Truth, the fact remained to
show l hat we are in the latter da>s, when
knowledge shall be increased to a wonderful degree. But when we get knowledge in the government of the earth, we
shall then have better and glorious times
for the poor of the earth.
I remain your brother in Israel's glorious hope,

J. HOLLOWS.

A Good Plan to Procure Books.
We each put fifteen cents a week away,
and as soon as there is enough we send
for the book desired, one taking care of
all the work involved. In this way we
hope to be enabled to own every work
published by Christadelphians. Young
brethren will find it a great help, as It
gives them works of reference In their
studies, and also enables them to obey
the exhortation to Timothy in an interesting and profitable way (I. Tim. ix: 13'.
The sum is so small that it is not missed,
and the books come with surprising rapidity. Of course the sum can be reduced
or enlarged to suit the individual wants.
J. S. MANN,

Worcester, Mass.
"A known weakness thoroughly conquered, sometimes becomes an element
of additional strengthin human character,"
—Auguuia Evcms.

script soul- to Mr. II ill at Milan, Term., hiving gone astray, w,i hive agiin baen
nt a standstill for a short tiNie, but we are setting the type from duplicate copy,
for Mr. Hall to ivvi.se in proof form. S> we shall push along, ami the three
sessions remaining will now soon lie finished, when we shall be able to say to
many anxious inquirers. Now ready. Mr. II ill his m i l s oue m nv note in bis
paper, showing that lie is "still dialing," but as it bordered on street talk in
.style and did not deal with matters worthy of notice, we passed it by. fie suvs
the Baptists in Creal Springs and Zion are quiet, a good sign. We hope limy are
studying the Scriptures and will yet learn the true way of life. Failing of this
I am sure we wish them no barm. The publication by the Henderson (Ky.)
Gleaner of our reply to Mr. Hall's unkind words in his reference to the death of
brother Roberts and the receipt of our •' Echoes of the Hall-Williams Debate,"
causes him to think we were dissatisfied with the deviates and that we are trying
to make amends. lie does not know our mission yet. What we are after is to
use every opportunity to expose error and present the truth of the Bible in the
hope of helping to snatch brands from the burning; and if following up an opponent till we get the last word will help in this direction we care nothing for
squibs about who " beat in the debate." It is not a question of lL beat " with us,
it is a question of vastly more importance, both as regards the discharge of duty
on our part and the destiny of our bearers on theirs. No one would be more
delighted than we if we could pull the scales from even Mr. Hall's eyes.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS
AT NEW ROMNEY, ENGLAND.

BY W. WHITEI-IEAP.

Tjj^EAllRni'yrilRKN AND SISTKHS: —To diiy 1 logins a new year
^^*
in the annals of time; il is not onl\ the tirst day of the week
when those who love the Lord Jesus Christ delight to kee|) Him in
memory and to show their faith by partaking of the simple, beautiful
and telling memorials, which, in the wisdom of the Deity, were provided
so long ago, and which tell the same story to-day and point to the same
thing, even the coining of our Lord and Saviour as he did eighteen hundred years ago; it is also the beginning of a new year. Many resolutions
of reform will be made, some may be kept others will be broken, the
world makes man}' such resolutions and the great reason of so many
failures is because of the reliance on merely human resources of strength
for the attainment desired. In a certain sense there is no new year for
us as brethren of the Lord Jesus Christ; but, on the other hand, whilst
ive are dwellers in the present order of things, the circumstances of them
must more or less attract our attention; thoughts and suggestions come
to us by them, and we art; wise to seize upon them to turn them to profitable account wherever and whenever we can.
As children of our Heavenly Father, we .should never desire to go
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forth in our own strength or any human strength. How beautiful are
the words of the Psalm (chap, xlvi.), to which let us direct our attention
for a little while. "God is our refuge and strength, a very present help
in trouble." Thus we see, brethren, that not only is it a fact, but God
has been gracious enough to tell us of our position of "benefit." Words
fail us when we would describe all that our Father is able to do for us.
Perhaps it can be best described by saying there is nothing that He is
not able to perform for our good.
The year is young, we know not with what it may be fraught ere
its close, it may be a very momentous year, the summons to appear
before the King may come, but we know not; but should that not bo
the case it is certain trials will arise, troubles will come, we cannot live
in the present order of things without them, nor would it bo well for us.
Our Heavenly Father knows that, and Ho uses them to purge and refine
us. What are wo to do then when they arise ? Turn to our God and
through His dear Son let Him know in prayer that we not only have
read but that we believe with all our heart that He is our refuge and
strength, and a way will be opened, brethren; it may not be as rosy as
wo perhaps would have wished, but, let us remember, the rosy path lies
beyond, that too will come to all who endure unto the end. Now see
what confidence a risjlit grasp of the stated fact of the first verse inspires:
"Therefore will not we fear, though tho earth be removed, and though
the mountains be carried into the midst of the sea, though the waters
thereof roar and be troubled, though the mountains shako with the
swelling thereof—Selah." This language covers anything which might
happen, whether you take it in a literal or figurative sense, its intended
effect is to establish us "on the rock which naught can move." In its
figurative sense we are priviledged to behold successive democracies
removed, great ones submerged in the troubled and miry seas, whose
roaring and troubled condition even unto great shaking with the swelling wo have witnessed, with what effect? Glorious confirmation in our
hope and faith and more perfect trust and that love which casteth out
fear. Not only to-day then, brethren, but every day let us cherish this
testimony and at the close we shall surely rejoice. It is a beautiful
feature of God's word, especially noticeable in the Psalms, to portray to
us the glories of the kingdom unto which we are called, thus here we
have interspersed, "There is a river, the streams whereof shall make
glad the city of God, the holy place of tho tabernacles of the Most High.
God is in the midst of her, she shall not be moved: God shall help her,
and that right early," or as tho margin reads, "When the morning
appeareth."
Nearly every large city that has attained to commercial celebrity
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owes its position to the river or rivers \vh eh flow t<> or through it,
jbnt, great and expansive and beautiful as some cities are, no eye, has
ever yet beheld anything approaching unto that which is prepared of
oar God for that city which He has chosen to place His name there.
Tou know that city, nay more, although we have not yet seen it, we
take pleasure in its very stones.
Faith is strong, and we look and
embrace the beauty, the healing power, and tin fructifying power of
thit glorious river breaking forth from the sanctuary establishing a
Beans of feet washing at or near its source and speeding on even to the
Tery desert which shall blossom as the rose. Oh ! brethren, tin; glories
if that time stimulate us to increased trust and love, let. them have their
perfect work. "When the morning appeared],' 1 this is the morning
wbieh will be without el >uds. Have }ou ever had the privilege of gazing into a cloudless sky ? If so I have no doubt you have remarked
ipon the beauty presented to your eye, the blue ethereal heavens open
to your gaze and the celestial sun shining in his strength has been to
jour experience a joy to remember. Faith agiin is strong to picture
foch a scene a thousau 1 fold enhmce 1 wh;m th-it morning comes and the
Saa of Ri* iti3)!isin:si tills tin >v!i >le e-irth ivith H.s bj.-un* a. a I u> cloud
alter to roll between for the chosen; the city fixed forever in her exaltalion which has not been acquired by human means. Oil ! no, God wills
love helped and that ''right early,"'so far as •uceeeding the upheaval
Irbich is so near and which is next so dramatically described to us,
Ittuts ' T h e ljeathtn i;<:<d. il.c Kii gd< u s ((if iiHi.)\\ei( meved : he
tttcred his voice, the earth (people) melted."
What then of all this boasted power, wealth and courage? for verily
iftewurld does boast in these hings. They suddenly come to naught, it
gillie day of the Lord's exaltation. M my are the testimonies which
Jre written hereon; these will, however, .suffi -e for the presen : "Enter
mio the rock and hide thee in the dust, for fear of the Lord, and for
f&eglory of his majesty. The lofty looks of men shall be bowed down;
a«l the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day" (Isa. ii: 10, 11.) "And'
twill set my glory among the heathen, and all the heathen shall see my
mdginent that / have executed and my hand that I h ive laid up HI them"'
ffite. xxxix: 21). We cm thin an 1 sr-stun 1 why the raging and the
telting; but, brethre I, see lr>w ,vo :u'j c > nf >ftv I — " L\i • L >r I if :i ists is
irith us; the G.KI of J ic »!> is our refuge—Si:lah." Brethren, let this
fttcb your heart, let it be indelibly im ressed thereon, a world raging
liwurld inciting, but the faithful preserved, njoieing in the Lord and
fcJul.li.ig li-1 mig'ity w irks, n iv sh uer.s tlierein. A ti'U.; grasp of ihese
pingd helps us to understand the words of Paul, ''iiej lice in the L ird
tLcay: and again I nay rejoice * * * Be careful for nolhiug
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* * The Lord of hosts is with us,1' that is why, brethren.
It is the common impulse of the flesh to behold the effects of desolation from whatever cause, curiosity is strong in men. It will be the
privilege of (he saints gathered unto the Lord lo receive an invitation in
that (.lay which never has had or will have its parallel, the terms of the
invitation are given, "Come, behold the works of the Lord, what desolations he hath made in the earth." Now, as those who know that the
Deity never inflicts punishment unless deserved, we are quite sure that
only righteous judgment has been executed upon a wicked world; it is
not a question at all of appeasing wrath, it is the carrying out of His
own righteousness upon them, they have been warned, Mis very word
is not hid from them, they have chosen to despise it, by setting aside
its truths and have substituted their own traditions, thus dishonoring
God and His dear Son, but the hour has now come, the work is done,
and we shall be asked to behold it. We cannot, therefore, do other than
rejoice, for (afterward) "lie inaketh wars to cease; unto the end of the
earth, he breaketh the bow, and eutteth the spear in sun.ler; he burueth
the chariot in the lire"—verse !).
*

The world groans under the heavy burdens which nations impose
upon the shoulders of their citizens, the weight is well nigh unbearable,
but it will have to be borne until the appointed time. They nr.iy devise
schemes to ease themselves, but Ihe weight is, a^ it were, soldered upon
them and -it is impossible for to shake off the burden; they
reckon without the power which has decreed, that they shall
be astonished at all their might, but m >re astonished at the
supremacy of the might brought against them; they have forgotten Him, they have despise.I Him, they have imagined that
they can make wars to cense. Hive they read, "He miketh wars to
cease'1 (verse 9); again, " I form the light, and create darkness; I mnkt
peace, and create evil, I the Lord do all these things" (Isa. xlv: 7)? Yea
they have read, but the}' have not understood because they have preferred "idle tales," myths; a terribly bitter experience can now be their
only awakening, and but few even will be allowed to see; the rest,',
destroyed. A solemn announcement is now made, it is, " Be still, and
know that I am God, I will be exalted among the heathen (nations), I
will be exalted in the earlh" (verse 10). No one will be permitted to
despise that voice, awe inspiring indeed it will be. His children, however, will have no fear, they have known what God has purposed, they
have trusted Him through every trial and lie will rejoice in them and
they in Him. Again, in the last verse we are reminded that "the Lord
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of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge—Selah.

Amen.

Come, let us anew our journey pursue.
TIoll round with the year
And never stand still till the Master appear.
His adorable will let us gladly fulfill.
And our talents improve,
By the patience of hope, and the labour of love.
0 that each in the day of His coming may say,
I have fought my way through ;
1 have fiiiish'd the work thou didst give me to do;
O that each from the Lord may receive the glad word,
Well and faithfully done !
Enter into my joy and sit down on my throne.

THE DECADENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.
HI
the above heading appeared in The Chronicle (Chicago) a
<
*=^ scathing exposure and denunciation of the churches, Catholic and
Protestant, over the name " Einilius." Whoever " E m i l i u s " is he has a
wonderful insight into the rottenness of modern society, religious, social and
political, and he is not afraid to speak out in a manner to arouse and yet
idisarm opponents who would hopelessly attempt to defend his objects of
rlghte MIS attack. Following are specimens of his matter and manner :
"Thundering through the centuries we hear the loud boast of what you
lave done lor the poor and oppressed who hung around your kitchen doors*
The pilfered laboring man, the son of toil, who, from the womb of mother
earth, has wrested all the bountiful gilts of a munificent Providence to meet
the wants of society's idle vampires, you have plied with soup—soup and
pious counsel ; soup and resignation ! And now you hear, borne on the
rushing winds from all quarters of the globe, the mutterings of your lost
legions, rising into a great and mighty roar for justice, eternal justice and not
soup."
"You organize crusades to wipe up all the dirt of the slums with a silk
^handkerchief and pretend that you will have served your Master when you
Jjaye hushed the rattle of the ivory checks, snatched from the hand of the
ifrenjbliiig drunkard :his morning drink and hunted to the dark .waters of the
Chicago, river ...the poor, .creature whose, erri.ng .sister, over 1,800 years ago
dried your Master's feet with her luxuriant tresses in" a burst of simple love,
Vhich for poetic Christian charity soars as high above your shallow pre;ttnse of virtue as the sunlit peak of Mount Everest towers over the rolling
•provender of the tumble bug."
Wondering at the fearlessness of a popular paper in publishing such an
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arraignment of high men in high places, we were asked, " D o you not think
The Chronicle would publish a letter from y o u ? " So we wrote the following
letter, which was published in full as written, and appeared in the Sunday
issue, February 19th:
To T H E HDITOR OF T H E CHRONICLE :

The very fact that your valuable paper has the courage and the liberty
to publish, and that "limilius" Las the ink 11 igt nee and boldness to write such
wholesome, fearless and truthful articles as are appearing in the Sunday
Chronicle, is of itself a positive proof that there has been a decadence of
" Christianity," if the so-called Chinch be taken for Christianity. "Emilius"
has spoken the truth so eloquently and so plainly as to d e s e r v the gratitude
of thousands who too well know that there has been not only a decadence,
but an absolute apostasy from the pure doctrines and precepts of real Christianity. Of course he has stirred up the wrath of the cletgy, the Roman
clergy especially, as the naked truth always did and always will. But what
do we hear from these critics in their pretended criticism of one to whom
they are not worthy to hold the candle so far as ability to tell the truth and
the manner of telling it is concerned ? While pretending a reply they have
imposed upon your generosity and evaded the real charge of "Emilius" by
using your valuable columns to flaunt before the public their " goodness"
and the wonderful things they have done, all in perfect line with their Pharisaical predecessors, who were always thanking God that they were not like
other men (Lukexviii : \'l, 13)
Taey cannot walk up and face the facts,
for they know they are facts, and that for the confusion and distress in
which the civilized world now groans, tney, as a class, are responsible and
will shortly reap the full reward of their wickedness at the hands of Divine
justice.
Thy would like to brand "Emilius" as an infidel, but his frankness and
tact have left no joints between the harness. He has reverence for God and
regard for the Bible—the book which the Church claims to be governed by,
except that the " man of sin (II. Thes. ii: 3, 4), and son of perdition,"
claiming to be a god " (infallible) has arrogated the right to interpret and
change even the very words of the Most High.
Now if they will open that book and read they will find that its divinity,
its authenticity, its inspiration—its truthfulness all depend upon whether or
not such a state of things as "Emilius" has forcibly and eloquently declared to
be facts really does exist. If, as his clerical critics claim, they do not, then
the very book they pretend to accept as their guide is false. By striving to
defend their guilty heads from " E m i l i u s ' " declaration of the naked truth, they
impeach the word of God, and yet pose as its defenders. Let them read
lid. lx: 1, -, and incy will >ee that j'.isl before the remedy for all "he world's
ills and evils come trom Him who alone c m provide it, " darkness shall
o v e r the earth and gross darkness tlie people." So much so was this to be
: L.. ..i.»4av.if aaul, "' Wi,cii ihc Sun uf ma.n comedi shall
he find faith on the earth ?
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"Emilius" has placed the charge of guilt for this faithlessness at the door
of the Church. Is he right? Inspiration answers, Yes. Paul said there
should be a falling away, a man of sin should be revealed and that the mystery of iniquity had commenced to work in the true Church in that early day
(II. Thes. ii: 3-7). To give us a clue to its identity he tells us it should
depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of
demons, forbidding to marry 'priests and " sisters " , and commanding to
abstain from meats (on Friday, Lent, etc.1, which God hath created to be
rece'ved with thanksgiving (I Tim. iv: 13). The extent to which this fearful
apostssy was to go is declared in II. Tim. iii, and the union of the Church
with the State in the world's oppressive wickedness is vividly set forth in
Jas. v: 1-6, when men who see the evils "Emilius" sees are exhorted in the
words, " Be patient therefore, brethren, unto the coming of the Lord''
(versi 7 .
The Church had quite reached its Laodocean state when it placed Constantine upon the throne, and then it went from bad to worse, having the
civil as well as ecclesiastical power in its hand, and the Dark Ages shrouded
the world in the gloom of ignorance, superstition, cruelty and crime, and all
this while the Church was dominant and because it was dominant.
The reformation tore out pieces of the black vail that had been thrown
over the eyes of the people by a cunning system of priestcraft and it succeeded in wresting the clostd Bible from the hands of a priestly monopoly;
and by the upturning of providential events God's word became an open
book. But alas ! Protestantism ceased its aggressive work against the great
demon of the world, and strife, turmoil and confusion left reformers with
very little reform and so we have a world, Catholic and Protestant, denominated " Mystery, Babylon the Great, the mother of harlots and the Abominations of the Earth " to kindle fire in the hearts and give eloquence and
speed to the pen of an "Emilius" of our dark and benighted days, which, God
grant, may open the eyes of some.
But where is the remedy ? A rotten egg can never purify itself. "Emilius" knows this and therefore he must not hope for the remedy to come from
within the rotten fabric in which a groaning world is hopelessly wrapped.
"The whole creation goraning" is not the end, surely, of God's plan on
this fair earth of ours. It is a permitted means to an end ; and you may
depend upon it the remedy will come, yes, it will come ; but not from
the church, the state, anarchy, socialism, nor from any of the "reforms"
of human invention. Six thousand long years has God allowed men to try
their hands in ruling themselves in all the various forms of human government, and behold ! What do we see ? A world in arms, walking about
over volcanoes which are ready to belch forth in all their destructive fury.
War! war! actual and threatening, its savage dogs being urged on by the
preachers in the pulpits in the disguise of " humanity," lauding and applauding their fellow men for slaughtering tl.e bodies ol ignorant, helpless creatures,
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and pushing their "immortal souls," with the point of the sword, into the
eternal fires of a torturing hell by the thousands where they are supposed
to writhe in pain eternally, while their murderers look down upon them in
gleeful delight, basking in the bliss of a clerical "heaven,"'
The world is under a curse and destruction comes a pace to remove its
evils and prepare for God to "make bare His holy arm in the eyes of all the
nations, when all the ends of the earth shall sec the salvation of our
God." There is a hope, a bright and burning hope, for it is established
upon the Rock of Ages and its eyes are centered upon the promise that
"The kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom of our Lord and of
his Christ, and he shall reign forever and ever." Then and not till then,
when the " S o n of man shall come in his glory ami all the holy angels
with him, and then sit upon the throne of his gl -ly"—then, I say, and'
not till then, shall we have " o n the earth peace, goodwill toward men
and glory to God in the highest." In Christ's return to the earth to
take to himself his power and to reign, we shall have one strong enough,
good enough and wise enough to cope with what weak, foolish and
treacherous men have been unable and unwilling to remove and a glorious
morning without a cloud shnll flood the world with blessings it has never
dreamed of. The waste places shall be built. The desolations of many
generations repaired" (Isa. Ixi: 2, 3); the weak hands of the righteous shall
be strengthened, the fearful heart made strong; the eyes of the blind shall be
opened, the ears of the deaf unstopped (Isa. xxx: 1). The strength of
Jehovah's arm shall scatter the proud in the imagination of their hearts,
put down the mighty, exalt the poor and downtrodden, send the rich empty
away and fill the hungry with good things (Luke i: 51-55). Instead of
bribed juries, manipulated legislatures and a money and (lattery loving clergy
the world will be blessed by Him who will judge the poor of the people and
protect the children of the needy, break in pieces the oppressor and sweetly1
and tenderly lend a helping hand to him that hath now no helper (Pa. Ixxii.).
O for a thousand pens dipped in the eloquence of an "Emilius" ! O fora
multitude of Chronicles to stir to its depths this sleepy, giddy, foolish, wicked
world, and O that men may open and read the book G xl has so graciously
given us and lay hold of that bright and glorious hope ere long to be realized
in the filling of the earth with the knowledge of the glory of the Lor 1 as the
waters cover the mighty deep.
Titos. WILLIAMS.
TESTATOKSHIP.—Christ was an heir of
God. Who was the testator In that case ?
Could he (Christ) upon any principle of
reason, scripture, or experience become
the testator of his own inheritance? Who

The " strong " man who went for David
to obtain a drink of water, did it at the .
risk of hi6 life David, therefore, poure'd
it out as a drink-offering to the Lord,
Beautiful figure of the strong man—the .

e v e r l i r a i (I <>'' a in,-in c | \ i n - ; i n o n I n i n i n (.'lii-ist—who I nnl>l:iin Iliew a l e m l ' life f o r •
h e r i t d i s o w n p r o p e r l y V T l i e l < u : l o . d e a t h ' h i sb c k n e i l , i h o t x u l e s i a , g u v o u ph i a l i f e ,
i s t h e b e s t p r o o f l h a t c a n b e tfiven t h a t
C .C . V ,

he has lost his inheritance.
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POST-MILLENNIAL RESURRECTION.
BV THE EDITOR.

^
are some who claim that there will be no resurrection at the
- ^ end of the thousand years reign of Christ, because, as they think, all
matters will be ajudicated by the Judge as they arise, he being present to
attend to that work. It is thought that sinners will be summarily and forever
destroyed by righteous judgment and therefore there will be no necessity for
their resurrection for post millennial Judgment. On the other hand it is
claimed that the lives of all the righteous will be sustained till the end of the
thousand years, and that then they will receive immortality.
The principal reason given (or this view is that Christ and the saints
will be present to administer the laws day by day. Another reason is that,
since the curse is then (supposed) to be removed, there is no reason why the
righteous should die, and therefore there will be none to raise. The theory
does not claim to be based so much upon positive scripture as upon reasons
growing out of (supposed) facts to obtain during the millennial age. The
scripture principally relied upon is Is lxv: 20—"There shall be no more
thence an infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled his days," etc.
Now, before examining ihe Scripture upon the subject, let us look at a
few inconsistences in this theory: It is inconsistent to believe that, in dealing with the question of probation for eternal life, the wicked are to be
finally disposed of day by day as their cases come before the court, while
the righteous are not to receive their rewards till a set time when all will be
rewarded together. This is an inconsistency Paul spoke of in reference to
pre-millennial times, and the reason he gives is quite as applicable to millennial
times. He tells us that the ancient worthies "received not the promise; God
having provided some better tiling for us that they without us should not be
made perfect'' {Huh. xi:4".) This "better thing" was a divinely consistent
thing; and it was that all who were on probation for the same reward and
under (he same gospel should be made perfect together.
In this probation there was, of course, two sides—life and death—and
an arrangement for judging those of both sides at the same time, when one
would be punished and the other rewarded. If consistency required that
some of the righteous should not be rewarded without others, but all at the
same time, then it would likewise require the same rule for the unworthy
who were in the same race, subject to the same rules ; and, moreover, since
all were in the same relation to the same rules and the same end, upon that
principle of consistency which would require that part of the worthy should
not be rewarded without the rest, the unworthy should not be punished with
the final puniiliiiKiit involved in the case until the time of the reward of the
worthy. The rule must work the same on both sides, or it will be a case of
the legs of a man not equal.
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The gospel now is the gospel of the age to come, and it has been the
same from Adam and will be till Christ's return. Gsd's consistent plan is
to have a set time for the judgment of the responsible, good and bad, and
that set time is at the end of the cycle in which the gospel has been the law
of probation. The millennium begins another age and it will have a gospel
for those of its times, and the realization of that gospel will be in the beyond.
In either case the outcome; of probation of both good and bad is to be upon the
principle of they with us and not "they without us." Another inconsistency
in the case is that it mars the principle of those on probation "walking by faith
and not by sight"; for, if justice in relation to the final reward and punishment
(we are not.now dealing with the daily affairs of the kingdom) is to be meted
out daily, acceptance or rejection will be a matter of sight instead of a
matter of faith looking to a day appointed for a final ajudication.
We must not overreach in comparing the millennium with Eden ; for in
Eden there was no death at all, while all admit there will be death in the
millennium. Mortality will still obtain, because the cycle of sin and death
does not end till the last enemy is destroyed. We are safer in comparing
the Mosaic constitution with the millennium, for that we are assured, is a
patern or type. A retrospect of this pattern will show is a divine system wherein "every transgression received a just recompense of reward,"
and yet this daily divine administration of justice did not encroach on the
final question of probation for life eternal, but left it over for the appointed
or set time. We must discriminate between law and gospel. While the
law may help up to the gospel it will not infringe upon it. Tne latter
is above it. Moses' law attended to the affairs of the kingdom as they
arose daily; and it punished acts of sin, but not thoughts. These were
left over for the final day of judgment in a higher court, as it were. Thus if
a man stole, the law seized him, but the gospel being above the law did not
touch him, leaving him to the end of his probation to repent, or, if he
did not repent, to be punished for his unfaithfulness to the Abrahamic
covenant by its right upon the same principle as those punished by
Moses by the right of the Mosaic law. Keep the one separate from
and above the other and there will be no collision between them. The lesser
is a means to the end held out by the greater. The one is temporary, the
other is eternal.
Now, by this pattern may we not judge of the age to come? By reason
of the very nature of things Christ will give laws suitable to the affairs
of the kingdom which must operate in a lower state of life than the gospel
then preached by which eternal life, in the ages to follow, will be obtainable. These laws will deal with the sins of commission and omission as they
arc actually committed and so govern the affairs of the kingdom; while
they will leave thoughts of the mind and heart and the general life of the
probationers to be dealt with at the higher and final tribunal. The laws
of the state will deal with things "contrary to the peace and dignity of the
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realm" as a temporal matter (for the temporal must obtain as long as there
is morality) while the gospel will keep watch over men's minds and hearts
till the law has carried them forward to the set time and handed its dead and
living over to the gospel court for adjudication of matters pertaining to the
final and everlasting destiny of men.
The fact that the same king and judge sits in the courts of the law of
the land at that time as will sit at the final tribunal does not make it
neces-ary for him to anticipate or forestall the one when sitting in the other,
any more than the Mosaic system did with the gospel in the past kingdom of
God. A judge of a supreme court is well qualified to sit in one of lower
jurisdiction, and a wise judge would be in no danger of transferring the jurisdiction of the one to the other. So Christ will wisely exercise the jurisdiction adapted to the daily workings of his realm, while reserving the jurisdiction vested in him to sit in the final tribunal to be exercised in its proper
time and place. Let us suppose a case. A has been guilty of stealing. He
must be dealt with by Christ through his administrators of the law; for he
has committed an act "contrary to the peace and dignity of the realm." He
is justly punished and that law is satisfied ; but does that end his probation? Has the final law of life and death dealt with him? No; he is
left to go on and either right himself or not as he shall answer to that law at
its only tribunal, which winds up the affairs of the millennial age as these
shall have been adapted to mortality, and then destroy the unfit and immortalize the fit ones for the ages to follow.
Perhaps some will think I am speculating. No ; I am following the
pattern given in the Mosaic constitution. Cut if proof is called for that
Christ will not deal summarily with thoughts of the heart, but leave them
for the end, I refer to the Scrip:ure which tells us that even a conspiracy will
be conceived and born in the minds of some which will at last "encompass
the camp of the saints," and this even is allowed to go on till the final destruction of all evil takes place.
The forty years of trouble which awaits this world will remove all
the kingdoms of nun and break up all organizations and constitutions. Then
a reconstruction must take place preparatory to commencing the millennial
reign. By the very nature of things this reign must commence with crude
material. There will be some to civilize, all to educate up to the new and
divine standard. Mo talitv, sin's flesh, with its weakness will still be present
to begin with on entering upon the work of the millennium. There is no proof
that the survivors of the time of trouble will experience a miraculous
arrest of death in their nature, nor that like a flish they will all become educated, not to say converted. These hippy results would seem to be
attained as the effects of the new and improved constitution of things, and
therefore they must require time; for a sudden mechanical transformation of
the inhabitants of the world from what they are into a world of intelligent
converts would leave them without choice or merit and would be contrary
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to God's dealings with man upon moral principles. So Christ will commence his reign with very crude maternal.
Now, suppose natural laws are not arrested, and I know of no proof that
they will, the death rate must continue to a considerable extent for a time,
until the good effects of the new constitution in all the various departments
of life shall bring health and consequent longevity to the people. Let the
improvement be ever so rapid the number of deaths must be considerable
before the consequent mental, moral and physical effects can penetrate the
world's subjects. Necessarily death will have among its victims both
classes—good and bad—unless, let me repeat, a miracle is performed, and
there is no proof that it will be. Allow for the gradual increase of longevity
resulting from the good regulations of the kingdom, still there must be death
to some extent, and now does not this necessitate resurrection ?
The age of sin and death is seven thousand years in length. I mean
Arfamic death, and deliverance for the righteous of the millennial times from
this death is at the end, when all have passed their probation and one with
the other, or "they with us," not "they without us," are perfected together.
It is to finally and forever swallow up death in victory that Christ takes his
throne in Zion. His saints, whom he calls to judgment at his coming,
experience this swallowing up of death at Sinai and are immortal when they
are marching triumphantly to Zion as beautifully pictured in Hab. iii.
Reaching Zion and establishing the glorious kingdom, in ''this mountain shall
the Lord of hosts make unto all people a feast of fat things, a feast of wines
on the lees, of fat tilings full of marrow, of wines on the lees well refined"
(Isa. xxv: (5). Here is the goodness of the kingdom for all people then to
receive as subjects of the kingdom, the blessing promised to Abraham—-"la
thee shall all nations be blessed." Now, note what follows: "And I will
destroy in this mountain"—Mount Zion (chap, xxiv: 23)—the face of the
covering cast over all people, and the vail that is spread over all nations."
He will "swallow up death in victory," etc. This has usually been applied to
the saints at Christ's coming, even by those who see that for them death is
swallowed up before they reach Mount Zion. ]t is clear that the prophet
is describing the grand work to be done from Mount Zion in the ultimate
destruction of the "last enemy"—death. Now, when is death to be swallowed
up and forever destroyed and tears to be wiped away from the faces of all
the survivors? Paul leaves no place for doubt, when he says Christ must
reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet and destroyed the last
enemy—death. AYill not this involve resurrection post-millennially as it
does for the saints pre-millennially? Let consistency answer, for she isa
jewel.
Is. lxv: 20 declares that "the child shall die an hundred years old, but
the sinner being an hundred years old shall be accursed." I see brother
Whitehead, in the Sanctuary Keeper for December, 1898, gives from the Septuagint a different rendering ; but I have never seen or heard of it being so
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rendered in any other translation. Dr. Young agrees substantially with the
Authorized Version. Ezek. xliv: 22 says priests in the age to come shall " n o t
take for their wives a widow," which shows that death will obtain among the
priests; and it would require quite a draught upon imagination to say that
all the priests leaving widows will die a penal death. But the words, "The
rest of the dead lived not again till the thousand years were finished," must
have a meaning. They cannot be applied to any other time than when "the
thousand years are finished." They must be the rest of the dead to be raised
of the whole cycle of the seven thousand years. John had witnessed the
living again of all those of six sevenths of the cycle and then he was told that
the rest—the other seventh—would live when the thousand years were finished.

WHEN WILL THE UNJUST BE RAISED?
WILLIAMS:
B,EARI si eBROTHER
you have not published to the brethren ray views correctly; it may
be because I have not carried the subject far enough. I believe just as Christ
taught in Luke xx : ;>."), 36, " But they that shall be accounted worthy to
obtain that world and the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are
given in marriage ; neither can they die any more, for they are equal unto
the angels, and are the children of God, being the children of the resurrection," that is of the first resurrection (Parkhurst says first in time).
Now Christ by the angel says to John, " Blessed and holy is he that
hath part in the first resurrection ; over such the second death hath no
power." Paul says, "Christ the first fruits, and afterwards they that are
Christ's at his coming." This is certainly the first resurrection to eternal life
and all are blessed and holy that participate in it, and over these the second
death hath no power. Now I ask you, where you can get any wicked raised
at that time among that class, for they are blessed and holy, "but the rest of
the dead lived not again till the thousand years are finished ; thus we have
the first resurrection at the beginning of the thousand years and the second
at the end of it ; at the first the accepted are raised and at the second, of
which description we have in the latter part of Rev. xx, which is as follows
—now this is after the end of the thousand years : "And I saw a great
white throne and him that sat upon the throne from whose face the earth
and the heavens (led away and there was no place found for them. And I
saw the dead, the great and the small, standing before the throne and books
were opened. And another book was opened which is the book of life and
the dead were judged out of the things which were written in the books
according to their works. And death and hades were cast into the lake of
fire. This is the second death," even the lake of fire, "and if any were not
iound written in the book of life they were cast in the lake of fire," Now here
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we have a promiscuous assembly, the great and the snnll, the good and
the bad, because some will have their names in the book of life and others
will be cast in the lake of fire. Now here is the time when Daniel's class to
rise to shame and everlasting contempt takes place, and also the class that
John speaks of: "All that are in the graves shall hear his voice and shall come
forth; they that have done good unto the resurrection of life and they that have
done evil unto the resurrection of condemnation." I or we find that the
second death is not inflicted till after the close of the thousand years, and
after death the small and the great stand before the great white throne.
Now this harmonizes the scriptures for there is to be a resumction
both of the just and the unjust; and thus we have proof by what Christ
said, " For thou slink be recompensed in the resurrection of the just." Now
the resurrection of the just cannot be a promiscuous resurrection, if there is
any good sense in the English language. You have the cart before the horse;
what is to take place after the thousand years you will have take place before
the millenium, the resuerection of the just. "Then shall every man have
praise of God," you repudiate as not being correct. Well, I did not make
the Bible, neither have I added nor taken away any thing. I have given
"thus saith the Lord." Now set me right before the brethren and I will trouble
you no more.
Yours in hope of doing as you wish to be done by,
DANIEL STRICKLER.

THE QUESTION ANSWERED.
When Will the Unjust Be Raised? The ''First Resurrection"-" Rest of the Dead."
If the publication of the foregoing letter will "set our brother righl
before the brethren," I have done what brother Strickler requested me to do.
I confess that this letter makes clearer to me the brother's position than did
that referred to last month. From that I concluded that the effort was to
prove resurrection for the righteous only ; but I see now that the mistake
arose because the brother, as he says, did "not carry the subject far enough."
This letter makes it clear now, that brother Strickler's view is that only the
righteous will be raised at Christ's coming, while the unworthy will come
forth at the end of the thousand years.
This is not a new theory ; it is that advocated years ago in the " Messenger of the Churches," by Messrs. Dowie and Lang, of Edinburgh, Scotland, and it is held by many of those known as " One Faith," and " Church
of G o d " folks, sometimes called Restitutionists. The subject has been
thoroughly discussed in our litera'ure, years gone by, but ns " time and
change are busy ever," we. may not hojie to settle all such questions for all
minds without keeping <u jt again and again, if indeed we may then enter»
tain such a hope,
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Brother Strickler having been in close touch with the workings of the
Truth for many years, will have seen both sides of the question discussed,
and therefore we fear we may not hope to add anything now that will change
his mind. Still it may not be impossible, and a few words may benefit others.
We must not expect to find a full statement of the details of the resurrection and who its subjects will be in every reference to the subject. In
Luke xx : 35 the answer to the Sadducees deals only with the difficulty they
presented, which was, Whose wife should the woman be of the seven husbands? not merely at the exact time of coming forth from the grave, but in
the future age or resurrection state. The Sadducees had reference to what
they supposed would be a domestic difficulty in the future life, not at a particular moment of resurrection ; and the answer deals with that, by showing
that the marriage relations of this life will not obtain in the resurrection life.
Since the question of the nnworihy was not in any way involved in the difficulty presented and answered, it was not necessary for Jesus to refer to it.
Silence as to the unworthy in this passage, however, must not be arrayed
against plain declaration in other scriptures.
Dan. xii: 1, 2, At that time * * * miny of them that sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame
and everlasting contempt." " T h a t time" for both classes, which cannot
mean two times separated by a thousand years.
Ino. v : 28, 29, " 1'he hour is coming when all that are in the graves
shall hear his voice and shall come forth, they that have done good to the resurrection of life; and they that have done evil" etc. If the Saviour had had
in his mind two periods of time a thousand years apart he certainly would
not have used the phrase " the hour."
I. Cor. iii : 13, " Every man's work shall be made manifest; for the day
(not days) shall declare it. " Then the good and the bad are represented as
tried in the same furnace, the one as wood, hay and stubble, and the other as
gold, silver and precious stones.
Then we -have the parables which carry us forward to Christ's coming,
not to the end of the thousand years; and it is at the marriage feast, the
return of the nobleman, etc., that the worthy and unworthy are assembled.
It would require a severe wrench of words to fit these parables a thousand
years apart
Brother Strickler does not, however, as others do, seem to divide the
two classes in these texts ; but he seems to apply the words to the end of
the millennium, when, he thinks, the two classes wdl come forth. Now this
is an inconsistency ; fur why should not two classes come forth at the beginning as well as at the end of the millennium? If at the end two classes'
appear—let them be the good and the bad of the thousand years—it would
be reasonable to have two classes at the end of the six days ol the world's
week—those who have been on probation under the gospel from Adam to
Christ's return, liut the question is placed beyond doubt by the testimony ;
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for Daniel says both classes come forth " a t that tfme," and "that time" is
when the worthy of Daniel's time would come forth, and "that time" is
when the invasion of the Holy Land by the king of the north takes place.
See chapter xi. Surely the Saviour in [no. v did not leave out of consideration those of his time to some of whom he was speaking who " have done
good," and reach away over to the end of the thousand years and only speak
of those who will have "done good " during the thousand years. If " those
that have done good" included those he addressed, it must also have
included "those who have done bad" of the same time, which would
embrace all of the two classes from Adam to Christ's return. The wedding
feast, the return of the nobleman, and the call of the virgins all take us to
this same time, not to the end of the millennium.
Where the apostles are comforting the saints with the language of hope,
for example, I. Thes. iv : 1 G, 17, we are not to expect them to speak of the
unworthy. There is a time for everything. The very fitness of things would
require that the books of the six days' rec >rd of the world's week should be
balanced up before begirmning the new order of things.
The Scriptures, however, must be our guide ; and they are very clear
upon the subject, except the two passages brother Strickler dwells upon—
Luke xx : 35; Rev. xx : 5, 6. The former would be clearer if literally translated. It is, -'But those deemed worthy to obtain that age and thac anastasis
Us ek nckron, that resurrection out of dead ones." These are not simply
children of anastasis, standing again in life ; but they are children of a standing out of or from among dead ones, thus fitted for the age or world of which
the Saviour is speaking. This does not conflict with the truth elsewhere
declared fully—that some will at the same time be the subjects of anastasis,
but not of resurrection out of or from among dead ones for the age.
The other passage is more difficult, no doubt, but the fact that it occurs
in a symbolic book, where we are warned to look out for enigmas, should
enjoin caution in too literally emphasizing words, such as the word protos,
rendered "first" in the texts. Brother Strickler makes the mistake, we
think, that many others have made—of taking the words of verse 11 to end
of chapter to apply to the end of the thousand years. It is evidently a mistake to make a post-millenial application of these verses. The "great white
throne "John saw was the throne of David in the hands of Christ, from
which the Gentile heavens and earth will flee away and no place be found
for them. The heaven and earth that will obtain during the millenium will
be the " new heaven and earth; wherein dwelleth righteousness," of which
the angel spake to Mary, saying, " The Lord God shall give unto him the
throne of his father David * * and of his kingdom there sliall be no end.
No fleeing away of this. There will never be a whiter ill one than tlu.t
•vhicli Christ will nm'ioui .iio ,u hi., iuium, and luat will never be made
to tlee away. Hence in the lllh and following verses John is still viewing the scene of the resurrection and establishment of the kingdom at
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Christ's return, and the same scene is continued into chapter xxi, where the
new heavens and new earth is brought to view again and the Holy City, the
new Jerusalem, descends as a " Bride adorned for her husband."
To understand ttie passage in question, we must stand along side of
John as observers of passing scenes on the canvas, as it were. John had
thus been looking at objects when lie said, " I saw thrones'' etc., and of
what he saw he said, " T/u's is the first resurrection." What did you see,
John?
"I saw thrones and they sat upon them, and judgment was given to them."
Who were those you saw on thrones ? The redeemed, among whom were the
persons of those who had been beheaded for the witness of Jesus.
In what capacity did you see the redeemed ? Exalted to thrones of
glory.
What do you call that which you were looking at—that exaltation and
glory ? " This is the first resurrection, in which, blessed and holy is he that
hath part" or portion, because this part or " better" resurrection (Heb. xi :
35) is a resurrection from out of and from among dead ones into immortality
and fitness for exaltation to thrones and on such the second death hath no
power.
Paul, in what docs the "better resurrection" consist, and to what does
the relative term "better" refer? It consists, not of simply a standing again
in mortal life not to be exalted cut of death, but exaltation to the glorious
resurrection state, wherein the subjects are " children of the resurrection,"
and fit for the age ; and it implies a resurrection that is not a better one.
John, in what does the firstness of the resurrection you saw consist? In
its exaltation to thrones of glory and immortality just as I saw the redeemed
on thrones when, looking at them thus exalted I said, " This is the first resurrection. There I saw it in its glory and splendor—in its firstness; and when
I said that " on such the second death hath no power," I was discriminating
between these and those over whom the second death hat// power ; for after
I had been incidentally carried to the end of the th msand years (verses 710), the scene was resumed upon the canvas and [ was shown the details
of the event of Christ's coining to chase a^vay the heavens and earth of
unrighteousness (verse 11) and I saw that those who did not have part or
portion in the firstness of the resurrection which I beheld in the enthronement of the redeemed, 1 say I saw that such were cast into the lake of lire,
,and of such I declared, "This is the second death."
But what about the " rest of the dead ? " If all the responsible ones,
good and bad, are dealt with pre-inillennially, where shall we find the '• rest
of the dead?" We shall not find them at the beginning, but at the end of
the thousand years, and they will consist of those who will be dying from the
'.dosing of the books of Christ's pre-millennial' tribunal until he opens wViat'ever books will record the probation of those who live and die during the
millennium. It was quite fitting, that the vision having shown John the
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resurrection of all responsible up to the end of the world's week, that the
spirit should incidentally note the time when the next resurrection would
occur for the " rest of the dead " that belonged to the full week of deathpermitted power.
The resurrection of six-sevenths of the dead to be raised
John saw in the vision, painted, as it were, on the canvas ; but what about
" the rest of the dead "—the other seventh?
' ' T h e rest of the dead lived not
again till the thousand years were finished.''
EDITOR.

THE TIME OF OUR LORD'S ADVENT.
Will The Day or the Hour Be Known.
liV I5IIO. .T. CAMPBELL, NEW ZEALAND.
B O U T t h e strongest passages against this k n o w l e d g e are found in Matt,
xxiv: 36 mill Mark xiii: 32.
We first read, '• Hut of that, day and hour k n o w e t h no m a n ; no, n o t t h e angels
of heaven, b u t my F a 1 her only. T h e second text is like u n t o this quoted, only
t h e r e J e s u s includes himself, as not, in possession of this knowledge, for he saysi
" n e i t h e r the S u n . " although we might: a d d , " a t that, t i m e . " Lt does seem strange
t h a t t h e very angels who gave this knowledge to Daniel especially should not
themselves know. O n e t r a n s l a t o r on Mark xiii: 82, c o m m e n t i n g on t h e text,
otters or suggests " m a k e t h known"' instead of knoweth. and quotes I. Cor. ii: 2 in
support thereof. Of eo:irse if t h i s could be accepted of Melvnight then t h e angels
might know and ,lesus might k n o w , though it would not be open for them to
reveal it. T o the disciples J e s u s said, " l c is not for you to know t h e time or the
season which t h e F a t h e r hath put, in his own p o w e r " — A c t s i: 7. l i e might
have k n o w n , so far as this saying is concerned, b u t it w a s not fitting or proper
t h a t they should know; because t h e t i m e was so long, it would have weakened
t h e i r h a n d s and discouraged the h e a r t s of t h e apostles if they had known tbat
eighteen cenluries a n d more would elapse before he would restore again the
kingdom of Israel.
Now. whether J e s u s knew then or had yet to wait until H i s ascension, the
day and hour was manifestly unknowable by t h e Ecelesias. I t was not to be
k n o w n or divulged according to the word of t h e angel to Daniel, "till the time
of t h e end. 1 ' If we are now in the time of the e n d it m ly be k n o w n ; but if we
are n o t . then it c a n n o t be known till t h e n .
T h e word of God c a n n o t be broken.
His tiat has gone forth concerning Ibis special branch of knowledge, and to
Daniel it was said, " S h u t up t h e words a n d seal the book to t h e time of the end"
—Chap, x i i : 4.; a n d again. " G o thy way, Daniel, fur the words are closed up and
sealed till the time of Hie e n d " — v e r s e 9
Here then is a leiigihened a n d express
t i m e of ignorance d u r i n g which the y e a r and m o n t h we p r e s u m e as well as the
(lay and the hour would not lie k n o w n .
Din I. lie t im • "f ignorance we may now presume t > -ay has passed away, for
we ha\ c e n t e r e d up >n 1 iie !irs' \ ear of t h e last thirl y .years of the 1290 of Dan.
xii: 11. I ' u n h e r , ii, should ije n lied t h a t this ••inuo of tlio e n d " is not a period
of seventy-five years i, r,, from !3-i)0 to lHHo, but of thirty years only and from lUU
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year onward. T h e forty-five years, indicated in D a n . xii: 12, is after Christ has
come and not before. But the present and current thirty years will close Gentile times. Tlie qualifying elau.se in verse i is designed to show t h a t the t i m e of
Christ's advent will lie eagerly sought out and found or revealed by some of the
many who shall run to and fro a n d by reason of which this kind of knowledge,
i.e. of times and seasons, shall be increased, even ilie year, the month, the day
and the hour, so lon<_r unknown and by reason of the will of God, as expressed in
these two verses of D a n . xii. u n k n o w a b l e a t least up to the present time. Of
course the word " k n o w e t l i , " as being in the present tense and when used by
Jesus, would only o v e r a >d include ihe then present time. I t cannot be made
to mean shall not be knoirn.
II* re it may be stated t h a t we have a clue to the
meaning of the words, " t h e time of the e n d , " if, as [ presume, we have come to
tlie end of Moses' seven times chastisement of Israel, (Lev. xxvi.)
This time
covers the oppression of Israel ami their d o w n t r e a d i n g in the land and while dispersed over the world. O t h e r periods of time may be measured off exactly. T h u s :
The head of gold in the metallic im ige or B ibylon, given as
The silver
"
'•
"
"
" Medo-1'ersia
:l
•' brass
"
'•
"
" Greece
"iron
"
"
"
'•
•' R o m e

90
200
304
660

1260
Which is the first half of Moses" seven t i m e s ending, in t h e year A. D . 637. I n
that year the R o m a n s were beaten and defeated by the Saracens. W h e n t h e
Romans went o u t the Saracens came to stay, for ihere they have been aver
since (the M o h a m m e d a n power a t least) from the year 637. T h e other half of
Moses' seven times may t h u s be added: 12(50 to 637 brings us up to t h e last year or
1897. When the. end nf the sadtcrinrj, of the holy people was signalized by tlie first
Jewish congress held a t B.isle. in September. IS07. Tiien the (lag of Zion was
hoisted in t h e breeze for the first time these many centuries. This year we have
arnedal as being the first, year of J e w i s h aspirations after a national unity.
T h i s period of t h i r t y years may he fairly divided off into three stages or
decades. T h e lirst ten years occupied in t h e fulfillment of the J e w i s h i d e a l s ,
continuously b u t progressively seeking and claiming a nationality of their o w n .
Finding for themselves an a n s w e r to a:i old ii'iestiou, Can these bones live? t h i s
will include a steady growth and a larger measure of success in J e w i s h colonization. T h e second ten years to fill in a s t a t e and a stable g o v e r n m e n t — J e w i s h ,
not Gentile. While tlie last of the tlir-'o dec id,-s, or much of it, will be tilled in
with a m I'uirehy or a principality. Wuilo t'i« king 1 > n u l the rule is of J u d a h ,
yet the reigning house will be elected and recognized princes of the house of
David.
I t may further be concluded t h a t t h e r e t u r n of' Christ will be a t t h e end of
these thirty years, and not before. T h e a d v e n t will take place when Gog and his
hosts have invaded tli« land of Palestine, c u l m i n a t i n g as this will in the siege
of J e r u s a l e m itself. After it has been t a k e n a n d not before. After t h a t t h e cityis given over to riot and t h e b r u t a l i t y of t h e enraged soldiery; enraged by t h e
Stubborn defence, or r a t h e r , by the heroism and valor and indomitable zeal and
euiTjK o) it:, d"(Vn,l< r;. j'f,c hall of the city, only tiie half of its" military and
civili ins .ire to be la'veo ui'.si !e as prisoners of war. T h e other half r e m a i n , for
a dread, dursut'ss tiii-u conies, over Hie city and its s u r r o u n d i n g districts and
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Ilosea's three d a y s - - C h a p , vi: 2. even on the passover week, and presumbly on
the F r i d a y , this d a r k n e s s c o i n ' s on. and possibly at noon; then on the Saturday at eventide—tlie glory of God hecnines visible and the angels laud their
solitary passenger on the .Mount of Olives. For He Cometh, as seen by Z"chariah,
w i t h 20.000 angels, armed with a display of II ily Spirit power and glory, and
such light ai:il brightness, and in such striking contrast to the darkness preceding
t h a t the whole heavens will be lighted with this timely and designedly manifested glorv of (tod. It will be the greatest sight of the age and of itself will
madden the horses and camels and mules and asses in the enemy's c a m p as
in Zi'eb. xii: 4. All eyes there and then on the Ian 1 or within a certain range
will see iliiii. and the J e w s , too, ''they also who pierced h i m . "
Verses 'r> and (i Z j c h . xii. gives us to u n d e r s t a n d t h a t the kingdom and the
nationality is of themselves Jewish and not Gentile.
15e it k n o w n , then, t h a t
the s a i n t s at this crisis are not with Christ. Zeeh. xiv: 5 should road holy ones
or angels, not the s a i n t s .
He conies in the glory of His F a t h e r and w i t h the angels, and H e comes
to deliver J u d a h in the, nick of time a n d does so himself alone,. While the
a n g e l s , after leaving Him on Olivet, do scatter themselves and haste by t h e word
and oath of the. F a t h e r , to all parts of the world. By the next morning, which
will be Ilosea's third day, the day after the Sabbath following the passover.
after t h a t Saturday of advent fame, we say by t h e next m o r n i n g , and a Sunday morning, too, all the dead in Christ will be raised, or made alive from the
dead. While the s a i n t s in their several Kcelesias and houses will be duly visited.
Presumebly the three days will count from F r i d a y — w h e n its sun going dowu
at noon will not be. seen till Sunday and its m win and stars t h a t night withdraw ing their shining. T h a t is, the. d a r k n e s s will be for so much of two days
and one n i g h t , ami this again is bill a repetition of J o s h u a ' s d a r k and Oread
day. for the darkness is literal and not figurative, as in Joel ii: 10 and Chap, iii:
15; also Zecli. xiv:(i.
If J e s u s went up into heaven on Saturday afternoon, or evening i. c. on the
forty-second day after lie lose from the dead, then it was the Jewish S.ibbath and
we may conclude t h a t His r e t u r n will be on the same day of the week and at
" e v e n t i d e . " So t h a t , in conclusion, it may be alllrmed t h a t when the time draws
nigh— say, when the land is invaded—then the year, the week, the day and the
liour will assuredlv be k n o w n to Uic. uri<c.
•]. C A M P B K L L .
Man by nature is lost—that is—Koesinto
the j*rave without iu>pi>, Revelut ion is a
necessity, therefore. In making this God
puts forth ahaiid to save him. He has
done this by the power of His Holy Spirit
which, coming upon holy men ipiophets
and apostles), caused them to speak the
word of salvation. This salvation which
involved a resurrection from tho grave
was perfectly illuM rated in th<> person o(
our Sa\ iour. The HOI d of salval ion that
saved him and gave to " t h e r s a hope of
life was cau.-ed to lie rei-uriled for the
salvaiion of those also who slmuM come

qnate to effect this result it never would
have been mad*;, but in its stead we
should have the visible inanilostation
of the Spirit to guide into all the truth,
The Spirit Is not visibly manifested,
Ergo, the record understood and believed
is sufficient to save all who accept it.
0 . C V.

after. Now, if thereeord had been inade-

remember and adhere to,

" T h e existence of a positive fnot, says
(Jhatto, " can never he affected by any
arguments which are g i o u u d t d on the
diffieuliy of accounting lor it." A principle every believer should endeavor to

C. C, V.

SHORT STUDIES IN BIBLE CHRONOLOGY.
BY lUiOTIIIJU E . S. TROSl'ICIi.

NO. V.
FIFTH PE1JI0D.
"TIMES

O P T H E J U D G E S TO SAMUEL T H E P B O P H E T " EJIBKACES F O U B
AND F I F T Y Y E A R S .

A. M.

3004

N A M E S AND E V E N T S .

YEAR.

J o s h u a died a t t h e a g o of 110 y e a r s . After h i s deatli a n o t h e r
g e n e r a t i o n arose who served l!;ial a n d Asforoth. J n d g . ii:10.
From t h e time of subdui'ing seven n a t i o n s and a p p o i n t i n g of
j u d g e s to t h e i r first se v i t u d e
Serve C h u s h a n - r i s h a t h n i m . J u d g e s iii:8
Delivered by Othniel for ( J u d g e s iii: 9-11,
Serve. King of Moab. J u d g e s iii: 14
R e s t u n d e r Ehud and S h a t u g a r . J u d g e s iii; 30
S e r v e K i n g of Canaan, J u d g e s iv: 2, 3
%
llesfc u n d e r Deborah a n d B a r a k , J u d g e s v ; 31 S e r v e Midian, J u d g e s v i : 1
Heat u n d e r Gideon, J u d g e s viii: 28
Abimeleeh reigns, J u d g e s ix: 22 Tola r e i g n s , J u d g e s x: 2 J a i r reigns, J u d g e s x : 3
Serve P h i l i s t i n e s . J u d g e s x : 8
I l e s t u n d e r J e p h t h a h , J u d g e s xii: 7
Ibson, Judgesxii: 9
Elon, J u d g e s xii: 11
Abdon, J u d g e s xii: 14
Serve P h i l i s t i n e s , J u d g e s xiii: 1
_
.
.
.
.
S a m u e l e s t a b l i s h e d a s p r o p h e t in t h e t h i r t e e n t h y e a r o! E l i ' s
j u d g e s h i p I. Si.m. iii: 20; iv: IS
Whole

n u m b e r of y e a r s of t h e t i m e s of t h e j u d g e s

NOTES ON FIFTH PERIOD.

Here we have a period of 450 years
of the time of the judges to Samuel the
prophet.
•
Now to establish this period we must
first find its beginning, and likewise its
ending, and to do this it is necessary
to begin with the exodus. We shall
base our calculation on the thirteenth
chapter of Acts beginning wi h the
17th verse. " T h e (iod of this peopl*
of Israel chose our fathers and exalted
the people when they dwelt as strangers in the land of Egypt and with a
high arm brought lie them out of it."

HUNDRED

-
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47
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40
18
80
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40
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40
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450

This bringing-out period was one year

up to the time of keeping the passover
(Num. xiv: 33, 31). This brings us to
the beginning of the iSth verse: " And
about the time of forty years suffered
he their manner in the wilderness."
Verse 19th, ''And when he had destroyed seven nations in the land of
Canaan, he divided their land to them
by lot." Tnis gives to us a period of
six years, in all forty-seven years from
the exodus to the dividing of \heiv land
by lot, and ushers in the next period,
Verse 20ih,"And after that he gave
judges, about the space of four him-
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dred and fifty years, until Samuel the
prophet,"
Now then, as wo have found tlte
beginning of the 4o() years, then
the next point we wish to consider is
to find its termination. " until Samuel
the prophet.1"
(in connection with
these remarks we ask the reader to
read our notes on Sixth Period, that he
may better understand S nil's reii.ni
from whence we begin to count back).
It being impossible thai Saul could
have reigned forty years, 'he giving of
Saul for the space of forty years must
also include the twenty-seven \ears of
Samuel as prophet, from the close of
Eli's thirteenth year to his (Eli's) death,
because we can only get just forty
years between the thirteenth year of
Eli'a judgship and the beginning of
David's reign at the death of Saul.
E!i was judge for forty years, when
the ark was taken—at which time he
died — and taken to Kirjath-jearim
where ic remained for twenty years,
until returned when David had reigned
seven years and six months after the
death of Saul.

tirely satisfactory i. e., t h a t the text in
I. Kings xi: 1 has been corrupted by
substii utinp: the Hebrew cdaracter
d'dclli (4) for luuj tii) which are very similar in form."
This would make I.
Kings vi: 1 read -WOih year instead of
4S0th. and thereby agree with Acts
xiii: 17-22, and correspond to my
tables as above stated.

LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS,
SUDAN, Dec.
D E A R HKOTIJEU W I L L I A M S :

*

22.
*

Well, another year is almost gone
with its joys and sorrows, its trials and
disappointments, and our record is
written in "the books" that will not he
opened till the judgment day.
I often
wonder how the record appears to the
writer, and if it causes Him joy or sorrow.
I feel that the death of Bro. Roberts
is a sad loss, both to myself and to all
the little Hocks of which he was for
so many years so faithful a teacher.
But, his work is finished, lie rests in
peace. And it may be. as a brother
Now then we will try and explain the
suggests, that his death is one of the
statements made in I. Kings xi: 6, and
signs of the l i m e s - a sign that the witActs xiii: 1G 22. by adding up:
nessing is almost finished.
No. years in our Fourth Period
47
To whom nm I indebted for the book
Fifth
"
451)
Sixth
"
83 '•The World's Redemption" that was
sent me from your office ? Whoever it
Which s u m will give 113 - - - 580
is I thank them very much.
I have it
years of time according to Acts xiii: 17loaned out to a second cousin of ray
22, the .second month Zil in the fourth
husbands. A very intelligent young
year of Solomon's reign, being about
lady, but very devoted to the Methodist
the ending of the oSDtli year - a l t e r the
church. I have loaned 1> >oks to several
children of Israel were come out of t h e
during the past year and they were
land of Egypt."'
generally returned with the words "it
is good'' or ''it is very interesting." But
B u t ( i n d i n g t h i s n u m b e r will not harthey seem to take no further interest in
monize with I. K i n g vi: 1, which only
the matter. I loaned ''Nine Night's
gives us t h e 480th year, we will in explanation quote a toot note in the, •• Em- Discussion" to one of the teachers in
the public school who always seems to
p h a t i c Diaglott " on t h i s reading:
show more interest in the Bible at Sun" T h e r e have been many solutions ofday School than some others. She said'
fered, b u t only one which seems en-

LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS.

it was very interesting, but all my attempts to engage tier in conversation on
Bible subjects were in vain. But she
told me tliar. she and her husband were
reading the Bible through.
I notice that in writing of the ''frog
sign'' the nalion of France is generally
referred to as though it was the "unclean
spirits like frogs." I have no Eureka
to refer to and it has been a number of
years since I read it. But the idea I
got fmin Dr. Thomas' exposition of
that scripture was that the ''unclean
spirits like frogs" were what is called
now "the spirit of civil and religious
liberty," the spirit that, at the present
time is embodied in such organizations
as the nihilists and socialists of the different labor unions of this country
That it was called unclean spirits like
frogs because it originated first among
the French whose ancestors, the Franks,
originally came from the swamps of
Westphalia and had for their national
emblem three frogs. This spirit of rebellion against their rulers and oppressors finally led up to the "French Revolution." Am I right, Brother Williams,
iu regard to the doctor's exposition ?
fin the three frogs the doctor recognizes France, and shows that it was
through French influence the Crimean
war was brought about—"out of the
mouth of the dragon"—Constantinople.
Then the war waged by Austria against
Sardinia - " o u t of the mouth beast,
Vienna, and the last Papal war against
the revolutionists, in which France sent
troops to the aid of the pope—"out of
the mouth of the false people."—ED.]
Now. while much has been written
about the "unclean spirits" gathering
the nations ''to the battle of thai great
day of God Almighty," I have; seen no
mention made of the "miracles.'
It is
said, ''They are the spirits of devils
"working miracles." Now a miracle is
something out of the usual order, and
if there are miracles being performed

we otmht to be able to notice them. Of
course they would he political miracles,
for it is nations or governments that
the "unclean spirits" are influencing to
cause them to prepare for war. I do
not feel cumpetent to point out all the
miracles, but I think there is one or two
that have taken place in this country
recently. The "unclean spirits'" stirred
up the Cubans to rebel against their
oppressive rulers, the Spaniards, and
this caused the war between the United
States and Spain. The destruction of
the Maine was only "the last straw that
broke the camel's back " War was declared and the victory won. And —behold the miracle! This nation suddenly conceives the idea of "expansion."
After always following the policy of
staying at home and minding her own
business, and of not going to war except in self-defense. She suddenly
changes. As a newspaper correspondent said, "She sprang up like a young
lion." And at one bound went halfway around the world and planted herseli'iu the East. Proving to the nations
of Europe that from henceforth she is
one of the powers that must be reckoned
with in the .settlement of their affairs.
And a not, much less notable miracle
was the sudden change in the attitude
of the United Stales and Great Britain
toward eacli other. Even the school
children have been taught in their history always that, it was because of the
oppression and injustice of Great
Britain that the revolutionary war was
fought and ihis country declared its
independence. But, I read not long nuo
that a school boy in the Kansas City
schools (under the iulluence, probably,
of what he had heard during the late
war) wrote an essay in which he proved
that Great Britain did nothing more
than what was right, As she was the
"mother country," and these colonies
belonged to her,she had a right to make
such laws as she saw lit and enforce
them.
With this I will close, earnestly hoping and playing that the coming of our
blessed Lord may take place belore the
end of another year. Your sister in
Christ,

A. M. BYRNES.
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\ y O H E U E is now a general insight
J;k
into the fact that the degenerate and apostate churches of our day
have lost their power over the people.
Concious of this fact the popular newspapers are opening their pages to free
criticism, some of it most severe, and
the leaders of the churches are made to
feel sorely the sharp thrusts of those
who are crying out for reform. It is
easy for the critics to expose the, corruption of society in church and state,
but none of them can point out a way
of release and a real remedy. The
sickening hypocrisy of churches has
emitted such an odor as to cause nausea,
but there is nothing at hand, so far as
the afflicted can see, to allay their sufferings. When the true remedy of the
pure gospel is offered them it turns
their stomachs, because the long, habitual use of the Roman cup has produced
a world of dyspeptics, to whom the
pure sparkling water of life eternal is
very offensive.
This condition of things in the world
reminds us (if the words, " As it was in
the days of Noah so shall it be in the
days of the coming of the Son of man,"
and so all is right so far as Z'um's
watchers are concerned; for the end of
the bad and the beginning of the good
are near. They know that I he only
remedy is Christ in the earth again,
when every evil which now defies the
would-be reforms will give place lo
universal peace based upon divine principles which will yield prosperity, not
in the traffic of the " almighty dollar,"

but in good will among men and glory
to God above.
Still the star of hope moves ou in
the signs of the times, which are steadily unfolding before a wondering world,
and a hopeful •" little flock " In Macedonia there is another of those oldfashioned up-risings against the despotic Sultan, and it is possible the
'" Great powers" will have to again interfere in behalf of that thing culled
"the integrity of the Ottoman power;"
and that will help to increase the
chances for an outbreak of war where
it is to be looked for.
Fickle France has again been on the,
brink of a revolution, caused by the
sudden death of President Fa lire, just
at a time when two heated parties are
at swords' points on the Dreyfus question. The Royalists almost found their
opportunity to jump into the breach,
but the luisty selection of a new president stemmed the raging tide, and
promises to hold it back yet a little
while. The times would be distressing
indeed if there were no beyond ; but
with our hope, bright and clear, they
are fraught with the keenest interests.

T U B editor was called by telegram to
Camp Douglas, Wis., to attend the funeral of a brother Geo. Taylor, lie was
one of a large family, who came from
Yorkshire, England, in 18-15. and wbo
have lived around Milwaukee, 1'eivaukee, and Camp Douglas ever siuce.
Notwithstanding that it wastweniy-six
degrees below zero, there was quite a
large attendance at the funeral. Our
remarks seem lo have stirred some interest, for brother John Lcake, who resides on a farm near that of brother
Taylor's, writes, '•Send me one dollar^
worth of "The Great Salvation.' Your
address at brother Taylor's funeral OH
Saturday has aroused considerable interest. I think it might have been i
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benefit to some if we had made you a
prisoner for :i lew days or a week while
we had you here, for some say they
eould have listened to yon till dark;
others Siiid, ' lie told the truth,' and
others said they never heard any one
who could quote so much scripture."
The request to attend brother Taylor's funeral came at the time of the
cold wave from which a large part of
the country suffered in February. We
traveled all night to reach Camp Douglas and dreaded a ride out into an open
country with the thermometer registering twenty-six degrees below zero, but
Uie people up in that frozen region
know how to protect one from the cold.
Bftnrning the following night we ''took
1 sleeper" and suffered from the cold
because the heating apparatus was not
equal to the task of coping with the
"cold snap."
Our interview with brother Leake was
'quite pleasant. We had never met him
jbefore, and commenced our conversation as though he were ;i "stranger" to
the Truth as well as to us. To our sur|«se he was familiar with the signs of
fthe times, which caused us to say, "1'ariton me, may L ask what religious people you belong to.'' lie answered, ''I
imkuovvn as a Ghristadelphian." That
gdjaugecl the situation, we knew where
we were, and we had a pleasant chat
Jill it was time to go to the funeral.
There are several believers in that
(lection, and it is a pity they cannot be
Inllied and an ecelesia formed so that
^|I1 may obey the command, " Forsake
|aot the assembling of yourselves tojjptber."
AT last wo have finished the printing
the Hall-Williams debate. The
uble in getting the copy of Mr.
ll's part revised lias b e n the most
-*, and aomcume.s provoking; and
t is quite a relief to be over with it.
lie have been put to greater expense
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in the publication than we estimated,
and we hope now- to receive returns for
our ouilay. We think the work will
repay the financial expenditure, since
it is the most thorough debate we have
in print, dealing with move subjects,
and having more time to give to the
discussion. Mr. Hall is considered the
most able man in debate the Soutb can
produce, and that should insure a wide
circulation of the debate, since it will
1)0 admitted that the very bent that
could be done for the popular side of
the questions discussed has been done.
WE have a lecture by brother G.
B m'a on the Covenants, with a special
request that it be published. We have
promised to give it space, but must be
allowed to point out a few flaws. This
is the more necessary since there is
much dispute and some division over
this question of the covenant and that
of priesthood in Texas. The,advent of
Dr. Reeves into that state has proven
to be very baneful to many of the Texas
brethren, much trouble arising out of
his denial that Christ is now our high
priest—a very simple question if the
Word is allowed to speak, and a very
beautiful question. To be deprived of
the priestly intercession of Him who
has been " touched with the feelings of
our infirmities " would leave us so far
away from the throne of grace (favor)
as to be. hopeless and helpless. The
simplicity of the unadulterated Word
on both the priesthood and the covenant questions leaves no room for dispute; and it is to be hoped the brethren
now divided will yet be united upon a
sound basis and in the bonds of love
and good will.
THE two chapters which have appeared in the ADVOCATE from brother
C. C. Vredi'iiburgh on the present possession of the Spirit are now printed in
pamphlet form and ready for distribution,

ADVOCATe S. S, C L A S S - *
-

T n u u t h y Ci e : i t o r i n t h e <lnys o f t h y y o u t h , w h i l e t h e e v f i d a y s c o m e n o t . n o r t h e y e a r s d r a w n i g h ,
v. IU-IL t t i m i s h ; i ! t s » y . 1 h ; i \ e t m p l e a M l i e i l l t h e m . " - - S O L O M O N .

RULES.
I . - - v n- \V<M-< i n u ^ t In 1 ill y o u r m v n w i l t i n j r .
3 , — S t a t e w h i c h elfins y o u b e l o n g t o ,a n d RiT« y o u r i
^
\ v i l i t ' o n o n e s i i l ' 1 <>l t ii'* p a p e r m i ! y .
<m e a c h p a p e r y u u f e n d .
4. — A t i - \ s ei\-: m i l : t l e a r l i t h e e x a m i n e r , M r . I . e a s k , b y t i i e ^Otli o f e a c h m o n t h .

Below is given tin 1 result of e x a m i n a tion of a n s w e r s lo questions a p p e a r i n g

neatness of the papers had to be taken
into consideration in making a decision.

in F e b r u a r y

JAMES LKASK, S32 62d St.,
Station O.
Chicago, 111

ADVOCATE:
C L A S S N O . 1.

Grace Cooper, (10). Ilawley, P a . , 100;
Mary L Green, (I;!). Spottsville. Ky. 100
Lois
.Mason, (13), Erie, 111., 100;
E u g e n i e Clark (9). Hilton, N . J . , 100;
Percy Clark (12). Hilton, N . J . , 100;
MileyConnaway (13).SpoHsville.Ky. 100
L e l a C o u n a w a y (10). Spottsvil]e,I\y. 100;
Ernest Cocke ( l l ) . C r e a l Springs. Ill- 100
L e n a Green (14). Spottsville, Ky., 100;
Bessie Cosby, (11). G e n e v a . K y . , ii5;
D e s s i e L e n i m o n (10|.L:ikeCieott,.Ind.05;
Chas. M. Brief.' (10). Gait. O u t , 95;
E l b e r t F e r r e l l ( 1 4 ) Kedmond, Wash., 9o;
L e o t a Itimnion (11), Sheldon. 111.. 9">;
D u c i e W h i l e (11). Spotisville. Ky., 90;
J o h n I I . Brice (12). Gait. O u t . , 90,

QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 71, CLASS NO. 1.
1. In what did Jeroboam causa
Israel to sin grievously against God 'I
2. What kind of a man came to him
from—where? to—where? and what
did that man cry jut against?
3. What happened to that which he
cried out against? and what did Jeroboam do and suffer as the result?
ANSWERS.

BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.

1. Jeroboam made two calves of gold
and set one in Bethel and the other iu
C L A S S N O . -2.
Dan, and told the Israelites to worship
Bessie Williams (Hi). Chicago. 111.. 95; them and not to go to Jerusalem—I.
. , ,,
D.iisy Fi-iinkliu (15), Eltfin, 111., 90; Kings xii: 28-3:?.
'J. A man of God came from Judah
Charles M.ison (17), Erie, 111., 90;
Alice D.ilph (IS). It 'Chester, N . Y , 90; to Bethel and cried out against the
altar - 1. Kings xiii: 1,2.
Mabel (Mark*! (14). Hilton, N . J . , 90;
3. The altar which he cried put
Alice O'Connor (17). S. A n t o n . T e x . 90;
against was broken, and the ashes
May Spencer, Chicago, III., - 90;
poured out, and Jeroboam put forth
It affords us pleasure t o welcome
his hand anil said, " Lay hold on him,"
some n e w scholars t o t h e A D V O C A T E
and his hand withered away so that he
Sunday-school this m o n t h , a n d also to
could not put it back again', and Jerocompliment all on t h e uniform excellence ol t i n ' a n s w e r s . M.iny of the a n - boam asked the man of God to pray for
him that his hand might be restored,
swers were s<> goinl that it w a s dillieult
and the man of God did so—I. Kings
to decide which slnuild be given preferxiii: 1-6.
GiiACiS Uoo?K4.
ence for publication, a n d t h e general

TH ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
SECOND

BEST P A T E R , CLASS N O . 1.

1. Jeroboam e;iiisril Israel to sin by
making them worship the I wo golden
calves, which he made ;in<t put one in
Bethel ami the other in Dan for their
convenience — [. Kings xii: 2N. 29, 30.
2. A man of God came to Jeroboam
from Jiidali to Bethel And ihe man
of God cried against the altar -I Kings
xiii: 12.
3. The altar which the man of God
cried out against was rent Jeroboam
put forth his hand from the altar and
said, •" Lay hold on him,"' and his hand
withe.ed so that lie could not use it —
I. Kings xiii: 3, 4. o.
MAKY LOUISE G R E E N .
QUESTIONS.
Li SSON Mo. 7!, CLASS N O . 2.

1. With which of the divisions of
Israel went the Levites.and why would
they add to the power and prestige of
that division ?
2. Who and what, in relation to Solomon, was Jeroboam, and in what did
be greatly cause Israel to sin? in doing
which what foolish thing did he say
about Israel's deliverance from Egypt ?
S. What happened to his baud and
his altar, and why?
ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1. The Levites went with ihe division under lt'lioboam (II. Chron. xi: 13,
14). The Levites were the pries1 s of
the Most High God ; hence they added
greatly to the power of that division,
because they alone had the right to
officiate as priests—I. Ohi'on. xxiii: 28S'i; II. Chron. xxxi: 2.
2 J roboam was t i e son of Nebat an
Eplinilhilc of Jere.la, and ho was Solomon's servant (1. Kings xi: 20). Jeroboam I'cajvd that if Ins people were
allowed to go up to Jems torn to worship they would kill him and return to
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•Rphoboam (I Kings xii: 26. 27). To
avert this he made two calves of gold,
am! set one in Belhel and the other in
D.in fur his people to worship, and he
made priests of his people nut v>{ Uie
house of Levi (I. Kings xii: 2S 26, 30,
31), and by so doing caused Israel to
sin. The foolish remark was when
sneaking of those idols, "'Behold thy
gnds. O Israel, which brought thee up
out of the land of Egypt—I Kings
xii: 38.
3. A prophet from Judah appeared
unto Jeroboam and denounced the altar th.it he had set up and foretold of
its overthrow by Josiah (I. Kings xiii:
2). When Jeroboam heard this he
stretched on his hand anil said, ''Lay
hold on him," and as he did this his
hand withered ami became paralysed
(1, K.ngs xiii: 4). The altar was broken
and ihe ashes poured out (I. Kings xiii:
5). Jeroboam's hand was caused to become paralyzed because he stretched it
forth to arrest the prophet of God to
save the altar (I Kings xiii: 4, 5). The
prophet then prayed that it be restored
(I. Kings xiii: 10). This proved to Jeroboam that the prophet was sent by
God, and he invited him to his house
(I. Kings xiii: 1), but the pvophet answered him, '• If thou wilt give me half
thine house I will not go in with thee ;
neither will I eat bread nor drink in
this place—I. Kings xiii: 8.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND BEST PAPKK CLASS N O . 2.

1. The suusof IVAIMU were uast, »f[ by
Jeroboam, and for ihein he substituted
priests chosen from the lowest of the
people to execute the sacrificial offerings
to idols, II. Chron. xii: 13, 14. The Levites, therefore, resorted to B-ihohoarn.
Their inflnencf lead the nation to serving God, and i hey became, strong in His
favor, so tli.it He fought with them and
gave them prosperity in every way
— 11. Chron. xi: 17.
2. Je-ioboaia was the son of. Xebat, a
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from the error of my way (Jas. v: 19,20)
when he. being spiritual, has endeavored to restore me. but to bar me from
the table is not his right or privilege.
He may feel I ought not to approach it,
but not until the ecclesia has passed
upon the case iu the regular man'
tier (preceding which there are two
phases) is lie at liberty to decide. I
may or may not be guilty. I uiay not
think I am. I will hardly permit my
brother to judge me beforehand, let his
opinion be what it may. On the score
of sacrilege, that can only be determined after proper investigation. If a
brother has sinned, and you know it
and he knows it, your duty is to point
him to the Crucified One, in whom he
may receive forgiveness. Keep him
from the table you cannot. The ecclesia alone is judge here in the case of
the offender, and this is on the authorDAISY F K A N K U N .
ity of Christ, who made her a judge in
(Jt'ESTlONS.
such matters.
LKSSUN N O . 72, CLASS N O . 1.
That he who "remembers that his
1. How long did the kingdom of
brother hath aught against him should
Israel (ten tribes) last?
first go his way and be reconciled to
2. Into whose hands did they finally his brother before he come and offer
fall ?
his gifts," is not doubted nor denied
8. Where do we hear of them last? but t h i s i s i h e personal commandment
4. Is that the end of them ?
of Christ lo Ike offender, and cannot be
twisted away from its place and made
LESSON No. 72, CLASS NO. 2.
to supplant the two phases of the law
Class No. 2 same as Class No. 1. with
of Matt, xviii, which must be fulfilled
tiie question added ;
before the ease in question reaches the
No. 5. How many kings reigned over
ecclesia. Such interpretations are simIsrael from their revolt to their final
ply the setting of one portion of the.
captivity ?
Word against another. The fact, that
an offender ought not to eat is no more
A POINT OF LA.W.
emphatic nor pointed than that he
ought not to have sinned in the first inA n y i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of M a t t , x v i i i : 15,
stance. The command of Christ is
IS, w h i c h a t t e m p t s t o r e a d i n t o it a
against sin at any stage, no more at:
c o m p u l s o r y a b s t e n t i o n from t h e t a b l e
b e f o r e t h e e e c l e s i a in o p e n a s s e m b l y h a s • one point than another; and he has appointed the means by which it shall be
p a s s e d upon t h e m e r i t s of a d i s p u t e , is
dealt with (i. e. by the ecclesia), and
i: >! only not s c r i p t u r a l , but h a s no a u also the method. We add to his worl
b o r i t y iu r e a s o n . If my brut h e r a d if we interfere. Let us beware. Nor
j u d g e s m e t o b e g u i l t y of sin in a n y sense.
let us be Pliuraisaical. There is danger.
h e h a s d o n e a l l lie is p e r m i t t e d or b o u n d
servant of Solomon, l i e liold ;i favored
place in Solomon's kingdom, t. Kings
xi: 2S, until, becoming ambitious, lie
plotted against the kingdom and became a bitter enemy to the king, verse
40. After he became king of tin; ten
tribes the idolatrous establishment of
golden calves at l'ethel and Dan inlliienced Israel to cease from serving the
Lord. He foolishly exhorted Israel to
behold the gods, who affected their deliverance from Egypt —I. Kings xii: 2^.
2. Even miracles could not dissuade
him from his wicked ways. As a punishment for bis blasphemy the Lord
sent his prophet to prophesy against the
altar of Jeroboam, and the king, enraged at his reproof, offered violence
with his hand, which immediately withered. At the same time the altar was
rent assimder —I. Kings xiii: 1-7.

to do when he has tried to convert, me
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INTELLIGENCE

of the Truth. We regret that some of
our number have shown a lukewarm inIt is with the aid of two pair of glasses terest in the Truth for some time past,
on my eye that I am able to wi ite these and in the case of brother and sister Clem
few lines to let you know how I am get- Williams we have had to withdraw from
ting along since tin; operation on my eye them for their continued absence from
on the 5th of January. My physician says the Lord's table, arid their desire to reit will take several months to restore me sign from the ecclesia without giving
to my former state of health or some- any reason for theiraetion, so that should
where near that of my former health. I they have a grievance opportunity might
am very nervous ; cannot sleep but a be afforded for its removal. We have
little day or night. The brethren and also to report the withdrawal of brother
sisters have responded WELL to my and sister William Allen, who feel so
strongly on the r sponsibiiity question
need, The Lord bless all.
that they cannot fi llowship those who do
Your brolhei in Christ,
J. \V. EmvAims. not make tiiis question a test of fellowship. Asa body we do not look upon this
CAVENDISH, MO.—We have been fa- question as being of sufficient importvored with a visit from brother J, M. Paul ance to be made a cause of division, and
of Waterloo, Iowa, who has delivered a it has been our aim to try and iiL. ourseries of eight lectures and also spoke to : elves to be of those who will meet with
us at the breaking of bread on Sunday. our Lord's approval when he appears
The attendance at the lectures was not lather than spend time in the discussion
as large as we would have liked to have of bow, when and where the rejectors of
soon, on account of there being a good the Truth will be recompensed, knowing
(teal of sickness in the neighborhood. full well that so long as they are out of
The audience were very attentive and Christ they are in a hopeless condition.
we hope the good seed has found a lodg- We have furthertu report the withdrawal
ment in somo hearts where it will bring of brother Josepn Johnston, Sr., who also
forth good fruit. Two have expressed takes exception to our position on the
their anxiety to put on the saving Name, responsibility question, namely, in not
which will be attended to in a short time. making it a test of fellowship; he has
We hope the lectures have stirred us up also fallen into the •' Free Lite " heresy,
to more zeal for the work that our Master and has written a long article in defence
has for us to do; for from all appearances of his position, of which he has had a
the day of grace will soon be over, and number of copies type-written, probably
the Master will soon come and call on us for the purpose of circulation. In view
to give an account of our stewardship. of this the secretary of our ecclesia was
May we be all ready to give a good ac- authorized to send him the following letcount is the prayer of your brother and ter of acceptance of his withdrawal, and
to insert it in the intelligence departfellow pilgrim to the kingdom of God.
ment of the ADVOCATE, SO that all into
M. L. BBOOKS.
whose hands the said article mayfall will
know how wo as an ecclesia look upon it.
CHICAGO, ILL.—It is somo time since The letter is as follows:
intelligence has appeared from this city, " JDEAK BKOXHEK:
for the reason that there has been liltle
Your letter to the ecclesia is principally
to report that would be of general inter- an unjust attack upon brother Williams,
est to the bretlnen. And the intelligence and to him rather than to the ecclesia the
we now have is not of a character, in the greater part of it should hav« been sent,
main, to gladden the hearts of the friends if sent it must be. To those intelligent
CAEBO.NDAIE, PA., Feb. 18, 1S99.
DEAR BKOTHEK WILLIAMS :
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in the Truth his writings speak for themselves, and we kiunv what liis views arc
as expressed among us, ami wo know
that you have gone out of your way to
misrepresent him in many things, while
in others, where you oppose him, your
letter shows yijii to be sadly astray.
When, after many years' severance from
the brethren, you appealed to the eccleeia to receive you among us som« were
doubtful if you wore sound on the
free life and Adamic condemnation
question, and when tin- committee appointed to confer with you on the m itter heard what you had to say, they
were confirmed in tin* belief that
you did not understand the subject.
After considerable talk with you they
found you yielding, till at last you fully
accepted our statement of faith and basis
of fellowship, and, without reservation,
endorsed our resolution not to make the
responsibility question a test of fellowship. With this understanding you were
received among us, other matters being
buried by consent of those concerned.
Our statement of faith and our resolution
on the responsibility question remain the
same now as they were then, b, t you
having fatten back into " Iienuneialionism " now say you do not feel at, home
with us, and now that you have put yourself nil record in your letter, we see
Clearly that you are not, in agreement
with us upon some vital matteis. From
the fact that you could go to the extent
of ohiirging us or any one among us with
believing that Chris «f»s " reeking with
guiltiness," or that " Christ must indeed
be the arch criminal to be thus singled
out to amost ignominious death," 01 that
" he was a ' lost sheep,' dying to save
sheep not so far lost as himself," we are
convinced it is useless to reason further
with you, and since, you have gone out
from us it is unnecessary for us to take
further action, except to say we accept
your withdrawal, and shall consider you
severed from us until you can unreservedly accept our sluleni'lit of faith and
basis of fellowship and agree to live in
pea-e thereupon. It is needless for us
to i cply to what JIIII -ay in.le I he asassinnpliou of cini u piuni.ig t rue Chi isia"
delpuiau docfiiues. In view f your history, for you to ilniM pose as a defender
of tin.' purity of tue Truth as .igalust
those who have always stood shoulder to

shoulder in its active work, betrays such
a blindness on your part as must evoke
pity from those who know the facts.
Hoping you may yet recover yourself,
we are,
Yours for the purity and peace of the
Truth without compromise,
T H E CHICAGO ECCLESIA,

Per Jas. Leask, Sec."
[Brother Johnston has written in answer to the foregoing lette • that he
does not believe tlu free life theory, and
yet in his letter of denial he says, " I
believe I ho Birmingham statement of
faith in itrf entirety, except that Chri»t suffered all Ike effect* of our condemned nature " Tnis exception is the free life theory, and Article X. of the Birmingham
statement was formulated to head off.
that theory.
J.JL.]
Apart from these withdrawals there
have been few changes among us recently, and while many of our number
have suffered a good deal from sickness
for some months past, it affords pleasure
to be able to leport that all are either
fully recovered or well on the way to recovery. For a {food part of the winter
we had the pleasure of the company of
sister Bishop, MeCook, Neb., and also
si SUM Pottiirg.-i.lioiifield.lll., wlioisntill
ineuUni! w'ii h us. Wi; have also had short
visils fr. HI a number ol bieihre.ii from
various places.

JAMES L E A S E . Sec.

GUELPH, ONT— I have to announce
the bapU'Ui into (Jurist of Mrj, IX iniiah
Isabel DodsworUi, formerly of the church
ol England; and of Mrs. Eva Milne (till),
formerly Pre?>byioiiaii, on December 31,
1898, and January a, 18D'J, respectively.
From your biother in Christ,
JOIIN BAHBER.

INNEltKIP, ONT.-It is a long time
since liduigs from this "oclt sta appealed
in this d e p a r t m e n t of HIM ADVOCATE.
Our light, while not hid under a bushel,
ceriainiy was i.ot as a city set on a hill.
Upon e\ ei y coiisid elation ol the I act, that
a few iuil"S away there was a town of
Hl.ouj iiihiibilaius, to whom tin; trutn had
ready never been presumed, we had tho
ausw ri'ul'.( troubled conscience. We. as
a body, are the liK-it-beaiei> of the passing darkness, and, although the darkness

can never comprehend tlio liglit, yet the
liglit must be kept brightly shining, so
that the undeveloped, or unborn, son? of
light may be attracted by the light ,-IIKI
thu'sbeledto lite eternal. God who rules
la the kingdoms of men, rules also, but
by a different means, in the hearts of his
children. And although few in number
-lUd feeble in power are those to whom
Gvd has entrusted the light of life, yet in
bis own time and way He furnishes the
opportunity for them to do their duty.
Theopportunity came, to us in the person
of our highly esteemed and well beloved
brother Lewis Mitchell, son of brother
«nd sister Kobeix Mitchell, of Innerkip,
those noble generosity, tireless industry, and fearless courage, urged on by his
Itrong conviction and quenchless love of
•the truth has resulted in a most complete
towing of the seed of the kingdom in
;eur adjoining town of Woodstock. Asa
:preparation for a platform advocacy of
the Truth there was inserted for two
Seeks in the front page of our leading
ijfaily, and lor four weeks in our leading
weekly paper, brotherltoberts'adverlise•eutof "Christendom Astray." In conjunction with this a copy of brother Jau"Mway's booklet, "In the Word of God it
•SsWritten," was left in every house in
,(k& town. The ground being thus pre(Weil the time had come, to sow the seed.
IFor this purpose the town hall was se'tared for two lectures, which were duly
;&livered on January 22ud and 23rd. Tlio
•lectures were announced by the issuing
fit three thousand invitation leallets, outs
Bgleft in every private dwelling in the
•a. In addition there were lifty huge
ere distributed ou the most promiat bill-boards of the town, thirty
aller ones in the shop windows, and
> advertised for three days in the local
Salumii of the three daily papers in the
%,wa. The object was to leave nothing
Jjaslone that could be done to muke
%Otia that the Christadelphians were to
Sapouud the Divine Purpose in Creation
ttio Divine Plan of Salvation. The
was " T h e Pmposo of Uod
to the Earth, Exhibited in the
ht. of Keasou and ReWlaAion." Tills
delivered by one ol our houie bieihto an esiiu.aied audience of 350.
atteiuion vas givm to the speaker,
[
his hearers, step by step, 10 tho
Inclusion that the earth was created to

be inhabited by n mulliludc of glorified
men and wom.u among whom God would
dwidl in the day when sin, sorrow and
dealh were abolished, and all tilings Were
made new. Tho second lee'.urt> was,
" Christadelphians in their True Light
or what they Believe and Teach." This
was delivered by brother E. II. Chart, of.
Berlin, who held the undivided attention
of a good audience for an hour or so
while ho unfolded in a niustt-vly nr.uuu'v
the f mm dat ion principles of eternal t mill.
Brother Chart, though qiite a young
man, has rapidly eoiue to tlui front as one
of our most eff dive sp. akers. Hiseasy
and giaciful iiUi-ianci', cmbined with
his ready and comprehensive knowledge
ol the Scriptures, rendifreil his lecture a
delight to (he brethren and produced a
marked impression on the, audience. At
the close of the lectures brother Mitchell distributed several hundred booklets
on "Why I am a Christadelphian." The
lectures wort) noticed in the several
papers of the town, one of which gave

a most excellent compendium of brother
Chart's lecture. Thus the seed was
sown. May God give the increase is our
prayer to him whom we seek to -or-vu.
JAMES LAIBD.

L A N E S Y I L L E , VA.— * * * I feel
constrained to add a piece of sad news
also—the doath of old brother •Jitinos
Johnson, which occurred last Friday
night, Janunry 27th. We were called to
IKS home to atiend to the funcial arrangements- When we arrived we were
shocked to find his wife also dead, which
occurred j u s t iilioen minutes before our
arrival (Sunday, 2 P. M) Botti had their
respective families around t l n i r bedside,
from vaiious sections of t h e c o u u t r y , and
all that Kind hands and medical skill
could do was (Joint, yet both .lied within a
J e w 1 jo in s of each other. The community
brgan lo assemble to hear biolhtT J a m e s
Johnson's funeral services. So niter ibe
excitement of tht l a s i r v e n t had subsided
his sei vices should pioceecl, and Alis.
Johnson should have a JJiplist to culid u cl her burial, as sh*1 iv;h ol I ha I denominaiioii. Tin 1 occa.-ioii was c i t a i n i y a
solemn and imp i's.-ive m.e, sianilii n a s
i v d i d b i ' l » i-i'ii 1 h e t w o i e a d o m s ,s p > u l i i n g o n l y of t h e g i o i i o u s In'pe of o u r
brother,
tbowiiig ihe evi^ei.ce
upon
which h e b a s e d t h a t h o p e a n d k n o w i n g
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the circumstances might operate to inlluence an erroneous sentiment in favor of
her who also had just died. Yet we could
but emphasize the fact that God's Woid
must be obeyed and believed in order
to a resurrection to life eternal, and this
we felt our old brother had fully accomplished in a life well known to those
around him. Therefore we could fully
and satisfactorily offer comfort and hope
that we might soon meet our brother,
when it would be said of him, Well
done good and faithful one, enter thou
into the glories promised. Of course we
could say but little of her who for twenty
years or more had sat beneath the sound
of the gospel and persistently refusing
to accept the same in baptism. Our
brother was placed near his son, brother
William Johnson, whose funeral I spoke
at two years ago this month in the same
hull door. Old brother Johnson was Seventy-five years of age, highly respected
in the community and a power in our eeclesia, and we stiall sadly miss him, I
assure you. I understand this Baptist
minister "had more to say of biother
Johnson than he did of her whom he was
called to funeralyzo." We have lost in
late years so many by death and removal
that quite a gloom comes over us at
times, which makes me often say—who
next? We have also had several to do as
" Demas," and yet some who act as if
they were " more holy than Ihe ecclesia,"
and stay away. Yet if the low who remain stay steadfast I should leel thankful. I said to our secretary, " Why don't
you write sometimes to brother W." " I
have," aays he, " no good news." Well,
if you are never to hear until we have
good news to write, I fear the perilous
times in which we live may make the
brethren abroad believe we are ((/(dead.
Not so, brother, which can be verified if
any brother will drop in, passing this
way. " Let him that boasteth take heed
lest he fail;" " Fear not, little flock," etc.
Oh, yes ! brother, we are still at work,
for wo know the " day cometh when no
man can work." But I am stretching this
to an enormous length, so, wishing you
and yours peace and happiness, 1 am,
Yours in the hope of life,
JA.S. A KOBIN'S.

PEMBROKE, KY.—It is with a heavy
heart that I sit down to write you the sad

news of my father's (brother Wm. C. Arvin.i death, which occured the 7th of February, in the sixty-fifth year of his agfl.
He had been in the Tiuth from his early
youth, He. bore his suffering, which was
excruciating, without a muimur, and
died with a hopeful heart. He was confined to his room oii>y ten days and
peacefully fell asleep without a struggle.
His sister wife and ten children survive
him, of whom only three are in the faith.
He had been in isolation for a number of
years, but always earnestly contending
for the faith once delivered to the saints.
Your sister in patiently waiting for
the Lord's return,
EUSEIJIA THOMAS ARVIK.

SPRINGFIELD. O —On the evening of
January 19lh Miss Gertrude Rabey was
baptized into the Name of the LordMiss Iliiby is a school teacher, and Is
known to some of tlu> Chicago brothers
and sisters. Her immersion has given us
unusual cause for rejoicing and thanks*
giving, inasmuch as she has known the
Truth from her childhood, and, after
many struggles with the " High thoughts
which exalt themselves against the
knowledge of Christ," has manifested
submission to the Truth by a very intelligent confession and loving obedience in
baptism. This is a victory for the Truth
in the face, of the " Higher Criticitm."
Yours faithfully in the Lord,
W. T. PARKEB.

ZION, Ky.—Fiom this place we have
received a funeral card announcing the
death of brother Ira Griffin. Itwaswilh
brother Griffin we made our home duriug
the debate in Zion last Summer. Neither
he nor his wife were in the Truth then,
but ho was immersed soon after the debate. Jlrs.GiilIin has the sympatliyof
sister Williams a,n.'J myself in her £H'&t
loss. There is away for you, dear friend,
to meet your husband when sickness aud
death will never reach you. I hope suoi
a happy meeting will bo your lot.—ED.
Jesus was offered TO BEAR the sins ot
many. The bearing appi ars in the offering. To bear the sins of his saints be
must make an offering for them. If il be
imKcil, How could he bear the personal
tr.insgrrssions of others? the aiiswerl*.
By being made a sacrifice lor them la
oid'Tto S' cure their pardon. This i» I be
UUM, ttie fcimple. aud scriptural sense of
sin-bearing.
C. C. T,
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and 2^rf^ct in its Teaching. The
only Safe and Reliable Guide to Human Conduct.
BY THE EDITOR.
[Continued frontpage 33.)

T

HE people of the times of Constantine and Eusebius had
only about thirty years to reach back and join hands with
Origen. Not that many other witnesses during the interval
canno' be quoted ; for in 245 we have Cyprian, who became a
Christian at that time, and as Mr. Stowe says, " Though he
lived but twelve years after this (his conversion), by his incessant activity and great strength of character he rendered
services which have placed his name among the highest of
Christian antiquity." Cyprian says, " T h e church is watered
like paradise, by four rivers, that is, by four gospels." He
often quoted from the Acts of the Apostles under that name,
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and also calls them " Divine scriptures" Of Cyprian Paley
says, " In his various writings are such constant and copious
citations of scripture as to place this part of his testimony
beyond controversy." Nor is there in the works of this eminent African bishop one quotation of a spurious or apocryphal
Christian writing." As to the many witnesses of these times,
Paley says :
Passing over the crowd of writers following Cyprian, at different distances, but all within forty years of his time ; and who all, in the imperfect
remains of their works, either cite the historical scriptures of the New Testament, or speak of them in terms of profound respect; I single out Victorin,
etc.

But since brevity is necessary and the quotation of a sufficient number of important witnesses to give a complete chain
is sufficient for our present object it is needless to multiply
witnesses, and so we return to Origen. He was born in the
year 135 and died in 254, fifty-eight years before Constantine
was enthroned. The weight of his evidence will be seen by
what Paley says of him as follows :
An interval of only thirty years, and that occupied no small number of
Christian writers, whose works only remain in fragments and quotations, and
in every one of which is some reference or other to the gospel (and in one
of them-—Hippolytus, as preserved in Theodoret—is an abstract of the whole
gospel history), brings us to a name of great celebrity in Christian antiquity,
Origen of Alexandria, who, in the quantity of his writings, exceeded the
most laborious of the Greek and Latin authors. Nothing can be more peremptory upon the subject now under consideration, and, from a writer of his
learning and information, more satisfactory than the declaration of Origen,
preserved in an extract from his works, by Eusebius: "That the four gospels
alone are received without dispute by the whole church of God under
heaven ; " to which declaration is immediately subjoined a brief history of
the respective authors, to which they were then, as they are now, ascribed.
The language holden concerning the gospels throughout the works of Origen
which remain, entirely corresponds with the testimony here cited. His
attestation of the Acts of the Apostles is no less positive : " And Luke also
once more sounds the trumpet, relating the acts of the apostles." The universality with which the Scriptures were then read is well signified by this
writer in a passage in which he has occasion to observe against Celsus,
" That it is not in any private books, or such as are read by a few only, and
those studious persons, but in books read by everybody, that it is written,
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" T h e invisible things of God from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being understood by things that are made." It is to no purpose to
single out quotations of scripture from such a writer as this. We might as
well make a selection of the quotations of scripture in Dr. Clarke's sermons.
They are so thickly sown in the works of Origen that Dr. Mill says, "If we
had all his works remaining we should have before us almost the whole text
of the Bible."—Paley's Evidences, pp. 137-8.

Let it be remembered that when Origen and our other
witnesses quote the Scriptures they do so with the distinct
understanding that they were authority and a court of final
appeal to settle all disputes, as will be more fully shown by
the following from Paley ;
"Our assertions and discoveries," saith Origen, "are unworthy of
credit; we must receive the scriptures as witnesses." After treating of the
duty of prayer, he proceeds with his argument thus : " What we have said
may be proved from the divine scriptures.1' In his books against Celsus, we
find this passage : "That our religion teaches us to seek after wisdom shall
be shown, both out of the ancient Jewish scriptures, which we also use, and
out of those written since Jesus, WHICH ARE BELIEVED IN THE CHURCHES TO BE
DIVINE." These expressions afford abundant evidence of the peculiar and
exclusive authority which the scriptures possessed.—Paley's Evidences p. 142.

The next link in our chain shall be Justin Martyr, who was
born in the beginning of the second century and was put to
death at Rome in the year 167. Of Justin Mr. Stowe says :
His larger apology was addressed to the Emperor Antoninus Pius about
the year 163 or there about. In both these works the argument is addressed
mainly to the pagans. For the Jews he wrote a dialogue which he professes
to have held with Trypho, a Jew, while walking in the gymnasium or Xystras
at Ephesus. As to the genuineness of these works there can be no reasonable doubt.—History of the Books of the Bible, pp. 134-5.

In summarizing the quotations of scriptures by this witness, Paley says :
We meet with quotations of three of the gospels within the compass of
half a page : " And in other words he says, ' Depart from me into utter
darkness, which the Father hath prepared for Satan and his angels,' (which
is from Matt, xxv: 41). And again he said in other words, ' I give you power
to tread upon serpents and scorpions, and venomous beasts, and upon all
the power of the enemy' (this from Luke x: 19). And before he was crucified he said, " The Son of man must suffer many things, and be rejected of
the Scribes and Pharisees, and be crucified, and rise again the third day" (this
from Mark viii: 31).
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In another place Justin quotes, a passage in the history of Christ's birth,
as delivered by Matthew and John, and fortifies his quotation by this remarkable testimony : " A s they have taught who have writ the history of all
things concerning our Saviour Jesus Christ ; and we believe them." Quotations are also found from the Gospel of St. John.
What, moreover, seems extremely material to be observed is that in all
Justin's works, from which might be extracted almost a complete history of
the life of Christ, there are but two instances in which he refers to anything
as said or done by Christ which is not related concerning him in our present
gospels; which shows that these gospels, and these, we may say, alone, were
the authorities from which the Christians of that day drew the information
upon which they depended. One of these instances is a saying of Christ
not met with in any book now extant. The other, of a circumstance in
Christ's baptism, namely, a fiery or luminous appearance upon the water,
which according to Epiphanius, is noted in the gospel of the Hebrews ; and
which might be true ; but which, whether true or not, is mentioned by Justin
with a plain mark of diminution, when compared with what he quotes as
resting upon scripture authority. The reader will advert to this distinction;
" and then when Jesus came to the river Jordan, where John was baptizing,
as Jesus descended into the water, a fire also was kindled in Jordan ; and
when he came up out of the water, the apostles of this our Christ have written
that the Holy Ghost lighted upon him as a dove."
All the references in Justin are made without mentioning the author :
which proves that these book were perfectly notorious, and that there were
no other accounts of Christ then extant, or, at least, no others so received
and credited as to make it necessary to distinguish these from the rest.
But athough Justin mentions not the authors' names, he calls the
books Memoirs Composed by the Apostles, Memoirs Composed by the Apostles
and their Companions; the latter especially, exactly suit the titles which the
Gospels and Acts of the Apostles now bear.

SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS
BY JAS. LEASK.

*WN our reading this morning from Exodus (Chap. 12) we are carried
•** back to the times when the children of Israel were about to be
delivered from the Egyptian bondage and led forth to that land
which their forefathers had left many long years before. We
have seen the difficulties which beset Moses as their deliverer, in
getting the consent of the king of Egypt to their departure, and not
until the destroying angel passed through the land and slew the firstborn of each family from the first born of Pharoah that sat upon the
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throne to the first born of the captive that was in the dungeon, did the
Egyptians consent to their departure. While this manifestation of the
Divine displeasure with the Egyptians was arranged, provision was made
whereby the children of Israel should escape a like visitation. In the
chapter read we have the instructions given them which would secure
immunity from the visitation of the destroying angel. Each family
was to take a lamb without blemish, a male of the first year, or if the
house was too small for a lamb they were to unite with their neighbor,
and on the 14th day of the month the lamb was to be killed and the
blood sprinkled on the two side posts and on the upper door post of the
houses wherein they should eat it, and the blood would be to them for a
token upon the houses where they were, so that when the angel should
see the blood he would pass over them and the plague should not be
upon them to destroy them when he smote the land of Egypt. By the
children of Israel observing the instructions given them at this time they
were thus delivered from the fate that overtook the Egyptians. Now
this same ordinance was appointed as a memorial to be observed by the
children of Israel throughout their generations, by which they kept in
memory the Lord's passover, who passed over the houses of the children of Israel in Egypt when He smote the Egyptians. It was on the
night of the passover that our Lord instituted this memorial ordinance,
that we come together from week to week to observe in memory of the
slain Lamb of God. And Paul, in referring to this event, speaks of
Christ as our passover sacrificed for us, so that we are warranted in
looking on Christ as the antitypical passover sacrifice. We have noticed
in the reading that the lamb to be slain was to be without blemish, and
we find that a like condition was required in all the offerings and sacrifices that were commanded to be made by the children of Israel, all sin
offerings, burnt offerings and peace offerings were to be without blemish.
It was said to them that " whatsoever hath a blemish that shall ye not
offer, for it shall not be acceptable for you.'' Now, "the law," Paul
says, " was our sehoolmaster to bring us unto Christ." Christ was prefigured in ail the Mosaic arrangements. And this absence of blemish in
the sacrificial victims has a significance, the antitype of which we find
in Christ. Not simply that he was to be physically free from blemish,
this would be placing the antitype on. a level with the type ; but as the
substance is greater than the shadow, so in Christ we have to find something greater than a physical freedom from blemish, even a moral perfection. Paul, in speaking of Christ, says, God " hath made him to be sin
for us who knew no sin;'' and again in writing to the Hebrews he says
of him, "For such an high priest became us who is holy, harmless, undefined, separate from sinners, and mad« higher than the heavens;" and
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Peter says concerning him, he "did no sin, neither was guile found in
his mouth; " and again in the letter to the Hebrews it is said of him, he
" was in all points tempted like as we are yet without sin." From these
testimonies, which might be multiplied, it is seen that Christ was morally perfect and sinless, and by so being wag in a position to fulfill ,the
requirements of the typical sacrifices offered under the law. On the
strength of these and similar testimonies relating to the moral perfection
of our Lord, some have concluded that he was in no way related to the
law of sin and death which became operative on our race through the
transgression of our first parents in the garden of Eden. This is a great
mistake and shows a defective knowledge of the sacrifice of Christ and
a failure to rightly divide the word of truth.
While the above testimonies clearly show the spotless, holy and sinless character of our Lord, yet there are other testimonies that show him
to be a partaker of the disabilities resting on our race through the sin of
our first parents : '"By one man sin entered into the world and death
by sin, and so death passed upon all men, for that, or in whom, all have
sinned.^' Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and
blood, he (Christ) also himself likewise took part of the same that
through death he might destroy him that hath the power of death, that
is, the devil; " '-for verily he took n )t on him the nature of angels, but
he took on him the seed of Abraham, wherefore in all things it behooved
him to be made like unto his brethren, that he might be a merciful and
faithful high priest in things pertaining to God to make reconciliation
for the sins of the people.'' From these testimonies we see that Christ must
have been one of the all men on whom death passed by or on account of
Adam's sin. and also his being made in all things like unto his brethren
necessitated his bein«; in our nature and related to the same law of sin
and death that we are related to. His taking part of flesh and blood
that through death he might destroy him having the power of death,
that is, the devil, is also worthy of notice. There are none of us who
have any idea that the devil here referred to is the supernatural being of
orthodoxy, hence it is needless to dwell on this ; but the question is,
What does the apostle here refer to as having the power of death which
Christ destroyed by his death, which he calls the devil? We hare
already seen that death came by sin, consequently sin has the power of
death, and in the Scriptures is used in a two-fold sense—first, as the
transgression of law, and second, as a state or condition one may be in,
although himself guiltless of the transgression that brought about that
state. We find Paul using the term in this secondary sense in his letter
to the Romans, where he says, '' If then I do that which I would not I
consent unto the law that it is good, now then it is no more I that do it :
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but sin that dwelleth in me." Again he says, " I delight in the law of
God after the inward man, but I see another law in my members warring against the law of my mind and bringing me into captivity to the
law of sin which is in »)y members."" Christ being made in all things
like unto his brethren, had this "law of sin in his members," or "sin
that dwelleth in me," that Paul speaks of, else he was not made in all
things like unto his brethren. But unlike Paul, and unlike every other
member of our race, he did not serve this " law in his members," but
crucified it and served the law of the spirit perfectly, even to the laying
down of his life in which act this devil or sin was destroyed. A brother
writing in the Christadelphian over thirty years ago on this passage in
Hebrews, sums up the apostle's argument as follows : "That the seed of
Abraham were effected by, or under the power of, sin in the flesh, and
therefore that Christ was made in the same nature—exactly like them,
in order that he might be so affected by it, or under its power, and thus
be in a position to destroy it in himself, and then deliver them from its
power. Moreover, seeing that it was, as stated in verse 14, the purpose
of God that the devil or ain in the flesh should be destroyed through
the death of Christ, it must be admitted that this was actually done by
that means. Indeed, if sin in the flesh has not been destroyed actually
in Christ, it has not been destroyed at all, for it has not been destroyed
in any others ; therefore it must have been destroyed in him personally.
But unless it had had the power of death in him it could not have been
destroyed in him, therefore it must have had the power of death in
him. But if it be (as claimed by some) that sin in the flesh has the
power of death only by leading to transgression, then it is clear it had
not the power of death in Jesus Christ but only in others. Moreover,
Jesus could not have destroyed that which had the power of death in
others, but not in himself, hj his death, and therefore on that supposition we should be forced to the conclusion that he has not destroyed it at
all. But it is clear from this passage that Jesus has destroyed it by his
death, therefore the logical conclusion is that sin in the flesh had the
power of death in Jesus Christ, and as it had not that power by actual
transgression, it was by virtue of the law passed in Eden which affected
not Adam only but all the race and, therefore, that sin in the flesh has
the power of death in all of Adam's descendants, even apart from their
actual transgressions." There might and could be much more said on
this subject, but this, I think, will suffice to show that Christ's acceptable sacrifice as the antitypical lamb was not on account of his being
possessed of an immaculate nature, but on account of his having manifested a perfect, holy, and spotless character in the same nature that
was find is possessed by his brethren, in which sin was condemned not
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only in his death, but in his life, in that he kept that principle in his
nature which leads to sin in complete subjection, crucifying the flesh
and manifesting a God-like character which was acceptable and wellpleasing in the sight of God, and at the end of his career among men he
submitted to the ignominious death on the cross, laying down his life as
a sacrifice for sin, and after satisfying the claims of the law of sin and
death, God brought him again from the dead through his own shed
blood, or as expressed in the words of the apostle, " the God of peace
that brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd
of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting covenant." The
claim of the law of sin and death had been satisfied, and Jesus being
free from actual transgression God could and did deliver him from the
power of death on account of his perfect character and has constituted
him the way whereby all who come unto God may aproach him in reconciliation. " There is, therefore, now no condemnation to those which
are in Christ Jesus for the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath
made them free from the law of sin and death." They are in the atonement, justified and reconciled to God; but while this is so, there has
been no physical change effected in them ; the change is of a legal and
moral character, and thev arc wailing for the adoption, to wit: the
the redemption of their bodies, which will be effected at the return of
our Lord from the right hand of the Majesty on high. There is a tendency on the part of many in our day to depart from the Truth on these
matters, in a denial of Christ's relation to the law of sin and death,
and our justification from the condemnation that came through the sin
of our first parents. Let us beware of such teachings which impugn
God's justice and nullifies the sacrifice of Christ in one of its most important elements. The truth presents to our view a beautiful mingling of
God's justice, love and mercy in the sacrifice of Christ and his deliverance from the power of death and constituting him a tower of life into
which all who enter in the appointed way may escape the corruption
that is in the world and attain to the life everlasting (Exodus xii).
THE NEW COVENANT--WHAT IS IT?
LECTURE BT G. W. BANTA, DELIVERED AT A MEETING HELD AT JUNCTION
DECEMBER 27-30, 1898.

E have met in this convention to consider certain questions as affecting our
W
mutual cooperation, both individually and collectively in the work of the
Truth. To preserve the Truth in its purity and its membership in unity is the
one object of this meeting. In speaking on the subject of the new covenant wei
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have, like on all other subjects, to be governed by sound logic and fundamental
truths.
Prof. Hall, in his " Problem of Human Life," lays down a safe rule for the
investigation of any subject. It is as follows : "God is the Author of all truth ;
therefore, no two truths will ever be found to conflict with or antagonize each
other either in science or in religion." Following up this manifestly correct rule
of reasoning, we gather up the known facts connected with the subject in hand,
and lay them down as a foundation upon which to build, and as we proceed with
the subject we must be careful that every detail is found in strict harmony. The
subject of the new covenant has its beginning in the following facts, viz :
1st. The wages of sin is death.
2nd. Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins.
3rd. Christ's blood was shed that sin might be remitted.
4th. Christ's blood was the blood of the new covenant.
5th: The new covenant was promised to be made with Israel, God's chosen
covenant people, and therefore salvation is of the Jew.
As we are aware, there are three different views held on this subject, which
we will here state in order that the light of the Truth may shine equally upon
each of them as we may be able to bring it to bear. The first view is as follows :
The new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 is a national covenant. It is identical
with the Abrahamic covenant. It has not yet been made with Israel according to
the promise, yet we Gentiles are now under it and Christ is now officiating as High
Priest of the same.
The second view is as follows : The new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 is a
national covenant. It is identical with the Abrahamic covenant. It has not yet
been made with Israel according to the promise, and for this reason we are not
now under it, and as Christ is a priest of the new covenant he is not at this time
acting as such, nor will he do so until the new covenant is made with God's
chosen covenant people according to the promise.
The third view is as follows : The new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 is a national
covenant and although forming a part of and holding a place in the Abrahamic
covenant, it is not identical with it. The new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 has been
made with Israel (t. e., is delivered to them) according to the promise in every
detail. We are now under it and Christ is at this time officiating as high priest
of the same. It is clear to my mind that the new covenant promised in Jer.
xxxi must be made with Israel, God's covenant people, before we can come under
it. And it is also clear that if we are not under it our sins have not been pardoned, as remission of sins is not promised in any other.
I believe the difference will be found to arise out of a mistaken idea of what
it takes to constitute a covenant between God and man. Some contend that a
covenant cannot exist between God and man without man's consent. That this
is a mistake we shall hereafter be able to see.
'
My objection to the identity of the Abrahamic and new covenant is found.in "
the following facts : There are but two covenants in the Bible which sustain
the relation of old and new, first and second; the first was delivered by Moses
and the second by Christ as shown in Gal. iv, by an allegory. These terms never
apply to the Abrahamic covenant, which was made 430 years before either of
the other two. Another reason is found in the fact that the Abrahamic covenant
was confirmed by the death of Christ, but not brought into force. The blood of
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Christ dedicated and brought the new into force. Every reference in the apostolic writing to the new covenant speaks of it as a thing accomplished in the life
work of Christ so far as the making of it is concerned, while every reference to
the Abrahamic speak of it as not yet fulfilled. Another reason is that Israel
rejected the new covenant while they never have rejected the Abrahamic.
What is a covenant? A covenant between men where each have an equal
right to dictate its terms is an agreement made binding by the mutual consent
and signature of the parties concerned.
God's covenants with man is different in this respect: God being the offended
party has the sole right to dictate the terms of a covenant. He has no counselor; He consults no one in making a covenant; His law delivered to man at
once brings man under its jurisdiction and establishes a covenant relationship
independent of man's consent or sanction. Therefore, for God to make a covenant with a man or a nation is for him to deliver his commands to them. When
God said to Adam, Thou shalt not eat of the tree of knowledge of good and evil,
Adam was at once and without his consent brought under the jurisdiction of that
law. See the apostle's comment: "By one man's disobedience sin entered into
the world and death by sin," Again, " Sin is the transgression of law," etc., etc.
God delivered a message to Abraham (Gen. xii: 1-7) which contained both commands and promises. Abraham was not consulted, and this is called making a
covenant with him. God made a covenant with David (i. e.), He delivered a
msssage to him by the prophet concerning the everlasting establishment of his
throne and kingdom in the hands of his illustrious Son and Lord. David was
not consulted. God made a covenant with Israel (i. e.), he delivered and dedicated the first covenant by Moses. Israel was not consulted. It is true they
agreed to obey it, but that agreement (which proved to be false) was no part of
the covenant, nor was it necessary as a condition of making the covenant with
them. Assuming that we now understand what it will take for God to make a
covenant with man or nation, we turn to Jer. xxxi: 31, and there read that
God promised to make (i. c), deliver a new covenant to Israel, which, if accepted
by Israel, would take away their sin, would be written in the mind, give them a
new heart, etc. We must be careful to discriminate between making and accepting the promised covenant. To make (i. e.), deliver, the covenant is one thing
and to accept it is quite another. A careful reading of verses 31, 32 and 33 will
show that the covenaut would be made at one time and would take away their
sin at another. " Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new
covenant with the bouse of Israel "—Verse 31. " But this shall be the covenant
that I will make with the house of Israel
"After those days I will put my law
in their inward parts, write it in their hearts," etc.—Verse 33. After those days
marks an indefinite period of time for the effect of the covenant to be realized by
the nation after it had been made, and we learn from other scripture that this
will take place when they are brought into the bond of the covenant when Christ
returns. It will then be written in their hearts and take away their sin.
The words new covenant and New Testament are synonymous terms. The
words new covenant are found four times in the Bible and th words New Testament six times, making ten in all. Neither word is found in the old Bible except
the one place in Jer. xxxi: 31. Therefore, when Jesus said (Matt, xxvi: 28), "This
is my blood of the New Testament," he referred to the new covenant of Jer. xxxi,
as t-bere was no other to refer to: This identifies the blood, of Christ with the
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new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 beyond question or doubt. And when Paul said
(II. Cor. Hi: 3) "God has made us (apostles) able ministers of the New Testament''
he referred to the same new covenant of Jeremiah for the same reasons, viz.:
there was no other mentioned up to that time; this identities the apostolic labors
with the new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 beyond question or doubt, and hence we
find every reference in the apostolic writings to the new covenant apeak of it as
a thing accomplished in the lifework of Christ. Moses delivered and dedicated
the first covenant when he had spoken every precept, he took the blood and
sprinkled both the book and all the people, saying, "Thus hath God enjoined it unto
you"—Heb. ix: 19, 20. Moses was a lawgiver to Israel. Christ was a prophet like
unto Moses. He was to be given for a covenant of the people (Isa. xl: 6). He
was the messenger of the covenant—Mai. iii: 1. His mission was to Israel h e
covenant people. He delivered a message to them which contained both commands and promises, and when he, like Moses, had spoken every precept of the
new covenant, while suspended on the cross and his life blood, which was the
blood of the new covenant, was flowing out he could say, as he did say, " It is
finished," and Paul could say, as he did say (Heb. x: 9), he took away the first
that he might establish the second. The new covenant thus delivered and dedicated by the (better) blood of its Mediatorial Testator, the apostles were sent to
Israel with it. For eight years they plead with Israel to accept its terms of reconciliation as a condition of heirship to the blessings of the Abrahamic covenant.
This they rejected, and were, in consequence, broken off to make room for the Gentiles, who were then visited and invited to partake of Israel's promises and
commonwealth by accepting the terms of reconciliation and pardon as contained
in the new covenant delivered by Christ and rejected by Israel. This invitation
was heartily responded to by the Gentiles, and hence we stand in the new covenant, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God. We are Abraham's seed and heirs
according to the promise, heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ. Having obeyed
the forms of doctrine which Christ delivered we become the recipients of just
what the new covenant promises—the forgiveness of sin—and are thereby constituted the true Israel of God. How did we obtain this high calling V By God
making the new covenant with us V Not by any means; but by his fulfilling his
promise to Israel as recorded in Jer. xxxi: 31, and by Israel rejecting it, and by
the goodness and mercy of God in extending to us the invitation of accepting
that which Israel had rejected. Truly, salvation is of the Jew. They were the
first called but the last chosen. By rejecting the new covenant Israel has not
attained what he sought for, i- e., the heirship of the kingdom. They will yet be
brought into the bond of the covenant and will constitute the subjects, not the
heirs, of the first dominion of God's kingdom under Christ. Moses told the
people that God would raise them up a prophet from their midst like unto himself and that they would be required to hear him on. pain of death. Peter tells
us (Acts iii:.22) that Christ was that prophet, and on the Mount of Transfiguration
in the presence of Moses, God said of Christ, "This is my beloved son; hear ye him.'':
And Paul in his letter to the Galatians, third chapter, tells us that the law of
Moses, the first covenant, was added to the Abrahamic covenant until Christ, the
promised seed, should come. He also explains in Gal. iv the relation of the
nation to the two covenants (i. e., the first or old, given by Moses, and the second
or new, given by Christ) by Abraham's two allegorical wives—Hagar, a slave ;
her children bpnd servants. The first covenant, a bond, system, bplfl the
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under the bondage of sin which animal blood, which dedicated that covenant,
could not remove. Sarah, a free woman ; her son Isaac, born by promise, was
free. The new covenant, brought in by promise and dedicated by the blood of
the antitypical Isaac, the sacrilicial lamb of God, would liberate the nation from
sin in which they were hopelessly held under the first covenant.
However imperfect the first covenant, it was a necessity in God's plan of salvation. By the law is the knowledge of sin. In its shadowy institutions the
people were taught the supremacy of God and His exalted righteousness as well
as their own imperfections, and in its sacrificial aspect the atoning blood of
Christ was brought to view, who by a voluntary offering of his own life (blood)
should once for all atone for the sins of the world. Had the nation learned the
very important lesson intended by the law they could have said with Nathaniel
to Christ, " Master, thou art the king of Israel; thou art the son of God." Whatever purpose the first covenant served it was destined to vanish away when the
Moses-like prophet arrived, to be superceded by the new. When the messenger
of the covenant arrived with his mission to Israel, and through Israel to the
world, he honored the first covenant by fulfilling all its requirements to the jot
and tittle while in the weakness of human nature, which no other had ever done,
thus vindicating its righteousness and the justice of God in giving it. And during its vanishing period of three and one-half years, being consecrated high priest
at his baptism and confirmed in the office by Deity's oath after the order of Melchisedec, he was fully prepared far the great work of delivering his message to
Israel, the promised new covenant, which, when finished, should be dedicated by
his own blood. The effect of the new covenant in being written on the heart,
of cleansing from sin, and being realized by the thousands of both Jews and Gentiles, is positive evidence that it h;is been made, and if made, made according to
the promise, otherwise Israel would have been justified in rejecting it; having
been made in every detail according to the promise they are without excuse.
The relation of the new and the Abrahamic covenants is identically the
same as the relation of the two phases of the gospel, viz.: in the things concerning the kingdom of God we have presented the subject matter of hope. In
the things concerning the name of Christ we have the way of hope's attainment.
In the Abrahamic covenant we have the subject matter of hope. In the new
covenant we have the way of its attainment. All God's covenants with man may
be compared to a telescope with the kingdom of God at the end. The addition of
each covenant is but the elaboration or expansion of the first. Beginning with
the Edenic covenant, the addition of the Abrahamic, like the drawing out of
another section of the telescope, brings new objects to view contained but not
not seen in the first, and so on down to the bringing in of the new, which is the
last, and which reaches to the end of the times of the Gentiles and the setting up
of the kingdom of God. Each covenant in its proper place would be like a telescope drawn out to its full capacity, at the end of which we may stand and with
the eye of faith we may see, without the least degree of uncertainty, with Abraham Christ, in his glory. The seed of the woman, of Abraham and of David, the
Moses-like Prophet, the Lamb of God, the Melchisedec High Priest, gloriously
enthroned in his immortal majesty on the restored throne of David in Mount
Zion for the destruction of the sin power of the world as promised to Eve for the
enlightenment and blessing of all nations; as promised to Abraham to conquer
and reign over God's enemies, to take the government of the world into his
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hands and to reign over all the nations of the earth as promised to David; to
restore the divided, scattered and persecuted twelve tribes of Israel, to bring
them into the bond of the covenant to purge out the rebels from among them, to
nnite them into one kingdom under one king ; to settle them in their own land
to move no more, to make an everlasting covenant of peace with and bless them.
Words fail to describe the glorious things to be seen through these covenants in
their proper order by the eye of faith.
The two principal objections to this view of the subject are as follows, viz.:
1st. If the new covenant has been made with Israel, why are they yet in their
sins ? Answer—Manifestly because they rejected it.
2nd. The new covenant of Jer. xxxi was to be made with the whole twelve
tribes, and as they were not there during Christ's personal ministry it could not
have been made with them. Answer—All of God's official dealing with Israel has
been conducted through representatives, and the fact that Christ selected the
twelve apostles, each to reign over one of the restored tribes of Israel is proof
positive that the twelve tribes were represented during Christ's personal ministry.
I now invite your attention to the diagram on the board which will illustrate the
relation of all God's covenants with mau :
Let this represent all the covenants in their regular order as a telescope
drawn out to its full capacity; then put your hand on each end and close it all
back into the first section and you have the Edenic covenant. The addition of
each covenant expands the view until we reach the kingdom.
REMARKS.

Different phrases and words in the Scriptures are frequently used for the
same thing. " One faith," " gospel," '* one hope," " preached Christ," " believed
the things concerning the kingdom of God," etc., " hope of Israel," " the promise
made of God unto the fathers," are all expressions of one thing—the gospel of
salvation. This one gospel meets all the requirements of a fallen race, and those
requirements were the same at the beginning as they are now and as they will be
till the plan of redemption is completely worked out in the salvation of all who
will prove worthy thereof.
Since Christ came to confirm the gospel (calling the gospel any or all of the
above names if you like), and since he came to confirm the new covenant, does it
not follow that the new covenant is the gospel and the gospel is the new covenant—that they are identical ? What the race has needed since Adam's fall and
what Israel needs is what ihe gospel provides, and the new covenant provides the
same thing. Because the Mosaic covenant prescribes certain laws of life different from those of previous and subsequent ages, it does not follow that there was
another gospel during the Mosaic age, nor that the covenant pertaining to eternal
life and inheritance was not the gospel during that age as it had been previously
and has been since, and will be till the gospel, one faith, one hope, new covenant, etc., find its fulfillment in the realization of eternal life and inheritance.
Indeed, the law of Moses was added to the gospel to serve as a stepping stone
to it. " The gospel was preached to them as well as to us " (Hsb. iv). " To as
many as believed " of Israel " he gave power to become the sons of God," but the
nation " received him not." What the nation did not do then they will do in the
future. Hence the gospel they refused then will be accepted in the future, and
that which Christ was willing to do at his first coming, and they were not willing
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to do, is what will be done at his second coming—become the sons of God by
believing the gospel, and that is making the new covenant with them—the
covenant of eternal life and inheritance.
If the new covenant is not the gospel, what will it do, or what can it do more
than is provided in the gospel ? If you say it will restore Israel and bring them
into bonds, then I answer, The gospel provides for that, for it is " the hope
of Israel." If you say it will give them eternal life and inheritance, then I
answer, The gospel provides for that. You cannot name anything that the new
covenant will or can do that the gospel will not do. Let us not be drawn away
from the one great plan of salvation and try to divide and discriminate because
different words or phrases are used. If you deliver a scriptural lecture on the
new covenant, you must preach the gospel. You cannot make anything else out
of it. The question is one of eternal life and iuheritance to fallen man, and this
question is seven thousand years in length, no matter what the conditions are by
which that which it offers may be obtained.
Now if you will tell me how one can become related to God through the gospel, then you will have told me how God and man come into covenant relation.
That will involve the blood of the new covenant and its efficacy and when it
becomes efficacious.
It is a mistake to say that " the new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 is a national
covenant," ii! that means that it is a different covenant from the gospel. It
would be correct to say that the new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31 will be made with
the nation of Israel, not excluding the thought that it is now made with
individuals.
If the new covenant is not the Abrahamic, what does it provide for that the
Abrahamic does not provide for V The covenant with Abraham is called by the
apostle Paul the gospel (Ga.\. iir. 8). It the Wood of Christ was the blood of the
Abrahamic covenant, it was also the blood of the gospel and of the new covenant 1
for Christ is all of what these phrases signify. The word covenant is used for the
covenant sacrifice (Isa. xlii: 6). It may be used as the name of the principles it
sets forth, and it is the name of a condition or relationship. Without the consent of man God provided the covenant sacrifice—Christ. Without the consent
of man He framed and made known the principles of the covenant; but can the
covenant relation exist without the consent of man ? For this phase of the covenant there must be two parties, and the consent of the second, while it in no
way nullifies the prerogative of the first, is essential to the accomplishment of
that which is designed by the covenant. Try this principle again by employing
the word gospel instead of covenant and the conclusion will stand out more
clearly ; for the gospel never could accomplish its end if man did not voluntarily
consent to it and respond to it. Faith is always a matter of free will, consent,
loving acceptance, and it is a thing that cannot be made by any mechanical
power. True there is no danger of God's plan being abortive; but God foreknew that some men would have faith and love, and hence there was no chance
work in framing His plan. If God were to make a covenant with man and force
its accomplishment without man's consent, where would be the ruatter of merit
on the part of the worthy and or demerit on the part of the unworthy ? It is
therefore safe to say that the relationship effected by the gospel or the new covenant cannot be made without the consent of those invited, as in the beautiful
words of Isa. lv: 1, " Come, and I will make a covenant with you, even the sure
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mercies of David." Even with the nation of Israel consent of the nation was
required. But since the Mosaic covenant was a matter of law, excluding for the
moment its typical significance, children were born under it, and of course in
such cases there was no consent. The gospel or Abrahamic covenant, however,
i& not entered by natural birth. In it " without faith it is impossible to please
God; " and " faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God."
The making of the covenant and the fullflllment or realization of it are different. To those responding to the invitation, " Come," God says " I will make
a covenant with you." They became heirs of the "sure mercies of David," but
the realization of this is yet future. In our age response places us in Christ, by
baptism, and then the covenant is made ; we are in its hands to comply with its
requirements and our High Priest—who has been the covenant sacrifice—will
intercede on our behalf and God will grant what He has promised as his part of
the covenant now pending the grand fulflllment in the future.
To separate the making of the covenant with Israel from the acceptance of
it by about two thousand years is surely a mistake. Even if it were admitted
that the covenant was made in the sense of " delivered " by Christ, it would not
fulfill Jer. xxxi: 31, for Judah and Israel are there spoken of. while only to Judah
Christ appeared. The thirty-third verse says," But this shall be the covenant
that I will make with the house of Israel (consisting of Judah and Israel, see
verse 31). After those days Iwill" etc, The " I will make" and the " I will
put my laws in their heart" relate to the time referred to in the words "S/iis
is the covenant that " etc. " Those days" of the phrase " After those days,"
evidently refers to the days mentioned in verse 27. The prophet is contrasting
the dispersion with the regathering. He first speaks of " the days to come,"
when Israel were to be " sown," " plucked up," etc., and then says after those
days they were to be gathered.
That the new covenant could be made with the twelve apostles as representatives of the twelve tribes is a very far-fetched idea, and out of harmony with
the fact that entering the relationship of the new covenant depends upon faith
on the part of those to whom it is made known. Faith is never a matter of
proxy. It must conform to the definition given—" Faith is the substance of
things hoped for, and the evidence of things not seen." In a measure the
Mosaic covenant was made through representatives, but the consent of the
people was required. But law and gospel are different. One must have faith,
and love and obedience; the other demands obedience whether there is faith and
o ve or not.

EDITOR.
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uplifted as if striking for our home
and our redemption, and through it
ALEXANDRIA, VA., NOV. 9, 1898. all with a wonted zeal that fain would

DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

bridge

As we remember you on the stand in
King William, on the platform in Baltimore, and before our little ecclesia in
Washington, with your eye steadfast
and upturned, and at times as longing
for the " reward," and with your arms

shorten our pilgrimage as we journey
hoping for the Daystar to rise and
our great Nobleman's return ; or as
we see you mingling with the brethren, giving courage to the faint hearted,
and chatting pleasantly with the " Mar-

" the

tiresome between,"

and
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thas encumbered with many cares,"
concerning the home life, and you ever
ready to enter into the situation as
one of the home people; yes, we are
more than mindful of each of your
several ways made known unto us, for
now that the curtain has fallen and
we are alone once more and left to our
stumbling, we find ourselves asking,
Why cannot our faith in the " Great
Unseen " be as abiding as your faith ?
and why cannot we rise above " a beating about," as looking for some less
shaded pathway wherein our steps, like
yours, may wander and not slip; or
why can not we, as well as you, free
ourselves of the worry sometimes of
gloom and despondency which overtake
us seemingly for no purpose other than
to overwhelm? Or can we not, too, be
man enough to master the deep, as a
gallant captain with sealed orders,
knowing the port of entry—knowing
the shoals and the jutting reefs, yet
bold enough to say to the winds and
to the waters, You shall not engulf us?
Dear brother, as many of us are far
past the fiftieth milepost and are riding, as it were, backwards on a front
seat of the great caravan as though
the future were all storm and the way
all dark ; and as the shadows thicken,
as we are being pushed more ruthlessly
along, there comes to us this thought
that may we not hope that John
Thomas was a chosen of God to storm
at the citadels of the apostasy everywhere dedicated to the " UnKnown,"
and to light up the weird way with a
reopening of the glorious truths of the
gospel; and that Robert Roberts, taking
up his mantel as did Elisha, has answered his day and time in recruiting and
arraying the righteous few on the side
of the Christ and filled his destiny,
meeting at last a lonely death as did
Moses, on the journey ; and that
Thomas Williams is now a " voice crying in the wilderness," a likewise

chosen vessel to pass along the " covenants of promise," and to live as Paul
lived, " in keeping the faith and fighting the good tight," and in " sowing at
every seed time "till there be enough
reapers to harvest the world. Yes,
dear brother, that John Thomas, and
Robert Roberts and Thomas Williams
have " preached none other gospel than
Paul preached" is a question of great
importance at this stage of the battle.
* * * O, brother, think not
that we are wavering in this, or
weak-kneed, because we would stop
awhile to inspect the trestle work and
cantilevers of our bridge of Faith, over
which we are to pass, if we would, into
the " beautiful beyond." It is just possible that there may be some error yet
to meet, or that there may be some
wrongs that should be righted, or some
few incidentals that should be attended
to * * *
Yes, we are remembering you, and
our prayers go up to the great God that
you may help lead us on and out unto
the " perfect day," and that He will
provide for your safety, and ordain that
we on the benches may not be too lagging, nor be too discouraged because of
the Master's seeming delay. " God be
with us," dear brother, " till we meet
again," and may He see to you that
not one word be addded to or taken
away from the words of His prophecy
while the Book is open and the time
waits.
Yours, sharing in the one hope,
J. STANLEY NEALE.

[A brother out in the lecture field and
mingling with brethren and sisters in
various parts will naturally appear and
be more active than others who are
following the routine of daily business
life; but let those who are feeling a
little discouraged because they are not
conscious of so much activity remember that the work of the Truth could
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not be carried on if they were not doing
their part in the work. There is no
one man, nor a special number of men
doing all that is being done. There is a
body of many members; and if some of
the members are thrown into more conspicuous parts of the work it must not
be supposed they are free from the
worry and anxiety others experience.
The hand of Providence must not be
seen in men who are pushed into the
front of the battle any more than in all
who constitute the one body. Each
one has a work to do. Our duty is to
do the work that lies before us, whatever it may be, whether on the platform or on the benches, always thankful to God that we are privileged to
work in such a glorious cause as that of
the Truth.—EDITOR.]
LAUREL HOUSE, NEW ROMNEY, KENT,
ENGLAND.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :

In enclosing you postoffice order for
the ADVOCATE for 1899, I take the
opportunity of expressing the continued
pleasure which the reading of it gives
to me and others of my household. It
is a long time since I sent you a
small contribution, but the reason has
not been either lack of thought about
or love for you, but from want of that
leisure which 1 could devote to such
a purpose ; I will hope, however, to be
able to send you a further contribution
in the course of a week or two.
I was amongst those who were sorry
at the reception of tlie news that yourself and sister Williams would not come
to England in 1898.
Now that we have entered upon 1899
I hope you both will be able to come
and visit our shores, also that you will
kindly accept of an invitation to spend
a portion of your visit at Laurel House.
We will all endeavor to make your visit
as happy a one as we possibly can, combining restful repose with the enjoy-
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ment of the most precious of all things
on earth, the glorious Truth. I think
also that when you do come it might
be advisable for a number of the elder
and leading brethren to meet and talk
over matters which have affected us so
much over here the past few years. I
grieve to tell you that which I feel to be
the case, that a large number of the
Body of Christ are not sufficiently
awake to their privileged position and
so, both in doctrine and practice, leave
very much to be desired.
Oh ! that there might be an awakening in these closing days. God grant
there may be, that Christ may be
formed in all and a corresponding joy
prevail.
With much love to yourself, sister
Williams and the brethren with you, I
remain your affectionate brother in the
bond of the covenant,
W. WHITEHEAD.

[Our visit is a matter of hope, but the
time when is not clear yet. The
amount of work which fell to our lot
last summer, and the good results in
many ways, took off the keen edge of
our disappointment in having to give
up our visit to England. The opportune time may spring up suddenly, but
all who have inquired shall hear from
us as quickly as possibly. If we could
see the way clear to be of the least help
in the desired direction brother Whitehead so earnestly writes about, we
would sacrifice much to do our part—
if, indeed, there is a part we can humbly do. One thing we know we can do,
God permitting, we can herald the good
news of salvation to the perishing.
Thank you, brother Whitehead and
family, for your kind invitation.—EDITOK. ]

"The secret of success is concentration;
wherever there has been a great life, or a
great work, that has gone before," C.C.V.
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ernment to control meant the legal
triumph of capital over labor and, in a
more refined sense than in days of yore,
the victory of might over right, the
strong over the weak, the rich over the
poor, with the " liberty-loving " masses
in the exercise of all their " democratic
freedom" kicking hard against the
APRIL, 1899.
barbed wire fences of legislative and
judicial protection of trusts and monopTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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and, driven to desperation, break out
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tily cried out, Hurrah ! hurrah ! "LibWJUfHE manner ivi which prophecy erty" found itself at liberty to organJi
would be fulfilled in the signs ize here and there and everywhere—
of the times indicative of the end of liberty in the hands of labor to protect
of human patchwork government could itself against liberty in the hands of
not have been guessed at in times past. capital, liberty in the hands of retailers
During those times tyranny, oppression to protect itself against liberty in the
and literal slavery became so odious hands of wholesalers, and so on, in an
that the people cried out for liberty, endless chain. Now it is dawning
liberty. The rapid strides of democracy upon would-be reformers that in some
of our times have brought " liberty," respects the last state is worse than the
and the people have been delighted first, and still they will not learn the
with the prospects their eyes could see simple lesson of scripture supported by
dancing upon the sunbeams of a "glori- experience—that it is not in the power
ous liberty." and a wonderful monu- of man to gather and put together the
ment was set up with an electric torch broken pieces of a sin-wrecked world,
in its hand, representing •' Liberty en- and that the honor to do so is reserved
lightening the world.'' The " liberty " by and for Him whose name must and
has come, but with it the same old tyr- shall be magnified in all the earth, to
anny, oppression and slavery, but in the utter shame and confusion of those
another form—a form never dreamed who have striven to steal from Him His
of by the world-worshipping, so-called, honor and glory and appropriate to
economic scientists and their devotees. themselves what their incompetence
They never thought that to give full can no more grapple with than an idiot
reins to " liberty" without a just gov- can manage an ocean liner and guide
her across the rolling deep.
l

EDITORIAL.

Prof. A. W. Small,head professor of sociology in the University of Chicago (we
shall have professors of street scraping
soon) has had his professional eyes
opened a little, and he had the courage
to speak out even in an assembly of
preachers in the Englewood Methodist
church on March 29th and to tell them
that:
" The social system in which we live
and move and have our being is so bad
nobody can tell the full measure of its
iniquity. In this age of so-called ' democracy ' we are getting to be in the
thralls of the most relentless system of
economic oligarchy that history has
thus far recorded. That capital from
which most of us, directly or indirectly,
get our bread and butter is become the
most undemocratic, inhuman and atheistic of all the heathen divinities. It
breeds children but to devour the bodies
of others and to put out the spiritual
eyesight of the rest. The socialistic indictments of our civilization are essen
tially sound. Mind, I do not say the
remedies are sound, but the indictments are true."
Following this, Prof. Small outlined
the science of sociology and commented
on its power for good, while holding
that it is yet in its infancy as a science,
though of world-long age in practice;
then he continued :
" There are clouds on the social horizon already bigger than a man's hand,
foretelling changes of which no one is
wise enough to predict the end. If
present tendencies continue it will not
be long before the men whose business
is to communicate ideas will be gagged
by those who publish ideas, and the
publishers will be shackled by the makers of paper, and the paper manufacturers will be held up by the transportation lines, and the transportation
corportions by the producers of steel,
and the steel industries by the coal operators, and the coal miners by the oil
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producers, and the oil magnates by the
stove makers, and the cook-stove men
by the sugar trust, and the sugar interests by Wall street, and the stock brokers by the labor unions, and they by
the farmers, and the farmers. God help
them, by everybody.
"• I am not throwing the dust of my
library in your faces, but if you heed
the symptoms from bank and office,
factory and railroad headquarters and
daily press you have discovered that
the very men who made these combinations are beginning to be frightened at
their shadows. These very business
men who claim a monopoly of practical
' horse sense ' have involved themselves
and all of us in a grim tragedy. They
are asking in a quiet way how it is all
going to end.
" Whether they realize it or not, our
vision of freedom is passing into the
eclipse of universal corporate compulsion in the interest of capital. The
march of human progress is getting reduced to marking time in the lockstep
of capital's chain gang. It would make
infinitely more for human weal if every
dollar of wealth was cleaned off the
earth, if we could have instead of it industry and homes and justice and love
and faith, than to be led much further
into the devil's dance of capitalism."
Yes, " if we could have instead of
the almighty dollar, industry and homes
and justice and love and faith," but
these are just what the preacher's craft
have done their share to deprive the
people of, by turning themselves into a
hireling system that cares more for the
cash than for the pure word of God.
If you could but release yourself from
the shackles of the so-called sciences of
that " higher critic " Bible slandering,
God-dishonoring. Christ -impeaching
Chicago University and open your eyes
to what the Lord hath spoken, you
would see that the time when " every
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dollar of wealth" will "be cleaned off
the earth" is coming and then, not by
sociology, nor any of your other ologies,
but by the strong arm of a justly angry
God all your trusts and organizations
will be dashed to pieces to give place
for " industry, homes, justice, love, and
faith " in God, who will bless the world
with liberty divine—the right to do
right and right guided and governed by
Him who alone knows what right is.
God speed the happy day.

one awkward thing or another is in the
nature of us all and it is the work of
the Truth to curb and finally eradicate
them.

The Truth, the little quarterly local
published in Lowell, in the hands principally, we believe, of brother W. H.
Clough, who is always active, came to
hand enlarged this quarter. It quotes
freely from " The Great Salvation,"
which book it fully recommends to
seekers after truth. Brother Clough
has established a local agency for the
BROTHER BARNES sends us the Utica
Observer with mark at a comment on literature of the Truth, and he is suchis eccentricity in attempts to sell town ceeding in getting much of it into the
lots by peculiar handbills and sale- hands of readers. Perseverance works
boards. He seems to have succeeded wonders in many ways. Let us all perin making the sale at last by the circu- severe in the one thing -the cause of
lation of crudely printed slips (his own the Truth.
work) announcing, " The owner, wishing to obey the commands of his DiTHE Hall-Williams Debate is going
vine Master, offers his lots at the corner out very rapidly, and if the demand
of Bleecker and Mohawk streets for continues at the present rate long a
sale cheap." Then follows the Saviour's second edition will be necessary. In
command to the rich man to sell all he filling waiting orders and new ones
had and give to the poor. The news- more than eight hundred went out in
paper report of the sale gives one dol- less than a week after the book came
lar as the purchase price, which, if it from the binder. This debate covers
represents the facts in the case, would more ground than any other published
hardly show brother Barnes' case to be tn the interests of the Truth. We beparallel with that of the man to whom lieve it shows better work on the part
the Saviour gave the command. If of Mr. Hall than by any of our oppobrother Barnes' possessions stood in nents in our published debates. This
the way of following the Master as did is all the better for the cause of Truth,
those of the rich man, he did well to for with the errors of Christendom well
sell, even if the real consideration was defended and yet met and exposed the
one dollar; but it is a mistake to make readers will be better able to see that,
an unqualified application of that com- notwithstanding all the ingenuity of
mand to all men. By the fact that the most crafty men of the "orthodox"
Christendom has gone far astray from ranks, the Truth must prevail. Those
God we are and must expect to be who are striving to be well armed
viewed by them as a "peculiar people;" against the wily ways of preachers, and
but we must be careful not to flaunt well prepared to present the Truth in a
individual idiosyncrasies before the rightly-divided form will, we think, be
world, for by so doing the cause of the helped by viewing both sides as preTruth will be hindered rather than sented in this debate.
helped. It may be said of some men
that it is in their nature to be odd; but
Recently a brother wrote us that
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some to whom he had loaned the GrantWilllams debate questioned if ever such
a debate really took place, thinking it
too one-sided. Well, let them read the
Hall-Williams debate, and see if the
skill of their "best debater" has defeated the Truth. We do not know of
ever losing a member through debate;
but we do know of having gained many
—gained directly through oral debate,
and the Grant debate has done considerable in the way of opening the eyes
of many. The immersions in Kentucky
and southern Illinois since the debates
there last summer are not directly the
result of those debates, for the subjects
had been investigating long before and
were persuaded of the Truth. Still the
fact that they have since been immersed shows that our enemies, after
selected their best man as their champion and importing forty or fifty other
stalwart preachers to keep up an incessant winking and blinking and side
electioneering, those who were willing
to read and think for themselves could
not be turned away from the Truth,
but went on till obedience was rendered. We shall look for fruits of our
labor in Kentucky and southern Illinois and as the result of a wide circulaof the Zion debate in book form in other
parts of the world. These remarks are
not made boastfully, but to show that
some are mistaken in saying'"that the
time for debates is ended." That time
will not end till the complete victory is
won in the universal triumph of truth
over error, when peace and good will
shall take the place of present strife
and turmoil.
WE thank sister Flora May Williams
for sending us the clipping with Mr.
Bookwalter's interesting account of
Russia's movements towards India and
her preparation to meet Britain as required by prop'iecy. See Signs of the
Times herein. From brother H. I. we
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have received an article on The Present Birth of the Spirit. It will find
room soon, but, perhaps, with a little
comment on it.
A twenty page pamphlet has been received from brother W. Roberts, of
Riverton, New Zealand, enclosed in
which is a printed copy of a letter to
brother Bell, editor of the S'lield. The
title of the pamphlet is, " The Temptation of the Two Adams.'" We have
not had time to read it yet, but a glance
over its pages indicate that all is not at
peace in Australia and New Zealand.
The author signs himself,"'A Weeper in
Zion." Well, there is, no doubt, much
reason for weeping; but we must wipe
the tears away and press on. A little
longer and there will be no more weeping for the faithful.
SISTER FERGUSON", of Washington,
wishes it to be understood that the
pamphlet by her father, the late Bro.
Hadley, sent by brother Ray to show
that brother Iladley was sound in the
faitli on resurrection, does not represent her father's belief at the time of
his death. Now that brother Hadley's
probation is ended, discussion of what
his belief was will not change the facts;
so better let the question sleep with
the brother, and let the living take
heed that they maintain the doctrine in
its purity. Sister Ferguson claims that
the righteous will be raised in a nature
and condition like that of Adam's before he sinned, a theory which nullifies
the judgment sis effectually as does
that of immortal emergence. Going
into the grave and coming out will not
change our natures from mortal to a
better state. That chauge is for all the
righteous at the same moment—" in a
moment, in the twinkling of an eye,"
when we receive our house which is
from heaven," whereby " mortality will
be swallowed up of life," or immortality. This change is to be of " vile
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bodies,"' or " bodies of humiliation ; "
and in it •' death is swallowed up in
victory." The truth is always sublime
and harmonious; but when speculation
gives way to its inventiveness confusion
results.
OFTH: ....

KUSSIA ON THE ALERT.

R. J. W. BOOKWALTER. of
M
Ohic, has returned from a trip
over the Trans-Siberian railway and
the Trans-Ga-spiiin railway and gives a
very interesting account of Russia's
progress in the line marked out by
prophecy. By Mr. Bookwalter the
progress is viewed only from a commercial and political standpoint; but this
adds more weight to his statement, as
there can be no suspicion of a desire
to make facts fit to prophecy. Prophecy requires that Russia shall control
Persia and conquer Britain in the East
just before she meets her final destruction at the hands of Michael the great
prince, who is to "stand up" in behalf
of God's people, the Jews. Any movements of Russia in any other direction
may safely be taken us strategic by wav
of diverting attention from her real
and divinely foretold object. She must
"plant the. tabernacle of her palace between the seas in the glorious holy
mountain*' in performing herpart in the
Eastern question. How well she is preparing for this will be seen by the fresh
and disinterestedly-given news of Mr.
Bookvyalter, who has just returned from
a trip over the very countries in which
preparation is to be made for the carrying out of the final plan, which will
bring Christ to the earth again to solve
all problems of fickle luimarj life. M,r.
Bookwalter says, •

"I could not go into it" (the condition of affairs in Russia) "deeply without compromising some of the men I
met. But I have no hesitancy in saying that I believe the center of interest
is in Afghanistan and through Central
Asia to-day, and before very long the
eyes of the world will be turned in that
direction. It is my belief, too, that the
Trans-Caspian railway, which Russia
has been developing very quietly for
about ten years, and which is almost
completed, with its branches, to important points, is going to be of more strategic importance than the Traus-Siberian railway, about which so much has
been said. The Tran-Caspian railway
is furnishing Russia an outlet to the
Black sea and the Persian gulf, and it
will furnish her a means of throwing
an enormous force into India, or along
the borders of India, if it was ever necessary to menace England in her tenderest spot.
"Russia now has a railway lunning
by the way of Tiflis from Baku to Batoum. At Tiflis a branch has been extended to Erivan, the capital of Armenia, and thence it is being extended
along the Araxes river to Tibiiz and
Teheran, and eventually it will reach
Ispahan, in Central Persia, giving Persia, which is virtually under Russia's
control (note this—ED. ADVOCATE) an
outlet to the Black sea. The Russian
government is building another railway
from Samarkand to Karshi. Still another road has been built from Merv to
Kushk, on the Afghan border, and
since I was there it is being extended
to Herat, which is the key to the whole
northwestern part of Afghanistan and
and the northeastern part of Persia.
They also proposed extending a road
from Samarkand to Kashgar, which
lies well in the Russian Pamirs, and almost in sight of the northern border of
India.
:'At Kwslji, which j« ty
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the road from Samarkand, Russia is establishing one of the greatest military
stations of modern times. I was on
the train with the Ameer of Bokhara
when he was on the way up the Amu
Darin river with his ministers, accompanying a Russian commission. I was
informed—and the information has
been confirmed since—that they were
on their way to establish this great
military station at Karshi. It is one of
the most valuable strategic points in
all southern Asia. It stands on the
border of Afghanistan, ami the Russian
guns will menace the English possessions. This is one step toward the
completion of the plans of Russia to establish herself in a position where she
can dictate to England and control the
peace of the world—for I believe the
czar is honest in his expression of a desire for peace.
My attention was called a few days
ago to a statement attributed to Lord
Curzon, that there was not one or two
passes into India, but probably 300.
That is undoubtedly the case, and it is
unquestionably true that if Russia
wanted to throw a great body of troops
into India she could do so with ease and
on a minute's notice.
" England's great strength has always
been in her ironclads. They have made
her the greatest nation in the world
in some respects. But the value of
Russia's strategic position in Asia is in
the fact that with an army greater than
that of any other nation in the world,
she can attack or menace England's
possessions at a point where the ironclads cannot come- within a thousand
miles of. her troops. England's strength
in India depends on the native troops ;
and it is an undisguised fact that the
natives of India are none too loyal to
England. Russia could encourage sedition among the Hindus, and especially the Mohammedans, of whom there
fire abouf 80.000.000, if. she. wanted to
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do so for her own end. She could promise independent sovereignty to the
Gaekwar of Garoda, the King of Oude,
and the Holkar of Indore—the three
native princes who now bear England's
yoke with a very poor grace.
"She could afford to do this because
I believe Russia has no desire to acquire India ; she is simply planning to
use her position on the borders of India
to compel England to give her an putlet to the commerce of the world. When
England shnt her off at the Dardanelles, she determined to tiud an outlet
elsewhere, and she has done so. She
has gone to the Pacific through Manchuria, and she is going to build a rail"
road to the Persian gulf through Persia.
England's excitement over Muscat is
due to the fact that it controls the
mouth of the Persian gulf, and there
she hopes to cut off Russia from the
Indian ocean. But England has made a
mistake. She made a mistake when
she thought the Russian people were
without the energy and ability to
cope with her. She made a mistake
when she thought to crush a great nation by shutting it oif from foreign
commerce, forgetting that the strength
of a nation lies in agriculture, in
which Russia excels. Russia has
gone ahead developing strength, developing all kinds of resources, and
perfecting her plans against the day
when it should be necessary to force
England to give her what she wants.
That day is approaching and the point
of Russia's attack will be India. England sees what is coming, and she is
making appeals first to one nation and
then to another to form alliances or to
identify interests with hers, so as to put
her in a position to resist Russia's demands. She is trying to draw the United
States into the game in China,and danglingthegreat rich province of Pe-Chj-sLi
in the eyesof the American.people. She
is trying to interest Italy if) China tg
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form an alliance of interests with Germany, with France, with anyone who
will help her resist the aggression of
Russia. And all the time the English
who live in Russia —and there are many
who have interests there—are unanimous in the opinion that England lias
made the greatest mistake in tier history
in not working with Russia instead of
against her. (They must oppose each
other. God's word cannot he broken.—
E D . ADVOCATE.)

* * * -The military strength of
Russia is variously estimated up to
2,000,000. No one knows just what it
is. But the strength of Russia does
not lie in her active troops aloneIn Russia military service is compulsory. Every sound male in Russia
goes through a thorough course of military training. I venture to say there is
in Russia to-day an element from
which to draw an army aggregating
20,000,000 men—not volunteers, but
with military training prepared to take
the field as trained troops. England
will find she has something more serious than half-savage tribes of !he Soudan or unarmed mountain tribes to
deal with when she sees the Russian
Cossacks on her border. And Russia
can put a half million Cossacks on the
border of India almost any day when
her railroad system in Persia and Afghanistan is complete. She can use
the Amu Daria river, too, for the transportation of her troops. Besides, as I
have said, she can arm the Hindus if
she chooses; for at many places in Russia they make arms of fine quality.
"The Ameer of Afghanistan is iu a
ticklish position. He is threatened by
England1 on'the'south and Russia on
the north; and he has taken to the hills
and is reported dead. But no one can
doubt who would control in Afghanistan if any question arose—the English
whose sole reliance is in a navy and
the native troops of India or Russia

with her great army ready to invade
the country at any time.
"It is reported that there is a proposal from England to join the railroad
she is now building from India into
southern Afghanistan and thus secure
a continuous route with Russia to
Europe. No doubt this is intended to
cut off the independent route which
Russia has planned in Persia and
Afghanistan in conjunction with her
own and this would indicate that England is alive to the commercial and
strategic advantage of Russia's proposed system of railways in Afghanistan and Persia.
"In central Asia is a fertile country.
If Russia put an army of a half million
near the border of India, she could
maintain it there indefinitely. The
wants of the Russian soldier are much
less than those of any other soldier in
the world, and therefore Russia could
maintain indeflnitely an enormous force
near India's borders as a practical menace to that country. These men must
be maintained somewhere. They might
as well be kept in Afghanistan as anywhere else. There would be no difficulty in maintaining a standing threat
to England there, And if the time
should ever come to strike at England's
power in India and it should be successful—as there is little doubt it would
be—England would sink to the level of
a second-rate power. It is this prospect which, as I have said, has made
the English nation wild and set her
government seeking the aid of almost
every other nation on the globe.
"My conclusions as to the situation
in Asia are the results of personal observation. I traveled over the railroad
from Mery to the Afghan border at
Kushk, which is only the beginning of
a line which is being extended into
Persia under important concessions
which I learned had been made by that
government."

SCATTERED.
GATHERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among all
"Behold, X will take the children ol' Israel
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto, the other. * * * And among' those na- from among the nations, whither they bo firono,
tions shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the and will gather them on every side, ami bringsole of thy foot, have rest"—Deut. 2«: l>4, B5.
' them into their own land" -Ezek. 'XI: ;.'!, :.':.'.

JEWISH CAIJENDAK.
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Bosh Chodesh Shebat..Thursday, Jan. 12
Kosh Chodesh Adar.. ..Saturday, Feb. 11
Fast of Esther
Thursday, Feb. 23
Purim
Friday, Feb. 24
Kosh Chodesh Nissan. ..Sunday, March 12
Shabbas Hagadol
Saturday March, 25
Passover, 1st day
Sunday, March 26
Passover, 7th day
Saturday, April 1
Kosh Chodesh Iyar
Tuesday, April 11
Lag b'Omer
Friday, April 28
Bosh Chodesh Sivan, Wednesday, May 10
Shabuoth
.Monday, May 15
Kosh ChodeshTammuz.. .Friday, June 9
Fast of Tammuz
Sunday, June 25
Bosh Chodesh Ab
Saturday, July 8
Fast of Ab
Sunday. July 16
Boah Chodesh Ellul.
..Monday, August 7
c
Bosh Hashanah 5 60 Tuesday, Sept. 5
NOTE.—The Hebrew day begins with
the sunset of the day preceding the corresponding common date.
The German Emperor and ZionismThe German emperor has received
Dr. Herzl, but though lie would encourage the colonization of Palestine,
whether by Jews or Germans, be has
expressed himself strongly on the necessity of upholding the authority of the
sultan; Dr. Herzl appears to feel that
to treat with the sultan is the only
practical course at present, for he has
recently said, "Only after formal arrangements with the Turkish government is there a prospect of colonization
taking a legal direction," 4.s to toe

sultan"s attitude in the matter, there is
nothing to show exactly what it is, but
he has conferred upon Dr. Herzl the
Order of the Medjidieh. On the other
hand, the Jewish newspaper Woschod
states that the authorities in Palestine
have received strict orders from the
Porte, forbidding the sale of land to
the representatives of Barou Rothschild and Baron Hirscli, as well as of
the Alliance Israelite.— Wutchword and
Irutk.
The Strategical Importance of Palestine.

From an article in the Fortnightly
Review we gather that it is calculated
that Syria and Palestine could support
a population of from ten to fifteen millions, numbers which the writer says
" will not appear excessive to anybody
acquainted with the fine climate and
extraordinary fertility of the country."
The projected railways from the Cape
to Cairo, and through the Euphrates
Valley are mentioned, and it is pointed
out that they would meet in Palestine.
"Palestine is die great center, the
meeting of the roads. Whoever holds
Palestine commands the great lines of
communication, not only by land but
also by sea ; not only would the power
in Syria control the railways, but would
be master of the Suez canal, and dominate Egypt. Syria with its mountain
ranges is easyt.Q defen4 and, conquer;
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in the case of Egypt the reverse is true.
History repeats itself ; Syria will once
inevitably rise like the Phoenix from its
ashes, and yel more magnificent towns
than they are destined to cover the sites
of Babylon and Niu. veil.''—Watchword
and Truth.
Buy Zion Bank Shares.
Subscriptions opened for the Jewish
Colonial bank, which is one of the
features of the Zionistic plan for the
purchase of Jerusalem by the Jews
of the world, have met with an encouraging response in Chicago. In
Zion hall, 309 West Twelfth street, 200
shares have already been sold, and it
is anticipated that the total number
disposed of in Chicago will reach 5000.
The price, per share is $5.00 The subscriptions are being made by poor as
well as rich.
The Jewish Colonial bank is to be
established in London, England, and
leaders of the Chicago branch of the
society have received from that city a
prospectus of that institution. More
interest is displayed in the gigantic
scheme than was anticipated by the
most sanguine of the Zionists.
— Chicago Journal.

THE HALL-WILLIAMS DEBATE.
A Few Words from Readers and Reviewers. J. LEASK, of Chicago, says
that in the first part of the debate Mr. Hall has made the best defence of a hard case he ever saw; but
as he nears the end he manifests a
greater struggle to make a show of a
case.
Brother Thompson, of Chicago, says
"The book is excellent, and helps to
show the triumph of the Truth in spite
of the shrewd efforts of our opponents."

I think Hall is better acquainted with
the language of the Bible than any
man I have yet read of in the "orinodox" world. He did the best that can
be, done, and said the best than can be
said as a fanatic imbued with the
spirit of the dark ages. I enjoyed your
presentation of the arguments immensely, an 1 intend one of the books for a
Baptist preacher here.—J. S. NEAT,E,
Va.
I wish you would send me one dozen
cloth bound Hall-Williams Debate. I
will keep the twelve paper covers also. I
like the book very much so far as I
have read, but I find Mr. Hall will act
in a manner that does not appear honest to me. But he is, no doubt, a
champion, and puts up a good 8ght
with such material as he has.—BBO.
R. C. HENLEY, Norfolk, Va.

We have received a copy of the HallWilliams Debate (both editors and
preachers) involving the questions of
"Inherent Immortality," and the
"Eternal Punishment of the Wicked."
The debate took place recently in Zion,
Ky., in the presence of a daily audience
of two thousand people. We have reviewed the arguments carefully and
must say that if the endless torment
theory has no better exponent and the
doctrine of the immortality of the soul
no greater apostle in the Baptist church
than Mr. Hall, Christadelphian Williams will sweep the two doctrines out
of the orthodox Bible, and there will be
no hell for man but the grave, and no
immortality till after the resurrection.
—Prom Editorial in Alexander, (Va.)
Times.
AN AGED MAN WRITES.

"What may we not expect ? I am old
enough to remember when the " Rev."
Lewis Way was thought to be out of
his mind because he believed, through
God's Word, that the Jews would one
day be restored to their own land.
That was when I heard him preach in
Paris in 1827, for my memory goes that
far back," — Jfatc/iword and: Truth,
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"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days come not. nor the years draw nigh,
when tliou Shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
HULES.
J.—Answers must be In your own writing.
3—State which class you belong to, mid give your ajre
2.--\Vi<ite on one side ot the paper only.
on each paper you send.
. ,
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mi\ Leask, by the 20th of each month.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing

ANSWERS.
BEST PATER, CLASS N O . 1.

in February ADVOCATE :

1. The kingdom of Israel lasted
from first of Rehoboam H. C. 975
(I. Kings xii; 20) to the sixth Hezekiah
Bessie Cocke (11), d e a l Springs, 111., 95; B. C. 720.—II. Kings xvii: 5, 6.
John II. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 95;
2. The kingdom of Israel dually fell
Lois
Mason, (13), . Erie, 111., 95;
into the hands of the king of Assyria.
Chas. M. Brice (10), Gait, Ont., 95;
II. Kings xvii: 3-6.
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 95;
3. We hear of them last in II. Kings
Dora Merring (12), Kizers, Pa., 90;
xviii: 11, where the king of Assyria carLeota Runnion (11), Sheldon, 111., 90;
ried away Israel unto Assyria and put
Percy Clark (12), Hilton, N . J., 85;
them in Halah and in Hahor by the
Eugenie Clark (9), Hilton, N. J., 85;
river of Gozan and the cities of the
Mary L. Green, (13), Spottsville, Ky. 85;
Medes. Proof also in II. Kings xvii: 6,
MileyConnaway (13),Spottsville,Ky. 85;
4. No. Proof. Ezek. xxxvii: 20 28Lela Connaway (10), Spottsville, Ky. 85;
where God says lie will take the chilDucie White (11), Spottsville, Ky., 85;
dren of Israel from among the heathen
and gather them on every side and
CLASS N O . 2.
bring into their own land.
Ezra Cocke (15), Creal Springs, 111., 95;
COCKE.
Bessie Williams (10), Chicago, 111., 90;
Charles Mason (17), Erie, 111., 90; SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS N O . 1.
Mabel Clarke. (14), Hilton, N. J., 90;
1. The kingdom of Israel lasted 250
Daisy Franklin (15), Elgin, 111., 90; years from Jeroboam till Hoshea, the
Alice Dolph (18); Rochester, N. Y., 85; nineteenth and last king of Israel (ten
tribes') from 970 to 720 B. C. Proof, I.
.-. • JAMBS LEASK, 532-62d St.,
Kings, xii: 20; II. xvii: 16, au<l Young's
Station O.
Chicago, 111.
Condordance.
QUESTIONS.
2. They were taken captive by the
king of Assyria.-—II. Kings xvii: 6;
••••" LESSOR NO: 72. CLASS N O . 1.
xviii: 11.
1. flow long did the kingdom of
3. We hear of them last in the land
Israel (ten tribes) last?
of Assyria in Hal ah and Ilabor and the
2. Into whose hands did they finally
cities of the Medes.--II. Kings xviii: H
fall?
and I. Chron. v: 26.
3. Where! Zi y/e, hear of them last ?.
4. No; they will be gathered by
CLASS N O . 1.

4.

Is that the end of them V

Christ when lie poises aq spoken by
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Caiaphas in Jno. xi: 52. Proof, Jer.
xxxi: 10; Ezek. xxxi: 21-25.
JOHN II. BRICE.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 72, CLASS NO. 2.

Class No. 2 same as Class No. 1, with
the question added :
No. 5. How many kings reigned over
Israel from their revolt to their final
captivity ?
ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.

The kingdom of Israel lasted from
the first of Rehoboam B. C. 975. Proof,
I.Kings xii:20to the sixth of Heze-.
kiah B. C. 721. Proof II. Kings xviii:
10, also xvii: 5, 6, which is 254 years.
—II- Kings xviii: 9, 10.
2. The kingdom of Israel finally fell
into the hands of the king of Assyria.
—II Kings xvii: 6.
3. We hear of them last in II. Kings
xviii: 11, where the king of Assyria
carried Israel away and put them in
Halah and in Habor by the river of
Gozan and in ihe cities of Medes.—II.
Kings xviii: U.
4. No. In Ezek. xxxvii: 21, 22,
where the Lord God says " I will take
the children of Israel from among the
heathen and will gather them on every
side, and bring them into their own
land : and I will make them one nation in the land upon the mountains of
Israel; and one king shall be king to
them all: arid they shall be no more two
nations, neither Shalt they be divided
into two kingdoms any more at all.
4 There were nineteen kings ruled
over Israel from their revolt to their
final captivity. Proof as follows :
1. Jeroboam, Proof, I. Kings, xiv: 20
2. Nadab
- "
"
xv: 25
3. Baasha •'
"
xv: 33
4. Elah - "
"
xvi: 8
5. Zimri
"
"
xvi: 15
6. Omri - "
"
xvii: 23
7. Ahab
• s»
•!
xv{: g9.

8. Ahaziah
- "
"
xxii: 15
9. Jelioram " II. Kings
iii: 1
10. Jehu
'•
"
x: 36
11. Jehoahaz - "
"
xiii: 1
12. Joash
"
" xiii: 9-10
13. Jeroboam "
"
xiv: 23
:i
14. Zachariah
"
xv: 8
15. Shalluin
- il
"
xv: 13
16. Menahem
"
"
xv: 17
17. Pekahiah "
"
xv: 23
18. Peka
"
"
xv: 27
19. Hoshea
"'
"
xvii: 1
EZRA COCKE.
SECOND BEST PAPEI; CLASS N O . 2.

1. The kingdom of Israel commenced as a separate kingdom 975
B. C , and was taken captive by Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, 720 B. C ;
hence their kingdom lasted two hundred and fifty-five years.
2. They finally fell into the hands of
the Assyrians.—II. Kings xviii: 9,10.
3. The last we hear of them is when
they were taken captive at the river
Gozan.—II. Kings xviii: 11.
4. God has promised to restore all
Israel to their own land (Jer. xxi: 10;
Ezek. xxxvii: 20-22; xxxvi: 12: 24)
Hence their disappearance after the
mention of them at the river Gozan is
not the end of them.
5. Nineteen kings reigned over Israel from their revolt under Jeroboam
to their final captivity in the reign of
Hoshea.

BESSIE WILLIAMS.
QUESTIONS.
CLASS NO. 1.

1. How long did the kingdom of Judah
last?
2. Into whose hands did they fall first
and finally?
3 Quote three texts to prove the restoration of Israel and Judah?
CLASS NO. 2.

Same as No. 1, with the question added.
Do the Scriptures say that ''David should
never want a man to reign;" and if so has
his kingdom been without a man to reign,
and if so how do you harmonize the facts
ith the scripture referred to?
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CREAL SPRINGS, ILL.—As the wife
of our secretary brother W. S. Cocke has
been seriously ill since last August and
he has been confined to her bedside, it
devolves upon us to write the following
intelligence in his place,
On January 5th brother Richard Green
in company with brother Huggins, arrived here from Kentucky, Brother
Green spent three Sundays with us, delivering several lectures in Creal Springs
and at our meeting house here. The
brethren were spiritually benefited by
his exhortations. On the 15th of January
our daughter Ethel was immersed, having been examined by brother Green as
to her understanding of the first principles of the Truth. Brother Huggins
remains with us and has been busy whenever the weather would admit, lecturing
at different places in our neighborhood,
and holding conversations with interested parties. He has awakened quite
an interest among the people. This was
especially so in the case of a man and his
wife who are members of the Campbellite church, and in whom they, the Campbellites, took so much interest they told
the interested parties that they would
send their preachers out to straighten
them up. The man learning of their intention thought it well that brother Huggins and myself should meet his Campbellite friends and talk the matter over.
They, however, would not consent to
such a meeting, but came, five strong,
yesterday. Two of them were preachers,
and when they arrived at the house and
found brother Huggins already there and
that the interested [parties had sent for
us they, the Campellites, claimed that
they had met as a church committee and
requested the interested parties to have
us leave the room, claiming that we
would be a cause of disturbance. Brother
Huggins insisted on remaining in the
room, promising to be silent, only wanting to hear what they had to say, but
even this privilege was refused. So we
remained outside until they were through,
their talk lasting three hours. After they
left we were kindly invited in, and the
interested parties having taken down all
the quotations that the preachers had

brought forward as opposed to the
Christadeiphian faith, we had the pleasure of explaining and harmonizing the
same with our belief. We believe we
did this to the satisfaction of the interested I parties, brother Huggins remaining over night with them. We have
the pleasure of announcing another addition to our numbers by the immersion of
Mrs. Harriet J. Duggar, wife of our
brother Albert Duggar on Sunday, March
12th. We hope soon to be able to report
other additions. We are glad to say that
brother Huggins is a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of Truth. He is constantly improving and although a young man he
shows marked ability in explaining the
Truth both in private conversation and in
public lectures.
Yours in the the one hope.
B. G. COCKE.
LATER.

We have the pleasure of recording another addition to our ecclesia, namely,
Mr. J. J. Henshaw, who was immersed
March 22nd. Mr, Henshaw has been interested in the Truth for some time. He
was formerly a Congregationalist and has
been quite a prominent man in the place.
We feel encouraged by his obedience because we think he is a man who will be of
service in defending the Truth before the
public.

B. G. COCKE.

HENDERSON CO., KY.—Since our last
report we have been called upon to mourn
the loss by the great enemy's ruthless
hand of one of our dear brethren. On the
morning of February 15 brother Ira Griffin yielded up his life into the hand of
Him who has the key of the grave. He
was cut off from this life in the " midst of
his days " (aged thirty-five), after a short
probation, in which he was keenly alive
to all the interest of the Truth and manifested great love for it. We mourn but
not without hope. Brother R. C- Green
conducted the funeral, taking occasion
to speak many words setting forth the
Truth in all its beauty and cheering hope
to the large assembly of brethren and
friends. Brother Griffin ardently desired
to live to read the Hall-Williams debate,
and had promised to be an efficient agent
in selling and distributing the book; but,
alas, this pleasure was denied him. But
when he awakes in the resurrection we
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feel he will have no occasion to regret,
except it be his short probation. We are
all alive spiritually, serving the Master
as best we can, pressing forward in hope.
Brother Huggins is in the lecture field,
sowing the.seed of the kingdom. Brother
C. M. Williams will shortly leave us for
Morrillton, Ark. We commend him to
the brethren there.
W.J.GEEEN.
KATRINE, ONT.—Brother Williams,
it i.s with joy that I cannot describe to
you, and I know that you will share with
me in the same when you hear the good
news I have to tell you, that there are at
least four persons seriously investigating
the glorious truths of God's Holy Word.
I was in conversation with one of them
yesterday and she stated to me that she
was "' fully eonvinced the things Mr. Williams teaches in his writings are accordto the Scriptures;" also, that she wished
to be immersed into the sin-coveringKame. She is much in earnest and realizes the solemn fact that to delay is dangerous. I am going to see the brethren
at Trout Creek on Sunday, the Lord willing, and lay the matter before them.
This friend has read with deep interest
your '• Nine Nights' Discussion," with
F. W. Grant, also the " Trinity,' by
brother G. T. Washburne. One of Mr.
Grant's friends tried his very best to
keep her in the dark ; he even went into
the house and prayed with her that she
and her husband might be kept from
the falsehoods which he said I was trying
to teach ; but his prayer is not answered
yet and I know that it never will be. Let
us thank God and take courage and remember how many are in total darkness,
going down to the grave no more to rise
again forever, and are persuading themselves that they at death are going to
heaven to be forever with the Lord. Dear
brother, do you think Christadelphians
generally are aware how little our doctrines are known. I often come in contact with well-informed men in general,
such as public school teachers and also
students from the colleges who are entirely ignorant of the truths we hold. I
wonder that I never heard these things
before, but I thank God that I have
been spared to see the glorious truths of
the Bible. Your little book, " The Great
Salvation " was the means used by God
to lead me into the true light. O, how I

ADVOCATE.

wonder that in reading the Scriptures I
never understood them before; they
seem so plain no w since you pointed them
out to me. There is yet a great deal that
I do not understand,of course. Will you
kindly thank, through the ADVOCATE,
the brethren or sisters who so kindly sent
me the Glad Tidings and the 1897 numbers
of the ADVOCATE ; also sister Smith, for
her kind offer to me, which I shall
shortly accept.
Hoping this will find you and yours
well as it leaves us at present, as ever
yours in Christ,
JAS. KNIGHTS.
LOCKPOKT, N, Y.—I trust whenever
you come this way again you will make
us a visit. We will be glad to see you,
more so as we were disappointed the last
time you were in our direction. You or
any other brother or sister in the Truth
will always find an open door at any and
all times if you call on us. As vou know,
we are alone in this city, my wife and
myself, but we have the pleasure of occasionally meeting with those of like precious faith at Buffalo, only twenty-six
miles away, and can be reached by trolley as well as by steam car.
I am yours,
AMBEOSB SHOBT.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.—Itis with pleasure
we announce the addition of three
to our ecclesia in the persons of brother
and sister C. C. Vredenburgh and brother
Johnston, by removal from Jersey City
ecclesia ; their loss being our gain. The
condition of our ecclesia has greatly improved since you were here, and we feel
that our prayers and our faithfulness
have been rewarded in the Lord granting
us the addition of those noble and intelligent brethren in whom is the spirit of
the Lord. We pray that the fire that has
been kindled in our hearts may burn with
love and never go out. Our love has
been somewhat intensified by the fact
that our brethren were close and intimate friends of our brother Tomlins, in
whom they had placed every confidence,
and with whom they were in fellowship
since January 1st, without any of our
brethren becoming aware of the fact;
but as soon as we learned of their presence in this city we lost no time in searching them out and gaining their confience
by finding that we were one in mind and

INTELLIGENCE.

one in heart. Although it was hard for
them to part from those whom they had
loved, there was only one path of duty to
perform. They made every effort to
have them return with us, but so far without success. "We pray therefore that the
Lord's will be done. My wife unites with
me in sending our love to you and sister
Williams and Bessie.
Faithfully and fraternally your brother
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you can so far as lies in your power, if
you cannot get the crowd to listen to you,
just seek out individuals who seem anxious to know the Truth. The area of
work may seem small at first, but secure
say one individual—but such are few and
far between. Perhaps if you don't know
anyone else that may be interested in
the Truth, perhaps your brother does; if
so, try to get these others interested. If
distant from you send them books or
in the Lord,
W I I I I A M DOLPH.
papers and when they become interested
SHALLOW LAKE, ONT,-Since writ- ask them if they happen to know of othing you last three more in this vicinity ers whom they think wouid take a like
have come out from the surrounding interest in the Truth; by this means you
darkness and have been joined by bap- can often spread a knowledge of the
Truth over quite an area of country. In
tism into that great Name, outside of
which there is no salvation : J. J. Man- a few years you will find that you have
chester, formerly Russellite ; Mr. and gained considerably in numbers and
Mrs. Matthews, formerly Methodists. quite an amount of headway will be
Mrs. Matthews is a Methodist minister's made in still letting others know the
daughter. She formerly lived in Owen Truth, and you will find at last that some
Sound and was at that time a Mrs. little work has been accomplished Don't
Walker. A brother, Alfred Howell, now be afraid of spending a few dollars on
residing somewhere in California, then books and distributing them. You will
of Owen Sound, used to try his very best never be able to give as much as the
to show them the Truth, but Mrs. Walker Saviour gave for us—he paid the heaviest
would not listen ; neither would she have price.
the books he wanted her to read. Brother
A hard life and a cruel death was what
Howell left them on one occasion and he paid formaking known the gospel that
told them that they would not listen to we might rise to an equality of nature
him at that time but the time would come with himself, and I do not think any one
when they would listen to the Truth and can exert himself too much in its interread his books. It came to pass all right
est to gain the promised reward. Let
years after they removed out here. Out trifling, frivolous things that may be only
of curiosity they came to our meeting one pleasing to the eye alone, and make the
evening and ever after they came ; and spreading of the gospel one continued
now we only hope that the great God of effort first, last, and always, before and
Israel will so keep them that they may all above everything. The things of this
be found amongst the redeemed in the age are but foolish, but the age to come
day when he shall judge the secrets of promises joy, health, strength and Immen by the Man Christ Jesus. I was mortality in perfection, and in this presreading your remarks on the clergy. As ent evil age you will find there is One who
they have been, so will they continue to can help and will do so, and find comfort
be, going from bad to worse, trafficing in for you when needed.
men's lives, greedy for place and the
Yours in Israel's hope,
dollars. They will not enter into the
W. D. HABBIS,
kingdom, nor suffer anyone else to enter.
They style themselves " Reverend" and
TKININAD, PORT-OF-SPAIN.—I was
" Holy Father," all claiming to be ordained of Deity, to preach the gospel, much pleased to receive from you by last
which they certainly don't know, and mail parcel containing ADVOCATE and
Deity certainly never ordained any one tracts. I trust that you will continue to
to preach such nonsense as they do in the send ADVOCATE for which I will send my
name of Truth. Their day is to-day— subscription in a few mails time. I may
nearly ended, and a brighter to-morrow say we are very few brethren over her*,
is not far off. I would say to every one although for the last eighteen months we
to push the knowledge of the gospel all have increased from two to eight. There
has been a slow but steady increase from
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among the poor of the people. Trinidad
is a Roman Catholic community. Catholicism has greatly impoverished all spiritual appetite of the people for Truth, especially among the higher and middle
classes. We, therefore, as poor fellows,
are only able to sound our voices among
friends and that in a careful manner, to
try to open up to them the Truth as it is
in the Scriptures. In this way many have
been startled and convinced. Tracts are
desirable. I trust I may soon be able to
make arrangements lor supplies. Likewise some cheap works—pamphlets. I
can do but very little, but trust the Father will help me to the honor of his
great Name. Our labor of love will be rewarded at the appearing of our Lord and
Master.
Your brother in Christ,

ADVOCATE.

tion the death of David Mann, aged six
years, who was the son of brother and
sister Mann. He was interred in Millbury graveyard October 19th last.
Though the hand of death has been
among the children of our brethren, we
are none the less on the lookout for our
coming King. We trust the time is not
far distant when we shall be in the kingdom of God, and we shall be able to say,
"O grave, where is thy victory ? O
death, where is thy sting? "
With love from Worcester ecclesia,
J. HOLLOWS, Sec.

IS ROME ALWAYS THE SAME ?

At the Vatican in Borne it has been the
custom on state occasions to offer up
E. A. THOMAS.
prayers lor the monarchs of Europe ; but
Pope Leo has had this changed by insertVANCOUVER, B. C—Brother and sis- ing the words " n a t i o n " and " p e o p l e "
ter James Cook and family left Vancou- instead of " r u l e r " and "sovereign."
ver on January 14th of this year, for New several years ago this, astute politician
Zealand, not expecting to return; but to instructed the French clergy to explain
my agreeable surprise I see their names to their flocks that one can be a good
quoted in the passenger list on her re- Catholic and a true republican at the
turn. They must have got off at Victoria, same time, but only within the past year
B. C , as I have not seen them yet. I have these changes been made in the
wish I had the means to pay your passage prayers at the Vatican- Pope Leo has
and time to come out to Vancouver to also notified the sovereigns of Austria
lecture. There are all kinds of doctrines and Spain that their former rights of
taught here except the Gospel of the veto at papal conclaves can no longer be
Kingdom and the Name of Je&us the acknowledged because they have failed
to protect the papacy from the loss of its
Anointed. Fraternally yours,
temporal power. Towards France, howWM. MATHESONever, the pope has never failed to show
[Sure enough in the list of passengers his grateful feeling because that country
of the S. S. " Warimoo" appear the has not officially signified its acceptance
names, " Mr. J. C. Cook, Mrs. Cook," of the "spoliation of the Holy See." BeThe vessel had a stormy voyage. We are cently, strange to say, a band of "Chriswondering why brother and sister Cook tian Socialists " from France were grachave returned, and hope nothing serious iously received by the pope and they sang
happened. We shall hear from them soon, the '• Marseillaise" which calls for " the
death of all kings and tyrants " within
no doubt.—ED.]
the walls of the Vatican itself. And now
it is semi-offlcially announced that it is
WOKCESTEE, MASS.—In writing you the conviction of the pope " that the futhis time I cannot say we have any more ture welfare of the church and of manadditions to the ranks or' truth, though kind lies with the democracy rather than
there is quite an interest in the Sunday- with any of the forms of monarchy," To
school. Yesterday we laid to rest in the those who are watching the rise of democsilent grave the remains of the infant son racy in Europe these actions will have a
of sister Frobisher, seventeen months startling aspect, and to the students of
old. She feels the loss of her child and history the question will rise, " Is it true
hopes it maybe the means of bringing that Borne never changes ?"— Watchword
her husband into the fold of our future and Truth.
King. I forgot in my last letter to men-
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from Texas, will say. if the way is clear we will try to be at your gathering ; but
arrangements should be so made as to time so that we could go from Arkansas
there.
T H E G R E A T SALVATION IN NOKWEUIAN.—Ilillsboro,

X. I)., April 21, 1899,
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a few weak ones may be disturbed, but 'that, perhaps, had better be risked than
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and would interfere with what many declare to be the good work the ADVOCATE
is doing. So Car as the attack upon us is concerned it counts for nothing
locally where those engaged in it are known. The effort is self-destructive and
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of Vienna, Xew York. Paris and Moscow. Subordinate to this council is a board
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which God declared He will remember.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in it* Origin, pure and perfect in its Teachviuj. The
only Safe and Reliable, Guide to Human Conduct.
BY THE EDITOR.
(Continued from Page 100.)

E are now at a time when many of the most important
witnesses bear their unimpeachable testimony to the
existence of the New Testament, and to the fact that its books
were regarded as of divine authority then as much so as they
are by friends now. Here we have Ireneeus, who was born
about the year 120 ; Polycarp, who was martyred about the
year 164; Papias, who flourished about the year 100. When
we have given a few quotations to show the nature and value
of their testimony we shall have reached the end of our chain,
and shall find it so securely fastened that all the scepticism and
infidelity in the world cannot break it. Let the reader notice
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now that our witnesses lead us into the actual presence of the
writers of the New Testament. Of Irenaeus Paley says :
In this he had been a disciple of Polycarp, who was a disciple of John.
In the time in which he lived, he was distant not much more than a century
from the publication of the Gospels ; in his introduction only by one step
separated from the persons of the apostles. He asserts of himself and his
contemporaries, that they were able to reckon up, in all the principal
churches, the succession of bishops from the first. I remark these particulars concerning Irenaeus with more formality than usual; because the testimony which this writer affords to the historical books of the New Testament,
to their authority, and to the titles which they bear, is express, positive and
exclusive. One principal passage, in which this testimony is contained,
opens with a precise assertion of the point which we have laid down as the
foundation of our argument, viz., that the story which the Gospels exhibit is
the story which the apostles told. "We have not received," saith Irenaeus,
" the knowledge of the way of our salvation by any others than those by
whom the gospel has been brought to us. Which gospel they first preached,
and afterwards, by the will of God, committed to writing, that it might be for
time to come the foundation and pillar of our faith. For after that our Lord
rose from the dead, and they (the apostles) were endowed from above with
power of the Holy Ghost coming down upon them, they perceived a perfect
knowledge of all things. They then went forth to all the ends of the earth,
declaring to men the blessings of heavenly peace, having all of them, and
every one alike, the gospel of God. Matthew then, among the Jews, writ a
gospel in their own language, while Peter and Paul were preaching the gospel at Rome, and founding a church there. And after their exit, Mark also,
the disciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in writing the things
that had been preached by Peter. And Luke, the companion of Paul, put
down in a book the gospel preached by him (Paul). Afterwards John, the
disciple of the Lord, who also leaned upon his breast, he likewise published
a gospel while he dwelt at Ephesus in Asia.

Now here we have a careful account of the origin of the
Gospels and other books of the New Testament by one who
wrote only about seventy years after John wrote the Apocalypse. Irenseus was a disciple of Polycarp and Polycarp was
a disciple: of John. His quotations of familiar words from the
Gospels slows that the books were well known and accepted
as authority; and to fully see the force of what he says concerning the origin of the books, one has only to imagine the
absurdity of a prominent man " who had great influence
throughout the Christian world" (Stowe) thus writing about
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and quoting from books which had no existence. Paley well
remarks, " If any modern divine should write a book upon the
genuineness of the gospels, he could not assert it more
expressly, or state their argument more distinctly than Irenaeus
has done within little more than a hundred years after they
were published." In his day Irenseus could say that "the tradition of the apostles hath spread itself over the whole universe; and all they, who search after the sources of truth, will
find this tradition to be held sacred in every church."
As to the Acts of the Apostles, Irenaeus refers to the conversion of Paul as recorded in Acts ix: " Nor can they (enemies) show that he is not to be credited, who has related to us
the truth with the greatest exactness." " In another place,''
says Paley, " he has actually collected the several texts, in
which the writer of the history is represented as accompanying
St. Paul, which leads him to deliver a summary of almost the
whole of the last twelve chapters of his book. In an author
thus abounding with references and allusions to the Scriptures
there is not one to any apocryphal Christian writing whatever.
This is a broad line of distinction between our sacred books
and the p> ' i"
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Clement of Alexandria was by birth a pagan and, says
Stowe, " received his Christian instruction from the celebrated
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Alexandrian teacher Pantaenus, in the year 187, became
successor in the presidency of the catechetic school, and in
course of time had the world-famed Origen for one of
scholars." As to his testimony for the New Testament
quote the following from Paley :

his
the
his
we

In certain of Clement's works, now lost, but of which various parts are
recited by Eusebius, there is given a distinct account of the order in which
the four gospels were written. The gospels which contain the genealogies
were (he says) written first, Mark next, at the instance of Peter's followers,
and John's the last; and this account, he tells us that he had received
from Presbyters of more ancient times. This testimony proves the following
points: That these gospels were the histories of Christ then publicly received
and relied upon ; that the dates, occasions, and circumstances of their publication were at that time subjects of attention and inquiry among Christians.
In the works of Clement which remain, the four gospels are repeatedly quoted
by the names of their authors, and the Acts of the Apostles is expressly
ascribed to Luke. In one place, after mentioning a particular circumstance,
he adds these remarkable words : "We have not this passage in the four gospels delivered to us, but in that according to the Egyptians;" which puts a
marked distinction between the four gospels and all other histories, or pretended histories, of Christ. In another part of his works, the perfect confidence, with which he received the gospels, is signified. by him in these
words : "That this is true, appears from hence, that it is written in the Gospel according to St. Luke;" and again, " I need not use many words, but
only to allege the evangelic voice of the Lord." His quotations are numerous. The sayings of Christ, of which he alleges many, are all taken from
our gospels, the single exception to this observation appearing to be a loose
quotation of a passage in St. Matthew.

THE DECADENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.
To THE EDITOR OF THE CHRONICLE :

I have, with much interest, been reading the letters of " Emilius " and
his friendly and unfriendly critics, and I have sometimes wondered how an
editor of such a popular paper as the Chronicle could afford to be so indulgent as to admit in the columns of his paper such freedom and latitude in the
discussion of questions upon which people in general and church people in
particular are very sensitive. The fact of wide-open columns in a paper of
the standing of the Chronicle for the untrammelled and unhampered discussion of such subjects is certainly a remarkable innovation; it is a new
departure from the old lines of censorship which carefully trimmed the sails
to suit the prevailing winds of popular sentiment; and while the privilege has
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been somewhat abused by writers who seemed anxious to display their literary acrobatic skill, rather than to present wholesome truths in a form suitable to the masses—and this is liable to be the case always—yet good results
must come irom the open discussion so generously allowed in your columns.
I should be disposed to complain of "Emilius' " sudden ascensions and
descensions in his remarkable rhetorical flights, were it not to be remembered that in this, as well as in nearly all other ways of the world in our
times, it is necessary to be " u p to date " in " style " in order to attract
attention. Some of the flights into the world of verbosity have been quite
bewildering, reminding one of the swift fingers of the pianist teasing and
tantalizing with what is regarded as " style " in a musical performance while
old-fashioned, anxious listeners are striving with all their might to catch the
strains of the promised " Home, sweet home." It is true that " Emilius"
generally gets his parachute open and in proper shape when he cuts loose
from his balloon, and descends and lands right side up ; but some of his
imitators have been tempted to experiment, and upon ascending a short distance from terra firma have lost their self-control and down they have come
with a thud that has broken many bones in their bodies. I think it would
be better to keep closer to the solid earth, where those whose literary visions
are more limited could get a better view of the performances and thereby
derive more real and lasting benefit.
The Saviour tells us that it is the truth that will make us free, which
implies that the absence of truth is bondage. The apostle Paul says that
certain ones were " alienated from the life of God through the ignorance
that was in them, because of the blindness of their hearts." Freedom, therefore, from the evils "Emilius" has pointed out in the religious world
depends upon a theoretical and practical answer to Pilate's question, "What
is truth?" The fact that there is so much mutual slavery in the religious
and political worlds is proof that truth is not the foundation ; for principles
of truth would never yield such results as are justly the subjects of indictment by "Emilius" and his thousands of admirers. When" Emilius" struck
his piercing shafts of truth at the modern churches, he, to some extent,
directed attention to the sandy foundation upon which the tottering and
toyish structure stands. Providence seems to have so guided the principles
of human life as to make it impossible for good moral and civil results to
flow out from corrupt doctrines. If the doctrinal root is unsound the tree,
with its moral branches, will be likewise unsound. Hence the principle
divinely laid down is that " without faith it is impossible to please God."
Now do not let the, scorner begin his usual scoffing because I have introduced "faith," for the faith here is not that blind credulity which is justly
the target of men who are ever ready to fight against " faith." The faith the
apostle Paul refers to in the foregoing quotation is based upon reason of the
highest and most noble character ; it is " the substance of things hoped for
and the evidence of things not seen." Its evidence is established upon the
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most substantial foundation ; for the same apostle declares that " faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by she word of God," whose " word cannot be
broken."
If without faith it is impossible to please God, and if the only faith that
will please Him is an intelligent belief of revealed truth, then it follows
that if Christendom is not based upon the divinely revealed truths which constitute the foundation upon which alone righteousness can rest the reason
why it is subject to serious indictments at the hands of " Emilius " and
others is discovered. Figs will not grow on thistles ; and talk as many may
about flinging creeds to the winds and attending only to ethics, the truth
remains invulnerable that divine " ethics " will not grow up from false doctrinal roots. If there is any meaning in the injunctions, " Prove all things
and hold fast that which is good ; " " Earnestly contend for the faith once
delivered to the saints ; " " If we or an angel from heaven preach any othe r
gospel save that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed,"
etc.,then it is vastly important to know that there are divine principles revealed
capable of being proven and contended for and to ignore, nullify or deny
which will bring a curse instead of a blessing. I therefore believe in a
divine creed, the faithful acceptance of and contention for which means war
to the death against human creeds, and philosophy falsely so-called.
Now what are the foundation doctrines of the popular churches of our
day? Here they are:
1. The Trinity—a triune God, or a trinity of Gods, or, in plain words,
three Gods, which is idolatry.
2. An immortal, eternal, personal devil—one who is immortal as God
is immortal, who will live as long as God lives, and whose power for evil is
equal if not greater than the power of God—that is, if we are to judge
by results as declared by the devotees of this doctrine, in comparing their
hell with their heaven.
3. The immortality of the soul, that is, that every human being,
whether wild or tamed; savage or docile; wicked or good; idiotic or
sensible ; wise or otherwise—that because he is what is called a human
being, though he may compare quite unfavorably with a horse or. a cow,
yet he is " an immortal soul," part of God's very nature and therefore to
that extent a god.
4. Conscious existence of every human being after death—that death
is but transition to another life in which one class is to enjoy eternal happiness while the other, for just as long a time—eternity—-must (and there are
countless millions of them, so it is claimed), groan and moan, weep, and
writhe in indescribable torture throughout time that shall know no end.
These, Mr. Editor, are the cardinal doctrines of the so-called Christian church ; and may I not venture to say that to simply state them is
to evoke outbursts of condemnation from all intelligent, common-sense
people, and now, if figs do not grow on thistles, in the name of reason what
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is the use of hoping for righteousness from a system whose foundation principles blaspheme the God of heaven, deify and flatter frail, mortal man,
immortalize and enthrone over the vast majority of the human race an arch
enemy of God and man, perpetuate indescribable torture for billions of our
unfortunate race, outrage reason and mock at common sense—I ask and I
press the question, what is the use of hoping for better fruits than we have
from a poisonous tree whose roots run back and fasten themselves in the
soil of Egyptian darkness, Grecian God-dishonoring "philosophy," and
Roman superstition ?
Liberty has taught men how to use their brains, and this is the reason
why there has been a "decadence of Christianity." Mark you, the Bible
has not changed. It is the same old, reliable, pure and holy book it always
was. But how can we expect people who have learned, since they threw of!
the shackles of the " Church," how to reason, to put any confidence in a
system which asks them to believe, or to swallow without belief, statement-,
that the Father is co-eternal, the Son is co-eternal, and the Holy Ghost is
co-eternal, and these three co-eternals arc also co-equal ami yet there is
only one? Men with limited practice in the use of their brains will step on
"holy ground" without taking off their shoes, and they will ask, How aura
ber one can be equal to number two and three, and number two equal to
number one and three, and number three equal to number one and two and
yet after all there be not two nor three but only one? We must not be sinprised when the theological conjurer of words attempts to hide his foolish
ness under the mantle of " Mystery, mystery," if the plain thinker should
retort, " Mystery ! not a bit of it, but a flagrant palpable absurdity and a
confused conflict of theological verbosity. No mystery about it ; you ran
not cheat me in that way. The dark ages—your successful days—aic
passed ; reason has regained her throne and the Bible is no longer closed by
the tyrannical hands of a cunning priestcraft gloating over the cash profit of
a traffic in the bodies and souls of men—away with your cry of " mystery."
Just imagine three co-equal, co-eternal Gods arranging for human
redemption. Number one is angry and determined that if something is not
done all the human race shall be handed over for eternal torture at the hands
of a devil already equipped with a fire-proof nature and a well-fenced farm
of fire and brimstone from which no escape will be possible while eternity
lasts. Well, if something must be done to appease the anger of number
one who is to do it ? There is no one among men, and the devil has no interest in that direction to induce the sending of an agent upon such a mission
—who is to attend to it? Now just try to imagine number two, with the aid
of number three, volunteering to die, when he, by reason of his very nature,
could not die, volunteering to pass through a siege of temptation when he
could not be tempted, agreeing to suffer pangs and pains when he, as '' God
very God," could not suffer. Just try to imagine a " God very God "—a
real personality, being conceived and being born a little helpless know-
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nothing infant, depending for nourishment upon its mother's breast, and for
growth in wisdom upon parental instruction. Just imagine that being—
" G o d very God"—who was from all eternity and whose nature was essentially immortal, I say, just try to imagine such a being dying upon the cross,
being buried in the tomb and rising" therefrom. Why, a church based upon
such unimaginable, unreasonable, unscriptural theories as these could not be
expected to yield anything but the corruptions " Emilms" has called the
attention of the world to.
Now if the Scriptures were allowed to settle the question men would
learn that there is but one God, that He is spirit in focalization and personality, and that out from Him flows spirit which sustains the universe ; that
when concentrated under the power of His will for the performance of a
special work His spirit is called " Holy Spirit," "holy" being used in the
sense of specially set apart or directed ; that by means of His spirit, under
the direction of His will a Son is begotten ; that that Son is born of woman
and in nature " made like unto his brethren," not of the nature of angels,
but in the nature of man ; that under the tender and divinely instituted care
of his mother and guarded by His Father through the Spirit he grew in wisdom and stature, passed through a siege of real (not a sham) temptation ;
really died and was really buried and was really dead when he was dead and
buried when he was buried, and that, on account of having lived a life of
absolute holiness in the death-stricken nature of our fallen race God would
not suffer His holy one to see corruption ; and therefore "God raised Jesus
of Nazareth from the dead—raised Jesus, not simply a clay house he resided
in for thirty-three and a half years, but raised Jesus from the dead; yes,
raised Jesus f)-om the dead, not that He kept him alive during the three days
and three nights and pretended that he was dead, but really and literally and
actually restored to life jesus who was alive till he was put to death, dead
after he gave up his life and was brought from death to life by a glorious
resurrection ; and then given the invitation, " Sit thou on my right hand
until I make thine enemies thy footstool."
Mr. Editor, I am making too heavy a draft upon your generosity. I
will put down my pen for the present, and if opportunity affords it I wilh
with your permission, have a little to sa}»next time I write on the other cardinal doctrines of Christendom.
THOS. WILLIAMS.
From Sunday Chronicle, April 2.

A REVIEW OF THE CLERGY.
To THE EDITOR OF THE COURIER-JOURNAL, LOUISVILLE, KV. :

A friend has sent me a clipping from your valuable paper of Aprii 2nd,
containing answers from ministers of various sects to the question, " Why
should I believe in immortality ? " requesting me to review them. With your
permission I would like to examine some of the inconsistencies of the
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answers given. I will refer to them by the name of the sect which forms
the heading of the answers in your paper.
The first is " Episcopal," who quotes the words of the apostle Paul,
" Jesus Christ hath brought life and immortality to light through the gospel"
and then asserts " our Lord's acceptance of the immortality of the soul as
an axiom of humanity." It seems-not to have occurred to the writer that
the popular doctrine of the immortality of the soul is the " Platonic doctrine," and therefore in its Platonic form, which is its present popular form
—inherent immortality—it was brought to light (?) four hundred years before
Jesus appeared. It is easy to assert that Christ sanctioned the immortality
of the soul, but it would be more satisfactory if " Episcopal" had given the
proof from the words of Jesus. If the doctrine had been sanctioned by Him,
words equivalent would have been used; but since Jesus brought immortality
to light and we arc told to seek for it and that it is to be put on at the resurrection, when " mortality is swallowed up of life," is it not evident that natural inherent immortality, while it is Platonic, is not Christian or apostolic?
" Unitarian " speaks of " the physical accident of death " as if it did not
interfere with man living on in spite of the " accident." Yet he quotes the
words of Jesus, " Because I live ye shall live also," which show that the life
referred to \s promised life and not naturally inherent, and that it is a life to
be imparted only to Christ's true followers because he had it to give to them.
The theory of all these writers is, not that we may obtain immortality
through Christ, but that we are " immortal souls " by birth, whether saint or
sinner, regardless of merit or demerit.
" Presbyterian " is verbally nearer the mark, when he says, " Christ
promises immortality," and "Beyond the material and visible, this mortal
puts on.immortality," referring to resurrection. But he spoils this accidental utterance of truth by saying, " that the spiritual life . . . comes to
the hour of death, as the heir reaches his majority, or the scholar his day of
graduation. Life is still real, and earnest." If he had put resurrection
instead of death he would, have, saved the force of his quotation, "This
mortal shall put on immortality."
. Roman Catholic contradicts himself by saying, " I await the resurrectipn of the .dead and.the life of the world to come," and then immediately
asserting,,that." the soul of.man cannot but be immortal by its very essence."
Then he doubly confuses this by saying* that " there is in the nature of man
a.desire for immortality." If the soul is the real man and is now immortal
" by its very essence " does it desire what .it already has and is by nature ?
The fact that man desires immortality, and that it is conditionally promised
ought to be sufficient to show that it is not now an actual possession," for
"why doth a man hope for that which he already hath? "
"Christian Evolutionist," as usual, discants about "the whole process
of the. long evolution, which has been for the purpose of producing a
thinking, willing, loving man." That "God has spent ages in making a
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Shakespeare, a Gladstone and a Lincoln." Of course he thinks these productions " the process of a long evolution" which "God has spent ages in
evolving " do not die at death, nor go into the grave with their bodies ; but
he does not tell us how it was with subjects of the " process " in the monkey
stage, whether there was a monkey spirit adapted to the monkey body ; and,
sad omission, he forgets to tell us whether in that monkey stage of long ages
in the obscure and remote past the embryonic, unevolved Shakespeare, Gladstone and Lincoln escaped the grave and entered the spirit world to climb
the trees and chatter to the amusement of fellow monkey poets and statesmen. "Man," he says, "does not grow old; it is the body which grows
old." So I suppose we must conclude that man is quite as old at birth as
he is at death ; and all this common talk about old men being in their
dotage is a mistake ; and the superannuation of " old men," why, old men,
indeed, they do not grow old. What a mistake it was to politely ask the late
secretary of state to give place to a younger man. The old adage " once a
man and twice a child " needs a "whole process of evolution " to evolve it
into that stage of mental acuteness that will realize that there is no oldness
about it. The next time you hear an old man who may seem to have lost
the use of his faculties talking in a childish manner, do not hint that his
brain powers have worn out and declined with age ; go to a " Christian Evolutionist," whatever kind of a creature that may be in this "whole process of
ages of evolution," and he will, do doubt, be able to turn the childish, disconnected words of " d o t a g e " into the most sublime and transcendant philosophy of " Christian Evolution." How nice it is to have an Abbott ready
at hand in such emergencies, with all the accompaniments, D.D., etc., etc.
Even after immortalizing Shakespeare, Gladstone and Lincoln, and
giving his readers to understand that they, having evolved so far beyond the
monkey stage in the process, had passed over death into the world of immortal spirits, this "Christian Evolutionist," tantalizes his readers, as if snatching bread from the lips of a hungry man, by saying that "immortality is not
a demonstrated fact, but it is a necessary anticipation." So Evolution, plus
" Christian " has not evolved its devotees beyond the "anticipation " stage
yet, and therefore Shakespeare, Gladstone and Lincoln evolved too soon to
benefit from the anticipated stage when immortality will be evolved into a
" demonstrated fact." In the name of common sense, what has come to be
the matter with men, D.D.'s, L.L. D.'s, etc., especially? What was that
Carlyle said about a world of so many human beings, mostly fools ? But
there, he was a blunt, outspoken man.
Passing from the ridiculous and approaching the sublimity of truth and
facts, what have you, all of you, " Christians " minus the "Evolutionists"
to say about this question of dotage? " Once a man and twice a child ?"
This " immortal soul you all talk about, you say, with " Roman Catholic "
is by essence a simple, spiritual substance, self-subsisting, independent in its
intellectual action of the body/' That being the case it really ought not to
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grow old with the body, nor be young when the body is in infancy. If its
power of thought is " independent of the body " and if it is not matter that
thinks at all, why does the decline of the body and the ravages of age blunt
and impair and finally unseat reason ? Yea, more than this, you watch the
flickering lamp of life growing dimmer and dimmer, and you say, " He is
now unconscious." Unconscious ! what has made him unconscious? Why,
exclaims one of the attendants by the name of Commonsense, do you not see
that he is dying? Yes I see that, but these D.D.'s and LL. D.'s tell me he—
the soul—is immortal and cannot die, and that it is the seat of thought independent of the body, and so I must press my question, Why is he, if he is an
immortal soul capable of exercising the faculties of life independent of the
body, why is he unconscious? Is it that to be dying is unconsciousness, but
to be dead is consciousness ? Come, come now, be reasonable and read
your Bibles, which tell you that " the living know that they must die, but the
dead know not anything." Then you will not be guilty of so much verbal
confusion, but see that immortality is not inherent, but promised to such as
will seek for it, and to be imparted to the righteous only at the resurrection
and judgment.
" Congregationalist " quotes, or rather misquotes scripture to suit his
creed. Here is how he ingenuously does it, by the use of a few stars : " I n
my Father's house are many mansions * * * I go to prepare a place
for you * * * that where I am, there we may be also." These are
" wandering stars" to lead away from truth into the pagan, mythical heaven,
or "happy hunting ground." Let the last three stars fall from the heaven of
" Congregationalist," and you will see the truth. Right in the place they
usurp put these words : " and if I go and prepare a place for you I will come
again and receive you unto myself, that where I am there ye may be also.1'
Then ask, Where will he be when he comes again ? and you will easily
see that it is there he will receive them, there they shall be with him ; and
from this it will be clear that it is when he comes again, not when they die,
he will receive them. That will be the time of the resurrection, when the
dead shall come forth to be given immortality after they have been judged;
and the foolishness of rewarding men in heaven and punishing them in hell
for thousands of years and then bringing them to judgment will be driven
back into the dark ages of Romish superstition and God's word and true
reason will kiss each other.
" Universalist " has discovered a " society " in which he has great hopes.
By implication he says he does not think immortality has yet received
" scientific demonstration," but he thinks " there is sufficient basis in the
recent researches of the Psychical Society to warrant us in believing that
some day the fact of immortality may receive scientific demonstration." He
is previous enough to declare it to be a fact before the psychical society
brings its "scientific demonstration" to bear upon it to show it to be a factOf course he must lament the deficiency of God's Word, in that in all its
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pages its divine science has not been equal to the task of dem0n.stY3.UTYg
immortality to be a fact. Wait a little while till the psychical society throws
its searchlight on the question; then the dim light of Divine Revelation will
be seen to be but a rushlight as compared with the electrical torch of a
scientifically demonstrative psychical society. Dear me, " What fools we
mortals be." How true it is that the world by wisdom knows not God. But
there, why fret? Are we not told that when the veil is torn away from the
clerically blinded masses of the earth by the hands of Him who is yet to be
the light of the world in a vastly more transcendent sense than he has been,
that then they shall astonishingly exclaim, " Surely our fathers (teachers)
have inherited lies, vanity and things wherein there is no profit. But O,
that now the people would read the Bible for themselves and learn that man
is a mortal, perishing creature, to whom the divine olive branch of love is
held out in the sublime words, " God so loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever belicveth in him might not perish but
have everlasting life," a sweet truth ruthlessly distorted by a theory which
says man cannot perish, and that he will live everlastingly somewhere whether
he believes in the Lord Jesus Christ or not. To the moles and the bats with
your heathen dogmas; and let God be true.
THOS. WILLIAMS.
Sent by request of brother 1'. A. Blackwell, of Henderson, Ky.
MR. THOS. WILLIAMS:
834 SIXTY-FIRST ST., CHICAGO, I I I .
DEAR SIR:—I thank you very much foR your proposed review of recent
articles in the Courier-Journal, and for the opportunity of publishing it. I
am afraid we shall not have space for the matter, but none the less appreciate
your courtesy.
Yours truly,
A. M. FORD, Mgr

Editor.

MAN LOST, HOW? MAN SAVED, WHEN AND HOW ?
[The Editor's last lecture at Washington last summer. Brother S. Neale, seeing
a stranger taking notes, requested that a copy be sent to htm, which was done, and
he kindly forwarded it to us, requesting Us publication. Should this fall into the
hands of the stenographer, she will please accept our thanks.—EDITOB.]
ESPECTED FBIENDS : So far as we have gone in the consideration
of our subjects, we have seen that the plan of salvation has to do •with
the earth, and with man upon the earth.
We have seen that here the trouble is, that here the curse is found iu all its
various forms, and that the remedy is for things here and not for other spheres.
We have seen, therefore, that God has promised a time when he will remove the
curse, restore paradise, and bring about a restitution of all things, for God " hath
spoken it by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world began."
So far, however, we have dealt only with the restitution of things in relation
to the earth itself and its affairs in general. Now the question arises, "HON?
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may we enjoy the blessings which are to come through the " restitution of all
things ?" In other words, " How do we stand in relation to that question ?"
" What does God propose to do for us through the gospel V'
In order to know what God has provided for us, we must first of all know
what the trouble is with us. We must first of all know what is the matter with
man before we can hope to understand how there can be an elimination of all
the evils that he is suffering from. This involves the question of what are and
how are to be healed the wounds with which suffering humanity is afflicted.
Let me illustrate this : The gospel is that which offers eternal life. It follows, therefore that eternal life is what we need. If we believe we are already
in possession of eternal life we shall have no use for a gospel which offers us
what we, are already in possession of. If we believe that the power of an endless
life is a power that we are naturally in possession of, we nullify the gospel which
offers us eternal life conditionally. Hence we shall find ourselves in opposition to
the gospel because of not understanding what the evils are it proposes to remove.
Now let me put the matter in another form. Suppose we should find from
the Scriptures that the gospel offers to man, upon certain conditions, immortality, and that we believe that we are naturally in possession of immortality without
the gospel; that we are by nature immortal ; that we have immortality, and cannot
help but have it. Suppose that this is our belief : Then we certainly cannot believe
the gospel, but we nullify it.
So we must first be able to ascertain what is man's nature and condition, before
we shall be able to understand the gospel that proposes to deal with him in the
condition in which he is found, as a fallen, lost man.
The question presents itself to us in this form : "What is lost? What is
the lost estate? What is it to be lost? " This is what we shall have to consider
bpfore we are able to understand the remedy God has provided for our salvation.
Now this will take us back to the beginning. You remember it is said in the
book of Genesis, 2nd chapter and 7th verse, that, "God formed man out of the
dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man
became a living soul." And after the creation was completed it was declared that
" everything wcw very good."

That everything did not remain " very good "' was not God's fault -if you
will allow me to us such an expression—because he gave the world and he gave
man a good start, He created everything " very good." And so we see that it
was not a fallen man nor a lost man that started out in the world's career. Now
this is a good start, but man has marred this; he has fallen from the position that
God created him in, and everything became and has remained very bad ever
since. And it is in this very bad condition in which we find man that he is to be
dealt with. Man is subject to evil in many and various forms—sorrow, sickness, followed by death; so much so that " the whole creation is groaning." Let
us go back for a moment to the creation again and find out what kind'of a man
God created. If it was a man possessed of God's nature—immortality—reason
would suggest the question. Is not God's nature essentially perfect and sinless?
In that case how can a man of such perfect, sinless nature ever sin and ever fall?
You see that to start with this idea of man's nature would preclude the possibility the fall of man. In other words, if God created man an immortal soul, he
created a man out of His own sinless, perfect nature, and how then could such a
man sin, fall and become corrupt ? If God created man in the same nature that
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He is Himself man ought to have continued A perfect being for the very reason that
he was an immortal being. He was in possession of a holy nature. A nature that
could not be tempted with sin; that could not sin, that could not die—a divine
nature.
This would be placing immortality at the wrong end of probationary life—at
the beginning instead of at the end. The time for him to become immortal is
when the saying shall be brought to pass, that is written, ''Death is swallowed
up in victory." Then man will be immortal because by probation he has become
worthy to be a partaker of " the divine nature, having escaped the corruption
that is in the world through lust."
What was man when created? What was his nature? Out of what was he
created? We shall find that instead of man being a creature in possession of
immortality, that he was created of the earth and was earthy, capable of rising
to immortality or falling into mortality. So we read, " And the Lord God
formed man"—man is a formed creature. There was a time when man did not
exist, when he had no form. " But the Lord God formed man of the dust of the
ground." Out of what did the Lord God form him? '• And the Lord God formed
man of the dust of the ground." Then you see that God did not form man out of
His own divine immortal nature.

No ; God formed man of the dust of the ground.

What did God form of the dust of the ground? Man.
Now don't let us add to this and say, No, the Lord God did not form man of
the dust of the ground, that all that he formed of the dust was the body of the
man. We must read the Word of God as it is written, and when we read it we
must believe it and never mind if it does clash with our preconceived ideas. We
must believe what God declares. That is what God has given us his revelation
for in order that we might know the truth ; and when we know it to believe it
even if it does conflict with what we have previously believed. Never mind how
much we may cherish our beliefs ; we must be willing to surrender everything
and " let God be true though all men be liars." That is what the Scriptures tell
us to do, and it is ours to obey.
Now we go back to the text again : "The Lord God formed man, man of the
dust of the ground. It is man that is formed of the dust of the ground, and man
is not formed of the divine nature. Now shall I ask you what is the origin of
man ? Where did he come from? and will you not answer me truthfully by saying, " From the dust of the ground " ?
In I. Corinthians xv: 7 the apostle says, ci The first man is of the earth
earthy," or, literally, " out of the earth." Then he did not come from heaven ?
No. He did not come from the skies? No, he came from the earth. Well,
here is a man formed; we will suppose this book is the man. Moses has declared that that man was formed out of the ground, and Paul says that that man
is out of the earth, and that he is earthy.
But as yet he is lifeless. Now what takes place? May I ask what did not
take place? I will tell you what did not take place : " The Lord God did not
make man an immortal soul, for nothing in the words imply it. But here is the
earth-formed man as yet lifeless, and of him we read, li And the Lord God
breathed into bis nostrils the breath of life." Into whose nostrils ? Why, into
the nostrils of this man that was formed out of the dust of the ground.
We do not find ki immortal soul" in the Bible anywhere. The phrase is not
there, from Genesis to Revelations. What does it say, then, that the Lord God
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breathed into his nostrils ? The breath of life. What, I repeat—I do not care
for repetitions if I can get you to understand—what is it that is breathed into this
formed man? The breath of life. Now what is the result of this? '• And the
man became a living soul," not that he became an immortal soul, but "• a living
soul."
This will be sufficient to show you that " living soul " as used in the Seriptures does not mean immortal soul. If it did you would have to include in it
the beasts of the field, for the words are applied to them oftener than to man.
Perhaps you will ask. Do you mean to say that man is an animal ? I will venture
to say, Yes, he is. Scientists tell us that there are three kingdoms : The vegetable, the mineral and the animal. Does he belong to the vegetable ? No. Does
he belong to the mineral? No. Does he belong to the animal? Yes. Well,
then, science calls him animal, and so science has no right to laugh at the Bible.
When we say man is an animal people are shocked ; but when science says so they
receive it with open arms.
But, you say, there must have been something that was breathed into man
that was not breathed into the beast; because it never says anywhere that when
God created the beast that He breathed into his nostrils the breath of life. Now
if you will read Gen. vii: 22 you will find it speaks of the " beast of the Held," in
" whose nostrils was the breath of life." God breathed into the nostrils of every
creature, as much so as into man, else where did they receive it from ?
But you will say, "Don't you think that man is better than the beast? Oh,
yes, of course I believe that he was then when created and that some men are
better now. But I am not talking about man's superiority over the beast
just now. 1 am showing that God breathed the breath of life into the man's
nostrils, and he became a living soul, and so by the breath of life every living
creature became a living soul. The first time you have the phrase is in Genesis
i: 20. Take your reference Bible and you will have the words " living soul" in the
margin and applied to the beasts of the field. T am not pulling man down to a
level with the beasts. He is superior to the beast, but not because of the
material of which lie is formed, not by any process by which the " breath of life"
was breathed into his nostrils. The beasts are composed of the material that
man is. There is no difference between them so far as the material of which
they are composed is concerned. But there is a difference in their powers or faculties, and man's superiority over the beasts is in his greater power of intellectuality, which makes him a responsible creature in the moral sense. But even in
this we must always allow for many exceptions in the fallen state of the present.
There are many men not equal to the beasts of the field; there are some human
beings that are not as intelligent as the beasts of the field, and are degraded
until they cannot be held responsible upon moral principles.
Well, we will retrace our steps a little. Here is a man formed and
made alive to whom God gives a law, saying, '-Of every tree of the garden
thou mayest freely eat, but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil thou
shalt not eat, for in the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die;" or, as
in the margin, "dying thou shalt die." If you eat the forbidden fruit you
will become a dying man, and you shall die. What shall make him a dying
man ? Eating the forbidden fruit. Why shall he die? Because he sinned in
disobeying God's law. For the wages of sin is death. And of course as long as
we have sin we shall have death.
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But here we have " death " for the first time. What can it mean? What
is death? Let us suppose we hear Adam saying, '• If I partake of the forbidden
fruit I shall become a dying man and I shall die. Now I am alive ; I can see.
I can hear, I can think. I am conscious of all this, but if I eat the forbidden
fruit I shall die. I do not know what it is to die. for I have not seen death but
by the fact that I am not dead, but alive now, I can see that death must be the
opposite of life, and therefore it will deprive me of power to see, to hear to
think—to live. Still Adam did eat of the forbidden fruit, so we have an opportunity of watching the case to see what is meant by death. We see the man
come up for sentence to be pronounced upon him, and now we shall see what
death is. We listen and here is the sentence : " Because thou hast done this",
Adam had been inquiring in his mind what death would be. Now the law is
to be applied in the case of the transgressor—he has become a transgressor and
now the death sentence is to de pronounced upon the man that sinned and the
law is to be practically interpreted.
There is no other man there except the man that ate, that sinned. We must
keep our eyes upon this man that was formed of the dust of the ground. I am
emphasizing this because there are some people who will, in spite of these
facts, say it did not mean Adam, but the body he occupied, as a house. But you
see that the Scriptures are only speaking to us about a literal, real, formed material, breathing man. That was the man who sinned. Now sentence is on that
man. And we shall see what death is : " Because thou hast done this," thou.
hast done this, "cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shall thou eat of
it all the days of thy life. In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread till
thou return unto the dust; for out of it wast thou taken, for dust thou art and
unto dust shalt thou return." Now we know what death is, and all we have
to do is to believe that the man that Moses is talking about died and not that he
left his body and continued to live.
Here is a man that is a reality. I wonder if you are willing to. fully believe
this? Because it is no use to quote scripture unless we believe them as we go
along step by step. Now some say that the man did not die as a result of sin.
That the real man is an "immortal soul," and an immortal soul cannot die.
Now did God say to Adam and Eve, Ye might eat of every tree? Yes; and
they said, "God said we might eat of every tree: but of the forbidden fruit we may
not eat for we shall surely die." What did God say? ""We shall surely die."'
Well, what did the serpent say? " Ye shall not surely die ; but you shall be like
gods. You shall not die at all."
Now if man was then and is now an immortal soul, then lie is like the angels,
the gods, and the serpent told the truth ; because a " never-dying sold " cannot
die. And if the man, the real man, the responsible man was the soul and the
soul was immortal, then that soul did not die. Now which shall be believed,
the serpent or God? Of course I need not ask the question, surely you will take
the Lord's side. Now the apostle Paul, in commenting upon this evil said: '• By
one man sin entered into the world and death by sin and so death passed upon all
men, in whom all have sinned" (Rom. v: 12). Our first parents transgressed the law
in the garden of Eden and their natures therefore became poisoned with death and
human nature has been in that death-stricken condition ever since. Every
descendant of Adam has been poisoned by the same '-sting of death " and death
"passed upon all men." That was how it came upon the whole human family.
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We inherited it because we have all descended from death-stricken parents ;
and so we find ourselves returning to the dust from whence we were laken.
Now let us see how men of scripture understood this matter of death after it
had become a fact. We shall have an illustration of it in Isa. xxxviii: Here
you have the case of a man that was about to die. Isaiah had declared to him,
•' Thou shalt die and thou shalt not live." I refer to the case of Ilezekiah. You
remember when that message first came to him. that Ile/.ekiah turned his face
to the wall and wept. Now why did he weep? liecause the messenger told him
he should die. And he prayed to God to allow him to live. God answered his
prayer, and added to his days fifteen years. Did he thereby keep him on the earth
and out of heaven fifteen years longer than would have been the case if death had
overtaken him? I mean, if he had died would lie have continued to live out of
his body instead of in his body as the religious world claims? If death to Ilezekiah meant what popular theology claims—departure of the '" immortal soul" to
heaven, then to add fifteen years to his life was to keep him fifteen years out of
heaven. Can you persuade yourselves that in answering Ilezekiah's prayer God
kept him out of heaven for fifteen years? Are you willing to believe that he was
kept out of heaven by praying to have Ids life, saved? For the message was,
;
" Thou shalt die and not live;'- and he prayed for the prolongation of his life.
Paul speaks of Epaphroditus, "who was sick nigh unto death, but God had mercy
on him." Was he a good man? Yes. And he was sick nigh unto death? Yes.
15ut God did not allow him to die, he restored him to health. Now, if lie would
have gone to heaven by dying, wherein does the mercy of God come in preventing his death? J5ut if death would have deprived him of life (for which.all that
a man hath will he give) and have taken him to the grave, then there was mercy
in saving him from death, and in Hezekiah's case in keeping him from dying
fifteen jears longer. If he had died lie would have been a dead man ; and this
explains Hezekiah's words of thanksgiving when he says, " The grave cannot
praise thee ; death cannot celebrate thee ; they that go down into the pit, as 1
would have done if I had died, cannot hope for thy truth. The living, the living
he shall praise thee, as I do this day: "' and as I could not have done if I had
gone to the grave. Here then you have the truth of the matter, as also fully set
forth in Psa. cxlvi: 3, " Put not your trust in princes nor in the son of man, in
whom there is no help, for his breath goeth forth, he returneth to his earth ; and
in that very day his thoughts perish." Now you have here the scriptural definition of death; let us compare this, then, with life.
Man is formed of the dust of the ground, as we have already seen, and life is
started by the process of respiration, when man breathes in and breathes out.
That is life. And whatever it is that man inspires when he takes his first breath
of life, he expires or breathes out when he dies. When respiration begins life
begins; when it ends life ends and man is dead. Before he breathed his lirst
breath—when he was formed from the dust of the ground, he was a lifeless man;
when he has breathed out the last breath and is breathless he is dead. He was
lifeless and therefore unseouscious before and he is lifeless and unconscious
after. So the Psalmist says, when his breath goeth forth he expires, and in that
very day his thoughts perish. Hence the wise man says in Eccles. iii: 18-20, " I
said in my heart concerning the estate of the sons of men, that God might manifest them, and that they might see that they themselves are beasts. For that
which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts, even one thing befalleth them ;
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as the one dieth so dieth the other. i r ea, they have all one breath, so that a
man hath no pre-eminence above a beast * * * All go unto one place, all
are of the dust, and all turn to dust again."' Now a man has no pre-eminence
over a beast, according to Solomon. Let us follow him along and see what he is
talking about.
" I said in my heart concerning the estate of the sons of men that God might
manifest them and that they might see that they themselves are beasts, for that
which bet'alletli the sons of men befalleth the beasts, even one thing befalleth
them: as the one dieth so dieth the other. Yea, they have all one breath, so thaj,
man hath no pre-eminence over a beast." Now some people will say that is a mistake, and they will rebel against it; but I am simply reading to you from the
word of inspiration, and what inspiration says through the wise man in whose
heart God put wisdom. And he says, •• I said in my heart,"' that' ; as the one
dieth, so dieth the other."
And now, after making this statement, you will see there is a challenge
made against the doctrine of the immortality of the soul. This is no new doctrine, remember; it has been traced away back to Egypt and down through heathen
" philosophers " through Plato ; and the doctrine is now called the Platonic doctrine of the immortality of the soul. The doctrine was in vogue in the days of
Solomon. And they believed then, also, in the transmigration of souls ; that
souls entered animals as well as man ; and so Solomon says before challenging
this doctrine of the immortality of the soul, " They have all one breath, so that
in death a man hath no pre-eminence above the beasts; " and then his challenge
is, " Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward and the spirit of the
beast that goeth downward." So at that time he was antagonizing the very
thing that we are antagonizing to-night and declaring that " The living know
that they shall die, but the dead know not anything."' Therefore, for that reason
you see that life is the time to serve the Lord ; that in death you cannot serve
him: lt For there is no work nor device, nor knowledge nor wisdom in the grave
whither thou goest "—and the grave is where you go when you die.
Now, Paul says, "If Christ is not raised, then is our faith vain, and we are
yet in our sins " (I. Cor. xv.) Why, Paul, why is it that you are raising this discussion about the resurrection of the dead? Because since many of the faithful
ones are dead resurrection is an absolute necessity for their salvation. And if
there is no resurrection of the dead our gospel goes for nothing. But some say
that the resurrection is not necessary; that when we die it is only our bodies that
die. But Paul is not concerned about what the religious world says, he proclaims
truth—" if there is no resurrection of the dead, then our preaching is vain and
we are yet dead in our sins ; and if there is no resurrection, since the dead are
dead, they are perished forever, and the gospel and all else fail. From this it is
clear that Paul did not believe that good men who had died were awake in
heaven? No, Paul says they are asleep; and where are they asleep? The prophet
Daniel will tell you that " Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake." How long shall they sleep there? Until the resurrection. And hence
the absolute necessity of the resurrection of the dead to awake those who sleep
in the dust, not to bring men back from heaven to judge them after they have
been blessed for years.
Now, metaphysicians reason something like this: They say matter cannot
think, man does think; therefore, man is possessed of something more than
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matter, and that something that man possesses more than matter is an immortal
soul. Now, let us see. Let us illustrate that by an intelligent shepherd dog
watching his master as he gives him his orders. The master shows him a Clock
of sheep rushing along the road, and tells the dog that he wants '.lie sheep brought
back ; the dog looks along the road and sees that if he runs after them he will
frighten them and cause them to run farther away. So he pauses a moment to
reflect. He looks at the fence on either side of the road, and finds that lie can at
a certain place get through. Through it he goes and runs away around out of
sight of the sheep till he finds a place through which he can get through the fence
in front of the sheep. Out he goes and proceeds quietly to drive the flock back
to the shepherd, and the pleasure of the dog and master are mutual. Now what
enabled that dog to think out and act out such a clever feat ? Will you say it
was not reason? What taught him to look for that broken place in the fenceV
What was it if it was not reason? Was he not thinking when he was doing that?
Yes, thinking better than thousands of men could have thought, in whom popular pulpits try to persuade us God has put immortal souls, to enable them to
think and who, they claim, could not think if they had no such ''immortal souls."
1 fear those who make such an unreasonable claim have not much reason. If
the power to think comes from an immortal soul given by God at birth, why dues
not God impart the same power of thought to every child and every man? Why
is not every man capable of thinking alike? Take one who is from birth an
idiot; and then take, also, the naturally depraved—the criminal. Why is this?
Is it because of a difference in •" immortal souls"? To advance such an
absurdity will not do. We must know from observation that thought is the
property of the brain and the thinking power depends apon the development and
proper exercise of the brain. That explains why it is that some men can think
better than others, and some animals can think better than some men. Now
with this in view we know why there is no power to think and reason in infancy
and in some cases of extreme age, us expressed in the adage, "Once a man and
twice a child." As the child grows and is taught to use its brain, its tongue, and
its hands it gradually matures, that is, where conditions approach the normal
state. If no accident occurs, or if there is no inherited impairment of the brain
tending to insanity or idiocy, the child will grow to be an intelligent man, and
that intelligence will be maintained so long as the functions of the body are not
interfered with by the ravages of declining years and the almost universal deadening effects of extreme age. While in youth and in the " prime of life " therefore, we should properly use our reasoning faculties and lay up in store for a
future and better day, as we often sing, " Life is the time to serve the Lord."
This view of life and death is revolting to many, and it deprives the preacher
of the deceptive " consolation " he loves to administer at death beds and funerals—cases where impulse is always prone to unseat and drive out reason. In the
hour of great sorrow and bereavement it is easy for men-pleasing teachers of the
men-made theories to flatter and deceive, and it is not always pleasant to speak
out the truth.
In the actual presence of death, however, the wise can learn wisdom and
look at facts as they are. Unenlightened and short-sighted sentiment seeks
something to drown sorrow for the moment, like trying to drown trouble by the
use of intoxicants. But this is all cruel deception. They say, "I cannot bear to
think that he or she is dead and unconscious," forgetting that facts in the case
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are not changed in the least by our likes or dislikes. Wisdom will adjust itself
to facts and the plan and purpose of God, and not hope rgainst hope for that
which may give only temporary deceptive relief.
Even from the point of view of fleshly likes, much has to be kept in the back
ground, hidden from view, in believing that " departed friends "are conscious.
The question thoroughly thought out would show a very unpleasant outlook to
think " departed ones " must be conscious of the lot of many little ones, of husbands, wives and parents left behind. For them to look down and view the situation would surely not be conducive to their comfort or happiness—unless we are
to entertain the odious thought that what little love we have here is lost and the
'• departed " become unfeeling, unsympathetic, cold, heartless creatures, who can
bask in bliss with the spectacle of their once near and dear ones suffering the
pangs and pains often inflicted by a wicked and cruel world. Think the matter
out in all its bearings and the man of mere sentiment must prefer to cry out with
Job of old, "• O, that thou wouldst hide me in the grave and keep me secret until
thy wrath is past, and appoint me a set time and remember me." Job, when he
was suffering excruciating pains, said that it was preferable for him to die, and
to pass out of his sufferings to await the time when God shall call and lie will
answer Him in the resurrection morn, when he will awake to behold a world in
peace and with the arm of the Lord at hand to cure and prevent evils.
To believe that fathers and mothers of children are taken to heaven and are
there in a conscious state, and that they are taking cognizance of what is going
on here in this cruel world, to see their children at the mercy of wickedness and
cruelty is not a happy thought, surely. Have you looked at the matter from this
standpoint V Better let the righteous sleep until the glorious morn shall dawn,
and then call them and wake them up from deatli to behold the glory of the Lord
filling the earth as the waters do the sea.
Now this is not a matter of preference, however, but of scripture, facts and
reason. I will further illustrate this by supposing a man meets with a serious
accident. Here he is, he lies before us and he is conscious. The physician is
called and decides that amputation of a limb is necessary to save him, and the
physician says, We must put him in an unconscious, state, and then he is put in
an unconscious state by the use of chloroform. And now I want you to ask and
answer the question, Is he conscious or unconscious! Why, you say that the man
is unconscious, of course. So you believe that the man is actually unconscious?
Can you get an intelligent answer from him ? No. Why ? Impatiently you
answer, Why the man is unconscious. Very well; now I will ask you, What did
the material chloroform affect'? The immaterial soul'? No. Can it affect it at
all? No. Well, how did it come that you could put that man in a state of unconsciousness by the use of chloroform? Because it affected the brain, and when
you affect the brain thought ceases. Here then is the cause. You see, thereby,
that the brain is what the man thinks with. And, therefore, when you destroy
the brain you cannot think. This proves that he cannot think without brains.
Xow we have come to the point where we know what the disease is; what
death is; and now we can listen to the glorious gospel, " God so loved the world
that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him might not"
—might not be taken down to hell, his body raised, and he put back into his
body, judged, and then taken back lo hell again? Is that what the gospel proposes to save man from? Listen to the language, " God so loved the world that
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he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him might not perish."
" D u s t thou art, to dust tliou slialt return." We are dying, we are going down
without hope, but God holds out the olive branch of hope. '• Believe and you
shall not perish." "Whosoever lielievcth shall not perish but have everlasting
life." Jf we do not believe in him, what then? We perish. Von are lost, my
friend, you are perishing; but if you will Jay hold of the life presented to you
in the gospel you will not perish. Then we can do just what the gospel tells
us, " To seek for glory, honor, and immortality. What did you say? Can we
not have immortality without seeking Tor it? No. We have to seek for it. That
is the difference betwhenthe modern theologian, and the apostle Paul. And he
also said that this same immortality is offered to us in the gospel. For lie says,
" A n d then (at the resurrection) shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, "• Death is swallowed up in victory, fvoiu wUeuce also we. look for Uu1,
Saviour, who .shall change our vile body and fashion it like unto his own glorious
body. Therefore saith the apostle Peter, "'by these great and precious promises"
—not by a natural birth •—'•ye might be math; pKi-Uikrm n]'tin: dirinc unlnre having
(or when you have) escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust."
Therefore, " add to faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge, and to knowledge tern,
perance," etc. So that when von have; escaped the corruption that is in the.
world you may then partake of the divine nature—become immortal. "Beloved,
now are we the sons of God, and when he shall appear we shall be like him."
In the resurrection we are as the ange's of God to die no inure. Man was not
created in the nature of angels when he was first formed ; but he must pass
through probation first and then ascend to the angelic nature. Then he will
b e a n exemplification of the "survival of the fittest" in the truest sense, " l i e
that hath the Son hath life," and he that hath not Uie sou sh<\\l not see 1UV.
John says " lie that believetb not the record that God gave of his Son maketh
God a liar." I can safely say that you do not desire to make God a liar. Now
John says the way for you to escape making God a liar is to believe the record
which God gave of His Sou, and that record is that " thin life «.-.• in hi" iSVm. Hut
if you say this life is in you, you make God a liar. You must believe (rod, and
this is the record that He gave •• that he that hath the Son hath life." The
life is not in you, but in Christ, yom life is "hid with Christ in God," and you
cannot receive it in yourselves till he has come to raise the dead, when the mortal shall put on immortality and the triumphant shall exclaim, " Thanks, be to
Kod which givetti us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ." Then he will
bless you with the power of an endless life and then you will realize the blessings
of the glorious gospel of God that saves from death to life that shall know no end.

•' In the end experience will inevitably
teach us that the laws for a wise and noble
life have a foundation infinitely deeper
than the flat of any human being, even in
the groundwork of human nature. She
will teach us that whoso shoddeth man's
blood, though by man his blood be not
shed, though no man avenge and no hell
await, yet every drop shall blister on his
soul and eat in the name of the dead, She
will teach that whoso takes a love not

lawfully his own, gathers a flower with a
poison in its petals ; that whoso revenges
strikes with a1 sword that has two edgres
—one t'ov his adversary, one t'ov himself •.
that who lives to himself is dead, though
the ground is not yet on him : that who
wrongs another clouds his own sun ; and,
that who sins in secret stands accused
and condemned before the one Judge
who deals eternal justice—his own allknowing self."
(.'. C, V.
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11 n fiDemoriam.
At rest: no more by pain or grief oppressed,
Asleep in fesus, peaceful rest.
A dreamless sleep, no waiting knows,
No care disturbs that deep repose;
No note of time till God shall call
The dead in Christ, and bring them all
From out the cold, dark grave, to be
With him throughout eternity.
This truth our wounded hearts should soothe,
A tower of strength to us should prove,
Should heal our grief—should dry our tears,
Support us in the coming years.
But mortal flesh is very weak,
All things alike our loss bespeak;
The lonely house, the vacant chair—
In grief we drop the burning tear.
Christ wept for Lazarus, and we
May weep, our mother dear, for thee;
In sorrow, come we, Lord to plead
For strength, in this our time of need.
Father we know thy ways are just,
All things must work for good to us;
For help we ask, through thy dear Son.
To say, Thy holy will be done.
MRS. W. P. WEKTWORTH.

SHORT STUDIES IN BIBLE CHRONOLOGY.
BY KROTHElt K. S. THOSPEll.
NO. V.

[By confusing the pagesof manuscript in March issue part of the notes on the Fifth
Period were omitted and part of those on the Sixth inserted. To properly Rive, the
connection we publish them entire this month. The table to which they refer will
be found in the ADVOCATE for March, p. 85.—EDITOH]
NOTES ON FIFTH I'KRIOD.

Here we have a period of 450 years
of the time of the judges to Samuel the
prophet.
Now to establish this period we must
first find its beginning, and likewise its
ending, and to do this it is necessary
to begin with the exodus We shall
base our calculations on the thirteenth
chapter of Acts beginning with the
17th verse. '-The God of this people
of Israel chose our fathers and exalted
the people when they dwelt as stranggers in the land of Egypt and with a
high arm brought He them out of it."
This bringing-out period was one year
up to the time of keeping the passover
(Num. xiv: 33, 34). This brings us to
the beginning of the 18th verse: " And
about the time of forty years suffered
he their manner in the wilderness."
Verse 19th, " And when he had destroyed seven nations in the land of
Canaan, he divided their land to them
by lot." This gives to us a period of
six years, in all forty-seven years from
the exodus to the dividing of their laud
by lot," and ushers in the next period.
Verse 29th, "And after that he gave
judges, about the space of four hundred and fifty years, until Samuel the
prophet."
Now then, as we have found the
beginning of the 450 years, then the
next point we wish to consider is to
find its termination, •' until Samuel the
prophet." (In connection with these

remarks we ask the reader to read our
notes on Sixth Period, that he may
better understand Sauls reign from
whence we begin to count back.)
We learn its termination brings us
to the statement in Acts xiii: 21, "The
giving of Saul about the space of forty
years"—this point we will leave for explanation to be found in notes on Sixth
Period, and for the present we will
count back the forty years of Saul from
the beginning of David's reign, and by
so doing we arrive at the end of the
thirteenth year of Eli's judgment. So
the 450 years under consideration is
a period of time beginning at the division of the land by lot and the end of
the thirteenth year of Eli's judgsbip,
which marks the beginning of " the establishment of Samuel as prophet."
Therefore the only space of time not
given is the time elapsing between the
subduing of the "seven nations" and
the time of their first servitude under
Chusan-rishithaim for eight years.
And to find these years we will add
up the number of years running from
their first servitude including the thirteen of Eli's, which will give us 408
years, which being subtracted from the
450 years " the time of the judges "
according to Acts xiii: 20, will leave us
just forty-seven years time from the
subduing of " seven nations " to their
•' first servitude."
We desire that all who wish to arrive
at a true chronology of time will give
special attention to our "Fourth, Fifth
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and Sixth Periods '" and notes on same,
because herein most all ehronologists,as
J have been able to find out, have made
grave errors in their calculations, being
led into this error from I. King vi: 1.
which we will explain elsewhere.

BIRTH OF THE SPIRIT.
"Wi" SEE there is a wide difference of
•M\ belief on the scripture teaching as
to the time when the righteous are bom
of the Spirit.
Many believe that a person is bom of
water at baptism and after that have a
longer or shorter life of probat ion which
may end in death or by the coming of
Jesus Christ: then if dead to be resurrected and with the responsible living
brought to judgment, and if approved
then " born of the Spirit '" or " born
from above." Can we prove that a
person is born of the Spirit after judgments N o ; there are some passages
of scripture that are supposed to teach
that view. See. Luke xx: 3(i. It is
there stated of the righteous. " Neither
can they die any more, for they are
equal unto the angels " (Spiritual beings). The apostle John in his lirst
epistle, Chap, iii: 2 states. " It doth not
yet appear what we shall be, but we
know that when he shall appear we
shall he like him " (Christ). In I. Cor.
xv: 44 it reads, '• It is sown a natural
body, it is raised a spiritual body; there
is a natural body and there is a spiritual body."' And verse iti: " Howbeit
that was not first which is spiritual but
that which is natural and afterwards
that which is spiritual." So we see
those passages of. scripture prove
that there are and will be spiritual
bodies, but nothing to prove a spiritual
birth after judgment, either stated or
implied. At what time iy a person
born of the Spirit? When he has
learned the truth, changed his mind.

and is baptized into the name of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit; he is then
regenerated (Jno. iii: 3), " Born again, : '
or (see margin) "Born from above;"
and in the 5th verse, '• Born of water
and of the Spirit.'" This agrees with
the apostle James i: 18, "Of his own
will begat he us with the word of truth
that we should be a kind of first fruits
of his creatures." Also I. Pet. i: 3" Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ which according to
his abundant mercy hath begotten us
again unto a lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead,"
and in the .same chapter, verse 23, it is
written, "Being born again, not of cor
ruptible seed, but. of incorruptible by
the word of God which liveth and
abidcth forever," and in [. John
v: 1-3 it says, " Whosoever believelh
that Jesus is the Christ is born of God;"
* * * " For whatsoever is born of
God overcometh the world, and this is
the victory that overcometh the world,
even our faith." The apostle Paul in
Gal. iv: 28 declares, " Now we brethren
as Isaac was are the children of promise," and in verse 20, *' But as then he
that was born after the flesh persecuted
him that was born after the Spirit,
even so it is now." By these passages,
of scripture it is plain that the birth oE
the Spirit is in this life as when there
is a begettal there must of necessity h e .
a birth to carry out the symbol or figure, as it is written," Except a man be .
born of water and of the Spirit he can?,
not enter into the kingdom of. Gad," .
Now this is, no doubt, a qualifying act
on our part and agrees with the above
passages of scripture and the apostle.
Paul has it recorded in bis. epistle to.
the Romans xiii: 8, " So then they that
are in the llesh cannot please God," and
in verse 9, " But ye are not in the flesh
but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit
of God dwell in you; now if any man
have not the Spirit of Christ he is none
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the process of redemption must not be
compared with the impossibility of
two literal births. In ligure, Christ
can be the " foundation stone " ami
the "head stone;" but literally it
would be impossible for the same stone
in a building to be the foundation and
the top stone. Figures of speech must
RK.MAK.Kf?.
not be confounded. We may, thereWhether the word birth is applied fore, say we are born again (mentally
preresurrectionally or postresurrection- and morally) at baptism, and we may
ally, it is a word used in a figurative also say, we are born again (physically
sense and is intended to show a change
• in the sense of passing from the old
either in character or in nature. That to the new nature) at the resurrection.
we are " born again " at baptism the
The use of a ligurative word must
testimonies quoted by H. I. clearly be determined, not by a rule of univershow. •' Born again," " horn from sal application, but by the special case
above," ''new creatures,'' "passed from in which it is used. Hence, if in Jno.
death unto life," "now no condemna- iii. it applies to change of nature, the
tion to them that are in Christ Jesus," fact that in other places it applies to
relation does not array one against the
"made nigh by the blood of Christ"
these are all phrases applicable to the other. Now in determining the sense
change effected by belief and baptism. in which the Saviour used the phrase
This change may be termed a mental " born of the Spirit" in Jno. iii. we
and moral change, and the subject is must be governed by the context. To
therefore mentally and mortally a "new be born of water implies " The water
creature," having been " born again." by the word" or Spirit, in the mental and
Conception took place when the truth moral sense ; and therefore the words
took hold of the mind and heart, " and of the Spirit " should carry us
and birth when the subject was born forward to a completion of redemption
"out of water."' Now it was the before we can "enter the kingdom of
Spirit through the Word that accom- God," and that would be the physical
plished this, therefore in that sense change post-resurrectionally. The fact
we can say we are " born from above " that Jesus declared that " that which
or " born of (or by means of) the is born of the flesh is flesh " seems to
Spirit" — mentally, morally and le- indicate that he is speaking of what we
gally the subject is a " new creature." are by nature now, as compared with
But over and above this, there is, what we shall be by nature when " that
after emergence from the grave, to be which is bonvof the Spirit is spirit."
a physical change—'- the redemption And to make it more evident that he is
of the body," when it is '-sown a spirit- referring to our change to spirit nature,
ual body," " our vile body" is "changed," we have a reference to the winds going
and " we shall be like him, for we and coming, and this compared with
shall see him as he is." The first is •• every one that is born of the Spirit "
a mental and moral change, the sec- —" ,vo is every one;" not so is the
ond a physical. If the first can be Spirit, but " so as is every one that is
figuratively represented by a birth so born of the Spirit, words which could
can the second. The use of the word in no sense apply to man in the mortal
" born " to represent two changes in state; but which find exemplification
of his." Now these passages bring
three things to our minds -that we
have to be begotten by the Spirit or
Word, born of the same, and walk in
the Spirit or, in other words, in harmony with the truth.
II. I.
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in angels and will in all men who are
fortunate enough to be subjects of this
birth of the spirit.
EDITOU.
PAKABLE OF THE UNJUST STEWAED.

f ^=^'

recently, whenever in my

reading I came across the parable of the unjust steward I used to feel
somewhat perplexed at not being able
to find a way in which to make the different parts fit in.
The only explanation I have ever
seen is the one by brother Roberts in
his " Parables of Christ," and I never
could feel satisfied that the view he
takes of it is correct; because looking
at it in that light, the teaching of Jesus
on this occasion seems to conflict with
the chief features of the parable which
he used to enforce it, and I could not
think that the inconsistency lay with
Jesus.
Now when pondering the matter over
a few days ago an explanation occurred
to me which appears to fit in all the
way round; and I think it possible that
there may be other leaders of the ADVOCATE who have sometimes been puzzled with the same subject, I submit it
to you herewith.
Well, to start at the beginning: The
rich man is the present evil world. The
rich man's accounts are the riches of
this world. The steward is the desciples of Christ; and the debtors are God
and the world to come.
The steward fell into disfavor with
his master and was discharged by him
because he ceaseJ to serve him faithfully. But it seems he had still to stay
with his master until his notice was expired; and during this time he yet had
charge of his master's accounts. Now
he knew that even if he did serve his
master faithfully for the rest of the
time he was with him it would not benefit him any, for when the time came

he would have to go, and he saw starvation staring him in the face. But it
struck him that if he could make
friends of his master's debtors he would
be able to get a position among them.
So in order to secure their friendship
he altered their accounts, releasing
them from a part of their debts, which
was, in reality, giving his master's
money to his future friends.
Now there was a time when we also
wrought the will of the world; when we
walked in lasciviousness, lusts, excess
of wine, revellings, banquetings and
abominable idolatries. And as long as
we did we kept in its good graces. But
when we found out that it would be
more profitable for us to serve the rest
of our time in the flesh, not to the lusts
of men, but to the will of God, we
ceased to serve the world and brought
its hatred upon us.
But although the world hates us we
have yet a short time to abide in it,
and as long as we are in it we have the
control of some of its goods (for filthy
lucre is the property of the world), and
we know, also, that if we serve the
world for the rest of our time, by using
that part of its goods which are entrusted to us in the way that pleases it (for
men will praise thee when thou doest
well to thyself) it will profit us nothing.
For when we are through with this life
there will be nothing but destruction
for us. But if we take it from the
world and give it to the Lord we shall
make for ourselves a friend who when
the present world has passed away will
receive us into everlasting habitations.
And the Lord (Jesus) commended
the unjust steward, for he shewed himself to be wiser than many of the children of light. Jesus said, " He that is
faithful in that which is least is faithful also in much; and he that is unjust
in the least is unjust also in much ; if
therefore, ye have not been faithful in
the unrighteous mammon, who will
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commit to your trust the true riches ?
and if ye have not been faithful in that
which is another's man's, who will give
you that which is your own ?
The meaning of this is plain. We
must show our faithfulness to God
while we are in this present world by
using what little of the unrighteous
mammon we may have in our hands in
the way that He desires before He will
commit to our trust the time riches. In
this way the steward showed his faithfulness to his prospective masters also.
It was a faithfulness inspired by love
for himself it is true, but it is exactly
the same with us. For there are very
few of us who would try to serve God
if it were not that we hope to be rewarded by Him.
So the teaching of Jesus by this parable is both clear and consistent. We
cannot serve two masters—we cannot
serve God and mammon; and if we are
as wise as the steward we shall take
advantage of our present opportunities
and use the mammon of this world,
which has nothing but corruption to
offer us. as a means of gaining the
favor of Him who has promised us an
inheritance, incorruptible and undeflled, and that fadeth not away,
Yours in waiting for the Master's
return,
A N HUMBLE SERVANT.
REMARKS.

I do not remember having seen Bro.
Roberts exposition of this parable, and
there are points in this explanation
which do not strike me as consistent.
The reading of the statement in the
fourth paragraph—"and the debtors
are God and the \ orld to come," makes
one shrug his shoulders in doubt. A
debtor is one who owes you and a creditor is one you owe. It requires a severe mental strain to speak of God and
the world to come as a debtor to us. If
this explanation were paraphrased I
think it would show great inconsistency.

All parables are not intended to have
every part significant; there must be
allowance made for what is sometimes
called drapery. It is the moral of a
parable that must be sought for. The
moral of this parable is the right use of
money, called '"mammon of unrighteousness" or, with us. '"filthy lucre' 1
What shall one in possession of it do
with it? Make a friend of it, which was
what the steward did—not in the same
manner as he did. but for the same end
in a higher sense—habitation in the
kingdom of God. How shall one in
possession of money make a friend of it?
By using it in a way to secure " everlasting habitations"'—in the service of
the Truth, helping the poor, etc.
The commendation of the steward by
his lord was not for his honesty but for
his wisdom—for gaining the end in
view and not for the means employed.
We must not apply the means employed
to ourselves, else we shaii advise dishonesty: but by the right use of money
to gain the end we shall make a friend
of that which is otherwise the "root of
all evil." If it be objected that Christ
would not commend the end and condemn the means, we answer that He
condemned the theory of the intermediate state held by the Pharisees, yet
He used it as a means to enforce a
truth, in the parable of Dives and Lazarus. Then again, James says, "Likewise also was not Rahab the harlot justified by works, when she received the
messengers, and had sent them out another way " (chap, ii: 25). In accomplishing the end in view Rahab told a
lie, as a means to the end. She was
not commended or•" justified" for the
means employed, but she was for the
end gained. Now Jesus does not jus-'
tify or commend the act of the unjust
steward, but he cites his wisdom in accomplishing an end in a difficult circumstance as a case to enjoin wisdom iu
those who rind themselves possessed of
the wealth of this worth. Do as the
steward did in this and in this only—make a friend of it.

While he could do

so unjustly, you can do so justly and in
no other way; and in this you are debtors to God and to the world to come.
not the reverse surely.

EDITOR.
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OHD comes from the composing
W
room that only half a page is
left for editorial, so we can say but little under this heading. While there is
nothing startling in the political sky,
the clouds steadily come and go in accordance with prophetic prognostication, ami the hope still burns brightly
before us. What a real hope it is. The
more we bring it into contact with the
phantasmal hopes of the world the
more are we brought to realize tbe firmness of the Rock of Ages upon which
it rests. The more it is tested by enemies the more fully are we brought to
realize that it "will never leave us nor
forsake u s " in times of need. One
grounded intelligently in the hope of
Israel, need fear no foe, and when conflict is forced upon us how the strength
of our fortress is realized and with
pity it enables us to look upon thousands of our fellow men struggling in
the vortex of deceptive and destructive
delusions. In battle our hope is sword
and a shieid ; in loneliness it is a companion which makes us oblivious of the

(light of time; in distress and perplexity it is a sweet solace and a solid comfort. O, the strength, the courage, the
joy and gladness it gives, even amid
the turmoils aad trials of this evil
world. Since it has been ours, where
is the slavishness of ignorance, the
trembling fear of shrouding darkness,
and what have become of the specters
and haunting, terrifying ghosts of
Pagan and Romisti superstitions? Is
it not a " pearl of great price"' ? What
would you take for it, brother, sister ?
Look out over the busy world and see
if you can fix your eyes upon a thing
that will serve you as well in this life,
and then remember the eternity of the
glorious life that is to come, and then
sing from your hearts, "Blessed are the
people that know the joyful sound."

THE ADVOCATE S- S. GLASS.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in February ADVOCATE :
CLASS NO. 1.

Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 95;
ElbertFerrell(14) Redmond, Wash., 95;
Grace Cooper, (10), Hawley, Pa., 95;
Chas. M. Brice (10), Gait, Ont., 95;
Mary Gregory (13), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
Dora Merring (12), Kizers, Pa., 90;
Ernest Cocke (11), Creal Springs, 111. 90;
John H. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 90;
Ducie White (11), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
Louise Green (14), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
MileyConnaway (13),Spottsville,Ky. 85;
Lela Connaway (10), Spottsville, Ky. 85;
CLASS NO. 2.

Bessie Williams (16), Chicago, 111., 95;
May Spencer, Chicago, 111., 95;
Alice Dolph (IS), Rochester, N. Y.90;
Daisy Franklin (15), Elgin, 111., 90;
JAMES LBASK, 532 62d St.,

Station O.

Chicago, 111

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 73, CLASS NO. 2.
CLASS NO. 1.

1. How long did the kingdom of -Tudah
last?
2. Into whose hands did they fall first
and finally?
3 Quote three texts to prove the restoration of Israel and Judah?
ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.

1. The kingdom of Judah lasted
three hundred and ninety-three years.
We find this by taking how long each
king reigned and adding them together.
2. It was overthrown first by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, and then
it was broken up by the Romans and
has been ever since trodden down by
the Gentiles.
3. The restoration of Israel and Judah is proven by the following texts :
Ezek. xxxvii: 21, 22; Isa. xi: 12; Matt,
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he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall assemble the outcasts
of Israel, and gather together Hie dispersed of Jnthili from the four corners
of the earth.1' Ezek. xxxvii: 20-22,
'•Thus saith the Lord God: Behold I
will take the children of Israel from
among the heathen, whither they be
gone, and will gather them on every
side, and bring them into their own
land; and I wlil make them one nation
in the land, upon the mountains of Israel; and one king shall be king to them
all; and they shall be no more two nations, neither shall they be divided into
two kingdoms any more at all.
ELBKRT FERBELL.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 73, CLASS NO. 2.
CLASS NO. 2.

SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.

Same as No. 1, with the question added.
Do the Scriptures say that 'David should
never want a man to reign;" and if so has
his kingdom been without a man to reigtt,
and if so how do you harmonize the facts
with the scripture referred to.

1. The kingdom of Judah lasted
382 years from the reign of Rehoboam
B. C. 975 (I. Kings xii) to that of Zedekiah B. C. 593.—II. Kings xxv.
2. Judah fell into the hands of the
Chaldeans first (II. Kings xxv: 1-26) and
finally into the hands of the Romans-Deut. xxviii: 25-36-37-40-53-62-65.
3. The following texts prove the
restoration of Israel and Judah: Jer.
xxxiii: 14, "Behold the days come, saith
the Lord, that I will perform that good
thing which I have promised unto the
house of Israel and to the house of Judah. In those days and at that time
will I cause the Branch of Righteousness to grow up unto David, and he
shall execute judgment and righteousness in the land. In those days Judah
shall be saved, and Jerusalem shall
dwell safely, and this is the name
whereby he shall be called, The Lord
Our Righteousness." Isa. xi. 12, "And

1. The kingdom of Judah lasted
four hundred and thirty-nine years,
from 975 B. C. to 536 B. C.
2. They first fell into the hands of
the Babylonians under Nebuchadnezzar
whose captain of the guard was Nebuzaradan—II. Kings xxv: 8-21.
They finally fell into the hands of
the Romans. In Deut. xxviii: 49-52,
we find the following prophecy: "The
Lord shall bring a nation against thee
from far, from the end of the earth, as
swift as the eagle fiieth; a nation whose
tongue thou shalt not understand * *
and he shall besiege thee in all thy
gates until thy high and fenced walls
come down." In Luke xxi:6the attack by the Romans in the destruction
of Jerusalem and Judah's final captivity, which was soon to take place, is described in prophecy by Jesus, which his-

xix: 28.

LENA GREEN.

ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
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toiy proves was the exact case, when
the Romans under Titus destroyed Jerusalem in A. D. 70.
3. The following verses are texts to
prove the restoration of Israel and Judah:"He shall assemble the outcasts
of Israel and gather together the dispersed of Judali from the four corners
of the earth "' (Isa. xi: 12). *'In those
days the house Judah shall walk with
the house of Israel, and they shall come
together out of the land of the north to
the land that I have given for an inheritance unto your fathers " (Jer. iii: 18).
" Forlo, the days come, saith the Lord,
that I will bring again the captivity of
my people Israel and Judah saith the
Lord, and I will cause them to return
to the land that I gave to their fathers
and they shall possess it—Jer. xxx: 3.
i- In Jer. xxxi'ri: 17 we lind the following: '"For thus saith the Lord, David shall never want a man to sit upon
the throne of the house of David." In
this verse the reference is to the time
when the restoration of Israel will take
place, and the verse is referring to
Christ, that when he comes to reestablish the i0 house of David," David's
house will •• never want a man to sit
upon the throne of the house of Israel."
Applying the verse to the future time
it is in harmony with the fact that from
the overturn of David's throne in the
days of Zedekiah till then there has
been no man upon David's throne; see
Ezek. xxi: 27.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND BEST PAPER CLASS NO. 2.

1. The kingdom of Judah lasted 393
years after the revolt of the ten tribes.
See " Christadelphian Instructor," page
48.
2. They first fell into the hands of
the Babylonians (II. Kings xxv: 21) and
finally into the hands of the Romans in
70 A. D.
3. The following texts show the restoration of Israel and Judah: "And

ADVOCATE.

the sticks whereon thou writest shall
be in thine hand before their eyes, and
say unto them, thus saith the Lord
God, Behold, I will take the children of
Israel from among the heathen whither
they be gone, and will gather them on
every side, and bring them into their
own land. And I will make them one
nation in [he land upon the mountains
of Israel, and one king shall be king to
them all and they shall be no more two
nations, neither shall they be divided
into two kingdoms any more at all—
Ezek. xxxviii: 20-22. In Jer. iii: 18 we
find, "In those days the house of Judah
shall walk with the house of Israel, and
they shall come together out of the
land of the north to the land that I have
given for an inheritance unto your
fathers." '" Then shall the children of
Judah and the children of Israel be
gathered together, and appoint themselves one head, and they shall come
up out of the land, for great shall be
the day of Israel—Ilosea i: 11.
4. Yes; he Scriptures say that " David should never want a man to reign,"
in Jer. xxxiii: 17. His kingdom is not
in existence at the present time, therefore no ruler is required. It will be reestablished at the coming of Christ and
he will sit on the throne of David—
Ezek. xxi: 27.
MAY SPENCER.

LESSON NO. 74, CLASS NO. 1.

1. Until whose coming was the overturned throne of David to be " no more"?
2. Did he come, and if so did he receive
the throne?
3. If not, why not ?
CLASS NO. 2, SAME AS CLASS NO. 1,
WITH THE FOLLOWING ADDED.

4. Was it on account of accidental obstacles that he did not receive the throne,
and if not, what in prophecy Is there to
indicate the epoch when he was to reoeive it ?

INTELLIGENCE.

DEATH OF SISTER OULEOSS.
PJSNFIELD, N. Y., April
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

16, 1899.

Your letter was received two weeks
ago yesterday and was read with pleasure, and it was read to our poor, dying
mother, who enjoyed hearing it. Yes,
she is gone ; she is taking her last sleep
till she shall be called forth to everlasting life, which surely she will obtain,
for her's was a true and dutiful life, as
far as can be judged by mortal man.
She passed away at seven minutes of
twelve Sunday, April 2nd, the three
children of her own immediate household standing at her bedside. There
was no parting scene, as we think she
did not realize the end was quite so
near, still she knew she would soon go
to her rest, and never was anyone
better prepared—so reconciled to her
situation. She was determined to read
a little in her Bible for her own self
nearly to the last. The doctor told us
on the previous Thursday that she
would only last a few days ; after that
she came out to eat dinner with us.
She kept up with such courage and
scarcely a complaint. Such fortitude I
never saw. She kept getting gradually
weaker till, like a light going out, just
flickering and finally extinguished. She
looked so peaceful and calm as if relieved from her suffering. She is at
rest! Our home seems desolate ! But
we sorrow not as others ; we know we
shall see her again. It is but a moment
to her when our Elder Brother shall
have returned to call together the saints
and reward them as their work shall be.
Surely her works are deserving of reward, for a noble heart was her's. Her
memory will be cherished* by all. Bro.
C. C. Vredenburgh gave the funeral ad-

1 ~>9

dress, and such well chosen words for
the occasion; so comforting and cheering to the bereaved and so instructive
to the alien, and just the sentiments of
our deceased mother.
Yes, indeed, it is a great pleasure to
have brother and sister Vredenburgh
with us at our meetings. He is such a
willing speaker, 1 hope there will be
much good done now. We are looking
for them to pay us a visit soon. I do
wish brother and sister Williams could
take a rest again on the "Culross farm"
now, but we will hope you will again.
Yours in Christ,
AVA A. CULROSS.

PREPARATION FOR A FRATERNAL
GATHERING IN CHICAGO.
The committee having in charge the
setting the time for the Fraternal Gathering of Christadelphians, hereby give
notice to ail brethren and friends desiring to meet with the Chicago ecclesia
during the coming summer, that in order
to meet the conveniences of the greatest
number, desire an expression, by letter
or postal, whether the oid customary
time (being the last Saturday and Sunday
in July) or one month later, the last Saturday and Sunday of August •would be
preferred. All communications received
up to the 15th of May will be considered,
and due notice of the result be published
in the June ADVOCATE of the time when
the meetings shall take place.
By order of the Committee.
JAMES WOOD, Sec.

6645 S. Morgan St., Chicago, 111,, Sta. O.
CHICAGO, ILL.—It gives us pleasure
to report the return to this city of sister
Mary Biggs and also her daughter, sister
Zella, who has become obedient to the
Truth since they left here a few years
ago. Sister Kate Grove, of Springfield,
Ohio, has also come to this city with
them and will meet with us during her
stay here. These additions help to take
the places of those who for various reasons have fallen away from us of late.
During the past two weeks a debate has
been held here on Anglo-Israelism between brother Thos. AVilliams and Mr.
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James Tnglis, in which a good opportunity has been afforded for setting forth
the truth in relation to the kingdom of
God and the restoration of Israel. The
discussion has been listened to by a fair
audience and much interest seems to be
manifested on the part of quite a number
in the trutli so ably set forth by brother
Williams in these meetings, and we hope
the interest thus aroused may be maintained.

J A S . LEAK:;, Sec.

has regained his usual health and can
now go along without further help. He
has removed here since last writing. We
kindly thank all for their material assistance in this time of need. Brother Robt.
G. Huggins. of Creal Springs, 111., is
with us at this writing. He is giving a
series of lectures to the interested stranger. His audiences thus far have been
large and appreciative. From here
brother Huggins will go to Van Buren
County, Ark. Faithfully your brother.
J. D. MARTIN.

MOOSIC, PA.—I received a letter from
brother Edward's(Carbondale! wife, stating that, he is not gaining but getting
worse. They were compelled to take him
to the Danville hospital owing to the affect of the accident on the eye. The doctors claim that the pain he had in his
head has affected the braiu. The hospital
doctors, however, gave good hopes of his
recovery' I went to see him on the 19th
of March and he appeared to be quite
himself; he talked about the promises of
God and the signs of the coming of our
T. A. SLOAN,
Lord and the hastening of the time when
God shall wipe away all tears from our
DOON, ONT.-We have had the pleas- eyes. We suffer with him because he is
ure of baptizing Mr. Jacob Beck, of Doon, a faithful member of the one body. He
is very anxious that I write to you, to let
formerly neutral, and trust lie may over- the
brethren and sisters know how he is
come the evils and temptations of this getting along. My prayer is for his
world and hold out faithful to the end. speedy recovery.
Your brother in hope,
and be accepted at the judgment at the
DAVID T. ASTON.
appearing of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
WORCESTER, MASS.—I am again
Christ.
pleased to inform the brethren and sisHoping you are all well, our united love ters of the Truth that Worcester ecclesia
to you and sister Williams, I remain has added six more to their number after
a good confession of the things pertainyours in the one hope,
H, COLE.
ing to the kingdom of God and his purposes on the earth. March 23rd brother
Walter Curtis, aged twenty-eight, forLOWELL, MASS. - We have much merly
Methodist, also Bessie Safford, fifpleasure in writing you at this time be- teen, daughter of brother and sister
cause God has prospered us and blessed Safford. a member of our Sunday-school
Holmes being her teacher) were
our little ecclesia, having increased our (sister
iirmersed before a large company into
numbers very materially the last six the sin-cleansing name of Jesus,our great
months. The following have been im- High Priest, to walk in newness of life.
mersed into the Saving Name: Mr. Ste- March 30th four more were buried with
in baptism after a good confesphen Roche, August 14, 1898; Mr. Mayn- Christ
sion: Pursey Morgan, fifteen, son of sisard Thomas Peverell, August 17, 1898; ter Morgan; Ellen Johnson, fifteen,
Mr. William E. Crandall and wife, No- daughter of brother and sister Johnson,
Margaretta Ellen Buerly. thirvember 5, 1898; Mrs. Emma Low, Febru- Swede;
teen, daughter of sister Buerly; Ellenear
ary 5, 1899; Albert Stackpole and his wife Hollows, fifteen, daughter of brother and
Bertha, March 19, 1899. Hoping that we sister John Hollows, your humble sermay still go on with the good work and vant [no, dear brother, Christ's servant—
D ] , These lour are all members of
strive to run the race with patience and Esister
Exley's Sunday School class.
make our calling and election sure.
Though young in years they are not too
young
to
tread the path that will eventuYour brother in hope of eternal life,
ally lead them into the kingdom of heavBEN.T. H O Y I I E .
en ; and when that great day of reckoning comes wont it be a joyful time for
Recorder Lowell ecclesia.
parents, teachers and scholars to meet in
that glorious, happy land. The signs of
MARTINVILLE, ARK.-We are glad the times indicate a near approach of our
May Thy kingdom oome is the
to state to the brotherhood that brother Lord.
prayer of your servant.
Miller has been liberally assisted, and he
With love from Worcester ecclesia,

CHOCTAW, ARK.—We have a brother
from Creal Springs, 111., here holding a
meeting since the 8th, and will continue
till 15th. He is a young man about
twenty-one years of age. His name is
Huggins, and he is a workman that can
rightly divide the word.
Yours in the one hope,

JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec.

The Hall-Williams Debate
A Six Day's Discussion on The Kingdom of Heaven, The State of The Dead,
Resurrection, and The Punishment of The Wicked.
Price in Paper, ,50 cents, Cloth, 75 cents.
ADDRESS, ADVOCATE
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NOTES.
RELIEF FUKD.—During the past month brother Leask has received the fol lowing amounts for above : Wauconda Ecclesia, $10.00.
Loss IN THE MAILS.—We have this year lost quite a number of letters containing postoffice orders and two, that we know of, containing cash, not registered. We have been able to obtain duplicates of the orders, but the cash has
been lost by the remitters. It now has come to light that a postal clerk on the
train between New Buffalo and Chicago has been caught stealing letters, and he
has confessed to having been stealing so many, I think eighty, per day. Hia
habit was to extract the money and then burn the letters. The safest and best
way to remit is by Draft, on Chicago or New York, by Express Money Order or
by Postoffice Order. It is never safe to send money in letters not registered.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and perfect in its Teaching. The
only Safe and Reliable Guide to Human Conduct.
BY THE EDITOR.
[Continued from page 188.)

Tertullian shall be our next witness. " H e was born at
Carthage about the year 160, and is the oldest of the Latin
church fathers whose writings have reached us * * * He
died, as some say, about the year 220, or, according to others,
as late as 240. * * * His writings are numerous and have
been well preserved and published very often. They are
apologetic, polemic and practical. Being so numerous and diversified, and written so near the apostolic age, by one who had
been educated a Roman lawyer, and who was the son of a Roman
soldier of proconsular rank, their testimony to the New Testament books is exceedingly interesting and important" (Stowe).
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Now here is another popular man on the side of Christianity,
a lawyer, too, who would be likely to bring his legai accumen
to bear in carefully investigating the claims of the books of
the New Testament before he would place himself under the
stigma which necessarily followed the espousal of the Christian
cause at that early date. Tertullian's principal book was an
Apology against the Gentiles, and it was addressed to the
Roman governors in Africa, a fact which shows that the question of the claims of the New Testament was prominently
under the attention of mea of rank at that time. Paley (Evidences p. 136) gives quotations from Tertullian and comments
upon the nature thereof as follows :
In the age in which they lived, Tertullian joins on with Clement. The
number of the gospels then received, the names of the evangelists, and their
proper description, are exhibited by this writer in one short sentence :
" Among the apostles, John and Matthew teach us the faith; among apostolical
men, Luke and Mark refresh."
The next passage to be taken from Tertullian affords as complete an
attestation to the authenticity of our books as can be well imagined. After
enumerating the churches which had been founded by Paul, at Corinth in
Galatia, at Philippi, Tessalonica, and Ephesus; the church of Rome established by Peter and Paul; and other churches derived from John, he proceeds
thus: "I say then, that with them, but not with them only which are apostolical, but with them in the faith, is that gospel of Luke received from its
first publication, which we so zealously maintain; " and presently afterwards
adds—"The same authority of the apostolical churches will support the
other gospels, which we have from them and according to them. I mean
John's and Matthew's, although that likewise, which Mark published, may
be said to be Peter's, whose interpreter Mark was." In another place Tertullian affirms that the three other gospels were in the hands of the churches
from the beginning, as well as Luke's. This noble testimony fixes the universality with which the gospels were received, and their antiquity; that they
were in the hands of all, and had been so from the first, and the evidence
appears not more than one hundred and fifty years after the publication of
the books.
The reader must be given to understand that, when Tertullian speaks of
maintaining or defending the Gospel of St. Luke, he only means maintaining
or defending the integrity of the copies of Luke received by Christian
churches, in opposition to certain curtailed copies used by Marcion against
whom he writes.

Paley goes on to say that Tertullian frequently quotes
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from the Acts of the Apostles under that title, and that he
shows how Paul's Epistles confirm it.
According to Dr. Lardner, Paley says : "There are more
and larger quotations of the small volume of th'e New Testament in this one Christian author than there are of all the
works of Cicero in writers of all characters for several ages."
POLYCARP.

Polycarp was a disciple of John. In the reign of Marcus
Aurelius he was condemned to death between the years 164
and 168. Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History, Book iv.,
Chapter 15, gives an account of him and a copy of a letter from
the church at Smyrna, to which he belonged, written to the
churches of Pantus. In this there is an affecting account of
Polycarp's martyrdom. The letter says, "We have written to
you, brethren, the circumstances respecting the martyrs and
the blessed Polycarp, who, as if sealing it with his martyrdom,
has also put a stop to the persecution-" Polycarp wrote a
letter to the Phillipians which is still extant. Of him Irenaeus
says, u I can tell the place in which the blessed Polycarp sat
and taught, his going out and coming in, and the manner of
his life, and the form of his person, and the discourses he
made to the people, and how he related his conversation with
John and others who had seen the Lord, both concerning his
miracles and his doctrines, as he had received them from eyewitnesses of the word of life; all which Polycarp related agreeably to the Scriptures."
Paley says of him (Evidences, p. 127) :
Of Polycarp, whose proximity to the age and country and persons of
of the apostles is thus attested, we have one undoubted epistle remaining.
And this, though a short letter, contains nearly forty clear allusions to
books of the New Testament; which is strong evidence of the respect which
Christians of that age had for these books. Amongst these, although the
writings of St. Paul are more frequently used by Polycarp than other parts
of scripture, there are copious allusions to the gospel of St. Matthew, some
passages found in the gospels both of Matthew and Luke, and some which
more nearly resemble the words in Luke.
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I select the following, as fixing the authority of the Lord's prayer, and
the use of it amongst the primitive Christians :
"If therefore we pray the Lord that he will forgive us, we ought also
to forgive."
"With supplication, beseeching the all-seeing God not to lead us into
temptation."
And the following, for the sake of repeating an observation already
made, that words of our Lord, found in our gospels, were at this early day
quoted as spoken by him; and not only so, but quoted with so little question
or consciousness of doubt about their being really his words, as not even to
mention, much less to canvass, the authority from which they were taken.
" But remembering that the Lord said, teaching, Judge not, that ye be
not judged; forgive, and ye shall be forgiven; be ye merciful, that ye may
obtain mercy; with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you
again."

Here are quotations from the books of the New Testament, without naming the books, a fact which clearly shows
that the books were regarded by the writer and readers as
authority, and that they gave authentic accounts of Christ and
his sayings.
PAPIAS.

Our next witness is Papias, who belongs to the end of the
first century of the Christian era. " He was," says Stowe,
" according to Irenseus, and other ancients, a student of both
the apostle John and Polycarp; was a zealous millenarian,
learning the doctrine, as he says, from the apostle John himself."
Papias says :
Matthew set forth his oracles in the Hebrew dialect, which every one
interpreted as he was able.
And John the Presbeter said this : Mark being the interpreter of Peter,
whatsoever he recorded he wrote with great accuracy, but not, however, in
the order in which it was done or spoken by our Lord, for he neither heard
nor followed our Lord, but, as before said, he was in company with Peter,
who gave him such information as was necessary * * * Wherefore
Mark has not erred in anything * * * but was carefully attentive to
one thing, not to pass anything that he heard, or to state anything falsely
in these accounts.

The phrase " our Lord " and the way this writer refers to
the Gospels are important as showing with what reverence and
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esteem Jesus and the Gospels were held. The language comes
in a natural way, referring to facts as matters well known and
recognized— matters which were so palpable that proof of
occurrence and existence was not necessary.
IGNATIUS.

Ignatius was also a student of John and, it is said, "was by
him ordained bishop of Antioch, which office he held forty
years." He lived through the persecution of Domitian, but in
the reign of Trajan he was condemned to death, and after a
most remarkable conversation with th; emperor, an account of
which is still extant, he was taken to Rome and there suffered
martyrdom. Of this writer Paley says (Evidences p. 129):
Ignatius, as it is testified by ancient Christian writers, became Bishop of
Antioch about thirty-seven years after Christ's ascension; and therefore from
his time, and place, and station, it is probable that he had known and conversed with many of the apostles. Epistles ot Ignatius are referred to by
Polycarp, his contemporary. Passages found in the epistles now extant
under his name are quoted by Irenaeus A. D. 178, by Origen A. D. 230; and
the occasion of writing the epistles is given at large by Eusebius and Jerome.
What are called the smaller epistles of Ignatius are generally deemed to be
those which were read by Irenaeus, Origen and Eusebius.
In these epistles there are various undoubted allusions to the gospels of
St. Matthew and St. John; yet, so far of the same four with those in the preceding articles, that, like them, they are not accompanied with marks of
quotations.
Of these allusions the following are clear specimens:
" Christ was baptized of John, that all righteousness might be fulfilled by
him."
"Be wise as serpents in all things, and harmless as a dove."
"He, Christ, is the door of the Father, by which enter in Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob, and the apostles, and the church.
As to the manner of quotation this is observable—Ignatius, in one place,
speaks of St. Paul in terms of high respect, and quotes his epistle to the
Ephesians by name ; yet in other places he borrows words and sentiments
from the same epistle without mentioning it; which shows that this was his
general manner of using and applying writings then extant, and then of high
authority.
CLEMENT OF ROME.

Clement of Rome is our next witness, and with him we
are back in the time and in the company of the apostle Paul,
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Among the apocryphal books of the New Testament there
are two letters of Clement from the church at Rome to the
church at Corinth. In these there are frequent references to
and quotations from the books of the New Testament; and the
exhortations of Clement are very similar in style and substance
to those of the New Testament, making allowance for some
speculations in which he indulges. It is the fact of the existence of the books, let me say again, that our witnesses are testifying to, and theoretical speculations intermixed with the
evidence of facts in no way weakens the evidence. Of Clement Paley says (Evidences, pp. 122, 123):
We are in possession of an epistle written by Clement, Bishop of Rome,
whom the ancient writers, without doubt or scruple, assert to have been the
Clement whom St. Paul mentions, Phil, iv: 3, "with Clement also, and other
my fellow laborers' whose names are in the book of life." This epistle is
spoken of by the ancients as an epistle ackhowledged by all; and as Irenseus
well represents its value, " written by Clement, who had seen the blessed
apostles and conversed with them, who had the preaching of the apostles
still sounding in his ears, and their traditions before his eyes." It is
addressed to the church of Corinth; and what alone may seem almost decisive of its authenticity, Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth, about the year 170 (7. e.,
about eighty or ninety years after the epistle was written), bears witness that
"it had been wont to be read in that church from ancient times." This
epistle affords, amongst others, the following valuable passages: "Especially
remembering the words of the Lord Jesus which he spake, teaching gentleness and long-suffering; for this he said: "Be ye merciful, that ye may
obtain mercy; forgive, that it may be forgiven unto you ; as you do, so
shall it be done unto you ; as you give, so shall it be given unto you, as ye
judge, so shall ye be judged; as ye show kindness, so shall kindness be
shown unto you. By this command, and by these rules, let us establish
ourselves, that we may always walk obediently to his holy words."
Again: " Remember the words of the Lord Jesus, for he said, woe to
that man by whom offences come; it were better for him that he had not
been born, than that he should offend one of my elect; it were better for him
that a millstone should be tied about his neck, and that he should be
drowned in the sea; than that he should offend one of my little ones."
In both these passages we perceive the high respect paid to the words of
Christ as recorded by the evangelists. "Remember the words of the Lord
Jesus—by this command and by these rules let us establish ourselves, that
we may always walk obediently to his words." We perceive also in Clement
a total unconsciousness of doubt whether these were the real words of
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Christ, which are read as such in the gospels. This observation, indeed,
belongs to the whole series of testimony, and especially to the most ancient
part of it. Whenever anything now read in the gospels, is met with in
early Christian writings, it is always observed to stand there as acknowledged
truth, /. <?., to be introduced without hesitation, doubt or apology.
BARNABAS.

In Barnabas we have a companion of Paul
There is
now extant, and classed with the apocryphal books of the New
Testament the Epistle of Barnabas. Paley says it was quoted
as such " by Clement of Alexandria A. D. IQT, by Origen A.
D. 230. It is mentioned by Eusebius A. D. 315; by Jerome
A. D. 392, as an ancient work in their time, bearing the name
of Barnabas, and as well known and read amongst Christians,
though not accounted a part of Scripture."
As to the nature of his evidence and his scripture quotations Paley says (Evidences p. 122):
In this epistle appears the following remarkable passage: "Let us therefore, beware lest it come upon us as it is written, There are many called,
few chosen." From the expression " a s it is written," we infer, with certainty, that, at the time when the author of this epistle lived, there was a
book extant, well known to Christians, and of authority amongst them, containing these words—"Many are called, few chosen." Such a book is our
Gospel of St. Matthew, in which this text is twice found, and is found in no
other book now known. There is a further observation to be made upon
the terms of the quotation. The writer of the epistle was a Jew. The
phrase " it is written" was the very form in which the Jews quoted their
scriptures. It is not probable, therefore, that he would have used this
phrase, and without qualification, of any books but what had acquired a
kind of scriptural authority. * * * Besides this passage, there are also
in the epistle before us several others, in which the sentiment is the same
with that we meet with in St. Matthew's gospel, and two or three in which
we recognize the same words. In particular the author of the epistle repeats
the precept, "Give to every one that asketh thee; and saith that Christ
chose as his apostles, men who were great sinners, that he might show that
he came ' not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance.' "

Now we have traced friendly external evidence of the
existence of the New Testament, and of the high esteem in
which they were held.
So unpopular as Christianity was in its beginning, and
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having a superstitious Gentile world and stiffnecked and rebellious Israel to contend with, more than ordinary allowance
must be made for the destruction of books containing Christian
evidence, as well as for loss by carelessness and accident. Still,
there is no comparison between the amount of evidence extant
in favor of the New Testament and that of other ancient books
much prized. Even making such allowance, it is wonderful to
what extent the establishment of Christianity left its impress
upon the world of literature in its early days. As forcibly
showing this we quote from Mr. Hasting's " Inspiration of the
Bible," pp. 12, 13.
I have on one of my library shelves, between twenty and thirty volumes
containing about twelve thousand pages of the writings of different Christian
authors who wrote before A. D. 325, when the Council of Nice was held.
Many of these books are full of scripture. Those writers had the same
books which we have; they quoted the same passages which we quote; they
quoted from the same gospels and epistles from which we quote.
Origen, who wrote a hundred years before the Council of Nice, quotes
5,745 passages from all the books in the New Testament; Tertullian, A. D.
200, makes more than 3,000 quotations from the New Testament books;
Clement, A. D. 194, quotes 380 passages ; Irenteus, A. D. 178, quotes 767
passages ; Polycarp, who was martyred A. D. 165, after having served Christ
eighty-six years, in a single epistle quoted thirty-six passages; Justin Martyr,
A. D. 140, also quotes from the New Testament; to say nothing of heathen
and infidel writers like Celsus A. D. 150, and Porphry, A. D. 304. who
referred to or quoted scores of the very passages now found in the Scriptures which we have. Indeed, Lord Hailes, of Scotland, having searched the
writings of the Christian Fathers to the end of the third century, actually
found the whole of the New Testament, with the exception of less than a
dozen verses, scattered through their writings which are still extant ;
so that, if at the time of the Council of Nice every copy of the
New Testament had been annihilated, the book could have been reproduced
from the writings of the early Christian Fathers, who quoted the book as we
quote it, and who believed it as we believe it. And now infidels talk about
the Council of Nice getting up the New Testament. You might as well talk
about a town council getting up the Revised Statutes of the state or nation,
because they happened to say they aceepted or received them. The Council of Nice did nothing of the kind. The books of the New Testament were
received from the apostles who wrote them, and were carefully preserved,
and publicly read in the churches of Christ long before the Conncil of Nice
was held.
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Says Tertullian, A. D. 200, " If you are willing to exercise your curiosity profitably in the business of your salvation, visit the apostolic churches ;
in which the very chairs of the apostles still preside in their places ; in which
their very authentic letters are recited, sounding forth the voice and representing the countenance of every one of them. Is Achaia near you? You
have Corinth. If you are not far from Macedonia you have Philippi and
Thessalonica ; if you can go to Asia you have Ephesus, but if you are near to
Italy you have Rome."
The apostolic churches received the gospels at the hands of the men
who wrote them; and the epistles were written and signed by men whom they
well knew. Paul wrote, " The salutation of me, Paul, with mine own hand,
which is the token in every epistle, so I write."
TO NEW ZEALAND AND BACK.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :

Doubtless you will be more surprised
than ever to learn that we are back
here again. I will try and give you a
little account of our journey. We had
a pleasant run to Victoria and many of
the brethren and sisters came aboard
to bid us "good-by and God-speed."
Those partings are painful indeed. We
had no sooner got out of the Straits
than we encountered a heavy headwind
which soon increased into a gale and
continued for five or six days. To say
that we were sick is putting it very
mild; needless to tell you that we all
soon crawled off to bed and knew little
and cared less what happened for that
time. The next day or two it was some
better, which brought us to Honolulu.
This is a very nice city, quite oriental,
with shade, shade everywhere and tropical trees, plants and flowers in abundance. The population is largely Chinese, Japanese and native. We stayed
some twenty hours and saw much of
the city. It was Sunday and there was
a band concert at the park. The band
consisted of over twenty Hawaiians,
very fine musicians. We saw the cocoanut, palm, banana, pineapple, rice and
sugarcane growing. It seemed strange

to have " July in January," everybody
dressed in white with sunshades and
fans. A run of a little over a week
brought us to Suva, Fiji Islands ; here
the boat took on hundreds of cases and
thousands of bunches of bananas. It
was quite interesting to see the natives
at work loading and many of them
brought coral shells and fruit on board
to sell. It was summer here and no
mistake. Vegetation was very luxuriant with plenty of wild oranges. After
five or six days of rough weather we
arrived at Wellington very thankful for
our safe arrival. It is a very nice place
and a great shipping port, but not " up
to date" like an American city. No
electric cars and rather rough streets.
When we landed it was pouring rain
and continued all day and till evening
the next. It had already been raining
two days when we got there. The people said it was very unusual to rain so
much at that time of the year (the middle of harvest). After a day or two
visiting the brethren and seeing around
we boarded one of the coasting steamers and after a rough run of twelve
hours we arrived at Wauganiu, put up
at an hotel and, after dinner found
brethren Dexter and Taylor. Sister
Dexter soon came in (they live out one
and one-half miles) with the horse and
trap and drove us all over town to see
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the place and to try to h'ud a house; it
is a lovely place but no house to be
found. The next day, Sunday, we had
a nice time at the meetings with the
brethrui. The subject of the lecture
was " The rich Man and Lazarus."
Brother Taylor said he could not do
better than read from a little book published by an American brother; at the
close brother Tanfleld arose and said
he thought it would be a good thing
to give information where the address
could be got and what the book was.
It proved to be " The Great Salvation."
Also, sister Taylor, Jr., uses it at the
Sundayschool, and they have had five
or six immersions from the use and
study of it. We were delighted to see
something from you in that far-off
part of the earth. Outside of that
they seemed to know nothing of you.
We loaned brother Taylor the January
ADVOCATE and lie was much pleased
with it, and two weeks from that date
he read the article from brother C. C.
Vredenburgh on the Holy Spirit, a
question that had troubled some there.
I took a bundle of your tracts of all
kinds to bis desk and asked him to tell
all present to come and take one of
each, which they did and were much
pleased with them. We also gave all
the pamphlets and books we had of
yours among the brethren and asked
them to send them to other brethren
at different places after they had read
them, which they promised to do. I
think a few sample copies of the ADVOCATE sent to different parts of Australia and New Zealaad would • be a
good thing.
We found land anywhere within
reach of schools and towns far too high
for buying or renting, out of all reason
compared with the markets ; from $100
to $200 per acre and even more ; and
as far as I could judge from seeing
and talking with people in different
parts of the country in regard to health

and climate, it is not any improvement
on British Columbia. There is not so
much frost, and snow, but more wind
and the weather is very changeable,
blusterous and rainy. Those who have
good farms there are all right, but
those who are situated as we are can
do much better here. We took several
drives into the country—on one occasion went up the Wauganui river on
one Side for about ten miles, crossed on
a rude ferry and came back on the
other side. We gathered lots of blackberries; came through the Maori settlement. You will remember poor brother
Roberts went the same route when he
was there, as per his Diary. We saw
much fine scenery. I took the train
and went up to Stratford and saw
much fine country, with grass everywhere and cattle by the thousands,
but found the same drawback all the
way. There is a brother Nash there,
a farmer of many years and much experience; he gave me much information and persuaded me to go back, as
it was either pay fabulous prices for
land or go back to the front out of the
way of schools and roads and clear a
farm out of the bush. So after a
month's sojourn in New Zealand with
many pleasant remembrances and much
sightseeing with improved health, we
bade adieu to all and turned our course
homeward. Our outward passage was
rough with much seasickness, but the
homeward was very pleasant; we enjoyed it very much.
We arrived at Victoria in safety and
were very thankful to our Heavenly
Father for all His care and watchfulness over us. We were sorry to find
the brethren there divided over personal likes and dislikes that ought
never to have been mentioned much
less to be made a cause of separation.
First a brother and sister drew off and
remained away from the meetings,
which we think was wrong ; and then
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the other side called a meeting to try
and settle it, but without effect. The
meeting was very unsatisfactory and
they soon called another in which the
brother and sister were disfellowshipped. We think this was too hasty.
We could do nothing to help matters.
That unruly member that James speaks
of is not kept in subjection as much as
it ought to be.
As soon as Mr. Ladner (our old employer) knew that we were back at Victoria he wrote to me regretting that he
did not have my old place vacant to
offer me (he having hired another man
for the year), but invited me up to
have a talk over matters and said if I
could get something to do till the first
of the year he would be glad to have
me back permanently at the increased
wages he offered when he knew we
were going to leave. So I went up and
stayed with them for a few days and
got a situation as wharfinger and to
help in a store. I have to attend to
all freight received and shipped and
to keep account of same and all monies received, etc. I like it very much.
So you see we are all back here again
and we think this time to stay. We
are glad to be be able to tell you that
we are all greatly improved in health.
While at Stratford I was telling the
brethren there of you and your works,
and promised old brother Nash that I
would send him the ADVOCATE for
this year, so you will please find money
enclosed for that purpose.
Hoping this will find you all well
as I am thankful to say it leaves us at
present. Sister Cook joins me in sending greeting lo you all.
Yours still waiting for the consolation of Israel,
JAMES COOK.
Let us be of good cheer, remembering
that the misforunes hardest to bear are
those which never come.
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ijn||ROTHER HADLEY in the VisJtffip itor for April, takes exception
to our remarks on brother Jardine's
effort to effect reunion, in which we
said that " such well-meaning efforts
were defeated by the stern fact that
the paper which represents those known
as partial inspirationists frequently
contains articles advocating (in a
little different garb possibly) the old
free life doctrine and unmasked partial
inspiration." Brother Hadley says,
"We should be glad if the editor of the
ADVOCATE would point out the articles
to which he refers."
We have not all the numbers of the
Visitor at hand to refer to the articles ;
but brother Hadley himself has denied
that there is sin in the flesh, which was
the contention of the free life advocates. I do not suppose that he goes to
the full length they did, on "unforfeited life," and it is possibly a good
sign that he disavows identity between
his belief and theirs. The evil of his
position in denying that Jesus inherited
sin's flesh from Adam is that it makes
his death solely for personal sins and
not for the effects of Adam's sin in
Himself and us; which forces the conclusion that Christ's death was purely
substitutionary, and that it was not to
deliver himself as well as us from the
Adamic condemnation.
We have no desire to magnify the
evil of the position the Visitor has
taken, but otherwise ; and we wish as
heartily as anyone that a reunion of all
the divided ones could be effected, if it
could be done upon principles that
would not compromise the truth.
As to the Visitor containing articles
on partial inspiration, we did give Bro.
Hadley proof years ago that his paper
had committed itself to that theory.
Perhaps lie has forgotten that our arti-
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ele was copied from the ADVOCATE by
the Christadelphian and that some of
the readers of the Visitor asked brother
Hadley to deal with it. He promised
to do so, but never did, only brushed it
aside by an insinuation that the ADVOCATE was, as well as the Christadelphian, published for mercenary objects. That was very unkind and in
no wise answered our article.
However, that is quite a long time
ago, and if since then the Visitor had
not contained articles advocating partial inspiration we should not have
raised the question in speaking of the
effort towards reunion. We wish now
that we could not meet brother Hadley's challenge to show where this occurs iu the pages of the Visitor, for
retraction on our part would be far
more preferable to the fact that such a
dangerous doctrine is set forth in the
Visitor. The brother thinks we had
not read the Visitor carefully; but we
had, and it was this fact that prompted
our remarks, not as a faultfinder, but in
the performance of a duty in defense of
truth and purity of fellowship. Now
that what we said has been challenged,
it is our duty to give some proof of its
truth, and so we quote the following
from the Visitor for July, 1898, pp. 189,
an article by D. Laverock, of Vancouver, B. C:
"I will lead proof from Dr. Thomas
as against brother Roberts farther on,
but first I present evidence undermining the view intended to be taught by
the so-called wholly inspired Bible
theory " p. 191.
The view intended to be taught is
that the original manuscripts of the
Bible were wholly inspired by God and
that therefore they were free from error
and mistake. To "undermine" this is
to say that they were not wholly inspired aad might, therefore, contain
errors and mistakes; and in view of the
fact that uninspired man could not di-

vide the errors from the truth and that
there was no inspiration to do it for
him, it left him with a book " undermined " by a theory of partial inspiration.
We quote again :
"Now to my mind here is where what
is termed the •wholly-inspired' theory
breaks down."
"It looks as if the writers (of the
Gospels) were writing from memory "
p. 191.
"The variations in the narratives
would rather tend to show the writers
wrote the account of what they heard
and saw as eye witnesses, as collectors
of information which was the subject
of common conversation " p. 191.
If this was how it was done, without
divine inspiration, we have nothing
better than is contained in other carefully written books. But everybody
knows how uncertain memory is, and
what different stories several men will
give of one event, and that, too, of an
event they have been eye-witnesses of.
Striving to show how the Gospels
could be written without the aid of inspiration, the writer further says:
"Undoubtedly an indellible impression would be created in the public
mind, and sayings and doings of Christ
would be treasured up in the recollection of that generation and transmitted
to the next. Luke then, like the ordinary
'writers, begins by, 'Forasmuch as'" etc.,
p. 191.
"What was the difficulty then in the
Gospel writers collecting materials, and
connecting into narrative form, the
sayings and doings of Christ, aided at
times as they might be by the Spirit?
I see none."
The difficulty would be that " at
times" when they would not be "aided
by the Spirit" they would depend upon
the frailties of mortality and we should
have writings no more to be depended
upon than those of "ordinary writers."
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"When therefore he (Paul) uses the
phrase ' Every scripture ' qualified by
'Divinely inspired,' or God-breathed,
are we to infer some were not so? It
looks like it."
Here are a few of our proofs, brother
Hadley. If you overlooked them and
will disavow them, and keep the Visitor
clean from such scripture-nullifying articles, we shall be glad, and then we
shall have hopes of those well-meaning
efforts for reunion succeeding; but with
such articles as this appearing unchallenged, there is no use hoping for
unity.
There is no use hiding the facts by
much talk about " theories." It is not
the theory of inspiration we are contending for, that is, it is not a question of
how God operated to produce through
men the Scriptures; but it is a question
of fact as to what He did produce—
whether He formed a partnership with
men to produce books, partly human,
falhible and erring, and partly divine
and unerring; or did He, by whatever
modus operandi, produce wholly inspired
and therefore wholly infallible scripturesi* If we believe the originals were
divinely produced, we are bound to believe they were infallible, and that
should end the matter and stop all talk
about " theories."
EDITOR.
A FOUR NIGHTS' PUBLIC DISCUSSION

On Anglo-Israelism will take place at
the Universalist Church Sunday-school
room, 65th and Stewart avenue, April
18, 20, 25 and 27, commencing each
night at eight o'clock, between Mr. Jas.
Inglis, of Chicago, and Mr. Thos. Williams, of Chicago, editor of the CHRISTADBLPHUN ADVOCATE:.
PKO POSITIONS.

1. " The Scriptures teach that the
Ten Tribes of Israel taken captive by
Assyria should be organized into a king-
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dom before their restoration, with the
other two tribes to the land of Palestine ; and that such organization is to
be identified with Great Britain and
the United States to-day" -Affirmed by
Mr. Inglis, denied by Mr. Williams.
2. "That the Ten Tribes of Israel
were to remain in dispersion and disorganized from their Assyrian captivity
till the rot urn of Christ"—Mr. Williams
affirms. Mr. Inglis denies.
The " Soeratic method " (questions
and answers) will be employed for fifteen minutes by each speaker, each
night.
This debate duly took place, and
stirred up some, of Mr. Inglis' friends
to quite considerable excitability. Some
of them had regarded the Hine-Roberts
debase as un satis factory because Mr.
Hine was unequal to the task of properly representing Auglo-Israelism, and
hoped and Relieved that Mr. Inglis
would do much better. But in this
they were disappointed, admitting after
the second night that their theory was
" getting the worst of it " because Mr.
Inglis was unable to make his arguments pointed and floundered under
the file of the Soeratic method.
There was no stenographer, and
therefore we can only give an outline
from memory. Mr. Inglis seemed much
embarrassed at the start, forgetting to
state his case and rambling from one
thing to another in a way that left the
audience in the dark to a large extent
as to what he was trying to prove. To
give point to our replies it was necessary to state his case for him.
His attempt was to prove that the
ten tribes were Israel, not the two, and:
that the kingdom of Israel as the kingdom of God was never to cease as a
kingdom. In the endeavor to sustain
this he claimed that when Zedekiah
was overthrown the royalty continued
through one of his daughters down to
Queen Victoria and that the kingdom
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of Great Britain is to-day the kingdom
of Israel and the kingdom of God.
As opposed to this we showed :
1. That all Israel was to be cast out
and scattered—Deut. xxviii: 15-25; Lev.
xxvi: 31-44; Jer. xxi: 27-28, xxxii: 30-3237.
2. That they were to continue so
and under punishment for 2520 years,
or " seven times," of Gentile dominance and Israel subordination—Ezek.
iii: 17, iv: 3-6; Dan. iv: 32; Lev. xxvi:
24, 25.
3. That the ten tribes were taken
captive by the Assyrians and the two
by the. Babylonians as a punishment for
the sin of Solomon and the sins of the
entire nation—I. Kings xi: 9-13, xvii:
5, 6-17, 18; Jer. xxi: 9; Kings xxv: 8-11;
and other testimonies.
4. That they were all to remain in
exile and dispersion till Christ should
return to the earth and this because
the two houses .of Israel were equally
guilty before God—Ezek. xvi: 3, xxiii:
4-45, iv: 1-5; Lev. xxvi: 24-28; Isa. xi: a
review of the chapter; Jer. xxx: 1-11,
19-24; Zech. x: 5-12; Jer. xxxix: 22-29;
Ezek. xx: 33-44, xxi: 25-27, xxxvi: 2134, xxxvii: a review of '-the valley of
dry bones," '"whole house of Israel,"
and of the " two sticks;" Jer. v: 4, 5,
restored " together;1' Isa. xi: 12; Jer.
xxxi: 27: 36, xxx: 3.
5. That Israel was to abide many
days without a king, prince, etc., and
that her king should be "cut off." And
that the whole house of Israel as a
kingdom was to cease for a time -Hos.
i: 4, iii: 4, x: 3-7.
6. That the time when they should
have a king (in contradistinction to
those " set up, but not by me"—God)
would be in the "latter days "—Hos.
Tiii: a review of chapter; iii: 3-5.
Incidentally we showed:
7. That the terms "Jews"' and "Isreal" are used often interchangably as
follows: Peter a Jew—Gal. ii: 14.

The land of the Jews was called the
land of Israel—Matt, ii: 20; vii: 10.
In coming to the Jews Christ came to
Israel—Luke i: 4; Acts xiii: 17, compare verses 42-45; Acts xxi: 28.
Paul was a Jew—Acts xxii: 3.
Paul was an Israelite—Bom. xi: 1.
Christ was the King of the Jews and
King of Israel—Mark xv: 32; John i:49.
Paul called the chief of the Jews and
spoke to them of the hope of Israel—
Acts xxviii: 17-2fi.
The veil which was upon the Jews
was said to be upon Israel—II. Cor. iii:
7-16.
Mr. Inglis claiming that Benjamin
was given to Judah for a light in the
sense of " light-bearers of the gospel,"
we showed that it was said that there
was not a righteous man among them
—Jer. v: 1.
That they possessed Jerusalem and
were charged by Jesus with having
killed the prophets and stoned them
that were sent to them—Luke xiii: 34.
That they were called revolters and
slanderers—Jer. vi: 1-28.
Was a tribe with such a history as
this to be regarded as " light-bearers of
the gospel"?
That the reason why Benjamin was
given to Judah was because God had
put His name in Jerusalem and made
it the place from which His light would
shine; and since Jerusalem was in Benjamin's territory, the tribe was given
to Judah that Judah might have Jerusalem as the light-stand. This was illustrated by Psa. cxxxii: 17, and that
Jerusalem belonged to Benjamin was
proven by Josh, xv: 8; xviii: 28.
We then showed that Great Britain
was represented in such scriptures as
the following: Isa. xiii: 4-10; xlix: 1; Psa.
xliii: 7; Ezek. xxvii: 12; Isa. xliii: 3;
xviii: 1-7; xv: 9.
That Great Britain was to be used as
a servant to assist in Israel's return,
and to be given Egypt for her help
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in the work of Israel's return; and that
she was to defend those of Israel returned to the iand against Bussia, doing so as a separate power from Israel.
The first and the second nights Mr.
Inglis begged to be excused from asking any questions, though he had willingly agreed to the Socratic method for
fifteen minutes each. By thus breaking
his agreement he appropriated to himself that part of the time we should
have had in answering questions; but
he was so confused that he could not
ask questions, and therefore we had to
allow him to go on his own way and do
the best he could. lie asked a few
questions the third night and then gave
it up. Some of our questions and Mr.
Inglis' answers are about as follows:
Do you claim that the word Israel,
after the division, is used for the ten
tribes and not for the two?—Yes.
Was Zedekiah king of the ten tribes
or of the two, of Judah or of Israel?—
Of Judah only.
Is he not called "prince of Israel" in
in Ezek. xxi: 25 in the words, " Thou
profane and wicked prince of Israel?—
Yes, that might be an exception.
Is not Paul called a Jew?—Yes.
Is not Paul called an Israelite?—Yes.
Then to be a Jew is to be an Israelite and vice versa is it not?—No definite
answer given.
Do you believe that the throne of David was transferred from Judah to
Israel upon the dethronement of Zedekiah?—Yes.
Since Zedekiah's sons were put to
death by the king of Babylon, through
whom did the throne continue over
Israel?—Through Zedekiah's daughter.
Where do you find that?—By following outside history.
You cannot find it in the Bible?—The
Bible does not give everything.
Did you not demand that the Bible
should be the only authority in this discussion?—Yes.
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Then stick to that; and now let me
ask, If David's throne continued, how
do you understand these words spoken
to Zedekiah? " Remove the diadem,
take off the crown, this shall not be the
same; exalt him that is low and abase
him that is high. I will overturn, overturn, overturn it and it shall be no more
until he come whose right it is, and I
will give it him. Who it; that?—The Lord
Jesus Christ.
Then do you believe that David's
throne was overturned and that it was
to he no more till Christ came?—No, it
does not mean that.
Docs it not say the crown was to be
taken off, the diadem to be removed,
and the throne overturned till Christ
came? — JTo, that is not it; the meaning
of those words is that it should be no
more overturned.
Would you read it like this, then: "I
will overturn, overturn, overturn it,
and it shall not be overturned"?—Yes;
It could never be overturned while the
stars existed.
It says it was to he overturned and to
be no more till Christ came, while you
say it was never to be overturnedThat is just the difference between you
and the Scriptures.
Do you attribute Queen Victoria's
right to the throne to an inheritance
from Zedekiah?—Yes.
Are you aware that Zedekiah was a
usurper?—How do you make that out?
Did not the king of Babylon dethrone
Jehoiakin,the rightful occupant of David's throne, and put Zedekiah on the
throne instead?—Yes.
Then do you admit that Zedekiah
was on the throne by the appointment
of a wicked Gentile king who had not
the right to put him there?—Yes, it
would seem so.
That being the case he was a usurper, and since you claim that Queen
Victoria is on the throne of David by
descent from a usurper, does it not
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follow that she is a usurper?— Yes, if
that is the way it is.
Bo you believe that the Scriptures
sometimes use a day to rspresent a
year?—O, yes, indeed I do.
. That " time, times and a half" mean
twelve hundred and sixty years?—Yes.
Do you remember that it was said to
Nebuchadnezzar that he should be
driven among the beasts of the Held
"until seven times should pass over
him"?—Yes.
Do you agree with prophetic students
generally that the "seven times" are
what is known as " the times of the
Gentiles"?—Yes.
Upon the principle of a day for a
year how long a time would " seven
times "be?—Twelve hundred and sixty
years.
Twice that you mean, or twenty-five
hundred and twenty years, is it not?—
Yes, that is right.
Then you admit that " seven times "
are two thousand five hundred and
twenty years?—Yes.
And that that is the duration of Gentile dominance or "the times of the
Gentiles"?- Yes.
That being the case please read
Lev. xxvi: 44, where in speaking to the
whole house of Israel God said He
would punish them for " seven times,"
and now do you believe they—the whole
bouse of Jacob—were to be punished
for two thousand five hundred and
twenty years?—Yes.
Supposing, speaking roughly, we
commence the "seven times more1- of
their punishment 625 B. C, ought not
the whole house of Israel to be under
punishment and not the greater
part of them a strong and mighty nation in 1895?—The ten tribes were
taken captive in B, C. 721.
Well, even, if you count from then
they would be under punishment and
not blessed, as you claim, for two thousand five hundred and twenty years

from that date. How then could they
be a great nation, blessed as the kingdom of God?—Here Mr. Inglis became
much confused and no intelligent answers could be got from him.
Do you say that Israel was never to
be, for any length of time, disorganized
as a nation and without a king?—
Never, if God's words be true.
What about the time during which,
as you claim, Zedekiah's daughter went
to Egypt, back to Palestine, from there
to Ireland and finally to England?—
That is a small matter.
But there was no king reigning then,
and now if Israel was never to be without a king, what will you do with this
in Hos. iii: 5, "For the children of Israel"—Israel—which you say means the
ten tribes, "shall abide many days
without a king," do you believe that?—
Yes.
"And withont a prince," do you be"
lieve that?—Yes.
Then if they were to remain many
days without u king and without a
prince, and without a sacrifice and
without all that constituted them a nation, why do you say they were never to
to be a moment without a king?
—That is one of the exceptions, where
"Israel" means Judah.
But have you not been emphasizing
the words "all Israel" as applicable
alone to the ten tribes?—Yes, but there
are exceptions.
Then the exceptions break your rule,
and in that case must we not be governed by the context to determine
whether the word "Israel" stands for a
part or all the house of Jacob?—Yes.
As there is nothing in the context in
Hos. iii:4 to authorize you to assert that
"Israel" means Judah and not the ten
tribes, do you not think it quite presumptuous on your part to change the
word of God to suit your theory?—No
definite answer.
This was about the way the debate

LATTER DAY VAGARIES MASQUERADED IN THE GARB OF TRUTH.

ran; and all, except those wedded to
the Anglo-Saxon theory, could easily
see that Mr. Inglis was beating the air.
It is difficult to imagine a more groundless theory than Anglo-Israelism. The
delusion arises from a failure to discern
the real hope of Israel. Not knowing
what this is, the advocates of the theory do not know where.to apply the
many Scriptures which speak of Israel's
future glory. So they try to fit them
to the Anglo-Saxon race. What folly
it is.

EDITOR.

LATTEE-DAY VAGARIES MASQUERADED IN THE GARB OF TRUTH,

following are a few of the
logical conclusions deduced
from the views held by some, with
regard to Adamic transgression and its
forgiveness. It seems incredible that
beliefs can be entertained leading to
such astounding conclusions. ^Need it
be said that they emanate from those
who, while they deny that God through
Christ does so forgive in baptism, make
their error doubly glaring by declaring
that every soul of the Adamic race,
saint and sinner, must pay the penalty
of physical death '? Hearken :
If, as Paul says, Jesus died unto sin,
and that ONCE, when he was crucified,
what did he die unto when he was
changed from corruption into incorruption, seeing it is claimed that when
this transformation occurs it is equivalent

to death? But whence this notion, this
conceit of double death'? It certainly
is not found in the Word of God ; for
Paul, speaking by the inspiration that
cannot err, states in the most positive and unequivocal language that
" Christ being raised from the dead,
DIBTH NO MORE," and as if to impress

the truth still more strongly, says,
" Death hath NO MORE dominion over
him " (Rom. vi: 9), " equivalently" or
otherwise. Flatly does this absurd contention contradict Paul; for—to repeat
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—IT declares he did dAe, AGAIN, when

he passed from mortality to immortality, which change it is said, is "equivalent" to death. Is there, can there be
any evasion of the inexorable logic that
carries to such conclusions'? And is it
possible such vagaries can be received
as truth by believers '?
Again, when Paul says, " We shall
NOT ALL SLEEI' " (or die),

is not

his

teaching denied in the strongest possible terms, when it is contended that the
righteous DO DIE, to all intents and
purposes, in tke transformation

which

swallows their " mortality up of life '?"
Grandly opposed to this fallacy is the
abiding truth that Jesus comes that
" they may have life, and have it more
abundantly" minus the sandwiching in
of a so-called equivalent death.
Another very striking result growing
out of the assumption that the change
from corruption to incorruption is
equivalent to death is reached in the
case of Adam, who, had he been obedient would, without doubt, have been
elevated to the divine nature. The
change, however, according to the notion we are opposing, would have been
equivalent to death, so that death
would have entered the world not by sin
or disobedience, but by obedience, Alas 1
poor Adam ! he would have died in any
event, no matter whether he obeyed or
disobeyed. How gratifying, however,
to think lie wouldn't have known it—
it would have happened so quickly, you
know. (Shades of John Thomas ! what
a revival ('?) of apostolic faith ('? '?) is
this!) It is no little satisfaction to reflect that so far from having to pass
through sucVi an ordeal, Adam would
have been saved not destroyed, redeemed not condemned. Transformation of nature, with respect to things
divine, is never its destruction, but is
most emphatically, its salvation,—a
principle seemingly fast passing away
from the many who profess to hold the
truth in its pristine purity.
C. C. V".

SHORT STUDIES IN BIBLE CHRONOLOGY.
BY BROTHER E. S. TROPPER.

HO. VI.
SIXTH 1'EKIOD.
FKOM THE ESTABLISHING or SAMUEL THE PEOPHET TO FOUNDATION OP
T E M P J J E E M B B A C E S EltiHTY-THBEE

A. M.
3004

3087

YEAKS.

NAMES AND EVENTS.

YEAB.

Samuel established a s prophet in t h e t h i r t e e n t h year of Eli's
j u d g s h i p , I . Kings iii: 21
8

B. C.
1096

The ark taken in the fortieth year of Eli's judgship, at which
time lie died. Samuel having been established as prophet
for
27yrs.
Samuel dies about eleven years after, I. Sam. xxv: 1
Saul dies after Eli's death
- 13 yrs.
Saul given about the space of (Acts xiii: 21i
40
The ark being taken at his death and returned twenty years
after when David had reigned seven years and six months,
II. Sam, ii: 2; v: 7
7
David reigned over all Israel longer, II. Sam. v: 4, 5
- - 33
Foundation of Temple laid in the fourth year of Solomon's
reign, I. Kings vi: 1
3 1013
Whole number of years

-

-

450

NOTES ON SIXTH PERIOD.
being established as prophet in the
Eli, having judged Israel forty years, thirteenth of Eli.
So the giving of Saul for forty years
died on hearing that the ark had been
also
included the whole time of Samtaken ; when the ark had been in the
Philistine's land seven months, it was uel as prophet from the thirteenth of
returned to Kirjath-jearim, at which lili until his death, about two years beplace it remained for twenty years un- fore the deatli of Saul.
til removed by David after he had We find that when Saul had reigned
reigned " seven years and six months" two years God rejected him as being
king (I. Sam. xiii- 14) and when he had
after the death of Saul.
Therefore between the capture of removed him He raised up David to be
the ark at the death of Eli and the king (Acts xiii-22) although David did
death of Saul there could only have not begin to reign until thirteen years
been thirteen years. These thirteen after the death of Eli, and at the time
years deducted from the forty years of of Saul's death; and as we have shown
Acts xiii: 21 leaves but twentv-seven from the capture of the ark at Eli's
years, which carries us back to the death was only twenty years and seven
thirteenth year of Eli's judgship, which months until its return; and David bemarks the beginning of Samuel as ginning to reign at the death of Saul,
prophet, it being impossible that Saul and the ark being overturned when
could have reigned forty years unless David had reigned seven years and six
his reign began at the time of Samuel's months, we will take then these twenty
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years and the previous seven months in
the Philistines,' land—making in all
twenty years and seven months—and deducting the seven years and six months
of David's reign leaves thirteen years
and one month only that could possibly have elapsed between the death of
Eli and the death of Saul.
It being impossible that Saul could
have reigned forty years, the giving of
Saul for the space of forty years must
also include the twenty-seven years of
Samuel as prophet, from the close of
Eli's thirteenth year to his (Eli's) death,
because we can only get just forty
years between the thirteenth year of
Eli's judgship and the beginning of
David's reign at the death of Saul.
Eli was judge for forty years, when
the ark was taken—at which time he
died — and taken to Kirjath-jearim
where it remained for twenty years,
until returned when David had reigned
seven years and six months after the
death of Saul.
Now then we will try and explain the
statements made in I. Kings xi: 6, and
Acts xiii: 16-22, by adding up:
No. years in our Fourth Period
47
Fifth
"
450
Sixth
"
83
Which sum will give us - - - 580
years of time according to Acts xiii: 1722, the second month Zif in the fourth
year of Solomon's reign, being about
the ending of the 580th year " after the
children of Israel were come out of the
land of Egypt."
But finding this number will not harmonize with I. King vi: 1, which only
gives us the 480th year, we will in explanation quote afoot note in the "Emphatic Diaglott" on this reading:
" There have been many solutions offered, but only one which seems entirely satisfactory i. e., that the text in
I . Kings xi: 1 has been corrupted by
substituting the Hebrew cdaracter
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daleth (4) for hay (5) which are very similar in form." This would make I.
Kings vi: 1 read 580th year instead of
480th, and thereby agree with Acts
xiii: 17-22, and correspond to my
tables as above stated.
THE

PARABLE OF THE
STEWARD-

UNJUST

^jjjljijfO understand this parable it is
-M.
necessary that we take in the
conditions under wliioh it was spoken.
To do this we will necessarily be required to go back to the beginning of
Luke xv., where we find the Pharisees
were murmuring against Jesus for "receiving publicans and sinners and eating with them." And he spake a parable to them. First, the lost sheep and
the lost piece of silver. The application in these two show that the Pharisees were in a frame of mind that was
not natural. That they should rather
rejoice that these publicans and sinners
worshippers of the outer court were desirous of coming into the fold. Then
comes the parable of the prodigal son,
who is made the representative of the
said publicans and sinners, while the
grumpy elder brother represents the
Pharisees. I5ut they do not seem to
have taken bold of the idea, and Jesus
now turns to his disciples and says,
There was a certain rich man which
had a steward (the Pharisees being represented by the steward; they being the
stewards of God's house of Israel, but
who had by various innovations rendered God's commands of secondary
account—permitting a man to put
away his wife and marry another
women, etc., see chap, xvi: 18). In the
parable the Lord commanded the unjust steward for his shrewdness and
worldly wisdom, and then says to his
disciples, '• MaKe to yourselves friends
of the mammon of unrighteousness,
that when you tail they may receive you
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into everlasting habitations." That
these are words of biting sarcasm is
attested by the words that so emphatically follow. "He that is faithful in
that which is least is faithful in much.
If ye have not been faithful in that
which is another man's, who shall give
you that which is your ownV" Xow
the Pharisees just begin to see that
Jesus is alluding to them as the ones
who are covetous. They were the unjust steward, and when they heard his
cutting denunciation of their unfaithful covetousness they derided him.
Then Jesus turns to them and says,
"Ye are they which justify yourselves
beforemen." The application which we
may draw from the parable in a personal sense is that we are to do that
which is just and right in God's sight,
regardless of man's approval or condemnation. We cannot serve two masters who stand in opposition to each
other.
In the parable of Dives aud Lazarus,
which follows the prophetic outcome of
the same, two parties are outlined by
Jesus, as has been finely illustrated by
brother Williams in the Hall-Williams
discussion. To summarize, we have
the first two parables which show that
those who were in authority (scribes
and Pharisees), should as faithful men
and custodians of the law of God, treat
with due respect and concern the strangers within their gates.
Parables three and four show them
as they actually were, and parable five
is prophetic of what was surely coming
upon both parties. All of these parables were spoken on one occasion to the
same classes of people that were with
Jesus and were brought out by the
murmuring of the Pharisees because
" He receiveth sinners and eateth with
them."
PRANK CHESTER,
A good name, like good will, is got by
many actions and lost by one.

ME. HA.LL SNA.T0HES AT STRAWS

• f N his editorial of April 6th Mr,Hall
J§> informs his readers that he has
read in the Christian Observer a " splendid editorial on the immortality of
the soul;" aud he gives his readers
a, " striking excerpt." How true it is
that " a drowning man will snatch at a
straw." What Mr. Hall quotes is old
and stale and its fallacy has been exposed long ago; but since it seems to
be a new discovery to him and a possible help to the dying theory he struggles to uphold, we will examine, it numbering each syllogism.
1. " The powers we possess, the
abilities found in our being, require a
spirit in man." If "spirit" here means
life, the statement is true—both of men
and animals; some animals have greater
"powers" and "abilities" than some
men. Is this fact the result of "spirit?"
2. "We think ; matter has no capability to think, therefore there ate other
elements in us than matter." Who
said " matter has no capability to
think"? Where is the proof? Who
has comprehended the "capability"
of "matter"? Leaving these questions
for Mr. Hall to answer, let us test
the rest of it. Some animals think
better than some men.; "matter has
no capability to think." therefore there
are elements in "animals other than
matter." Some human beings cannot think; if they possessed other
elements than matter they could;
therefore there are no " other elements
in them than matter."
3. "We love ; matter cannot love,
therefore we are not all matter." Who
said " matter cannot love"? Where is
the proof? Animals love; "matter cannot love," therefore animals are not all
matter. Some human beings do not
love, therefore they are all matter according to the argument.
4. We reason ; none Of the simple
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elements in our bodies, were all of them
combined, can reason; therefore this
ability gives evidence of spirit in man."
Who said that "all the elements of our
bodies combined cannot reason"?
Where is the proof? Some animals
reason (better than some men); " none
of the simple elements in their bodies,
were they all combined, can reason;"
therefore this ability gives evidence of
a spirit in animals. Some men cannot
reason; if they had an immortal soul it
is claimed they could and would; they
do not, therefore they have not immortal souls.
5. "We are intelligent; matter is
not." Where is the proof that divinely
organized vitalized matter is not intelligent? Some men are not intelligent,
for lack of something beside matter. (?)
Some animals are intelligent; is it
because they are something besides
matter?
6. "We have power to move lodged
in our own being; matter may be moved
by external force." There is a splendid argument for you. Who can question the immortality of the soul after
reading this? No wonder Mr. Hall
was charmed with the Christian Observer's editorial. One cannot help
wondering in whose being "the powers
of the horse to move is lodged." Does
it require "external force" to move animals? Can they not move themselves
by a power lodged in their beings?
7. "These and many other reasons
show that we have a spiritual nature."
Does the fact that a man has the power
to move show that he has a spiritual
nature? If so then all animals have a
spiritual nature; and if " to move " is
an indication of spirituality then the
creature that can move the easiest and
swiftest must have the greatest amount
of spirituality.
8. "The illimitsibility of memory,
the boundlessness of desire, our insatiability with earthly beings unmistakably

speak of our immortality and spirit
life." Then if a man has no memory
he has no "immortality and spirit life."
When a very old man has lost his memory, has he lost "immortality and spirit
life"? Many animals have better memories than many men. Is the former
therefore possessed of a greater amount
of immortality and spivit than the latter? "Illimitability of memory!" What
does this mean? Is any man's memory
illimitable? If the proof of man's
present possessions of "immortality
and spirit life" is to be found in the
"illimitability of memory" then there
is no proof; for illimitability of memory
is the attribute of no man. "Boundlessness of desire"! This, too, is proof
"of our immortality and spirit life."
Who said that trusts and corporations
had no souls? It turns out to be a
mistake. They have " boundless desires "—for other people's money—and
Mr. Hall and his " splendid editorial's "
"boundless desire" is proof of immortality and spirit life." Then, too, " our
insatiability with earthly things unmistakably speaks of immortality and
spirit life." Whose? Thousands of
men are satiable with earthly things;
what about their immortality and
spirit life"? Does the soul require all
this nonsense to support it? What a
strange idea of what is splendid Mr.
Hall must have to tag such foolishness
"splendid" and pin it to his Flag.
EDITOR.

EVENING THOUGHTS.
BY LEONARD PASSMORE.

A young king was on the throne.
He was very beautiful as we from the
striking picture given of him in the
Bible or from the most gorgeous descriptions of his personal appearance
and the magnificence of his reign, told
in eastern legends that still revolve
around his name.
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This young man had promised that
should he be allowed to ascend the
throne he would build a temple on Moriah after the model of the Jewish tabernacle : so according to promise in the
fourth year of his reign, the work was
begun. It could not well have been
begun sooner, for internal foes in the
kingdom were to be conquered and
executed, among the faction being one
Adonijah, an older brother of Solomon
the young king. Adonijah, claimed to
be the rightful heir to the throne, but
He who " rules in the kingdoms of
men," had decreed that he should not
ascend it. Solomon, therefore, prevailed against him, conquered and executed him and his chief followers. But
the name Solomon from the Hebrew
Shalom, means peace; therefore his
reign was to be a peaceful reiga.
God gave him wisdom and he inherited great wealth, which was increased
by incoming revenues to such an extent that " silver was nothing accounted of in those days." Peace
always brings prosperity. He established a port at the Gulf of Elath,
thereby gaining an outlet to the Indian
ocean. He made an alliance with
Phoenicia, then under Hiram, which
gave a new impetus to these foreign
expeditions. Commerce was opened
up with other nations. The Israelitish
fleet manned with Tyrian sailors went
to " Ophir," and in exchange for their
own exportations brought back " gold,
silver," etc. Produce was also received
from India, Africa, Spain, and other
regions, perhaps England.
Under the alliance with Phoenicia
Solomon received aid from Hiram in
constructing the temple. Timber was
sent to the Jewish capital, and with it
expert architects and cunning Phoenicians artists in wood, stone and metal.
After about seven years the building
was completed. The following year, I
believe, it was dedicated, at which

time prodigious numbers of sacrifices
were slain. All the things that were
dedicated during David's reign were
brought into the building, with the "silver and the gold, and all the instruments," and put " among the treasures
of the house of God." The ark of the
covenant was brought and placed in
the most holy place •'under the wings
of the cherubim." The priests came
out of the holy place being accompanied
by the "Levites which were the singers
all of them of Asaph, of Heman, of
Jeduthun, with their sons and their
brethren being arrayed in white linen,
having cymbals, and psalteries and
harps." They stood at the east end of
the altar and produced music for the
grand occasion. The singers and trumpeters mingled their voices and instruments in one sound, or perfect chord in
"praising and thanking the Lord," saying, "He is good ; for his mercy endureth forever !" When the household of
the faithful is completed during the
reign of the True Messiah, the antitype
of Solomon, Oh then may we, as a band
of musicians, come up with our robes
"washed white in the blood of the
Lamb" and sing praises to the Lord
whose "mercy endureth forever."
Our lives in the " one faith are
poems," which, if accepted, will be
scanned, perfected, and set to music.
We are daily writing: the years are the
stanzas, the months are the verses, the
days are the words, the hours are the
syllables, the minutes are the letters.
Our actions are the metres or measures by which the verses are composed,
our thoughts the syllables in these
metres, our words the accents. Then
should not our thoughts and words be
pure ? But our thoughts are not always the same. We are a peculiar people of different individualities and temperaments. We are not writing the
same kind of verse. You may be writing a Trochaic, some other an Iambic,
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while I shall delight in writing the simpler Trochaic ; however, each if perfect
is capable of being set to music, which
is sounds put into time and tune. Let
us so adjust our lives that they may be
put into the time of God's most holy
requirements and the tune of His holy
love.
Music is upbuilding. It is recreating
to the mind. It delights the ear. It
fills the heart with pure and useful
thoughts. Let us likewise accustom
our lives to all harmony, aversing all
manners of discords and jarring
sounds. All associations of those in
the One Faith should form perfect
chords. How delightful to the poor,
afflicted mind are the perfect chords of
music; and truly a " sweet, sad measure is the balm of a wounded spirit."
Do we ever find a brother or sister or
friend whose mind is afflicted with the
trials and bitter misfortunes of this sin
enshrounded world V To such a one
let us apply the balm of the pure and
unadulterated Truth, thus healing his
wounded spirit of hopes, bring him or
her back to the exultant strains of a
purely religious life. Such music applied to one's life becomes a thing that
seldom dies. In after years it reverberates through the halls of memory,
becoming sweeter as it mingles with
the echoes of the departing years.
'" God's music will not finish with one
tune." "Sweetest melodies are those
that are by distance made more sweet."
Let us study to make our lives pure.
Let charity as a mantle cover all imperfections. Let brotherly love prevail. Avoid all bickering, slandering,
e\.c. May vie aft take part in singing
praises to God in the glorious reign of
Christ. David's true son.
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A Few Words from Eaaders and KsviewersSHELDON", I I I .
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

Have read the Hall-Williams Debate.
The ridiculousness and inconsistency
of " Orthodoxy " has been well ventilated, and I hope it may do much good
for the cause of Truth. An interested
friend is reading it now.
Your brother in Israel's hope,
DILLON LEMON.
TACOMA, WASH., April 10, 1899.
We have not been able to read it
through yet, but are satisfied from what
we see of the first of the battle (in
which your opponent seems to be at hit
best) that it will be a complete vindication of the Truth as presented by you.
With best wishes, your brother and
sister in Christ,
P. H. and JEANTIE WATSON.
TOPEKA, KAN.

I have received and carefully read
the Hall-Williams Debate and will say,
that having read all of your published
debates, that in Mr. Hall you met the
most wily man that you ever debated
with. Although his language was more
gentlemanly his cunning exceeded that
of Clark Braden. Yet with all his
stratagem he was not able to defeat the
Truth. I simply think you succeeded
wonderfully. I would like to get the
debate you lieJd at Oreal Spring's. From
what brother 15. G. Cocke said, your
victory must have been great. Brother
Cocke says \h&\, i t was a\ys>m\\\,, fcXfcft
to the small children. I should
think that by this time they would
Repentance without amendment is want to leave those " bad ChristadelII. O. AUSTIN.
like continually pumping without stop- phians " alone.
ping the leak.
One gains courage by showing himLOWELL, MASS., May 27,1899.
self poor; in that, manner one robs povI have just read the Hall-Williams
erty of its sharpest sting.
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Debate, and I am very glad that you
used the "Sword of the Spirit" with
such telling effect. And though you
were opposed by a man who was well
versed in " cunning craftiness,"' and in
handling the "word of God deceitfully',
yet the soundness and logic of your
arguments must have made a deep impression on the minds of some of those
who listened. I wonder if Mr. Hall,
in reviewing some of the answers he
gave to your questions, didn't come to
the conclusion that he was a veritable
acrobat in descending from the sublime
to the ridiculous. He says that God
calls to the dead in their graves to
"prepare war, and beat their plowshares into swords, and their pruuinghooks into spears." Old Vulcan must
have steady employment in those hot
regions to give every dead man a plowshare, and when the call comes to
" wake up," the welkin will ring as
well as the anvil in order to change
those useful agricultural implements
into weapons of war. It is too bad
that men with such attainments will
lend their aid in "speaking great swelling words against the Most High."
MAUKICE KEENK.

A C0RKE0TI0N.
DEAK BROTHER WILLIAMS:

In my letter to you on the Unjust
Steward I made a mistake in saying
that the debtors are God and the world
to come. I should have said that God
and the world to come stand in the
same relation to the brethren of Christ
as the debtors did to the steward : not
in the sense that they are debtors to
the world (such an idea never entered
into my mind), but in that we are hoping for an abiding place in the kingdom
of God when we are through with the
present world.
If it had not been for this mistake I
think you would have seen that the in-

terpretation is right; for just think for
a moment, brother, over what Jesus
said to his disciples after he had spoken
the parable to them, "Ye cannot serve
two masters; ye cannot serve God and
mammon." " Make friends to yourselves of the mammon of unrighteousness that when ye fail they may receive
you into everlasting habitations." Now
is it not plain that God is the one master and the world the other, and is it
not plain that the mammon of unrighteousness is the riches of the world, and
that the everlasting habitation is the
kingdom of God ? And is it not also
plain that the command, "Make friends
to yourselves of the mammon of unrighteousness that when ye fail they
may receive you into everlasting habitations," is a command to use the goods
of this world (the one master) in the
service of God (the other master) and
so make him our friend and secure for
ourselves an everlasting habitation in
the world to come? And if we are wise
and obey His command, are we not
acting unjustly to the present world?
You see Jesus himself gives us the
interpretation of his parable.
A N HUMBLE SERVANT.

THE WOULD.—Did you ever think of
the vast field for service that lies before
us, viz., the world? It is calculated that
there are no less than 1,470 millions of
immortal beings inhabiting this world.
Five thousand pass away every hour to
their final state and condition. The laborers are few. In England there is one
preacher to every 400 ; in India one to
every 478,000; in China one to every
400,000 ; and in the non-Protestant and
heathen world one to every 162,000 persons, The creeds and number of followers :
Millions
Heathen
874
Koman Catholics
195
Mohammedans
173
Protestants
135
Greek Church
85
Jews
8
— Watchword and Truth.

EDITORIAL.
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that disarmament, and consequent
peace, is a failure; and now their work
has resolved itself into devising a plan
for international arbitration. They
may easily formulate such a plan, and
just as easily put it upon paper; but
what thenV A few cases of comparaTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
tively minor importance have been settled by arbitration—the Alabama quesPRICK.—l'cr Year, in advance
$2.00
tion, the Venezuela boundary dispute,
HalJ' Yearly, in ;>dvaii'-e
1AM
To new subscribers on trial, JM) cents for six
months.
etc., and just now there is talk of arbitrating the Alaska boundary question.
in Great Britian and her Colonies, 8s. ]icv year.
2s, per 14 year.
But what ai:e these, compared with the
4s. per \{ year.
"We make special arrangements with a limited hiitn
her who are unable to pay the full subscription price.
final phase which the Eastern Question
A few deserving , but poor, are supplied b.y tlio contributions of generous friends.
is destined to assume?
Kemit by Pnift. Post Oftiee Order. Registered Letter
or Express Order—not by checks on local banks.
Even in small matters it is often the
Address all remittances to THUS. WILLIAMS. 834 01st
case that one nation will complacently
street, Chicago, ill.
sit back in its chair and say, " We do
DISCONTINUANCES.—A lar^e majority of our sub
scribers prefer not to have their pa,per discon
not see that we have anything to arbitinued in case they fail to remit be Co re expiration
It is therefore assumed that unless notification to
trate ?" Iu such a case what, is to be
discontinue is received, the subscriber wishes a
continuance.
done? Another board of arbitration to
arbitrate whether this nation shall subJUNE, 1899.
mit to arbitration what it does not see
it has to arbitrate could not force it to
peace conference is now in do what it refuses to do, and then
session, trying to grapple with what ? Make a common law suit of it
the task their governments have set be- and levy upon its property for damfore them. As soon as they convened ages? That would mean forcible exethey came near having war among cution of the court's judgment, and
themselves, a fact which shows how that would bring resistance, and that
vain it is for them to try to invent would unsheaUi the sword and, behold,
means of bringing peace to jealous and here is the very thing they have been
trying to avert—war, war, in dread and
rival nations.
yet
boasted reality.
War is one of the natural elements
What would the nations of the earth
of human government. The sword is
the support and the court of final have to glory in if they had not their
appeal. It is really childish to talk war heroes and their historic battles?
about disarmament when the world is What does their " patriotism " consist
divided between nations composed of in if it is not in the bravery of Uieit
avaricious mortals with no visible hand soldiers and the victory of their battles?
of God to guide them. It is a ridicu- What is the sentiment of the world's
lous contradiction of principles, and national songs? Indeed, the world has
nothing higher to glory in than in conreminds one of the nursery song:
quest. Hence He who ruleth in the
"Mother, may I go out to swim?
kingdoms of men has decreed that wars
Yes, my darling- daughter.
and rumors of war, nation lifting up
Hang: your clothes on the hickory pin
But don't £ro near the water."
sword against nation, must continue
The peace conference lias been in till the great war of God Almighty
session long enough already to show shall teach the world that God must be
1
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honored and served, and that there are
higher aspirations than the greed for
gain and lust for conquest, and when
these are seen in their heavenly beauty
aud when government is in the hands
of the one—the only one—who in the
hands of Deity is strong enough, good
enough and wise enough to cope with
every problem of human life—then
wars shall cease to the ends of the
earth, and disarmament shall become a
practicable thing.
The poor Czar is breaking down under the oppressive load of responsibility
his position imposes, till he seems to
long for death. Thousands of sincere
people feel the effects of the same burden and hope despairingly for relief.
" Give us peace. O, give us peace," is
coming to be the world-wide outcry. Is
there to be no response? None whatever, if it depends upon peace conferences; but a response will come when
the " Man of war" has become the
" Prince of peace," and then the sweet
strains of angelic songs shall reverberate to the ends of the earth,
" Glory to God in the highest, peace
on earth, good will toward men."
SISTER NUNGASSEK sends a very interesting account of lectures given in
Denver by Mrs. O. S. Fowler, widow of
the famed phrenologist, to whom sister
Nungasser gave a copy of " The Great
Salvation," brother Andrew's tract on
Justification, and loaned her Vol. I. of
" Eureka " and "Life of Dr. Thomas."
In some of her challenges to the preachers and doctors she had taken grounds
laid out by Dr. Thomas, and when sister Nungasser told her that her problems had been explained by the doctor
she said she would burn midnight oil to
read what he had said. We fear, however, thai Mrs. Fowler, like her deceased husband, is too much absorbed
in what she regards as the philosophical
aspect of questions to give the Bible the

paramount place it should occupy in
the settlement of the questions dealt
with.
A BROTHER takes exception to our
remark that the belief in the resurrection in the condition of Adam before
the fall nullifies the judgment. What
we mean is this : Surely it is inconsistent to believe that God will improve
the condition of the unworthy by emergence from the tomb. If these are
raised in the state Adamic after the
fall and the worthy are raised in the
state Adamic before the fall, the fact
of the difference in the two will be visible to show which is which before the
judgment declares it. Unless there
should be a miraculous change of the
living when Christ comes, there would
be a strange mixture: for the raised
worthy would be in the improved state,
the raised unworthy in the fallen state,
and the living, both worthy and unworthy, would be in the fallen state.
I speak, of course, of the state of their
physical natures. Now keep in mind
the scriptures which speak of the mortal bodies being quickened and this
mortal putting on immortality, and the
matter is clear.
A GENTLEMAN who deplores the defeat which he admits Anglo-Israelism
suffered in the debate between Mr.
Inglis and the editor, has proposed to
bear the expenses of bringing Professor
Totton to Chicago if the brethren will
bear the local expenses of the hall, etc.
The editor has agreed to meet Professor
Totton, providing he •will accept the
same propositions Mr. Inglis did—
taking the Scriptures as the standard
of proof and not the " romance of history." We predict, however, that the
anxious gentleman will be disappointed
in that the professor will not enter the
arena. We shall see.
'A

CHILD is

born into the world pure

THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

and spotless from the taint of Adam's
sin."—Christian Guide. "Ye were by
nature the children of wrath, even as
others."—Pan?. Here seems to be a
slight contradiction, and in our judgment Paul is the best " guide " in the
case.—/. H. Hall in Baptist Flag.
Now let Mr. Hall believe Paul when
he says " The gospel is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth, and the infant question, which
he was so anxious to talk about in our
debates (when he deemed it necessary
to draw away attention from reason and
arouse the affections of the flesh) will
adjust itself to scripture.
THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

Do you believe in the divinity of
Christ ?
To the above I answer :
If divinity means immortality without a beginning, No.
If divinity means without a beginning. No.
If divinity means transmigration of
souls, No.
If divinity means half God and half
man, No.
If divinity means all God and all
man, in the same being, No.
If divinity is a thing, No.
If divinity has more than one source,
No.
But, if divinity means perfection,
Yes.
If divinity means miraculous, Yes.
If divinity means God-like, Yes.
If divinity means supreme, Yes.
If divinity means having God's
power, Yes.
If divinity is a principle demonstrable through revelation and reason, Yes.
If divinity can be created by miracle
can be perfection, can acquire divine
power, can ascend to divine realms,
can be the first and last of a race to be
blessed, can have the attributes of the
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God of Israel which attributes come
from that source, then of course Christ
is divine and since his beginning has
been.
If divinity is a theory based on speculation it must be questioned till reve
latiou defines it and relieves it from all
absurdity and naked truth remains
alone for our reason.
Then the divinity of Christ stands
as a revelation and before the people of
the earth who accept the revelation, it
can be verified with all the precision of
a mathematical demonstration. C. F. BWKONG AGAIN.
One of the strongest points made
against the Mosaic authorship of Genesis
was the presence of words in the Hebrew
that are never found until about live or
six hundred years after Moses had died.
One of these words was cherubim or
cherub in the third chapter of Genesis.
The higher critic declared that the word
had an A;yan root and that the Hebrews
must have obtained it when in close contact with some branch of the Japhetic
race—that is, during their subjection to
Persia. This, of course, was conclusive,
and the question was settled—that is in
their minds.
But just as they had settled everything
against the Bible by their theories God
upset the whole by His facts. The monstrous figures which have been unearthed from oriental ruins, called the
" winged bulls." were placed at the entrance of kings' palaces, and they were
looked upon as supernatural watchers to
defend from evil. They were to these
Assyrian palaces what the cherubims
were to Paradise. Now it has been discovered that these gigantic sculptures
were called Kerub, almost back to the
very time of Moses—and the Kerub of
these Ghaldeo-Assyrians was the winged
bull with a human head. The word appears in the Hebrew form five hundred
years before the Jews had any contact
with the Persian dominion. The Hebrews, therefore, could not have derived
it from any Aryan race,—it was a part of
their own language at the beginning and
these " winged bulls " are only grotesque
echoes of the historic facts in the third
chapter of Genesis. — Watchword and
Truth.

"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil <]ays eome not. nor the years draw nigh,
when thon Shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.
1.—Answers must be in your own writing.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age
2.— Write on one side of the paper only.
on each paper yon send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 20th of each month.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in February ADVOCATE :
CLASS NO.

1.

ElbertFen-ell(14) Redmond, Wash., 95;
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 95;
Grace Cooper, (10), Hawley, Pa., 95;
John H. Briee (12), Gait, Out., 90;
Dora Merring (12), Kizers, Pa., 90;
Jos. Gregory (14), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
Percy Clark (12), Hilton, N. J., 80;
Eugenie Clark (9), Hilton, N. J., 90;
CLASS N O . 2.

Bessie Williams (16), Chicago, 111., 95;
Alice Dolph (18), Rochester, N. Y., 95;
Mabel Clarke (14), Hilton, N. J., 95;
May Spencer, Chicago, 111., - - 90;
Quite a number of the scholars have
not sent their answers this month. We
hope they will be on hand next month.
JAMES LEASK, 532 62d

Station O.

St.,

Chicago, 111.
QUESTIONS.

LESSON" NO. 74, CLASS NO. 1.

1. Until whose coming was the overturned throne of David to be " no more?"
2. Did he come, and if so did he receive
the throne?
3. If not, why not ?
ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.

1. Until Christ's coming—Ezek. xxi;
25-27; Jer. xxxiii: 15; Matt, xix: 28.

2. He came but he did not receive
the throne—Matt, xxv: 31.
3. Because he first came as a Lamb
to be led to the slaughter, and it is not
until he appears as the Lion of the
tribe of Judah that he is to receive the
throne.

ELTSERT F B E K E L L .

SECOND BEST PAPEK CLASS N O . 1.

1. Until the coming of Christ whose
right it is, and God will give it to him
—Ezek. xxi: 27.
2. He came but did not receive the
throne, because he was born a simple
babe in Bethlehem, as a lamb to be
slain, a man to suffer many things, acquainted with grief (Luke ix: 22), and
because the time of the Gentiles was
not fulfilled according to prophecy.
LENA

GREEN.

QUESTIONS.
CLASS N O . 2, SAME AS CLASS N O . 1,
WITH THE FOLLOWING ADDED.

4. Was it on account of accidental obstacles that he did not receive the throne,
and if not, what in prophecy is there to
indicate the epoch when he was to receive it ?
ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.

1. The throne of David was to be
no more until the coming of Christ. In
Ezek. xxi: 27 we have proof that it
should be overturned until he should
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come whose right it is, and in Luke
i: 32 we have proof that Christ is heir
to David's throne.
S. lie did come, but in Jno. i: 11 is
pvoof that he did not receive the throne
for it says, " He came unto his own
and his own received him not." Also
the parable of the vineyard in Luke
xx: 9 proves that he did not receive it.
3. He did not receive it at his first
coming because it was not the time.
Matt, xxii: 44 shows what must take
place before the throne is restored:
'•The Lord said unto my Lord. Sit thou
on my right hand till I make thine enemies thy footstool. To human appearances he did not receive it because the
Israelites and Romans would not allow
him, but crucified him.
4. It was not on account of accidental obstacles that he did not receive the
throne. The prophecy which indicates
the epoch when he is to receive it is
found in Matt, xxv: 31. "When the
Son of man shall come in his glory and
all his holy angels with him then shall
he sit upon the throne of his glory."
Also Acts xv: 16: " After this 1 will
return and will build again the tabernacle of David." This shows that his
receiving the throne is after " visiting
tlie Gentiles." David foresaw that in
the purpose of God, Christ was not to
receive the throne till after his resurrection. See Acts ii: 30-37.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND BEST PAPEK, CLASS NO. 2.

1. Until the coming of " Him whose
right it is," that is, until the coming of
Jesus, to whom the throne belongs—
Luke i: 32, 33.
2. Christ came, but did not receive
the throne.
3. Because he came to be the •' Saviour of his people from their sins," to
be offered as a sacrifice to take away
sin—Matt, i: 21; Heb, ix: 26.
4. It was not on account of acciden-

tal obstacles that he did not receive the
throne at his first coming, as he came
then for another purpose (see the texts
quoted above) The following prophecies indicate \ hen he is to receive it
(the throne)—Acts xv: 14-16; Micah iv:
6, 7; Zech. vi: 12, 13; Isa. xxiv: 23.
ALICE DOI.PII.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 75, CLASS NO. 1.

1. In what respect did Jesus show
favor to the Jews at his first coming,
more than to the Gentiles ?
2. What touching words did he utter when he once wept over a certain
city, and what city?
3. What did an apostle say about
turning from one people to another?
LESSON NO. 75, CLASS NO. 2.

1. Same as Class No. 1.
2. What do we find first, in the Old
Testament and, second, in the New
about calling another people than Israel ?
3. When did this commence and
how could the two people become one?
4. If Israel was cast off how could
they still be accepted and become one
with the other called people ?
IS THIS THE MILLENIUM ?
There are 5,250,000 soldiers in Europe just now on a peace footing ; and
these in a few weeks could be increased
to the enormous total of 44.250,000 in
the event of a universal war ! The
chief offender, it is confessed, is Russia
herself, with 1,000,000 actual soldiers,
and reserves amounting to 9,000,000
more, and the smallest offender, so far
as her army is concerned, is England,
with 220,000, and reserves of half a
million men. The treasure expended
annually throughout the continent
amounts to £250,000,000 which is the
price, according to those who say that
war can only be warded off by being
fully prepared for war, of maintaining
peace.— Watchword and Truth.
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ship, and to all inquirers after the Truth,
to come and share in the good time anticipated.
The committee appointed to have
charge of the proceedings desire commuCHICAGO, ILL.—On April 29th sister nications from those brethren intending
Caroline Perfect and brother John Nor- to take part in the speaking, to know of
man, both of this occlesia, were united in their wishes, that each one may be apmarriage, and have the best wishes of
pointed to take his place on subjects that
their brethren hero for their mutual wel- shall be for the edification and instrucfare. We have had the company of the tion of all, and from those not accusfollowing brethren at the Lord's table tomed to speaking, that arrangements
during the past month: Brother J. G. may be made for their accommodations.
Bickley, Waterloo, Iowa; brother and The times of the Gentiles are nearing
sister Spencer, Wauconda, 111., and sis- their close. The coming of the Lord
ters Grove and Pottenger. On the occa- draweth nigh; let us all be up and doing.
sion of brother Spencer's visit he spoke to
On behalf of the Fraternal Gathering
the eoclesia with great acceptance at the Committee.
JAMES WOOD, Sec.
breaking of bread. The attendance of
6645 S. Morgan street, Chicago, 111.,
brethren at our meetings for worship
Station O,
has of late shown a marked increase,
which is very encouraging. Subjects of
GUELPH, ONT.—The truth of the tesrecent lectures here by brother Thos,
Williams, as follows: " I s the God of timony that tells us flesh is " spirit that
Israel a Triune God? " '" Peace on Earth passeth away." is too often impressed on
Preceded by War." And by brother J. our minds in these days of sorrow and
Wood: " The Dispensation of the Pull- evil. We have recently lost two members of our ecclesia within one week:
ness of Times."
JAMES L E A S E , Sec.
brother Henry lies died on Monday, the
24th of April, after having undergone an
CLINTON, ARK.— Lengthy letters operation in the General Hospital. He
have come to hand from this place, leaves in sorrow a sister wife and two
giving an account of an attempt at reor- daughters, sisters Isabella and Annie, to
ganizing the ecclesia upon a more pure mourn the loss of a loving and considerbasis, by the aid of brother Huggins, ate husband and father. A thoroughly
who has recently visited that section. conscientious man, genial and unaffected
News having come that the work, after in his manner, he was greatly esteemed
seeming to be successfu, was upset, and by his fellow men, having a good report
that there was a return to the former un- of them that are without for many sterling
satiefactory state, the publication of the qualities, without forgetting his duties
lengthv and somewhat flattering letters as a servant of the Lord, He had been
would be useless. So we shall await our treasurer for many years, and was
formerly a presiding brother, and was
developments.
EDITOE.
very earnest and attentive in his duties
for the ecclesia. I understand he was
FRATERNAL GATHERING.
the oldest brother in our present membership and was always cheerfully willThe twenty-second annual gathering of
ing
to serve the Truth as a brother in any
Christadelphians will meet, the Lord
being willing, for fraternal intercourse way that he could.
Sister Matthews, wife of brother Thos.
and worship with the Chicago Christadelphian Ecclesia at their meeting room, Matthews, died on the following Saturday, April 29th. She had been suffering
Oriental Hall, on the seventeenth floor of
Masonic Temple, corner of State and for some time from lung trouble, and of
Randolph streets, for two full consecu- late was almost constantly confined to
tive days, the last Saturday and Sunday, her bed, suffering acutely and then reviv
being the 26th and 27th of August, COM- ing for a day or so, according to the
course of her dreadful malady. We can
mencing at 10:30 Saturday morning.
A cordial invitation is extended to all say death would be a relief to her, but
eccleaias and isolated members in fellow- the affliction is continued upon husband.

INTELLIGENCE.

children and friends. The s orrow is for
those who have the vacant place in their
family circle, a father here, a mother
there. In God's mercy our brother and
sister rest in hope; their next conscious
effort will be to hear the " voice of the
Son of God, and live again ! This is both
a joyful and solemn thought for those
who at present remain. To be in the
presence of the Lord is greatly to be desired, but what manner of men and women should we be if we would be in his
presence with " exceeding joy? " "Lord,
teach us to number our days that we may
apply oar hearts unto wisdom," that we
may have the faith to please Thee, the
hope that will save, and the love in which
there will be no fear before the seat of
the Righteous Judge. Our most strenuous efforts and continual task should be
to attain to that spirit that endureth forever.
"We have had a most pleasant and instructive visit from brother and sister
Sulley, of Nottingham, England. The
glories of the future " city of the great
K i n g " have been most intelligently set
before us in a series of lectures delivered
by brother Sulley at the City Hall, Three
good audiences responded to his efforts,
and had good opportunity to be instructed " in the way," as well as to hear
of and see the diagrams of the " house of
prayer for all nations." A fourth lecture,
not advertised, was also well attended,
and was more immediately instructive
and profitable to those who are waiting
for the glory to be revealed, and who
hope to be of those who are privileged to
partake of the Passover celebration in
the "Father's Kingdom." What comfort
and consolation there is in the glorious
hope for those who weep for their dead—
Yet a little while, and even death eannot
separate the "faithful" in Christ Jesus
our Lord,
I am afraid I am taking up too much
room in this letter, and will suggest that
you curtail as you think proper. Hoping
you are well, and with best wishes, I remain, your bi'other in the Faith,
J O H N BAKBEB.

[No curtailing of such a sweet-spirited
letter as this.—ED.]
HENDERSON COUNTY, KY.-Since
our last report to the ADVOCATE we have
had the very great pleasure and spiritual
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benefit of a visit from brother and sister
Henry Sulley, of Nottingham, England.
They are making quite an extensive tour
among the brethren in the United States
and Canada, and kindly consented to give
us a call while en route to Vancouver,
B. C. They arrived here on the 18th of
April, when we had already advertised
three lectures, which were duly given to
good audiences. Brother Sulley has the
six large and beautiful charts with him,
exhibiting drawings of the magnificent
Temple of the Future Age, and to which
he has been to great pains and expense to
have engraved. He lectured three times
at our iceeting-houso in explanation of
the temple, and in connection with the
signs of the times, showing that we are
nearing the epoch when the grand structure under divine supervision will be a
reality in the earth. At the breaking of
bread on Sunday, April 23, he delivered a
soul-stirring and most edifying exhortation. We found brother Sulloy a man of
great ability, zealous and enthusiastic in
the Truth, and we are sure his labor here
was not in vain.
On the 7th of May we had the pleasure
of baptizing one more into the sin-cleansing name of Christ, viz,, John W. Moore
(39), formerly a Baptist. Brother Moore
is a colored man of much intelligence,
and for more than twenty years was a
zealous member of the Baptist church.
He came in contact with the Truth about
two years ago through repeated conversation with brother Stephen Gregory, since which time he has industriously studied the Word. He has almost
committed to memory" The Great Salvation." Ho attended the Hall-Williams
debate throughout and has since read the
discussion. Others are still showing an
interest and we hope to report further
additions soon,
W. J. GREEK.
NEW KENSINGTON. PA.—It is now
close on six months since anything appeared in the ADVOCATE from this place,
nevertheless we have not been idle but
busy, alive and active to our future wellbeing, doing our best to increase and
cause to grow that mental and moral
newness of character, without which
none can hope for an admission through
the gates into the city of God. The
Almighty grant it may be said concerning us all, " Open the gates, that the
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righteous nation that keepeth the truth
may enter in " (Isa- xxvi: 2>. Yos, brother,
you have rightly and very truly said on
several occasions, in substance if not in
so many words, that it is one thing to receive the truth, but another to keep and
retain it. Well may John commence the
Kevelation with that remarkable statement, •' Blessed is he that readeth, and
they that hear the words of this prophecy
and KEEP those things that are written
therein." And Solomon: " Happy is the
man that retaineth wisdom "(Prov. iii: 18).
Our numbers have again been augmented by the removal of four from
-Pittsburgh, Pa., to this place, viz., brother and sister F. Williams, and sisters
Wey (mother and daughter), mother and
sister to sister Williams. We are sorry
to report that sister Jessie Wey is at the
present time lying in one of the Pittsburgh hospitals as the result of an operation she has undergone, but glad to say
our sister is progressing very favorably.
We are very fearful that brother A. Cooke
and family will be leaving this place for
Webster, Pa., in the near future, at which
place brother Cooke is at present employed. We are sorry to lose them, but
are powerless to prevent it. The time
will come, thank God, when separations
and disappointmencs will have an end,
when, if faithful to the end, we shall enjoy that everlasting company and neverending communion in the kingdom of
God.
We have also the .pleasure of the company of brother J. Harper, late of Delray, Mich., husband of sister Harper, of
whom I spoke in my la,st report.
On Saturday, May 27th, brother Ed.
Wooliscroft, eldest son of brother I. and
sister E. J. Wooliscroft, and sister Emily
S. Bartlett, sister in the flesh to sister W.
Whitehouse, were united in marriage.
May they ever prove faithful to each
other and never forget God.
Since last I wrote we have met together every Sunday morning for breaking of bread and in the evening for the
public proclamation of God's truth. Now
that the weather is getting so warm,
which makes things very uncomfortable
to sit in a small, badly-ventilated room,
we have discontinued the evening meetings for the summer months. Brother
E. J. Wooliscroft does the major part of
the speaking; the attendance of the

stranger is very scant indeed, " They
will not come,"says Christ, " that they
may have life."
Your brother in Christ,
W. WHITEHOIISB.

WOKCESTEK, MASS.-1 again inform
tho household of faith that we have
added two more to our ranks in Worcester: Thos. Owen, who came to this country from Wales, but who obtained the
Truth in England. He has been in isolation in North Adams, Mass., for several
years, but has now obtained work in Worcester, so joined our ecclesia. Several
months ago I wrote you regarding sister
Richards, of Laconia, N. H., being immersed into the name of Christ. Brother
Bemis is in Worcester visiting. He
brings us word that her husband, the late
" Kev." but now plain brother Arthur W.
Kichards, was immersed into the name of
Christ about March 28th. Brother Bichards was a great worker for an imaginary
gospel; now he has an opportunity to
preach the true gospel of the kingdom.
Two years ago the Truth was not
known in the state of New Hampshire,
but now the gospel of the kingdom has
got root and brother Bemis' humble efforts have brought forth fruit fit for the
Master's use. Enclosed find a copy of
certificate of ordination of brother Kichards. Y'ou can use your own judgment
about publishing it.
I remain yours in Israel's glorious
hope,

JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec.

[As a matter of curiosity, here it is.—

ED.]

CERTIFICATE OV ORDINATION.

To whom it may concern: This is to
certify that our brother, Arthur W- Kichards, of Worcester, state of Massachusetts, was publicly set apart to the work
of the gospel, ministering with prayer
and laying on of hands according to the
authority of the New Testament, at the
mission of Glad Tidings, Providence.
K. I,., and is commended to the church
and world as a faithful minister of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and worthy of their
Christian confidence and sympathy.
Given by order of the ministers present:
" REV. " JAS. H, EARL,
" KEV. " JOHN J E F F E R E Y ,
" KEV." JOHN HAZEL.

Providence, R. I., Nov. 19, 1891.

Kbresence of the Ifool^ Spirit
A TREATiSE
Showing the Fallacy of the Claims Made by Latter-Day Religious
Professors and Others.
C.

C. V RE DEN BURGH.

ADDRESS ADVOCATE OrFICE, 834 61st STREET, CHICAGO, IL.L,

The Hall-Williams Debate
A Six Day's Discussion on The Kingdom of Heaven, The State of The Dead,
Resurrection, and The Punishment of The Wicked.
Price in Paper, 50 cents, Cloth, 75 cents.
ADDRESS, ADVOCATE OFFICE, 834 61ST STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
AUBURN, N. Y.-No. 9 Exchange St., atlO:3O
A. M. Sunday-school alter breaking of bread.
BALTIMOHE, MD.—Cook's Hal], No. 1204 W.
Baltimore St. Sunday morning- 10:30.
BERLIN. ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Ecclesia. Corner of King and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
BOSTON, MASS.—Arcade Hall, No. 7 Park
Square. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.,for the
proclamation of the gospel, and at 12:15 P.M. for
breaking of bread.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—2113 Seneca St., corner of
Princeton. Every Sunday at 3 p. M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall, Franklin
bldg., 1106 So. Main St.. Brockton, Mass. Sun
day School at 10 A. M. Public lecture at 11 A. M,
Breaking of bread at 12:30 v. M.
CAHBONDALE, PA.—At the house of Bro
.). W. Edwards. No. 97 South Church Street
EverySundayatlO:3OA. m.
CHICAGO.—Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
DENVER, COLO. — No. 216 Charles BuildIng, ISth and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at
11 A.M.
KLMIRA, N. Y.-Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m.
C. T. Spencer, Sec'y.
HAWLEY, PA.—Lehman Hall, every Sunday. Bible School at 2 p. m. Breaking of bread
at 3 p. m.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.-Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sts. Everv Sundav at 10:30 a- m.
LOUISVILLE, KY.—No. 2216 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL, MASS.—Runel's building, Merrimack Square. EverySunday. Lecture at 10:30,
Memorial service at J2 noon.
NEWPORT NEWS, VA. Phillips'Hall, 26th
and Washington Ave., 8 p.m. every Sunday.

NORFOLK, VA.—Corner of Brambleton *nd
Ma\tby Avenues. Every Suuflay at 11 A . M .
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 p. u.
PITTSBURGH, PA.—209 4th Ave., 3rd floor
Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m. for Breaking of
Bread.
PROVIDENCE, H. I.—Mount Hope Halt,
Eddy Street, South Providence. Every Sunday at 11 A. M.
QUINCY, MASS.—89 Washington St., near
Canal St. At 11:30 A. M. for breaking of bread
and at p. M. for lecture.
RICHMOND, VA.-Lee Camp Hall, Broad
St., between 5th and 6th Sts. Meets at 11 A. Ji.
every first day.
ROCHESTER, M. Y.—Ho. 127 Bast Main M.
Room 18. Services at 10:30 A.M.
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND.—California Hall, Clay Street, every Sunday at 11
A. M.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO. Christadelphian
Hall. Mason St., near Stanton Ave.,North side.
Meeting tor worship every Sunday at 10.30 a.m.
Sunday School at 9.45 a.m. Lecture at 7.30 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening, 7.30.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue Hall, northwest
corner of College and Spadlna Avenue. Every
Sunday.
VANCOUVER, B.C.-Tne brethren will be
found through Sister Willy, 1129 Homer St.
VICTORIA, B. C—Meets in A. O. U. W. hall
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.
WASHINGTON, D. C.-Nafl Capitol Bank,
Penn'a Ave., between 3rd and 4tn Sts., S. E.
Bible School at 2 p. m. Ecclesia at 3.30 p. m.
Secretary, M. Pigott, 514 C. St., N. E.
WORCESTER MASS.—Franklin Hall, No. S96
Main Street. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. m. and
7 p. m.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS
BY THE EDITOR.

J ) BKKTHREN: The chapter read this morning (Ileb. xi)
is a failli-stirrinsj, heart-oheorin<>; (•haptoL', just what is needed in
these spiritually barren times—indeed needed ;it all times by (hose; who
are striving' through much tribulation to miter the kingdom of God. In
this chapter the apostle is scientific in his definition, intensely earnest in
his exhortation and wonderfully eloquent in fanning the flame of courage, faith and hope, i t is diificuH in all the l>ible to lind a more eloquent marshalling of facts than that contained in the closing part of this
chapter, brought to a focus, as it were;, and directly applied to those
addressed. How inspiring the thought that in our ages, as well as in
the apostolic age, God's people are held with such consideration that
ancient worthies who endured the sufferings enumerated must wait for
us before receiving the realization of the promises-—" God having provided smae better t/u'mj for us, that they without us should not be made
perfect" (verse 10).
With the thought that God has arranged His plan with so much
consideration for us—the "us" of all ages subsequent to the cruel exper-
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ienees and terrible suffering of the ancient worthies—who of "us5' could
be so ungrateful as to withhold his share of service and true devotion as
ti token of real, genuine, deep, heartfelt and reciprocal love?
But. as to the scientific definition, while the apostle fires our feelings of love and devotion, he is careful first to lay a solid foundation,
and to give the most philosophic reason for it all. He does not appeal
to passion and blind impulse. He defines in the most masterly manner,
and yet with a simplicity adapted to common, but honest-hearted people,
what the foundation of all this faith, zeal, suffering and endurance is.
The faith of these ancient worthies had faith for its foundation. Their
faith was confidence in the faith, and it is the faith that the apostle is so
careful to define at the start as the basis. The reason of it all, ah, the
reason, yes, in the deepest sense, in the fullest sense the REASON, for
if there is anything in the world that has reason at its root, as the foundation thereof, the cause thereof, the alpha and omega thereof, it is
the glorious cause that inspired those ancient worthies, and the cause
which by the goodness of God, praise His name, you and I have had
the honor to espouse.
But what is the definition? Here it is—" Faith is the substance of
things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen ;" or better, ''Faith is
the basis (hipoatasis) of things hoped for, a conviction of things unseen"
(Diaglott). That is to say, the faith the apostle is defining is the foundation for our hoping for things we cannot yet see with the natural eye,
and it is that which produces the conviction that the things constituting
the one faith will assuredly be realized because they have been promised,
and promised by the inimrnutable God of the, heavens above and the
earth beneath—promised by Him, who, we know, never, never failed to
keep a single promise He ever made—show me anything within the
experience of men, anything you ever heard of or ever saw that deserves,
yea demands, faith, confidence, assurance based upon a reason equal to
this if you can. That, brethren, is our foundation. Think of it, think
about it, think it over, and then tell the world, tell everybody what you
think about it; it will bear talking about, in season and out of season,
in the street and on the housetops; whisper it softly in the ears of the
suffering, sobbing, distressed one; shout it at the top of your voice to a
rushing, reckless, perishing world, that our faith is the One Faith, and
that the One Faith is founded upon the unalterable, unimpeachable,
unfailing word of the Ever-Living God.
By this one faith the ancients, beginning "with Abel, were attested.
Their believing and obeying was what determined whether or not they
were worth anything to God in carrying out to a finish the plan of the
ages which the one faith is. Every creature has a reason for its exist-
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ence, and t'ho reason for the existence of thousands of creatures, animal
and human, is the curse; but the one faith is the reason for an existence
transeendently above and beyond this. What meaneth these masses of
evil tilings, the one counteracting, to some extent, the other, but all—
the acting and counteracting—evil, evil all the time '. " I will multiply
thy sorrow and thy conception" is the answer and the reason of all the
chaos and confusion, in which the greatest part is fit only for a life an
inch or two in length, and not fit for that, except as an object lesson in
helping to learn the one faith. This one faith with the wings of the
dove flies over a polluted, sin-corrupted world and by the law of divine
attraction draws to itself those tit for its use in its divinely grand work
of the ages, while Death, with the wings of the vulture flies over and
gluts itself upon the carrion of sin and corruption, and for the present,
to the mere natural eye, the vulture would seem to have the best of it;
but the one faith is a ship whose Captain knows the headlands, the rocks
and the quicksands, and she is built to ride the raging waves af the sea
of death, and destined, with the flag of the Lion of the tribe of Judah
topmast, floating to the heavenly breeze, to proudly, gloriously and triumphantly sail safely into the haven of eternal rest, there to be welcomed by the sweet strains of angelic hosts. Brethren, are you on
lx)ard ? Is our little ship tossed by storm and tempest? Then cling to
the ropes- Are pirates approaching? Then see that you have on the
whole armor of God, and as good soldiers tight the good tight of faith,
knowing no surrender, and never let your drummer boy learn a retreating beat. A staunch ship is yours. She has weathered the storms and
tempests of nearly six thousand years. She had been built and rigged
to go to the rescue of the sin-exiled inhabitants of a lost, wrecked and
ruined paradise. She rode the angry waves of ;i flood that carried the
world of ungodly down to oblivion. She safely sailed clear of the vortex that swallowed up the proud empire of Babylon, and as she tossed
about upon the troubled waters she saw many a ship of state go down;
and still she is afloat with sails spread to the breeze, her faithful watchmen on the lookout, her Captain at the helm and plenty of little lifeboats, manned by brave and willing men, to put .safely on board all who
will lovingly respond to the sweet words which have echoed and res-echoed
through the ages, "Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters
-:•:• * -x- without money and without price. Wherefore will ye spend
money for that which is not bread, ami your labor for that which satisfieth not, hearken diligently unto me."
Who would ever think it possible for mutiny ever to be raised on
board such a ship as ours, brethren? When I first got on board I, in
my simplicity, thought it impossible, didn't you? Alas ! how we have
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been disappointed. But we forgot tli.it we had not yet reach" d port,
that we were still amid the breake'is, and that on board we were there
for training; purposes, and would have to deal with human nature in its
ugliest forms for the purpose of hammering it into shape in others and
in ourselves now in order to be fitted for the great work awaiting us in
the age to come. So, as Kipling says in Ins ''Recessional,'1 "lest we
forget," let us keep this training aspect of the one faith before our eyes
and God forbid that we should throw a fellow sailor overboard for a
trifle. If we do, then look out when our ship reaches port, when the
question is asked, "Where is thy brother?'' The answer. "Am 1 iny
brother's keeper? " will meet a dreadful fate,
" Branded like Cain to bear their load,
Abhorred of men and cursed of God."
Oh, what a fate ! Of course (here is danger of erring on both sides,
and who is there of experience in the Truth who has not realized
how hard it often is to know what to do? But He who is a God of
mercy I believe will be more likely to have compassion on the merciful
than on those who seem to forget that our mission in the future, not to
mention the frail, weak present, is to mingle mercy with justice, a thing
tyranny knows not how to do, but a thing true love delights to do—
even with enemies.
The Authorized Version does not give us the proper meaning of
the original in the second verse—" Through faith we understand that the
worlds were framed by the word of God. It switches oft' the minds of
many to the creation of physical worlds. The apostle sticks to his subject—the one faith ; and shows what it relates to. The " Diaglott " is
better—" In faith we perceive that the ages have been thoroughly
adjusted by God's command." The one faith has to do with the ages,
and these have been framed and formed with a view of reaching the age,
the '"age to coiue" which will be the one faith in full fruition. The
same tiling is referred to in Chap, i: 2: " I n these last days spoke to
us by a Son, whom lie appointed heir of all things, on account of whom
also he count/dated the ages."1 The age to come is the age of the ages, all
preceding ages leading up to it as a means to an end. with Christ, and
the glory of the Father and the well-being of faithful men rising
above all.
By looking down into the words with a mental effort we can see
that this grand end was the mainspring of the, faith of the ancient worthies. " For bij it the eiders obtained a good report." " By faith," or
" by it " "Abel offered," etc. Abel hoped for things promised in the
one faith and thus he had faith in the faith, and his faith was intelligent
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enough to teach him how to make an offering that would suit the
requirements of the faith, an intelligence that must have been begotten
by revelation. The " Lamb of God " that would " take away the sin of
the world'' was the alpha and omega of this faith; hence the offering of
a proper typical sacrifice, to show that the fulfillment and realization of
the one faith depended upon the sacrifice of Christ; and this because
man had now fallen into a sin-cursed state and men would be sinners.
This made manifest that God was just in his law of sin and death and
that He would be merciful and just in His law of the spirit, of life in
Christ Jesus.
It is evident that the law given to the Adamic family at the start
as soon as sin made it necessary—provided two kinds of offerings, one
that required the shedding of blood, which was a sin-ottering, and the
other of the fruit of the field, which was a thank-offering. The latter
was a token of gratitude for temporal blessings, and the other was an
acknowledgement, of sin, of the provision made for its removal, and an
expression of assent to its justice and of thankfulness for its mercy. In
this God was vindicated as a God of justice! and thanked as a God of
love and mercy, and man's reward for doing this was that he should
ultimately realize the things ''hoped for" and, therefore, the things
promised in the one faith.
The fact that there were two offerings does not clearly appear with
our translation. It.is only hinted by the fact that (Jain offered of the
fruit of the field, a thing we can hardly give him credit for inventing,
and that he was not blamed for what he did do, only for what he did not
do, which Abel did do. Instead of, " Abel ottered unto God a more
excellent sacrifice " the original reads literally, "In faith more sacrifice
Abel than Cain offered," which allows for his offering the sin-offering,
and the meat or thank offering, while the sin of Cain was in only keeping that part of the law which expressed gratitude for the temporal, and
neglected to ofter for the eternal. This difference illustrates, too, the
two classes of mankind—the natural and the spiritual. So the sons of
Adam are still Cains and Abels. Instead of " he also brought" (Gen.
iv: 4) it should read, " Abel brought it also."' That is, he brought the
meat offering as well as the sin offering, while to Cain it was said even
after his failure to do all that he should have done, "If thou doest not
well (in being wroth with his brother) a sin-offering coucheth at thy
door," or the door of thy fold. Now brethren, we must offer the meat-offering,
give thanks to God for all temporal blessings ; but more than this, and exceedingly more important than this is the sin-offering—the Lamb of God, " slain
from the foundation of the world." And these offerings must be made in the
intelligence of the one faith, so tluit. we, like the ancient, worthies, may thereby
" be attested."
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Now what does the sin-offering teaoh us V What was the occasion of its
institution in Adam's family when that family was a little small circle, perhaps
only two, evidently not move than four '? The memorial we are about to partake
of points to the very tiling that institution did in Adams's family then. What
does it teach us V It teaches us that away back there sin had been committed
and that the wages of sin was death, and that God in IFis mercy provided a sacrifice to typically receive the penalty, a penalty which must afterwards be borne,
and borne righteously, by the anlitypical sacrifice- the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world," which means the removal by the second Adam's
righteousness of all the evils that came by the first Adam's unrighteousness.
Did you ever ask yourselves the question, When did the death of Christ
become a necessity? Could you give any answer to that except that it became a
necessity the moment Adam sinned, yes and before anybody else ever sinned?
Some people are throwing up their hands in wild alarm at this, fearing it, means
that Christ died for Adam's sin. Ignorance often apes the part of an alarmist,
and that often to hide itself or, perhaps, its own perversity. Jiut he who is after
truth is never frightened off the highway by false alarms. He will walk right
up to and into the very presence of the; facts in this case, and he will ask, Whence
came the coats of skins which hid the nakedness of our first parents '! and
self-evidence will tell him that animals were slain to make this provision. Taking the light provided for Abel in his hand he will focalize it upon the offering of
the firstling of Abel's flock and then turning it down the ages he will have both
ends in view, the typical and the autitypical ; and thereby he will learn that the
institution of sacrifices was for sin, and that "without the shedding of blood there
is no remission of sin," never has been from the time Adam sinned till now.
Jiack there as soon as Adam sinned lie will see that the death of Christ was necessitated, and that it would have been a necessity to right the wrongs that one sin
had created in a wrecked and ruined world, and that, too, mark what I am going
to say, for I mean it with all the intensity of my soul, and I mean it as a standing protest that I have no fear of facing before the judgment seat of Christ, aiid
what I am going to say is this, that if not another single sin bad ever been committed after Adam's, the death of Christ would still have been a necessity, and
you may call that Christ dying for Adam's sin and emphasize it to the highest
pitch, and I will sign my name to it with the assurance that in doing so my Judge
will say, Well done. What! fell me that the death of Christ was not a necessity
the moment Adam sinned and before anybody eise sinned, when right then and
there as the result of that one sin there was a lost paradise, a wrecked and ruined
world, with the sentence in full force and effect, " ('nrsed is the ground for thy
sake, m sorrow slialt thou eat of it all the days of thy life; for out of it wast
thou taken, for dust thou art and unto dust slialt thou return''—What! no necessity for the death of Christ for this sin and its effects ? For this state of things
which was and would continue to be whether anybody else ever sinned or not!
Show me a man who will deny this, and I will show you a man who never learned
the very first principles of the one faith which tired the hearts of the ancient
worthies. No man has a right at this table who cannot see that this bread
and this wine point to the slain Lamb of God as a necessity arising from Adam's
sin, Adam's fall. Adam's wrecked world, Adam's curse.
Then, too, the object lesson carries the unfrightened and undaunted seeker
for truth right up to the question, Why was blood shed in both the typical und
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antitypical sacrifices? Why, if that was not an object lesson to teach, not only
that death was the penalty of sin, but the kind of death that God's law imposed
as the penalty of sin? If natural death would suffice why was Christ commanded
to exceed the requirements to the extent of bleeding and bowing his head in
death upon the cruel cross? Of course this, to see it in its fullness, requires a
logical mind, and may be going farther into the holy place than some can be
expected to go. But when such assume to keep others out because they are too
fearful or too incompetent, or too something else to go as far, then it is time to
say, Stand out of the way, for an invitation has been extended to those who can
respond to " have boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Christ, by a
new and living way, which he has consecrated for us through the vail, that is to
say, his blood." And. pardon my repetition, for I cannot resist the temptation to
add here that Adam's sin shut the way into the holiest of all without the help of
another single sin ; and Christ's righteousness opened up that way. In the first
we are in the constitution of sin and add to that sin by our wicked works. In
the second we are constituted righteous and add to that righteousness by the
good works inculcated by him.
Let us, then, with the eyes of our understanding wide open to the justice,
mercy, peace and equity and beauty and splendor of the one faith, go forth fearlessly, except in the fear of God, and undaunted by opposition on the right hand
and on the left, waxing valliant in the fight of faith, and we may be assured that
we shall "quench the violence of fire, escape the edge of the sword, out of weakness be made strong, receiving at last the " better resurrection " when, with the
sturdy worthies of ancient times we shall be made perfect in the glories of
immortality.
THE NEW COVENANT.
TSY IiUOTIIEIl « . W. BANTA.

EAR brother, your remarks on my lecture in the ADVOCATE for April
place my contention in a wrong light; and while I do not desire to raise
or prolong a controversy on the subject of the new covenant, I respectfully ask
the privilege of a brief reply to your objections in order that I may be understood. Then any additional remarks you may see fit to make will be received in
the same spirit in which this is given (viz., forbearance and love).
First,—you ask, "Since Christ came to confirm the Gospel and since he came
to confirm the Abrahamic covenant [we said new covenant—ED.] does it not
follow that they are identical?" Again, " If the new covenant is not the gospel,
what can it do which is not provided for in the gospel?"
Ans.—The new covenant is a part of the gospel; it is contained in and therefore is a part of the Abrahamic covenant; it answers lo that phase of the gospel
as expressed iti Acts viii: 12—" the things concerning the name of Christ." The
gospel, as we know, is composed of two distinct doctrinal phases. The two joined
together constitute the one, gospel. It is just as inconsistent to say that the new
covenant is the Abrahamic, or that the new covenant is the gospel as it is to say
that the things concerning the name of Christ are the things of the kingdom. We
are careful in setting forth the truth to make this discrimination. Why do we
refuse to allow it in private controversy? * * * I repeat onqe for all thai
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the new covenant considered alone is neither the Abrahamic covenant nor
the gospel. Considered in its proper place it is a part of both. It is mie of
the tv;v indispensable elements of the gospel.

IIKM.AKKS.

If the new covenant is only " part of the gospel," when Christ confirmed
the new covenant did lie only confirm part of the gospel V Granting for tin;
sake of the argument, that it is only part of the gospel, since it is admitted
that. Christ confirmed the gospel, and since to confirm the whole is to confirm
every part thereof, when Christ confirmed the gospel lie confirmed the new
covenant. Since Paul says God preached the gospel to Abraham (Gal. iii: 8),
and since in doing so he revealed the Abrahamic covenant, it follows that the
Abrahamic covenant and the gospel are the same thing. To preach Christ is
to preach the ' ' t w o distinct doctrinal phases " of the gospel (compare verse 5
with verse 12 of Acts viii), and since Christ was preached to Abraham (Gal. iii:
l(i) it follows that ' ' t h e two distinct doctrinal phases " o f the gospel were
preached to him. lirother Jianta fails to give proof that the new covenant is a
purt of the Abrahamic. Admitting, as he does, that it is in the Abrahamic, he
will find that when he quotes scripture in the effort to prove that it is purt,
such scripture will fail to limit to part. Our brother only asserts, too, that the
new covenant " answers to that phase of the gospel, " t h e things concerning the
name of Christ." There should be proof texts to sustain these divisions and
distinctions, otherwise they are arbitrary and artificial.
If " the new covenant considered alone is neither the Abrahamic covenant
nor the gospel, since the gospel is the Abrahamic covenant and rice verxa, the
new covenant must be something other i.li:in the gospel, and if it can be •• considered alone"' as not being the gospel, then when Christ confirmed the one he did
not confirm the other: and that which may be '• considered alone "' ought to
be susceptible of being thrown out in bold relief in so many scripture words that
would by sheer force settle all dispute.
The second proposition we cannot find in our remarks in the April ADVOCATIS, and since the answers are not relevant to the question in hand we pass
over to the next.
.'!.

What does the new covenant provide which the Abrahamic does not?

Ans.—It provides for the remission of sin on condition of faith, repentance
and baptism in water in the name of (;. e. by the authority) Christ. This was
the objectionable feature of the new covenant to Israel. They could not realize
the superiority of Christ over Moses as a lawgiver—Acts ii: 38; Heb. ix: 12-15.
RBSIAUKS.

Did not the Ahrahamic covenant provide for the remission of sins on condition of faith and repentance? The sacrifices Abraham was commanded to offer
pointed to Christ, and that Christ was in that covenant Paul assures us in Gal.
iii: l(j. Baptism is simply a mode by which the covenant relation is effected
now, as ottering of the covenant-sacrifice was before the death of the antitypical
covenant sacrifice. Baptism being a sign of death, by it we pass into Christ's,
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consent " willingly with his beart ? " Is it not true that a Gentile, as long as he
is a Gentile, is " an alien from the commonwealth of Israel, a stranger from the
covenants of promise, without Christ, without hope and without God " (Eph. ii:
12,13)? Can a Gentile be all this and yet be in covenant relation? Is it not
true that when he willingly and gladly puts off his Geiitileism. and hi.-, uncircumeision becomes circumcision then, and not till then, lie passes into covenant relation? Is not his consent an essential element in this?
•">. -Was the new covenant made with the twelve apostles as representatives
of tin; twelve tribes ?
Ans.- S o . The new covenant of Jer. xxxi. was promised to be made with
the house of Israel. Christ's mission was to the same people, i. c , the house of
Israel " I am not sent,'' said he, --but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel " —
ivlatt. xv: 24. and in tli') commisiion given to the apostles Christ authorized
them to go to the same people, i. c. the house of Israel. On the day of Pentecost
there were present Jems, devout men out of every nation under heaven, and James
in his letter to the brethren of Christ addresses the twelve tribes, not one but
twelve (Jas. i-1, all of which proves to my mind that the whole twelve tribes, the
house of Israel, was represented during Christ's personal ministry by thousands of
intelligent Jews to whom the covenant was delivered and from among whom
Christ selected the twelve apostles each to reign over a restored trib s in his
coming kingdom.
1 hope these remarks are sufficient to make my contention in the aforesaid lecture clear. I do notconsider the difference of vital interest one way or the other,
since we all agree that we are under the new covenant and that Christ is now
officiating as high priest for us.
However, should an emergency arise, I am prepared to discuss the following
propositions, viz.:
1.—That the new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 81 and the new testament of Matt,
xxvi: 28 are identically the same thing, Christ's blood being the blood of the
new covenant of Jer. xxxi: 31. That covenant has been made (in the sense of
being delivered) in every detail according to the promise. —I affirm.
2.—God makes the promised new covenant with individuals as they accept
the gospel.—I deny (! — ED.).
'•'>.- The delivering of a covenant by God's authority is (in the scriputral use
of the term) the making of the covenant. —I affirm. [When God delivered the
covenant to Abraham did lie make that covenant with you and me ? Is it made
with you and me before we pass into the covenant-sacrifice?—ED.].
4.—That the consent of either man or nation is required to bring the man or
nation under the jurisdiction of God's law and establish covenant relationship.—
I deny. [No one claims that consent of man is necessary to bring him under the
jurisdiction of God's law. Law says obey, whether you love or hate. Hut the
gospel is a very different thing. Love is the " greatest t h i n g " thereof, and all
the law in the world will never form the relationship of Father and son between
God and man which the gospel, or new covenant, is designed to effect,—ED.].
•!>.—That the delivery of any of God's given laws or covenants to man or
nation when understood by the party to whom it is delivered at once and •witliout
consent, sanction or parley holds the party responsible to obey its injunctions.
Placing them under the jurisdiction of God"s law and in covenant relation to
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him.—I affirm. [•' Jurisdiction to God's law" is not in dispute, but if Gentiles
are in covenant relation, then to pass into covenant relation to God is not an
honor and blessing and favor, but is purely and simply the result of failure to
obey. Would the brother object to Gentiles praying '• Our Father " etc.? Does
not covenant relationship effect sonship?—ED.].

THE ANGELS TEAT LEFT THEIE HABITATION.
HY THE EDITOR.

ffigj?' E V E It A. L have many times asked us. who are the angels referred to in
MBiJ» Jude 6 '? and we have put off answering the question till we fear some
have concluded that we are either negligent or afraid to approach the question.
We confess to a little reluctance, and the reason is that some have given us
a reputation we do not like nor deserve and it has ia some ways had a prejudicial effect. We have been given the reputation of being an opponent of the writings of Dr. Thomas and others which have come to be regarded as " standards ;"
and since our answer to the question in hand would be against such "standards"
and since it was not of essential importance, we did not care to unnecessarily
give the least excuse for the reputation imposed upon us. We lake this occasion
to positively deny that we are an opponent of the writings of Dr. Thomas, taking
his writings in the main, especially those dealing with fundamental principles;
and if this undeserved reputation has been invented because we have not been as
extravagant in the praise of some men as others have, our apology is, if apology
be needed, that what has seemed to us to be the extravagance of others has perhaps made us appear to bo miserly in giving public expression to that honor
which we in heart give to those to whom it is due. We confess to a fear of a
tendency toward making the writings of uninspired men " standards ; '" and those
who carefully observe as they go along must know that our fear is not without
reason ; for it is evident that often there is more said in praise and laudation of
modern men—good men, so far as fallible men can be expected to be good—than
of holy men of old, who spake as they were moved by the Holy Spirit. Perhaps
if surfeiting did not turn one's stomach things would appear, and would be, different. In the awkwardness of the circumstances of which we find ourselves to
be a creature, all we can do is to live down the falsity and hope that time will wear
away the sentimentalism to which some have fallen vic'ims, and in which they
would make believe that it is a crime in others not to be afflicted with the same
disease.
Seemingly unconsciously some think a person can hammer his thoughts into
identity with those of others by sheer volition ; that one can change his mind as
he can change his coat. And there are minds plastic enough to say, So and so
thought so and so; I don't know, but as he did think so and so, 1 conclude it is all
right, and so I will believe. This is cramming one's stomach with food without
chewing or digesting it and the most unhealthy state is the result. In our family and according to our family laws every man must do his own chewing
and digesting, and if one is not able to accomplish as much as another in this
respect, he must be content with whiit powers lie has and try to improve them by
exercise;
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Now here you see I have written a long preface to a short article and what
for ? and why ? Because of undercurrent circumstances that I know of, if my
reader does not. But now to the question, indeed to several questions involved
in the one constituting the title hereof.
1.—Were these angels a pre-Adamic race ?
2.—If not, who were they ?
3.—What is the habitation they left ?
5.-—What are the chains of darkness they are in ?
5.-—What is the judgment of the great day to which they are reserved ?
First.—If they are a pre-Adamic race, they are only the unfaithful of that
race, and then the question comes. Where are the others—the faithful? for surely
that age was not such a complete failure as to have none faithful. If the faithful of that pre-Aaamic race are the angels of God and their rulership in the
Adarnic world is the reward of their faithfulness, then the awkward question
obtrudes itself, Why were the faithful judged and their case adjudicated preAdamically and the unfaithful left over and reserved for judgment ? Since it
is not in evidence, and facts show the contrary, that the pre-Adamic law was
the same as that of the judgment to come, why are angels of a prt-Adamie
law reserved to be judged by a law of a subsequent age given under different circumstances and for a different purpose ? These are a few awkward
questions against the thought that these angels are a pre-Adamic race.
Second.--If not a pre-Adamic race who are they ? Their case is one of
which the apostle Peter says: '-I will therefore put you in remembrance,
thf/ugh ye once knew this." Those to whom Peter wrote could not be reasonably
supposed to know more than was written in the Holy Scriptures ; and those
scriptures we have as well as they. If they "once knew"' of the fall of
angels of a pre-Adamic race as a matter which it was only necessary to jog their
memory on, since we have the same source of information they had, we, too,
ought to know from that same source. Do we read in the Holy Scriptures anywhere of tliis case as a pre-Adamic fall of angels ? If so, where? Nowhere.
Whoever these angels are and whatever their fall was, it was a matter knowablo and rememberable to those to whom Peter wrote and therefore it is the
same to us. It is a matter as easy to be known as "that the Lord, having saved
the people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed them that believed
not,'' and that is a great memorable event. Is there anything pre-Adamie as
knowable and memorable? Who will say yea? Then the pre-Adarnic theory is
Out of the question, and still the question is, Who are they ?
Their case is referred to as one among others of example and warning, and
there is a cluster of facts referred to in a natural way as warnings to which the
minds of the warned could without a great mental strain turn back to as a simple,
plain history of things remarkable; and these things would be found as milestones
in the great highway of past times and events, and the mind in rushing back to
them for lessons would find them there within reasonable proximity, the one to
the other, at least in their character of not in time. Rushing back first to the
general unfaithfulness and consequent fall of Israel when coming out of Egypt,
what other remarkable fall, a fall of messengers, took place in the neighborhood of that event? Were these unfaithful messengers connected with Israel,
and did they fall ? Certainly, and this fall is as knowable as the other and aa
that of Sodom and Gomorrah, and as that of the dispute about the body (politic)
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of Moses. Standing out in bold relief to be read of all men is the fact that messengers were by divine command carefully selected as representative men, intelligent men, of course, as the very nature of the case required, and therefore men
intelligent enough to be responsible to the law of Moses and to that to which it
was a stepping stone—the law of the spirit of life. All but two of these messengers fell, in that the)' proved unfaithful and since they stood related to the
higher and the lower laws they were guilty of the latter and are reserved for the
judgment of the great day of the former. Peter and those he wrote to well knew
of the unfaithful spies, and it was therefore just as easy for them to think of
these as a case of warning as it was for them to recall the other events
referred to.
Third.—What is the habitation V This question is really answered already;
for the promised habitation in a land flowing with milk and honey was the
objective point in Israel's exodus, and it was to survey that habitation preparatory to the entry of the nation that the spies, messengers, or angels were sent.
If there is a seeming difficulty in the words " left their own habitation," let it be
remembered that representative messengers sent by a nation to a prospective
habitation are sent there officially as surveyors to take official possession. Upon
this aspect of the question many examples will come to mind in Africa at the
present time which will, in measure, meet the case. But since in this case an
entire nation having come from a land of exile and being bound for a well-defined
habitation in which they were to take not simply colonial but national habitation it is the more easily understood.
As official representatives the duty of those messengers was to " stick their
stakes," or as they used to say in Wales, to " delve up the first clod." They
were on the spot and their plain duty lay before them; but instead of taking their habitation formally and officially, which act would have been legal possession, they "left i t " like cowards, and for their unfaithfulness they are
reserved for judgment.
Fourth.—What are the " Chains under darkness " ? What better symbol
could be used for the grave ? There they are bound with the fetters of death,
with no possible escape; and there it is surely darkness itself.
Fifth.—What is the judgment of the great day V This can be none other
than the day when " He shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and
his kingdom." All the responsible of the Adamic race whose probation shall
have preceded that day are reserved for that day of judgment; and that the spies
were responsible we may conclude from the fact that only competent, intelligent
men would be selected for such an important mission. No doubt there were
many in Israel who stood only responsible to the old covenant; but those
whose intelligence reached up from that to the higher covenant to which the
Mosaic was " added " were thereby under the two covenants, and though the
added one would judge and punish to the extent of its own jurisdiction, which
was limited to things temporary, they would still stand amenable to the jurisdiction of the other, which will deal with things eternal.
And now, in conclusion, let us take warning from this and the other dreadful lessons, and let us learn the lesson of faithfulness. We are in in the wilderness as yet. That was where the carcasses fell.
Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into his
rest, any of us should come short of it; for unto us has the gospel been
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preached as well as unto them. Let us avoid murmuring, and let us not be1
unfaithful messengers of the everlasting covenant. Let us eat of the manna
and drink of the rock and go on our way rejoicing that we have been safely
led out of Egypt and that we are under the leadership of ITim who is abundantly able and lovingly willing to safely, triumphantly and gloriously march
us into the land that Hows with milk and honey.
A WORD TO THE TROUBLED.

HERE are many in these days
who are saying, " Who will
W
show us any good ¥ " They are brooding over the divisions among the ecclesias and differences of opinion among
the editors. They say, "What shall we
do ? It is editor against editor, ecclesia against ecclesia, the hope of Israel
is almost lost sight of, minor matters
are exaggerated to a position of first
importance, and new tests of fellowship
are forcing the body asunder until we
are no longer one body but many."'
One brother writes: " I dare not
hand one of our periodicals to an interested stranger for fear he will discover
our divided condition and be discouraged from further investigation."
One ecclesia gives notice to the
world that after a certain date no one
will lie received at its table who is a
member of an ecclesia which has not
endorsed its position on the responsibility question.
Such a condition of things is very
distressing because we have had dreams
of the development of an increasing
and united body of believers in these
latter days ; dreams which we now feel
can never be realized.
What shall we do ¥ Shall we allow
our disappointment to embitter our
minds and make us "weary in welldoing? "
As I see it, the proper course to pursue is this: Let each individual realize that "every man shall receive his
own reward accordingto his own labor"
(I. Cor. iii: 8).

If a neighboring ecclesia will not receive us because we cannot see exactly with them in some small matter,
let us remember that we are responsible to Christ alone; " to our own
master we stand or fall."
Those brethren may honestly believe
that their action is necessary; the day
of judgment will settle that. Let us
not feel angry and belligerent towards
them but let us settle down to hard
labor for Christ in our own vicinity.
''Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,,
do it with thy might."
Christ is still walking in the midst of
the lamp-stands and the brethren in
Ephesus are not blamed for the doings;
of the ecclesia in Laodicea. Let each
individual labor to make himself and
the ecclesia of which he is a member a
bright and shining light in their own
locality, and there is no need to worry
over the actions of others who do not
desire our fellowship.
As for the editors, they are weak fallible men like ourselves. They make
mistakes like all others, but I believe
they all love the Truth and would lay
down their lives for it if necessary.
They are doing valiant service in their
own way and according to their own
judgment. We must not expect absolute perfection in any man. If they
make mistakes we shall not have to answer for them.
Let us remember that after all it is
God (not us) who is taking out a people
for the Name. He has called us out
as individuals, deals with us as individuals and will judge us as individuals.
If we succeed in pleasing Him, "who.
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shall lay anything to the charge of
God's elect."
Let us work out our own salvation
with fear and trembling," "having fervent charity among ourselves," "'praying always with all prayer and supplication." As for external unity we
need not trouble about that. The true
brethren of Christ may become temporarily separated through misunderstandings but those who are animated
by the spirit of Christ can no more remain apart than particles of magnetized iron can do so.
Unnecessary and foolish '"tests"'
may divide us for a time, but the true
body of Christ is always, at heart, in
fellowship, and tests which are not of
God will sooner or later be snapped
asunder and the essential " unity of the
spirit" be manifested. Meanwhile,
let each build "opposite his own house"
(Neh. iii: 28), and remember that it is
God that " worketh in us both to will
and to do of His good pleasure."
W. II. CLOUOH.

THE NEW BIETH IN THE LIGHT OF
SCIENCE.

I write to tell you of a lecture I
heard yesterday by Mrs. O. S. Fowler,
wife of the renowned phrenologist.
She is coming to Chicago to deliver a
course of lectures, and I hope you will,
by all means, hear her. I went down
this morning to interview her, taking
Vol. I. of" Eureka," and " Life of Dr.
Thomas." She was so much interested
in them that she asked me to leave
them, saying she would burn the midnight oil to examine them. She also
asked me where they could be purchased. I presented her with a copy of
the " Great Salvation," and brother
Andrew's tracts on " Justification"
and " Resurrection by Man." There
are many points in her belief in com-
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mon with ours. It may be you could
set her right in others.
She challenges the world to prove
the falsity of her position, and says
preachers and anatomists are dumb in
her presence. I said to her the first
thing, " You have never, met a CUvistadelphian. or you would not have made
the statement you did yesterday."
Which was that V She had never found
one who could tell her what the books
are that are opened when the dead
stand before the great white throne.
She said she had never met one. I
showed her what Dr. Thomas had written, that the " Spirit is the remembrancer that keeps the record," just what
she teaches.
She claims Unit she has located the
seat of operation of both soul and
spirit at the base of the brain; the soul,
or animal life, which is in the blood, is
governed from the left optic thalamus,
in which the nerve filaments of the five,
or animal senses, have their origin, the
spirit center being located in the right
optic thalamus which is destitute of
blood.
She teaches that man must be regenerated by the blood of Christ before he
enters the spiritual plane, and that
mankind at large live upon the physical or soul or animal plane, and the
" soul that sinueth dies," while the regenerated have present immortality.
I think her theories will interest
Christadelphians and is one of the " all
things." While it does not matter so
much just where in the brain the seat
of operation of the spirit is located, it
is interesting if proven to be scientific.
We, as Christadelphians, believe that
the change is mental and moral from
the " law of sin and death " to the
" law of the spirit of life," and that the
brain is the organism through which
the change is effected.
Whenever science lends her aid it
must be upon the side of truth. But
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h;ivc not. paid the debt of n a t u r e , which
is deferred, til] they shall have completed (he I'nne.tions lo which they are
destined, and which are not to t a k e
place till the latter days."'
J l e q u o t e s from St. A u g u s t i n e (toneerning t h e m : " It is believed t h a t
llenoch and Faias will r e t u r n to pay
the common debt of n a t u r e , t h a t ,
though their death has been deferred,
they will, nevertheless d i e . "
Sec page 21!). I forbear c o m m e n t ,
T h e q u o t a t i o n s speak for t h e m s e l v e s .
In hope, I D A M. N C N G A S S K U .
Denver, Colo.
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A brother said to me lately, " H o w
can two walk together except they be
agreed '.' ' " 1 will tell y o n , " I s a i d .
'• If they are disagreed on f o u n d a t i o n
principles they cannot, in faithfulness
to their principles, walk t o g e t h e r . If
they are disagreed on a m i n o r m a t t e r
they can walk t o g e t h e r , if when each
has presented bis linal a r g u m e n t they
have I he good sense to cease all d i s e u s sion, and each one pray in his own
heart, t h a t (Jod will be merciful t o t h e
error of the other. T h i s is t h e r u l e I
follow, it, is t h e rule 1 c o m m e n d t o others. Where it is not followed very up-

hill work indeed becomes the spiritual
upbuilding of the ecelesia."
I observe with much pleasure, indeed what seems to me a marked superiority in the conduct of the ADVOCATE. Go on, brother Williams, preach
the gospel, upbuild and exhort the
brethren and leave other workers in
the Lord's vineyard alone as much as
possible. Your Sunday morning addresses are most excellent. Your editorial in February number meets with
my highest approbation. Oh that the
brethren would only heed its whole,
some words. In very many ways our
thoughts and feelings are alike, and it
is to me a pleasure to approve and commend every effort in the way of righteousness. Your articles on the Origin
of the Bible I much enjoy. When they
are completed they will form a most
valuable book for the brethren. 1 am
not surprised that objection was made
to brother Greer's " New Tabernacle.''
Tie is wrong in bis exposition. I took
it for granted you did not agree with
it.
Christ's probation did not KND wholly
until his death. Our probation commences with our acceptance of that
death. We are then in the '• Holy "'
state. Christ could not be in the "Holy"
after lie died and rose again. Neither
could he fulfill the duties of the llobj
in the act of dying, or merely on the
day of his death. But before Christ
literally died he died figuratively, and
was buried and resurrected. When he
emerged from his baptism he had dune
in lignre what we do in a ligure, with
this difference that we are baptized into
an accomplished fact, while he was
baptized into a fact that was to be accomplished—if I. may so put it. lie
was then in the " Holy," and immediately after his temptation we find him
performing the duties of the •' Holy."'
In Matt, iv: ltj we read : " The people
which sat in darkness saw Great

Jjight." the antitype, of the priests in
the "Holy'" attending to the liglitsfand.
Very frequently reference is made to
the fact that lit; was the Light of the
world, and of his disciples IK; says, "Ye
are the light of the world.'' So much
for the light. -Just a word about the
shevvbread. In Jno. iv:'->'J.he said to
his disciples. ' ; 1 have meat to eat ye
know not of.' The shewbread must
represent the bread or word of the
Father J)eity. Christ said, " My meat
is to do the will of Him that sent me.''
I am only presenting the mailer in a
very rough outline, but to me it is quite
evident that, Christ entered the ''Holy"
when lie was baptized, just the same
time as we do, with the necessary dif.
ference before mentioned, that he was
baptized into the scriptural perception
of his tu-be-accoinplished death. * *
In our baptism we touch the laver of
washing, the brazen altar, as well as
the lightstands and the shewbread and
the golden altar. I see no reaso:i why
Christ did not touch the same, things in
his baptism and thus enter ihe •• Holy"
as really as we do.
Well, I will not s'art another sheet,
although many matters are untouched.
In the hope we may all receive mercy
in the day of inspection, I remain.
Your loving brother in Christ.
JAIIKS LAIi:i).
SKDAN, K A N .

Sister Anna M. Byrnes, who has recently removed from Sedan 10 J-'redonia. Kan., writes an account of '' A
Trip to Southeastern Kansas.'" As it
is but a short time since brother ling
gins gave an account <>f the ecclesias
in this part of the country, sister
Byrnes will excuse the publication of
her letter, which she closes as follows :
Why should any one wish their eternal abode to be on any other planet but
this earth? I am sine it is beautiful
enough if it were not for the wicked-
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ness, suffering, sorrow and death which been baptized into Christ to have. The
are the result of the curse. But we casting down of imaginations and every
have the sure promise of the Great high thing thai exalleth itself against
Creator of this earth that the day is the knowledge of God, and bringing
coming when there will be " no more into captivity every thought to the obecui-se." When ''righteousness will dience of Christ that we may be able
cover the earth as the waters cover the to " love our enemies and those that
despitefully treat us,'' and to have the
sea," then will,
kind of faith he requires of us; also the
"Earth by angel feet be trod.
charity and patience, for without these
One great garden of her God."
Fredonia is the county seat of Wilson we must utterly fail. We find that we
county. A place of about 2,500 inhabi- have no time lo lose if we desire to
tants and a nice place to live in, shady, grow to the full Christian stature, for
grassy and quiet; and all about Fre- it is the whole armor of God that we
donia is a line farming country, only must put. on to be able to stand finnly
gently rolling prairie as far as the eye against the evils that constantly concan reach. The only thing lacking is front us. After we are established in
society of brethren and sisters in the the doctrinal teaching we have only
Lord. If any should be passing made a beginning in our part of formthrough we would be pleased to have ing the new creature, and the worst
them call if sound in the faith. Or, if enemy we have to contend with is self.
Please remember me to sister Wilany are thinking of moving to Kansas
and would like this location we will liams and all the kind friends who may
be pleased to answer any questions inquire.
such may ask about the place.
I am very sincerely your sister in the
Truth,
HARRIET G. BISHOP.
MCCOOK, NEB,,

April 25, 1890

DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :

I have received the books you sent,
II. Vol. "Eureka" and "Christendom
Astray." I loaned the latter to a man
who in his early life studied for the
ministry, but finally dropped that and
took up the study of law. He is now a
member of the Episcopal church.
We had quite a talk one day on the
teachings of the Bible. He seemed
quite well informed. I thought that he
might receive some knowledge from
reading that book that would help him
to learn the Truth.
Sister Eldred is well, and is still very
earnest in the study of the Bible. She
and Mrs. Dixon come once a week to
my rooms for that purpose. We are
studying the questions that tend to
build up the true Christian character,
•which is so essential for those that have

SHALLOW LAKE, ONT., April
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

4, '99.

I wonder how much longer the present state of affairs is going to continue.
Certainly the prospects for Israel's resettlement have very much brightened
up during the last few days ; witness
the very unsettled state of affairs in
Turkey, and Baroness Hirsch's death,
bequeathing £10,000,000 sterling to the
Jewish Colonization Society. These
two things speak very plainly and
loudly in the interest of Palestine.
These show us plainly that there is a
" God in Israel " that the world reckons not with, and " happy indeed is he
that has the God of Jacob for his
refuge," and just as surely as the heavens are above us just so surely will He
perform the intents of His heart in
keeping the promises made unto the
Fathers. That time is surely drawing
nigh.
W. J. HARRIS.

T1I1S HALL-WILLIAMS

SHALLOW LAKE, May 22. 1899. DEAR BROTHER:
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :
1 notice in June

People who have read the '• World's
Redemption " are commencing to ask
for the rest of it, that's the other two
volumes; what are the chances for soon
getting it 'i Some consider it quite a
treat. When one has the life almost
worried out of him, and a brain worried continually all day long, spreading
literature is about the only way one
can make the Truth known.
Well, we are not rich so that we can
do very much, but we can do the best
we can with what we have. Do you
know I think it is one of the very best
things, as Solomon says, to have neither
too much nor too little. Too much is
apt to make us consider too much the
foolishness of the present world, while
the other way it makes us look up to
the Creator of all good things for an
eternal redemption in the future—and
that's not far off, either. Even our
chief Canadian daily paper is commencingto give Zionism some attention now.
They will give it more after awhile.
Yours in Israel's hope,
W. D. HARRIS.

[We have commenced on the additional part of the "World's Redemption," but with many other matters the
work will be slow. It must be remetn.
bered that the work as it now is deals
with the one branch of the Truth which
is the best to begin on with "ortHodox1'
people. It is not so offensive as the
nature of man, state of the dead and
the Trinity. When a favorable impression is made by the book as it is,
the readers will be more willing to consider what is to follow. In the meantime our smaller pamphlets will serve
the purpose—" Man, His Origin and
Destiny," " Problem of Life," " Great
Salvation," u Trinity," etc. However,
we will hurry the work along as fast as
ivve can,—-EDITOK.J-

Cliristadelphian that
the Boston ecciesia have given notice
that after the 1st of August they will
not fellowship anyone unless they believe in the responsibility question as
the Boston ecciesia do.
In order to be saved we havetobelieve the gospel and keep the commandments. Are all these ideas which are
presented a part of the gospel ? If so,
then we don't all have the gospel! If
not then they ought to be dropped. If
divisions continue we shall have to stay
at home. But then, how can one help
itV Should like to see peace and unity.
J. E .
THE HA.LL-WILLIAMS DEBATE.

A Few Words from Readers and Reviewers.
GUELPH, May 22, 1899.

Having read the debate, consider Mr.
Hall did extremely well for the chance
he had, and made the most he could of
a bad case. No doubt his friends
think he bad the best of the argument.
Not so, however, with those who know
the truth and others who had discernment enough to see that Mr. Hall did
not hew to the line. Yours fraternally,
DAVID TOLTON.
SOLGOIIACHIA, ARK.

I have received the Hall-Williams
Debate, and consider it a grand success
for the Truth. It shows the difference
between truth and error so plainly in a
logical manner, and one assertion after
another without proof is met. I hope
the Lord will bless you in the good
work of defending the Truth and exposing: error.
Your brother in the one hope,
W. C. SHEWMAKE.

Recently I have been reading the
and also some of your other

ADVOCATE,
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publications with considerable interest
and some benefit. I anticipate to soon
have the privilege of perusing your discussion with the champion who trains
under the ''colors" of the Baptist camp.
They tell me you have therein shown
sufficient reason why he should change
the colors or should haul the old ones
down at least.
I have discovered that at one time
you had the great honor (?) of meeting
Clark Braden, of the Campbellite persuasion. Campbellism was my " persuasion " for twenty years or longer,
when I concluded, a short time ago, to
adopt the faith of the Christadelphian
body, of whose existence and practices
I had some knowledge some years ago.
I never regarded Clark Braden as" being much," save I acknowledged him to
be a man of superior cunning and a
sophist.
C. W. COOPEK, Panpark, Penn.
I would consider that Mr. Hall would
think he had had about enough. He
has not an inch of ground to stand on ;
he said about all he could say and when
all was said and done he had not said
very much of any account after all his
trouble.
W. I). HAKKIS, Shallow Lake, Ont.
PROPOSED DEBATE IN ARKANSAS.
JS1& 8 announced some time since, Dr.
ffiol^ Daniels, of the Adventists, declined meeting the editor in debate,
although for some time the brethren
supposed it was a settled thing, with
only small details to decide upon. Now
a Dr. Snowden desires to take Dr. Daniel's place. Brother Martin, of Martinville, Ark., writes:
" He (Dr. Snowden) is recommended
by all the officers of the Advent conference, and he stands among the highest
in this state. He affirms universal
resurrection, and wants us to affirm

that the saints will come out of the
grave mortal. They want the discussion to begin on August 22nd, which
will be on the sixth day of their conference. If it suits you to debate with
him then write out the propositions and
send them to me. Our fraternal gathering will begin August 5th. * * *
We want you to be here if possible, as
we want help to get certain troubles
settled. If the brethren in Texas arrange to have their meeting immediately after ours, you could go there and
return before the debate. If you do
not go to Texas, come prepared to stay
with us during the interval.
J. D. MARTIN."

Matters are not favorable for our
attendance at the Texas gathering, and
we cannot see how we can spare the
time in Arkansas from August 5th to
22nd. Moreover, we must be in Chicago for the gathering August 26th. If
the Arkansas gathering and debate
could be brought closer to each other
we could manage. Begin the gathering a little later—August 10th, and the
debate on the 17th, 18th, 19th, and
20th. Or, if there is objection to Sunday, omit the 20th and finish up the
21st. This would give us time to return to Chicago for the 26th. [The
gathering has now been changed to the
10th, and we await word from the Adventists as to time of debate.]
PROPOSITIONS.

We submit the following propositions:
1.-—There will be a resurrection of
every descendant of Adam that dies.
We deny.
2.—The saints will emerge from the
grave mortal, and the worthy will be
changed to immortality after judgment.
We affirm.
There shall be two hours each session and two sessions each day for four
days, divided equally between each
proposition. Every session shall be

EDITORIAL.

divided as follows : 1.—The affirmative
thirty minutes. 2.—The negative thirty
minutes. 3.—The affirmative shall
question the negative (according to the
Socratic method) for fifteen minutes.
4.—Affirmative, fifteen minutes speech.
5.—Negative shall question affirmative
for fifteen minutes. C.—Negative, fifteen minutes speech.
Should either disputant refuse to employ the fifteen minutes to question, he
shall surrender half of that time to his
opponent, who shall devote it to a
speech or to questioning his opponent
as he may elect.
EDITOR.

TERMS OF

SUBSCRIPTION.

PRICE.—J'er Year, in advance
$2.00
Half Yearly, in advance
.
.
. 1.00
To new subscribers on trial, r»0 cents l o r six
months.
In (ireat Britian and her Colonies, 8s. per year.
2s. per';*; year.
4s. per % year.
We make special a r r a n g e m e n t s with a limited n u m
ber who a r e unable t o pay the full subscription price.
A few deserving, but poor, are supplied by the contributions of generous friends.
Remit by Draft. Post Office Order, Ueffistered Letter
or Express O r d e r - n o t by checks on local b a n k s .
Address all remittances to THOS. WILLIAMS. 8:H 61st
street, Chicago, 111.

JULY, 1899.

ANY will read with pleasure
M
and pain the letter appearing
herein from brother Clough —with
pleasure because he gives good advice
to troubled minds in circumstances the
most troublesome and grievous; with
pain because there is an intolerant
spirit of tyrrany in our ranks that
seems to have no regard for the feelings of weary, foot-sore travelers in a
desert surrounded by enemies. Zeal
without discretion is a dangerous thing
and is often a most cruel thing, and in
nothing has it found more scope than
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in bulls of merciless excommunications.
Maintenance of the purity of the cause
of the Truth is one thing, but trifling
mole heaps made mountains of as a
means of driving out into the cold
blasts of the world loving companions
is another. Let the outcasts take comfort in the thoughts expressed in
brother Clough's timely words, and let
those who cast them out take warning
therefrom. Some are due in these latter days, while the Lord delays his coming, to fulfill the prediction of "beating
their fellow-servants." Have they arrived ? We hope not a single one with
whom we have acquaintance will help
fulfill that prophecy. When they do
arrive, no doubt the smallest pretext
imaginable will suffice. The objects
of their attack will not leave them any
real reason or excuse. Little points
of difference will have to be magnified
and made into the ugliest shapes possible to make them appear to give the
least possible excuse for action. And
the zealots will, no doubt, believe they
are doing their duty. Lack of discretion, of discrimination, zeal broken
loose and gone wild, if not mad, will no
doubt be the cause. What else can it
be V Two wayfarers have traveled together for years under the searching
heat of the sun of the Sahara desert.
They have washed each other's weary
and blistered feet; they nave anointed
each other's wounds made by the arrows of their mutual enemies; they
have tenderly cared for each other and
caressed each other for lo, many long
years, rejoicing in the hope of a glorious immortality and an everlasting inheritance in the kingdom toward which
they wend their weary way, agreeing,
fully agreeing, upon all the foundation
principles of the cause they have espoused, and after all they come to a
sudden stop and one begins to beat the
other because he does not believe that
God haa revealed that He will raise
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certain Gentiles out of their graves to
judge them and punish them. The
other wayfarer pleads that he would
not for his life question God's right to
punish all sinners at what time and
place and to what extent He " who is
just in his ways to all " may see fit, and
upon this principle he begs for a continuance of the sweet communion and
companionship of a past thirty or forty
years. He begs that the question of
where or when God will punish a few
Gentiles shall not be allowed to break
the ties that bind loving hearts together; that such a trivial thing shall
not divide and disgrace God's saints
before the eyes of taunting enemies; he
pleads, he prays, he weeps, he laments,
and deplores, but alas ! alas ! ecclesias
must be wrecked, hearts must bleed,
life-long comrades must separate, bulls
of excommunication must be announced
and sent out upon the wings of the
wind and all because—"Tell it not in
Gath, publish it not in the streets of
Askelon: lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, lest the iincircumcised
triumph."
THE editor spent a few days last
month with the little ecclesia at lionfield. 111., enjoying a visit with brother
Chester and family. Four lectures
were given to fair audiences, and some
interest manifested. One lady upon
bidding us good-by said her mind was
now made up to put on the Name.
When we first made her acquaintance
she was a victim of the seventh day infatuation of Adveutism. Our debate
at Kankakee with Mr. Parker helped
to break the spell. JSTOW it seems that
all barriers are removed, and the little
ecclesia at Bon field will, we hope, be
soon able to say. "God speed thee, sister, on thy way."
WHILE we write this we are with
brother and sister Lemon, Sheldon. 111.,

here by invitation to give four lectures.
Our audience is fair for this town, and
we think some interest is visible.
IN a week or two we are to go to
Camp Douglas, VVis., to give a few lectures, brother Leake inviting us as the
result of some interest awakened by
our visit there last winter to attend the
funeral of brother Taylor. These appointments, with attendance at fraternal gatherings and a debate in Arkansas are all we shall be able to fill
between now and the end of August.
We are giving a little more attention
this year to business in the office in the
effort to bring up the financial end of
things so as to be more free-handed
after a while.
BROTHER and sister Sulley made a
short visit to this city, but we were deprived of having brother Sulley deliver
a few lectures. Through misunderstanding Chicago was late in sending
their invitation, and the tour had been
mapped out (the most awkwardly) before brother and sister Sulley left Eng"
land. Still there were hopes that appointments would be made for here till,
just when the visit was arranged for,
brother Sulley announced a break-down
from relaxation of his throat through
too severe a strain. They put themselves to much inconvenience and expense to pay us the visit they did, for
which they have our thanks; but it was
necessarily marred by having to deal
with ugly stubborn things arising from
circumstances forced upon the Chicago
ecclesia. As to the present status of
this see Chicago intelligence herein.

Just as we goto press word comes that
the Adventists insist on the debate in
Arkansas beginning on August 22nd. We
must reach Chicago on the 25th, and the
debate must be arranged accordingly.
We would agree to three sessions a day
if necessary. They can surely strain a
point of one day—21st, which would perhaps allow of six sessions 21st and 22nd
aud two on the 23rd. If this would allow
of our reaching Little Rock for the night
trutft on the 24th, allwell.

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

sia gaining every point as she did in
the Armenian outrage —secretly perhaps, behind the Sultan's skirts, but
gaining the points all the same.
The other little cloud is an attempt
\"/"l / " ' ^ P e a c e conference have at last on the part of Russia to stop Britain's
J V. concluded, having come up to it " short cut " and that is a most tender
by degrees, to let the Czar "down easy" point in Britain. A report dated June
and set aside as impracticable the pro- 20, says that " the Shah of Persia has
posed plans for disarmament. Of course, ceded to llussia the port of Bender Abthe simplest Bible student, not spoiled bas, in the straits of Orinuz, and the
by " philosophy and vain deceit." could formal transfer will soon take place."
have told the members of the commit- Officials of llussia are there already.
tee before they went into session that The prophet Daniel says that Persia is
it would have to turn out so. They to be "at his steps" and every move of
shut out the newspaper correspondents, this character tends to the fulfillment
but they could not shut God out, nor of the prophecy.
prevent him from presiding over that
" Another crisis in P a r i s " is such a
meeting to such an extent as to keep frequent thing that it may be accepted
its deliberations from opposing His as a matter of course. The president
plan, the only practicable one, the plan linds it almost impossible to get men
of purifying this world by war, which bold enough and shrewd enough to
He lias determined shall be the scaven- form a new cabinet. With the socialger to clean the streets and alleys of ists and the royalists hounding at the
the rubbish which now breeds such pol- government, the royalists to the extent
itical, social and religious diseases as of even literally striking at the presito keep the world in the condition of a dent, he does not know what to do.
pest house. Disarmament indeed 1 You The nation is all ablaze, and even the
don't know how and you don't know landing of Captain Dreyfus is threatenwhy you cannot; and your ignorance is ing a great outbreak.
the result of your glorying in flesh
Britain in Africa is dealing with a
and ignoring God and his word. You difficult task ; for the Boers seem to be
may arrange your plans of arbitration quite shrewd. Still, she will, sooner or
and appoint your boards; but when the later prevail, for possession of Africa
time comes for God to take this world is in her line prophetically, and prophin hand and out of your hands, He ecy never fails. The fulfillment of
will hold you in derision and laugh at prophecy is the ''success" of the nayour puny schemes; with one breath He tions here and there in all the world,
will blow them away and " Make bare but the ''success" is simply placingthem
his holy arm."
in position for action when the great
There are two funnel-shaped clouds war of God Almighty is declared. So
over there in the East just now —an all things are working together for
outbreak, which seems to have some good to them who love God, and they
lasting powers, in Macedonia. There well know that the calm cannot come
is some lighting going on there, and the till after the storm.
Sultan, seems inclined to enforce severe
measures. These may provoke trouble
Whatever you win in life you must contill the powers are again " compelled to quer by your own efforts, and then it is1
interfere," and then look out for Bus- yours, » part of yourself.
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l'KF is a sense in which the
Dieyfus case belongs to the
J e w s tin ii- land and affairs,"'as one
ol t h e signs of the limes. It forces the
world to see the e x t e n t of the change
that, has taken place in this c e n t u r y ,
particularly in ihe l a t t e r p a r t of it, in
public s e n t i m e n t toward t h e J e w s ,
and t h a t in spite of the public itself.
T h e reason t h a t for years withheld all
rights from J e w s , except the right to be
persecuted and t o r m e n t e d a n d killed,
still exists, and if the masses were
asked In-day why that reason does not
act as a consistent cause Cor persecution now as well as in days past they
could not answer. T h e r e is no lack of
haired against the J e w s now.
'The
willingness, if not I,ho eagerness, lo ext e r m i n a t e them is in the hearts of many
men MI high places, even in the great
army power of F r a n c e , but, for some
h u m a n l y unaccountable reason. Ihe
evil de,,ito cannot be put. into execution. W h a t would the old J e w h a t e r s
and pei sreutors think were they to
wake up just now and behold all this
fuss in a, nation, e x t e n d i n g itself to all
t h e world a b o u t one m a n and lie, a J e w ;
it would amaze them to discover t h a t
justice had come to have such consideration lor a J e w as to persistently light
for his rights when he. poor fellow, was
a lonely exile in a far-off island appropriately called Hovil's Island, s h u t off
fiom all. c o m m u n i c a t i o n , u n a b l e t<>
speak a word in self-defence oc to lift a

finger to point the way to a freedom he
justly deserved. And when these old
tyrants of cruel days gone by would be
told the poor exile Jew had been the
means of driving the heads of the
French army out of the country, to
prison, to death, and to shame, they
would not believe that they and waked
up on the same planet they once lived—
lived on it to be a disgrace to it. J5ut
so it is, and nobody can tell why it is
us it is, except that a few people can
say in all confidence and assurance that
Israel's God is still Israel's God and
His time to favor Zion is close by and
His invisible hand is sending wicked
men to prison, to death and to shame :
throwing a nation in convulsions and a
world into consternation, with the only
visible cause for it all that an obscure
Jew has become a victim of injustice.
In a, sense the Dreyfus case is the history and destiny of his race reduced to
a drama to be acted upon the stage of
the world's theatre. It is a trial case
to show that where once the victim
would have been hissed off the stage,
now his ears ring with loud applause,
and lie has the satisfaction of seeing
Ins enemies hissed off. The taunting
'• Massalla " has had his day, and poor
" J u d a h " h a s slavishly tugged at the
ours of the. tyrant's shiy>s long enough.
"Massalla'' has whipped " J u d a h ' s "
black, fiery, Arabian steeds too many
lirnci, and now the time has come for
" Judnh " to tighten the reins and p.re-
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pare to strike off " Massalla's chariot
wheels and proudly, and amid the applause of the spectators, reach the arch
of triumph. Ten men are already taking hold of the skirt of him that is a
Jew and saying. We will go with thee,
but they don't know yet t h a t " the Lord
is with him,"' but Jle is, and Ho will
stay with him, till the dramatic play of
which lie is the hero, shall be exemplified in the triumph of his people as a
nation, when all the world will rush to
cling to the garment of him that is a
Jew, and when their ears will ring with
the echoes of the gladsome news that the
God of Israel is once more Israel's God.
O, let us pray for the peace of Jerusalem, for they shall prosper that love
her ; peace shall yet be within her walls
and prosperity within her palaces: God
speed the day.
POWEB OP JEWISH EMAUCIEKS.
Story Is that They Brought About the
Dreyfus Behearing.
" The crisis in France resulting from
the, revision of the Dreyfus case threatens the stability of the republic, 1 ' said
Adolph Hern, a prominent capitalist,
of Hamburg, Germany, at the Palmer
house yesterday. Mr. Hern continued:
" The secret history of this case
shows that it was not through mere desire to do justice to an innocent man
that the Court of Cassation was ordered
to declare Dreyfus guiltless and order
the court-martial at Reunes to give
him another trial, but it was through
fear that if this was not done France
would be bankrupt, and a revolution
would start from without Paris which
would overthrow all who are or were in
power.'
'• The condemnation of Dreyfus
caused every Jew in continental Europe to fee) that the act was a menace
to his own personal safety- In Austria
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and Russia there are many Jews in responsible government positions, and
these officials took up the tight for
Dreyfus. They decided finally that the
only antidote was to take up the fight
defiantly, and they had only to notify
the leaders in the scheme of persecution that if Dreyfus did not get fair
play and the general scheme of persecution was attempted, aU the great
Jewish banking houses—the Rothschilds, the Goldschmidts (the most powerful house in Europe next to the
Rothschilds), and the Ephrussi.i, in
Russia—would simultaneously begin
to lower the credit of France.
" When M. Loubet ascended to tlie
presidency of France the rentes fell off.
They dropped a tritle every day, until
the situation became serious. The
Jews said the rentes would continue to
tumble until the country was smashed
unless Dreyfus got justice. The government realized its helplessness ; the
Dreyfus rehearing was ordered, and
that very day the drop in the rentes
ceased.
" In London, on March 1st, the leading Israelites of Europe met. Theie
were about a dozen in all, but they
could control nearly $1,000,000,000, or
nearly all the ready cash in France in
twenty-four hours. At this conference
tlie future means necessary to secure
tlie release and honorable reinstatement of Dreyfus in the French army
were discussed.'"—Chicago Jiecord.
Analogy.
A Biblical student in this city declares that if the descriptions of Solomorrs temple are accurately given in
the Bible and by secular authorities,
the total value of that edifice and its
contents must have exceeded $50,000,000,000. In the first place, the value of
the material in the rough is estimated
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at $12/>00,000,000, and the labor at
$3,000,000,000. According to Villalpandis 10,000 men were engaged in
dressing cedar lumber, 80,000 were engaged in cutting stone and 60,000 in
bearing burdens, for a period of seven
years, who, in addition to their wages,
received 50 cents a day for food.
According to the same authority,
which is corroborated by Josephus, the
vessels of gold were valued at 140.000
talents, which reduced to American
money, is equal to $2,32(>,481,01!). The
vessels of silver are calculated at
$3,281,715,000, the vestments of the
priests and the robes of the singers
$10,050,000 and the value of the trumpets of gold was $1,000,000 —W. E. Curtis in Chicago Record.
Now let some one take Bro. Sulley's
plans and estimate the cost, and those
who can only see the past glory of Israel and her temple will learn that it is
a " story to be continued. 1 ' How apt
we are to think that the great tilings
of our times are the greatest. The
management of large railroads, trusts
and corporations is now much talked of
as great achievements reached by scientific '• business methods." Men of the
world are always measuring the extent
of their horizon by the length of their
noses. Just let them take in hand the
erection of Solomon's temple, managing it in all its various brandies, and
see if they can handle all the men in all
the departments as well as they handled (V) their soldiers in Cuba. Why, if
such an enterprise were started now
the men would be poisoned with "roast
beef," the money would be stolen by
the " boodlers " and the building would
be an " untempered mortar " thing
that would not have strength enough
to bear its own weight and soon like
the Chicago Federal building, they
would be selling it to the " house
wreckers " to be carted off to give place
for another " steal," The world of to-
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day is not honest enough to undertake
to rebuild Solomon's temple, and that
because they have forsaken God, and
their clergy have sapped the life out of
His Word by '• higher criticism," and
such nonsense. But when the temple
of Ezekiel's prophecy is built there will
be a greater than Solomon here, and
political thieves will not be allowed air
to breathe.
ADVOCATE S. S. GLASS.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in J u n e ADVOCATE :
CLASS N O . 1.

DessieLemmon (10),Lake Cicott,Ind.90;
John II. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 85;
Louise Green (14), Spottsville, Ky., 80;
Lela Connaway (10), Spottsville, Ky. 80;
Ducie White (11), Spottsville, Ky., 80;
Clias. M. Brice (10), Gait, Ont., 80;
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 80;
Jos. Gregory (14), Spottsville, Ky., 80;
Mattie Gregory (12). Spottsville, Ky. 80;
Edna Gregory (11), Spottsville, Ky.,80;
CLASS N O . 2.

Bessie Williams (17), Chicago, 111., 95;
May Silencer, Chicago, 111., - - 90;
Alice Dolph (18), Rochester, N. Y., 90;
Most of the scholars in Class No. 1
will see they have given the wrong
quotation on the occasion of Jesus
weeping over Jerusalem, which accounts for their marks being so low this
month.
By an oversight Charlie M. Brice's
paper was omitted last month. I t is
marked 90.
J A M E S L E A S H , 532 62d St.,

Station O.

Chicago, 111.
QUESTIONS.

LESSON N O . 75, CLASS N O . 1.

1. In what respect did Jesua show
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favor to tlie Jews at his first coming, were no more strangers and foreigners,
but fellow citizens.— Eph. ii: 11-19.
more than to the Gentiles ?
J o n x II. BRICK.
2. What touching words did he utter when he once wept over a certain
LESSON N O . 75, CLASS N O . 2.
city, and what city?
1. Same as Class No. 1.
3. What did an apostle say about
2. What do we find first, in the Old
turning from one people to another?
Testament and, second, in the New
ANSWERS.
about calling another people than IsBEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.
rael ?
3. When did this commence and
1. l i e said " I am not sent only to
the lost sheep of Israel," to the woman how could the two people become one?
4. If Israel was cast off how could
that wanted him to heal her daughter.
they still be accepted and become one
—Matt, xv: 24-20.
with the other called people ?
2. He wept over Jerusalem (Luke xix:
ANSWERS.
41). The words that he uttered were
saying, " If thoii hadst known even
B E S T PAI-ER, CLASS NO. 2.
thou at bast in this thv day the things
1. •' But lie answered and said, I
which belong unto thy peace, but now
am
not sent but unto the lost sheep of
they are hid from thine eyes.—Luke
the house of Israel" (Matt, xv: 24).
xix: 42.
" These twelve Jesus sent forth and
3. The apostle said li If you judge commanded them, saying, Go not into
yourselves unworthy for everlasting the way of the Gentiles, and into any
life we will turn to the Gentiles.—Acts city of the Samaritans enter ye not.
xiii: 40.
B E S S I E LEMMON.
But go rather to the lost sheep of Israel " (Matt, x: 5, 0). The above quoSECOND B E S T P A P E R CLASS N O . 1.
tations show in what respect Jesus
1. One notable instance of the favor showed favor to the Jews at his first
Jesus showed to the Jews more than coming more than to the Gentiles.
the ({entiles was in healing the daugh2. In the Old Testament we find the
ter of Ihe woman of Canaan, when he
calling of the Gentiles: " 1 am sought
said, "1 am not sent but unto lost sheep
of them that ask not for me. 1 am
of the house of Israel ''—Matt, xv:
found of them that sought me not. I
22-28.
said, Behold me, behold me, unto a na2. The touching words he uttered tion that was not called by my name "
when he went over the city were, '• If (Isa. lxv: 1). In the New Testament
thou hadst known even thou at least in we l'md the calling of the Gentiles:
this day the things which belong unto " Even in whom he hath called, not of
thy peace ! but now they are hid from the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles?
thine eyes,1' and that city was .Jerusa- * * * I will call them my people,
lem.—Luke xix: 41, 42-2S.
which were not my people, and her
3. What an apostle says about beloved which was not beloved.—Rom.
changing from one people to another is ix: 14, 25.
as there are only two, Jew and Gentile,
3. This commenced when Peterso the apostle Paul, writing to the went to the house of Cornelius (Acts
Ephesians that at a time they were x). By a vision he was taught that
without Christ, being aliens from the •' what God hath cleansed that call not
commonwealth of Israel; but now they thou common and hence not to despise
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the Gentiles as God is no respecter of
persons (Actsx: 34). Two people could
become one by belief and baptismGal, iii: 28.
4. Though Israel was cast off they
could be accepted and made one with
the other people by belief and baptism.
Proof, Gal. Hi: 28; I. Cor. xii: 13.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND HKST PAPER CLASS NO. 2.

1. Christ at his first coming showed
favor to the Jews more than to the
Gentiles in that he preached tbe gospel
to none but the Jews, for he said, " I
am not sent but unto the lost sheep of
the house of Israel "—Matt, xv: 24.
2. In Isaiah xl: 6 and Acts xiii: 444i), we find that the gospel was first
preached to the Jews and afterwards to
the Gentiles. Because crowds of Gentiles came to bear Paul preach, the
Jews became jealous and contradicted
and blasphemed what Paul had taught
them. Paul then said, " It was necessary that the word of God should first
have been spoken unto you : but seeing
ye put it from you, and judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo,
we turn to the Gentiles."
3. The preaching of the gospel to
the Gentiles began with the conversion
of Cornelius by Peter. Those of the
Jews and of the Gentiles who have accepted the truth and are found worthy
of everlasting life will become one people in Christ's kingdom when it is reestablished on earth.
4. Israel as a nation has been cast
off. Those (of the Jews) who have
embraced the truth and are accepted,
will become one people 'with the accepted Gentiles.
MAY SPENCER.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON NO. 76, CLASSES NO. 1 AND 2.

1. What did Jesus preach in every
city and village of the Jewa '(

2. What did Phillip preach in Samaria, and what did his preaching cause
the people to believe and do ?
3. Since in describing what Philip
preached only one word is used, and in
stating what the people believed many
words are used, what would you conclude would be the significance of the
one word? Give its meaning quite
clearly.
4. What does Paul say about one
gospel, and what is the result of preaching another gospel than the One ?

BOSTON ECCLESIA.-Bro. Rileigh
seeming to have overlooked the fact that
our letter was to him officially, and not
having received an official answer, we
withhold the publication of your resolution in the hope o!' hearing from you bofore next month. Will brother Rileigh
please note thisV—EDITOK.
CHICAGO, ILL.—It affords us pleasure to report two more a,s having been inducted into the sin-covering Name this
month, namely, Mrs. Rachel R. Bacon,
Tallapossa, Ga., who was passing
through this city, and took the opportunity to spend a few days here for the purpose of rendering obedience to the truth,
which had been brought to her attention
some time ago by a sister in Australia.
She was baptized on the 8th inst., and
went on her way the following day rejoicing. As she will probably be in isolation, our prayer is that she may be kept
in the narrow way and found among the
faithful at the return of our Lord. The
other is Earl Little, who was baptized on
the 24th inst, and received into fellowship the following day. His obedience
gives special cause for rejoicing to our
aged brother aad sister Wood, of whom
ho is a grandson.
Sister Sylvia Wright and brother Harry
C. Franklin were united in marriage on
the 24th inst., and have the best wishes of
the brethren for their mutual happiness
and welfare. In last month's notice of
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the marriageof sister Perfect and brother
J. A. Norman, the latter's name should
have been given as John Albert Norman.
Brother Sulley, Nottingham. England,
with sister Sulley, spent a few days here
in the early part of the month mediating in the breach that exists through a
few of our brethren withdrawing from the
occlesia. These brethren having asked
for time before giving a definite answer,
we, by brother Sulley's request, deferred
publishing our answer to the charges laid
against us by those withdrawing from us.
We are now awaiting brother Sulley's report of his findings in the case. This will
explain to the brethren generally the
reason for our silence. Should brother
Sulley's appreciated and well-meant efforts prove fruitless our reply will be
forthcoming in due time.
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ways found him cheerful and strong in
Faith, always giving God the praise for
His revealed truth to him. He now lies
in the silent, cold grave, not conscious
of the fight that we who remain must
keep up, but he rests from his labor,
waiting the Master's call from his bed of
corruption. May it be his happy lot to
hear that blessed announcement from the
Master, " Come ye blessed of my Father,
inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world." Sister
Lively lives at 801 Waters street, Little
Bock, Ark., and would appreciate a letter
of encouragement from anyone.
JOHN W. TEAS.

Brother Shewmake also writes an account of brother Lively's sickness and
death, describing an all-night journey
through the woods from the railroad staJAMES LEASK,Sec.
tion to the place of burial. He adds:
" Previous arrangements had been
CONWAY, ARK.—I have to report the made for the funeral services, but on acdeath of brother J, M. Lively, which oc- count of rain and high water they fell
curred at his home in Little Kock on through, and after singing a hymn and a
Wednesday morning, May 10th, at 11:30, few words in prayer, our brother was laid
after a lingering illness of seven months. to rest. May he sleep in peace till God's
He was laid to rest in the family burying ' dead men shall live.' I have been inground near Bosebud, White County, the formed that sister Lively is financially
day following his death, by his sorrowing embarrassed in addition to her sorrow
wife and the few brethren who live in
and bereavement. Now let each good
that community. Brother Lively, before brother and sister send in a note to her.
finding the Truth, had been a life-long
In hope of an abundant entrance into
Methodist, and for many years was an the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour,
ordained minister. In 1885 he came in Jesus Christ.
W, C. SHEWMAKE.
contact with the true light, the gospel of
God's purpose in the earth, and with all
FRATEBNAL GATHERING
readiness of mind, received instructions
in the Truth, and gladly rendered obediTo the Christadelphians of Texas,
dience to the same. He was baptized
Greeting.
into Christ by brother J. D. Martin in the
Notice is hereby given that a Christasummer of '86, He was, like all true lov- delphian Fraternal Gathering will be
ers of the Truth, an active defender of
held at the Junction Schoolhouse in
the iaiUi once delivered to the saints. Blanco County, Tex., beginning on FriThe first of last year he closed out his day night, August 18, 1899.
business at Morrilton, and devoted his
Said meeting will be conducted accordwhole time to lecturing wherever he
ing to the Birmingham Statement of
found an open door, and kept it up as
Faith, which we believe to be an expreslong as his strength would allow. He
sion of the lirst principles of the gospel
was stricken down last November just plan of salvation, and all Christadelphiafter moving to Little Bock. His few ans approving the same are invited to
years as a servant of God were well occu- come and take part in the work of uppied, and I have often heard him say that
building and promoting the Truth.
there was but little in the present state
LEONAED PASSMOEE, Sec.
of things to gratify the spiritual mind.
He loved the Truth above all, and he
GALENA. KAN.— Occasionally, even
Joved the brethren. I visited him often
during his long confinement, and I al- in these times of tribulation and trying
of the patience ol the called-out ones,
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there is a momentary lifting of the clouds or four miles from here. Though no
and we are permitted to see the silver aliens were persuaded to become heirs of
lining and to bask in the sunlight of love salvation, we feei that we have been
and pleasure to be found in the assem- strengthened, and the seed sown. So we
bling of those of like faith and hope. will have to continue to labor and wait
Such has been the case with us recently, patiently for the increase.
we having been favored with a visit and
Since you last heard from me cruel
a course of lectures by brother Kobert G. death has again claimed one of our memHuggins, from the 20th to the last of May. bers. This time it was our dear mother,
We had some tine lectures. Very few of
Mrs. Allen V, 1), Cannefax, daughter of
the alien could be induced to attend, but brother N. A. H. Murphy, She fell asleep
we were favored by the presence of a November 21. 1898, after a painful illness
number of brethren and sisters from dif- of five weeks, and we laid her beside our
ferent places. Those present were sister dear father. Though the light seems to
AnnaM. .Byrnes, from Sedan, Kan. (now have gone out of our lives and we are left
of'Fredonia, Kan.), sister Mary K. Kelly, to complete; the journey without them,
Tilly, Mo., Sisters L A. Graham, Evans there is much consolation in the thought
and Titus, Scammon, Kan., and sister that they are asleep in Jesus, our great
Tindall, Baxter Springs, brother and High Priest, who hath brought life and
sister Stephenson and brother Wilbanks, immortality to light through the gospel.
of Joplin, Mo.
With much love to all the brethren, and
It was a great pleasure to us to have asking an interest in their prayers that
so many as we are very few in num- wo may make our calling and election
ber, and though, as far as we know, we sure, a sister seeking eternal life,
BlUTIE CASSEl'AX.
did not succeed in interesting any one
in the Truth, it was .1 time of refreshing
to all of us and we feel amply repaid for
GUELPH, ONT:—I omitted in my last
the efforts we put forth in the matter. to state that sister Isabella lies, in conBrother Huggins. having received invita- sequence of the death of her father has
tions from some whom he iias reason to left her school in Toronto, where she was
believe to be unsound in the matter of
a teacher, and for the future will live in
the covenant and presthood questions, Guelph with her mother. Brother lies
wishes me to say he cannot respond to was buried at Arkell. about four miles
them as they evidently expect fellowship from Guelph; tie farmed for many years
from him, and this he cannot extend to in that vicinity. The services at his funthem while they hold such unscriptural eral and at that of sister Matthews were
views.
conducted by brother Phillips. Brother
i'raying for the hastening of the day MeNcllie, of Toronto, attended the funwhen all divisions will be past and the eral of brother lies, and offered up a
" redeemed of the Lord shall come with prayer at the grave.
With best wishes I remain your brother
singing unto /ion." There will be no
JOHN BABBEK,
discordant note in that song and the in the faith,
trials of this short life will be counted
as nothing in the joyousness of that
LANGE, TEX.—The last ADVOCATE is
grand reunion.
just received- I was much interested in
your letter to the Chronicle. Nothing
Your brother in Christ,
could be gotten up better. Your comparE, B. P H I M H P S .
ison of " Emilius " to the modern piano
player was very amusing.
I am now on a trip to Bandera and
GATES, MO.—Brother Huggins arrived here April29th, and stayed till May other points, some forty miles from home.
19th. During that time he delivered ten I brought the April number of the ADVOfine lectures and appointments were CATE with me. and all have been domade for more, but the weather was so lighted with your reply to brother G. W.
unfavorable they had to be given up. Banta's article on the " New Covenant "
Five of the lectures were delivered at the — by all, I mean all the brethren that I
Mt. Pleasant school-house, one at Nixa, have shown it to.
Mo., and four at the Dodson church, three
I have noticed a mention in the last
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Christadelphuin of a split in the Chicago
eeelesia. How I do hate to see those
divisions. But it seems they cannot be
helped. I have greatly seen the evil effects of such. The brethren in Texas are
divided on too many questions. It seems
to me that more, tender, heart-felt charity is needed among all. Charity is a
cloakthat covers a multitude of sins—and
all our short-comings are sins. My heart
was sad when I began writing,—but here
comes little Lulu with popcorn; with a
sweet tender smile she says, " this is for
you." Then how can I help but be cheerful. She is our niece and is so bright and
ceeerful. She takes a great delight in
gathering flowers, reciting, singing, etc.,
and more than all roads her Bible daily,
trying to learn the ways of life though
yet so very young. Two weeks ago I had
the pleasure of assisting brother S. M.
Magill's oldest daughter, Angle, in putting on the sin-covering Name of Jesus,
She is a sister to little Lulu mentioned
above. She seemed very earnest in her
obedience and is doing all in her power
to walk in the appointed ways of Christ.
Oh, for the glorious time to come, when
all sorrow, pain and death shall cease
and only the "beautiful and the true"
shall stand out in bold relief in the grand
realization of the blessings promised to
Abraham and his seed. If not before,
I hope, dear brother, to meet you then.
Yours in the one great hope,
LEONARD PASSMOHE.

MAKTLNVILLE, AUK—BrotherBeane
and I visited Choctaw (Clintonithe fourth
Sunday in May, and settled the trouble
with the brethren. They all broke bread
together that day and all parties seem to
be satisfied now. Last Sunday wo went
to Damascus, the place where you did
your first lecturing in Arkansas. The
brethren of Morrilton met us there. We
had a very interesting meeting. After a
satisfactory examination we baptized
Mr. Jennings and wife—brother Henry
Jennings' son. His wife is Dr. Crosby's
daughter. I have seen the brethren at
Choctaw, Morrilton, Damascus and Conway since I wrote you last and they all
are highly in favor of the debate with the
Adventists. I think that it would bo a
benefit to the Truth. The Adventists
here aro divided on the resurrection
question. There will be a largo gather-
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ing at their conference, and it will be a
good opportunity to present the Truth,
They want the debate to begin tiie sixth
day of their conference, which will lie
tiie 22nd of August.
Your brother in the hope of life,
J. D. MARTIN.

[Brother Teas and brother Huggins
will, we hope, be satisiied with the foregoing report without a publication of
the details they give1, which do not agree
in all particulars.—EDITOR.]
MA11TINVILLE (AKK.) 1'KATEKNAL
GATHERING.
Notice is hero given that our Fraternal
Gathering will begin on Thursday night
before the secod Sunday in August. All
the brethren throughout the state and
elsewhere are invited to attend. We expect brother Williams with us, and the
prospects are that we shall have a good
meeting. All parties coming by rail will
ticket to Plummerville. There is a hack
running from there to this place. If you
will notify me I will make arrangements
to meet you there.
J, D. MARTIN.
MEDINA CITY, TEX.-Last week Saturday and Sunday we held a two-days'
meeting at this place. Some interest was
manifested on the outside by the best
people in the neighborhood. Twei.ty to
twenty-live brethren and sisters were
present, some visiting ijoin a distance,
including brother John Banta, who did
most of the speaking. If we can succeed
in keeping out selfish motives and contention over unimportant differences and
thereby exclude all approaches to division, wo have reason to hope for encouraging developments here in the future.
G. W. BANTA.

PHILADELPHIA, P A . - I have been in
Philadelphia for four months. I should
have written before, but I have no use of
my right arm yet, so I have to depend
on some one else to do my writing for
mo. I can walk about two blocks now,
but I am not able to do anything yet. I
want to express my thanks to the Lord
and His people for help ($85) that I received in answer to the appeal in my
behalf. I have met with the brethren
here and they are very kind to me. They
supply all my present needs, I am still
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strong in the faith and looking lor the
coming of tiie Master, and knowing that
the present will work out for us a far
more and exceeding weight of glory.
Your brother in Christ,

Bible, and who are sound in the One
Faith. Numbers amount to nothing if
there is not oneness of mind. We meet
from house to house. Brother Buckler's
address is 13« Pembroke street; my address, 128 North l'ark street. Brother
J. A. RAYMOND,
Brighton lives in the country, but comes
in every two weeks to meet with us,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—I have the sad
Yours in the hope of Israel.
intelligence to send that our dear old
WlLJJIAM DltYSDALiE.
father, John Johnson, passed to his rest
a week ago last Wednesday, and was on
the following Saturday taken to Jersey
WEST 1IOBOKEN, N. J.—It is long
City, where his body was baried with since that you have received any tidings
other members of our household who had
from this ecclesia, and while I cannot
died before. His struggle for life was a make mention of any especial progress,
heroic one, but the old soldier succumbed I am happy to say that we have not retat last, and breathed out his life as gently rogressed, the truth as it is in Jesus beas a little child. He was in his eightieth ing as firmly upheld as ever.
year, and passed away full of faith in the
It becomes my sad duty to inform you
" resurrection of the just." We do not of the death of old brother John Johnson,
sorrow as those who are without hope, who died Thursday, June 1st, and was
being assured that our dear one will "rise buried Sunday, June 4th in Grove Church
again in the resurrection at the last day. Cemetry, this city. His death occurred
Affectionately,
in Rochester, at the home of brother and
sister C. C. Vredenburgh, who took up
C. 0 . VltEDEKBDBliH.
their abode there a few months ago, and
who were for many years members of
VICTORIA, 13. C—There are six be- tiiis ecclesia. Brother Johnson's death,
while not entirely unexpected, he having
lievers meeting together in oneness of
mind here—brother and sister George been a sufferer from that dread disease
Drighton, brother and sister Thomas paralysis of the brain, was none the less
Buckler, and myself and sister Drysdale. keenly felt by the members of his immeThere are a number here meeting in A. diate family, and by those who knew him
O. U. W. Hall (the meeting you have ad- and of his condition, in the household of
vertised on cover of ADVOCATE) which faith. The thought, however, that he
we cannot fellowship because they are in was at rest and that his life, as are ours,
fellowship with those who hold that the is hid with Christ, and that even as Christ
Bible is not wholly inspired and infalli- was raised from the dead, so would he be
ble. This trouble started here some in that glad day when the trumpet sounds
years ago by two brethren coming here and the Vice-zegont of God appears, palfrom Scotland and desiring fellowship ; liated the deep remorse that is always
when one whom we love dearly in
but from conversaton we found that they felt
faith " falls asleep," and is separated
were astray on inspiration and they the
from us in this present life. Brother
would not indorse the Birmingham Con- Johnson was seventy-nine years old.
stitution. They have been sowing seed
Sister Pond, of Lyrne. Conn., has
among the brethren hero so that some
meeting with us for several Sunfive months ago they received them been
days, and it is our hope that we may
among them, and claim, as they have have the pleasure of her company for
done before, that there is 110 difference. some time to come.
Faithfully and fraternally yours,
The two referred to are Mr. Blythe and
H, J. VREDENBTTBGH,
Mr. Laverock, from Scotland. I think
Sec. Jersey City Ecclesia.
you had a communication from Mr.
Blythe some time ago. I might keep
WORCESTER, MASS. —It gives us
silent on this if it were not for strangers much
pleasure to report the obedience of
coming here who might not know how the one more to the Truth, Mr, Joseph Hoyt,
truth stands. We shall be pleased to who was immersed June Uth and received
meet any who might come here who can into fellowship June 11th. Hoping the
will soon be complete and the
endorse a wholly inspired and infallible number
Master soon return.
J. S, MANN.
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Wetaskewine Aita, Northwest Territory, Canada.
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England on the S. S. Lucania from New York on the 29th.
IT is now arranged that we go to Galena, Kan., en route to the fraternal
gathering at Martinville, Ark. We are due at Galena on Saturday, August
5th, and at Conway, Ark., August 10th.
BROTHER HUGGINS wishes all who write to him to address him care of Mr.
M. E. Cocke, deal Springs, 111., as the safest and quickest way to reach him.
J. V. G.—lour desire is worthy of appreciation, but the poem is quite
lengthy and requires revision, which, under the circumstances, an editor would
be reluctant to undertake.
IN our " special prices" for ';The World's Redemption " last month we did
not allow sufficient for postage on the cloth-bound edition. The price now is 50c.
Postage free, 60c.
WE issue tour extra pages, total thirty-six pages, this month. Perhaps next
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brother Roberts, his last work. It is neatly gotten up and ably written. A careful
reading of it on the nature and sacrifice of Christ in relation to federal sin and
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troubled world.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and perfect in its Teaching. Th"
only Safe and Reliable Guide to Human Conduct,
BY THE EDITOR.
(Continued from page 169.)
THE CANON READINGS AND RENDERINGS OF THE SCRIPTURES.

U

NDER this heading it will be profitable to consider first
the canon of scripture, that is, how the books we have
in our Bible came to be accepted as the only sacred and authentic books of revelation. Infidels and skeptics have talked
much about the chance-work in councils voting on and receiving
the books of the New Testament while rejecting others, claiming
that the "selection of some and rejection of others" depended
upon the notions and votes of fallible men.
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To realize how the authenticity of these books would be
determined by those in whose hands they were first placed
we must in mind go back to the origin of Christianity,
and see that they did not originate by an author determining to produce a book on a certain subject, to be printed and
offered for sale upon its merits in the treatment of the particular subject dealt with. It was not a theory, a science or a reli
gion already out and being discussed that originated these
books. The fact that certain things the most remarkable were
taking place before the eyes of the people in all the land of
Judea was the origin, humanly speaking, of the four Gospels ;
and the fact that churches existed and were coming into existence in towns and cities and that apostles established and visited these real churches in real places and spoke and wrote to
them about real conditions in their midst and about real persons well-known, some good, some bad, and all having to do
with a movement started by one who had been publicly crucified and whose humble teaching had started a great and manifest revolution—these facts were the origin of the Acts of the
Apostles, and of the Epistles to the various churches. The
fact that the churches had increased in number and membermembership and the temples had proportionately been for
saken, and that, as a result of this fact, the Roman government
was persecuting to the death the Christians, these political,
social and religious facts standing out before the gaze of the
world were the origin, humanly speaking, of the Apocalypse.
All the books were produced by the facts, coming out simultaneously with the facts in the most natural way, with no possible
hope for the writers and all concerned in the movement and
the writings of any remuneration except the satisfaction the
spiritual results might yield and the hope of future life ; and
this with persecution, torture and death as the only present
prospects. All thesjp things go to exclude any thought of
design in the production of the books, except what was suggested by the daily developing facts and conditions necessary
to the performance of a duty to God and man.
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All told, those who espoused the cause were but few in
number, a little Hock, and the very nature of the movement
brought them all closely together into personal acquaintance.
When one would write and the others read there would be
mutual knowledge of the places, the things, the people and the
subjects written and read about. It would be impossible
in the circumstances for a wicked man to impose a fraudulent
letter upon any church as if it were from one of the apostles,
for the many incidents treated of in the epistles were of such
a nature as to he unknown to an outsider ; and then, what
incentive would there be for fraud in such a case? Fraudulent
men do not write such letters as our epistles, They could not
if they tried. They have not spiritually enough in them, and
they must always have sinister ends to serve when they ape
true religion, and then they betray themselves either by their
natural secularism or by the pharisaical extravagance of cant.
Taking all the facts into consideration it would be a greater
miracle if the books of the New Testament were fraudulent
productions imposed upon the churches than if they were produced in the way and manner they claim for themselves.
If the acceptance of these books had been, as the infidels
claim, dependent upon votes of councils in the third or following centuries, the question would still be, Where did they
come from ? How did they get into the supposed piles of
various books from among which they were to be voted as
sacred ? And what object could the authors have had in writing such books in some unknown past, a past which if not what
the books account for was never heard off ? Is it at all likely
that books written to people in the circumstances depicted in
and calling for these writings would have been allowed by those
who so religiously (call it superstitiously if you like) received
and clung to them to be mixed up with masses of other writings till their identity would depend upon the caprice of votes
by councils? Let the history of Christianity be repeated now
in any part of the world, and let the infidels try the experiment of shaping it as they say it was in its advent and they
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will perhaps realize what simpletons they are in telling stories
that mock intelligence and brand the inventors as the most
clumsy and awkward would-be deceivers.
As an illustration of the ignorance of infidels upon how
the books of the New Testament were received as canonical,
we emote from Mr. Hastings in his " Inspiration of the Bible,"
as follows :
What makes this book so different from all other books? Whose book
is it ? Who made it ? Infidels have the strangest ideas on that subject. I
recollect in Marlboro, Mass., I read in a newspaper an article written by an
infidel, which stated that the Council of Nice, in the year 325 compiled the
New Testament. They had a lot of gospels and epistles, genuine and spurious, and no one could distinguish between the two ; so they put them all on
the floor, and prayed that the good ones might get up on the communion
table and the bad ones stay on the floor; and that was the way that the present New Testament was compiled. And that is the kind of food that infidels are made to swallow and digest ; for that very statement can be found
in various infidel books now issued by infidel publishers. This writer said
that this account rested on the authority of Papias, an early Christian
bishop. I replied, in a lecture, that there was one difficulty about that story
—that Papias was dead and buried a hundred and fifty years before the
Council of Nice was held : but as they might have got the news from " the
spirits," that might be no great objection to them. The man rose to explain
and said that this was not the right Papias, but that it was another Papias,
" an obscure Christian bishop of the fourth century." I told him I thought
he was obscure ; so obscure that no one ever thought of him before or
since. On investigation it was learned that a German dominie, named John
Pappus, preacher in Strasburg, and a professor at Munster, who died in 1610,
discovered this story in an old Greek manuscript entitled " Synodikon,"
which was written by some old romancer back in the dark ages, about the
year 000, for it relates things that occurred as late as 870, over five hundred
years after the Council of Nice was dead and buried. A'id this story, written
nobody knows when, where, or by whom, has been swallowed, believed, and
published by infidels far and near, as an account of the origin of the New
Testament ; and the men who believe and peddle such fables call Christians
fools for believing the Bible.

1 hat the books of the New Testament were in general
circulation, and from their origin known to be authentic, is
beyond dispute, from the fact that they were so largely* and
reverently quoted by various writers of those early days. It
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was never necessary for the Council of Nice nor any other
council to vote on them. Mr. Hastings further says;
I have on one of my library shelves between twenty and thirty volumes,
containing about twelve thousand pages of the writings of different Christian
authors who wrote before A. D. 325, when the Council of Nice was held.
Many of these books are full of Scripture. Those writers had the same
books which we have ; they quoted the same passages which we quote ; they
quoted from the same gospels and epistles from which we quote.
Origen, who wrote a hundred years before the Council of Nice, quotes
5,745 passages from all the books in the New Testament; Tertullian, A. D.
200, makes more than 3,000 quotations from the New Testament books ;
Clement, A. I>. 195, quotes 380 passages; Irenteus, A. I>. 178, quotes Hiy
passages ; Polycarp, who was martyred A. II. 165, after having served Christ
eighty-six years, in a single epistle quoted 36 passages; Justin Martyr, A. I>.
140, also quotes from the New Testament; to say nothing of heathen and
infidel writers like Celsus, A. I>. 150, and Porphyry, A. J>. 304, who referred
to or quoted scores of the very passages now found in the Scriptures which
we have- Indeed, Lord Hailes, of Scotland, having searched the writings
of the Christian Fathers to the end of the third century, actually found the
whole of the New Testament, with the exception of less than a dozen verses,
scattered through their writings which are still extant ; so that, if at the time
of the Council of Nice every copy of the New Testament had been annihilated, the book could have been reproduced from the writings of the early
Christian Fathers; who quoted the book as we quote it, and who believed if as
we belie7<e it. And now infidels talk about the Council of Nice getting up the
New Testament. You might as well talk about a town council getting up
the Revised Statutes of the state or nation, because they happened to say
they accepted or received them. The Council of Nice did nothing of the
kind. The books of the New Testament were received from the apostles
who wrote them, and were carefully preserved, and publicly read in the
churches of Christ long before the Council of Nice was held.

Not only do we have proof of the books being received
from the beginning by the quotations in the general way indicated in the foregoing, but we have specific catalogues of the
inspired and authentic books given by some of the authors
writing about them. In these catalogues there is a clear and
well defined distinction drawn between the sacred books and
those written fey friendly but fallible men—fallible in their writings because uninspired. Diligent men have very carefully
and voluminously given the world the result of their research
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in this branch of Christian evidence, but since Mr. Paley has
given us a compendium of the facts brought out we quote from
his Evidences, pp. 171-73.
This species of evidence comes later than the rest ; as it was not natural
that catalogues of any particular class of books should be put forth until
Christian writings became numerous ; or until some writings showed themselves, claiming titles which did not belong to them, and thereby rendering
it necessary to separate books of authority from others. But, when it docs
appear, it is extremely satisfactory ; the catalogues, though numerous, and
made in countries at a wide distance from one another, differing very little,
differing in nothing which is material, and all containing the four gospels.
I o this last article tliere is no exception.
I. In the writings of Origen which remain, and in some extracts preserved by Eusebius, from works of his which are now lost, there are enumerations of the books of scripture, in which the four G >ipels and the Acts
of the Apostles are distinctly and honorably specified, and in which no
books appear beside what are now received. The reader, by this time will
easily recollect that the date of Origen's works is A. J>. 2:30.
II. Athanasius, about a century afterwards, delivered a catalogue of
the books of the New Testament in form, containing our scriptures and no
others ; of which he says, "In these alone the doctrine of religion is taught;
let no man add to them, or take anything away from them."
III. About twenty years after Athanasius, Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem,
set forth a catalogue of the book's of scripture publicly read at that time in
the church of Jerusalem, exactly the same as ours, excepl that the " Revelation " is omitted.
IV. And, fifteen years after Cyril, the Council of La>dicia delivered an
authoritative catalogue of cononical scripture, like Cyril's, the same as ours,
with the omission of the " Revelation."
V. Catalogues now became frequent. Within thirty years after the
last date, that is, from the year 363 to near the conclusion of the fourth century, we have catalogues by Epiphanius, by Gregory Naziimzen, by Philaster,
bishop of Brescia, in Italy, by Amphilochius, bishop of loonium, all, as they
are sometimes called, clean catalogues (that is they admit no books into the
number beside what we now receive), and all, for every purpose of historic
evidence, the same as ours.
VI. Within the same period, Jerome, the most learned Christian writer
of his age, delivered a catalogue of the books of the New Testament, recognizing every book now received, with the intimation of a doubt concerning
the Epistle to the Hebrews alone, and taking not the least notice of any
book which is not now received.
VII. Contemporary with Jerome, who lived in Palestine, was St.
Augustine in Africa, who published likewise a catalogue, without joining to
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the scriptures, as books of authority, any other ecclesiastical writing whatever? and without omitting one which we at this day acknowledge.
VIII. And with these concurs another contemporary writer, Rusen,
presbyter of Aquileia, whose catalogue, like theirs, is perfect and unmixed,
and concludes with these remarkable words: "These are the volumes which
the Fathers have included in the canon, and out of which they would have
us prove the doctrine of our faith."

In addition to this Mr. Paley says" That, beside our gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, no Christian history, claiming to be written by an apostle or apostolical man, is quoted
within three hundred'years after the birth of Christ by any
writer now extant, or known ; or if quoted, is not quoted without marks of censure and rejection."
To show with the most convincing force that the apocryphal books did not in any sense claim to be and were not received
as inspired during the first three centuries of the Christian era
Mr. Paley gives us the following pointed collection of stubborn
facts, Evidences, p. 175 :
1. That there is no evidence that any spurious or apocryphal books
whatever existed in the first century of the Christian era : in which century
all our historical books are proved to have been extant. " There are no
quotations of any such books in the apostolical fathers, by whom I mean
Barnabas, Clement of Rome, Hernias, Ignatius and Polycarp, whose writings reach from about the year of our Lord 70, to the year 1 US ; " (and some
of whom have quoted each and every one of our historical scriptures). "I
say this," adds Dr. Lardner, "because I think it has been proved."
2. These apocryphal writings were not read in the churches of
Christians ;
3. Were not admitted into their volume ;
4. Do not appear in their catalogues ;
5. Were not noticed by their adversaries;
6. Were not alleged by different parties, as of authority in their
controversies;
7. Were not the subjects, amongst them, of commentaries, versions,
collations, expositions.
Finally ; beside the silence of three centuries, or evidence, within that
time, of their rejection, they were, with a consent nearly universal, reprobated by Christian writers of succeeding ages.

It is said that the constant repetition of a lie will, in time,
bring it to be regarded as truth even by the inventor of it.
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To this must be attributed the fact that some infidels, otherwise
intelligent, have come to believe, and, indeed, have succeeded
in getting some friends of the Bible to believe, that the compilation of the New Testament was the work of councils of the
third century- There is a sort of sleight-of-hand trick in this.
By hiding the original facts of two hundred years and throwing the full force of the search-light upon the discussions ot
•writers and decrees of councils this side the end of the
second century the superficial are deceived into the belief that
the books which had come bearing the message of eternal life
to the world, whose work was to be during the " times of the
Gentiles, " were left to fate in the hands of rival factions
who could by the toss of a penny condemn them to oblivion or
brand them as sacred and canonical. Let it be remembered
that our books foretold that after the death of the apostles
there would be an apostasy and a multiplication of wrangling
disputants, the seeds of which had already taken root when the
epistles were written, and then the reader will be prepared for
the confusion among the " fathers" of the third century ; and
the appearance of counterfeits then might well be looked for,
since the genuine had turned the world upside down and the
driit of worldly affairs arising from an abuse of New Testament
results created sinister ends to be served by the production of
spurious books. Let the dark pall of superstition and apostasy
hide from view the corruption of the third and following centuries and turn the search-light upon the simultaneous birth
and growth of Christianity and its books during the first and
second centuries, and then it will be seen that our books needed
no votes or councils of men to decide whether they were what
they claimed to be, and that their competition with other books
was never in question.
HOW WE GAIN THE KINGDOM.
"WlT would seem that, we nee<led not another reminder, so soon following
J*
last month's ADVOCATK. "The Sunday Morning Address," to
begin with, was do rich, full and transceiideutly beautiful tiu cheering
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words of exhortation, sufficient to raise one from the lowest ebb to the
highest tide of spiritual refreshings, and to cause us to rejoice that we
had boarded the ship of Tlio One Faith..
That those comforting words be not too soon lost, sometimes it may
he well to emphasize them with a faint echo, "Exhort one another
daily lest wo become weak through the deceitful of sin.'1
The question of sound doctrine consumes so much of the pen and
consequently of the thoughts of readers as well, that I fear we are not.
making any progress in the Christian graces. True, it is necessary to
start in the right direction to get to any place, and continue to go on to
reach the destination. Sound doctrine is eminently needful, but it is
only a starting point, and if we stop there, even after accepting true
doctrine, we lose the desired end and "the last state is worse than the
first." Are we not called to account for putting on the Name; the entrusting of the "one talent" as it wore I We forget (o mind the command in II. Peter i: 3-11. To the promised inheritance in the kingdom
of God we start with acceptance (in baptism) of sound doctrine and we
enter through much tribulation. After starting we seem to <£<> contentedly about our business affairs as if they were another question
outright, and leave God out, as if that was matter of doctrine alone,
forgetting Bible reading, etc. Can we forget that our every-day life is
the most of our life, and God must be remembered there, or be left out
of the greater part of our life; and the every-day life is the trying life,
the character-building time, the purifying, retining and growth of the
inner man. There comes the "working out of salvation,"' the tribulation, crucifying of flesh in ways too numerous to mention. Exercising
the grace to sayr, "Thy will be done.1' Then; is no royal road to salvation; it is labor continually, and though the trial seems heavy at limes,
why not keep the reward in view ( We labor here for temporal things;
work hard in body and mind and groan beneath the burden, yet we
look forward to the gain, and are encouraged, and even press on with
greater zeal and double dilligence. Can we estimate the prize in store
for a life in the service of Christ %
It does not require a great faith to go once in seven days to spend
a little time in Bible readings, and to look earnestly on the Word; to
don the robe of righteousness at the door when we enter, and to doff it
at the door when we leave. If we have not the light witiiin us at, all
times we are in the dark. What is the light? "I am the way, the
truth and the life1' and light. If we are in the service of Christ we
cannot afford to leave him, or forget that we "are not our own, we are
bought with a price," greater than much line gold—the blood of Christ.
Are we not the salt of the earth'( Are we not as a city set on a hill'( To
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lie sons and daughters of God, what, (.) what manner of people ought
we to be '.
We sometimes slop to complain thai one has a liyhier place- to
labor in, not iniicli temptation, conl inually1 in the society of godly
people- (there is where the "Teatest temptation comes from, a IV low
man) and his daily leinporal labor is private, and \ et he seems to lie
entering with us who almost faint l>v the wayside daily. Kvery life has
its trials. If we are so pleasantly situated in iv w.- n )t. get careless
and be among the class 1 hat are " a t ease in Ziouf 1 ivir be unto tliem.
It is natural to love ease, happiness and quiet, according to our own
notions, but if trials come it is godly to strive for victory in His name.
It is but the road the Master trod. He watched and prayed in hours
of temptation and was busy at all times. Xo man serves (iod without
si just reward; the greater the service the greater the reward. His word
is sure. A liffingtype of our journey is the siiipof "THIS O.VK FAITH.' 1
No deck passengers, no cabin passengers; all are alike, to pay his passage by his own labor, every one a post of duty. It depends how she
is msumed if she weathers the gale. Be faithful at our post of duty
even unto death. It is not all storms from the warring elements around,
but (alas that it should be so) we have the enemy on board, the frail of
the serpent is to be found in the bed of lilies as well as in the poison
weeds. A trying test to liti<I this among God's elect. Though we may
not, jump overboard we feel like crouching in some hidden corner to escape the unpleasant mui'inurings and unjust treatment of a fellow
sailor. But who can man your post ( Will not the Master require of
you the task '. We must bear the reproach and face the solemn duty
if we would have the welcome, "'Well done, thou good and faithful
servant.,' ami remember, "though the darkness sometimes frightens,
(iod is wisdom, (jiod is love.''
"Though dark bo. our way,
Since tin is our guide,
'Tis our to obey,
'Tis bis to provide.
"The rough winds may wrestle,
Our God will perform,
With Christ in the vessel
We smile at the storm."
A STKWAUHKSS ON BOAKD.

lie not, ashamed of an humble parentage or an bumble occupation; be not
ashamed of poverty or even of a smail amount of natural endowments, lest you
should thereby reproach the King of kings; but be ashamed of misspent time and
misdirected talents. J!e always ashamed of vice. A wicked man cannot be brave
or noble.

MR. HALL ON" CIIUKCH

KINGDOM.

he h a s turned all t h e supposed '• de
parted immortal souls " o u t of t h e king"pjpj^.1; ! i ! X (< o u r deoaU: with Mr, Hall dom, or rather k i n g d o m * , for if the.
JmW
in Zion anil d e a l Springs it, de- only kingdoms of (iod in existence are
veloped that, t h e highest idea he had or the visible, Baptist churches t h e n no!
only does death
d r i v e t h e " i m m o i t -i'
could reach a s to w h a t t h e kingdom of
(4(id is was t h a t t h e Baptist church w a s s o u l s " o u t , o f h o u s e a n d h o u r , i l i e i !
b o d i e s , b u t i t d r i v e : ; Ih e m o u t o l t i e
it and it was t h e Baptist, c h u r c h . In
kingdom of (Jod.
M o i c o v e i , ; 1 <. M a i .
strivint' to sustain this dwarfed idea of
c l a i m e d i n o u i d e b i i i o l o b e l i e v e \\\ ' h ; >
a mind enslaved to a divided and a
millennium kingdom
T h a i :•> ;i<''" v t - v
quarreling church, M r . Hall
often
i h l e . y e t , a n d i l h e . w i l l ><-.; : : : i v < • w.\
quoted t h e words, " Upon this rock
' • i n v i s i b l e c h u i c h " o r k i n g d o m - n :>rr'
will 1 build my c h u r c h , ' claiming t.liat
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k i n g d o m s a s lie. h a d Baph-U, c h u r c h c - ;
Mini tlic \ f n n i s of h i s t e x t nius^
lead.
•' U p o n
fh;s rock
will I b u i l d m v

churches or k i n g d o m s . ' ' Wherever t h e
word kingdom is found in t h e s i n g u l a r
it must be changed to t h e plural to suit
w h a t Mr. Hall h a s now given expression of his a d m i r a t i o n of in what. -I. 1>.
Gam lire II 1). 1>. h a s said in t h e l><<pihi
A,•;/<«.
T h i s confession h a s been forced from
Mr. Hail's pen by a, wa/nt controversy
now going on in t h e Baptist a n d Oainpbellite, papers. M r . H a l l ' s prominently
included — whether t h e r e is •• an invisible church " back of t h e visible and n u m e r o u s local churches. Of t h e '"invisible church " for which many J-JapHsts
strongly contend. Mr. Hall is an angry
and sarcastic o p p o n e n t . In this case
he is not willing to have an invisible
'• i m m o r t a l soul " inside t h e visible :
and ridicules t h e idea a n d a s k to be
shown it in evidence of its e x i s t e n c e .
B u t an invisible • ' i m m o r t a l soul " inside every h u m a n body he c a n fully
believe in w i t h o u t a s k i n g to have t h e
a t t e n u a t e d t h i n g or n o t h i n g made visible. He o u g h t n o t to be so angry w i t h
his b r e t h r e n for believing t h a t t h e
church h a s a n " i m m o r t a l soul " a s well
as m a n . In h i s r a g e against this invisible church M r . Hall fails to see t h a t
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There is no such thing as the Baptist
kingdom of Texas. There are kingdoms- some three thousand of them —
composed of baptized believers, in
Texas, and each one of these is a separate, complete and independent kingdom. They are as separate and complete in their functions as three thousand men could be. Nothing can be
added to any of them to make them
more complete. They may grow, they
may develop, they may enjoy a greater
fullness of life, but each one is a kingdom, and a complete kingdom, 'finished
off at both ends, tucked in, with no way
to fasten to anything else.'
These
kingdoms cannot fuse, nor merge, nor
in any way lose their identity, though,
as independent kingdoms they can, and
ought to co-operate one with the other,
to cany out the great objects for which
all of them alike exist.
To these separate kingdoms, as such,
are committed the oracles of God. Kacli
is a ground and a pillar of the truth.
To each isgiven the commission—in its
entirety,preaching, baptizing, teaching,
doing all things commanded. And
these functions are given to no other
body, and can be transferred to no
other body. They remain forever with
the kingdoms. All of this can be abundantly maintained from the word of
God."
Who would ever suppose that a man
with Air. Hall's intelligence could believe that the kingdom of God, the subject matter of the gospel of salvation,
and the ultimate means of blessing the
world universally is nothing more than
a lot of little local Baptist churches'?
Xow if Mr. Hall and the rest of the
preachers discussing this " invisible
church " question would let the Baptist
church scales fall from their blinded
eyes, they would see that the church,
OL cedes la is an aggregation of " calledout, ones," being fitted for the kingdom
of God. The meeting of little bands of

these called-out ones, in twos or threes
or hundreds, is necessitated by the fact
that they are '• scattered abroad " for
the present, as strangers and pilgrims
in the world, but not of the world; all
of them brethren on an equality, with
no Ilomish distinctions of '-clergy" and
•' laity,'' nor of " Bevs.," " 1). D.'s " or
" LL. D.'s," with all the rest of the
llesh-llattering foolishness of Protestantism; that they have but one Master,
which is Jesus Christ. All this folly of
the Baptist church, or any other
church, being the kingdom of God is
Home reduced, and the result is the
people are deluded into the theory that
they must look up to the officers of the
"kingdom" as their leaders, and see to
it that they pay them well for leading
them—to perdition. Among politicians
we often hear of useless offices being
created by legislation to make fat
places for the relatives of those in
power and those who have L> pulls; " as
in corrupt politics, so in corrupt, deceived and deceiving churches. The
offices are made for the men, and the
men are multiplied till hundreds of
hungry preachers arts waiting for jobs,
and hundreds of them living as paupers
upon the hard earnings of a few people
either coaxed together or frightened together and called a •' church " and a
'• kingdom."
In a little town of live hundred people there will be four or five churches
and these built by all sorts of contrivances in the line of begging or gambling the money out of deluded dupes;
and to each church there will be tagged
in a •• pastor " to be supported in idleness, except that he is to '• preach " a
sermon or two every week (often '"reading what he never wrote'') and occasionally devoting a week or two to
shouting senseless gibberish in a " protracted meeting" which is more distracted than protracted. Oh, the stupidity of a priest-ridden people, and the
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trickery of a money-loving, (latteryseeking lot of " preachers," and all
this with the JJible within reach to be
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along with the dark or venous blood,
which also needs the same change. In
passing through the lungs both the
read of all men.
EDITOR,.
chyle and dark venous blood by exposure to atmospheric air in the act of
MOSES YS. MODERN " ORTHODOXY." respiration are converted into bright
arterial or nutritive blood, and this in
its turn reaches the right side of the
llKOTHJSK K. SIMONS.
heart, and by its action is propelled
f our Bible (Lev. xvii: 11) Moses, through the arteries into their innumwho we are justified in saying erable branches or veins that pervade
was inspired of God, and must there- the whole body. In its passage through
fore be trustworthy, there states, speak- the body and supplying the wastes it
ing in reference to man, •• The life of loses its life-giving power, and becomes
the flesh is in the blood.'' Now this of a dark color, and in that state is
statement flatly contradicts the popular again with the new chyle returned
belief that the immortal soul is the life through the heart to the lungs to be
of man ; the question therefore arises, revitalized and passed through the sysWhom are we to believe—Moses a di- tem, and this wonderful process convinely-inspired man, or modern ortho- tinues so long as life remains. And
dox teachers V Medical science is alto- now the question arises, What is this
gether in favor of Moses, whose teach- life-giving principle that Moses says,
ing can be understood, while the im- " Is in the blood and is the life theremortal soul theory cannot. Allow me of V " I think some light may be obto quote, in a condensed form, from a tained for the inquiry. Take a drop of
medical book now before me. First as blood after it has been vitalized in the
to the formation of the blood: Our food lungs by respiration, and by the aid of
passes from the digestive organs microscope it will be found to be full
through the intestines, and in its of little bright globules, all in motion,
course a nutritious milk-like fluid is full of activity. Take a drop of venous
separated called " chyle."' This is ab- blood before it reaches the lungs for
sorbed and taken up by what are called vitalizing and it will be found very de" lacteal v vessels to be formed into new ficient in these active little globules.
blood. These lacteal vessels are mi- Take the blood of a dead man, and
nute polluced tubes which arise in the there will be found neither activity nor
membrane of the intestines, and unite globules. Surely these facts prove the
as they approach the heart into one truth of the statement made by Moses,
single trunk called the " thoracic dust '' " That the life is the blood."
or chest pipe. The fluid is then passed
Let us now investigate a little fur"
into the " subclavian vein " just before ther : Our atmosphere, composed of
it reaches the right side of the heart, to oxygen, hydrogen and carbon,would not
be mixed with the current of venous alone give or sustain life for one moblood. Although the chyle is thus ment; but when it is charged with this
poured into and mingled with the subtile, wonderful, life-giving electrical
blood, it has to undergo another pro- principle, which doubtless is the source
cess before it is lit to perform its func- of all manifested life (animal and vegettions of nourishing the body ; it has to able) and emanates from Deity. In this
be exposed to the action of air. This we live and move and have our being.
is done in passing through the lungs
A further illustration mav be obtained
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by being; placed in a darkened room
and allowing a ray of sunlight to enter
ii ihrough ;i small opening. Upon a
close inspection of this ray it will be
found to be full of little bright atoms,
full of activity like the globules in the
blood. At, lira I sight this might he
fakrn for dust. But !ook again ; alf.'iiongli thp.ru ir, not the slightest
draught in the room there is constant
motion, and if one still doubts, let
sums one raise a dust, in the room,
and thf"1 *vi.n hp r"miiv":e'i thnt these
f - n c y i j c t i r p]f\rlM«";il a t o t n s a i ' P ( ] u i f p f l i s t i n t - 1 t i o n i <f u s V . l " » ! . h i n it|»p»';i r a i M ' e : m d
» - < l > p r i ( > i H ^ ' n | ' i i . W i t h o u t , d o u b t , it i.j,
n i l " a n d t h e >;u(>e a s H I P . g l o b u l e s i n til*'

blood — the Spirit, of Deity in ditVuniou.
From tin; 1'nicri, Adrt>r.ntc,Ne:w Zealand.

TIIH CONDITION OF THE EAISED
ONES,

question: You do not believe that
Paul's statement "nil scripture " meant
any of the New Testament writings,
do you ? I should like to have that
question settled once for all and then
we shall be able to tell where we stand
better.
I like your noble defence of the
Truth against the alien very much, and
am willing to give you all credit where
it is due. Your Anglo-Israel discussion was very good. That Zedekiah
was a usurper never entered my mind
before. I have always taken the
ground that his .laughter's children
would be Irish, oven if the thing were
true. I don't SH) there are no teu tribe
people in England and the States, but
hold, that once a son of Jacob always
so. It does not matter where they live
or who they marry the Father carries
the line along. Yours in hope,
,1. HAGLKY.

(. ISA V HN'lIi: UST, O \ ' T .
.I/'KV;: ; ; ! ; ' . ™ E I ;

WILLIAMS:

Y I - • . :f;ii;k it. v.-iiiilil be i n c o n s i s t e n t
(',•,! <',<vi '.'-, i m p r o v e t h e c o n d i t i o n of t h e
mi .vorthy l>y e m e r g e n c e f r o m t h e t o m b .
T o n will be w i l l i n g t o a l l o w , I t h i n k ,
t h a t rial u r a i l y t h e y will he new h u m a n
ln'ingM or n e w l i v i n g s o u l s , h a v i n g n o

ailments or disease. In other respects
they will be the same as the living ones
in Christ, just and unjust. In regard
to the " nin in the tlesh question," I am
strongly inclined to believe that the
cause of sin lies in the shape of the
'main and that phrenology gives the
clue to the understanding of that problem. The sentence on Adam was that
he should die and that would end all as
far as he was concerned. The carrying
out of the sentence was the punishment.
In regard to the " inspiration question," I have always believed the Old
Testament was inspired; also Revelation ; but the gospels and epistles I am
not sure about.
1 would like to ask you here this

liKMAKKS.

As to whether the raised dead will
be afflicted witti particular diseases
they may have suffered from before
death, it is a question without profit
one way or the other, because nothing
is revealed to throw light upon it, and
where the Scriptures are silent we must
be silent—at least so far as discussion
is concerned. Our remarks under a
previous letter of brother Hagley's, that
dying and being raised from the grave
would surely not improve the uature of
the bodies of the unjust, had reference
to the question of whether they would
emerge mortal or in the condition Adam
was before sin made him mortal. "Mortal flesh " is sin's flesh, its mortality
being the result of Adam's sin ;'and in
the change to immortality it is the mortal that is to put on immortality.
Hence, as we said in the " Remarks "
referred to, a belief that the dead come
forth in the condition of flesh nature of
Adam before sin nullities the doctrine

DO THE DiSAD KMttliUE MORTAL ?

of judgment to the extent that a partial
reward is imparted to those raised in
the change (for the better) of their natures from mortality to the " very goodness " of Adam before he sinned.
Surely such a change would be, were we
to experience it now, a blessing. It
would be the removal of diabolos from
our flesh for diabolos possessed itself of
the flesh by sin, and was not iu the
flesh when Adam came fresh from the
Creator's hands.
Now those who teach the ''vagaries,"
as brother Vredeuburgh calls them,
that every man must literally die to
pay for himself the Adamic sentence,
not only rob Jesus of the glory of being
the Redeemer from the sting of
(Adamic) sin and (Adamic) death (I
Cor. xv: 55-57), but they teach that the
dead come forth from the grave freed
from sin's flesh and blessed with the
" very good " flesh of Adam before sin.
Examine carefully the verses referred
to in I. Cor. xv, and the following questions and answers must follow as a
conclusion :
What sin stung man to death ?
Ans.—"By one man sin * * *
and death by sin, and so death passed
upon all men " (Rom. v: 12).
Who removes this sting of deatli and
gives us the victory over this death.
Ans.—" Thanks be to God, who giveth us the victory, through our Lord
Jesus Christ."
Perhaps it may be in place here to
give an extract from " Eureka," which
will, by the cogent reasons adduced by
Dr. Thomas settle the question.
A word first, however, on the inspiration question. No doubt Paul's words
"all scripture" referred to the Old Testament; but since the value of the Old
Testament scriptures lay in the fact that
they were "given by inspiration of God,''
the New Testament to be of the same
value for the purpose in view must be
given by the same inspiration. To be-
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lieve that Revelation was inspired logically forces to the same belief for the
whole of the Mew Testament, for the
argument that will prove the one will
prove the other. The proofs for all are
many and conclusive, and as we are
dealing with this question in the articles appearing herein under the title,
" The Origin of the Bible," we do not
deem this the place for elaborate treatment of the subject.
KDJTOK.
Now for Dr. Thomas on the subject :
DO THE DEAD EMERGE MORTAL?
' ' E U R E K A , " VOL. III. I ' I \ .rlHij-ij'6'J.

•' The third question is. how is the
Perfect Man, who is to descend upon
Babylon's powers and populations 'as a
thief,' to be apocalypsed. or brought
into existence? By the power of the
Eternal Spirit, or Father, operating
through the Lord Jesus Christ, according to the principles laid down in Paul's
epistl.es. With a very few exceptions
now existing among- the living, tin: future constituents of the Perfect -Man
are nothing but incorporeal tins!, and,
ashen -dust without form or body.
When living in the present state they
were men and women, who understood,
believed, obeyed and walked, in the
truth, and thereby obtained registry iu
the Lamb's Book of Life (Matt, iii: IU,
17; Dan, xii: 1; Kxod. xxxii: oii, 3:3;
Apoc. xx: 15). In the resurrection
epoch, dust is formed into bodies.
They are then 'the dead who are in Ike

graves.1 The next thing is, they are
caused ' to hear the voice of the Sou,
who has the life in himself.' On hearing this they then " comt forth ' from the.
graves by the momentum communicated to them by the earth which 'casts
them out.' After this, their consciousness of a previously developed character being impressed upon them, the
angels employed in the service gather
them together from the four winds,
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from one end of the heaven to the
other, unto the Lord Jesus Christ; so
that if I have correctly expounded the
testimony of Moses, David, and Habakkuk, the angels will gather them Limlo
him in the South—in the wilderness of
Smai. At this point the reader will
please refer to the following texts—
Jno. v: 20-29; Isa. xxvi: 19: Matt, xxiv:
31; I I . Thes. ii: 1.
' This coming forth of the future constituents of the Perfect Man from the
graves, restores them to an equality witli
the few among the living, who may attain perfection with them. In this coequality they are intellectually, morally
and materially alike. That which is
out of the earth is, and can only be,
earthy, These coequals, who have all
come from the earth directly or indirectly, are therefore "earthy;" and
therefore also, until subjected to a further operation of spirit, unfit to enter
the kingdom of the Deity.
" Furthermore, the grave is regarded
in the divine law as an unclean place,
and detiling. Under Moses' law, if a
man touched a grave, or a bone, or a
corpse, lie contracted a defilement, from
which he could no* be cleansed under a
week. This was styled ' filth of the
flesh ' (I. t'et. iii: 21), and typified the
real nature of all bodies coining forth
from the grave. The ' flesh ' of these
is thai peculiar constitution of their
substance which forms its earthiriess.
The subject of such a nature, however
excellent a character he may be, or may
have been, is materially defiled, or unclean. Therefore, nothing born of a
woman is clean, even though it have
been begotten in her substance by the
power of the Spirit (.lob xiv: 4; xxv: 4).
Now, this is a principle of the knowledge revealed to us, and is of universal
application. It obtains in relation to
Jesus himself. In Gal. iv: 4 Paul says
the Son of the Deity sent forth ' was
made of a woman, made under the

law.' The 'body so iriuie aii'l liorn
was therefore unclean materially and
Mosaically; and could no more •• enter
heaven itself to appear in the presence
of Deity for u s ' ( H e b , ix: 24) in that
nature, than that flesh and blood should
inherit his kingdom (I O.ir. xv: .10).
Would any one intelligent in the word
affirm, that an unclean body, made yet
more unclean by becoming a corpse,
and therefore defiling to every one who
touched it, becomes clean by being put
into an unclean place, and lying there
for three days, less or more ? Would
the simple fact of that corpse coming
to life in iitomb which its presence had
Mosaically defiled, and walking out of
it, make it a clean body, or nature ? If
it be replied that it would, why then
was not Lazarus, whom Jesus raised,
clean of nature? If it be replied, ' H e
was,7 then was not Jesus the 'first out
of a resurrection of dead ones ' V—Acts
xxvi: 23.
" But, passing through the grave
cleanses no one. They who emerge
thence, ' come forth ' with the same nature they carried into i t ; and therefore
their coining forth is liesurrection. If
the same kind of body did not come
forth that was buried, it would not be
Resurrection, but only survection, as in
the case of the first man. Jesus ' rose
AGAIN ' (I. Cor. xv: 4); his coming forth

was therefore resurrection. lie rose
again the same Jesus that was buried,
only that instead of being dead, he was
alive again. He was buried under the
curse of the law, which ' made him a
curse for' our benefit (Gal. iii: 13): he
came forth while the same law was in
force and operation. His coming forth
upon the arena of his execution did not
relieve him from the curse of that
law, which sentenced him to continuous and everlasting death; so that, if
they could have recaptured him, the
Mosaic authorities would, doubtless,
have returned him into death. That
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law regarded him as dead, and its authorities refused credence to the report,
that he had come to life. After he had
come forth he saw Mary, a Jewess, who
mistook him for the gardener, so like
other men did he appear. Having convinced her of her error, he checked the
impulse of her affection by saying to
her, ' Touch me not! ' It was defiling
for Jews to touch a thing declared to
be unclean by the law, Anything from
the grave was enacted to be unclean,
in reference to him who should come
out of the tomb, until that he should be
' revived' (Rom. xv: 9) or ' made a
quickening spirit' (I. Cor. xv: 45).
Christ was ' the end of the law,' the
substance or body of the shadow (Rom.
x: 4; Col. ii: 17); its lines concentered
in the things pertaining to his body.
The interdict forbidding it to be
touched was indicative of its not then
having been changed into spirit; and
that it was still earthy and inferior to
the substance of the Father. He gave
the reason why he forbade his body to
be touched; 'for,' said he,'I have not yet
ascended to my Father.' No one might
touch him until that ascent had taken
place. It did not occur till after Mary
left him ; but it had doubtles taken
place before his walk with Cleopas and
another to Emmaus ; for they appear to
have traveled very sociably together.
The swallowing up of every particle of
the earthiness of an earthy body, ia an
instantaneous operation; the work of
' a moment, or the twinkling of an eye'
(I. Cor. xvi: 51, 52). It was one of the
events that transpired in relation to
Jesus on the third day. He 'rose and
revived' on the third day (Rom. xiv:9).
He not only rose on the third day, but
he revived on the same day. Rising is
one thing, reviving is another ; and two
different words are used by the apostle
to express the different ideas. The
Father who is spirit, had ' forsaken '
Jesus upon the cross, and left him to
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die there. Having become a corpse and
been laid in a tomb, that corpse was
like all other corpses, utterly without
intelligence and power; for the 'dead
know not anything' (Eccles. ix: 5, 10);
and 'the Lord (YAHWKU) is not the
Deity (AIL or Power) of dead, but of
living ones, for they all live by him'
(Luke xx: 38). When this corpse,
named Jesus, opened its eyes, stood
upon its feet and came forth from the
tomb, it ' rose.' At this point of time
it w * neither Lord nor Christ. The
Father who had forsaken him and left
him to die, had not yet returned to
him; for if he had returned to the
corpse while in the tomb in causing it
to stand and walk, that risen body after
coming forth would not have said, ' I
have not yet ascended to my Father.'
This was equivalent to saying, I am an
earthy, or natural, body just come forth
from the unclean place ; and have not
yet been ' made perfect,' ' justified by
the spirit,' or ' made a quickening
spirit.' The Father hat'h not yet
clothed me with my house which is
from heaven; so that that which constitutes me earthy and mortal is not yet
' swallowed up of life ; ' therefore,
' Touch me not' until I have been 'constituted Son of Deity in power, through
Spirit of holiness, out of a resurrection
of dead ones' (Rom. i: 4). I am now
simply Jesus born of the tomb, 'of the
earth earthy ;' but when my earthiness
of body is instantaneously ' swallowed
up of life,' I shall be spirit; I shall be
of equal and identical substance with
the Father; and by this anointing,1
shall become Christ, or the Anointed
One, and ' the Lord from heaven '—I.
Cor. xv: 47.
"This anointing with spirit and power
was the revival in a greater degree of
the former relations subsisting between
the Father and the Son. lie had been
' anointed with holy spirit and power'
after he had been born of water. This
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did not change his body into spirit; it
only invested 1,iie» body born of unclean
flesh, or ' made of a woman," with the
wisdom and power of tlie Father in
heaven, who discoursed and worked
through it, (Jno. v: 10-KO; vi: XH-fyS;
viii: 42-58: x: ISO; xiv: 10-28). But when
! lie body was anointed again witli holy
spirit and power, or 'spirit of holiness,'
after it was born of the second unclean
place, the tomb, if was not only endued
and embi'.ed with wisdom and power as
before, but it, was itself transformed
into an etnbodi'fnr'nl of eternal power, in
which there is no weakness, corruption,
oi' principle of death at all. If was
then ' revived ' as well as risen again.
It became ' the body of his {{lory* (Phil,
iii: -I), "raised hi glory' from the
earthy body which is ' without, honor,'
(I. Cor. xv: 4:(j; and forty days after,
' taken up in glory ' - 1 . Tim., iii: 16.
'' Such was the model, or ' Heavenly
Man," whose image, intellectual, moral,
and material, all must bear who may
become the future constituents of the
I'I I'fect, Man. who comes upon the world
a.~ a thief. I have been rather particular in \.\\f exposition of the things connected with the body of Jesus, which
being made subjectively to know, orack
cli.ni/-im, ' the way of lives,* became' the
Way' (Jno. xiv: 0; illustrative of the
manner in which all his brethren will
experimentally pass from the. humilia,t.ii/ii nf death to the exaltation of eter!>:>! life and glory. They, as he, come
i'irfli from the unclean house of death
earthy, and, therefore, unclean bodies.
As tme.h, they are gathered together by
angelic agency into the presence of the
Judge, who awaits them in the wilder"
ness of the South. There they pass
their examination as candidates for
companionship with him in the kingdom and glory about to be established
and developed by the Eternal Spirit
through the Perfect Man. The examination is tke scrutiny of character made

Jlefli. If the characters of the candidates for divine honors he approved,
then their • mortal flesh.' as Paul terms
it in II. Cor. iv: 11, becomes the subject
of a spiritual operation, which, ' in the
twinkling of an eye.' justifies, or perfects it, and thereby causes it to ascend
from flesh to spirit, which is equivalent
to ascending from the low origin and
level of an earth horn, to the Heavenly
Father who is spirit."'
CONVERSATION OH
AFFAIES.

PBESENT

A.--flood evening, brother B. * *
Well, what do you think of the times,
inside and outside--in the world and
among the brethren?
B.— In the world I think things are
moving along slowly, but surely, in a.
manner to be encouraging to us. I
know of nothing that has disappointed
us, but everything seems to be in harmony with our expectations, and we
can afford to wait and utilize the time
of our seemingly prolonged probation.
A.--You seem to take quite a calm
view of things, but, for my part, I cannot lie so patient. I am so distressed
at the wickedness of the world and the
condition of things inside the ranks of
the brethren that my patience is so
sorely tried I cannot endure life. I
wish the Lord would come, or that
death would close my eyes till he appears.
B, That is not right, brother. I do
not believe our troubles are to be compared with those endured by our brethren in the first and second centuries of
the Christian era ; yet they manfully
endured, and the apostles exhorted
them to be patient. You remember
what the apostle James said—" Be
patient, brethren," etc. Let us take
a brighter view of things, even if there
are discouraging conditions all around
us. Let us remember that there is
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what we may term a divine philosophy
in evil. It was allowed admission into
the world for a purpose, and without it
we cannot conceive how there could
have been tiial, merit and demerit.
While we are.no doubt, in the last days
of the Gentile times, when the iniquity
of the Modern Auiorites is nearly full,
let us remember that it is not a new
thing for God's people to be in Egypt
and Sodom.
A.—It is well, perhaps, that you can
take such a philosophical view of things
but if you had experienced what I have
and if you saw things as I see them it
would turn your philosophy into chaos
and confusion, and there would be despair that would find no relief except in
the sleep of death or the dawn of the
day of gladness.
B.—Mention not to me the cold
grasp of death. It is our enemy; but
the dawn of the "day of gladness," of
course, we all hope for, and look for it
as the only final and everlasting release
from the bondage of corruption. Hut
we must remember that extension of
probationary life may mean greater lustre to our crown of glory, and that it
may mean the " long-suffering of God,
not willing that any should perish,"
A—That we may add lustre to our
crown by a lengthened probation properly used I must, of course, believe, but
I should be satisfied with mine were it
placed upon my head now. As for the
"long-suffering," I have no fear of my
worthiness.
B—It is a good thing to be confident,
and we should always be living so as to
admit of confidence of our approval.
Still, we may too highly esteem ourselves, and we may be too optimistic as
to our future, and too pessimistic as to
our present.
A—There is nothing in my unhappy
lot to inspire anything but pessimism.
B—Y"our lot may be more unhappy
than some others of our times, but al-

lowing for the very worst, others have
had to endure more than you or I ever
have. " Remember the patience of
Job," and be patient.
A.—But it seems to me I have doi>e
all I can do, and still things are going
from bad to worse till life has become
unendurable.
B.— You nor I can never know when
we have done all we can do ; and the
very fact that we are left on the stage
of action ought to teach us that we
have not finished our course. Instead
of complaining of the hardship of life
let us remember that every trial is a
trial, intended to test us, not to find out
what we will do ; for God always knows
the end; but to give us the moral experience that will lit us, by practice, for
the work to be entrusted in our hands
in the day of gladness.
A.— Well, I do not seem able to adjust myself to our surroundings and
since the present life without the future is a failure 1 do not think 1 am
called upon to do so, but only to hope
and pray for the hastening of the coming life, when, as I believe, things will
be congenial to what seems now my
natural taste.
B.—NuturaI taste is the very thing to
lit into the present, and is inclined to
drift with the stream. It is necessary
for every one to overcome the natural
disposition to go with the world in one
form or another, and to pull hard
against the stream. Still there is a
sense in which we must adjust the
present to ourselves, and ourselves to
the present, using and utilizing everything in the training we must subject
ourselves to by way of fitting ourselves
for the life to come, the life which no
man is naturally lit for. There is no
man naturally too good for the present
life, for he depends upon the present
life to make him good enough for the
future, and if he realizes this he will
not consider a moment of his proba-
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tionary life wasted, though it lie lengl.hened to a thousand years.
A.--But you liave not answered rny
question as to what you think about
the times in respect to inside affairs.
B.—Well, I take, or try t.o take, for 1
confess it is more difficult inside than
outside, I say 1 try to take the same
philosophical view, remembering always
that we are all still in the flesh.
A.—I cannot for the life of me understand how some of our brethren can
speak and act as they do, and I am
sorely distressed when 1 think of the
present condition of things.
B. -1 confess when I first learned Urn
Truth I did not dream that it was possible that, with the light that seemed
to me to burn so brightly, so many divisions and disruptions could occur.
Still, they came, and they forced themselves upon our attention in away that
we had to declare ourselves. But all
these evils bring good in the end—' L to
them that are exercised thereby."
A. — Yes, we had only just started
when here came the Immortal Emergence theory, then the Tree Life theory,
then the Partial Inspiration theory, and
what next V
15.—Well, when the Immortal Emergence theory arose some had not fully
seen the importance of the judgment,
and of believing in the resurrection in
its true sense, and you know that much
good earns; out of that trouble—to those
who held fast and pressed forward.
The same can be said of the Free Life
question and of that of Partial Inspiration.
A.—But what about the present
trouble on Adamic Condemnation and
Responsibility ?
B. —In one respect this is quite as
important as the others, and it will
have the same results in bringing more
light to bear upon questions which bad
either been overlooked or neglected.
A.—But see what hard words'and
hard feelings it has aroused.

15. — Yes, this is to he deplored ; but
brethren have not got out of the flesh
yet, and there is still sin in the flesh. If
the hard words and feelings cost any one
eternal life it will be a very sad thing,
but if the " exercise " arising from the
trouble helps to gives strength and courage to the brethren generally, it will
prove to bo a good thing. You see it
all depends upon how we use these
things.
A.--What do you consider to be the
real issue between the brethren on the
Adamic Condemnation.
B.—Now you have asked me a question that will be difficult to answer. I
can but believe that if all other things
were left out of the discussion, and
both sides < ould read the literature of
the Tn\Ui which has been published,
especially from the time of the Free
Life discussion, and then, with this in
their hands, meet and coolly talk the
matter over, theve would be no issue at
all. What, brother A, do you think is
the real issue ?'
A.—My understanding is that one
side objects to the. other because they
chum that, we inherit Adam's sin.
B.—Stop right there, brother A, and
let us talk about that a little. "Inherit
Adam's sin;" what can that mean?
A.—They say it means that we are
personally responsible for and guilty of
Adam's sin.
I}.—-Do you believe there is a sane
person upon the face of the earth who
believes such a thing ? 1 cannot bring
myself to believe that those who say
such a thing believe themselves that
such a person exists.
A.—Then why do they declare it 'i
B.—They know best why, brother A.
The fairest way always is to let a man
state his own belief, and then stick to
that in discussing the issue. If you let
an opponent state your belief for you
he is very apt to warp it.
A . - T h e n there, is no one who "be-
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lieves that we arc personally guilty of
Adam's sin, and yon would have me
believe that these words " personally
and • 'guilty " are not used by those
whom others are trying to cast out.
B.—The addition of the word " personal " certainly comes from those who
nii.sioprcsuiit. The word •'guilty" in the
connection alluded to 1 never rememl)i•)• seeing used but once, and that was
by Dr. Thomas, followed by a careful
qualification. He was writing on the
Psalms, and, I think, the fifty-first was
under consideration, when he said
something like this : " This is the only
sense in which we can understand
Christ to be guilty of Adamic sin."
Then he quickly, as if to prevent the
misunderstanding of " personal guilt, 1 '
referred to the sense in which Paul
could say that Levi paid tithes in
Abraham.
A—Do yon think the word "guilty"
was an apt word, even with the quallifying illustration V
B—No. I do not, for the word as commonly used means an act of sin for
which the actor is personally responsible. Still, when one explains by other
words that he means by the use of an
inapt word and the thought intended
to be conveyed is clear, there is no
need for harping on the objectionable
word, surely no need for saying the
user of it meant " personal guilt."
A--In what sense, then, would you
say Adam's sin is upon us V
B—In the same sense that the obligation of Abraham to acknowledge Melchisedek as higher than himself was
inherited by the tribe of Levi. Abraham, the lesser, was blessed by Melchizedek, the greater. Abraham acknowledged himself as the lesser by a
personal act, a thing the Levites could
not do then because they were not born.
But Abraham's act was also considered
by Paul as federal and therefore imposed
upon his descendant the duty to do the
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same as he did. It is as if Paul had
said to the Levites. " I n a sense you
paid tithes lo Melchi/.edek when Abraham did, in the sense that you were in
him when he did it ; and this fact imposes upon you the obligation to
acknowledge Melchizedek as higher
than Aaron.
A—But what grounds had Dr.
Thomas, and what reason have you for
claiming that the case of Levi and that
of our relation to Adam are similar.
B- The apostle Paul says that - By
one man sin entered into the world and
death by sin, and so death passed upon
all men in whom (margin) all have
sinned."
A—But why do you charge the translation V
B—We do not ; we only accept the
marginal correction ; and Dr. Thomas'
sharp eye for the original did not overlook the meaning of the Greek, and saw
that it should be rendered " in whom."
So there is a sense in which we sinned
in Adam and to get rid of this Paul's
words must be blotted out. Then
again, " By one offense many were
made sinners," and by the same one
offence " judgment came upon all men
to condemnation.'' We could add and
add to this aspect of truth.
A—Yes, but it is claimed that, the
sense in which by one offense many
were made sinners is that the sin of
Adam made us so weak that we must
necessarily committ sin.
B—In that case we would not be sinners in any sense till we committed personal sin and Paul's claim in the case of
Levi would be without meaning. So
with the words "• in whom all sinned."
A—Was not Dr. Thomas' view the
one I have suggested ?
B—No, for he says, " By virtue of
birth they are couatUuled sinners, though
they could not help and had no hand in
the matter," and, " Through the disobedience of one man (Adam) the many
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(his descendants, babes and adults)
were constituted sinners."
A—That might have been written in
an early day, and other brethren having learned better have since written
differently.
B —"Learned better!" Could they
learn better than Paul, upon whose
words the doctor relies, and have you
forgotten that Paul says that not only
are we sinners by personal acts, but we
are " by nature the children of wrath?"
But instead of having "learned better"
other writers clearly admit the principle of federal sin. For instance, in a
very late book entitled " Christ in the
Earth Again," it is very clearly set
forth as follows; in speaking of the
degradation of the Levites in the Ezekiel Temple service of the future on account of the sins of their fathers in the
pafet. It is on page 18; and reads,
''Righteousness is not rewarded vicariously, though sin may be appropriately
visited in this way." Without the recognition of this principle in the Scriptures how, brother A, could we understand the "visiting of the sins of the
fathers upon the children and upon the
children's children unto the third and
fourth generation V" How could we
understand that one could be "born in
sin and sbapen in iniquity."
A—Well, brother B, I feel our conversation is not without profit, and I
would like to put a pin in it, as it were,
just here and take it up the next opportunity. It is late and I must go. Good
night.
B— Come again when you can, brother
A, Good night.
The popular view of the immortality of
the soul and its attainment of heaven
makes Adam, not Chrst. the briuger o£
eternal life in direct opposition to Paul's
teaching in Rom. v: 12. Had Adam not
sinned, he would not have died; and if
he had not died his immaterial soul could
not have winged its way to " realms beyond the bounds of time and space."
Thus we haye "nothing" going "nowhere."
C.C.V.

ADVOCATE.

Just for Today.

Lord for to-morrow and its ills
I do not pray:
Keep me, my God, from stain of sin
Just for to-day.
Let me both diligently work
And duly pray;
Let me be kind in word and deed
Just for to-day.
Let me be slow to do my will,
Prompt to obey;
Help me to mortify my flesh
Just for to-day.
Let me no wrong or idle word
Unthinking say;
Set Thou a seal upon my lips
Just for to-day.
Let me in season, Lord, be grave,
In season gay ;
Let me be faithful to Thy will
Just for to-day.
Lord, for to-morrow and its ills
I do not pray;
But keep me, guide me love me, Lord,
Just for to-day.
—New York Tribune.
SOUL MERCHANTS.

As an illustration of the Roman
Catholic work in England I clip the
following advertisement from the Munster News: " Canterbury—The annual
Novena of Masses at the Shrine of St.
Thomas will be offered as usual for
benefactors, and their intentions from
the 21st to the 29th of December inclu.
sive. Sealed petitions to be placed at
the Shrine during Novena will be received at once. Every donor of at least
Is. 6d. for the support of the Church
and School will be presented with indulgenced rosary beads (Dominican
Dolour or Five Wounds) that have
touched the Sacred Relics of St.
Thomas, or a lovely little crucifix,
specially blessed for a holy and happy
death. Early application is necessary.
Address Rev. Richard Power, P. P., St.
Thomas's, Canterbury, Kent, England."
Is this kind of paganism founded on
either the Bible or the prayer book ?
No, not a bit of it.—Watehword and
Truth.

EDITORIAL.

TERMS OF

SUBSCRIPTION.

PRICE. - P e r Y e a r , i n a d v a n c e
-'
»2-0»
Half Y e a r l y , in a d v a n c e
- -1.00
To n e w s u b s c r i b e r s o n t r i a l , r>(> c e n t s f o r six
months.
I n G r e a t B r i t i a n a n d h e r C o l o n i e s , 8s. p e r y e a r .
2s. p e r Yi y e a r .
4s. p e r % y e a r .
We make special a r r a n g e m e n t s w i t h a limited mini
b e r w h o a r e u n a b l e t o p a y t h e full s u b s c r i p t i o n p r i c e
A f e w d e s e r v i n g , b u t p o o r . a<e "'ip'oliert ! ) i t h o coiiti i
\ m t i o n s of ^ e n e r o i u ' f r i e n d s .
K e u i i t W D r a f t . 1'cvt Oflii-e Oviii-r. KiMjiptov.'il I,,.1U>1
s r E x p r e s s Or-.ler—not Uy c h e c k * :>u local bMiik-.
A d d r e s s a l l r e m i t t a n c e : l n T H i h . WILLIAMS K» '.1-1
s t r e e t . C h i c a g o . III.
n T M ' O N T l M l N C K N - A l « r « e i.in.ioill.i '>' o'M -Ml'
*cribei'-- p r e f e r not I " li;o tf i h e i r ;i»i>cr di^-r-'ti
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the poor, no time to parley with sin
and satan in any of the forms of political and social life, no time to read
trashy literature—we have started out
in earnest, and expect no rest till the
journey's end is reached. Trouble we
shall have, of course. It is necessary
to fit us with powers of endurance.
We are in the wilderness, let us remember, and let us look not back nor to the
right hand or the left.
" Come on, my partners in distress,
We are marching through the wilderness
To ("a.iui MH'S h a p p y land,' 1

S e n s of i r o u b l e ive inny ]\nvp h a d t o
pass t h r o u g h , but- u p o n the, s l r e i c h i n g
nut of 11n' rod t h e "n MU'I'.S of I'M^init b i l lows hiivo bccoui*) w a l l s of p r o t e c t i o n .

Fiery steeds and rushing clianots have
pursued us, but oblivion has engulfed
AimusT, 1899.
them, and onward we march, with the
cloud before us by day and the pillar of
fPOX the swift wings of time fire by night. Woe and want may have
month passes away after month visited our camp, and despair and death
and as we grow older the speed seems threatened our extermination, but the
to rapidly increase, and, if the .Lord quails have come upon the wings of the
does not appear, we shall soon be at evening winds, and the bread of heaven
the end of life's journey.
under the sparkling dewdropsof a shin
The pendulum of time will not stop ing dawn has invited us to eat and be
swinging; the clock tbat goes on tick- satisfied. The desert beneath has been
ing off the seconds and striking the dry and dreary, and the sky above has
hours waits for nothing. It is no use seemed to leave us to the burning
for us to count upon anything except pangs of thirst, but the very Kock has
" redeeming the time," an injunction come to our rescue with gushing
which seems to say we have lost time streams of life and gladness, and still
and that there is time to redeem. Who onward we can go. We are nearly
is there that has not lost time '! How there. Only the rolling waters of the
many are there who have not lost time Jordan to be anxious about; but when
before they entered the race? How we get there they, too, will open a path
many who have not lost time since they for our weary feet, and like good old
started upon their probationary career? Abraham of old, who, with his family,
How many realize the preciousness of "went forth to go into the land of
time?
Canaan and into the land of Canaan
We have left Egypt on the other side they came," so shall we find sweet repose
the water, and Canaan is the land to and everlasting rest in the land upon
which we are bound. We have no time which Heaven will sweetly smile to our
to loiter in the wilderness, no time to ceaseless delight and everlasting joy
help the enemies arrange the political Who is he, who having carried the
plans of human governments by which cross would miss the crown ?
to eirich the rich and to impoverish
continuance.
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TUB fraudulent account of the crucifixion of Christ which went the rounds
of the newspapers a few years ago, the
authorship of which was traced to W. I).
Mahan, of Boonville, Mo., was published in book form in 1884 by the author under the title of " Archaeological
Writings of the Sanhedrin and Talrnuds of the Jews." "It purported,"
says W. E. Curtis, in the Chicago
Record of July 20, 1899, "to be based
upon ancient parchments and scrolls
at Constantinople, and in the library of
the Vatican, and was further said to be
a record made by the enemies of Jesus
of Nazareth in his day."
The same story in a little different
form, from the pen of the same fraudulent author, was published in 1887 by
the Christian Publishing Company, of
St. Louis. Still another in 1895, from
the press of A. J. Showalter Company.
Dal ton, Ga., entitled " Ciesar's Court."
In 18IH) the same book was published by
the Antiquarian Book Company, of
Philadelphia, under the title " Arcliko
Volume.'" This company at last appealed to head quarters and the fraud
was fully exposed. Mr. Curtis says:
•• Dr. Angel brought the matter to
the attention of the authorities at Constantinople, by whom a thorough investigation was made, and forwarded to
the secretary of state shortly before he
returned to this country last fall, a certificate from 'the council of censure
and examination of the department of
public instruction ' that l neither a copy
of the Bible ordered by the Emperor
Constantine, norany report of Gamaliel
of a conversation with the parents of
Jesus, nor any report of Caiphas, the
chief rabbi of the Jews, on the crucifixion of Jesus, nor any other of the documents referred to in the '• Arcliko
Volume'" were to be found in the
library of the mosque of SI. Sophia, or
in any other of the libraries.' "
THE newspapers are having mucli to

say now about the " kissing bug," and
one doctor has attributed the death of
a lady in Chicago to the result of a bite
from one of these creatures. When we
first read of the " kissing bug " we supposed it was a name invented for the
gushing ladies who had been scrambling to kiss the heroes of the American-Spanish war, but the thing is assuming a more serious and silly form
than even that—serious in that it is
really claimed that there is such a bug,
and silly in that the papers give an account of a man in Chicago who has
been dilating upon the book of Revelation, and who says that the appearance
of the " kissing bug "' is the advent of
the locusts of the Apocalypse. Of
course such silly nonsense would readily rind room in newspapers, but if a
sober, sensible exposition of the locust
prophecy were offered them it would be
scorned.
Wu have received a copy of the
" Great Salvation1' translated into tlie
-Norwegian language by Ole Leeland,
Jlillsboro, N. 1). Part IV. is not included. The printing is poorly done,
but as to the merits of the translationi
th« translator need i'oav no criticism
from us. This little book is now before the world in three languages. The
English edition lias gone to the ends
of the earth and many more copies
still go out of our office vhvui of any
other book we have. Brother Leask
has suggested a
NEW IDEA:

That we publish an edition on heavy
paper, giving all that the World's Fair
edition contained, with a history of the
little work; the book to be bound
neatly in cloth for the library, preset]ation, or a souvenir. We are arranging to do this, but we desire to add au
appendix treating of additional scriptures used, or rather misused, by " orthodox " people.

EDITORIAL.

THE Truth, the little local paper published by the brethren of Lowell, Mass.,
came to hand lliis month enlarged.
Brother Olough, by enclosed sheets, is
advertising a " Circulating Library of
Christadelphian Literature." Altogether there is evidence of much commendable zeal among the brethren at
Lowell.
SOME one has kindly sent us clippings from the Baltimore Sun. One on
the Zionistic movement says that upward of one hundred Zionistic societies
are formed in this country and lecturers are busy, books and pamphlets are
being circulated, three of the Jewish
papers have set aside space to be devoted to the subject, many opponents
to the cause are becoming rabid, so
much so that they are classed with the
Kussian persecutors, ami these combined make it evident that " the only
refuge left for the persecuted Jews is a
return to the land of his fathers.":—
Another clipping gives a very interesting account of a discussion in a Jewish
meeting whether Jews should read the
New Testament. Some of the speakers thought it was more Jewish in its
character and more like the Old Testament in its teachings than modern
Christianity is: and declared that if
Jesus came to Baltimore he would be
more apt to visit '' an orthodox Jewish
synagogue " than the so-called Christian churches. He, in a sense, will visit
both, but for different purposes—different, too, from what these speakers
think. It seems a thing among the
signs of the times that Jews should
now be advising the reading of the NewTestament. Is it not a preparatory
step ? Already they speak of Christ as
a good man and a great reformer ; the
rest they will learn after a while. 15y
the way, what nieaneth this oft-repeated question, l ' If Christ came to
Chicago, to Baltimore, and a thousand
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other places ? Everything seems to be
measured now by, "'If Christ came."
The thought of his coming seems to be
in the air. And, by the way, " if Christ
came " how would it be with us, brethren 'i That's the question which is in
our power to decide now, but not when
he has come.— Another clipping is
headed " Christ Not Crucified ou Friday," which we must postpone the
examination of. 1 think it is brother
Young we are thankfully indebted to
for these clippings.
W10 are indebted to brother J. J. Andrew for a cupy of the Jewish World,
from which we have largely quoted
herein — '' Jews. Their Land," etc.
Thank you, brother Andrew. The
frontispiece of the paper is a tine portrait of Dr. Theodor Ilerzl. The pencil marks all through show the busy
hand and watchful eve of the sender.
COL. INOKIISOLI/S death has been
Hashed over the wires of all the world.
Ingersol in America and Uradlaugh in
England have been the boldest enemies of the Bible the world has had.
They were coarse and vulgar in their
manner and method of trying to neutralize its power and influence. All
such men are '' like the beasts that perish, like sheep they are laid in the
grave and death shall feed on them;"
while the word of the Lord endureth
forever. To a large extent, a perverted
and corrupt Christianity, and not the
Bible, is responsible for the slimy words
of these men. Ingersol 1 said and did
some good things,and whatever civilized
sense he had and what little good he
did, his ability to say and to do these
he inherited from a condition of things
which the Hible developed out of savage creatures of the woods. He spent
his life trying to cut the rope that
pulled him out of a dungeon of wiid
beasts up to a civilization in which he
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could live without the danger of being
cut in pieces and devoured. His eloquence and ability were jewels in a
most ugly setting. From a phrenological point of view, he was, perhaps, as
good as lie could well be, for where
veneration ought to have been they say
there was a hollow space. To the hundreds of '• Young Americas •" he luis
proven a curse, and many a parent may
be thankful that liia liible-slandermg
tongue is now forever silent in death.
But still, the iniquity of the Atnorit.es
will go on—nil it, js full and ilion
.
A T ' I I ' N U brother writes," I am being urged by many old HIHI able brethren to refuse support and eo-i>peniti<»;i
with you." Xot •' many : ' nor " able "
we opine. There are not many of this
kind that we are not in c immunication
with.
Another brother writes. " 1 have become cognizant of a secret and underhanded movement by a system of letter
writing to discredit you and the work
of the ADVOCATE, and I could not for-

bear telling you." What has the A D VOCATE done now ? It has been tryingits very best to let such men alone, in
the hope it would be allowed to go on
unhampered in its work of heralding
the truth and comforting the brethren.
J>ut do you know there have been men
trying to kill the ADVOCATE ever since
it was born, and yet it has lived and
grown for nearly fifteen years, and as
each year ended fresh evidence came
that it was needed, heartily needed,
for the next and the next year. We
were once told that one said, 'L I find
the ADVOCATE pretty hard to k i l l ! "
But our readers know we are not given
to boasting. We believe that if"God
had wanted the ADVOCATE stopped it
would have been stopped. Perhaps it
might ocsur to those into whose hands
those "secret letters" may fall that we
have a right to see them. If they show

that the ADVOCATE ought to be killed,
no doubt it will be killed; but, perhaps,
it might be able to show cause before
the court of " old and able " as well as
young and able brethren why its life
should not be taken. It is wonderful
the zeal some have when there is stonethrowing to be done and windows to be
broken, but when there is any building
up to be done, wounds to heal, sad
hearts to cheer, poverty to be driven
from doors they are never in sight or
within hearing. But if the ADVOCATE
is to'lie we believe tvo shall have some
more honorable notice, served on us lo
slop Iliiisi secret,, under-handed letter
writing; :md then we ;ire ready to sa;\,
'•Tin will IKS 'lone."
T H E debate in Arkansas is at last arranged for.
The Adventists have
agreed to shape the program of their
conference so as to admit of the debate
commencing August -1st. This will
give us time to return to Chicago
for the Fraternal Gathering. We
are trying to get our work at home
done in time to allow us to go to the
Fraternal Gathering in Arkansas by
way of Galena, Kan., in accordance
with a pressing invitation from brother
Phillips. We hope to reach Galena
August 5th, and spending as much
time there as will allow us to arrive in
Con way, Ark., on the 10th, whence we
go to Martinville for the first meeting
of the Fraternal Gathering that evening.
We have had a difficulty in getting
Dr. Snowden to agree to either ask
questions or give up the time to us. At
last he has surrendered; but he is still
quibbling about the second proposition.
He wants the last part of it struck off.
We have worded it so as to put him on
the negative where Adventists stand,
but he seems to have some private notion in the way. We insist that we
enter the debate to discuss the belief
of the sect, not private notions, and so
the proposition must stand as it is.

i he Jews,
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter theo among all
people, from the one end of tho earth even
unto the other. * * * And among these nations shalt tbou find no ease, neither shall tho
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERBD.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they be gone,
and will gather them on every side, and bring:
them into their own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

ENGLISH ZIONIST FEDEKATION.

Zionists that Palestine is a land with a
barren soil, a country where trade and
commerce could never be carried on with
profit. Be not, I beseech you, turned
from your purpose by this absurd libel,
which has been circulated with the obvious intention of delivering our people
from returning to the Holy Land.
Though much of the soil of Palestine has
for many long years been most shamefully neglected and uncultivated, it is of
a very rich and fertile nature. "Wheat
and barley, the vine, the olive, the citron,
the orange, and the almond, as well as
many other fruits, can all be grown there
to much profit. But, naturally, the land
requires care and cultivation, and above
all things, a good system of irrigation ;
while if the harbors and roads were
improved there is no doubt but that the
mercantile resources of the country
could be vastly increased.
What Palestine requires above all
things is the application of labor and capital, but, as of course, you understand, it
is absurd to suppose that any sensible
person would waste either his labor or
capital on a country where any profits
that he would make might be arbitrarily
confiscated. Zionism, however, as you
know, has for one of its chief objects the
establishmentof legally safe-guarded colonies, and, consequently, if Zionism succeeds this difficulty would be overcome.
It has ever seemed to me that Palestine,
mournful and disconsolate as it at present is, but awaits the return of its rightful owners once more to become happy
and prosperous, as it was in those glorious days when the highest of all authorities tells us it was a country so fruitful
and fertile that it was fittingly described
as " a land that flowed with milk and
honey." (Cheers). There is no greater

W

IIE annual conference of the
English Zionist Federation held
in London last month bears remarkable
testimony to the strength and court ge
of Zionism, against all opposition. Indeed, as is usual, opposition adds to its
zeal and zest, and fans the flame of love
for the home of the Jewish race.
Dr. Herzl was the hero of the conference and showed that he was worthy
of the leadership of the great movement of which he is the originator, and
the people manifested their implicit
confidence in both the man and the
cause. Even the charms possessed by
the name Monteliore came to the aid of
the conference by being honored with
Sir F. Montetiore as chairman, who was
not there simply as a titled ornament,
but there to speak intelligently and en"
thusiastically on the cause of Zionism.
After exposing the " inaccuracies "' of
opposing papers, those of the Jewish
Chronicle especially, he says :
And now, Ladies and Gentlemen, I will
turn to the pleasantor subject, for with
your kind permission I wish to say a few
words about that fair country to which
every good Israelite owes his allegiance.
I wish to point out to you how great are
the resources, both agricultural and commercial, of that golden, sun-illumined
land of promise, towards which the heart
of every patriotic Jew must ever lovingly
incline.
I t has been said by some of the anti-
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authority on the Holy Land than Colonel
Condor, and he assures us that if the rerources of that country wen; properly
developed, it would he capable of supporting a population at least I en times
larger than the present one. (Cheers.

ADVOCATE.

a parliament of the Jewish people. The
representatives have been in session for
two years at Basle as a Zionist Congress.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I do not know
whether I shall live to see it, but I am
fully convinced that many people of my
years will live to witness the realization
of our hopes. (Cheers). We Jews shall
yet live in the land of Israel as free men.

It is the legal sispect of the question
that is the most delicate for Zionism
to deal with. Settlement in the Holy
In a sense Dr. Ileizl is right when he
Land upon the gigantic scale aimed at says that " Palestine as a legally asis a different thing from slow and un- sured home for the Jewish people " is
noticed colonization ; and therefore " the complete and final solution of the
there is a consciousness that the jealous Jewish question." And it is not at all
eye of the Sultan is upon the move- unlikely that some arrangement will
ment. How to give vent to outbursts be made by which Zionism may receive
of patriotism about the nation's home what " legal assurance ''the Sultan can
in fatherland within the hearing of the give. But if Dr. Ileizl were not more
Sultan and yet hope to receive from of a journalist than be is of a 15iblicist
him legal grants is a question requiring he would know that such a " legal asgreat tact. Outspoken enthusiasm is surance " is no assurance at all ; and
necessary in getting the people to rally that the "' complete and final soluto the standard; while there must be tion of the Jewish question " requires
only whispering and quite moderate more skill than Zionism possesses and
expressions, mixed with llattery and a greater power and better rights of aspromise of an enrichment of the Turk- surance than the poor, puny, sick and
ish government. The one must be dying impostor of Constantinople ever
stormed and the other calmed by the heard of. Where will the Sultan be
same means a most didieult task, when the Prince of Itosh comes down
which will require all the ability and 'iiko a cloud to cover the land ? "
ingenuity of the ever tactful Jews.
What will your '' legal assurance " be
Dr. Ilerzl sees the difficulty of " a worth when Gog " plants his tabernanation " asking for " a legally assured" cle between the seas, in the glorious
home in the domains of another nation, holy mountain V " To whom will you
look for help when the greedy and Jewand so he caiel'ully says :
persecuting " King of the north " sends
We desire to prepare in the ancient his pillaging and plundering troops
fatherland, Palestine, a legally assured into your " (mwalled villages " to take
home for the Jewish people. This wo the spoil and to take the prey, and to
consider the complete and final solution
of the Jewish question. This solution turn their hands upon the inhabited
presupposes three things : First, the ex- desolated places" ? To whom will you
istence of the Jewish nation; secondly, and all the world be compelled to look
the suitability of Palestine for settle- then for the " complete and final solument; thirdly, the assurance of a legal tion of the Jewish question "V If the
basis for the re-settlement of our people.
In the first place, at the time we began days of those troubles be not shortened
our movement we only believed there no llesh shall be saved, but who shall
was a Jewish nation. To-day we know shorten them? There is only One who
it. (Cheers;. The existence of Jewry as can do it, and lie will not come to your
a nation has been proved in the most definite and conclusive manner possible. relief till you have learned that " no
We have instituted on democratic lines flesh shall glory in His presence," until
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you realize your own insignificance before Him ; and then lie will still more
humiliate you by convincing you that
tlie " legal assurance of a home in Palestine for the Jews," aud the " complete and final solution of the Jewish
question" has for nineteen centuries
been in ihe hands of the Messiah whom
your wicked and cruel hands nailed to
a tree upon Calvary. When you have
learned this great truth of the ages by
a bitter experience and under " fury
poured out " you will relent, lament,
and repent, the veil will be torn from
your faces, the mist will be cleared away,
the curtain will rise, and upon the stage
of a heaven-blessed world you will behold the complete and final solution of
the Jewish question in the restoration
of the kingdom of Israel; and in that
hand which held the mock sceptre of
reed, you will see the sceptre of everlasting righteousness and that head
which wore the crown of thorns will
be adorned with the heavenly crown of
the royal house of David.
REPLANTING OF ISRAEL'S VINE.

Dr. Herzl, in responding to the vote
of thanks of the .London Conference,
said: " Yes, we shall bear to the
morning lands again all that is good,
all that is noblest, all that is great in
the evening lands from which we .shall
replant ourselves like a flower that
springs up out of the ground, grows
blossoms, and gives its fragrance and
its beauty to the world. We shall return the soul of the Jewish people, for
the ideal which is ever before us is to
give the highest culture to our people.
We shall uplift the Jewish soul to its
greatest heights."

AND

AFFAIRS
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£50.00(1 given by poor people in deposit
on account of shares, and he was,
moreover, able to say on the best authority, that the Jewish Colonial Trust
was unique in English joint stock companies, for they had no less than 100,000
shareholders. This was a remarkable
proof of the interest of the people in the
movement, and the money would be
used as a credential of the capacity of
the Jews, aud their willingness to give
more. They would get Palestine as the
Greeks got Troy, by working hard for
it."
CHIUSTIANS TNr THE MOVEMENT.

I did not know until I came into the
movinent that the Christians as well as
the Jews regard our return as the beginning of wonderful times. The wonder of these times shall be our striving
after our endless ideal, the enoblement
of humanity (loud cheers).—-Dr. Ihrzl
in the London Conference.

EDITOR'S VISIT TO CAMP DOUGLAS,
WIS.

" | | I will be remembered that last win•A ter we were called by telegram to
Camp Douglas, Wis., to attend the funeral of brother (jeorge Taylor. Though
the temperature up there was more
than thirty degrees below zero, there
was a large, attendance at the funeral.
The address commended itself to the
hearers and ma.de them desirous of
hearing " that way" more fully explained. So brother John Leake, of
long standing in the Truth and an old
settler in that county, thought it would
be a good opportunity lo present the
gospel of salvation to his neighbors.
FINANCIAL SUCCESS.
Consulting other believers and receivMr. Herbert Bentwich, in the Lon- ing encouragtnent, he invited brother
don Conference said: "The Jewish and sister Williams to spend a week's
Colonial Trust was an immense suc- vacation in the country, when brother
cess. They had at their bankers Williams could deliver four lectures
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to tlie inquiring people. Other appointments disappointed fur awhile, but at
last we named a date and brother
Leake well and truly attended to nil
the preliminaries. Near his farm, and
rive miles from Camp Douglas, is a new
town, called Hustler. There a new
church had been built by the Baptists
and this was allowed us for a small
compensation for four lectures. The
first was given on Tuesday, July 11, in
the afternoon, and very few were in attendance—mostly believers. That made
us wonder where those were who said
of the funeral address they could have
listened all night. But our wonder was
removed at the next meeting the next
night, when the church was filled, the
platform having to be used for seats.
and the vestibule filled up. This continued to the end of the last lecture,
and the people were stirred up and determined to start reading their Bibles,
and good results are in prospect.
Hustler is in the center of a large
and prosperous farming country, and
sprinkled all around are friends of the
Truth who have been there since the
days when the country was the abode
of the wild Indians, most of them having takeii up their laud from the government and, as faithful sons of toil,
amid dangers and privations, they cut
and hewed their way from a wilderness
to a paradise.
Even here there was not safety from
the hand that divides. As nearly as
we could learn the division was twenty
years old and was due, some said, to
the theory of the dual nature of Christ,
and, others said, to mere-manism.
When we arrived in Chicago in 1872
these were the words which commenced
to ring in our ears. One party was advocating the two-nature theory and the
others were called mere-manists, and
perhaps some swung too far to escape
the danger of the other extreme. Whatever was the cause among these friends

in Wisconsin, it; has passed away now,
and they all agree upon the nature and
sacrifice of Christ so far as we could
discover. They all manifest love and
friendship toward each oilier, and we
urged them to rally together and set up
the standard in one place and make a
home for the Truth and for those who
seem desirous of uniting with them, as
well ;is for others who are likely to
come when they have " counted the
cost." Our last meeting was an affecting one, and the sincerity and love manifested gave great hopes that soon there
will be one united body there to keep
the light burning as a beacon to guide
the weary wanderers out of the cold
and the dismal darkness of the dreary
night of superstition. Up and be doing, brethren and sisters. There is not
one of you who need be anxious about
the things of the present life. In this
respect your industry has blessed you
with plenty and prosperity that few of
Uod's people enjoy. Still, while you
are among the few upon whom nature
sweetly smiles, you are not exempt
from the evils to which all flesh is heir.
Even one of the brightest among you
was snatched from you by the cold
hand of death, and you do not know
whose turn is next. Bally to the standard. Let all the insignificant obstacles
which may have appeared formidable
in the past sink in the darkness of oblivion and let hand clasp hand in loving embrace, and heart throb with heart
in the love and life which the Truth
alone can give.
We made our home with brother
Leake and (we wish we could say sister)
his estimable wife. Mrs. Leake believes the Truth, and when all is
righted and our hope of a united body
in Hustler is realized she will, if not
before, no doubt, step from the hopelessness in which she stands into the
ark that will carry her and her companion in life's weary journey into the
haven of eternal rest.
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Nothing was left undone to make us
comfortable, and the visit was a real
vacation in the country. Sister Williams and Mrs. Leake had a. horse and
buggy to themselves and brother Leake
and brother Williams had another. So
from place to place we went and enjoyed ourselves, and, at the same time,
tried to perform a duty. Brother Leake
has now a goon supply of books and
tracts, and intends sending them on
their missionary work.
EDITOR.
Since the foregoing was placed in the
compositor's hands the following lias
been received:
HUSTLER, W I S . . July 24, 1899.
D E A R B R O T H E R WII/LIAJFS :

The books received this morning but
no letter as yet. I hope you both arrived safely home all the better for
your visit. I am requested by quite a.
number to write and ask if it would
be possible for you to come again this
fall, s;iy in October, after you get out
the ADVOCATE for that month and
make a stay of at least two weeks, as
they want four more lectures at Hustler and four at Camp Douglas and
three or four at New Lisbon. One
man said he would pay #10 toward expenses and several say they would
help if you could arrange it so as to
come again. We can have the hall at
Hustler free, or nearly so, and the one
at Camp Douglas free, and light furnished as long as we wantit. I have not
made enquiries at New Lisbon yet. I
am urged to write now before you
make any appointments for that month
as I-understand you were engaged until
the first of -September.
We would
like to have sister Williams come too
if you can make it convenient lo do so.
We felt somewhat lonely after you
left for a week or so after being so
busy while you wer>) here. We enjoyed your visit so well. We hope you

will come again and stay with us as
long as you possibly can next time, for
every one I have spoken to say your
stay was not half long enough, nevertheless it has set a good many to thinking. 1 enclose an express order for
$1.50, for which please send me a few
copies of "The World's Redemption,"
paper covers, for lending out to those
who care to read. Hoping to hear
from you as soon as possible, 1 remain
Yours affectionally in the hope of
Israel.
JOHN LEAKS.

The brethren in Henderson Co., Ky.,
had intended to invite us to go there
in August, but finding we had engagements ahead they now ask us to go
the first part of October. We will arrange, the Lord willing, to respond to
brother Leake'.s invitation either in
September (if that suit the people)
or in October, after our return from
Kentucky. Be assured we will strive
to be there, for we believe the Lord
has some people up there.
EDITOR.

ADVOCATE S. S. CLASS.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in July ADVOCATE :
CLASS N O . 1.

Drucilla White (12), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
Louise Green (14), Spottsville, Ky., 90;
John H. Brice (12). Gait, Ont., 85;
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 85;
Myrtle E. Williams (13), Lake Cicott,
Ind., 80;
Chas. M. Brice (11), Gait, Ont., 80;
DessieLeimnon (10),Lake Cicott,Ind.80;
CLASS N O . 2.

Bessie Williams (17), Chicago, 111., 95;
Alice Dolpli (19), Rochester, N. Y., 80;
Quite a number of our scholars are
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missing this month.
them next lesson.

Let us hear from

JAMES I,KASK. 532 62d St..

Station O.

Chicago, 111.

LESSON N O . 76, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 76, CLASSES N O . 1 AND 2.

1. What did Jesus preach in every
city and village of the Jews ?
2. What did Phillip preach in Samaria, and what did his preaching cause
the people to believe and do '?
3. Since in describing what Philip
preached only one word is used, and in
stating what the people believed many
words are used, what would you conclude would be the significance of the
one word V Give its meaning quite
clearly.
4. What does Paul say about one
gospel, and what is the result of preach
ing another gospel than the One V
ANSWERS.
.BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . I.

1. Jesus preached in every city and
village of the Jews the gospel of the
kingdom of (rod —Matt, iv: 2, 3; Mark
i: 14; Luke viii: 1.
2. Philip preached Christ to Hit)
Samaritans and caused them to believe
the things concerning the kingdom of
God and the name of Jesus Christ, and
to be baptized, both men and women —
Acts viii: 5-12.
3. Since to preach Christ caused the
people to believe the things concerning
the kingdom of God, I conclude to
preach Christ is the same as to preach
the gospel of the kingdom. Christ
means anointed; to anoint ; the
anointed one; the same as Messiah.
4. If any man preach another gospel to you than that which you have
received, let him be accursed—Gal. i:
8, 9.

D R U C I L L A WHITE.,

SECOND B E S T P A P E R CLASS N O . 1.

1. Jesus preached the gospel of the
kingdom of God—Mark i: 14; Matt,
iv: 23.
2. Philip preached the things concerning God and the name of Jesus
Christ. He caused them to be baptized
both men and women.
3. I conclude that the word Christ
means the anointed king of the kingdom of God.
4. Paul says there is but one gospel,
though we or an angel from heaven
preach any other gospel than lhat which
we have preached unto you let him be
accursed- Gal. i: 8, 9.
LOUISE G R E E N .
ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1, Jesus preached the kingdom of
God in every city and village of the
Jews. Proof, Luke ix: 43, 44 and Luke
viii: 1.
2. In Acts viii: o it says, " And
Philip went down to the city of Samaria and preached Christ unto them."
This shows us that " Christ" was a
subject that could be preached, and not
simply a name. His preaching caused
the people to believe Philip preaching
the things concerning the kingdom of
God and the name ol Jesus Christ, and
they were baptized, both men and
women—Acts viii: 12.
8. Since it is said that Philip
preached '• Christ,'' and that the people believed him preaching "the things
concerning the kingdom of God and
the name of Jesus Christ, we conclude
that the one word '• Christ " was synonymous with "the things concerning the
kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ." Christ means anointed; this
leads on to king—of what? and we find
he was anointed to be king of the kingdom of God. Hence, to preach "Christ"

is to preach ; 'the things concerning the
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so like to take a vacation. Brother Leask
calls attention to the fact that some
names are missing this month. So I
think it is well that the ADVOCATE
>S. S. Class have a vacation for one
month. I hope you will enjoy yourselves in innocent pleasures conducive
to your health and youthful happiness.
Take good, long and deep breaths of
heaven's pure air, be good, kind and
BESSIE W I L L I A M S .
obedient to your parents and, with all,
SECOND BEST PAIVKK ('LASS X O . 2.
be thankful to God for temporal bless1. The gospel of the kingdom of God ings and never forget that there is a bet--Luke viii: 1.
ter life beyond the present, and that
2. Christ (Acts viii: 5). It caused to attain to it is your privilege. Be
them to believe the tilings concerning ready for questions next month.
the kingdom of God and the name of
EDITOR.
Jesus Christ. They were baptized both
QISZZ-SIZJ^-II
.-mrrr;.
Q
men and women —Acts, viii: 12.
3. To preach the tilings concerning
Christ is to preach that he died for our
sins and rose again for our justification
BOSTON, MASS.—At our last quarterly
(Rom. iv: 25; I. Pet. i: 21). To preach meeting the following motion was passed:
" Be it resolved that this ccolesia after
Christ is also to preach the things of
the kingdom, for there can be no king- the 1st of August will not fellowship any
member of an eeeiesia holding views
dom until it is established by him contrary to us on resurrectional responwhen lie will take to himself an au- sibility, said views being Article 31 of our
thority that will put down all rule, all Statement of Faith, which is as follows :
authority and all power, for he must ' That all who know the revealed will of
rule until he puts all enemies under God and refuse to obey it are amenable
to resurrection and judgment.' Proof,
his feet. To preach Christ, therefore, Jno. iii: 18, 19; xii: 4(!-48; Luke xix: 27;
and to preach the things of the king- Acts xvii: !iO, 3J."
dom are seen to be the same—I. Cor.
Since passing this resolution the following explanation has been added.
xv: 2-1, 2o; Acts ii: 81, 3o.
4. " I marvel that ye are so soon re- " From the wording of our resolution
published in the Chrisl.adelph.ian for June
moved from him that called you into our action may be misunderstood. We
the grace of Christ unto another gospel, would therefore offer the following exwhich is not another but there be some planation: That we repudiate the docthat trouble you and would pervert the trines set forth in the pamphlet entitled
gospel of Christ (Gal. i: 6, 7). But " The Btood of the Covenant," by brother
.]. J. Andrew, of London, that are not in
though we or an angel from heaven accord with our statement of faith (which
preach any other gospel unto you than is virtually the same as the Birmingham
that which we have preached unto you, Statement of Faith, with the addition of
Anticle 31 on Responsibility), and that we
let him be accursed1' -Gal. i: S, 9.
will not fellowship any individual or eeA L I C E DOLTM.
clesia, endorsing them."
MY D E A R YOUNG FIMICNDS: This
We kindly invite ecciesias to co-operis the season of the year when the ate with us on this basis.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
weather must be expected to be warm
JOHN B. KILEIGH.
and oppressive, and when all who can do
lieoorder to the Boston Eoclesia,
kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ.''
4. Paul says, ' Though we, or an
angel from heaven preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we
have preached unto you let him be accursed (Gal. i:8), which shows that salvation can only be attained by believing
the true and only gospel.
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THE CIlUISTAUELrillAN ADVOCATE.
CHICAGO. June 18, 1899.

To the Boston Ecelesia, John B. Rileigh
Sec.
DEAR BRETHREN:—Your intelligence
for the ADVOCATE just to hand, and I

take the liberty of submitting a few facts
to you in the hope of pie venting a further
growth of that divisional spirit now rampant in tlie ranks of the brotherhood.
You will have noticed that the Chicago
ecclosia has been having trouble upon the
same grounds you did a few years since,
with the addition of the responsibility
question. That you may view the situation impartially I herewith send you the
letter of defence sent to the Christadelphian in answer to intelligence appearing
therein in May number, pp. 212, 213,
Brother Sulley having visited us in thehope of removing the trouble, we summarized this lettter in form for his conveni.
ence as follows (the numbers correspond
with those in Christadelphiaw.
1.—We believe that in baptism there is
a transition from a state of alienation in
Adam to a citizenship in Christ, and that
through it we shall ultimately be freed
from the physical effects of Adam's sin.
2.—That in baptism we are freed from
Adamic condemnation so far as relationship is concerned, that is, that instead of
being " afar off " in Adam, we are " made
nigh" in Christ.
3.—That Christ was born under and died
to remove Adamic condemnation.
4—That we inherit Adam's sin in its
effects, in that we are out of Eden, aliens,
mortal,
5,—Some of our members believe in
resurrectional punishment of "rejectors;" others in their punishment as God
may see fit, but not resurectional ; and
we all agree that we have no right to go
beyond this in tests of fellowship.
Our seceding brethren are now, by
their request, given time to consider this,
and in the meantime the publication of
the letter of the ecelesia to the " Christa(/elrhian is suspended by the consent of
the ecelesia.
Now I respectfully, and in the spirit of
Christ, and, as I believe, for the good of
the cause of Truth, submit these facts for
your consideration, and ask you, Do you
not think that acceptance of the foregoing five statements is sufficient in the
present controversy ?
Yours faithfully for the interests of the
Truth,

T H O S . WILLIAMS.

[It will have been seen by our note in
the ADVOCATE for last month that we
withheld publication awaiting ecclesial
answer ; but all we have received so far
is a short personal letter of thanks from
brother Rileigh. To a close observer the
resolution will need still further explanation, for the words "' revealed will of
God" would apply to many things. It
is S i s revealed will that a man shall not
commit murder. Will the knowledge of
this by a Gentile v, ho refuses to obey it
make him " amenable to resurrection and
judgment"? Certainly these brethren
do not believa that a knowledge of the
revealed will of God in any one of his
commands against murder, adultery,
theft, etc., makes responsibility to the
judgment seat of Christ. But if not
their resolution falls short ; and, really,
does it not seem as if there is a striving
to state something the Truth will not admit of. It is not hard to state truth. I
will go to Boston and take the brethren
who framed this resolution to the penitentiary and say, Hero is a man who knew
the " revealed will of God " against murder, and yet he committed the crime.
Now I do not believe ho is amenable to
" insurrectional punishment." Do you
refuse me fellowship because I do not?
They would then have to explain the resoluiion, that they did not mean the " revealed will of God " in such a limited
sense as that, and then the question
would arise, To what limited or unlimited extent do you mean ? Is it not better, and amply sufficient, to leave the
r: tatement of f ai th as it has been for years,
and not try to trim it to inquisition proportions ? If some do not stop they will
out class the inquisition.—EDITOR.]
ELGIN, ILL.—I have just received the
sad news of the death af sister Julia
Roseorans, of Luuington. She was a
daughter of sister Henrietta Wing and a
sister in the flesh to my mother, sister
Lucetta Wade. Sister Eosecrans had
been many years in the Truth—since she
was a young lady,
With much love to sister Williams I remain your sister in the hope of Israel,
Mas. ZANDER.

FRATERNAL GATHERING.
The twenty-second annual gathering of
Ohristadelphians will meet, the Lord

INTELLIGENCE.

being willing, for fraternal intercourse
and worship with the Chicago Ckristarielphian Ecclesia at their meeting room.
Oriental Hall, on the seventeenth floor
of Masonic Temple, corner of State and
Randolph sireets, for two full consecutive days, the last Saturday and Sunday,
being the 26th and 27th of August, commencing at 10:30 Saturday morning.
A cordial invitation is extended to all
eeclesias and isolated members in fellowship, and to all inquirers afterthe Truth,
to come and share in the good time anticipated.
The committee appointed to have
charge of the proceedings desire aommunications from those brethren intending
to take part in the speaking, to know of
their wishes, that each one may be appointed to take his place on subjects that
shall be for the edification and instruction ol all, and from those not accustomed to speaking, that arrangements
may be made for their accommodations.
The times of the Gentiles are nearing
their close. The coming of the Lord
draweth nigh ; let us all be up and doing.
On behalf of the Fraternal Gathering
Committee,

JAMBS WOOD, Sec.

6645 S. Morgan street, Chicago, 111.,
Station 0.
FREDONIA, KAN.—I have not much
of interest to report, but have visited two
of the Sunday-schools here and have been
looking over the ground to see if there is
any work I can do in the cause of the
Truth. To-day I went to the Methodist
Sunday-school and distributed some
tracts among the teachers and members
of the Bible class, and also gave the
preacher the following-named tracts:
" Gospel of the Kingdom of God," " Outline of Bible Truth," " Bible Questions
for Professing Christians." I quoted
Mark xvi: 15,16 and Gal. i: 8, and asked
him if that did not prove that no one could
be saved who did not believe the one true
gospel preached by Christ and the apostles and if it was not necessary to study
the Bible and find out what that gospel
was before we knew whteth-er we believed
it or not. He agreed that it was necessary
and no one could be saved without. But
in a short time he said to a member of the
class, " I believe there are some of the
most ignorant heathen that have ever
lived that will be at the right hand of
God." " Why," said I, "didn't I under-
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stand you to say that no one could be
saved unless they believed the one true
gospel, and that it was necessary to read
and understand the Bible to know what
that gospel is ? " "Well," he said, " I believe any one must live up to the light he
has." This is what brother Williams
would call one of the "wily ways of
preachers."
I am sorry to hear of the divisions that
are going on over the responsibiltiy
question, It has never been very clear
to my mind just what doctrine should be
fellowshipped and what should not.
Having lived in isolation most of the
time Mnce I have been in the Truth, I
have never been compelled to investigate
and decide on this question. But if division on this is going to become general, as
appears now to be the case. I will soon
be compelled to make up my mind which
side I am on. I would know it was wrong
to fellowship one who did not believe all
the things concerning the kingdom of
God and the name of Jesus Christ, for
that is the gospel " which is the power of
God unto salvation lo every one that believeth." But it remains to be proved
whether those things include the resurrection and punishment of 'enlightened
rejectors " or not. Yet I never can help
feeling a little inconsistent in teaching
the alien that we have the " One Faith "
when there are two different faiths taught
and believed among us,
ANNA M. BTBNES.

[Nottwo different faiths, sister, for the
One Faith into which you were baptized,
without considering this new phase of
the responsibility question, is not affected by the question, "Will enlightened
Gentiles be punished with the ,-aised
saints or otherwise ?
EDITOR.]
HARVARD, ILL.—I notice in the July
ADVOCATE that you refer to the Fraternal Gathering notice briefly on the inside cover, which is all right, but for the
August number I think it would be
better to reproduce the original advertisement as printed in the June number,
with a postscript added, that the subjects
recommended to be spoken on be largely
made up from the " Fruits of the Spirit,"
as given in Gal. v: 22, 23—Love, Joy,
Peace. Long-suffering, Kindness, Goodness, Faithfulness, Meekness, Temperance, or (marginal) Self-control. Speak-
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ing brethren are requested to choose out
of this cluster of subjects as much as
possible, and prepare themselves to dwell
upon the one they choose, and communicate before hand to the committee the
subject they select. I hope this will be
in time, and meet with your approval.
[This will serve instead of postscript.
—EDITOB].

Sister Wood is improving in health, we
have enjoyed a very pleasing visit with
brother and sister Spencer and with the
ecclesia at Waucoiida, and we have now
commenced another visit with brother
and sister Soothill in Harvard which is to
be our abode for ten or twelve days. The
time of our return is not very definite.
The Lord willkg, we shall visit other
places. We shall act as may seem best,
and try to be sure to be back before the
Gathering. In all probability I may be
back during the first week in August.
Hoping you and sister Williams are well,
and that you may have heard from
brother Sulley by this time, and hopeful
to hear from you. I remainforthe Truth's

found worthy with glory,honor and incorruntlbiilty, and give them power to bless
mankind. It gave me much comfort and
satisfaction to have our brother James
T. Irwin present, to give us words of
comfort, and to present the glorious
hope of the gospel of the kingdom of God
to the friends and neighbors present.
Always rejoicing in the one hope, and
with love to all of like precious faith, I
am,
Fraternally yours,
W. H. ROSECBANS.

PENFIELD, N Y.-It might be well to
effect that an imposter is in the country
going under the name of Kid alias Watson, of England, claiming to be a lecturing brother; was formerly a Methodist
minister. He is a man of considerable
culture apparently forty-five years old,
5 ft. 10 in. in height weighing 1*0 lbs. His
hair is rather thin and he has a small
blemish on his left nostril.
Yours fraternally,
put a notice in the ADVOCATE to the

H. J. CTJLEOSS.

VICTOKIA, B. O.-The managing
brethren, through brother W. Graham,
secretary, calls us to account and scolds
us for publishing the intelligence last
month from brother Drysdale; see page
224. They say it is not true that they felsake. Yours,
JAMBS WOOD,
lowship "those who hold and teach the
[Yes; we have heard from brother doctrine of partial inspiration of the
Scriptures,' and t h a t " the brethren here
Sulley, He is working patiently for feel
both hurt and surprised at your (our)
peace, but had elicited nothing definite publishing such communication without
to offer us so far.—EDITOB].
first ascertaining whether these charges
were true or not." It is our custom in
such eases to either let both parties be
LOWELL, MASS.—I have much pleas- heard or to ascertain what the accused
ure in writing you at this time because party has to say. and we frankly confess
of the goodness and mercies bestowed we should have deserved this scolding
upon the Lowell ecclesia in crowning the if we had not had other positive evidence
efforts put.forth for the cause of the that partial inspiration was held and
Truth. I have to announce that on tht taught by some reported to be fellow25th of June William Quirke, aged eight- shipped by the ecclesia. We understand
een, passed a satisfactory examination that brother D. Laverock is fellowand put on the Saving Name by immer- shipped by these brethren, and we had
sion ; also that at the age of fourteen Jo- evidence of his boldly teaching partial insoph Koche did likewise, and we are try- spiration, see ADVOCATE for June, pp.
ing to work for the Lord and hope that 171, 172- Reference is made to a private
the God of Israel will be our guide and letter we wrote to brother William Cook
that we may at all times be willing to in answer to one from him in which he
give ail honorto Him who is taking out of said brother and sister Blyth had been
the world a people for His Name.
found to be sound upon the question.
Hoping the good work may go on, and Of course it was not for us to deny what
that they of the household may be united brother Cook said, but to rejoice in the
and work together is our earnest prayer. good news, for we had regarded them as in
Yours in behalf of the Lowell ecclesia, fellowship with partial inspiration, and
your brother in Christ,
letters from brother Blyth had been reBENJ. HOYLB, Sec.
sponsible for this. Bro. Cook said nothing
about brother Laverock. The best way
settle this is for these brethren to deLUDINGTON, MICH.—I now have to to
clare what they do believe and fellowwrite you of the death of my wife, which ship
upon this subject. Then all cavil
occurred after much sickness and great will stop.
is our aim to do them and
suffering, on the 29th of June. She.was everybody It
else justice, and when we
buried the following Sunday. She bore have the mist
cleared away our pages
her sufferings with patience and forti- will be open.—EDITOB.
tude, being firm in the one faith and hope
of the gospel. She now sleeps in jesus,
and awaits his appearing "Who is Our
Intelligence from Chicago, Worcester
Life," who will clothe those who are and San Antonia crowded out.
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NOTES.
EDITOR'S ATI-OINTMENTS.—New Lisbon, Wis., September 13th to Kith
inclusive; Camp Douglas, 17th to 20th; Hustler, 21st to 24th; at home from 26th
to October oth; Henderson, Ky., October 5th to 9th. This may be changed a
little, if thought best by the brethren, and announced next month.
IIEI'OUT or CHICAGO F H A T E U X A L ( U T I I K U I X O . — T h i s is in type and at last

moment was crowded out.
liosrox I N T E L L I G E N T : was too late for this month, although we are late.
Next month.
EDITOR'S absence during the month, the Fraternal Gathering to attend upon
his return, and sickness of brother Hardy, who does the " making up'" of the
ADVOCATE have combined to make us several days late this month. Will our
readers pltase bear with | l c
A LETTER from brother Sulley, written on board the " Lncania," indicates
that he and sister Sulley were safely Hearing home.
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Merring, J. Cook, M. Schon, E. Easthope, ivl. Pigott, J. S. Bridge, W. D. Harris,
M. E. Robertson, W. II. Robertson, W. H. Bragg, L. Wade, J . J . M a n c h e s t e r ,
H. Williams, N. II. Brown. II. O. Austin, J. Clark, J. Morrison, D . R a y , A.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS
BY P.ltOTIIKH .lA^l
r

LKASK.

E :irc ;ipfm nsscniMi'd licvc to show faith in our Lord's death by
''*
ohsi'i's'inu this incmorhil (irdinancc. instiUitcd l>y him on the
ni<rlil of the Passover, and which he lias loft for his friends to remember
him liv till he. comes a^ain. In the reading for the day from Paul's
letter to the Romans (chapters 5 and (!), there, is much which might
profitably occupy our attention, and without dwelling particularly upon
the subject of the condemnation that came by sin, and its effects upon
our race, we will more particularly consider the love, of God as herein
set-forth, which may help to stimulate us in our endeavors to show our
appreciation of that love by our obedience from day to day. " B y one
man sin entered into the world and death by sin, so death passed upon
all men, for that, or in whom, all have sinned." If man had been left
here, where this one man's sin had placed him, he would have been under
the power and dominion of death, without hope of deliverance from
its grasp. Had God been a (iod of justice merely, he could have left
man thus; hut he is not only a (iod of justice, but a God of love and
mercy as well, and man had no sooner brought himself under the do
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minion of death than God brings his characteristics of mercy and love
into view, in providing a covering for man's nakedness, and casts a ray
of hope across his pathway in the promise made in relation to the seed
of the woman. While the recorded words are few, there was doubtless
sufficient revealed to our first parents to enable them to exercise faith in
the promised seed, and what would IKS accomplished by him. The question of whether they availed themselves of the opportunity set before
them is one we can afford to leave for the day to decide, when our Lord
shall return. The fact we would specially note is that God has provided
the means whereby we may escape from the power of death, and this
he has done as stated in our reading, "God eommendeth his love towards us in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." How,
we may ask, was the love of God manifested towards us in the death of
Christ? He was holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners; he
had done no evil. He could look his enemies in the face and say,
"Which of you convinceth me of sin?" And it was by virtue of this
very fact, viz: that he was morally pure and spotless and without sin,
that God's love could be shown to us through him, in that while he
was flesh of our flesh and bone of our bone, and a partaker of all the
disabilities that rest upon us through the condemnation that came upon
all men by the offence of one, yet being morally perfect, by dying he
could satisfy the claims of the law of sin and death, and God could,
without any violation of his law, raise him to life again. Jn his crucifixion we see the; death of the transgressing nature, of which he in common with us was a partaker, for it is testified of him, "Forasmuch as
the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself likewise
took part of the same, that through death he might destroy him that,
hath the power of death, that is the devil, for verily he took not on him
the nature of angels, but he took on him the seed of Abraham." In his
submitting to a violent death, we see the sacrifice of the Lamb of God,
which was prefigured under the law by the spotlcssness of the beasts
offered in sacrifice—the one of whom John exclaimed, "Behold the
Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world." In his death
we seethe law of God vindicated and at the same time a perfect sacrifice for sin because of his being a sinless one, and by virtue of this he
triumphed over death, and was raised to life and immortality. And
herein is where God's great love lowards us is shown in that he raised
up one in our condemned line who was able to satisfy the claims of his
law, and triumph over its operation, by being delivered from the power
of death and made alive for evermore. "As by one man's disobedience
many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many He made
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righteous." God has constituted Christ an ark of safety into which
perishing man may enter, and through him attain to that life to which
Christ has attained. In and of ourselves we are powerless to redeem
ourselves from the condition in which we are by nature, but "God so
loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever be"
lieveth in him might not perish but have everlasting life." By his obedience he brought life, and God in his goodness lias made il possible for
all who believe in him to attain to this life through him. He has made
known to us through his word the way by which we may become related to him, and our being here to partake of these memorials is an
evidence that wo have given heed to the gospel invitation and have put
on Christ, and by our so doing Paul says, ''If ye be Christ's then are
ye Abraham's seed and heirs according to the promise ; if children then
heirs, heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ."' What a privileged
position we then occupy in that we are joint heirs with Christ of the
promises, made of God. I am afraid we do not at all times realize our
favored position as sons and daughters of God. John says concerning
us, "Behold what manner of love the Father hath bestowed on us that
we should l)e called the sons of God." ''Beloved now are we the sons of
God, and it doth not yet appear what we shall be; but we know that
when he shall appear, we shall be like hi in for we shall set; him as In; is."
Our being in this position entails upon us responsibilities and duties in
order that we may maintain our position of favor, and finally attain to
the covenant blessings. "Know ye not," the apostle says, "that so
many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his
death, therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death, that like
as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even
iso we also should walk in newness of life." Our old man is crucified
with Christ. Of this old man Paul says in his letter to the Ephesians,
"That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man which
is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, and be renewed in the
spirit of your mind; and that ye put on the new man which after God is
created in righteousness and true holiness." They that are Christ's have
crucified the flesh with the affections and lusts; they are no longer servants of sin; they have put off the old man with his deeds. We do not
need to be told what these deeds are. Everything that is bad and hate.
ful in our nature is of the old man, and requires our constant vigilence
to keep in subjection.
The new man on the other hand requires l o b e
fed and stimulated. We have to cultivate those fruits of the spirit
which Paul enumerates as love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, meekness, temperance. These are contrary to the flesh
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and we cannot hope to maintain these virtues without a constant effort
on our part to keep down the opposite charecteristics whenever circumstances arise which would call them into being. And what an example
we have in our Lord of this. He ''has left us an example that we
should follow in his stops," its Peter says, "Pie did no sin neither was
guile found in his mouth, when he was reviled he reviled not again,
when he suffered he threatened not, but committed himself to him that
judged) righteously." This is written for our instruction that we may
profit thereby. It is not simply when things are pleasant with us, and
everything may be so that it costs no special effort to manifest those
characteristics that are enjoined for us to show forth; but when we are
unjustly dealt by and persecuted, slandered and misrepresented, then is
the time and theie is the opportunity to prove that we are walking in
the footsteps of our great example; not returning evil for evil but contrariwise, blessing for cursing, and committing ourselves to him that
judgeth righteously. It is a matter for each one of us individually to
examine himself and see how far we have attained to our example in
this respect. And as our Lord derived strength and comfort in the
knowledge of the love and approbation of his Father, so we, if we are
walking in his footsteps, can derive comfort and strength from the
same- source. "For the joy that was set before him he endured the
cross and despised the shame." There is a joy set before us in comparison with which all the afflictions and evils we may have to endure in the
present state are as nothing, or as the apostle puts it, "I reckon that
the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with
the glory which shall be revealed in us." If we have our hearts set on
the things that Christ looked forward to, and are being guided by his
precepts in our daily walk in the world, then may we look forward in
joyous anticipation to that coining day whei^our Lord shall again return and when we shall stand before him to give an account of our
stewardship. .lust as surely as wo are here this morning will we bo in
his presence bye and bye, and it depends on our faithfulness now as to
the reception we shall be accorded by him. If we arc not among the
approved in that day the fault will be in us and we only will have ourselves to blame if we fail of attaining to the prize of eternal life and an
inheritance in the kingdom of God and association with Christ as kings
and priests of the age to come. God has shown his love to us in that
he has provided a way by which we may attain to this position, and has
brought us to a knowledge of the great salvation that is in Christ Jesus.
Christ has shown his love for us in that he has laid down his life on our
behalf, "for greater Jove hath no man than thai ho lay down his life for
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his friends. Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I command you."
Here is the test for us to apply and see if our friendship is of that
character that will be acceptable in the day of our Lord when he returns
to reward his friends, those who have shown that they are possessed of
that genuine friendship that is manifested by obedience. May it be
ours to be among those who show an appreciation of lhat love that has
been manifested towards us by our obedience, and so be accounted
worthy to sit down with our Lord at his table in his kingdom.
THE NEW COVENANT ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE RELATIONS
BY Dlt. THOMAS.

T lEj)RIMARILY and generally, there are two covenants—the Abrahamic and
•i-ST
the Mosaic. These are styled "Old " and " 2sew," not with reference to
the order of their record on the page of history, but in relation to the time of
their coming into force. The Mosaic,,?tyled in Jer. xxxi: 31: "The covenant which
I made with Israel's fathers, when I took them by the hand to bring them out of
the land of Egypt"—this was instituted at Sinai 430 years after the typicul-eonlirmation of the promise to Abraham (Gal. iii: 17; Gen. xv: 18). The Mosaic
continued in force for sixteen centuries, a period that brings us down to the time
of Jesus and the apostles. About six hundred years before their day, the Spirit
of Christ in the angel Gabriel, informed Daniel, as recorded in chapter ix of his
book, that Messiah the Prince should confirm a covenant; and in the last half of
the seventieth week of years from a certain decree, should cause to cease from
sacrificing and offering. This teaches that Messiah was to effect a change
respecting the law as the result of his conlirmatiou of a covenant, and consequently another covenant than the Mosaic.
This being tiie purpose of God, the apostolic writings record the fulfillment.
Paul, who had made greater progress in the Jews' religion than any of his contemporaries, who were more learned in Judaism than any rabbi now living;
and consequently Paul, even if he were not a Christian, is better authority in
constitutional questions concerning the Hebrew Commonwealth than all rabbis
of our day—this same constitutional Jewish lawyer—Paul saith that the Mosaic
covenant had been made old by the promise of a new one, and that in his time it
was ready to vanish away (Heb. viii: 13). Furthermore, he tells us that Jesus
Christ was a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to CONFIRM the
promises made unto the fathers (Horn, xv: 8). These promises are the truth of
God and Jesus Christ was the coniirmer thereof asGabriel had foretold to Daniel
But, wlien did lie confirm this New Covenant V

This question is answered in the words of Jesus recorded in Luke xxii: 29,
30, and elsewhere, saying, " And I am covenanted for you, as my Father covenants for me a kingdom; that ye may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom,
and sit upon thrones, ruling the twelve; tribes of Israel." "I am covenanted,"
yes, yes; and in so doing he said, "This is my blood of the covenant being
poured out for many for remission of sins" (Matt, xxvi: 28). '-I lay down my life
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that I might take it again. No man taketh it from me, but I lay it down of
myself. L have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again. This
commandment have I received of my Father; " and, therefore, it was not felode
se (Jno. x: 17).
Now, having accomplished this decease and taken up again his life in
rising from the dead, the covenant with Abraham was antitypicully contained.
The antitypical Isaac was offered up and received again by the Father by resurrection from the dead. This ottering of Isaac's seed, the Christ, was the death
of the mediatorial testator of the New Covenant; for where a testament or covenant is, there must also, of necessity, be the death of the testator. If there had
been no covenant, new or old, there would have been no occasion for the death
of Isaac's Seed. The Abrahamic Covenant, then, is called New, because it did
not come into force till the resurrection of Jesus, which happened in the vanishing period, "the last days" or "end of the" Mosaic "Aion."
This covenant, confirmed by Jesus as its Mediator (Heb. xii: 24) is the covenant to be made with Judah and Israel, according to Jeremiah, Ezekiel and other
prophets. It has not yet been made with Israel and Judah; that is, they have
not been brought into the bond, or a delivering of the covenant (Ezek. xx: 33-37).
At the period of confirmation it was offered to Israel and Judah's brotherhood;
but they rejected it with scorn, because it was offered in the name of Jesus.
This brotherhood, which then existed in the commonwealth of Judea, is represented in Zech. xi: 14, as a staff in Jehovah's hand, named " bands." They were
in the bands of the Old Covenant, which bound them together as one nation.
Now, the prophet teaches, in this place, that the cutting asunder of the staff,
Beauty, or the cutting off of Messiah the Prince, in whom no fault was found,
would be the disruption of an existing covenant (verse 10); and that, after this
the other staff, bauds, should be cut asunder, indicating the dissolution of the
commonwealth of Israel and Judah. This came to pass accordingly in the apostles' days, when Jerusalem was destroyed by the Little Horn. This was the
epoch of breaking the Old Covenant, not of making the New, with Israel and
Judah. When the New is made with them, the law of Jehovah will be in their
inward parts and written in their hearts; and all Israelites will know him, from
the least of them to the greatest. This is yet to come to pass.
The Old Covenant was never given to the Gentiles. A man of another
nation never came under it, unless he became an adopted citizen of the Hebrew
Commonwealth. The Gentiles were not even called by the gospel until Beauty
was cut asunder, or the Mosaic covenant was broken "with all the people," There
is no obligation on Gentiles to keep the Jewish Sabbath. There is no one on
earth, Jew or Gentile, that keeps it according to law, and any other observation
of it only brings into condemnation. Gentile Sabbatarianism is a fig-leaf of the
apron devised by the Old Man of the Flesh for the concealment of his shame.
His teaching concerning it is mere twaddle.
The New, or Abrahamic, Covenant having been brought into force by the
death of Jesus, Gentiles are invited to avail themselves of it, though for the time
being Israelites rejected it. The last eighteen hundred years has been a period
of individual acceptance of the Abrahamic Covenant, and of national rejection of it.

Multitudes of individuals have embraced it joyfully, and at the hazard of prop*
erty, liberty and life; but not a single nation has received it. It offers to indi-
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viduals remission of sins, and inheritance amonj,' the sanctified throngli faitli t h a t
leads unto Jesus Christ. In oilier words, it confers the right of life forever of
dominion over the nations in Messiah's aion, commonly called " The. Millcnbaa."
When the day of Christ's power arrives, the Isrw litish nation will be willing
and "lad to receive it even from the Is'ay.arene they now so cordially despise.
Many other nations will also receive it, and rejoice, with Israel in its blessing.
This is the testimony of Moses as well as of all the prophets and apostles. But they
do not, and will not, accept it in the absence of Jesus from the earth. They
will, therefore, be subject* not rulers, mortals not immortals, people not princes,
in t h e age to come.
•'How do we Gentiles get under the Xew Covenant? " Individually': 1 Yes.
The answer to this question is, '" By taking hold of i t . " But what does taking
hold of the Covenant consist in'.J In believing the things concerning the kingdom
of God and the name of Jesus Christ : and then being immersed into the name
of t h e F a t h e r , and of t h e Son and of t h e Holy Spirit (Acts viii: 12; Matt, xxviii:
20). In other words, believe the exceeding great and precious promises covenanted to the fathers A b r a h a m , Isaac, Jacob and David, and confirmed by the
offering of the body of J e s u s Christ; and having this faitli, put on Christ by baptism into him, for in Hebrews Paul says, '-]5y the new, or second, will (covenant
or testament) we are sanctified through the offering of Jesus Christ once." We
are sanctified by the Abriiharnic, Covenant, which is ntadn sanctifying by Jesus, Ihe seed
of Abraham, Us mediatorial testator, kaunij dedicated it by his blood. IGNORANCE OK
TUB PROMISES COVJiNANTKDTOTHE FATHERS EXCLUDES FROM THIS COVENANT-

SANCTIFJOATION, WITHOUT WHICH THERE is NO SALVATION". "Alienated from
God's life," says Paul, "through the ignorance that is in them "' (Eph. iv: IS).
Let those who cannot get beyond the faith and trembling of the demons, who as
well as they believed that Jesus was the Christ the Son of God, think on these
things. Read Jas. ii: 19; Mark i: 2t-o-t.
With the hope that sufficient has been adduced to relieve our correspondent
of her difficulty, we conclude, wishing her and her friends a glorious participation in the consolation, in the expectation of which she patiently endures.

CONVEBSATION
ON PEESENT
APFAIES———
{Conlinmd from page 2Jt«2.)
evening, brother B. . . .
Well, I have given much
thought to "present affairs" in connection with the subject of our last conversation, and I would like to talk to
you further on Rom. v: 12. I
find
many of the brethren unwilling to accept the meaning you give to Dr.
Thomas' translation-"in whom all
have sinned."
B,—Yes, and many of them insist

that the words, -'for that all have
sinned" mean their own personal sins.
There seems to bo a dread of eonnectj , , K u s w i U l Adam in any way that
will make us sinners in him.
A.—I find that to be the case; and
some of them will not allow of any
definition of sin except that it is a
personal transgression of law.
15. —That's it; hence they claim that
the words "for that all have sinned"
mean all that have committed personal
sins. It is true, of course, that all, except Christ, commit personal sins; but
Paul is not speaking of personal sins
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in that text.
A.—That is what yon say, but where
is the proof ?
H.—The proof, brother, is in the text
itself, and I will make it clear that a
child can see it. A cause must always
precede its effect, must it not ?
A.—Yes, of course.
B.— Very well, the cause in the text
is sin, and the effect is death, is it not ?
A.—Yes.
15.—That being the case we have
only to keep in mind that the death
that "passed upon all men," passed
upon them before they ever committed
personal sins; they were born under
this death, which is the death that
came by Adam, yet the Apostle says
that the reason this death passed upon
all men is because they all sinned.
Since they could not have sinned personally before this death passed upon
them, and since this death passed upon
them because "they all sinned," it follows that the sin in which they all
sinned is federal sin, and not personal
sin, and that makes it clear that all
men are federally or racially connected
with the one sin of Adam, and need to
be redeemed out from under it and its
consequences.
A.--But it is claimed that the only
sense in which Adamic sin is upon us
is that we are mortal.
B.—That is a confounding of sin
with its effects. Mortality is the effect
of the sin I'aul is referring to and he
says that all sinned in that sin which
brought mortality, and that was
Adamic sin, a sin which he was personally guilty of, and which is federally
held against us in such a way that unless we pass from our condemned relation to it, into the uncondemned relatrou in Christ we can never be in reconciliation or atonement with God.
A. --It is that peculiar way of saying
that "we sinned in Adam" that is

objectionable, and which is regarded as
an innovation which some have imposed
upon the body in late years.
B.—An innovation of iate years to
say that "we all sinned in Adam?"
Those who say that either have poor
memories or they have never read the
writings on the Truth of the early days
of its revival by Dr. Thomas.
A.—Why, does Dr. Thomas really
use such language ? The last time I
was here you quoted from memory
something about the Doctor saying that
in a certain sense we are guilty of
original sin. I would like to see what
he really did say.
13.—Brother A, what would you think
if the Doctor said that we all ate of the
forbidden fruit V
A.—Well, I should think that he
meant that we did so in a sense—that
is, federally, like Levi paying tithes in
Abraham.
B.—Exactly; but if the Doctor could
say that "we all ate the forbidden fruit
in Adam," and these brethren you
have been talking to accept his words
why do they object to our saying "we
all sinned in Adam '! "
A.—I suppose it is because they cannot understand how we could sin before we were born.
B.—But because they cannot understand it is no reason why we should
deny the words of Scripture. Paul
says Levi did pay tithes before he was
born, and Paul told the truth whether
these brethren can understand him or
not, and he also says, "for that," or "in
whom"—take which translation you
like—"all have sinned" as the cause of
the death which "passed upon all men."
The facts and the truth are there
whether they can be understood or
not. I know it is not so easy to tell
how we can pay tithes or sin federally
as it is to see how we can do these personally; but to deny this federal aspect
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of sin is to deny the Scriptures.
A.—That is correct, and I have an
idea that if yon could show these brethren that Dr. Thomas did use these to
them objectionable expressions, it
would help to induce them to a closer
study of federal sin, tithe-paying, etc.,
iind that, might, and 1 believe, would)
with those who are honest, stop the
contention.
B.—Well, brother A, if you think
that I am sure I shall take pleasure in
giving you the very words of the Doctor, and the works and pages where
they are found.
A.—That's what I would like, for 1
must confess I have never read the
words and I would fee] stronger if I
saw them in his writings.
13.—Well, here is Mpis Israel, a book
that I read over thirty years ago. On
page 113 is a chapter entitled "The
Constitution of Sin." You shall take
the book home and read it. Also read
the chapter which follows the one re_
ferred to. It is entitled "The Constitution of Righteousness."
In the
meantime just let us glance over these
pages. On page 113, "The word sin is
used in two principal acceptations in
the scriptures. It signifies in the first
place, 'transgression of law ;' and in
the next, it represents that physical
principle of the animal nature which
is the cause of all its diseases, and disolution to dust." Page 115, "Sin in the
flesh is hereditary, and entailed upon
mankind as the consequence of Adam's
violation of the Eden law. The original sin was such as I have shown in
previous pages. Adam and Eve committed it, and their posterity are suffering the consequences of it.
The
tribe of Levi paid tithes to Melchizedek many years before Levi was
born. * * * Upon this same principle"—now note, brother A—"Upon
this same principle all mankind ate, of
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the forbidden fruit, being in the loins of
Adam when he transgressed." Now
mark again, brother A,, "This is the
only way men can by any possibility be
guilty of original sin. Bemuse, tlw,y
sinned in Adam, therefore they return to dust from which they came—
says the Apostle 'in whom all have
sinned.' "
A.--That is very clear that the Doctor teaches that we all sinned in Adam,
and so it is no use objecting to the
phraseology, because he gives the
words of Paul about tithe paying and
"in whom all have sinned" to support
it. But now comes the question, Does
our eating the forbidden fruit, in Adam,
or our sinning in Adam, bring upon us
anything but physical effects of that
sin V
B.—Yes, that is a relevant question,
and we can get the answer by asking,
Did the physical effects come upon us
by accident or by a divine taw of condemnation ? Is not the law which condemns one thing, and the physical
effect, or carrying out of that law,
another ?
A.—Does Dr. Thomas say anything
on that phase of the subject V
B.—Yes, indeed he does. lie says
(page 116), "Men must be born sinners before they can become saints;
even as one must be born a foreigner
before he can be an adopted citizen of
the States. It is absurd to say that
children are born holy, except in the
sense of their being legitimate." Now
this state into which we are born, the
Doctor calls "the constitution of sin.''
Look at this, brother A—"Hence the
Apostle says, 'by Adam's disobedience
the many were made sinners'1 (Horn, v:
19), that is, they were endowed with a
nature" (the physical effect) " like his,
which had become unclean" (by the
laiv of condemnation) "as the result of
disobedience; and, by the constitution
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of the economy into which they were
introduced by the will of the flesh, they
were constituted transgressors before
they were able to discern between right
and wrong. Upon this principle he
that is born after the flesh is a sinner;
as lie that is born of English parents is
an English child" (by law and nature).
"Such a sinner is an heir of all that is
derivable from sin. Hence, new born
babes suffer all the evil of the peculiar
department of Satan, or sirTs kingdom,
to which they belong. Thus in the case
of the Amalekites when the divine
vengeance fell upom them the decree
was, Utterly destroy all they have,
and spare not, but slay both man and
woman, infant

and suckling, ox and

sheep, camel and ass."
Again -"But men are not only
mane or constituted sinners by the dis_
obedience of Adam, but they become
sinners even as he, by actual transgression."

A.—I do not see where the difference
is between the law and the physical
nature.
B.--Did you not notice the illustra
tion V
A.—I thought I was paying attention.
B.—The illustration was that an
English child born of English parents,
is English by law and nature.
A.—Yes, but they are inseparable.
B.—Why so ? Take the whole illustration and do the Doctor and common sense justice, brother A. He supposes this English son becoming an
adopted citizen of the States, does he
not ?
A.—Yes.
B.—Is the son an Englishman according to law after said adoption ?
A.—No.
15. J)oes the adoption change his
English nature physically V
A.--No.
B.—Then is not the law under which

he is born distinguishable and separable from the nature in which he is also
born 't
A.—Yes, I see now, that clears up
the matter.
B.—Now then, brother A, we are not
only born in Adamic flesh, but we are
born under Adamic condemnation, are
we not V
A.—Yes, of course, all must admit
tin't, for that was the very thing settled
in the free-life controversy, even that
Christ was born under Adamic condemnation.
B.—Exactly, and now is not condemnation a thing of law, and is not the
physical result or the carrying out of
the law, the effect ?
A.—Yes.
B.—Then can you not remove the
condemnation of the law and still
have the physical effect remain, pending
a future contingency ?
A.--Yes.
B —Suppose a vessel is quaranteened
with many of our friends on board, is
not the law declared before our friends
feel its effects ?
A.—Yes, that is true.
B.—When the condemnation of the
quaranteened ship is removed by the
Board of Health is not the ship free
from the condemnation of the law.
A.—Yes.
B.—But the vessel is still at anchor
out at sea and our friends cannot come
ashore.
A.—Yes.
B.--Well then in the law they are
free before they are free physically V
A.—Yes, that's a good illustration.
B.—Supposing it took a month or ten
years to carry the message to the captain that the condemnation had been
removed, would they not be free from
the law all that time, yet not physically
at liberty V And now, brother A, cannot Adamic condemnation, the taw of
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sin and death, be removed from you
and me, so as to redeem us from our
"far off" relation, and yet leave us to
wait the coming of the Lord for the
"redemption of the body" or the removal of the physical effect ?
A.—That is a grand thought and ;i
sweet truth. Brother B, it is getting
late and I must go now.
B.—The next time we meet we will
apply these thoughts to Rom. viii, and
see what we can get out of that much
disputed passage of . Scripture. Good
night.
EDITOR'S TOUR SOUTH,

Iff EAVING home at noon, August
JmM 5th, we arrived at St. Loui"
that evening at six o'clock. At eight
we took the train for Joplin, Mo., arriving there at eight o'clock the following morning, where brother Phillips
meb us. From Joplin we went to brother Phillips' home in Galena, Kansas,
by trolly car, a distance of eight miles.
The weather was very hot, and, like all
mining towns we have seen, Galena is
open to the full blaze of the sun, with
no shade trees to shield from its oppressive heat. Brother E. B. Phillips
is one who learned the Truth at the
debate in Creal Springs some years ago
between Mr. Grim, a CampbeJIite, arid
the editor. He was attending the
Baptist College there at the time and
soon after the debate he put on the
Saving Name. The brethren of Creal
Springs will be pleased to hear that he
is in a good situation—just such as
suits his excellent ability in that line.
Now that in this respect lines have
fallen to him in more pleasant places,
he is manifesting a commendable zeal
according to knowledge in the Truth's
behalf.
Brother Phillips' pressing invitation
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to us to go out of our way to visit him
was prompted by memory of days gone
by, and by the hope that we might help
to strengthen SOUK; to withstand the

efforts being secretly put forth in certain parts to divide the brethren on the
subject of Adamic condemnation and
responsibility to the judgment seat of
Christ. In measure the hope was
realized, whether it shall be fully so
time will tell.
In Galena there was an evangelist
from Kansas City holding a revival
meeting in a large tent under the auspicies of all the churches of the town
combined. There was little hope of
getting a hearing for the Truth when
the people were intoxicated with the
spirit of the flesh so abundantly sold
over the counters of the revivalistic
institutions. But brother Phillips had
the boldness to ask the Methodist
preacher to allow us the use of the
tent after the close of their meeting
Sunday afternoon. The gentleman
was willing if the evangelist was, to
whom the tent belonged, though the
churches were paying for its use. A
visit to the evangeiist and an explanation that the visitor was a resident of
the town in good standing, and that
the object of our work, in brief, was to
"take out a people for Christ's name,"
received a favorable response. The
brethren nnd sistws ;iH went to the
tent about half an hour before the
gentleman closed his meeting, and they
of course had to be witnesses of the
wily ways of preachers to hypnotize
the people into the delusions that the
foolishness of a revival meeting is the
religion of Christ. After the preachers and a few of the people had given
an exhibition of contortions and conversions, of the sort that children
would term "monkeyshines," the organ was started and the professional
singers on the platform shouted while
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the people were being dismissed. This
seemed to be another of the wily ways
of preachers to play and sing the people out of the tent and leave the empty
benches for us. But we had announced
rather a novel subject, "Is there any
reason why Christ should come to
Galena?"—and some lingered. We
took the platform and announced our
presence. About two hundred remained and we addressed them for,
perhaps, forty-five minutes. Some
came forward and shook hands, saying,
"There is some sense in that." "I have
been thinking'something like that." "I
have told my Melhodist friends that I
do not expect my reward any sooner
than Paul, and he did not expect his
till the coming of Christ," This encouraged the brethren and sisters to
engage the Opera House for Monday
and Tuesday nights, but very few
came, perhaps on account of the hot
weather, but more likely because "cutting monkeyshines" was more amusing; alas, for such a state of things.
Brother Seagoe, who hails from Pomana, California, did his part well in
helping to get a hearing for the Truth.
He is a strong, robust young man and
may be of considerable help in the
work if he shall be able to escape tVie
influence of some who are making
special efforts to disturb his mind, and
through him to disturb others, on
Adamic condemnation and responsibility.
From Galena we went to Plumerville, Ark., where brother Martin met
us to convey us to Martinville, twenty
miles in the, country- It was too late
to go that night so brethren Walsh and
Martin had arranged for a lecture in
the schoolhouse at Plumerville. There
was a small audience, with several
preachers and one Jew. The Jew said
he never saw the Old Testament harmonize with the New in that way before,

and with the Trinity removed it was
not difficult for a Jew to accept what
had been said.
The next morning we went to Martinville where the Fraternal Gathering
had commenced. Some were there
from long distances and others coming
from various parts of the State. But
how about the state of things in the
Martinville ecclesia ? A division had
existed for nearly two years and last
year all had held a fraternal
gathering with a state of things that
relegated the breaking of bread in
commemoration of Christ to the background. In a, sense Jesus our Lord
and Saviour, who had died for us, was
sent out into the woods while his brethren held a "fraternal gathering."
There was no one who cared to repeat
this this year, and yet they thought the
breach could not be healed. A special
invitation had brought us there this year
to try and remove the trouble. That
was the first thing to be done, and we
impressed upon all that a fraternal
gathering depended upon real fraternity. We heard both sides fully and
as to facts both sides agreed, and we
had won half the battle by the fact
that truthful men were to be dealt
•with. Fortunately brother Lenox of
Bradford, Ark., was present, and we
asked him to help. In a short time
the mist was cleared away and we had
a report for the meeting that would
soon turn it into a fraternal gathering.
Sunday came*, the report was read, and
by a standing vote it was accepted
amid tears of joy. The result was that
all felt and said it was the best fraternal gathering ever held in Arkansas.
Many evils have existed among the
brethren in this state, but they are
being eliminated, and a great improvement is manifest. There is a general
improvement in this country of late
years, which is quite apparent to an
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occasional visitor. The rough places
are becoming smooth, and all are encouraged to keep at it. Press on, brethren, press on.
It will interest some to know that brother Teas was in attendance at the
gathering, and since some estrangement has existed, from causes which
need not be named now, we deem it
right to say that we know of nothing
now standing in the way of his being
encouraged by the brethren in what
public work in the Truth he may be
able to give his attention to. The harvest is plenty and the laborers are few.
The more faithful laborers we can
have the better; and such will be welcomed and encouraged so long as they
stand for the unadulterated Truth and
fellowship upon a pure, well-defined
basis. At this gathering it has appeared to us that frankness aud
earnestness in matters doctrinal, ecclesial and personal have characterized
the whole proceedings. Let us be
grateful to God and work and wait.
The gathering ended Sunday night,
August 13th, and on Monday buggies
and canvassed covered wagons were to
be seen wending their way homeward,
many only going to catch up with their
work to return to the debate on the
21st, which was to held twenty miles
from Mai'tiuville. We had a week to
wait for this debate, and could catch
up with our writing, giving only three
lectures during the week.
(To be continued next month.)
LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS.
N E W EDBKTBURG, AUK.,

July 31, '99.

DEAR BKOTHJSK WILLIAMS, and

the

household greeting:
Soon the appointed time for the Fraternal Gathering will be here. Brother
Overstreet and I earnestly desire to
meet with the brethren, but circum-
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stances are against us. I hope the
meeting will be refreshing and upbuilding. To me, in the pilgrimage of life,
the meetings are like an oasis in the
desert. It stimulates our love and
kindles anew our zeal. Our high calling seems so real when we see the
brethren and sisters rejoicing in the
one hope, faithful as latter-day witnesses, not denying the faith nor the
Name.
It is well for us to remember we are
called to holiness. It is the faith that
works by love and purifies the heart,
that will develop the character the
Father requires in His children. The
Captain of our salvation has left us an
example, so we need not stumble and
fall at the weakness of others; we must
overcome, even as Christ overcame. It
is comforting to know Christ bore our
nature. He knows our weakness, and
has invited us to come unto him with
our burdens and trials and in him find
rest (Matt, xi: 28-29). The man nature
is a very ugly thing uncontrolled by the
Word of God. We act wisely to heed
the admonition in Col. iii: 10-17. The
new man is renewed in knowledge.
See the beautiful traits that are developed by it. "Bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness,
long-suffering, forbearing and forgiving."
The beautiful admonition in Phil.
iv: 5 is a compass in the daily walk
of life if we will heed it. Are we looking for the Saviour in truth? Do our
lives prove it? That is the test. Paul
was a living epistle known and read of
all men. These are dangerous times:
legarthy is worse than persecution.
Our love for the truth is certainly tested
now.
It is a belief in God's word, and that
earnest love for the truth that makes
us faithful and wise servants of God. "If
God be for uswhocau be against us?"
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All power and strength is with our God.
Let us open our eyes to the promises
and requirements of our God. If we
do. what a cleansing of the household
there will be. Let us act wisely, and
strive to build each other up, in our
moi;t lioly faith. May those of the
household of faith, who are so fortunate as to he able to attend the gathering go in the spirit of brotherly love,
remembering they are members nf the
Christ-body, called-out ones, not of the
world. As members of that body glorify Him who has called them to His
kingdom and glory.
Our esteemed brother Teas sent us
an invitation to meet with them at
Martinville. To him and all the beloved in Christ, we will say our hearts
are all agJovv with desire to be with
them, but we cannot attend. May the
God of Israel be in your midst and
bless and direct you.
With love to all the faithful, your
brother and sister in the one hope,
.1. C. and L. OVERSTREET.

A HERESY NIPPED IN THE BUD.

BROTHER HUGGINS:
About the question of Infant
Salvation, I desire to call your attention to these texts : " Ask whatsoever
ye will and I will do it."' " Whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer believing
shall be done unto you." I am positively certain from a careful perusal of
these texts, that, if, in the future age,
we shall ask in faith for the resurrection and salvation of our dead children, that He will save them; for His
promise is, " I will do it. : ' " Whatsoever"—anything, absolutely anything,
everything we ask of Him shall He do
for us. He will give us our heart's desire. If we desire our children in the
kingdom (aud we will), we can get them
in it for the asking: ''Ask and ye shall

receive. Your brother in this hope
C.'
Brother C, in trying to prove infant
salvation, has practically abandoned
the Truth as prophetically and aposlolically promulgated; and by a misapplication of the "texts" he claims to have
carefully perused, he steps off the platform of the "One Faith" and disappears in the fog of Russelism. In taking his leave of us he takes time to tell
us that he is '-positively certain" that
both '"resurrection" and "salvation"
can he had "for the asking." This
would be a very simple and cheap way
of redemption. Cheaper still ; for the
"desire" only we get our " dead children" in the kingdom of God ! He subscribes himself a brother "in this hope;"
but we must disown him as a brother,
for he has repudiated the "One Hope"
for a false hope, and espoused a towering delusion of the apostacy, a subtile
heresy which must not be allowed to
seed, but must, at all hazards, be
nipped in the bud.
Cannot brother C. see that if his argument is good for infant salvation it ia
equally good for R. G. Ingersoll V
"Whatsoever,'' absolutely anything, everything." If C asks for his dead
"children" to be raised and saved,
since it is written, "I will do it," he
seems to think he has the advantage
of God. God, lie thinks, will do "anything" and "everything" he asks Him
to do; and I presume this is why he is
so "positively certain" about his theory. Whether or not he will get God
under obligations to him, and have
Him, the great Creator of the universe,
to do his bidding, like a servant doing
"everything" you might "ask" or "desire" him to do—this is the question: If

he does he need not stop at his "dead
children;" he can get his dead friends.
It would not matter how low in degradation they might be; no matter how
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debased, mean and wicked; he would
only nave to "desire'' or "'ask" for
them. If this would be true in C's
case it would be true iu every other
one's case that, will be saved. And by
the time all the saved ones got their
dead children and • friends raised and
saved, there would not remain a single
individual of the human family unsaved. Logically our friend has gone
into universalism.
This fiasco would have been averted
if C would have only sought and read
"the book of the Lord " (Isa. xxxiv 10.
He would have learned for himself the
Biblical teaching upon the point in
question. In this article we will blaze
a few trees in the great forest of evidence lying before us. Instead of receiving " absolutely anything " and
"everything" that is asked for, we find,
and repeatedly, too, that there is a refusal to fulfill some prayers—"Ye ask
and 'receive not" (Jas. iv: 3, Christ
prayed that if possible the Father would
remove the cup of suffering from himIt was not possible; he drank the dregs
of the cup. Let C turn and read again
the "texts" he quotes. He will notice,
if hi read them critically, that he has
forced a false interpretation upon them.
Matt, xxi: 22 says that " Whatsoever
ye ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive," " I F ye have faith and doubt
not" (v. 21). " I F ye abide in me, and
my words abidein you, ye shall ask what
ye will, and it shall be done unto you "
Jno. xv: 7.
Answer to prayer, then, hangs on an
" if," wholly depending on His "words"
abiding in us. If they abide in us, we
are " one " with the Father; His will is
our will; we ask nothing " amiss," but
as branches of the Vine, in it and of it,
getting our sustenance from it, and being, therefore, in harmony with it, we
ask that which is pleasing to Deity to
give. This is too great and grand a
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truth to pervert and adulterate like C
has. Let us hope and pray that he will
come to himself, regain his normal condition, and enlist again in the Truth
which saves; and cast from him this
heresy, which properly belongs to the
theological mysticism, surrounding us;
but from which we have been emancipated.
llOBT. G. HUCKHNS.
ME. HALL OU GOOD WOEKS.
Mr. Hall has found a difference on
one point between the Catholic church
and the Baptist church, <ind this is how
he states it :
"Rome teaches that good works are
meritorious, and that a neglect of them
cuuses the loss of spiritual life. This
is consistent, but it is unscriptural.
The Baptists say good works are not
meritorious, and that a neglect of them
(!) does not involve the salvation of the
soul. This is both consistent and
scriptural."
What do you tliinK of that? The
Baptist church says that you may neglect good works anil yet be saved; and
that to say this is consistent and scriptural ! !
Is it possible that a man who claims
to be a preacher of the gospel could
pen such words ? That one can neglect good works and yet not lose salvation ! Yes; on the first page and in the
fourth column of his paper, the Ameriican Baptist Flay, No. 48, December 8,
1898, Mr. Hall says that the Baptist
church teaches, yes, TEACHES that good
works are not meritorious and that a
net/led of them does not involve the salvation of the soul." So Paul's words
must be reversed to suit the Baptist
church—"He that soweth to the flesh
shall of the flesh reap—corruption ?
No; good works are not meritorious.
Sow to the flesh all you please, in the
Baptist church, and still you will reap
life everlasting. One wonders if there
is any other church that puts such a
premium upon bad works.
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with peace or burdened with war,
whether brethren torment us with vitrol or soothe us with balm, whatever
may be our lot it is ours, brethren, to
press on in our duty to God, with a
single eye to His glory and for the wellbeing
of our fellow men.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
The flesh is naturally vindictive, and
PKICB.— Per Year, In advance
»2.0l>
the precepts of Christ are intended and
Half Yearly, in advance
1.01)
To new subscribers on trial, 50 cents for six calculated to change its diabolical namonths.
In Great Britian arul her Colonies, 8s. per year.
ture into child-like humility and ten2s. per % year.
4s. per % year.
derness under the most trying circumWe make special arrangements with a limited hum
ber who are unable to pay the full subscription juice.
stances. In this we have not a Master
A few deserving, but poor, are supplied by the contributions of generous friends.
who has simply said, Do as I tell you to
Kemit by Draft. Post Office Order, Registered Letter
or Express Order—not by cheeks on local banks.
do; but we have one who says, Do as 1
Address all remittances to THOS. WILLIAMS, 834 61st
street, Chicago, 111.
DISOONT1NUANCKS.-A larKo majority of our sub have done. We can scarcely imagine
sciibers prefer not to have their paper discon
a circumstance of evil into which we
tinued in case they fail to remit beforeexpirationIt is therefore assumed that unless notification to
discontinue is received, the subscriber wishes a
may fall which has not had its councontinuance.
terpart in the history of Him who has
been " touched with the feelings of our
SEPTEMBER, 1899.
infirmities." He triumphed, and he
E have spent three weeks has a surplus with which to help us so
among the brethren in parts that we can triumph. Our days are
of Kansas and Arkansas during Au- short and few whether they are measgust, worked hard in very hot weather, ured and counted by chronological
and returned home tired and yet busy. rules or by those of average mortality.
But what of this, when it is evident The three great dates are before us in
that the harvest is plenty and the bold black figures. One of them (1260)
laborers are few. Our Heavenly Fa- is nearly thirty years in the past. The
ther grants us encouragement by pres- second (1290) is close by when its meanent visible results of hard work and ing must be made clear by some great
perseverance. The Truth is doing its event that will have a bearing upon
work in spite of all opposition and our destiny. The third (1335) will soon
those engaged in heralding its good follow, after a time of trouble such as
news have reasons to rejoice and press never was. " Blessed is he that waiton. There will be murmuring in the eth and cometh to the thousand three
camp, of course; we must expect it be- hundred and thirty-five days." If we
cause it has always been so. There shall have "waited" there will be a
will be envy, strife and jealousy of "lot" for us. If we shall have become
course, because sin's flesh is the same impatient and turned upon our fellow
now as it has been ever since it became servants to beat them, our Judge will
inoculated with the serpent venom. "rind no place of repentance" in reBut since we know this we can look sponse to the cry of anguish "Hast thou
out and guard against evil results, at no blessing' for me V
least so as to limit them in their power
to do evil. Whether we tind the way
BROTHER HAULEY writes, indorsing
rough or smooth, whether we meet the quotation from Dr. Thomas in the
friends or foes, whether we are blessed ADVOCATE for last month cm the
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dead coming forth mortal and not in
the state of o'ir first parents before sin.
He also rightly deprecates the theory
that every man must die literally to
pay the Adamic penalty, asking what
brother Vredenburgh calls " vagaries."
That every man must pay the Adamic
penalty for himself by literal death is
one of them, brother Hagley. Our
brother raises the question, Did Adam
eat of the tree of life ? and seems inclined to believe he did. This is dealt
with at length in '' Notes on Nichols,"
to which we would refer our brother ;
he will also find therein mortality defined, when and how man became mortal and what he was before he became
mortal.
OUK short quotation from an article
in the Visitor, by brother Laverock, in
connection with the misunderstanding
in Victoria, has brought from brother
Laverock a seventeen-page manuscript
in reply to what he calls our criticism.
We did not criticise his article, only
quoted from it to show that he advocated partial inspiration. Our criticism will be found in the pages of the
ADVOCATE years back when the controversy was going on, and it is needless to continue it. Since the manuscript just received advocates the same
old theory of partial inspiration, we
fail to see how it can correct our quotation from the Visitor. Had we the
time, and could we see that any good
would come out of it, it would he an
easy matter to expose the fallacy of
this manuscript. We deplore the divided condition of the household as
much as brother Laverock does, but as
long as there is a refusal to frankly
say that God inspired the production of
the original scriptures and that they
were therefore infallible, how can the
matter be remedied? We hope for
union as strongly as any one can, but

union in a case wherein the divine and
infallible production of the Scriptures
is in question would be union without
unity.
Brother Laverock informs us that he
has anticipated and provided for the
non-publication of his article in the
ADVOCATE, and of course he is at liberty to use it in whatever way he has
provided for; but we hope he will yet
see his way to use his good talents in a
better cause.
WILL THE CZAK ABDICATE 'i

London, Aug. 5.—M. de Blowitz, the
Paris correspondent of the Times, gives
an' extraordinary explanation of M.
Delcasse's present mission. He asserts
that it was decided upon quite suddenly, for a "reason which admitted of
no delay," and then gives the story,
which he says he has from "a source to
which I am jbound to attach importance." This is the explanation:
" Emperor Nicholas is disappointed
and tired of the throne. The absence
of an heir excites his superstitious feelings, and he" connects himself with a
Kussian legend according to which an
heirless czar is to be succeeded by a
czar Michael, predestined to occupy
Constantinople.
"The death of the czarewitch and
the failure of the conference at The
Hague led him to decide to abdicate on
the occasion of his coming visit to
Darmstadt. On this becoming known
in Paris M. Delcasse was sent in hut
haste to dissuade him from carrying
out this intention."
Ignorance of the Bible.
South Lyons, Mich.—"G. D."—Will
you give the quotation containing the
expression about beating swords into
ploughshares and also give its author i*
" And they shall beat their swords
into ploughshares and their spears into
pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they
learn war any more." The author's
name is unknown.

SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among these nations Shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among- the nations, whither they be gone,
and will gather them on every side, and bring
them into tbeir own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 23.

THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT,

place in the affairs of the Holy Land
since the inauguration of Jewish colonizing schemes by the Zionists in Palestine. The products of the farms
now total such a large figure that an
export trade to countries abroad is
springing up rapidly. Wine rivalling
and it) fact excelling that of the best
vineyards of France, grapes, oranges,
lemons, almonds, figs, dates, olives and
olive oil, are being produced will! such
success as to point to a great future for
the country, and it is claimed to answer
in a most practical way th >se "doubting Thomases'' who feared that the experiment would not prove a success.
Mr. Epstein brought with him samples
of some of the products, which furnish
strong evidence of the richness and fertility of the land ''flowing with milk
and honey."
The organization of these Jewish
colonies is on the most modern methods, and the equipment equal to that of
the best American or European farms.
Mr. Epstein is a facile linguist,
speaking fluently Hebrew, French,
German, Arabic, Russian and having
also some knowledge of English, and
thus well fitted to direct a colony made
up of Jewish settlers from different
parts of the globe. lie states that since
the inauguration of the great Zionist
movement the revival of interest in
the Holy Land has been remarkable
among the Jews, and colonists continue

K. E. W. LEWIN-EPSTEIN,
M
director of the Jewish Zionist
Colony at Rechobotli, in Palestine, is
at present on a visit to Canada, and
was extended the hospitalities of this
city by the members of the Council of
the Montreal Zionist Society.
Mr. Epstein's visit to America is
with the object of establishing depots
in all the leading cities on this s'ide of
the Atlantic, for the sale of the products of the Jewish colonies in Palestine.
A joint stock company with large
capital has been established in Xew
\ork for this purpose, similar ones
having already been established in
every part of Europe. Branches will
be extended in all the principal cities
of the United States and Canada.
It is expected that the arrangements
for the opening of a depot for the sale
of these products in Montreal will be
completed within a few weeks, the control of same being placed exclusively
in the hands of the Montreal Zionist
Society, who will be entrusted with
the supervision of the depots throughout Canada. Mr. Lewin-Epstein's description of the Jewish colonies in Palestine is highly interesting, and shows
a rate of progress and prosperity most
surprising to anyone not acquainted
with the revolution which has taken
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to arrive daily in spite of tlio disabilities imposed by the Turkish law. In
fact there is little doubt that the Turkish government will be obliged to rescind all edicts of limitation before
long, particularly as the Hebrew settlers and the Turks, Syrians and Arabs
all get on very well together, and there
is not the slightest friction between
them.
The number of tourists visiting Pal-'
estine has lately much increased, and
the new hotels in Jaffa and Jerusalem,
as well as in Hebron, offer nearly all
the comforts of those of more western
countries. Mr. Epstein has been in
close touch with Baron Edmond de
Rothschild, by whom the colonies have
been helped most munificently. Mr.
Epstein is also in close relation with
Dr. Herzl, the leader of the Zionist
movement, and was among those who
received him during his recent visit to
Palestine.— Montreal Star.
Brother James Laird, who kindly
sends the foregoing, says:
"The agricultural prosperity developing in Palestine is one of the most
cheering and gratifying signs of the
end of the age. Our hearts and hopes
are intertwined with the fortunes of
the covenanted land. As the mists of
morning disappear before the ascending
sun, so the legarthy of ages is vanishing before the vigor and persistently
directed energy of an awakening
people.
Our hearts leap forth exultingly at
the situation of preparedness that exists for the apocalypse of the Son of
man. That we may welcome Him and
that He may welcome us is the prayer
of your loving brother in Christ,
JAMES LAIRD.
STRANGE CRUSADE.

"There appears in the current No;th
American Review a hopeful and impas-
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sioned appeal for the permanent colonization of the Jewish nations in Palestine, written by Professor Richard
Gottheil, of Columbia University. The
author, himself a Jew, believes that
the Zionist movement is the only hope
for the happiness and preservation of
his race. Twenty centuries of an iSemitic persecution have convinced
him that this prejudice against his race
and religion will never die out until the
Jew has a country and a government uf
his own. Palestine, the ancestral home
of the Israelites, has sentimental and
religious associations that still draw
the scattered exiles to it, and Professor
Gotlheil believes a common ground has
been found on which all the diverse
factions of his creed and race can
stand.
The approach of the third annual
Zionist congress at Basle gives a timely
interest to Professor Gottheil's statements. Whatever one may think about
the feasibility of this strange modern
crusade, its progress in the last three
years must be admitted to be remarkable. Before the first congress at Basle
in 1897 there were in various parts of
the world 117 societies whose aims were
more or less Zionistic. At the second
Basle congress in 1898 their number
had risen to more than 800. In the
last three years the American Federation of Zionists has come into existence and now includes 12o societies, besides a number of other Zionist societies not yet affiliated with the federation.
In Palestine itself the movement has
attained considerable proportions. The
May Laws of Count Ignatieff marked
the beginning of the modern Zionistic movement. Instinctively the Jew
turned to his old home. Colonization
societies were formed in Russia and
Roumania. Attempts at colonizing
the Jews in Palestine had been made
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in the '50"s by Sir Moses Monteflore,
Lord Shaftesbury, Laurence Oliphant,
and Dr. Friedman, but the first real
colony was founded in 1870 by Charles
Netter und*r the auspices of the Alliance Israelite Universelle of Paris. An
agricultural school was started, around
which sixteen mother colonies have
since grouped themselves, with other
settlements attached,Jwhich bring the
total to twenty-five. They are located around Jerusalem, near Haifa
and Saffa, in Galilee, and even beyond
the Jordan. There are now 60,000
Jews in Patestine.
Thus far the colonists have been successful, thanks to the solid interest
taken in them by Baron Edmond de
Rothschild, who has spared neither expense nor trouble in helping them over
the experimental stage. Professor
Gottheil does not pretend that they
have yet passed that stage, but he says
as soon as they find a market for the
wine, cognac, scent, and soap produced
there they will be self-supporting. Already good schools and a national
Hebrew library have been founded and
are well maintained. A part of Baron
de Hirsclfs great bequest for the colonization of Jews in the Argentine has
latterly been turned to the support of
the Zionist movement. For the most
part, however, the funds by which the
cause is being advanced come from the
poorer Jews in all parts of the world.
The hundreds of societies now back of
the project indicate that the experiment will at least go much further before the wave of Zionistic enthusiasm
has passed.
Professor Gottheil, Dr. Herzl, Max
Nordau, and the other leaders of the
movement have abandoned the idea of
religious unity as the basis of the new
Zion. The ideal is that of a fixed home
and a renewed life in common for all
Jews. The pressure of anti-Semitism

calls for a refuge, and the traditions of
Judaism draw toward Palestine. Professor Gottheil tries in his article to
show that Zionism deserves support
from Turk, Christian and Jew alike.
The world at large will continue to
doubt the economic feasibility of grouping any considerable proportion of the
7,000,000 Jews of the world in the narrow confines of Palestine, but it is an
interesting fact that the tendency to
try the experiment has reached a stage
where it must be regarded as one of the
social phenomena of the day.
A Jew on the Saviour.

"II. Weinstock, a prominent Jew of
Sacramento, has created considerable
discussion by reading a paper entitled
"• Jesus, the J^w," in various synagogues on the Pacific coast. The following passage will give an idea of his
point of view:
" I found that, according to Xew
Testament traditions, Jesus was born a
Jew, lived a Jew, died a Jew. I found
that he preached nothing but Judaism
in its purest and simplest form. I
found that the thought of establishing
a new belief or even a new sect was
farthest from his mind ; that his aim
was not to follow after the heathens,
but to seek out the lost sheep of the
house of Israel. I found that his mission seemed to be to uplift the lowly
and to expose wickedness in high
places. I found that lie gave his heart,
his soul, and his very being to the poor,
to the sick and to the needy. He said,
• I am not come to heal the sound ; I
have been sent unto the sick.' I found
that he was a man of unbounded sympathies and of great moral courage;
that he was simply striving to practice
and to preach the moral code established by Moses and the prophets and
to literally put into practice in his daily
life the great law-giver's precept of
' Love thy neighbor as thyself.' "
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DOON.ONT.—I have the sad duty to
inform you of the death of sister Bullock
the beloved wife of brother G. Bullock,
Sr., of Doon. She died on the 26th of
July, and was buried at Blair cemetery.
CHICAGO, ILL.—Since our last intel- In the procession to the cemetery conligence we have assisted three others in sisting of brethren, sisters and friends,
putting on the sin-covering Name in the there were thirty-one carriages. The
appointed way after their having made services were conducted at the residence
the good confession, viz., Mrs. Benedict by brother John Tolton, of Gait, and
who was baptized August 4th, Burton brother Podder offered prayer at the
Little on August l!)th, and Katherine grave, which was very affecting. Our
Arvin, August 30th. It is cause for sister was in her forty-ninth year, and
rejoicing and eneourgagement in thus passed away in full faith in the resurrecseeing the truth operating on the minds tion of the just, She was never carried
of some and leading them to become re- away with questions of no profit, and we
lated in the appointed way to Him who is do not sorrow as those who are without
our life and our hope. We have had the hope, being assured that our sister will
company of the following visiting breth- rise again in the resurrection at the last
ren at the Lord's table during the past day. I remain yours in the one hope of
month: Brother Wooliscroft, from New Israel,
H. COLE.
Kensington, Pa., who will meet with us
in the future providing he finds suitable
GUELPH, ONT.-Be kind enough to
employment; sister Eomelson.Nuneaton,
England; sister Merry, Creal Springs, record in your intelligence columns the
111. Keceut lectures have been by bro. baptism of Miss Lottie Phillips (18) and
E. Hardy, subject "Paul's Hope;" and Miss Alice Tolton (17), the daughters of
brother J. Wood, subject " Zionism—a brethren E. Phillips and D. Tolton. of
Fulfillment of Thirty-seventh Chapter of this city. The young people who have
thus early in their life assumed the priviEzekiel.
.
J. LEASK, Sec.
leges and responsibilities of children of
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, have
(Hold over from last month.)
CHICAGO, ILL.—During the past an excellent knowledge of the Scriptures
month we have had the company of the and our hope is that their understanding
following brethren at the Lord's table: of God's will, and their perception of His
Brother and sister Reid, Lawreneeville, great love and mercy towards us maniVa.; brother and sister Soothill, Harvard, fested in His Son may induce them to
I I . ; brother iind sister Zander, Elgin, 111.; serve Him with singleness of heart and
brother E. Huggins, Creal Springs, 111,; in humbleness of mind during the period
sisters Grove, Springfield, Ohio; sister of their probation. We rejoice with the
Hancock, Missouri; and sister Lyman, parents in this nearer and more durable
Washington, D. 0. Brother Reed gave relationship; it is a happy and comfortus a good stirring, practical exhortation, ing reflection that those who are united
and brother Soothill spoke to our edifica- by the ties of affectiou as parent and
tion the morning they were with us, and child, may through God's abundant
brother Huggins gave a good lecture on mercy and the wise exercise of their faith
the "Father, Son and Holy Spirit." He look forward together to eternal comshowed himself to be familiar with the panionship and intercourse in a perfect
Scriptures, and able to set forth the truth and therefore far happier existence.
in a clear and convincing manner. Other
With best wishes, from your brother
recent lectures here given by brother in the faith,
JOHN BABBEB.
Thos. Williams have been on "The PresHENDERSON, KY.-Since our last
ent World and the World to Come," and
report we have received into our fellow"What Must I Do to Be Saved?"
by removal from North Carolina sisOwing to a number of our members be- ship
ing away on vacations, the attendance Rebekah Huggins and sister Addie Hugfor the past few weeks has not been quite gins. The first named is the mother of
as large as usual.
-IAS. LBASK, Sec.
our brother Bobt, G, Huggins, and the
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latter her daughter-in-law. They are
quite a welcome addition to our number
and we hope they may tarry long with us,
W. J. GBEEN, Sec.

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Wo are still in
the land of the living. Although few in
number wo are strong in faith, always
thankful for the great privilege of being
able to meet together in unity of faith
every first day of the week for the purpose of worshipping the Eternal God
through His dear Son. We have the glorious consolation of knowing that where
two or three are gathered together in
Christ's name there he is in the midst of
them. We know there will be '" many
called but few chosen." We are striving
to be among those who will be counted
worthy to be called sons of God and
brethren of the Great King.
We are most certainly approaching on
the swift wings of time the closing of the
age, when there will be a time of trouble
such as was never known. We realize the
force of the exhortation to be ready to
meet the Bridegroom, as a bride to meet
her husband, clothed in a pure and spocless robe of righteousness.
It is no easy matter to keep ourselves
unspotted from the world. At times we
are placed in the lire of most trying circumstances, and it is only by building
our faith on the unwavering foundation
of perfect confidence in our Creator that
we are able to withstand tho fiery darts
of the devil. We realize that there is no
time for contention over what fallible
man may consider right or wrong, but we
take the Bible and settle the question for
ourselves. But these questions which
are causing so much sorrow and separation iu the household of Christ willnever
cease until the Judge of the whole earth
shaii appear. It is strange wo cannot ail
he of the same mind one toward another
in these days of tribulation, sorrow, pain
and death.
It is a remarkable fact that out of the
65,000 inhabitants of this city there are so
very few that are seeking to know or to
do the will of God. They seem to be too
busy scheming and scrambling after the
" almighty dollar " to take any interest
in the higher and and richer things of the
future. They do not know anything and
seem to care less concerning God.

Some men appear to realize that something terrible is to come to pass before
long, but are unable to give any explanation of the mystery. Oh ! for the time to
come when the veil of sinful human nature will be torn asunder by the mighty
hand of the illustroiis Son of God, and
cause the people to look up and behold
the glorified Son of God.
We thank God that we are among those
who are working and watching for the
appearance of the King of kings, before
whoso presence sorrow and mourning
shall flee away.
Yours in hope of a better life,
J. V. GIBSON.

VICTORIA. B. C—We note your reply to our letter in the ADVOCATE

for

this month and to " clear the mist 'we
append the belief of the brethren in question and the conditions on which they
were admitted to our fellowship. You
were wrong in supposing that brother
Laverock was here, but admit that Drysdale's letter led you to believe it was
so. * * *
The belief of brother Blytheand sisters
Blytho and Andrews is simply this: That
the Word of God, known as the Old and
New Testaments, is inspired of God; that
the writers were inspired, and that therefore the message is true, and the only
revelation of God's will toman; therefore
it is an infallible guide to those seeking
eternal life. Astohow it is inspired, they
claim (and we think justly) that it is a
matter which concerns us ver> little,
believing what the Word itself teaches,
that it came in diverse manners, etc.
Some were verbally instructed to write;
others received command by vision;
others seemingly wrote from their memory of things that occurred, but all,
nevertheless, recorded facts that can be
thoroughly relied upon as being the
will of God that we should know.
These people further deprecate the
pulling to pieces by anyone of any portion of scriptures, and suggesting that
one part is inspired and another is not,
etc., and state they would not fellowship anyone so doing.
On this stand being taken we had no
hesitation in accepting these brethren.
The Master said, " By their fruits ye
shall know them." We have had ample
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time to apply the tost in this case, with
the result that we are more than
pleased at our recant decision to admit
these brethren to our fellowship. Never
have we hoard the Scriptures referred
to more reverently by anyone and never
onct) has there been any disparaging remark regarding inspiration.
Trusting our explanation will be found
satisfactory and awaiting your reply, I
remain,
Yours in the one hope of Israel,
W. GISAHAM, Kecording Bro.
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members have left the city—brother Nelson to New York ; sister Cameron has
gone north, probably New York; and last
but not least, sister Lymer is visiting
her old home in Waterloo, Iowa. It is to
bo hoped she will soon come back and
take charge of her Bible class. The
"children" miss her very much, also
brother and sister Cameron. We have
the pleasure of recording that brother
Spain of Richmond, and brother and
sister Carhart, of Norfolk, Va., broke
bread with us lately. We are always
glad to greet the brethren from other
places, and would wish it were so that
we could visit each other oftener, for it
seems that the Truth is attractive—magnetic—something that mutually attracts
each to the other, With love to all I remain,

[Other letters forwarded by brother
Graham refer to matters not in this controversy, and are of a local character.
They can be judged by those only who
can personally survey the whole ground.
We must ask to be allowed to confine
the ADVOCATE to the question in which
it lias become involved by its publication
Yours in the hope of eternal life,
of the Drysdale letter—the inspiration
M. PIOGOTT. Sec.
question; and we publish the foregoing
[The letter to which this refers will
letter in justice to those in whose behalf
appear under "Letters Miscellaneous."
brother Graham writes. Now that there —EDITOE.]
is a disavowal of fellowship with brother
LATER.
Laverock, whose writings in advocacy of
It is with a feeble hand and a heart
partial Inspiration speak for themselves,
stricken with grief that we acquaint you
and quite a full expression of the belief
of those received into fellowship the mist with the great bereavement that has falis cleared away so far as this misunder- len on our "little tlocli" in the death of
standing is concerned, and wo hope the one whom we endeared as a "mother in
ADVOCATE stands clear of all appear- Israel." Our aged sister, Caroline M.
ance of partiality. The letters sent us Heady, ended her probationary life on
force other ugly things before our eyes; August 21st, at 3 o'clock A. M.. in her old
aud while we cannot help to remove home known to many of the brethren,
them, for the reasons given, we implore surrounded by her children, brother Ray
all concerned to strive for peace and for and a few others. Her death was calm
good will towards each other. " Let him and quiet, and a pleasant smile rested on
know that ho who converteth a sinner her countenance. Sister Ready embraced
from the error of his ways shall save a the Truth nearly half a century ago, hav'soul from death and shall hide (not ex- ing been immersed into the one saving
pose) a multitude of sins." We think Name by Dr. Thomas, on the occasion of
that if all the brethren who, rightly or his first visit to the city somewhere in
wrongly, are under the ban of partial in- the '50's. Under many trials and vicissispiration would express themselves as tudes she kept her faith in its purity, in
brother and sister Blytho and sister An- long suffering and forbearance, always
drews have in the foregoing letter, the and atall times exercising a patient waitbreach which now severs so many good ing in love and hope, always seeking for
brethren would be speedily removed. peace willing to suffer rather than to
Let us hope and strive for this end before cause others to sorrow. Her old homethe Master calls ustoaccount.—EDITOR,] stead has long been known, and sometimes called " The old Ohristadelphiau
WASHINGTON, P. C—I started out headquarters," and beneath its humble
to write you a little fraternal greeting, and hospitable roof have entered many
buthave drifted away somewhat. Briefly, weary pilgrims in the Truth, notably Dr.
X will close by saying that several of our Thomas, the great pioneer in the Truth,
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who spent many happy hours with both
brother and sister Ready. But these all
have passed away. Lately our dear aged
sister was pleased to welcome brother
and sister Sulley, of Nottingham, England, and between whom there seemed
to grow naturally a very warm friendship. After their departure she often referred to them with pleasure, beaming in
her eyes and joy in her heart for the
comfort and consolation that had been
imparted during their brief stay with her.
She leaves behind a daughter and two
sons, all of whom have embraced the
Truth.
The little body here deeply feel the
loss, and yet they feel and know that if
their lives could be patterned after hers,
they would feel doubly assured of receiving the summons "Well done thou
good and faithful servant, enter into the
joy of thy Lord."
The ceremonies at the funeral were
simple and impressive. The beautiful
hymn on page 188 was rendered by a few
of the brethren, alter which brother Ray,
in a forcible and eloquent manner, treated
of the uear sister's hope—the only hope—
and then in his remembrance of her close
relationship with the body he almost
wept; his feelings prevented him from
touching on many things, but sufficient
was said to_ those around to show the
great beauties of the Truth. At the
ground brother Ray read a portion of
I. Cor. xv, and after a few remarks the
brethren sang that most beautiful hymn
(167);
'• Si'e the leaves around us fulling.
Dry and withered to the ground;
Thus to thoughtless mortals calling.
In ;t, sad and solemn sound."

Yours in Israel's hope,
M. PIGOTT.

WATERLOO, IA.—Brother Robert G.
Huggins, of Oreal Springs, 111., made us
a visit the latter part of June, and while
here delivered ten lectures, which were
enjoyed by all who had the opportunity
of hearing them. Several outsiders were
present during the series. He talked on
the " Kingdom of God," " Paradise,"
" Nature of Man," and many other subjects, which proved highly instructive.
Brother Huggins left for Chicago July
5th. We all hope he will come to Water-

loo again. On July 1st sister Sneath
and brother Smede, of Greene, Iowa,
came down to the lectures, remaining till
the morning of July 5th.
J, G. BICKLBY, Sec.

WORCESTER, MASS.—[The following
was enclosed with a letter from brother
Mann, written by some one else, and
without signature]
Our sister Morgan of East Brookfield,
extended an invitation to the young members of the Worcester ecclesia to spend
the day at her home in the country, so being favored with fine weather for the occasion, they all set off on the electric cars
at 8:30 A. M. They numbered about
twenty-rive, and when they arrived at
their journey's end they received a very
hearty welcome from our sister Morgan
and her husband, Mr. Morgan.
The quantity of shady trees around the
place added to the enjoyment of the dav.
At noon they all sat down on the grass
and relished a good sound meal.
Although having eaten a good meal yet
this was not satisfactory to their young
hearts, the spiritual man also had to be
fed, and I say that if there is any enjoy"
ment in this life they found it, for they
had had a meeting which I believe
strengthened every one of them. There
were seven of the young brethren who
spoke a word of comfort and encouragement, basing their remarks on the glorious things of the kingdom, and the goodness of God. The singing of hymns was
also elating.
After having spent the day in a very
prolitable manner they all returned
homo rejoicing on the way, and with more
earnestness to continue in the faith.
ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
CLASS NO. l. LESSON NO. 77.

1. What was an apostle bound with
a chain for ?
2. Where did he spend two years ? and
what did he preach there?
3. Give three passages where the
same thing he p.-eached is differently
named.
CLASS NO. 2, LESSON NO. 77.

1. Do you think that if the Samaritans
to whom Philip preached had been "good
people" they would have been saved had
ho not preached to them V
'2. Why cannot those commonly called
"good people" be saved without being
particular about their belief ?
:!. Can you give a case where a good
man's "goodness" would not save him?
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SUNDAY SCHOOL.—Continued from page 306.
CLASS N O . 2, LESSON. N O . 78.

If a person cried out to you "Only
believe in Christ and you will be saved,"
what could you quote about one preaching Christ which would show the full
meaning of believing- in Christ?

2. By what act do believers become

children of God?
3
' Wliat do you see as a figure in
that act to show what people are before
a n d
after the act?

REI'OKTS T H A T C.VMK LATE.—Class No. 1., Eugenie Clark (10), Hilton, N-

J., 85, Class No. 2, Mabel Clarke (14), Hilton, N . J.,90.
NOTES!
LATER intelligence from Creal Springs was too late for this month. We are
pleased to hear oi'more additions there.
A REPORT of the Texas Fraternal Gathering by brother Passmore, was crowded
out this month—next month.
WANTED.—A copy of the tract " What Js Death? " It is out of supply, and we
CHiinot find a copy in the office to reset the type from.
INTELLIGENCE from Hu-tler, Wis., failed to find room this month, though we had
promised brother Leake if he sent it at once it would appear. It "will be good newsnext month.
THE PURPOSE OF GOD IN THE EARTH.—The second edition of this little pamphlet is exhausted. We hope to hurry out a third edition, when unfilled orders will
receive attention.
THE GREAT SALVATION.—A brother, who not long since sent from Australia for
2D0 copies of this little work, wants 200 more. We have not many left of the last
edition—which made 25,000 copies printed. But we have the pages all eleotrotyped
imdiwill soon print a new edition of 5,000. We are also arranging for printings,
library and souvenir edition, which -will be of fine paper and nicely bound.
EDITOR'S VISIT TO KENTUCKY.—The brethren of Henderson County complain of

the time announced last month—October 5th to 9th—being too short, It is short, and
so we must lengthen it to, From October 5th to 12th. We hope to arrive at Henderson
the evening of the 5th.
Too late for this month's ADVOCATE comes the news of the death of our faithful
brother W. P. Wentworth, of Seneca Falls, at the ripe age of so\>enty-four. Our
sympathy goes out to sisters Wentworth and her daughter Ava, Intelligence next
month, the Lord willing.
BROTHER HAGLEY EXPLAINS.—Your reply in September ADVOCATE, pp. 276, 277

is rather misleading, that is. the first part of ic. I believe that physically the dead
will be raised the same as Adam was before he sinned, but mentally they will be the
same as before death. As regards the angels that kept not their first estate, your
article on that subject in the ADVOCATE tor July, p. 203, has been my view for twenty
years, and I do not see how there can be two opinions about it.
BY request of the undersigned we insert the following announcement: The third
annual conference of the Chicago Hebrew Mission for prayer and Bible study concerning Israel and prophetic subjects, will be held in the Chicago Avenue church
(Mr. Moody's), Tuesday to Thursday, October 17th, 18th and 19th, 1891). The increasing interest in the study of prophecy, the remarkable Zionistic movement among the
Jews throughout the world, and the general interest in, and attitude of the nations
concerning tiiis people and other stirring events would seem to indicate that Hie time
is ripe for discussion, upon these subjects. Prominent speakers and teachers have
promised to take part.
Wli. E. BLAOKSTONE, Chairman
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JOY ONE OF THE FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT.
BY BROTHER JAS. WOOD, AT CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING.

f[OY, according to Webster, is the passion or emotion, excited by the acquisition or expectation of good; excitement of pleasurable feeling, caused by
success, good fortune, the gratification of desire, or some good possessed, or by a
rational prospect of possessing what we love or desire; gladness, exultation;
exhilaration of spirits. Its synonyms or interchangeable words are gladness,
pleasure, delight, happiness, exultation, bliss and mirth. To be joyful to rejoice,
to break forth into joy.
As an illustration of the interchange of expression: "Then they that gladly
received the word were baptized and they did eat their meat with gladness and
singleness of heart, praising God. And it is recorded that when Philip preached
Christ in Samaria the effect it produced upon them was, "There was great joy in
that city." And so it is recorded of the Ethiopian eunuch, when Philip had baptized him, that he went on his way rejoicing. For introduction, then, let us
read the Psalm exxvi; "When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, we
were like them that dream, then was our mouth filled with laughter, and our
tongue with singing. Then said they among the heathen, the Lord hath done
great things for them, the Lord hath done great things for us whereof we are
«lad. Turn again our captivity, O Lord, as streams in the south. Theyj-tliat
sow in tears shall reap in joy; he that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing precious
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seed, shall doubtless come again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with him."
The prophet Nehemiah says (viii: 10), "Neither be ye sorry, for the joy of the
Lord is your strength." Isa. lxv: 18 says, -'But be ye glad and rejoice forever in
that I create Jerusalem a rejoicing and her people u joy; and in lxvi: 10 we read,
"Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and be glad with her all ye that love her, rejoice for
joy with her all ye that mourn for her."
Jesus was a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and yet he was buoyed
up with the truth, as it is written (Heb. xii: 2) "Who for the joy that was set
before him endured the cross and despised the shame, and is set down at the
right hand of the throne of God." In the present time there are intermissions
of joy and grief. This same writer to the Hebrews in the Uth verse says, "Now
no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous, nevertheless,
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are
exercised thereby." Jas. i: 2 says, "My brethren, count it all joy when ye fall
into divers temptations, knowing that the trying of your faith worketh patience
,'. . . . that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting nothing." The system of
truth which we believe is not only an intellectual attainment of the wisdom and
knowledge of God, it is all that and more; it is the means for producing a moral
development of character after the example of Christ, who was a reflex of the
character of God. So the disciples of Christ by their obedience become the children of God, and are exhorted to walk as children of light, because God is light;
to walk in the truth, because God is the God of truth, and Christ is the Way, the
Truth and the Life. Hence if any professed disciple walk disorderly and not
according to uprightness of character, if he is not a truth-speaking person, or if
not a sober and industrious brother or sister, if through ill behaviour he has
a bad reputation outside, such an one dishonors his profession, and puts his
brethren to shame; and although they may, as they are required, have long
patience with such a member of the body in order to his repentance and salvation, for the Lord is merciful and forgiving to all who confess and forsake their
evil course; but all such cases will finally be brought before the Lord, for he will
judge righteously. ¥ov all must appear before the judgment seat of Christ, to
receive in body for the things done, whether good or bad. The faith which
we profess takes hold of the affections, ft is a faith which worketh by love,
which purifies the soul in obeying the truth. The sinner then believes the gospel
with all his heart; by his obedience and the grace of God he is changed into a
servant, yea, a willing servant of God; he becomes a saint or sanctified person,
which is only another name for being a separated one from his former conversation in the world. So he puts on Christ in baptism, and the feelings he enjoys of
the new relationship are expressed in the words, "he gladly received the word
and was baptized, and he went on his way rejoicing."
The perfection of Christian character is not an instantaneous process. The
baptized believer, going on his way rejoicing, meets many an obstacle to his own
progress; he has to press forward against difficulties. The apostle Paul was cast
into prison on account of his preaching Christ, but his being in prison did not
hinder him and Silas from praying and singing praises to God, and it is recorded
the prisoners heard them, Some times evil thoughts of murmuring and discontent arise in the mind on account of the restraints which the covenant we haye
entered into holds us to a faithful performance of duty. Then comes the time
to draw near to God, to ask for help and succor in time of need, and by faithful-
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ness we proceed on the road to eternal life, being assured that it is God which
"worketh both to will and to do of his good pleasure."
The gospel is precious to the believer; its preeiousness largely consists in
the knowledge of remission of sins and the promised gift of eternal life. The
Psalmist portraying this doctrine (Psa. xxxii: 1) says, "Blessed is he whose transgression is fqrgiven, whose sin is covered. Blessed is the man unto whom the
Lord imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile." To this
agree the words of the Spirit through the apostle Paul in Rom. viii: 1, 2,
"There is, therefore, now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus;
for the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law
of sin and death."
The Psalmist (in chap, xlii) portrays the experience of David, in the joy he
had with his brethren going with them to th« house of God with the voice of joy
and praise, with a multitude that kept holy day, and then he complains in his
lamentation, ll Why art thou cast down, O my soul, and why art thou disquieted
in me? Hope thou in God, for I shall yet praise him for the help of his countenance." As he expresses it in Psa. xvii: 15: "As for me I will behold thy face
in righteousness; I shall be satisfied when I awake in thy likeness," i. e., in the
resurrection. Again in Psa. lxxi: 8: "Let my mouth be filled with thy praise,
and with thy honor all the day." Phil, iv: 4, "Rejoice in the Lord always, and
again I say, rejoice." This feeling of joy is not of our own production, it is the
work of God by His spirit; hence it is a fruit of the spirit of God. We have
received it as an outcome of the truth believed and obeyed.
Rom. v: 1: "Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom also we have access by faith into this
grace wherein we stand and rejoice in hope of the glory of God." This joy is the
property of the children of God; it is founded on the assurance of faith. The
world cannot give it neither can they take it away from us. Prov. xiv: 10: "The
heart knoweth his own bitterness, and a stranger doth not intermeddle with his
joy." Isa. xii: 3, "Therefore with joy shall ye draw water out of the the wells of
salvation."
To the saints is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of the heavens.
They can search the Scriptures and by diligent application "rightly divide the
word of God," and can obtain an increase of knowledge and spiritual understanding, increasing in faith, drawing nearer to God, not merely in singing that hymn
•"Nearer my God to Thee," but in n living intelligent acquaintance with God's
•word, His ways, His thoughts. His purpose in which He designs we should walk
and please Him, and the more we apply ourselves the more shall we find a disposition and opportunity to joy in God, to rejoice with his people, to pray for the
peace of Jerusalem, to rejoice in Christ Jesus. In ourselves we have nothing to
boast of. It is for us ever to be ready to give a reason for the hope we enjoy,
with meekness and with fear, that we may do this duty and all other duties, with
cheerfulness and gratitude in our hearts, our minds being filled with joy and
thanksgiving for all His mercy and His truth. Paul in writing to the Philippians
(chap, ii:) says: "If there be, therefore, any consolation in Christ, if any comfort
of love, if any fellowship of the spirit, if any bowels of mercies; fulfill ye my joy
that ye be like-minded, having the same love, being of one accord, of one mind.
In verses 14 to 18 it says, "Do all things without murmurings and disputings,
that ye may be blameless and harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke in the
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midst of a crooked and perverse nation, among whom ye shine as lights in the
world, holding forth the word of life that I may rejoice in the day of Christ that
I have not run in vain, neither labored in vain. Yea, and if I be offered upon
the sacrifice and service of your faith, I joy and rejoice with you all: for the same
cause do you joy and rejoice with me. Therefore, my brethren, dearly beloved
and longed for, my joy and crown; so stand fast in the Lord, my dearly beloved."
These endearing words of Paul written to the ecclesia at Pliilippi, show a warmth
of affection and interest in their welfare, and intimates even that the glorious
reward that he was looking forward to was connected with their approved walk
and conversation and final acceptance in the day of Christ.
The same sentiment is found in his writing to the brethren at Thessalonica.
He exclaims in chap, ii: 19 of first epistle: "For what is our hope or joy or crown
of rejoicing? Are not even ye in the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ at his
coming? for ye are his glory and joy." The apostle John in third epistle, writing
to the well-beloved Gaius, says, "For I rejoiced greatly when the brethren came
and testified of the truth that is in thee, even as thou walkest in the truth. I
have no greater joy than to hear that my children walk in truth." David says
in Psa. cxxii: 1, "I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go into the house of
the Lord."
The experiences of the man of God of all ages are the same; it is the same
fruit of the spirit to rejoice in the progress of truth, and also to feel grief when
any of our brethren turn aside from walking to the house of God with us; the
snares of a sinful city, the perverseness of human nature cropping up in rebellion against the laws of Christ—"'These be they that are sensual, having not the
spirit or mind of Christ." They separate from the breaking of bread. Jesus
had such to deal with, when he said to the Twelve,''Will ye also go away?"
Peter very properly replied, "Lord to whom shall we go? Thou hast the words
of eternal life, and we believe and are sure that thou art that Christ the Son of
the Living God."
•-..••
When we look around, and see the great bulk of mankind turned away from
God, that God is not in their thoughts, and that a portion of them who take his
name on their lips professing to serve him, but who follow the traditions of the
apostacy, and show themselves to be unwilling to be instructed in the gospel of
the kingdom which Christ and his apostles preached, being really without hope
and without God in the world, this being the pitiable condition of the vast numbers of our contemporaries, how much more shall we value our privileges, and
cherish the truth ; and rejoice in what we have found the pearl of great price ;
let us not undervalue our privilege, let us not barter it away for any earthly
temporary advantages, for God that caused light to shine has shined into our
hearts the living word which is able to give us an inheritance that shall never
fade away, and being assured that what God has promised he is able to perform,
and being persuaded that the sufferings of this present life are not worthy to be
compared to the glories that shall be revealed in us if we hold fast the faith and
be not moved away from the hope of the gospel.
Let us say with Jeremiah, "Thy words were found aud I did eat them, and
thy word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of mine heart, for I am called by thy
name, O, Lord God of Hosts." The prophet Habakkuk says (chap, iii: 17-19).
"Although the lig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vine, the
labor of the olive shall fail, and the lields shall yield no meat: The flock shall be
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cut off from the fold, and there shall be no herd in the stalls; yet I will rejoice in
the Lord, L will joy in the God of my salvation. The Lord God is my strength,
and he will make my feet like hinds feet, and he will make me to walk upon mine
high places."
. Turn to the Xew Testament, Luke x: 17, '-And the seventy returned again
with joy. saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through thy name.
And,.he said an to them. I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. Behold I
give unto you power to. tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power
of the enemy, and. nothing-shall by any means hurt you. Notwithstanding in
this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you, but rather rejoice because
your luuues have been enrolled in the heavens." In like manner, then, can we
rejoice for.our ijulUmnn, our citizenship, begins in the heavens. Again, ii' there is
joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that repenteth, how
much more shall we have joy, if we have been the subjects of repentance. We
can exclaim, ''Whom have L in heaven but thee, and there is none upon earth
that I desire beside thee," represented to us in Jesus the Christ, who is the faithful witness, and the tirst begotten from the dead, and the prince of the kings of
the earth. Unto him that loved us, and freed us from our sins in his own blood,
and hath made for us a kingdom of priests for his God and Father, to him be
tlie glory and the might for the ages of the ages." Job xxxviii: 7, "The Lord
speaking to Job concerning the laying of the cornerstone of the foundations of
the earth, uses this beautiful language: "When the morning stars sang together
and all the sons of God shouted for joy." This quotation from Job concerning
the cornerstone is, of course, historical, but it foreshadows very precisely the conditions of the world to come; for at the time of the birth of Jesus, while shepherds watched their Hocks by night, "Lo, an angel of the Lord came upon them,
and. the glory of the Lord shone round about them, and they were sore afraid;
and the angel said unto them, Fear not, for behold, I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all people; for unto you is born this day in the city
of David, a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord . . . .
And suddenly there
was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host, praising God and saying,
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will to men."
Let us trace his development further, lleb. i: 6, "And again when he
bi-ingeth in the tirst begotten into the world he saith. And let all the angels of
God worship him." Well might the disciples say of him, referring to his discourse
explaining the scriptures to them, when they exclaimed, "Did not our heart burn
within us, while he talked with us by the way and while he opened to us the
scriptures.'-. Plow delightful it must have been to be in the company of
Jesus, to hear his-words; but we are not left without, comfort in this matter. The apostle Peter says to us. "Whom having not seen ye love, in whom
though now ye see him not, yet believing ye rejoice with joy unspeakable and
full' of glory."The people of Israel shouted with a great shout after they had compassed
the city of Jericho seven days, and at the command of Joshua, when they had
gone round the city seven times on the seventh day, and the priests did blow
with their1 trumpets, that they shouted with a great shout that the walls fell
clown flat.'-' When the ark of the covenant was brought up from the house of
Obed-Edom to the city of David with gladness, so it was that David danced
before the Lord with all his might and David was girded with a linen ephod.
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So David and all the house of Israel brought up the ark of the Lord, with shouting and the sound of the trumpet." This reminds us of the victory of Israel
under the leadership of Moses, when they had passed through the waters of the
Bed sea, that Miriam the prophetess, the sister of Aaron, took a timbrel in her
hand, and all the women went out after her, with timbrels and with dances, and
Miriam answered them, "Sing ye to the Lord, for he hath triumphed gloriously,
the horse and the rider hath he thrown into the sea." With the mind's eye of
faith we are carried forward to another scene of triumph of God and his people
over that impure system that has been sitting upon the seven hill, calling its
head God, and being worshipped, when the time of overthrow shall arrive it
shall be said, "For in one hour is she made desolate. Rejoice over her thou
heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets, for God hath avenged you on her.
And after these things I heard a great voice of much people in heaven saying.
Allelulia, salvation and glory and power unto the Lord our God, for true and
righteous are his judgments. And I heard, as it were, the voice of a great
multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of mighty thunderings, saying, Allelulia, for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth. Let us be
glad and rejoice and give honor to him, for the marriage of the Lamb is come,
and his wife hath made herself ready, and to her was granted that she should
be arrayed in fine linen, clean and white, for the fine linen is 'he righteousness
of saints, and he said unto me, Write, blessed are they which are called unto the
marriage supper of the Lamb."
The Psalmist, in describing the glorious future of the Lord's people, says,
"Let Israel rejoice in him that made him. Let the children of Zion be joyfui in
their King. Let them praise his name in the dance. Let them sing praises to
him with the timbrel and the harp, for the Lord taketh pleasure in his people,
he will beautify the meek with salvation. Let the saints be joyful in glory. Let
them sing aloud upon their beds. Let the high praises of God be in their
mouth and a two-edged sword in their hand: to execute vengeance upon the people, to bind their kings with chains and their nobles with fetters of iron, to execute upon them the judgment written: this honor have all his saints. Praise ye
the Lord."
Referring once more to the new creation of which God is the Architect, and
of which Jesus Christ is the chief cornerstone, chosen of God and precious, his
disciples as lively or living stones are built up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptably to God by Jesus Christ, This is
the house of many mansions which is in preparation. The materials which shall
enter into the structure for the saint s to occupy are now being polished by discipline, by affliction, by persecutions, and by trials, that they may be made fit for
the Master's use. The walls will be salvation and the gates praise, when erected
and complete; the Deity will dwell with them, they will attain to the divine
nature; God will be all in all, the pure in heart shall see God, and there shall be
no cloud between.
'"There is seldom a line of glory written upon the earth's surface, but a line
of suffering runs parallel with it, and they that read the lustrous syllables of
the one, and stop not to decipher the worn inscription of the other, get the lesser
half of the lesson earth has to give."

CONVERSATION ON PRESENT AFFAIRS.

CONVERSATION ON
AFFAIKS.

PRESENT.

(Continued from puye 271.)

evening, brother B, here I
am again. I hope you will not
get tired of my visits.
B.—Do not mention such a thing,
brother A. I assure you J am always
very glad to see you.
A.— Well, I have been seriously
thinking over our last conversation,
and I have been talking with some of
the brethren. I showed them those
quotations from Dr. Thomas, and they
seem shocked at the idea of our being
transgressors before we were born; and
really, when they pressed the matter
more fully upon my attention I became
a little doubtful of the conclusions we
reached at my last visit.
13.—You will remember, brother A,
that the quotations from Dr. Thomas
were introduced in reply to your statement that our saying that "we sinned
in Adam " was objectionable to certain
brethren and by them regarded as an
innovation of late years.
A.—Yes, that is what some had
said.
B.--Well, I quoted from the doctor
to show that lie said that " we were,"
in the federal sense, '-guilty of original
siti,'" that " we ate of the forbidden
fruit in Adam," and that we "were
constituted transgressors before we
were able to discern between right and
wrong."'
A.—Those words "guilty"" and "transgressors'1 are what some of the brethren object to.
B.—But the words are not ours,
brother A, and therefore we must not
be blamed for them as "an innovation."' We have never used such strong
words, and yet we are blamed by those
who claim to stand with Dr. Thomas,
and who declare that what we have said
is "our innovation.'' If these brethren

condemn the use of these words why do
they pretend to stand with the doctor
as opposed to us?
A.—You say the words are not yours,
but do you not endorse them?
B.—In view of the misunderstanding
arising of late on this subject the words
" guilty " and " transgressors " are not
apt words, and we have never used
them.
A.—Why, then, do you claim to be
in agreement with Dr. Thomas?
15.—Because the doctor clearly delined the sense in which he employed
the words, discriminating between federal "guilt" and personal guilt, and
federal "transgressors" and personal
transgressors, taking pains to illustrate
his meaning by the case of Levi paying
tithes. The trouble with some is,
brother A, that they do not recognize
that we sinned in Adam in any sense.
They limit sin to personal transgression of law; and thus they overlook the
very foundation of man's bondage to
death and his alienation from God,
which are the very evils from which
we need redemption, whether we ever
sin personally or not. There must be
no departure from this foundation
truth, which you and 1 brought out in
our last conversation, namely, that
Paul says that the reason why death
passed upon all men is that "all have
sinned" as the cause of that death, or
"in whom all sinned." Federally and
racially, therefore, we are in a lost state
from which we need redemption, and
the plan of salvation in Christ is to
meet this predicament, and, in addition to this, to provide for the remission of our personal sins.
A.—That is evident from the fact
that Christ had to redeeqp himself by
the blood of the everlasting covenant,
and he had no personal sins. 1 should
think if all would keep that in mind
the matter would be clear.
B.—-That expresses it exactly.
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A.—I have diverted you from what
we had agreed to talk about to-night—
Rom. viii.
15.—Xo harm done, brother A, for it
is better to frankly talk over every feature of the subject and clear up matters
as we go along. If all the brethren had
the patience to do this without resorting to ugly names much trouble would
he prevented.
A.—Hut, the "ugly names" are, perhaps, not all on one side.
1?.—Perhaps not, brother Ai if 1
ha,ve used any in the heat of discussion
I assure you I am sorry and am ready
to apologi/.e the moment they are
pointed out. If I know myself, and I
think I do. I would do anything in my
power to help clear up all misunderstandings; and it would delight my
soul to live and work in peace with all
the brethren everywhere.
A. —I hope we may not despair of
yet reaching such a tranquil state.
I?.— (Jod grant it.
A.--Hut now about Rom viii. Thai
is a passage about which there is much
misunderstanding in connection with
the matter we are dealing with.
15. Yes, yet I cannot see why, if we
follow our rule of letting the Scriptures
speak for themselves.
A. -How many laws do you think
Paul is speaking of inverses 2 and 8V
15.—Three;: The law of sin and death,
the law of Moses, and the law of the
spirit of life.
A.—I have heard of some who claim
that there are only two laws there—the
law of Moses and the law of the spirit
of life.
B.—Yes, there ate some who make
that claim; but the passage will uot
allow of it. rJ?he aim and object of the
plan of salvation is to redeem man from
the sin and death spoken of in chapter
v: 12, is if not?
A.—That is evident. Death hath
"passed upon all men 7 ' through Adamic

sin, we are all born under it and if we
are not redeemed from it we are gone
forever.
B.—In that verse we have the sin and
the death, then, which is the subject of
the apostle's letter. From that law of
sin and death we need redemption, and
the question is, What law can redeem
us?
A. — But had not the law of Moses
become a law of sin and death, and may
not Paul be dealing with that in relation to the Jews?
B.—Let us try it with that thought
in mind and see if it will read sensibly:
Verse 2—"For the law of the spirit of
life in Christ Jesus hath made me free
from the law of Moses. For what the
law of Moses could not. make me
free from, in that it was weak through
the flesh, God sending his own Son in
the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin
condemned sin in the flesh."
A.—That does not read just right,
and yet I cannot see where the flaw is.
15.—Let, us try again. ''For the law
of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath
made me free from the law of Moses.
For what the law of Moses could not
do—free me from itselfV
A.—That will not do. Paul certainly
did not mean that the law of Moses
was striving to redeem men from itself
and could not do it.
B.— Let us put it in another form.
Diabolos had me in his grip; Moses
could not free me; Christ could and
"hath made me free." I was in bondage to Xo- 1. No. 2 could not free me.
No. 3 could and did. The law of sin
and death held me captive. The law of
Moses could not free me. The law of
the spirit of life could and did.
A.—I see now. There must be three
factors in the case—one that held, another that eoul.l not do what a third
could do and did do. That is clear
enough now on that point; but we have
not touched the real difficulty yet. The

CONVERSATION ON PRESENT AFFAIRS.

point there is much dispute about is,
what does the apostle mean by the
words, "There is, therefore, now no
condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus'?"
B.—I see no reason why we should
not take him to mean literally what he
says, and that is, that when we are
baptized into Christ, who is free from
condemnation, we are free from condemnation also.
A.—What do you mean by saying of
Christ, "who is free from condemnation"?
B.—I mean that by his death and
resurrection he fully and finally freed
himself from Adamic condemnation;
and after his resurrection he was free
from Mosaic condemnation—the curse
of the law which caught him, so to
speak, on the tree. When we are baptized into his death and raised to a new
life, being in him we are free from condemnation. There is, therefore, now
no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, which there was in Adam
for all and in Moses for the Jews.
A.—How can you say that we are
free from Adamic condemnation, when
we are still mortal and we still die?
B.—To answer that question it is necessary to keep in mind what Adamic condemnation is. A physical state cannot
be called condemnation, except in a
metonymical sense, that is, by putting
one thing for another. Condemnation
in one sense of the word means a state
of Imng

condemned—

A.—Ah, there you admit the very
point, "a state of being condemned." Is
not our physical state—mortality—a
state of being condemned"?
B.—Yes, it is, but a state of being
condemned is a state resulting from a
being condemned. The act of condemning must precede the state which
is the result of being condemned. A
thing might be in the same state and
yet at one time be condemned and at
another not condemned.
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A.—I cannot see how that could be.
B.—You will readily see it if you
keep in mind that condemnation is a
matter of law. Let us take the dictionary meaning. Here is Webster. "Condemn. 1. To pronounce to be wrong;
to utter a sentence of disapprobation
against; to censure; to blame. 2. To
pronounce a judicial sentence against;
to sentence to punishment; to doom.
3. To judge or pronounce to be unfit
for use or service" etc. So you will see
condemnation is a pronouncement, and
the state of being condemned is the
state into which the subject passes by
or as the result of the pronouncement.
A,—But I cannot see how you could
say that a thing can be in the same
state whether under or not under condemnation.
B.—You will easily see that, and
when you do you will just as easily discriminate between condemnation and
the physical state caused by the condemnation. To illustrate, the vessels
of the sanctuary were pronounced unfit
for use until the ceremonial purifying
took place, were they not?
A.— Yes, of course.
B.—Were they any longer under condemnation after the purifying?
A.—No.
B.—Did the removal of the condemnation change the physical or mechanical state of those vessels?
A.—No.
B.—Then they could be in the same
state, but not in the same relation to
G-od, whether under condemnation or
not under condemnation.
A.—Yes, I see now what you mean.
B.—You will have a further illustration of this in the case of unclean animals. Peter's vision taught that the
condemnation of the law had been removed from the "common and unclean"
animals; but their physical state was
not changed.
A.—That is clear enough, but is not
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this a strife about words?
15.- -It seems a needless use of a lot
of words, I frankly admit; but when
there are .some who do not discriminate between condemnation and the
state resulting from the pronouncement
of condemnation, thereby refusing the
words of the apostle in the text in
question, the necessity is forced upon
us of taking pains to state and illustrate.
A.-—But your illustrations refer to
inanimate things and to animals, where
no guilt was involved. In such cases it
may be different from the case of man.
B.—The principle is the same, in that
it draws the line between the law in
the case and the physical state of that
which the law condemned.
A.--Some think this discrimination
is an innovation on your part.
B.—If it were, that would not destroy
the principle illustrated.
A.—No; but there is a fear, and not
without reason, of artificial innovations.
B.—l' Artificial," if by that is meant
that the discrimination is not a real
and important thing it is not worth
talking about, but there is nothing artilicial in recognizing the fact that the
pronouncement of condemnation is one
thing and a physical state resulting
therefrom is another thing.
A.- lint is not this way of putting it
new?
15.- Not at all, brother A, and those
brethren who say so have forgotten how
this matter used to be presented, and,
unconsciously, have become prejudiced
against these things now, more, perhaps, because of who states them than
from objection to the things themselves.
A.—I fear there is some truth in that
and for that reason I like to have quotations from writings of years past, as
thereby the prejudice does not interfere. Give me the nearest quotation

you can agreeing in phraseology with
your way of stating the matter.
15.—I will find you one, wait a moment till I get a volume of Tin- (UirisUi.delphian. Here it is for the year 1878,
and from page 225 I will read. "Legally a man is freed from Adamic condemnation at the time he obeys the
truth and receives the remission of sins,
but actually its physical effects remain
until this mortal (that is this Adamic
condemned nature) is swallowed up in
the life that Christ will bestow upon
his brethren at his coming. Those
whom Christ at that time does not approve are delivered up to death again
because of their sins and not because of
Adam. Although reconciled in Christ
we remain under the physical effect of
Adam's sentence till we are changed in
the twinkling of an eye at the last
trump. The case is parallel with what
takes place between two nations at war
who arrive at terms of peace. As soon
as the treaty is signed they are legally
at peace, yet the effects of the war are
not at once ended, for the forces of the
one remain in the territory of the
other until the ratification of the treaty
and the arrival of the date fixed for
evacuation. Peace between God and
the disobedient is signed, so to speak,
when the believing sinner submits to
the righteousness of God in being baptized into the death of His son; but war
measures are not entirely withdrawn
until the reconciliation is ratified at the
judgment seat of Christ."
A.—That is almost word for word
the way it has been stated of late, and
why it should be objected to becomes
more and more a mystery to me.
B.--You see that agrees with Paul's
words, "There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ
Jesus." "Legally a man is freed from
Adamic condemnation at the time he
obeys the truth and receives the remission of sins." The two statements agree
nicely do they not?

EVENING THOUGHTS.

A.—Yes, indeed they do. But suppose Paul did not mean the Edenic law
but the law of Moses; how then would
it stand?
B.—Just the same so far as the principle we are illustrating is concerned,
Let us suppose a man under the condemnation of the Mosaic law who is
suffering from some disease resulting
from that condemnation. He is baptized into Christ and made free from
the condemnation of the If w of Moses,
but he is not thereby cured of the disease. For that he must wait the set timei
when mortality, with all its diseases,
shall be swallowed up of life.
A.—It works out the same, for a fact,
whether it be the Edenic or the Mosaic
law.
B.—Yes, arid you may apply it now,
too, to our personal sins; and, by the
way, the brethren who make trouble
over this question emphasize the
thought that at baptism we are freed
from the condemnation we are under
for our personal sins.
A.—That is a fact; I heard a brother
the other day, while denying that the
condemnation inherited from Adam is
removed at baptism, strongly contending that baptism removes the condemnation resting upon us for our personal
sins.
B.—He, no doubt, overlooked that
thereby he was discriminating between
the condemnation and the physical consequences and admitting that we are
freed from the former while not yet
from the latter. If a man were to
steal and in doing so receive a bullet
wound from the man he stole from, his
theft would be a personal sin to be remitted in case he should ever believe
and be baptized. Baptism would remove the condemnation for the theft,
but it would not at the same time heal
the wound. He would have to carry
I hat to the time appointed for the "redemption of the body."
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A.—The point some harp on is that
we die notwithstanding the removal of
the condemnation. Can you give a
case to illustrate how death could take
place and yet the condemnation be removed?
B.—Moses was condemned for speakunadvisedly; and as a punishment he
was forbidden entry into the land, and
died a premature death.
A.—Yes, but was the condemnation
removed in his case?
B.—If he did not die a pardoned man
he must be lost, and you will not be
prepared to admit that, will you,
brother A?
A.—No, indeed,
B.—Then was he reconciled to God
after his sin was committed?
A.—He must have been.
B.—Then if he was reconciled the
condemnation was removed and yet
the physical punishment was not, for
he died.
A.—That is a fact. 1 never thought
of that before. Brother B, look at the
time. We have been so interested in
our subject that we have forgotten
ourselves. Pardon me for keeping you
up so late, and now I must go. Good
night.
B.—Do not ask for pardon for that
brother A, but come and commit the
same " offence" again when you can.
Good night brother.
EVENING THOUGHTS.

evening sun sinks behind the
western hills, leaving a soft, radiant glow on the unclouded azure of
the sky. How delightful! The evening meal being ended, I take little
Angie, our sweet, little pet, out into
the yard. One by one the twinkling
stars appear. There is one in the west
that shines with a brilliant radiance.
The baby sees it, claps her sweet little
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hands, and tries to talk. In the woods
near by is the whippoorwill, drawlingout his mournful notes. How beautiful is all nature ! All around us is a
smiling landscape; above us the sparkling arch of heaven. We gaze into the
broad expanse of space and ponder
over the vastness of infinity. Emotional feelings fill my heart.
I return to my room and there the
children gather round me. They are
Grave Dora and laughing- Minnie,
And Angio with golden hair ;
With smiles and looks of gladness,
Oh, how they lighten care !

Childhood is so full of innocence. We
look back, through the dim mist of
years, to our own childhood days.
Thought crowds upon thought. A feeling of tenderness, like a gentle sunbeam, steals through the darkened
chambers of our hearts.
Almost reluctantly we force our mind
from fond recollections of the past and
endeavor to force it upon the stern
realities of the present. With the gen
tie poet we say,
"Letthe dead past bury its dead:"

but in an unguarded moment the mind
makes another sudden leap, and this is
what it calls forth—" a little child shall
lead lliem." Many beautiful memories
cluster round those words. Ah, Memory, thou art laden witli much I
We see ourself a little child, on a
pleasant summer day, seated beneath
a spreading tree, and upon our knees a
little primer. In the primer is the picture of a lion, no more with a vicious
look, but one of compassion and kindness; near the lion is a lamb, and a
little girl with a small cord in her hand,
having one end tied to the lion's neck,
and the other to the lamb's, while beneath the picture are the words; " a
little child shall lead them."

I did not

know the meaning of the words then,
but afterwards learned that they were

prophetic of the future blessing of the
earth.
Then, again we recall a time when
we read, '• Whosoever shall humble
himself as this little child, the same is
greatest in ihe kingdom of heaven."
And now since " fond memory " recalls
those scenes and early impressions,
vividly presenting them to view, let us
profit thereby.
God requires us, dear brethren, to
humble ourselves; are we doing it V
Are we becoming as little children, or
are we drifting down the stream of
pride and arrogance V Are we allowing our ugly, contentious dispositions
to come to the front? If we are, we are
carnally minded, and " to be carnally
minded is death;" imt if we humble
ourselves as God requires, doing His
entire will in obeying His commands,
we become spiritually-minded, and "to
be spiritually minded is life and peace."
Oh, for the time of peace to come!
No more divisions and contentions
then ! The devouring lion of Contention will then be tamed, and will lie
down by the side of the lamb of Humility. All things will blend together to
the glory and honor of God. The ones
now humbling themselves, developing
true Christ-like characters, will then
be jewels in the kingdom of God. Let
us stop wrangling over non-essentials,
and go hand-in-hand for the cause.
Above all, let us follow the injunction
" Take heed that ye despise not one of
these little ones,"
Time is short, dear brethren; let us
build each other up in our most holy
faith. It is heart-rending to see one
brother trying to tear another down.
There exists too much envy, and evil surmising among us. All such evil work belongs to the flesh. As long as we give
up to such we are not building each
other up, in honor preferring one
another; we are not humbling ourselves
as little children. Then how can we

EDITOR S TOUR SOUTH.

expect a blessing in that glorious time
when l; the wolf also shall dwell with
tiie lamb, and the leopard shall lie
down with the kid; and the calf and
the young lion and the falling together;
and a Wile child xhall lead them,."
L E O N A R D PASSMOKK.

EDITOR'S TOUR SOUTH.
((Joiicludcd from paye :i"-i.)
!

K week's waiting at Martinville^
^LBP foi- the debate was employed in
writing, resting and lecturing. There
were good audiences to hear the three
lectures, notwithstanding the weather
was oppressively hot. A large upper
room was our home and office, and
brother Martin's house being situated
upon a high hill, and our room having
no less than live large windows we
caught whatever currents of air could
break through the heated atmosphere.
The time having arrived to started
off on the twenty-mile trip to the debate, a- wagon was loaded up with provisions, spring cots, and other articles
too numerous to mention, making up
the luxuries of camp life in Arkansas.
The power that was to convey this
heavily loaded wagon over the up and
down, stump and stone strewed roads
consisted of two proud-looking, giant
mules, that seemed to well understand
their business. Our buggy being also
ready we were off, our party consisting
of sisters Martin and Kelly, brother
and sister Martin's '• baby," a bright
little fellow of about ten years of age
(who manfully managed the mules, to
our surprise), brother Martin and the
writer. By noon we had made good
headway, all really enjoying the trip,
and we stopped at a farm-house to feed
and water our horses and to procure
refreshments for ourselves. Here we
found a very hospitable lady recently
left a widow with a family of live chil-
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dren, her husbarfd having been killed
by lightning only two months before.
Her sad countenance bespoke a sorrowful heart and broken spirits. There
was one son, however, big enough to
cany on the work of the farm, and if he
will only be kind and dutiful to his
mother (and he appeared to have a
benevolent face) he may be a help and
comfort through the hardships of a
hard life. Oh, for the time when the
widow and orphan shall find the
hand of love stretched out in all the
earth.
We arrived at our destination in good
time that evening, and found hearty
welcome at the home of brother and
sister Shewinake, where we were to be
domiciled during the debate. That
night the friends seemed to come and
come, from all directions and at all
times, till, by morning, rooms were
rilled and verandas covered with sleepers, some in beds some on cols, others
on floors, but all welcome and happy.
A mile and a half away the Adventist annual conference had been in session in "Robinson's Grove" for about a
week. They had reckoned on having a
large attendance this year, expecting
the well advertised debate, which was to
be sandwiched into the conference, to be
the magnet. It was the magnet—to itself,
but not to the conference, for not many
of the people arrived till the time of the
commencement of the debats, and none
remained after its close, the conference
having to end simultaneously, though
it had been arranged to continue three
days after. The Adventists by this
time have learned that a conference
cannot compete with a debate in Arkansas.
Dr. Snowden had visited us at Martinville, and we had agreed upon the
mode of procedure, after much objection on the doctor's part to being tied
down to the Socratic method or surrender half of his time to his opponent.
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All that remained to do was to select
the moderators. 1 selected brother
Teas who had been home from the
Gathering, and returned to the debate.
Dr. Suowden selected one of the Adventist preachers; a Mr. Riddle, from
Indian territory, and they chose a Mr.
Stobal as chairman, who filled the chair
admirably, having a happy faculty of
good-naturedly keeping order. The
meeting was held in a tent that would
hold about five hundred people, the
sides being raised those surrounding
could easily hear the speakers, Dr.
Snowden was quite amiable, and the
debate passed off with very little friction, except between the disputants,
and there it was all friction, for our
opponent was far astray upon the sub.
jects discussed, and experimented with
some of the most absurd theories in his
air-beating attempts to protect himself
from the result of his own folly.
One trouble with Dr. Snowden was
that he was striving to artificially make
a show by using other men's theories—
theories that would not mix even with
Adventism. lie had evidently been a
careless student of Russell, of "Watchtower" fame, and in trying to use Russell's tools he exemplified the old saying about the "cow handling the musket.1' lie was more to be pitied than
to be blamed, and that he was pitied
by his friends as well as by our friends
was evident. Some thought he would
surrender and close the debate before
the third day was over, but he preferred to beat the air and fill in the
time with "And now, and now, and
now," while he marched to and fro on
the platform in manifest distress, some
times attempting to break the monotony by a stale, cheap joke, which would
print scorn in the faces of people who
seemed to be saying, Do give us something worth having.
The doctor commenced by saying he
had been forced into the Socratic method

and did not know how to proceed; near
the end he confessed he was "only killing time" rather than surrender half of
it to his opponent, a confession which
revealed nothing to the audience but
what they well kuew from a trying
experience.
This debate had been aroused by the
fact that brother Martin had broken
into the ranks of the Adventists and
enlightened some of their members in
the way of life; two of their preachers
(they have lots of "preachers" down
there) having recently obeyed the
Truth. There were evidences that
others will follow, and the general impression left in the country, we were
assured, promised good results for the
Truth. Even Dr. Snowden himself, it
is thought, will yet acknowledge the
unsoundness of the position he occupies
as "preacher" and as assistant editor of
the Gospel Trumpet. Prom memory and
notes we hope to give specimeus of the
Socratic part of the debate ere long^
perhaps next month.
The debate over we were quickly conveyed to Morriltown. seven miles distant, to catch train homeward, for only
by traveling on the "Cannon Ball" and
the "Limited Sun Light," or some
such a name, could we reach home in
time to attend the Chicago Fraternal
Gathering. Upon arrival at Morrillon,
refreshments were ready at brother
Scroggins, and after an hour's rest we
were off for Little Rock on a train that
seemed to be running over the ties instead of on the tracks, and which
rushed along through a cloud of dust
and smoke. We were thankful that
about two hours would end that, aud
we were glad to reach Little Rock in
time for the "Cannon Rail'' to St.
Louis, where we arrived the next morning at seven o'clock, having had a good
night's sleep in a '' sleeper." We had
a little time for breakfast and then we
were off for Chicago on the fast Wabasli
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train, the fancy name of which we forget. At rive o'clock that evening we
safely reached home, where the usual
sweet welcome awaited us; and the
next day received another welcome at
the Chicago Fraternal Gathering.
Thank you. brethren, in Kansas and
Arkansas, for your many tokens of
kindness and love. Thanks to our
Heavenly Father, for health and protection and, above all. for that glorious
Truth we have the honor of defending,
whose power and beauty are to the
creeds of Christendom as the brightness
and glory of the sun to the darkness of
a starless night.
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could not help, and had no hand in the
matter.—Revealed Mystery, p. %4.

Now I will more fnlly state the case
in my own words. When Adam sinned
we were all in his loins ami therefore
we sinned in him, not personally, of
course, but federally, and the consequent condemnation which was passed
upon Adam passed upon all in him.
The result of this is that all men are
born of sinful flesh, which is their condition physically, or bodily ; and they
are also born under Adamic condemnation, from which if they are not redeemed they will die an eternal death.
I regard condemnation to be a matter of
relation; and I regard our physical corruption, or dying nature to be the bodily
state all men are in whether saint or
THE TDITOR'S BELIEF ON ADAMIG
sinner. I mean by ''federally sinning
CONDEMNATIONin Adam." the same as Paul means
when he, says that Levi paid tithes in
a9k 1 ! U O T H K U wrote another broth- Abraham before he (Levi) was born.
JtfSk erthat he found some who said
I mean by condemnation a state in
that the editor of the ADVOCATE believed that we are physically freed from which there is no hope of salvation—
Adamic condemnation at baptism, and not until we change our relationship
the editor was asked to state his belief, from Adam to Christ. Those who are
which he did, as follows, thinking it under Adamic condemnation are said
quite strange that it was necessary to by the apostle Paul, in Epli. ii. to be
do .so, after what he has so often writ- " aliens" and "afar off," without hope,
ten. It was also said that he believed etc. I believe this alienated and " farthat we are saved by Christ's righteous- 'off " relation is inherited from Adam,
ness regardless of what we do. Hence that we are born in this relation. By
being baptized into Christ we put off
the latter part of
this "old man" relation and his deeds
OUR AJSTSWBR.
which we have committed while in the
In response to a request I briefly old man—Adam ; and put on the new
state ray belief in regard to our relation man—Christ. Then it is that " There
to Adainic condemnation. Thinking is, therefore, now no condemnation to
that with some it will command more them who are in Christ Jesus, the law
careful consideration, I will first give of the spirit of life in Christ (never in
the words of Dr. Thomas as ai. expres- Adam) having made us free from the
law (not the physical or bodily results
sion of my belief, as follows :
'"All mankind are born of corrupti- of that law) of sin and death "—Rom.
ble parents into a state of sin. By this viii: 1. When thus in Christ we are no
natural birth they become members of longer " afar off," or " alienated;" but
a sinful and evil state, and heirs of all are " made right," reconciled and at
its disabilities. By virtue of this birth one with God because we are in Christ
they are constituted sinners, though they the atonement. We are now " bought
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with a price "—the precious blood of
Christ and are "not our own" to serve
the old man : but " new creatures in
Christ Jesus "—mentally, morally and
legally, or according to law—the law of
the spirit of life.
But this works no change in our bodily
or physical condition. We still retain
the morlal nature; but having been
brought out from under the Adamic
condemnation into the reconciliation
which is in the second Adam, we are
sons of God, "'waiting for the adoption,
to wit, the redemption of the body"—
Horn. 8. This redemption of the body
will be redemption from the physical
effects of Adam's fall, and will take
place when "this mortal shall put on
immortality,'" and the sting of Adam';;
sin, which was the sting of death for
the whole race, will then be removed
from our natures, and this all of God,
through our Lord Jesus Christ. — I.
Cor. xv.
I believe that had it not been for the
perfect righteousness of Christ no man
could ever have been reconciled to God.
By his perfect righteousness he became
the only name given among men in
which there is salvation. When baptized into him his righteousness becomes a garment of righteousness to us
which alone lils us to become reconciled to God. " We are then God's
workmanship (not our own), created in
Christ Jesus into good works. The fruits
of the Spirit must follow, if we are
allowed to live a life of probation ; and
these fruits are our "good works"
which will maintain the status the
righteousness of Christ gave us and add
to our rewards, more or less, according
to our zeal, earnestness and industry
in the cause of the Truth.
THOS. W I L L I A M S .

"Boast not thyself of to-morrow; for
thou knowest not what a day will bring
forth."

ME. HALL AGAINST HIMSELF.
When preachers fall out honest men
may get the truth. Mr. Hall and a Mr.
Srygley have fallen out on the "invisible church" question in their discussion
now going on in the Baptist Flitg. They
sometimes accidentally tell the truth on
scripture subjects. Mr. Hall says:
'"The expressions 'process' and the
'one body' are not to be found in the
Scriptures, and how can a man prove
by the Bible a thing that the Bible
does not one single time mention?"
Now. Mr. Hall, try your own logic on
the immortality of the soul, thus: The
expression "immortal soul" is not to be
found in the Scriptures, and how can a
man prove by the Bible a tiling that
the Bible does not one single time mention. Let Mr. Hall rind "immortal
soul"'—if he can -just " o n e single
time."
In the Zion debate, when we referred
to the Diaglott translation of a text Mr.
Hall cried out, "The Diaglott! The
Diaglott !" and then said the Diaglott
was a Christadelphian
translation.
Now, when the i)iaglott suits him
against a brother Baptist he quotes it
along with Kotlterham's translation because it translates ew.lesia by "congregation."' Mr. Hall likes "congregation"
better than " church." But he now
forgets that he claimed that "church"
and"kingdom"meant the same. If "congregation" is preferable to "church" all
well; ana we will read, " I t is your
Father's good pleasure to give you the
congregation." "Come ye blessed of
my Father, inherit the congregation
prepared for you from the foundation
of the world."' "They thought the congregation would immediately appear."'
Preachers who go about preaching as
circumstances demand must not be
burdened with good memories, and as
for consciences, they are the most inconvenient—unless the " hot iron " has
been used.

EDITOK.

EDITORIAL.
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a warrior strong and mighty, but cold
as ice, if one does not catch the spirit of
the Truth, the heart of it. Sentimenl>
indeed, of course there is sentiment in
the Truth, and that's the thing that
turns stony hearts into hearts of flesh;
that gives that sweetness and tenderTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
ness which by the true and the sincere
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can be better felt than expressed.
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1.00
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Brethren, let our hearts have a little
months,
in Great Britian and lier Colonies, 8«. per year.
more attention, even if our heads have
as. per'M ye!"'4s. per X year.
a little less. Our heads will not suffer
We make special a r r a n g e m e n t s witli a limited mini
berwho a r e unable t o pay the full subscription price.
by it.
A few deserving, but poor, are supplied by the contributions of generous friends.
That is just what some have been
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stones in the road, others phantoms of
the air have been found to be easily reOCTOBER, 1899.
moved by close proximity. There has
been a mutual knowledge of " what
"BTT is not all war; it is not all bicker- spirit ye are of," and "Behold, how
i s ing: it is not all schism. No, thank pleasant it is for brethren to dwell toGod, no. Here and there, now and gether in unity." Now,
then, it is ours to " Behold how good
"Brethren, let us walk together,
and how pleasant it is fov brethren to
In the bonds of love and peace.'"
dwell together in unity." How good it
is, how sweet it is.
BROTHER J. J. ANDREW kindly sent
Sad, sad is the fact that there are us two copies of The Jewish World, consome of whom it is true, "Ye know not taining a full report of the third annual
what spirit ye are of,"and who, if they do Congress of Zionism, in Basle. Usunot call for fire from heaven upon the ob- ally the account of the formation of
jects of their misguided zeal, become committees and of the reading of their
enthusiastic in stirring up the red blood reports in a congress is dry reading; but
of war in faces which once shone in the the enthusiasm which lired the hearts
brightness of the white flame of truth of all the delegates to this congress gave
eloquence to the most formai routine of
and love.
No, it is not all strife. Indeed, it business. As for the speeches of the
seems as if the Truth and its spirit of leaders, well, the patriotism which perpeace, and its sweetness of fellowship vades them would be unaccountable
were once more smothering the smoul- were it not for the prophetic assurance
dering embers of strife and division. of the latter-day shaking of the dry
Brother is meeting brother and eccle- bones of a nation "terrible from its besia is meeting ecclesia in loving em- ginning" into the new life of a nation
brace and holy zeal, for truth and right- to be yet more terrible and wonderful,
eousness. The pure doctrines of the when the closing words of Dr. Herzl
Truth are what must give strength and will have a meaning far beyond his—
courage. The doctrine alone will make "The Sabbath day of rest is upon us."
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crime of France in condemning
Dreyfus the second time, with the evidence all against his accusers and nothing proven against him, reminds the
world of the thinness of the garb which
hides barbarism under a Haunted and
boasted civilization. After all the indignation which this case has aroused
throughout the world, it is only one case
admitting of a peep behind the curtains. Wait, until the Divine searchlight is thrown
upon the entire
world, exposing all its national,
ecclesiastical, social and municipal
corruptions, and no one will wonder why the anger of the Lord is
aroused till " H i s fury shall come up in
his face." The wonder will be how He
could forbear so long.
TIIKKK is an interesting coincidence

in the present upheaval in France in
connection with the Dreyfus case. By
the persecution of a Jew at a time when
the subject of Jewish emancipation
and return to Palestine is a world-wide
topic, the frog power is, by the persecution, playing its part in disturbing the
world. Tims two of the signs of the
times stand out in bold relief, and turn
the eyes of the world thither.

taken out of the hands of an eye-serving, intimidated court martial and
turned over to Christ or to one of his
administrators of law. More quickly
than we can write this paragraph the
case would be settled, the culprits and
their abettors punished, the innocent
set free. Who would not like to have
had the wisdom, the power and the
honor to thus settle the Dreyfus case?
Well, that, is what God's people are
now training for, to settle all such
questions. They are taking lessons in
justice, mercy, truth and love. If they
graduate, the necessary wisdom, power
and authority will come. What a delightful work it will be—to "judge with
equity for the meek of the earth," "to
lend a helping hand to him that hath
helper." O ! i. haste the glorions day!
But ah. it may come before we are
ready. Let us make haste.

Louie comes into conflict with itself
when we apply it to the actions of nations, and there is no way out of the
difficulties but the divine way. There
is logic on both sides of the Phillippine
question, the Cuban question and the
South African question. One side says,
Stick to the logical sequences of your
written polices—"government of the
people, by the people and for the peoBY following the daily accounts of
ple;" "Liberty, equality, and fraterthe Dreyfus trial one is impressed with
the completeness of the solution of the nity," and grant these rights to the
world's difficulties to be seen in the people you are hounding. The other
coming kingdom of God. In reading side with logic equally on its side reof the forgeries, the perjuries, the sui- torts, Our aim is the betterment of the
people we conquer, in giving civilizacides and assassinations connected with
the case, one Jinds himself almost lifted tion instead of barbarism, enterprise
from his seat exclaiming, Oh, for One instead of legarthy. enlightenment instead of ignorance, and to give . the
who .will not ''judge after the sight of
his eyes nor reprove after the hearing world the benefits of buried wealth
of his ear, but who with equity will now being ignorantly held as if by
judge for the meek of the earth." the dog in the manger. After a fashWhat a terror it would have been to ion there is a betterment, but by the
the wicked actors in the Dreyfus drama time it is realized, where are the poor
and what satisfaction to those who love creatures of the conquest? The kingjustice if the case could have been dom of God is the only solution of all
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these things, and it will reconcile the
logic of one side to that of the other.
THE troubles and conflicts of our
times are not all on the outside. One
would hardly expect to find plots inside
the Temple court. Bat he who imagines that men become angels by passing from without to within is destine*!
to be disappointed. He will be amazed
to find what zeal, ingenuity, and perseverance are set forth to give one man
or a class of men a reputation at the
expense of the ruin of others—ruin so
far as reputation goes; but character
and reputation are two different things.
The one is often made by enemies, the
other is what each one makes it for
himself, by the help of God, and its intrinsic worth is what will decide destiny. But what is to be done when
there are plots laid in the court of the
temple? Keep out of their way if you
can; but take care you are not voluntarily in them. If you are helplessly
swallowed it will only be like Jonah in
the whale—you will come out alive,
yes alive. It is with the friends of the
Truth as it is with the Truth itself—
"Truth crushed to earth wilt rise again,
The eternal years of God are hors.
While error, wounded, writhes in pain,
And dies amid her worshippers. '
W E have received a neat card In
Memoriam of the death of brother C.
M. Taylor, of Waterloo, Ont. We had
a personal acquaintance with brother
Taylor for many years. He was a very
affectionate mari, and our prayer is that
he may awake to life and joy ere long.
Particulars, will, no doubt, come in the
line of " Intelligence.''
BROTHER L. C. JOHNSTON, of

Po-

mona, Cal,, sends an article on the responsibility question. If be knew how
tired the brethren have become of this
subject he would not ask us to impose
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a repetition of what has been said over
and over again. If we judge rightly,
brother Johnston is a young brother
full of commendable zeal, but. as yet,
apt to magnify one aspect of a question
without seeing its conflict with others.
The brother thinks that to preach the
gospel one must emphasize the thought
that, if those who understand it are not
baptized they will come forth to a second death; and that without this -'terror of the Lord" we lack a pressure to
bring to bear upon our children to
enforce baptism. If all setting forth
the gospel acted upon this principle it
would be just as easy for one who does
not understand the Truth to conclude
not to hear it in order to avoid its
responsibility as it would for one to refuse to be baptized for that reason. So
if it is a question of catching our children and others by the "terror" of resurrection to a second death it will be necessary to declare resurrectional responsibility to the uniuslructed in order to
press them into being instructed as well
as to do the same with the instructed
in order to press them into baptism. In
declaring the gospel to the perishing
is it not enough to set forth the hopelessness of all out, of Christ and the
hopefulness of all in Christ? Surely
there is loss enough on the one hand,
and gain enough on the other to induce any "good anil honest, heart" to
flee from a perishing condition into one
wherein eternal life can be had. A
brother declaring the gospel surely is
not expected to stop to tell his audience
that if they come to know enough and
refuse to be baptized they will suffer a
second death, but that if they do not
come to know enough to be baptized they
will only die Adamic death. What, Bro.
Johnston, is it that has brought people
into the Truth for over forty years? Is
it the "terror" of responsibility to second death? Our literature scarcely reveals the responsibility question as it is
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now set forth. Only when some one
has put it in the form of a pointed question has it been touched upon, and then
it has been regarded as of such a character as to make it a pity to trouble the
ecclesias with it. Let us try to put ourselves back where we were before the
controversy began and go on unitedly
heralding the gospel to the perishing.
For my part, I have never yet found it
necessary to tell any one seeking for
salvation that he would or would not
be raised if he were not baptized; but
the great point to be emphasized is that
out of Christ there is a certainty of
death, whatever sufferings may precede
it; and that in Christ there is life eternal with all its joys.
EDITOR'S VISIT TO GAMP DOUGLAS.

E, in company with sister WilW
liams, spent, most pleasantly,
nearly two weeks of this month with
the brethren near Camp Douglas,
Wis. We arrived there on the 13th
and returned home on the 25th. We
made our home with brother and
(now) sister Leake, where great kindness was shown us in every way, and
we visited among the brethren and
sisters in the surrounding country in
the day time and lectured every night
—four each at New Lisbon, Camp
Douglas and Hustler, towns not far
apart, the farthest only five miles
from brother Leake's.
In our report of a visit last June
we gave the status of things among
the believers of this part of the country. Our visit this time was in response to a desire of the people to
hear more of the Truth and in the
hope of bringing together the brethren who had been divided for many
years. To bring up troubles of twenty years ago, about which some
might say, You were to blame; and
others reply, No, you were the ones,
seemed needless, and it was not easy

to get all together to go into the
matter.
We made a ''reporter" of sister
Williams to keep us informed of the
prospects in the inner workings of
things, a work in which the sisters
have more tact than brethren. They
can generally tell you how things are
whether they are as well adapted as
brethren to give the reason why or
not. They have their places, and
they can fill them—better than the
brethren can, not, of course, forgetting that to this there is a vice versa.
Sister Williams is a splendid listener,
and not a bad talker. My ears, of
late years, serve me very badly. In
this I have to admit that mine is the
"better half," and she is a helpmeet
indeed. Jiut back to the point.
The real question was, Is there
agreement here now? To reach an
answer we asked each one to read
carefully our (the Chicago) Statement
of Faith and see if all agreed with it.
Then at a meeting where we were to
examine six candidates for immersion, nearly all were present and we
slowly and carefully read it over and
asked for objections if any there
were. There was no objection to the
Truth as stated therein, but some had
a fear of the statement as a document, viewing it as a creed. This
was not the important aspect; it was
to find out if all agreed on the fundamental principles of the Truth, and
the statement was being used as a
means. As long as there was some
form of expression used to decide
upon mutual agreement and fellowship, we did not deem.it expedient
to impose our statement upon them
as a body if doing so would keep a
brother or a sister from the Lord's
table. Let the objection to a statement as a document be a mark of
strength or weakness, we could well
afford to waive its acceptance as an
ecclesial document so long as the
doctrines of Scripture it gave expression to were accepted. The joyful
result was that on Sunday all were
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in agreement, and we had a happy
meeting, the old believers coming together and six new ones being heartily received into fellowship. It was
a matter of sorrow to us that our
aged sister Baxter was taken down
with severe illness after her attendance at the lectures at New Lisbon;
and this deprived her and her two
daughters, sisters Sage and Barnes, of
the pleasure of being with us. How
delightful it is to help to unite brethren in the bonds of love and peace;
but how sad when, sometimes, duty
requires division—sadder still to see
divisions when duty does not require
them. There is now at Hustler, a
new town about two miles from Camp
Douglas, an ecclesia consisting of
sixteen members. One brother, of
good report, and who stood well to
his post to the end, fell asleep last
winter, and it was our call to his funeral that opened the door for these
good results. He would have had a
joyful heart had he been at our Sunday meeting to participate in such a
happy reunion. Let us hope and
pray that his joy is only postponed
for a. little while, when he will awake
with gladness to find what has occurred and to a reunion with his dear
wife and children to join in the happy
band of redeemed and who will never
more be severed.
Brother Leake and family had, a
week or two before our arrival, been
overtaken with a season of sorrow by
the loss of brother and sister Leake's
youngest son, a very promising young
man, who died of typhoid fever, leaving a wife and a sweet little boy with
the rest of the family "bowed in sadness, bathed in tears." Thus the lesson is always with us, that "Life is
but a span, an inch or two of time,"
and death respects neither old nor
young.
Sister Baxter's illness having assumed a serious character, one of her
sons from Milwaukee came up and
we had the pleasure of forming acquaintance with him. He and an-
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other brother are with the little body
at Milwaukee, a body which has
passed through many trying vicissitudes and become reduced from quite
a large number to nine members.
We were pleased to learn from brother Baxter that they are sound in the
faith and in the unity of that love
which the Truth alone can enkindle.
Sister Baxter was improving when
we' left, and brother Leake writes
since our return home that she is still
improving, though her extreme age
leaves her very little rallying force.
We are now at home busy getting
ready to go to Kentucky. Our last
visit has given us strength and courage. Could we but see such fruitful
results more prevalent how could we
ever get tired? Let us thank God,
to whom be the glory and honor and
let all bickering and strife cease, and
let Onward ! be our watchword.
EDITOR.

THE ADVOCATE S- S. GLASS.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in September ADVOCATE :
CLASS N O . l.

John H. Brice (12), Gait. Out., 95;
Dessie Lemmon (10),Lake Cicott,Ind.9o;
Lois
Mason, (14), Erie, 111., 90;
Chas. M. Brice (11), Gait. Ont., 90;
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 90;
Annie Helli well (11), Corning, X. Y. 90;
Drneilla White (12), Spottsville, Ky., 85;
CLASS N O . 2.

Bessie Williams (17), Chicago. 111., 95;
Alice Dolph (19), Rochester, X. Y., 90;
Charles Mason (17), Erie, 111., 85;
Several of the answers in Class No. 1
this month were perfect, except that
they omitted the name of the city
where Paul spent two years, namely,
Rome. Where are the rest of the scholars? Vacation time is over. Let us
hear from you next month.
J A M E S L E A S K , 532 62d

Station O.

St.,

Chicago, 111.

LESSON NO. 77, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.
I. What was un apostle bound with a chaiti
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lieveth not shall be damned." Also the
words of Paul when the jailer asked
him, "What must I do to be saved?"—
Acts xvi: 31. When Cornelius was
BKST I'AI'EK, CLASS NO. I.
commanded to send for Peter it was
ANSWERS.
that he might tell words whereby he
1. It was for the hope of Israel that might be saved, showing that without
the apostle was hound with a chain.— the gospel there is no salvation —Acts
xi: U-22.
Acts xxviii: 20.
2. The fact that those commonly
2. It was at Rome he spent two
years, and the subject that he preached called --good people" are not more parWHS the kingdom of God (Acis xxviii: ticular about their belief is what makes
their salvation impossible. In Mark
16-30,81.
3. Three passages which describe xvi: 16 is the proof that we must bethe same thing he preached are Gal. iii: lieve the gospel, and in Gal. i: 6 we find
«--" The scripture foreseeing that Hod there is but one gospel Jesus says we
would justify the heathen though faith, cannot enter the kingdom of God withpreached the gospel unto Abraham."' out being born of water and of the
" In thee all nations shall be blessed " spirit (Jno, iii: 5). To be good people
— Acts xxxviii: 28; '-J5e it known, there- in the Bible sense is to believe God and
fore unto you that the salvation of God obey His commandment!!.
3. The case of Cornelius is a proof
is sent unto the Gentiles and they will
hear;" Acts xxviii: .SI—" ['reaching that a man's "goodness" will not save
the kingdom of God and teaching those him (Acts x). He had to have the gostilings which concern the Lord Jesus pel preached to him and then be bapChrist with all confidence, no man for- tized in order to be saved.

~. Whore (till he spend t w o years? a n d whut
did he preach there?
'A. Give three passages vvliere t h e same tiling
he preached is ditlVrently named.

bidding him.

JOHN H. BRICK.

.SECOND BEST PAPER CLASS NO. 1.

1. An apostle was bound in a chain
for the hope of Israel. -Acts xxviii:20.
2. He spent two years in Home in
hisown hired house (Acts xxviii: 16-30).
He preached the kingdom of God.—Acts
xxviii: 31.
3. The same thing is differently
named in Acts xxviii: 31, Acts xv: 2C>,
and again in Acts xiv: 21.
DHHSIK LKMMON.
LKSSON NO. 77, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.
1. Do you think that if the Samaritans to
whom Philip preached had boon "good people"
they would have been saved had he not
preached to them?
2. Why cannot those commonly called "good
people'1 be saved without bein<>" particular
about their belief?
it. Can you give a case where a #ood man's
"ifOodnosK" would not save him?
ANSWERS.
BEST PAPER, CLASS XO. 2.

BESSIE WILLIAMS.
SECOND BEST PAPKK CLASS S O . 2.

1. No. they would not have been
saved, because being good will not save
a man if he does not believe the gospel
which Philip preached to the Samaritans.
2. Because there is only one way
whereby a man can be saved; that is to
believe in the only true gospel, for it
says in Galatians, "If any man preach
any other gospel unto you let him be accursed "—Gal. i: 8. 9; Eph. ii: 5-8, 9.
3. Cornelius was a devout man and
one that feared with all his house, gave
much alms to the people and prayed to
God alway, yet in order to be saved he
had to send for Peter who told him of
the one true gospel and Cornelius believed and was baptized—Acts x.
ALTCK DOLPH.
QUKSTIONS.
CLASS NO. l, LESSON NO. 78.

1. By what act do believers of the
gospel become the children of God?
2. Define the form of the act as expressed in Scripture words about death,
etc.
3. Why does the act make some children of God and not others?

1. No, I do not think that if the
Samaritans to whom Philip preached
had been "good people" they would
have been saved had he not preached to
them, because in Mark xvi: 10 we find
the following, which was spoken by
Christ: "He that believeth and is bap- Questions for clans No. 2, see second page
tived shall be saved; but he that beof cover.

SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter theo among' all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among: these nations shalt thon find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—T)eut. 28: 01, W>.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they tie gone,
and will gather them on every side, and bringthem into their own land"—Ezek. ;i7: 21, ~'2.

[n the constitution of the Jews' Colonial Trust there was a clause which
^pli^HE third congress of Zionists admitted of ''other lands7' beside Pal•i™ met at Basle August 13th, and estine as objective points, and to this
the report of the week's work shows there was pronounced objection. Palthat Onward ! is the word. Another estine is the terminus of Zionism, and
" milestone has been reached in the any attempt to switch off towards the
history of the Jewish exile," and shows Argentines, Cyprus, or anywhere else,
that onward and homeward, towards evokes scorn and contempt. The only
the fatherland ! is the watchcry of Zion- time the congress broke away from the
ism. At the first congress all seemed control of the president was when "Mr.
to be sentiment; at the second, the D. Trietsch, of New York, entered the
rapid materialisation of the aims of the tribune to speak on his Cyprus colonipromotors amazed the Zionists them- zation project. The delegates, or the
selves; but at the third everybody got larger part of them, did not allow him
down to real business and made clear to go beyond a hundred words. They
to the world that Zionists mean busi- howled him down. Dr. Herzl demanded
ness, business with sentiment to give it order and a hearing for Mr. Trietsch.
zest, with a burning hope which is an- But another fifty words, and the pentchored deeper down than in the sands up emotion of the delegates got the
of financial gain.
better of their discretion, and they
A characteristic of the third congress stopped him. Some would, indeed,
is its boldness, a boldness begotten by have lifted him bodily out of the trisuccess. The speakers were not a bit bune." Thus is manifest that old and
afraid to tell the world what the ideal deep-seated divine sentiment which
of Zionism is; nor to make clear that it finds pathetic expression in the harps
does not propose to stop at small sta- hanging upon the willows and the playtions to be hampered with a few passen- ers exclaiming, "How can we sing the
gers from the byways of colonization songs of Zion in a strange land."
societies. Their's is the through train,
GOD NEGLECTED.
willing to take on board all homeward bound Jews, but all must take
We are writing this at the house of
the Zionist train, and not expect it to brother John Leake, in Wisconsin, and
side-track to suit locals and small ac- he having read the two copies of the
commodation trains. It is the bigness Jewish World, kindly sent us by brother
of the thing that the congress lias dem- J. J. Andrew, remarks: "They take all
onstrated this time.
the glory to themselves and God is
THE THIED ZIONIST CONGRESS.
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scarcely mentioned." That is, indeed,
a striking fact. It is the natural tendency when promoters or' great tilings
find success attending them, to take
the gl try to themselves. Still, in this
case we may not conclude that because
God is not often in the words of Zionists lie is not, in some measure, in their
hearts. They find themselves between
fires, and from expediency must guard
their words. To be too outspoken on
their political aims would offend
the powers upon whose suffrage they
must depend for their ultimate success.
To mention God's name would be to
give the movement a religious complexion, and since the movement strives for
the patronage of all .Jews, who seem
hopelessly divided religiously, there
must be a lookout for the reefs and
rocks.
EXTRACTS FROM DR. HERZL S SPEECH.

"For the third time we are here to
realize the commands and the desire of
a nation which wishes to wake again
to life." LThat sounds like a fulfillment of Ezekiel's vision of dry bones.—
EDITOR ADVOCATE ]
A SOP FOR THK SULTAN AND KING
WILLIAM.

"Naturally we lay the greatest stress
on this (Emperor William's reception
of a Zionist deputation last year in
.Jerusalem) to show and to prove in the
first place our loyalty to the Turkish
government. We undertake not a step
that can arouse the rightful doubts of
the sovereign owner of Palestine. We
wish to, and we can, bring great profits
to the Osman empire, consequently we
can speak out plainly. * * * We
declare our purposes in the light of day
since, thank God, we have nothing to
conceal. Not the least difficulty encountered in such an experiment in
publicity, is that we no longer have to
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urge people to go to Palestine, but to
keep them there well secured."
A CHARTER A NECESSITY.

"What is that something which we
desire to realize? In one word, a
charter! Our efforts are directed
towards the obtaining from the Turkish
government a charter under the suzerainty of II. M. the sultan. Only when
we are in possession of this charter,
which will guarantee our public legal
security, will we begin practical colonization on a large scale. For this charter we will offer the Turkish government valuable exchanges."
HEALTHY

EMPLOYMENT IN THE CHERISHED LAND.

'•The reports (of Jewish suffering)
from several places are horrifying.
Jewry is an organism of misery with
limbs stretching throughout the world.
The sorrowful truth must be told from
this tribune. The situation cries for
help. From out the depths of this
misery arise ailments and moral devastation, and the damped spirits constitute a soil in which all manner of
weeds can flourish. We will improve
this. VVe believe healthy employment
in a cherished land is the cure. Labor
will bring our people bread for to-morrow, and also the honor of to-morrow
and the freedom of the coming day."
(Loud and prolonged cheers.)
KXTRACTS

FliOM DR.

MAX

NORDAlj'S

SPEECH.

After glancing over Zionism in its
"day dream" and seemingly "fairy tale"
state, the eloquent speaker said: "Then
we endeavored to realize what really
was our situation amongst the nations;
what were our hopes and fears and objects; who were our friends, who were
our enemies; and where our weaknesses
and our ailments; and wherein was to

THE .TEWS, THEIR

LAND ANT) AFFAIRS

be found a remedy? The general stocktaking of the Jewish nation has now
been accomplished. We have simply
to keep it up-to-date, to register any
modification which may enter into our
condition. During the last year no
such modification seems probable, unless we, ourselves, by our own efforts,
bring it about. (Cheers.) We have
placed in the right light the position of
the Jewish nation amongst the other
nations of the world. We have shown
that in spite of the efforts of many of
our sons to entirely forget their nationality, or at least to deny it, and unmistakably to assimilate with their surroundings, they are everywhere strunggers, even as intruders.
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ing the centuries. For we dream of a
state of our own on earth, where righteousness and love will reign, and we call
the ideal of the Jewish people—the
kingdom of God on earth."
A HOLY ARMY ON T H E FRF.K. EARTH OF
PALESTINE.

Dr. Waster in his beautiful peroration said: "And how beautiful sounds
the poetic conception of our people,
which lias taken a wondrous mystical
form, and which imagines that the
glory of God went out into exile with
the exiles to lead the people. It has
been cast down from its high place, and
it has been obscured; we will break the
ban so that glory may shine again with
FULL RIGHTS OF SELK-ADMINISTUAthe brilliance of other days. (Cheers.)
TION.
We will show the world that there is
"How shall we carry out this duty? still another wettenxchnmiy than that
In order to establish a race on its own from which the world to-day suffers.
soil, with full rights of self-administra- (Great cheers). The inner conviction,
tion, be it even without any state au- the upholding of the old ideal, the wish,
tonomy, is an eminently political work, the end to which each Zionist, in his
and to carry it out powerful means are own fashion, according to his point of
indispensable.
Now, what are our view, strives after in his own laud,
means? We have on our side the his- that is all we can tell our people- of from
torical greatness and the moral beauty this Zionist, tribune. (Cheers). We say
to our people, the dream begins to be
of the Zionist Idea." (Loud cheers.)
realized: ils shape rests with the part
A NATION AND TO REMAIN SO.
you take in it.
Xot far from here, in Italy, are cem"For the present the Jewish nation
eteries to which the earth of Palestine is
has no more urgent or important duty
than to continue this work with all its brought in shiploads, so that the people
strength. How can we expect that the who are dispossessed of Palestine may
world will accord us the rights and the be buried in Palestinian earth. We
territory of a nation, until we ourselves also have our ca-mpofianta, not for the
show that we are a nation and intend burial of the dead in earth brought to
Europe from Palestine, but a cumpoto remain a nation." (Hear, hear.)
santa for a holy army, the free earth of
Palestine for a living nation. (Storms
BEAUTIFUL AND (UNWITTINGLY) TRUE
of applause).
Dr. G-aster said: "We however, ever
THE-FAliLE OF THE I'HCENIX. TRUTH
have had a great ideal before our eyes,
STRANGER THAN FICTION.
comparable to the ideals which have influenced other peoples, and we have
"And in conclusion, what remains
unhesitatingly followed that ideal dur- for me to say? To remind you of the
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old fable of the phiBnix with which our
poets have long since compared our
people. The phoenix lives forever, but
at regular intervals it grows old and
weak, and is consumed to ashes so that
only a little powder remains. This the
priest takes to Ileliopolis, that is. to
the city of the sun, guards the dust and
tends it; the life is renewed, it, shakes
its wings, and the phoenix takes its
flight toward the sun to thank (Jod for
its re-birth. And we, too, had been
consumed and dispersed, our ash has
been trod to powder. Just a pinch has
remained. And now conies we Zionists.
the priests of the new age, and take a
speck of dust to the sun of truth and
faith, and we nurture it, and we shall
tend it until Israel, like the phoenix,
rises out of the ash and takes its flight
upwards towards the sun of truth bearing the people with it. This is the
cuUur question." (Great and continued
rounds or cheering).
The financial phase of the Zionist
movement seems to have been carried
along upon a wave of success like the
movement itself. The Jewish Colonial
Trust has found response from every
land and every clime, the poorer classes
eagerly doing all they can to further
the plan. There were two meetings of
the shareholders held at the Zionist
congress in Basle, there being present
two hundred and seventeen members.
The report showed that "the total
number of shares so far reached nearly
300,000, of which 2.57,000 were already
entered on the register. The number
of towns and places all over the world
from which subscriptions had been received exceeded 1,000. The number of
shareholders was nearly 100,000 and
growing daily. The cash in hand
amounted to over £59,235. * * *
The second installments were due and
coming in rapidly." The report said
that "Both the Government authorities

and the auditors bad given it as their
opinion that the company had the largest list of shareholders in the world,
and naturally required exceptional
treatment from every point of view."
Thus in every way Zionists are encouraged, and their phenomenal success cannot but be the beginning of the
fulfillment of prophecies teeming with
the greatness of Israel's coming glory.
So far as what we may call the secular
necessities of the movement go Dr.
Herzl seems to have come "in the spirit
and power of Elias," turning the heart
of the fathers to the children and the
heart of the children to the fathers.
And this may be the divine prelude to
the appearing of Elias himself, who
shall bring all Israel to realize that the
•'heart of the fathers" is that heart
which the cruel hands of their ancestors pierced; whose blood shall yet be
to them the blood of the everlasting
covenant, into the loving bonds of
which the rebel-purged, repentant, and
"willing" nation shall come with a
gladness that shall snatch the soulstirring, long-silent harps from the
boughs of the weeping willows to send
out sweet strains set to the beautiful
words, "The Lord hath comforted Zion,
he hath comforted her waste places,
and made her wilderness like Eden,
and her desert like the garden of the
Lord. Joy and gladness are found
therein, thanksgiving and the voice of
melody." Eastward Ho! the star of
Israel's empire goes, while we "Pray
for the peace of Jerusalem," because
"they shall prosper that love her."
May peace soon "dwell within her
walls, and prosperity within her palaces."
" He that hath pity upon the poor
lendeth unto the Lord; and that which
he hath given will he pay again."
A false friend is like a shadow on a
dial; it appears in clear weather but vanishes as soon as a cloud approaches.
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AN APPEAL.
SCAMMON, KAS.—I write to tell you
that brother John Wllker, of this place,
is greatly in need of some help owing to
a strike being on here since May 15th,
also by getting one of his eyes hurt .just
before the strike begun. He tried all
means to save it, but at last had to have
it taken out, and this, as we all know, will
cost him considerable money, as it is not
yet paid. The doctor seeing him in such
terrible agony was kind enough to trust
him to pay it. Brother Wilker suffers
from hemorrhage of the lungs quite severely, and he has a family of live little
children entirely dependent upon his
daily labor. Owing to the strike the
brethren here are not able to do much for
him, so I thought it my duty to write to
the brethren at large. Brother Wilker is
a worthy brother, and will greatly appreciate anything the brethren may see fit
to do for him.
Tour sister in the one hope,
L. A. GKAHAM, Sec.

[This case may need extended and systematic attention. There is a balance in
the ADVOCATE Relief Fund, and brother
Leask will take charge of the case.
Those who would prefer sending direct
to our suffering brother instead of
through the Relief Fund, may address as
follows: Mr. John Wilker, Scammon,
Kas.—EDITOR.]

BOSTON, MASS,—We had the pleasure of a visit from brother and sister
Sulley, on the 25th and 26th of July.
Brother Sulley delivered two lectures on
the signs of the times for us: On the 25th,
"The Destiny of the English-speaking
Race;" 26th, "Peace or War? What Will
Be the Upshot? Do the Scriptures Give
any Light to Guide Us?" These lectures
were illustrated by charts, and the attendance was very good. We were sorry
that brother Sulley's time was so limited
that we could not see more of him, but
hope that he may come again and stay
longer with us, if the Master does not return to change the program, which would
be the most acceptable.
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Visitors during the month of August
have been brother James Smith and
sister wife from Mount Vernon, Me.
Lectures have been delivered on the
following subjects: August 6th, "The
Work that Christ will do at His Coming,"
brother E. F . Mitchell. August 13th,
"Scriptural Reasons why we Stand Aloof
from the Churches," brother A. Katen.
August 20th. "Lo. I am with You Always
Evon to the End of the World," brother
C. J. Fairbrother. August 27th, "Salvation on Easy Terms," brother Jos. McKellar.
Your brother in hope of eternal life.
JOHN B. R I L E I G H .

Recorder for the Boston ecclesia.
OAMPELLO, MASS.-A Fraternal
Gathering' was held at this place Sunday,
September lUth, composed of Quincy,
Providence, Lowell, Taunton, and Campello ecclesias.
Although these eccle?ias hud Ions existed closely located to each other, only
a few brethren of the different ecclesias
had over met, the greater number being
strangers to each other. In considering
this state of things it occurred to some of
the brethren of this ecclesia that it would
be a good idea to get together and have a
gathering as a moans of becoming acquainted and also to stimulate each other
in the work of spreading the gospel. Consequently invitations vrere sent to abovenamed ecclesias to be present and co-operate with us on the aforesaid date for
the purpose of edifying and upbuilding
each other in our most holy faith. The
result was that there was a hearty response and a glorious day was spent together, one that will linger long in our
thoughts and the memory of which will
over be refreshing and .loyous. The
weather being exceptionally beautiful
made it a pleasure to take the trips necessary to reach here, all being by electrics with the exception of from Lowell,
which was by train.
When the hour for the first service of
of the day arrived, 11 o,clock A. M., it was
found that all were present, and were as
follows; From Taunton 6, Lowell 8,
Quincy 7, Providence 7, Worcester, 1.
Total visiting brethren, 30. The first
meeting was a public lecture at 11A.M.,
by brother W. H. 0lough, of Lowell,
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whose subject was "Tho Coming .Tudgment." J5rother E. E. Crowell presided
and opened meeting with scripture reading and prayer after hymn bad been sung,
Brother Clough then delivered a powerful and interesting lecture to a largo and
appreciative audience who filled our spacious hall. About thirty aliens were present, and appeared impressed with the
truth of the Scriptures as presented by
brother Clough in his earnest and convincing manner. Most of the alien remained throughout: the day and seemed
eager to hear every speaker.
After lecture and intermission of thirty
minutes the breaking bread service was
held. A large circle was formed, of liftytwo brethren which extended all around
the hall, making an impressive sisihij
Brother Crowell presided at the Lord'!:,
table.
After scripture reading and singing of
hymn, brother Walter Pinel, of Quincy,
offered prayer. Exhortations were then
given. Brother James Barlow, of Providence,spoke words of encouragement,referring to many experiences of the past,
through which he had safely passed, still
adhering-to the Truth as he had done for
twenty-seven years. He was followed
by brother Geo. Field, of the same place,
who commented on the love toward Christ
and the courage necessary to follow tho
precepts of God in the midst of a wicked
and perverse nation. Brother J. I'ride,
also of Providence, wasnext. His words
were of exhortation and admonition to
be faithful and walk worthy of our high
and holy calling. Brother Walter Pinel,
of Quincy, followed, reminding tho brethren of the time when there were no believers in Campello, but through his
untiring efforts in presenting tho Truth
and sowing the seed how an ecclesia had
sprung up and he now beheld the fruit of
his lobor for which he thanked God. He
had sowed, others had watered, but God
gave the increase.
Brethren Stephen and Thomas Roach,
of Lowell, gave interesting ami instructive exhortations and added to the
strengthening of the brethren and sisters
present. Brother li. Collins, of Quincy,
offered thanks for the bread, and brother
Edgar Craddock, of Providence, for the
wine, which was passed around. After
singing a hymn, brother Clough closed
with prayer.

Arrangements having previously been
made, the brethren and friends repaired
to Franklin Cafe (in same building),
where dinner was served. The inner
man being refreshed all returned to the
hall, where meeting was resumed; the
time being occupied with singing and
exhortation.
Brother H. Biggar, of Quincy, was the
first speaker, and his exhortation is worthy of special mention. Taking as a
basis for his remarks the words of Paul,
"Be children in malice, but men in understanding." Brother Biggar emphasized
the fact that God appealed to the mind
and reason and not to the feelings or
sympathies, and that it was wrong for us
or anyone to play upon the sympathies
in introducing doctrines or be guided by
such in accepting same. If we desired
to be pure in doctrine and practice it
was necessary to accept the scripture
which was given for instruction and reproof, and in so doing we must be prepared not only to receive pleasant but
also unpleasant lessons which are necessary to a healthy growth of ecclesias as
wellas individuals. Brother Biggar also
tvjehed upon the desirability of a true
unity—not unity brought about by compromise and submission; but real unity
was where the brethren were of one mind.
Brother Biggar was followed by Bro.
Eastwood, of Lawrence, who spoke
brielly on line of the Truth, as did
brother Morris Roach, of Lowell, brother
Edgar Craddock, of Providence, and
brother Hardy, of Taunton.
Brother Hardy is tho only brother in
Taunton, and although serious setbacks
and obstacles have attended the work of
the ecclesia there in the past, brother
Hardy took a more cheerful view of prospects, and thought the time ripe for renewed efforts in furthering the cause and
preaching tho gospel.
. ••••.
The closing exhortation was by brother
Clough, of Lowell, who, in a very clear
and concise manner, illustrated by examples from every day life the meaning of
being dead to sin and alive unto God.
After singing a hymn the meeting closed
with prayer by brother Clough.
It being now time to depart to the
respective places of the homes of the
tho brethren, a hearty and cordial
handshaking was indulged in, the brethren all expressing gratification and
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pleasure at the harmony and good will
•which had prevailed, and for the ediiicatiori and profit resultant from the gathering, also expressing a desire that more
of such occasions might be enjoyed.
Hoping that we may all be found worthy at the coming of the Lord to entor
into the marriage feast of the Lamb, and
be at the great gathering of the faithful,
who shall sit down witli Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob in the kingdom of God,
I am yourbrotherin hope of eternal life,
E. J . J O H N S O N ,

ltecorder Oampello Ecclesia.
CHICAGO FRATERNAL GATHERING.
According to previous arrangements,
the Fraternal Gathering was held in Chicago, with brethren and friends in attendance from Bonfleld, Elgin, Erie, Crystal
Lake, Harvard, Sheldon, Coal City, Kankakee. and Wauconda, 111.; Chilicothe,
Mo., and Robards, and Henderson, Ky.
and from Rochester, N. Y.
The meetings were held in Oriental hall.
Masonic Temple, on Saturday and Sunday, August 20th and 27th, three each
day, at 10:30 A. ai., 3 p. M., and 7:30 i>. M.
At 10:30 Saturday morning a goodly number were called to order by brother Jas,
Wood, and united in singing the hymn on
page 57; a portion of scripture was read.
and prayer to God for His blessing upon
the Fraternal Gathering, with gratitude
for all His mercies. Words of welcome;
were then offered to all to share and enjoy the hospitality of the Chicago ecclesia, which were offered by brother Soothill of Harvard, with additional remarks
touching upon the general character of
the Truth's teachings, its comforts and
responsibilities.
Hymn on page 133 was sung, and then
brother D. Lemon, of Sheldon, followed
in some brief remarks on Christian Holiness, founding his sentiments more particularly on Bom. xii: 14, " Follow peace
with all men and holiness, without which
no man shall see the Lord." Singing anthem on page 310 brought the first meeting to a close.
Saturday, 3 P.M.—The meeting was
brought to order by brother Thos.
• Williams presiding, singing hymn on
page 46; scripture reading I. Cor. xiii,
during which reading the word " l o v e "
was substituted for " charity." which is
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in harmony with the Revised Version.
Then, after prayer, brother James Leask
gave an excellent discourse on the subject of Love, being the first in the list of
the •'Fruits of the Spirit," which had
been recommended by the committee of
arrangements, as recorded in Gal. v: 2223 to be specially dwelt upon by the
speakers as subjects of exhortation, to develop Christlike character, being equally of importance with doctrinal matters; and so the speaker exhorted each
one to develop character in obeying the
injunction of Love in this chapter. Singing hymn on page 178 brought to an intermission for a few minutes, when singing on page 99— " Joy cometh," introduced the second item in the " Fruits of
the Spirit," on Joy, by brother James
Wood, after which the chairman added a
few remarks commendatory of the proceedings so far. After sing anthem on
page 22C the meeting was brought to a
close by prayer.
Saturday, 7:30 i \ JI.—Brother Charles
L. Williams presiding, singing on page
10, reading Hebrews xii and prayer led to
the principal subject of the eveningPeace, by brother Soothill, on which he
dwelt very elaborately, showing the origen of peace to be of God who has instituted the plan of reconciliation to overcome that spirit of envy and war which
is the result of sin, and which extends
through all the human family, past as
well as present, ever since the introduction of sin into the world, The peace of
God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
which comes through the acceptance of
the gospel of peace, and is enjoyed
through obedience by all who become
united to himwho is the Prince of Feaqe.
He spoke of it in all its phases and adaptations, as a duty to practice, and as a
season to look forward to when Christ
shall be the Peace, when the Assyrian
shall come into our land, and when he
shall tread in our palaces (Micah v: 5i.
Singing on page 191. Then brother S, T.
Norman made a few additional remarks
on Love and Peace. Anthem page 22'j
"Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem,'
brought the meeting to a close.
Sunday, 10:30 A. M.—There was an increased attendance, Brother H.E. Hardy
presiding. The meeting commenced by
singing on page 42, reading Isaiah liii.
Prayer being offered, brother S. T.Ndr-
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man gave an address on 'Decency and
Order," being principally a review of the
imperfect order and conduct of the ecele
sia at Corinth, from which lessons are
learned to avoid their mistakes, and carry
out the injunction in I. Cor. xiv:40, "Let
all things be done decently and in order;"
after which the regular order of worship
was introduced by singing the hymn "We
Come, 0 God to bow," on page 205, when
in the order after prayer, brother Hardy
addressed us on Long Suffering and Gentleness, as exhibited in the character of
Christ, and incumbent upon all who would
heed the exhortation, to follow him in
developing the feature of the " Fruits of
the Spirit" in contrast to the fruits of
the flesh, which are to be avoided. The
breaking of bread was preceded by singing hymn on page 01 and succeeded by
hymn on page 83, with appropriate
thanks for the bread and the cup
in their proper places; this being the
most solemn of all the meetings with the
emblems on the table, pointing back to
Calvary, and pointing forward to the
comingof the Lord, was enjoyed in quiet
fellowship,none daring to make usafraid,
neither was there any disturbing element
with technical differences in doctrinal
matters, but a happy feeling of unity and
devotion in the service of God. Anthem
on page 302 brought the meeting to a
close.
The afternoon service at 3 p. M., Bro.
James Leask presiding, was introduced
by singing on page 27; reading, Phil, iv.
After prayer, an address by brother Seabranch on Meekness, another important
"Fruit of the Spirit." The claims of
meekness as a factor in our behaviour
was well established, and urged with
great zeal and earnestness by brother
Seabranch. Then came the last item on
the list of the "Fruit of the Spirit "—Self
Control, by brother J. Spencer, of Wauconda. To say that it was well done and
was a very fitting and suitable finish to
the list of the speakers that had gi\en attention to these Fruits of the Spirit as
given by the apostle, is very feebly to express it. It afforded pleasure to the
hearers to see the earnestness and the
zeal of the speaker in the advocacy of
this feature of conduct of all those who
have taken the Name and profess to follow the Christ. Singing on page 59.
After recess brother Franklin offered a

eulogy on the Man of Galilee, and was
followed by brother C. G. Wright, with
a paper embodying the first principles of
the Truth, both of which were well received, and the meeting was brought to
a close by singing anthem on page 250.
Sunday, 7:30 l>. M.—Bro. L. N. Thompson presiding. Singing, page 210; reading, Dan. xii. After prayer, and singing
on page 89, Brother Thos. Williams was
then called upon to give the promised
lecture on God's Plan of Redemption ana
the Signs of the Times in connection with
the coming of Christ.
The hall was well filled and the audience listened with wrapt attention from
commencement to close. God's purpose
being so delightfully portrayed in his design to bless the human family, which
culminates in the coming af Christ.
The writer here begs to be excused
from giving a full description of the lecture, as it would require considerable
space more than is generally expected
for such report and would rather close it
witharequest that brother Williams will,
if he can spare time, and recall the lecture to his mind, print it in the ADVOCATE, as we feel sure it would please and
profit many who did not hear it.
[It was an off-hand lecture, without a
single note, and would be hard to recall.
—ED.]

The lecture was brought to a close by
singing the anthem on page 276. At a
business meeting after the ciose of the
afternoon meeting it was resolved that if
we are still in this present condition, the
change we are looking for not having
taken place, we hold another Fraternal
Gathering in Chicago at about one year
from the present time. Besolved also
that the committee which has managed
the present gathering be reappointed,
consisting of brother J. G. Bickley,
Waterloo, Iowa; brother Joseph Soothill,
Harvard, 111.; brother John Spencer,
Wauconda. 111.; and brother James Wood,
Chicago, 111.
The foregoing is submitted on behalf of
committee of arrangements,
JAMES WOOD, Sec.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Through an oversight in last month's intelligence the
name of Stacy Little was omitted among
those who have recently become obedito the Truth here. After making an in-
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telligent confession he was assisted to
put on the pin-covering Name in the appointed way on July 27th. and loft the
same evening for Iowa,, where he expects
to be for a short time when he hopes to
return to this city again.
Brother Hardy, Pittsburgh, Pa., and
brother Pottinger, Kankakee, II]., have
been among the visiting brethren who
have met with us at the Lord's table recently.

JAK. LEASK, Sec.

CBEAL SPRINGS, ILL. — Give me
space, please, to say to the brethren we
have visited, that we are now home again.
We got here in time to mingle our tears
with our dear brother A. A, Duggar, who
has suffered the loss of his wife by death.
In losing sister Duggar wo have lost a
sister we all greatly loved. Praying the
Lord to bless our broken-hearted brother
and sending greetings to the brethren
" scattered abroad" we have visited,
Faithfully your brother,
E. G. HUCSGINS.

CKEAL SPKINGS, I L L . - A gloom has
been cast over our ecclesia by the death
of sister Albert Duggar, who was immersed last February. She died in confinement on September 1st, after two days
of great suffering. Throe physicians
were in attendance but failed to give her
relief. At her burial brother K, G. Huggins spoke words of comfort to the many
friends who were present. It is a comfort to know sister Duggar rests in hope
of a resurrection to life eternal. Our
hearts go out in sympathy to brother Albert Duggar in his great bereavement.
May God sustain him and may he be enabled to bring up his children to know
and love the Truth. May our Lord soon
return to bring joy and gladness to all
his faithful servants who love his appearing is our prayer.
Yours in hope,
B, G. COOKE,

Brother Cocke sends hand-bills as follows :
"The Huggins-Hight discussion, to be
held at the Free Baptist church. Creal
Springs, 111., commencing September 11,
at 10 o'clock A.M., and to continue five
days, or longer.
Proposition 1.—The Scriptures teach
that the kingdom of Christ was set up on
the first Pentecost after his resurrection.
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J. V. Hight, affirmative.
Proposition 2.—The Scriptures teach
that man ia wholly mortal, and is unconscious between death and resurrection.—
K. G. Huggins, affirmative.
Proposition 3.—The Bible teaches that
there will he a universal resurrection of
the dead. J. F. Hight, afllrmative.
Proposition 4.—The Scriptures teach
that the final punishment of the wicked
will consist in the extinction of their being, It. G. Huggins, affirmative.
All are invited to come and hear these,
propositions discussed from a Bible
standpoint.
On account of the sickness of Mr.
Hight the debate has been postponed till
October 9th.
GALENA, K AS.—We have been greatly
encouraged and strengthened by a visit
from brother Thos. Williams, who, according to previous announcement in the
ADVOCATE, arrived at Galena on the 5th,

and remaining until the 9th inst.
The time was very inauspicious so far
as surrounding circumstances were concerned, for obtaining a hearing at our
lectures. A " Rev." by the name of Shanhaw, of Kansas City, an eloquent speaker
and an expert commedian was holding a
"revival" meeting in a large tent through
out brother Williams' stay, and, as a consequence, people were not in a proper
state of mind to listen to reason upon
Bible subjects. We could not secure the
use of any of the churches on account of
the tent meetings, but were allowed the
use of the tent on Sunday afternoon Immediately following a sermon by Mr.
Shawhan. Notwithstanding every effort
was made to disperse the congregation
before the lecture, quite a large audience
remained to hear brother Williams upon
the subject, " I s there any Keason Why
Christ Should Come to Galena?"
The attention was good, and at the
close of the lecture several came forward
and expressed their satisfaction and appreciation of the address. Knowing the
ways of preachers, and being fully convinced that they would refuse us the use
of the churches after hearing Sunday's
lecture, we decided not to ask tor one,
and, accordingly, rented the opera house
for lectures on Monday and Tuesday evenings. The preachers, however, took the
trouble to call us up by telephone and
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tell us we could not use the church. We
thanked them kindly, telling them we
had no intention of asking for the church.
The attendance at the opera house was
meagre, consisting only of brethren and
the few who had already become interested by hearing the Sunday lectures.
Quite a number of the Scammon ecclesia were with us duvng the lectures We
have sown the seed and hope some has
fallen upon fertile soil.
Brother Williams left us on the 9th via
Van Buren for Martinvillo, Ark. We
greatly enjoyed his visit, and hope it
may be repeated before long, should the
Lord delay his coming.
Certainly the time seems ripe for his
appearance and every true faithful one
in him, in view of the present evil time,
will earnestly pray for his advent.
With iove to all the faithful,
E. B. P H I L M P S .

HENDERSON COUNTY, KY.—We
have great pleasure in being able to
•again report further additions to the one
body from this part of the field.
On August 13th we assisted the following named persons to put on the name of
Christ in the appointed way, all having
giyen an intelligent confession of the
glad tidings of the kingdoir, viz., W. B
Moss (45), formerly neutral; J. P. Griffin
,42). neutral, and Nora E. Griffin (33), formerly Baptist. Again on August 21st, we
had the exceeding pleasure of baptizing
into the sin-covering name Mrs. Elizabeth Griffin i33 , formerly Baptist. She
is the widow of our late brother Ira Griffin, of Zion, Ky., both of whom brother
and sister Williams will remember so
well during the Hall debate, Her homo
is now in Louisville, Ky., where she carries the best wishes of all the brethren
here, and where also she desires to meet
with the little Hock there around the
Lord's table. The other new members
are a most welcome source of comfort
and encouragement to the ecclesia here.
We have recently held the Truth before
the public in a series of able and instructive lectures by brother K. G. Huggins.
who has again left us to engage in a fivedays discussion with a Campbelllte at
Creal Springs, 111. We wish him Godspeed and hope the Truth will prosper
in his hands. We are thus greatly encouraged to press onward in the service

of our Lord, knowing full well how great
is the spiritual darkness around us, and
earnestly desiring to dispel as much of it
as possible, we purpose, if the Lord is
willing, to follow up the work by another
course of lectures by brother Thos. Williams, beginning on October 5th. If there
are brethren elsewhere who would like to
be with us on this occasion we cordially
bid them come.
W. J E F F R I E S GREEN. Sec-

VICTOKIA, B. C—I received the A D VOCATE as usual and note the Victoria
intelligence; and I would like to correct
a seeming misrepresentation in regard
to brother Laverock. My letter did not
say he was meeting in Victoria. But on
brother Sulley's visit here he told mo
that brother Laverock was meeting with
the brethren in Vancouver, and brethren
Blythe and Laverock are in fellowship,
or have been for years in Victoria. Some
of those forming the meeting in Vancouver are in fellowship with those in the A.
O. U. W. halt here. Brother Laverock's
writings do not agree with Victoria intelligence for September, on the tenth line
from bottom, page 282.
Hoping the time will not be long before
the Lord shall come and settle all questions, one who believes the Bible to be
wholly inspired and infallible,
Your brother,
WM. DRYSDALE,

[Brethren Edwards and Drysdale write
that they cannot understand how those
received by the Victoria brethren can
make such a statement as that appearing
in intelligence columns last month after
what they have said and written in times
past, and brother Edwards calls attention
to the words "others seemingly wrote
from their memory of things that occurred." We hesitated over these words
when we read them, but in view of the
statements which preceded and followed
we concluded the meaning was that
whatever human faculties were employed
they were all inspired so as to make the
''message true and the only revelation of
God's will to man; therefore, it is an infallible guide." etc. Then the fact that
it was added that "These people further
deprecate the pulling to pieces by any
one of any portions of scripture, and suggesting that one part is inspired and another is not," etc., did not seem to leave
any room for doubt. If any one states
what he does not really believe, and has
mental reservations, we are not responsible for that; it is a matter for Him to
deal with who can judge better than we.
If the statements made do not agree with
what has been claimed in times past,
and they evidently do not, we can only
conclude that those who make them have
changed their minds from error to truth.
There may be local matters which are
beyond our ken in this case b u t let all
be assured that we do not dream of compromising with partial inspiration, or
with those who fellowship it.—EDITOR.]
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A TREATISE
Showing the Fallacy of the Claims Made by Latter-Day Religious
Professors and Others.
BY C. C. VREDENBURGH.
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ADDRESS ADVOCATE OFFICE, 834 61st STREET, CHICAGO, ILL,

The Hall-Williams Debate

A Six Day's Discussion on The Kingdom of Heaven, The State of The Dead,
Resurrection, and The Punishment of The Wicked.
Price in Paper, 50 cents, Cloth, 75 cents.
ADDRESS, ADVOCATE OFFICE. 834 61ST STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
CIIRISTADELPHI AN MEETIM G -PL A CES.
AUBURN, N. Y.—No.!) Exchange St., at, 10:30
A. M. Sunday-school after breaking' of bread.
BALTIMORE, Ml).—Cook's Hall, No. 1204 W.
Baltimore St. Sunday morning1 10:!J0.
BERLIN, ONT.—Berlin and Waterloo Eeclesia. Cornerot! King1 and Queen Streets, Berlin
Every- Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
BOSTON, MASS.—Arcade Hall, No. 7 Park
Square. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M., for the
proclamation o£ the gospel, and at 12-.15 P.M. for
breaking of bread.
BUFFALO. N. Y — 2113 Seneca St., corner or
Princeton. Every Sunday Jit ^ t'. M.
CAMPELO, MASS.—Mystic Hall. Franklin
bids.. HOli So. Mam St.. Brockton. Muss, ^im
day School at 10 A. M. Public lecture at U A. M.
Breaking- of bread at 12:30 i\ M.
CARBONDALE, PA.—A I, (he house of BID.
J. W. Edwards, Ko. 07 South Church Street
Every Sunday at 1U:3O A. m.
CHICAGO.— Oriental Hall, 17th Floor, Masonic Temple. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
DENVER, COLO. —No. .210 Charles Building-. l")th and Curtis'Streels. Every Sunday at
11 A.M.
ELMIKA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday, 10:30 a. in.
C. T. Spencer, Scc'y.
HAWLEY. PA. —Lehman Hull, every Sun
day. Bible School at 2 P. m. Breaking- of bread
at 3 p. m.
JERSEY CITY, N. J. —Fisher Hall, Cor
Bay and Erie Sis. Every Sunday at I()::tn a. mLOU1SV1LLF,, K Y . - N n . 2216 West Chestnut
St., at 10:30 a. m.
LOWELL, MASS.—Uunel'a building. Merrimack Square. Every Sunday. Lecture ut 10:30,
Memorial service at ]2 noon.
NEWPORT NEWS, VA. Phillips' Hall, 26th
and Washington Aye., 8 p.m. every Sunday.

NORFOLK, VA. -Corner of Biamblcton and
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A . M .
Also Bible Class Thursday at H i». M.
PITTSBURGH, PA.-200 « 1 I A V I ; . , : : I J floor
Every Sunday, 10:30 a. m. for Breaking' of
Bread.
PROVIDENCE, K. I.—Mount,
Eddy Street, South Providence.
day at 11 A. M.

Hope; Hall,
Every Bun-

QTJINCY, MASS.--89 Washington St., near
Canal St. At 11:30 A. M. for breaking' of bread
and at, I'. M. J'oi- leel ure.
RlCHMONr), VA. Lee Ciinip Hall. Broad
St.. between 5th andi'itU Sts. Meut* \vv \\ A. M.
every first day.
ROCHESTER. N. V.—No. 127 East Main St.
Koinn ]«. Services at 10:30 A. JI.
SAN FKANCIS<;O AND OA KLAND.— California Hall, Clay Street, every Sunday at 11
A . M.

Sl'RINGFIKLD,
OHIO.
Cliristiidelphian
iliiil. -Masoii St., lniiir Staiiion Avt;., N m i n side.
Meeting- foi- worship (-very -Sunday at 1(1.30 a.m.
Sunday School at,9.4"i a . m . Lec\\ivc j\V7.',>0 p . m .
Bible Study, Wednesday Evening', 7.30.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue lla.ll, n o r t h w e s t
corner of Colleg'e and Spadina A v e n u e . E v e r y
Sunday.
VANCOCVER, B . U . - T h e b r e t h r e n will be
found t h r o u g h SisK^r Willy, 112H Hoinei-St.
VICTORIA, B. C.—Meets in A. O. U. W. hall
every Minday a t 11 a. m. a n d 7 p. m.
WASHINGTON, D. C—Nut'l Capitol B a n k ,
P e n n ' a Ave., between 3rd and 41 h St.«., S. B.
Bible School at 2 p. in. Ecclesia, a t 3.30 p. m
Secretary, M. Pi^rott, 514 C. St., N . E.
WORCESTER MASS.—Franklin Hal],No.53*
Main S t r e e t . Every Sunday at, lU:iSO A. m. a n t
7 p. m.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL QUESTIONS.
LH>S(I.\ X O . 78. CLASS .NO. 1.
i. dive three passages describing
man's hopelessness before he becomes
a child of (iod and his hopefulness after
becoming a child of God.
li. Give a passage which shows the
difference between what God's people
should do and what they should not.
:>. Give one passage to show what a

dreadful tiling it is to dishonor God and
His Truth.
LKSSON N O . TS, CLASS N O . 2.
The same as No. 1, except that in
question No. 2 give three passages, and
answer the following:
4. Give a passage to show what will
be the reward and punishment of the
faithful and unfaithful.

.NOTES.
QI'KSTIONS on the Priesthood, by brother Tanner, in type, but crowded out'
Next month.
THANKS are due to several for sending us copies of the tract -'What Is
Death V" It is now eleetrolyptd and all standing orders will soon be lilled. .
Oi'K visit to Henderson Counlv, Ky., was a most pleasant and encouraging
one., We may give account of it next month, or perhaps intelligence from there
will sulllce, which, no doubt, will be duly sent by brother VV. J. Green.
II. (). A.--Your letters have accompanied me many miles but. with ot'hers,
failed of answer. You are right in believing Christ was changed after his meeting Mary I do not recall what Phanarosis says, but this was the doctor's mature
idea. Sorry tojiear of brother Hantert's having proven to be "shallow ground."
Wn must ask the patience of correspondents whose letters call for personal
answers. We have been kept very busy and are doing our best.
UELIKI F I N D . - The following sums have been received at this office since
last acknowledged: .J. E-,.'*4.IIO: '"A Brother," ?2.00; A. Del!., $1.75; W. II.,
*;S.S.s; II. W. T.. S:!./id; Washington Ecelesia, $5.00; A. C , tf^.10; M. L. 15., *3.0d;
E. S., *2.(K): Cleveland Eeclesia, #2.00; G. W., 50c. The following amounts have
been received during the past month by brother Leask and not otherwise
acknowledged: Wauconda Eeclesia, $5; Greene (la.) Eeclesia, #3.00; A. II., v±W.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTER I.

B.C.4OO4.1 12 And the earth brought

forth

1 The creation of heaven and earth, 3 of the light,
grass, roand herb yielding seed after
6 of the, flrmwwnl, i) of the earth separated frmn oJohn 1.1,2.
the waters, 11 and imide fruitful, 14 of the. sun, Heb. 1. 10. 'his kind, and the tree yielding
moon, and Hars, 20 of fish and fowl, 24 of beasts b Ps. 8. 3 ; 33.fruit, whose seed was in itself, after
and rattle, 2<i of man in the image of God. 29 6; 89. 11,12;
102. 25 ; 130.
Also the appointment of food.
5; 146. 6. his kind: and God saw that it wa»
Is. 44. 24. good.
N the a beginning b God created Jer.
10. 12;
the heaven and the earth.
13 And ''"the evening and the morn51. 15.
1
Zech.
12. 1.
2 And the earth was' 'without form, Acts 14.
15; ing were the third day.
17.24.
and void ; and darkness was upon the Col.
1. 16,17. 14 If And God said, Let there be
face of the deep. cAn;l the Spirit of Heh. 11. 3. "lights in t h e firmament of the
Rev. 4. 11.
God moved upon the face of the c Ps. 33. 6. heaven to divide 6 the day from the
Is. 40. 13, 14.
waters.
d Ps. 33. 9. night; and let them be for signs,
Cor. 4. 6. and ° for seasons, and for days, and
3 d And God said, '"Let there be e2 2Heb.
beyears:
light: and there was light.
tween the
and be4 And God saw the light, that it tight
15 And let them be for lights in
tween
the
2
was good: and God divided the darkness. the firmament of the heaven to give

I

f Ps. 74. 16 ;

Hght from the darkness.
104. 20.
light upon t h e earth : and it was so.
H e b . And
5 And God called the light -''Day, 3/he
o great
evening 16 And God ^made " t w
and the lights; t h e greater light 7 to rule
and the darkness he called Night. was.
morning
' And '' "the evening and the morning was.
the day, and i the lesser light to rule
a Job 37. 18.
r
were the first day.
the stars also.
Ps. 138. 5. the night: he made
Jer.
10.
12.
6 If And God said, 8 Let there be a 4 Heb. ex17
And
God
set
them
in the fir4
n
mamen
firmament in the midst of the wa-h"plov
t °f * n e heaven to give light
ov. .88 28
ters, and let it divide the waters from i Ps. 148. 4. ' upon t h e earth,
A Job 28. 10
the waters.
Ps.33.7; 95.5; 18 And to s rule over the day and
7 And God made the firmament
over t h e night, and to divide t h e
ft
and divided the waters which were
light from t h e darkness: and God
under the firmament from the wasaw that it was good.
ters which were l above the firma- tier grass, 19 And r "the evening and the mornm Luke 6.44.
ment : and it was so.
n Deut. 4. 19.ing were t h e fourth day.
8 And God called the firmament Ps. 74. 16; 20 And God said, Let the waters
7.
Heaven. And ''"the evening and the 6136.
Heb. be- bring forth abundantly the 8 moving
tweentheday
9
rvl
morning were the second day.
and between creature that hath life, and ° fowl
9 ]\ And God said, k Lee the waters the night. that may fly above the earth in the
Ps. 74. 17; 11
under the heaven be gathered to- o104.
19.
open firmament of heaven.
136. 7,
gether unto one place, and let the p8,Pi);s .148.3,
5. 21 And 'Godcreated ''"great whales,
7 H e b . for
dry land appear: and it was so.
the rule of and every living creature that mov10 And God called the dry land the day. eth, which the waters brought forth
q
Ps. 8. 3.
r
Earth; and the gathering together r Job
38. 7. abundantly, after their "kind, and
Jer. 31. 85.
of the waters called he Seas: and sSOvereeping.
every winged fowl after '"''his kind :
9 Heb. soid. and God saw that it was good.
God saw that it was good.
11 And God said, Let t h e earth j]j?o£ .let
22 And God blessed them, saying,
rvl
bring forth 5 grass, the herbl'iN/V^e "Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill
of
the
firyielding seed, and t h e fruit tree mament of the waters in t h e seas, and let fowl
yielding m fruit after his kind, whose heaven.
ch. 6. 20; 7. multiply r in the earth.
seed is in itself, upon the earth : andt 14;
S. 19.
23 And "the evening and the mornPs. 104. 2<i.
it was so.
u ch. 8. 17. ing were the fifth day.
2 waste and void; 5 there was evening and there
was morning, one day. 8 there was evening and
there was morning, a second day. 11 put forth grass,
herb yielding seed, and fruit tree bearing fruit after
its kind, wherein is the seed thereof, upon the earth :
12 (and)—its kind, and tree bearing fruit, wherein is

the seed thereof, after its kind: 13 there was evening and there was morning, a third day. 16 the two
19 there was evening and there was morning, a fourth
day. SO let fowl fly 21 the great sea-monsters,—
kinds,—its kind: 33 there was evening and there
was morning, afifthday.
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SUNDAY MORNING ADDRESS
]1Y BliOTIIKK

HOIST, (1. IIKOCINS.

IDj|ELOVED BRETHREN AND SISTERS : "Cod commended his
love toward us, in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died
for us"'—Rom. v: S. That Christ died ''for us" "while we were yet
sinners'" was a commendation and manifestation of Cod's love, is obviously inculcated in this passage of IIolv Writ. There exist three distinct phases of love. In the animal creation we see a love where; the
creature loves its offspring. Rise a plane higher, and we see a love in
humanity where not only the parents love their offspring, hut we love
those, who love us. Towering far above both the love of the animal
creation and that of humanity is the. love of Cod. This hive will reach
not only our offspring and those who love us, but our enemies as well.
This love is perfect and "casts out fear;" and if it abides in our hearts
it will enable us to obey the teaching of our blessed Muster, who said,
"Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that
hate you, and pray for them that despitefully use you. and persecute
you."
"God is love," and He loved us "while we were yet sinners." It
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is a wonderful "manner of love, the Father has bestowed upon us, that
we should be called the sons of God." It is the basis, cement and beauty
of brothefly union. It is a virtue; which ought to shine brightly in the
character of every brother and sister. It ought to be conspicuous in all
our conduct, expressed in actions replete with noble, heroic affection.
"This is my commandment," said .Jesus, "that ye love one another as I
have loved you"' (Jno. xiv: 12). The injunction is denominated the
•'new commandment" of the Christian economy, and is, therefore!, the
cardinal virtue in the character of the saints.
Christ has made his love to us not only the motive, but the pattern
of our love to each other. "This is my commandment, that, ye love1, one
another as I have loved you." Lot us, for our instruction and benefit,
dwell upon the properties of His love, and learn thereby what should be
the characteristics of our own. Ilk was r<-<il, not a mere nominal one:
Let us love not in word only, but in eleoel and in truth. His was fruitful unto tears, blood and death : so should ours.be. His was a love of
forbearance and forgiveness: so must ours be. His love was uneliange;able notwithstanding our weaknesses. He loved us "while; we' were' ye't
sinners," while' we. we're' "of the' we>rld": hence we' are beamd te> love
erne' another, and continue unalterable in our affection to each other, in
opposition to all those' little infirmities eif temper and conduct which we'
discover in our brethren and sisters.
What is love''. •• This is lovef says .John, "that we walk after his
commandments" (II. Jne>. vi.). '"If ye love mo, keep my oemnnandme'nts;'" '"If a man love' me', he' wifL keep my words" (Jno. xiv: !;">, •!'•'*).
These passages give- us an infallible; clue as to whether we are in possession e>f the1 elivine' love. If we love Christ we ••walk'" ace'ording te> his
•'words." And if we' love the' brethren as we' shemld, we' le>ve' them "in
doeel'1 as we'll as in '-worel1' (I. Jno. iii: \-2). It is this praotie-al aspect
of le>ve; wv wish to enforce this morning,
Christ, loved "in worel," but in aeldition te> this he loved "in eleeel
and in truth." "God sent his only begotten Son into the world, that
we might live through him" (I. Juo. iv: H). lie1 was "'sent'" "while we
were yet. sinners;" "//<- lore<! us," John alleges, "and sent his Se>n to be
the propitiation for our sins" (I. Jno. iv: 10). "In this," he declares,
"was manifested the love of Goel towarel us" (verse !(). With gratofu]
hearts we see that Christ's love' was practical; it was real and genuine,
even te> laying down life itse'lf. Ariel with irresistible' logic John says,
"If God so le>veel us, we; ought to love; erne; another" (verse; 11). " W e
love Him" (Jno. iv: 19), and "when we love Goel" " W e know that we
love the; children of Gewl" (y; 2.) It is impossible to sop.'ir;ito th« love of
God and the love of the brethren. For John pointedly asks, "if a man
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say he loves God and hateth bis brother lie is a liar; for he that loveth
not his brother, whom he hath seen, how can, he love God whom he hath
not seen?" (iv: 20). Impossible; for "lie who loveth God, loveth his
brother also" (verse 21). "The message" ''from the beginning" was
"that we should love one another" (iii: 11). If we love not the brethren
it is "manifest" that we are "the children of the devil," and "not of
God" (iii: 10) "Every one that ioveth him that begat, loveth him that
is begotten of him" (v: 1). Loving the brethren is an evidence of our
having "passed from death unto life." "Me that loveth not his brother
abideth in death" (iii: 14). Such an one is. in fact, "a murderer"
(verse 1-1, 15), "in darkness" (ii: !)), which will lead him to condemna.
lion and death.
THE MISSION OF CHRIST.
1!Y W. II. WILSON.

|[OW is it. possible for a person to comprehend God's grout plan of salyation
while in ignorance of the glorious saving mission of the Christ, whom
God has sent into the world with the word of life? Tin's mission, though clearly
revealed in holy scripture, is far from being comprehended by the vast majority'
of those who claim the Christian name.
The purpose of Jesus' appearance and the work lie was sent to perform, is
almost unknown among popular religionists, their minds not, being able to penetrate the dark cloud of supei'stiLion spread before their vision by false teachers.
WHAT WAS HIS PUKi'OSK ?
S e e I . J n o . i i i : S; I l e l ) . i i : 1 4 - — " F o r

this

p u r p o s e t h e S o n of G o d w a s

mani-

fested that lie might destroy Hie- works of I lie derrt."
"Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of llesh and blood he (Jesus)
also himself likewise took part of the same, that Ihrouifii death he might destroy him
t h a t had the power of death, that is the derit."
1. Destroy the works of the devil.
2. Destroy the devil.
3. By means of his own death.
I apprehend the above "purpose" comprehends much more in detail that does
not appear to the casual reader on tlie surface. To understand what is involved
in the destruction of the devil and his works, necessitates a Bible knowledge of
the power the Bible calls "the devil." This conception differs materially from
the popular view.
THK POPULAR COXCE J'TION.

He is presented to our minds as a personality possessing omnipresent and
supernatural power. As being actively at work in every part of the globe at the
same time practicing his seductive work specifically in thousands, nay millions
of hearts all at once, also having a personal knowledge of the weak points in each
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individual, and operating differently in each one, that he may better accomplish
the ruin of their supposed immortal souls. He is also presented as the archenemy of God, being somewhat his equal, and gaining far more followers than
the Christ lie sent to destroy his work.
T H E IJIIST.E VIEW.

We have two words representing the one power, viz., the devil and Satan.
•'That old serpent which is the devil mid Satan." Jesus called Judas " a devil,'"
and l'eter, "Satan.'"
Cruden defines Satan as follows: -'Satan, sathan. adversary, an enemy, an
accuser."' As to the word devil, he says: "This word comes from the Greek
dinboloH, which signifies a calumniator, or accuser."
The accuser, enemy or adversary Christ came to destroy is that which possesses "Ihf poiw of tlcalli." The liible presents death as the effect of only one
cause. Discover thai one cause, and you will learn what the devil is which Chris*
came to destroy.
This is revealed in Horn, v: 12: "By one man sin entered into the world, and
ibtdii bji A-i)(."' Sin is the cause and death the effect of that one cause.
See Jas. i: 1o: "Sin bringeth forth death."1 Sin is the catsse and death the eitVct.
1. Cor. xv: 5(>: "The sting of death is sin." Sin is the venomous reptile, or
adversary, whose sting is fatal.
Rom. vi: 'Si: "The wages of tin is death.'1' Let a person continue in the service of sin and the only wages he will receive from that devil is death.
"The soul that .sinnelli, it shall dit." Death is the sure result of sin. The
Bible invariably speaks the same thing. It points to sin as the "power of death."
This is further evidenced in the method Christ employs to destroy the devil
having "the power of death.""
HOW W1I.I. CHRIST DERTROV T H E DEVIL?

See lleb. ii: 14: "Forasmuch, then, as the children are partakers of flesh
and blond he (Jesus) also himself likewise took part of the same, that through
denlh he might dextroii him that had the power of death, that is the devil.'"
Right here we need to use a little common sense. Would his own death kill
the omnipresent, supernatural, personal devil of the apostacyV What is there in
the weakness of flesh, blood and death to kill such a devil?
Sin is the greatest adversary or enemy man has to contend with, and that
enemy alone possesses "tlie power of death,"' and "through death," Christ will
surely vanquish that foe. A testimony in point is found in Heb. ix: 2(i: "He put
away sin by the sacrificing of himself.'' Notice also how this scripture blends
with lleb, ii: 14: "That through death (the sacrifice of himself) he might destroy
(put away) him that hath the power of death (''sin")—that is the devil."'
The object of Paul's preaching the gospel to the Gentiles was to "Open their
eyes and turn them from darkness unto light, and the power of Satan (sin) unto
God " (Acts xxv: 18). Sin is the adversary, or Satan, obedient believers of the
gospel are delivered from, and not the imaginary power of an orthodox devil. In
proof of this, see Rom. vi: 17: But God be thanked that ye were the servants of
sin (Satan) but ye have obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine which was
delivered you. Being then made free from sin (Satan), ye became the servants
of righteousness." The words "sin'" and "righteousness"' you will observe are
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personified. It does not follow that that which is personified is in fact a person.
Sin, wisdom, spirit and riches, etc., are personfied in scripture.
-John introduced Jesus as the one who should take away (or destroy) "the sin
of the world," otherwise personified as "him that hath the power of death, that
is the devil." How? I5y the putting away of sin by the KKi-i-iJin- of himwlf."
Sin in the llesh is personified as Satan. See Acts v: 3: Peter said, "Ananias,
why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Spirit, and to keep back part
of the price of the laud?" Attend revival and testimony meetings, where converts relate their experience, and you will lind that their stories abound with
thrilling accounts of Satan's dealings witli them, as to how he whispered in their
ears, enticed and tempted them from a life of rectitude, took possession of and
filled their hearts, like Ananias of old. See verse 4, and learn what Satan filled
the heart of Ananias with: "Why hast Ikon conceived in thine heart,''etc.'?
Sapphira coming in later, L'eter said to her. "How is it that ye have ngrceA
tuijelhcr to tempt the spirit of the .Lord?" It will be observed their own greedy
or covetous spirit, was the adversary (Satan) which filled their hearts, and not
some supernatural personal devil. The true source of these evils is described in
Matt, xv: ID: "Out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies," etc., yet these sins are almost invariably charged to a malignant and cunning personal devil.
Jn the Scriptures we find the word devil prefaced by indefinite as well as
definite adjectives, as "a devil," or "the devil." The phrase "the devil" is supposed to refer to a treacherous, supernatural devil. Not so, however, the phrase
" the devil " is quite diversified in scripture usage. See Rev. ii: 10: "7/ic devil
shall cast some cf you into prison." This devil was the pagan authorities, who
were the accusers, calumniators, opponents and villifiers who sought to " stab
through," and exterminate these early disciples of Christ.
I. Jno. iii: 8: "He that committed! sin is of the devil." In the book of Revelation we have the phrase: "That old serpent which is the devil and Satan." This
devil is introduced under the symbol of a dragon, having seven heads and ten
horns.
Jno. viii: 44: "Ye are of your father the devil." This has reference to the
serpent-devil of the garden of Eden. They were the progeny of that devil. See
Matt, xxiii: 33: " Y e serpents, ye generation of vipers! how can ye escape the
damnation of hell?"
Ileb. ii: 14: "Forasmuch, then, as the children are partakers of llesh and bloodj
he (Jesus) also himself likewise took part of the same, that throwjh death he might
destroy him that hath the power of death, that is the devil." The devil in this
case is sin in the flesh, which (devil) he sought to destroy through his own death.
"He put away sin by the sacrifice of himself"—Ileb. ix: 26.
The mission of Christ is to destroy the devil and his works. This will be
effected through the gospel, which Paul says is "the power of God unto salvation." Surely not anything called gospel, but the gospel Jesu>- preached, called
"the gospel of the kingdom"—primarily relating to the coming reign of Jesus on
the throne of David over restored Israel.
Since the death, burial and resurrection of Jesus, tlie message proclaimed is:
"The things concerning the kingdom of God, and tlie name of Jesus Christ."
Philip says, when they believed the above declaration, "they were baptized, both
men and women." The result of this baptism is "the remission of sins," "sin
shall not have dominion over yon, the sin-devil looses his grip, you are "new
creatures in Christ Jesus," no longer "servants of sin," such are made "free,"
"set free" by the Son. and hence "free indeed.''
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CONVERSATION ON
AEEAIES.

PRESENT

(Coidmued from page 201.)
/SJPYZ/OOD evening, brother 15.

vi5;C B.—Good evening. Come in. I
am glad to see you, brother A. * *
A.—I was talking with a brother yesterday about Horn, viii: 1, and he said
that the words ''There is therefore now
no condemnation to them that are in
Christ Jesus" can only mean in a prospective sense.
]3.—A prospective sense—a prospective sense did I understand you to say,
brother A ?
A.--Yes, a prospective sense.
B.—That means that we are to understand Paul to be speaking of what
will be sometime in the future, that is,
that we should read it, "There will
therefore in the future be no condemnation to them that are in Christ JeMis"
—is that it, brother A V
A.—Y-e-s, that must have been his
meaning.
B.—Well, I declare, Paul had a very
strange way of telling the Romans of a
future event. Let us see: "Beloved,
now are we the sons of God."" Does
that mean that we are not yet sons of
God,and therefore not heirs? "By whom
we have now received the atonement "
(Rom. v: 11): That is, we shall sometime in the future? "But now are ye
light in theL ord"' (Eph. v: 8). Are we'?
"Which in times past were not a people, but are now the people of God "
("prospectively"?); which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained
mercy" (I. Pet. ii: 10). Present or prospective? ' ; But now we are delivered
from the law (of Moses)'1-—Rom. vii: 6:
"But now in Christ Jesus, ye who some
times were far off are made nigh"
(Eph. ii: 13). "Now hath he reconciled"'
(Col. i: 21). Are all these prospective I
wonder? I declare all these statements
seem to me to be as clear as "There is

Uierefore now no condemnation to them
that are in Christ Jesus," and this
seems to me as clear a statement for
brethren to accept as "Blessed are the
meek for they shall inherit the earth"
is for heaven-goers to accept. If brethren will try to evade such plain language, lot us no more be surprised at
"orthodox" people trying to evade plain
testimonies.
A.—That is all very well, brother B,
but God speaks of things that are not
as though they were?
B.—If that is the rule then we shall
have to revise our belief in Bible subjects.
A.—But as you giant it as an exception may not Horn. viii. be one of the
exceptions?
B.— Well, if Paul there is speaking
of the future then may we conclude
that in the present it is opposite to what
it will be in that future, and we might
say: '•There is therefore now full condemnation to them that are in Christ
Jesus; for the law of the spirit of life
in Christ Jesus hath not made me free
from the law of sin and death."' If
there is condemnation to those who are
in Christ Jesus in what are they better
off than are those in Adam?
A. —They have hope.
B.- Hope ! Is sonship, is reconciliation, atonement, justification, uncondemnation, etc., a matter a hope?
A.—No, they are not all matters of
hope, but yet freedom Irom condemnation may be.
B.—Can the relationship of justification co-exist with that of condemnation? Can the relationship of condemnation exist side by side with that of
reconciliation, atonement, " nigh to
God," etc.?
A.—W-e-1-1—you seem to have a
point there, but, but it is the way you
put it.
B.—The way I put it! P u t it your
way, then, and see if you can succeed
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in proving from the texts quoted that what is prospective when he says furwe are not reconciled, justified, in ther along in the chapter that we
are ''waiting for the adoption, toatonement, uneondenuned.
A.—You are getting
impatient wit, Uu, redemption of the body.'' The
freedom from condemnation is now;
brother 1!.
B. I tell you, brother A, that when the redemption of the body we are waitbrethren quote the words ''There ing for. If both are future his lanis therefore now no condemnation to guage is, as you say, very strange.
them that are in Christ Jesus: for the
11.—You are right, and brethren
law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus surely ought not to complain of orthohntli made me free from the law of sin dox people quibbling, when they themand death,'" fir id say, there is condem- selves cry out ''prospective'" in the face
nation upon them, and the law of the of such testimony as Horn, viii: 1.
spirit of life hath not made them free,
A.—They seem though to have some
it tries one's patience.
excuse in Col. i: 13—''Who hath delivA.- -Hut impatience will not remove ered us from the power of darkness and
the fact dial those in Christ are still in luUh translated us into the kingdom of
his dear Son." You must admit that is
sinful unfreed bodies.
J}.—No one ever claimed that, and prospective.
B.--No, indeed Itnust not; ''hath dethe apostle does not say that. l i e says
they are made free from the law—the livered us from the power of darkness.'
law that condemned, and you fully saw 1 hope you do not think that is prosthe difference when you were here last pective. Surely the " turning from
week between being freed from the darkness to light'' which we have joycondemnation of the law and being fully experienced is a matter of fact.
freed from the physical effects of the
A.—Yes, but what about "hath transpenalty of that law. Have you forgot- lated us into the kingdom." That is
ten the quarantine illustration?
just as much present tense as Rom.
A.—No, I well remember that, and viii: 1.
B.—Yes, and it is present tense in
I must grant the force of what you say,
but be patient with me if I appear meaning and not prospective at all.
stubborn. I want to view the subject The word "into" is from the Greek
preposition eis and is rendered "for" in
from every side.
J>.— I"11 try to be as patient as Job, the sixteenth verse. Bender it "for"
brother A. Pardon me if 1 have ap- in the verse you have quoted, as the
Diaglott does, and it is clear—"Who
peared impatient.
A.—1 heartily believe you are right hath delivered us from the power of
in what you have said about reconcilia- darkness and hath changed us for the
tion, atonement, freedom from condem- the kingdom of the Son of his love."
nation, etc.. and I was purposely draw- Emphasize the two "/iat/is"' as heavily
ing you out so I may know how to an- as you like and they will be found to
swer arguments I hear on the other declare present things.
side.
A.—I heard a brother use that verse,
B.—-Strange, isn't it, brother A, that but I suppose he did not know what to
brethren should seek to prove them- do with ''into."
15. -If he did not he would be in a
selves under condemnation?
A. -Yes. I cannot understand why poor plight with a Campbellite using
the forcible way Paul puts the case the text to prove we are now in the
is not clear enough, for he tells us kingdom.
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A.—Really, brother 15, f am thankful to have your explanation of the
verse. It makes it very clear.
]>.—Xo credit to me, brother. The
Diaglott translation is the explanation,
and is in beautiful harmony with the
truth; and, by the way, what is this
"halh delivered us," and ''hath changed
us?" Do these words not confirm Rom.
viii: IV
A. -Yes, they do; but 1 heard another brother quote I. Jno. v: II—''God
hath given to us eternal life." That
certainly is prospective.
15.- -Xot at all, as you will see if you
take John's explanation. lie adds,
"and this life is in his Son/' He does
not say we have eternal life in ourselves, but he does say we have it in
Christ. Paul says, "Your life is hid
with Christ in God." It is ours, but in
Christ, and in that sense ''he that hath
the Son hajh life. "Hath the Son" is
not prospective, but present, and "iiath
life" (in Christ) is present. If we never
have it in ourselves it will be because
we ''lose that which we have gained."
There is no use trying to make such
texts do service to make Paul in Rom.
viii. mean the opposite of what he says.
lie says, "There is therefore now no
condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus'1 and let us believe him.
He Hays, -'For the law of the spirit of
life in Christ Jesus hath made me free
from the lam of sin and death," and let
us believe him. It is a sweet truth and
why strive to turn it into the worm,
wood of condemnation, as if to be in
Christ were no better, so far as present
relationship is concerned, than to be in
Adam.
A.—There is yet one little point I
would like cleared, for when I have
quoted the text I have been reminded
of it— the words "who walk not after
the flesh."
13.—Those words are omitted in the
best translations. Still, if they are re-

tained they simply say that so long as
those in Christ Jesus do not walk after
the flesh they will be free from condemnation, showing that when we pass
from Adam to Christ we pass out from
condemnation, and if we ever come under condemnation again it will be by
walking after the liesh. You will observe that these words are in the fourth
verse; and some think that the eye of a
copyist must have fallen upon verse 4
when writing verse 1 and then that he
started to write at the beginning of
verse 2. However that may be, the
best manuscripts omit them in verse 1,
and it is hardly likely the apostle would
repeat himself verbatim in such a limited space as that from the end of verse
1 to end of verse 4.
A.—There is considerable dispute
about the meaning of Eph. ii: 3 as to
when the descendants of Adam become
"children of wrath." The words "by
nature children of wrath" leave no
room for dispute if "by nature" is the
correct rendering, but some claim that
the Greek word means an ''infused disposition."
Ii.—The Greek word phusis is correctly rendered "by nature" in that
verse.
A.—But the Emphatic Diaglott renders it "infused disposition" in Rom.
H: 11.
B. —You are mistaken, brother A,
the Diaglott renders it "naturally" in
Rom. ii: 14, and in Eph. ii: 3 it has
"were by nature, children of wrath."
A.—Why, are you sure, brother BY
I have not seen the Diaglott, but I
heard a brother say that he heard a
prominent brother say that the Diaglott
rendered it "infused disposition."
B.—One of them is mistaken, or both.
There has probably been a confounding
of a foot note under Rom. ii: 14 in the
Diaglott with the translation. But in
the footnote even, it says, "Phusei, by
nature, means also an infused disposi-
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tion, which is become, as it were, natural." You see the "disposition1' has
become "natural," hence "natural"' is
the essence of the word.
A.—Who would be good authority
on the meaning of that Greek word?
B.—Any of the standard lexicons,
but better still the New Testament use
of it. Let me give you a list of texts
where it occurs: In Jas. iii: 7 we have
phusei antliropine, which Dr. Young says
means "human nature," rendered in
the A. V. " mankind," and in the Diaglott, "human race." You could not
read "infused disposition" there. In
the same verse we have, ".For every
kind of beasts," where "kind" stands
for plums, and the margin gives " nature," and the Diaglott renders it
"species." "Infused disposition" would
not do there. In ltom. ii: 21—"For if
God spared not the natural (plmd)i)
branches." Verse 24—"For if thou
wert cut out of the olive tree which is
wild by nature (pltuscn)." None of these
will admit of "infused disposition." In
the adjective form, pliusikas, it occurs
in Bom. i: 26, 27, where "infused disposition" is out of the question, except
that the disposition is natural and was
at the start serpent-infused. II. Pet.
ii: 12—"But these as natural (plutsikas)
brute beasts, etc. I.Cor. xi: 14—"Doth
not even nature (plums) itself teach
you" etc. Gal. ii: 15—"We who are
Jews by nature" (phusen). • Chap, iv: 8
—"Did service unto them which by nature (phusei) are no gods." Now, brother,
here are the texts where the word occurs and they must be the comment on
its meaning. If you can see a jot or
tittle of proof in these for the theory
that forces it to mean a disposition infused into man by personal sin, you must
have an eye to see a thing where nothing exists. The fact is the apostle says
we were by nature children of wrath;
and it is evident that if we become anything else it must be by grace, by be-

ing "born again," becoming new "creatures."
A.—Yes, that is a settled question,
but still I am unable to see how you
could apply the meaning of the word
in all those texts to Horn, ii: 14.
B. -The apostle is shaming the Jew
because he had been under a law that
should have curbed and trained his nature into a state easily receptive of the
gospel. Yet with this advantage (chap,
ii: 1, 2) the Gentile was out-classing
him in that he received the gospel without the help of the law, and in his native or natural state direct. The Gentile was receiving the gospel in his
natural state, while the Jew had been
under a Jaw capable of raising him out
of the natural
A.—That's enough, brother 15, the
matter is clear; and from a remark you
dropped incidentally I can see that if
we were to substitute "infused disposition" it must be admitted to be natural
to the flesh and inherited by reason of
it being, as you said, "serpent-infused."
B.—Brother A, what do you think
the brethren who desire to get rid of
our being by nature children of wrath
would say if you were to ask them for
a scriptural definition of the devil?
A.—They would say it is sin in the
flesh.
B. — That being the case is not the
devil natural to flesh and blood since
the fall of Adam?
A.—Certainly.
B.—Then the devil is, in that sense,
in every descendant of Adam before
personal sins can be committed and
whether they are committed or not?
A.—Oh, of course, Christ destroyed
the devil in the flesh, a thing he could
not have done if the devil had not been
in his flesh.
B.—Then that "infused disposition""
natural to the flesh was in Christ's flesh
and his overcoming of that to perfection was his "temptation in all points
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like unto Ins bietlircii." ami his voluntary surrender to crucilixion was a
(lestruction of tin 1 devil in bis flesh.
A . - - W h y . t h a t must be a d m i t t e d .
15. --Certainly, 1 >i11 I am p u t t i n g it in
t h i s form to show Unit whether you say
"by nature 1 ' or by ' i n f u s e d disposition"
it is natural to the llesh. horn in us,
a n d not something to be acquired by
personal aets.
A. •- It. eouid no! be a 1 inn;'; io be
acquired by persona! acls of sin; for if
Christ had to overcome it in himself it must ha.ve been HI>TC naturally,
because he never "inl used'" it by a n y
personal act,, MIIely.
15. T h a i s i,. I'xacii1. : and now we
are forced back to !h< thought that
A d a m ' s sons are "children of wrath""
because they are in the fallen, sinstricken, condemned, diaholos stale.
If they are not children of wrath when
born, they must Vie children of favor,
and that would border on infant salvation. As to salvation ilit; "liesh profiteth nothing ' and that is why we " m u s t
be born again." If ihere. is not " i n fused" into u;; a spirit nr disposition
from above to war against and ovei
come our n"liirnl. proclivities we sliail
remain ••cluldieii ul w i a t h " and ' ' t h e
w r a t h oi (iod will aMde upon u s " eternally, in that dcatii and dust the
Adamie penalty-- will be our eternal
destiny.
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DKAII ADVOCATE:

Lt is not often that we. call, although
we dearly love you. and so we thought
it would not be amiss at this time if we
" embraced" you and in our feeble way
endeavor to say a few words of encouragement for the more than noble work
in which you are engaged. You have
improved very much of late, in word,
lone, and general "make-up," and the
brethren here desire through me, to
thank you, with the full assurance that
you may ever expect their earnest cooperation in all tilings that pertain to
the, Truth as it is in .Jesus. With this
brief expression of our good will toward
you, dear ADVOCATK, we will, if you

please, pass on to other matters.
While dissensions and divisions obtain in some places, we would say that
our little body here is pursuing the
even tenor of its way, in nowise disturbed by these things, but earnestly
ilehiiiiig to follow after " t h e fruit of
the spirit" eternal life with as much
progress as is possible. We know that
in the tlesh dwelled! no good thing,
and although we may stumble, we,
have an advocate with the Father,
who is ever willing to hear the honest
confession of a pure and contrite heart,
that is seeking after peace and righteousness
through the Holy Spirit; and
A.—1 am a little bit afraid that you
so. brethren, let us run the race set becarry that too far. I t m a y imply t h a t
fore us with patience, in the blessed
Christ was a, child of w r a t h — b u t we
hope that we may all be found perfect.
can go into that on my next visit. 1
am more t h a n ever deeply interested in
It is our sad duty to have to record
these questions and could talk with
that a sister, one whom we all loved
you all night; but 111 be back again. and esteemed for her many years of
Good night.
devotion to the Truth, has seen fit to
withdraw from us. because of race preB.—That's right, come, ('-rood nightjudice manifested toward a brother
As an illustration of self conceit it is
whose intelligence and sincerity in the
said t h a t Coleridge met a man at FrankTruth are recognized by all who come
fort, who always took off his h a t with
in contact with him. She was appealed
profound respect when he ventured to
to in all love and spiritual kindness to
speak of himself.

.-=>!-1 i o u s l y c o n s i d e r h e r d e t e r m i n a t i o n in
tin' m a t t e r , b u t s h e w a s i n c o r r i g i b l e .
It is Dili' a n x i o u s hope- a m ! e x p e c t a t i o n
tlial s i s t e r G a r t h m a y fully r e a l i z e h e r
p o s i t i o n , a m i . in t i m e , r e t u r n t o t h e
unity a n d f e l l o w s h i p , in t h e hope of
e t e r n a l life, t h r o u g h o u r M e s s e d I ' e deeniei 1 . •• F o r we k n o w that, in e v e r y t h i n g we a r e e n r i e h e d by h i m . in ail
u t t e r a n c e , arid in all k n o w l e d g e , e v e n
as ( h e l e s t i n i o n v of C h r i s t WHS c o n lirmi'd in u s . " F o r w e k n o w t h a t " l o v e
w o r k e f h no evil to h i s n e i g h b o r ; t o r
lo'.ei.s i h e fulfilling of t h e l a w . " ' a n d
w h a t g r e a t e r love eolild o n e b e s t o w
t h a n to r e n d e r a h e l p i n g h a n d t o h i s
iiroilii;r. a n d bv " a i l u t t e r a n c e e a r n est .ly e n d e a v o r to h e l p h i m to c a s t oil'
the, w o r k s of d a r k n e s s , a n d by l o v i n g
k i n d n e s s g e n t h a s s i s t h i m t o p u t on
a g a i n 1 he " a r m o r of light.
Should an
act, ' i | t h i s k i n d b e looked u p o n w i t h
dis(';i', or? S h o u l d it h a s t e n t h a t ..which
it l i n d e r i o i i k . by love, t o overcome':'
O f t e n , t oo olt.cn, w e fear, t h a t w h e n a
b r o t h e r 01 s i s t e r h a s s t r a y e d f r o m t h e
• n a r r o w p a t h to w a n d e r in s t r a n g e p a s t u r e s , a n d whei! o\ e r t a k e n a n d e a r n cstlv solicited to c o m e hack i n t o t h e
strait and n a i r o w path they are m e t
in a spirit of c o l d n e s s a n d d i s d a i n , a n d
sometime:-, in h i t l e r r e p r o a c h e s a n d vituperation, calculated to check and
chill
o u r bc-,1 e n d e a v o i s . B u t w e
a r e t a u g h t t o h e a r t h e i n l i n n i t i e s of t h e
weak, and " not to please ourselves,
but r a t h e r let e v e r y o n e of us p l e a s e his
n e i g h b o r for lii* ijimO. t o e d i l i e a t i o n . for

even Christ pleased not himself," but
as if is written: "The reproaches of
them that reproached these, fell on
m

e

.

"

•'••

v /

••'•

When v,e consider our calling and
the rieH-s oi ihe inheritance of the
saints, on Hie one hand, and the trials
and ihe temptations which beset us at
every turn, no matter how much we
may strive to keep in the narrow way,
on the nfher. the heart somet lines UTOIVS

sick, for it seems that our every desire
to do good is met with evil. As the
apostle Paul says. ''For the good that I
would, I do not : but the evil which 1
would not. that I do." And so we see
that it requires all the spiritual
strength one can muster to lie able to
throw-off this great octopus of the
llesli " t h e carnal mind," which is enmity towards God. The way of the
llesli is broad. Very often we hear it
remarked by some who have followed
after *; strange doctrines." thai their
minds have broadened. " Hroad is the
way that leadeth to destruction, and
many there be which go in thereat.
"Strait is the gate, and narrow the
way that leads, to life."
The narrow way involves constant,
endeavor and persistent encounter wit h
dillieulties innumerable,which beset our
whole journey, whether it be relatively
long or short. These dillieulties do not
niii'wjx arise from '" without." but more
frequently from '• irjlli'm." "The heart
is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked " (Jer. xvii: !') and
Jesus .supplements the words of the,
prophet bj saying, "Out of the heart of
men proceed evil thoughts, Mdullei IP.S,
fornications, murders, thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, laseiviousiiess
an evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness: "All these evil things come from
within, and defile tlie man." * * ;
"lie ye, therefore, followers of (iod
as dear children." The whole account
of our true relation to God is that it is
a dear childhood. No one is yet" in the
Truth." who is not being made sweet
and filial in affectionate attitude toward
the Father's goodness; that is modest in
faith that is unreserved, hope that i>
sunny, attachment that is tender, and
long-suffering. These are the peculiar
and grateful features which appear in
God's "little ones."' * * *
'• Beloved, now are we the sons of
God, and it doth not yet appear what
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we shall be." We should not be discouraged by little things; consider the
experience of some who have finished
their course; for example, the apostle
Paul, with death staring him in the
i'ace,with persecution dogging his footsteps, with cold, hunger, nakedness,
and stripes for companions; hindered
by years of imprisonment, but was not
moved from the path he had chosen,
never allowed his courage to fail him;
but with implicit faith and confidence
in God, went on his way rejoicing. In
his epistle to the Romans (viii: 18) he
says: "I reckon that the sufferings of
this present time are not worthy to be
compared with the glory which shall be
revealed in us." Comparatively our
sufferings are not worthy to be mentioned. "Wherefore, beloved, seeing
that we look for such things, let us be
diligent, that we may be found of Him,
in peace, without spot, and blameless."
M. PICOTT.

HOW THE BRAIN WORKS.

there are many
a 3peLTIK)UGll
-iMlk things about the brain which
scientists have not yet fathomed, still
great strides have been made recently
in knowledge of what the cranium contains. The cerebrum is the chief part
of the brain, and immediate source of
all our mental action. The grey matter of the outer surface is made up of
layers of nerve cells. These are the
thinking centers. Experiments on animals have shown that each convulution has a special function, and if
destroyed it cannot be replaced. Also
it is found that the left brain is more
active than the right. This knowledge
has been most useful in relieving suffering.
Thus, if an epileptic commences a fit
by twitching the right thumb or hand,

one would find the cause in its nerve
center on the left side of the brain.
We are now able to make a map of the
surface of the brain according to the
various functions. All impressions received from the outer world whether by
sight, smell, hearing, taste or touch,
are carried direct to the surface of the
brain and recorded in the brain cells of
their respective areas, while all movements are the result of impulses sent
down from the cells in the different
motor areas.
There are five large sensory areas:
First, sight, which is the largest, at the
back. Smell, taste and hearing have
their positions at the side of the head,
in the temporal region and inner surface. Touch resides at the top of the
brain, while the large motor area occupies the bulk of the middle brain.
The motor area is so arranged that
the motor cells of the lips are in front,
then those of the hand, arm and so on,
backward to the foot. The simplest
brain action is as follows: If a person
touched anything hot or sharp the
painful sensation would be telegraphed
to the sensory area. The sensory cell
which received the message would wire
on to the motor cells to pull the hand
away. If the person was asleep, and
therefore, the brain not acting, such a
simple act might be managed by the
spinal cord, or medulla. It is called a
reflex act.
A person may be walking toward a
precipice, and the impression of danger
is telegraphed to the optic lobe, and
thence a message is sent to the motor
area to turn and walk away. But supposing it be dark, how are the motor
cells to receive instruction and guide
the individual in walking? He feels
with Ms hands and feet, and the sensory cells receive messages from them
how to direct the cells. The impression stamped on the brain cell will
guide the individual under similar cir-
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cumstances again, and this goes to constitute experience and memory.
It is easier to remember a lemon or a
horse than a mathematical formula Gift poem. The reason of this is that
whereas the former have impressions
stamped on several centers, as sight,
touch, smell, taste, hearing, speaking
and writing; the latter are stamped
merely on the speaking, hearing, seeing, and writing centers. These centers are not nearly so retentive. In repeating poetry it is the sound of the
last line which suggests the next line.
Poems with rhyme are easier to learn
than those without.
Though poetry is revived in the sight
and sound centers, it is not so well
fixed there as simple objects. Thus a
lemon is stamped twice in the optic
centre—once as a yellow oval fruit and
once as the priuted fruit. So there is
an optic word center and a pictorial or
photographic center. The poem or formula is only stamped in the former.
Those who photograph know well
that a good impression requires correct
exposure. Under exposures are poor
and do not last. It is the same with
our brains. We cannot learn without
drilling the subject matter into our
brains—frequent repetition when learning by rote, and careful fixed attention from the special guidance and
energy of the prefrontal or fore brain,
which acts as the commanding officer.
Many people are not trained to use
their eyes. A quick observer notes in a
moment what would escape the dullard
altogether. It is important to train
one's self to observe. Accuracy and
speed come with practice. The brain
is like a big album of photographs and
other sensory impressions. It should
be stored with accurate impressions,
especially of the good. It is especially
wise in the training of children to give
them impressions of the good and the
true; the false and bad will be forced
upon them soon enough.
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Not only the memory, but the attention requires training; in fact, one is
necessary to the other. If we sit before a preacher and hear every word he
says, but cannot recall it a moment
afterward, it is because our prefrontal
brain has been at rest. If we wish to
recall a subject the stimulus must pass
to the prefrontal or registry office,
whence the stimulus is ^ent to the
brain cells containing the sensations to
be recalled. The great problem is to
keep the brain healthy and active.
WITHOUT STRAIN.

If the blood is not right the brain can
not be, for it is nourished by good
blood. The chief enemies of the brain
are worry, which disorganizes the machinery; shock, which paralyzes the
brain. Worry or excitement causes irregular nerve action. We call it confusion of ideas or nervosit.y. The optic
brain centers throw up a series of depressing mental photographs, exaggerating existing trouble. This continues
to depress the cells in the fore brain,
resulting in complete failure to judge
aright or analyze correctly. Slight annoyances are likely to grow into quarrels in this way, for by brooding over
them brain fatigue occurs. Then the
imagination .sees exaggerated views
until spite and hatred, and kindred
passions exhaust Mie fore brain, and
misguided actions result. The stronger
the quarrel grows the weaker the finer
perceptions become. This explains the
disease of the age—worry and its results.
Self control is the key to right living and thinking. An over-indulgent
parent allows the animal instinct to
prevail over the intellectual control to
the injury of the child's mental development. The higher the intellect the
more these instincts are under control.
Kuthanasia, or mental well being, is
what all must strive for—the body in
health and the mind at peace. Unrest
wears out the strongest brains. Worry
is poison to the brain — work develops
it.—The 6rncenluirst Banner, bi/ the
kindness of some one to idiom. Thanks.

[No room here for an "immortal soul"
to do the thinking, and good practical
lessons can be learned from this.—
EDITOR.]

The Jews,
SCATTERED.
" A m i the Lord shall scatter tliee nmoiiv all
people, from tins one end of the eai-tli even
uulo the other. * * * And annum- I hese na, ,, .,
,. ,
,,
n .,
lions shalt Iholl tmd no ease, in 1 !! her sntui file
Mile o I'tli v Toot have rest" —Kent. :;,«.• i;!. I:."I.

APTER THE THIRD ZIONIST CONGRESS.
"jgfe K'i'Klt the Zionists congress was
JgKlJ^ over ill August last the delegates were kept quite busy in England
continuing the work in practical support of the movement. In The Jnviah
World for September 1st is a half-page
advertisement of a public meeting in
London in which Prof. Gotliell, Columbia College, New York, Mrs. It. Gotlie.ll
and others from Xew York, Philadelphia, and Chicago, were to be the
speakers.
At a meeting of the Zionist Society
to hear reports of delegates to the congress there "was a crowded attendance." Mr. Hitter said '• that more
practical work had been done at this
congress than at the other two." Meetings were also held at Hull and Manchester, and great enthusiasm is worked
up everywhere.
In one of the meetings Dr. (raster,
who, we think, made the strongest and
most eloquent speech at the congress,
said: '"lie wished the -lews to come to
Palestine freed in mind, freed in habits; they should come, not as cast-out
slaves, but as a people ready and lit to
live the great lite which was before
them. This land must be a home for
all Jews, for they must go home, not
to a rescue place from slavery, but as
a people ready and able to do their
duty as a people.'7

THEIR LAND
and AFFAIRS

!
(! A'l'il KIM'.l).
I ••Iieliold, I'will take the children oi1 i^rai
I ,•,,„„ , U l , ( 1 I l t r , h l . n : l U l , n s . w h i t h e r t hey be (•,„,.
,
"
.
an.l will (ittlhir them on everv side, and hri;i
•'
t hem into 1 heir own hi ml" E/.ek. :'.'.': :;i. :.':.'.
IJONK

ro

I;IINE.

At the meeting in London for the reception of the American delegates to
the congress, "• Mr. .1. W. .Meyer, of
Philadelphia, who gave a description of
the congress, prefaced his remarks
with the observation that two years
ago he did not think that there was in
Jewry a cause, which could compel him
to sacrifice, and now he only regretted
that he could not make greater sacrifices, for Zionism to him was as the
vision of E/.ekiel's giving heed to the
dry bones, calling Israel together, and
giving the people life.
ZIONISM NOT NEW, BUT A REVIVAL.
In the Dublin (Joni-wr, copied by the
fjospvl, Bwitier for May. 1807. a writer
says: " A t this hour a scheme is in
course of active preparation, the outlines of which remains now to be
stated, fts author is Mr. Dunant. now
a resident of Switzerland, a gentleman
who is already known to Europe as the
"•.Founder of the International Convention in behalf of the wounded in
time oi' war.' It may be remembered
that this convention was entered into
by the leading nations of Europe, and
was successfully carried out in the recent war in Germany. The scheme in
reference to the East is thus designated, 'Organization of the International Society of the Orient.' A gen-
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tlemau, writing from Basle, Switzerland, as correspondent of one of the
American papers, states: The society
is being rapidly formed, with the strongest influence, financial and political,
at its back. The Rothschilds, Sir Moses
Montefeore, and other great capitalists
among the Jews, are actively in sympathy with the undertaking. The plan
has the favor of more than one crowned
head in Europe, among them Emperor
Xapoleon, of whose special theories of
nationalities it is a welcome development. Several noblemen of England,
and the leading names of the Faubourg St. Germain, are also among ils
friends.
'•The scheme contemplates the obtaining from the Sultan of Turkey a
concession of Palestine for a money
consideration. Such are the exigencies of the sultan's exchequer that
money, come from whom or where it
may, is not to be refused. In this fact
the society places their hopes of success, and that they will succeed is more
fhan a surmise. Having obtained a
concession of Palestine, the society will
immediately construct a port at Jaffa,
and a good road or railroad from Mint
city to Jerusalem. At the same time,
by the aid of special committees, .lews
of Morocco, of Poland, of Moldavia, of
Waldacia, of the East, of Africa, etc.,
would be forwarded to I he newly conceded territory, their colonization there
being habilitated by the well-known
religious sentiment of the Jews in reference to the Holy Land. These colonies of Jews would then have distributions of land made to them at cost
prices, while the city of Jerusalem
would be rebuilt in a style to rival the,
cities of the west. And while thus developing the resources of that magnificent country, and turning it into a
financial success, it is intended at the
same time to settle this portion of the
Eastern question, and by an interna-
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tional act to neutralize Palestine, as
has been done already in the case of
the Lower Danube. Such is a brief
outline of the scheme, of which more
will be heard presently.
•'In Europe and the East it is computed that at the present time there are
about 7,000,000 Jews -no insignificant
number with which to commence national life. While diplomacy is thus
about to prepare the land of the Jews,
the Jews are actively preparing for the
land. From all quarters news is to the
effect that the Jews are ready to emigrate, believing that the day of restoration is at hand. The following lines
from the Jewish. Chronicle, are indications of their hopes and aspirations:
He is coming, and tin* mountains of Judiih ring again:
Jerusalem juvsiki'iis, ;i.nd slioufH hnr glad
amen.
He is coming! wastes of Horeb, awaken
and rejoice;
Hills of loiib, cliffs of Kdom, lift the
I011K silent void'.
He is (.•omiiifc, sen of Sodom, to heal thy
leprous brine—
To give back palm and myrtle, the olive
and vine.
He is coming, blighted Caxmel, to restore
tht'ir o] i ve bowers:
He is coming I'adi'd Sharon, to give thee
back thy itowers.
Sons of Geniile-troddon Judah, awake
beheld, lie comes!
Landless ami kiiitfless exiles, reseek
your long-lost homes;
Back to your ancient valleys, which your
fathers loved so well;
In tlieii' own now crumbled cities-:, let
their children's children dwell."
MYSTERIOUS

CHARMS
TINE.

OF PALES-

The Mecca of Oivilzation.
It is very remarkable how persistently a large portion of mankind insists upon regarding the future of Palestine as in some mysterious way associated with the destiny of the race
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The feeling is not confined to Christians, among whom the stupendous
events enacted in that country have
become the groundwork of faith; it is
shared in by Jews and Mohammedans,
both of whom alike regard that little
strip of territory that has been under
the heel of the Turk so long with a
vague belief that at some time, in some
way, it is to be the scene of tremendous
events affecting both the religious and
political well being of all peoples.
The persistency of this belief is all
the more remarkable because the material interests of the nations and the
conditions of Palestine do not warrant
it. The country itself is a strip of land
no larger than the state of Vermont,
hemmed in on one side by an almost inaccessible coast, and on the other by the
Syrian Desert. Denuded of its timber
and made arid by tyranny and neglect,
it offers little temptation to the territorial greed of Europe or the vast industrial schemes of modern enterprise.
And yet, notwithstanding all this, the
legendary interest of the domain for
three vast divisions of the human family, and the profound conviction that
somehow this memorable spot lies
waiting either for a new evangel or a
political crisis, have so entered into the
minds of men that Palestine with each
succeeding year becomes more and
more the Mecca of civilization and the
mystery of the ages.
The population of Jerusalem is now
three times what it was thirty years
ago, and a large proportion of this influx has been made up of Jews and
Christians, who here bridge their differences with a common veneration.
At the last annual meeting of the Palestine Exploring Fund in London, at
which Lord Amherst presided, the reports of this slow but steady growth
occasioned considerable surprise. It
was shown that in spite of the discouraging conditions of labor, and exist-

ence genert Uy under the Turkish taxgather, there was a steady increase, not
only of capital, intelligence and enterprise, but of the world's interest in the
future of the country, and that something quite independent of commercial
attractiveness was slowly changing the
aspect of affairs along the Jordan Valley, where colonies of Jews are now
planting olive gardens and vineyards
side by side with Christians who are
planting chapels and schools.
This growth and restitution of the
Holy Land by agencies that elsewhere
have been antagonistic present one of
the most profound phenomena of our
time, for in eacli of the sects is the
same ineradicable belief that the territory that has been buried so long -'under the drums and tramplings" of a
hundred conquests is once more in some
mysterious and millennial way to put
on its beautiful garments. Such a sentiment, surviving and growing, despite
the Westward pressure of the world's
activities, must in any aspect of it command our reverential attention. Al-'
ready Palestine is the center of a worldwide pilgrimage. Not only the Christian, but the Jew and the Mohammedan go there to muse amid its ruins,
and, mayhap, if not like Kubla, who,
" 'Mid this tumult heard from far,
Ancestral voices prophesying war,"
they may at least, in the cofraternity
of interests, be helping to realize one
of the oldest prophecies of peace.—A.
C. Wheeler in Saturday Evening Pout.

Philip Zohn, a boy of fifteen, an inmate of the Jewish orphan asylum of
Chicago, has been appointed asssstant
governor of the institution. There
are 300 boys in the asylum, and it is
asserted that Zohn has exerted such influence over his fellows that he is more
capable than the average man of hold
ing this responsible position.—Jewish
World.

TITE JEWS, THEIR LAKD AND AFFAIRS.
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the lines of destinction between them
and the people they are among. On
the score of religion lie thinks the perLast year Mark Twain wrote an arti- secution has already ceased; he says
cle on the anti-Semitic outbreaks he the golden rule "still sparkles," but
had witnessed in Vienna, which called has no relevancy to business (!) Then
forth from a Jew the following pertinent he winds up as follows:
and interesting inquiry: "Yet," (not"If the statistics are right, the Jews
withstanding that Jews in no constitute but one per cent of the human
sense caused the outbreaks) " in race. It suggests a nebulous dim puff
your article you say that in the of star dust lost in the blaze of the
rioting which followed, all classes of Milky Way. Properly the Jew ought
people were represented, unanimous hardly to be heard of, but he is heard
only in one thing, viz., in being against of, has always been heard of. He is as
the Jews. ISTow will you kindly tell me prominent in the planet as any other
why, in your judgment, the Jews have people, and his commercial importance
thus far been, and are even now, in is extravagantly out of proportion to
these days of supposed intelligence, the the smallness of his bulk. His contributt of baseless, vicious animosities. I butions to the world's list of great
dare say that for centuries there has names in literature, science, art, music,
been no more quiet, undisturbing, and finance, medicine, and abstruse learnwell-behaving citizens, as a class, ing are also away out of proportion to
than that same Jew. It seems to me the weakness of his numbers. He has
that ignorance and fanaticism can not made a marvelous fight in this world,
alone account for those horrible and in all the ages: and has done it with
unjust persecutions."
his hands tied behind him. He could
In answering this inquiry Mark be vain of himself and be excused for
Twain states six propositions as fol- it. The Egyptian, the Babylonian, and
the Persian rose, filled the planet with
lows :
" 1. The Jew is a well-behaved sound and splendor, then faded to
dream stuff and passed away; the
citizen.
"2. Can ignorance and fanaticism Greek and the Roman followed, and
alone account for this unjust treatment? made a vast noise, and they are gone;
"3. Can Jews do anything to im- other peoples have sprung up and held
their torch high for a time, but it
prove the situation?
burned
out, and they sit in twilight
"4. The Jews have no party; they
now, or have vanished. The Jew saw
are non-participants.
"5. Will the persecution ever come them all, beat them all, and is now
what he always was,exhibiting no decato an end?
"6. What has become of the golden dence, no infirmities of age, no weakening of bis parts, no slowing of his
rule?"
energies, no dulling of his alert and agHe concedes the first proposition, and
gressive mind. All things are mortal
does not think that ignorance and fanbut the Jew; all other forces pass, but
aticism alone can account for the treathe remains. What is the secret of his
ment of the Jew as asked in the secimmortality?"
ond proposition. He thinks the Jews
might get along better if they would
So Mark Twain, after trying to anbecome participants in the affairs of swer the six propositions ends all by
the world in such a way as to obliterate asking a question, a question whose
WHY AEE JEWS BLffTED AND PEKSECUTED?
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only answer is found in the liook which
Israel's God has given to the world
through the Jew.

abia. Sardinia, and the British Isles.
There, too, are the gigantic monoliths,
cloven stones, and stone ciicles, with
altars and sacred inelosures.

THE ANCIENT LAND OF OPHIE,
RESTORATION OP" ISRARL.
Evidence That It Was What Is Now Called
Monomotapa, Africa.
The Monomotapa region, in Rhodesia, is the ancient land of Ophir, says
the Matabele 7'W/MJS. The gold mines
of the ancients are now rediscovered
and the gold ingot molds recently discovered in Rhodesia are identical with
the tin ingot molds used by the Phoenicians in Cornwall.
It is believed that the Pho'iiieians
worked the South African mines 2,000
years .15. C. Scripture tells us how
Hiram, the Phoenician king, brought
enormous quantities of gold, ivory and
slaves for King Solomon, and where
could all these have been discovered
together, and in such large quantities
as described in holy writ, if not in this
pjrtkm of southeastern Africa? Job's
references to ''gold dust"' locate the
sources of Solomon's wealth in these
parts, and certainly neither the "ivory"
nor the "'slaves" nor the '"apes' of
IJible history came from India, for
Africa, as is well known, has ever been
credited in history as the ivory, slave,
and ape-producing country. Further,
there is considerable doubt whether
any other country, India included,
could at that period have produced the
quantity of gold mentioned in Chronicles and Kings.
Scattered throughout this country
are colossal ruins of fortresses, temples
of distinctly Phoenician origin, identical with the ruins now seen in the
land of the Phoenicians, and built by
the same race as erected Stonehenge on
Salisbury plain and later built the
rounded towers of Ireland. Here is the
herringbone style of building, as in Ar-

Signs and Tokens BeadTn the. Editor of --The Jewish, World:"
DKAII

SIR:—-AS a Gentile who,

on

the authority of the Hebrew prophets, is convinced that Israel will be reconstituted a. kingdom and become the
greatest nation on the earth, perhaps
you will allow me -by means of the enclosed expository versification—to call
attention to the words of encouragement in Isa. lxiii: 1-7; for they clearly
have reference to the present time and
the near f'nliire. Yours faithfully.
J. J. A NDHKW,

London. Aug. 20. lHfm.
ISAIAH LXIII: 1-7.
I'Yar noi.O Israel, for I have redeemed
thee;
ISy thy mime have 1 (tailed thee, for
mine t.liou a,rl:
When passing through waters I will be
with thee,
And when walking through the lire
thou shall, not be hurt.
For thy ransom I gave Hgypt, and Seba,
Ethiopia also, to Tarshish (I.e.. Britain)
thy friend:
To hold till required, as Dedan and
Sheba i !>>.ek. xxxviii: IS).
To put forth her strength, helpless
sheep to defend.
I am thy Holy One. thy Saviour and
God;
Thou hast hon'rable been since precious
to me;
Thou shall, therefore, no more feel the
ehast'ning rod.
And men will 1 give (hat thy lif'r may
be free.
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Fear not, O Israel, for I will be with
thee,
To bring thee from far, from the ends
of the earth;
For thee have I formed to show forth
my glory,
And teach ev"ry nation to praise me
with mirth
J. J. A.
-From, The Jewish World.
Sultan Asked for a Charter.
Leon Zolotkoff, the Chicago delegate
in the third congress of the Order of
Knights of Zion, held at Basle, Switzerland, declares Palestine will soon be
owned and settled by Jews, and that
the colonists will possess a government
of their own under the suzerainty of
the Sultan of Turkey. Mr. Zolotkoff
has just returned from the congress,
where was assembled 3(1(1 delegates
from all parts of the world, the United
States being represented by nine. The
object of the convention was to make
plans to obtain possession of Palestine,
that it may be colonized by the Jews.
A committee was appointed at the
congress to visit the Sultan of Turkey
and to obtain from him a charter to the
land.
'•We will buy the land from the sultan," said Mr. Zolotkoff, '•and will settle a colony of Jews there that will be
able to live as they choose. Already
we have formed a stock company capitalized at $10,000,000 with 2,000,000
shares. The company, which is called
the Jewish Colonial Trust of London,
has already sold 100,000 shares, 2,00(>
of which were purchased by Chicago
Jews. Thirty industrial colonies comprised of 6,000 Jews have been formed,
ready to enter Palestine as soon as it is
purchased. We have also appointed a
committee to wait on the Czar of Russia, asking him to use his induenee
to have the sultan grant us the territory."

AN"1>

AI'FA

'There are are several thousand members of the Order of Knights of /.ion in
f 'hicago. Tin; society was (orincd in
1891.
NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S SEVEN YEAES
OF INSANITY.
"/Irl'lIK seven limes which were to
.' 1
":pa,ss over" Nebuchadnezzar's
degradation with the beasts of the
field were evidently seven years of insanity, after which his senses returned
and lie as a rational man was replaced
upon Ihe throne. This was a fitting
representation of the seven times of
years, or twenty-live hundred
and
twenty years of (.entile times when
the Gentile kings would prevail and
the world would sulfer from the ••insanity" of human governments as compared with the rational, reasonable and
heavenly reign that i.s to take their
place. To one who understands the
glorious kingdom of God. which is to
supplant the kingdoms ol men, it is not
extravagant to speak of the latter as
"insane" governments as compared
with the former. They are in God's
sight like the king of liabylon among
the beasts of the Held, with his hail's
grown like eagle's feathers and his nails
like bird's claws" While this insanity
is true in a symbolic sense it is in measure true also in a literal sense, for it is
remarkable to what extent insanity has
prevailed among kings. The rumor that
tiie mind of the Czar of Russia is not
too strong has caused Duchesse de
Ueleinire, an able writer in the Chicago
lici-oid, who deals with " Queer Sprigs
of Gentility " to give the following
startling facts:
"From time to time rumor repeats it.
self that the Czar of Russia is becoming insane; by hinting that the erratic
actions of William II. of Germany can
only be ascribed to an unbalanced
mind; that the Sultan of Turkey is vio-
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lently insane, and that the ex-King of
little Servia is having hallucinations.
There seems to be iittle doubt that disgrace and ill-treatment have shattered
the faculties of the Emperor of China,
while one who has just come from Teheran affirms that Muzaffer- ed- Din
Shah of Persia, is absolutely incapable
of governing, owing to incipient insanity. His only diversion is said to be
the telephone, which he has had placed
in his palace and which he uses to torment the palace attendants at all hours
of the day and night.
In the last two centuries a number
of mad monarchs have ruled over different countries of Europe, and it is
needless to say that these countries
have suffered through the follies of
these rulers. One needs only to remember the misfortunes of France under the reign of Charles VI., through
whose insanity a part of the kingdom
fell under the dominion of the English. In Russia the six months' reign
of Peter III. was filled with unheard-of
eccentricities. According to the orders
of this monarch the public festivals and
celebrations might never be interrupted for any cause whatever, though
the ladies of the court fell fainting with
fatigue. They pleaded for rest, but
vainly, for they must assist from the
beginning until it pleased the sovereign
to excuse them. He himself only stopped the festivals to put his soldiers to
more trying ordeals. In his military
mania he thought that the continuous
booming of the cannon would keep in
their minds the idea of war. One day
he ordered that one hundred great
pieces of artillery should all be exploded at once, and he only gave up the
notion when they succeeded in convincing him that an explosion of that kind
would endanger the security of his palace. A state plot removed this eccentric czar from the throne, and he was
afterwards murdered in his prison.

"England had an insane king in the
person of George III., who died in 1820.
He suffered from mental alienation five
times. Efforts were made to conceal
the fact, but this was impossible. Pitt
in 1304 wrote a letter to Lord Eldon, in
which he expressed his knowledge of
the state of the king's mind. ' I have
obtained an audience with the king.
The things we discussed have no relation to the actual state of affairs, but
by the manner in which the king responded to me I have known that his
brain was disordered.'
"A collection of insane kings, unique
in the annals of Europe, is found in the
Wittelsbach line of Bavaria. Ludwig
I., protector of arts and artists, was
obliged to abdicate after the scandals
provoked by his union with the celebrated Lola Montes. Ludwig II.
proved himself insane by a series of
strange lyrical exhibitions. He distinguished himself among all the German
princes who invaded Prance by taking
along a piano, with which he entertained his troops. He had built for
himself alone a royal theater at Monaco
where he assisted at Wagnerian concerts, hidden in the obscurity of a box,
all the lights being put out. In letters
of Ludwig II. to Wagner, recently published, the king addresses him as "my
dearest," "my friend," "elect of my
heart."
"Ludwig II. found death by flinging
himself from the walls of his castle
into the lake that surrounded his castle, and there are some who say that he
was assisted by interested persons in
thus quitting life."
And now comes the news that the
Ameer of Afghanistan is violently insane, and that the prominent members
of his court have to flee to save their
lives. A correspondent to the Chicago
Record says: "Many high dignitaries
have been put to death for no cause
butthe ameer's crazy whims. Two have
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been burned at the stake and one court
functionary is said to have been boiled
in a kettle, his body being thrown to
the ameer's dogs." No doubt the crazy
world will cry out, Why hast thou come
to torment us ? " and their violent
spasms will continue till the demons are
driven into the swine and they into the
sea; and then the world will become
rational. The "seven times" cannot be
far from their end.
EDITOR.
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swayed neither this way nor that way
by merit or demerit; but that upon the
principle that "the child is father of
the man," so what we are must deterwhat we shall be when the means has
yielded the end. As to how the plan
of Deity can be to him a known quantity from eternity to eternity and yet
our destiny depend upon our volition
with respect thereto may be a problem
too deep for finite minds to fathom,
but to conclude that we are mere machines would mar the infinite wisdom
that has blended together and made reciprocal God's eternal and unchangeable plan and man's voluntary attitude
towards that plan.
The lesson to be learned from this is
that we are here to deal with things as
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
they are, evil as they are, and to do our
part in digging, grinding, and mouldPRICE.—Per Year, in advance
»2.00
Half Yearly, in advance
1.00
ing the clay of things natural into a
To new subscribers on trial, 50 cents l o r six
months.
beautiful ornament to adorn the temIn (rieat Rritian and her Colonies, 8s. per year.
2s. per Vt year.
ple of Deity when things become spir4s. per % year.
We make special a r r a n g e m e n t s with a limited num
itual. In this work everything we
ber who a r e unable to pay t h e full subscription price.
A few deserving, but pom-, are supplied by the contricome in contact with must be viewed
butions of generous friends.
Remit by Draft. Post Office Order, Registered Letter
as an object lesson, whether the objects
or Express Order--not by checks on local banks.
Address all remittances to THOS. WILLIAMS. 834 (jlst
are in the world without or in the
street, Chicago. 111.
DISCONTINUANCES.—A l a r e e m a j o r i t y of o u r sub
household, whether they are friends or
seribers prefer n o t to have t h e i r paper discontinued in case they fail to r e m i t before expirationfoes, whether they speak words of bitIt is therefore assumed t h a t u n i e s s notification to
discontinue is received, t h e subscriber wishes a
continuance.
terness or words of comfort—they are
all a means to an end to those who
NOVEMBER, 1899.
know how to use them and who will
diligently turn them into the proper
N nothing of the present is to be channel. He who is alert and has such
seen the end, only the permitted a commanding hold of things as to be
means to the end—an end not simply able to do this is, in the hands of God,
bringing satisfaction to our yearning master of the situation—any situation
hearts, but one which "eye hath not that may confront him. Many times
seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it he may appear to his enemies to be
enterted into the heart of man to con- vanquished, Christ appeared so on the
the cross; but it is true that one may
ceive."
We ourselves are a means to an end, "stoop to conquer," and that apparent
in the hands of Him whose eternal plan defeat is often the greatest victory.
is evolving itself out of what appears
Let us therefore possess our souls in
to be the wreck of nature into the per- patience, whatever our trouble be, withfection of harmony and beauty. Not out or within, and let us use ourselves,
that our means and end are the crea- our friends and our foes—everything
tures of an irrevocable necessity, as a means to the grand end before us,
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have done so as occasion required, and
will do so again. We know of no serious
trouble on the question at present, and
as it seems to be one upon which brethSOMEONE ha> sent us two copies of
Hie Clnspcl 'I'ninijiit, marking references ren went to two extremes, the penduto our debate with Or. Snowden. We lum might, be allowed to return to its
proper swing.
receive the paper monthly, and had
seen Hie items marked, but we must
not be expected to notice such bombasSISTER BYRNES sends us a good artitic, silly talk, which can catch the seri- cle on the Old and New Covenants. It
ous attention of only the most ignor- will be useful after a while: that subant and foolish. That Dr. Snowden ject having had a good share of our
should publish a nonsensical letter from space of late, a little rest will not barm
that poor man alllicted with laughing i t
fits and whose disturbance of the audiWn have received a clipping from the
ence! during the debate vva's viewed
Heat Hut ion, sent by brother S. T. Bleswith pity, only shows how anxious he sing, containing an article by brother
is for a won! of praise, come from ('. W. Tompkins, on "The Angels that
where it, may. It is the truth earnest Sinned." It gives the same answer that
men want, not the noisy, giddy laugh- appeared in the ADVOCATK not long
ter of the ignorant and foolish, [t since, but falls short of explaining two
speaks well for the intelligence of the or Hire important points in the case.
people that, the Trnmprt can hardly exist, and is compelled to be a most
W E had contemplated a reduction to
cringing beggar.
!?l.">0 in the subscription price of the
A DVOCATE; but there has been quite
W E have a (dipping from brother.]. an advance in the price of paper and
Kastwood on ('amille FlamniarioiiM (a other printer's material, and paper
scientist) claim lhat hi: can demon- stock is likely to go higher still. So we
strate the iimrioi'fity of the soul and his must keep to our old price for a time
coming book will show ii. The inter- yet. Some have renewed their subscriptions at the old price already, and
view with him appeals more like an
advertisement of his book than a relia- the indications are that many would
ble statement of what the book will take pleasure in paying the $2 00 per
••demonstrate." This promise, how- annum, regarding it as a small contriever, tacitly admits that the immortal- bution in aid of the good work they beity of the soul is not yet demonstrated, lieve the ADVOCATE office is doing. Financially better times havecome again
and so the theological systems of our
times are built upon an undemonstrated and this will help. However, those
theory. Moreover, it is an admission whose purses may not seem equal to
that the Bible does not demonstrate the two-dollar rate need offer no apolthe theory. Let the '"scientists" and ogy iu sending $1.50, and a limited numr
theologians scamper through the bogs ber who are of the poor of this w orld,
in the pursuit, of their ignis fatuns. to the extent of not being able to pay
The Bible and reason they have no use anything, will not be turned away, if
they make known their desire to receive
for.
and thus shall we exemplify the true
doctrine of divine utility.

the visits of Hie ADVOCATE.
HHOTIIKI:. .1. MORRISON asks us to

speak old on alien

marriage.

We

A S a rule

we have found that the honesty of our
subscribers has allowed of this some-

TltH SIGNS OF TI1K TTMEP,

ernment, and that is the pride of the
world which is destined to be humbled
by the. dreadful lesson to be learned
that, the kingdoms of men never had
any real right to exist. They are all
the outcome of rebellion against. God,
from Nimrod down to Kruger; and the
fact that he has permitted them for a
time to gratify their pride and their
lust for power has been construed to
mean that ridiculous thing called the
"divine lights of king's," the foolish
kings never dreaming that they an; being permitted to reach the climax in
older to make their fail all the more a
never-to-be-forgotten lesson of man's
humiliation and God's exhaltation.
Britain, notwithstanding her sins, is
a favored nation, and has had and will
have a great mission to perform as the
••land shadowing with wings.'' Her
people having snatched the closed
and sealed Word of Gad from a mercenary priestcraft and given it to the
world open to be read of all men; and
performing the greatest part in the
restoration of God's nation to the home
KT'KJt a profi acted diplomatic of their fathers, it is only reasonable
wrangle I li itain and ! h»' 1 loci.-. that she shall In' the foremost nation
are at war in Ihe Tran, vnai. Hu- in preparing the earth for its coming
manly .speaking M. seems a pity for a. King.
great- nation to obliterate llm govern"From the Cape to Cairo!' has been
ment of the peaceful and apparently the cry for some time, and it is very
contented JJutcli settlers in the wilder- likely to be realized as the outcome of
ness. But they are, evidently, a super- the present war. This, of course, institious, non-progressive people, and creases the noise of the croaking frogs
cannot be allowed to hinder t i e devel- and the growling bear, but the lion
opment of the earth's resources for tin; goes on and will go on till it must give
Coming King. There is an outburst, of place to the Lion of the tribe of Judah.
sentiment against Great Britain, be- The importance of this war is in the
cause she is the stronger power, and influence it will have upon the jealousy
pity always takes the side of the weak; of the other nations. France is, of
but Boers and all other inhabitants of
course, biting her lips, and Russia beAfrica would be better off uu.ler Brit- gins to renew her diplomatic friendish rule, and each individual would ship towards her in a more pronounced
have just as much of that thing the form. Already there is talk of the compeople call " liberty," perhaps more of bined interference with Great Britain
it. The proud and ambitious object of in South Africa. A dispatch from Berthe Koers is to maintain their own gov- lin, October 10th, says:
what, clastic method—elastic from a
purely business point of view -which
is a very gratifying 1Vicl. Still there
have been hints thai the ADVOCATE
going to some on the (wv list has sufficed for borrowing neighbors able to
pay. This is a p i l y f o r I h« borrower.
Our list has been considerably augmented by the kindness of brethren
procuring new subscribers on tin- special rate of $1.00 for the first year for
new subscribers, and we are encouraged to continue this special offer. Let
each subscriber try to get a new subscriber at this rate and he. will thereby
be helping the work along. One more,
number will finish Vol. XV.; A. I).
1000 is close by, therefore renewals of
subscription are now in order.
We
thank those who have already renewed
and all others in advance for promptness.
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"The Berlin lugeblutt declares to-day
that it has authoritative confirmation
of the rumor that Foreign Minister
MouraviefE's visit to western Europe
was taken for the purpose of engaging
France in a compact looking to intervention in favor of the Transvaal. The
Russian press is said to be unanimously in favor of the Boers."
This is being watched by the United
States very carefully, a fact that goes
to show that Great Britain's help in
the Spanish war is not going to be forgotten, and that Britain and America
will be as one in the future conflict.
A dispatch dated October 17th reads:
"The Journal prints the following
from Washington: The State department has instructed our European representatives—diplomatic, consular, military and naval—to report at once the
first certain indication of the desire of
Great Britain's rivals to take advantage of her South African difficulties.
Nothing sufficiently serious to justify
a formal report has occurred, but developments are momentarily expected.
ANOTHER SIGN OF FRIENDSHIP.

At the end of the blue book is the
following cablegram from Mr. Chamberlain to Sir Alfred Milner: "Oct. 11,
1:25 i'. M.—Most urgent. Inform the
British agent in the South African Republic that the government of the
United States has been asked to allow
its consul to take charge of the agency.
Let the British agent try to arrange
accordingly, pending a reply." The
conclusion of the dispatch indicates
that Mr. Chamberlain did not have the
shadow of doubt regarding the willingness of the United States government
to lend the good offices desired.—Chicago Becord.
ARBITRATION A FAILURE.

The peace conference, while a part of
the fulfillment of prophecy, that there

would be a cry of "peace, peace, when
there is no peace," utterly failed of its
object—that of disarmament of the
great nations, but it succeeded by the
"skin of its teeth" in advising arbitration measures for the settlement of international disputes. Arbitration societies felt jubilant over this, and their
cry of "peace, peace" by arbitration became louder than ever. The motives
of the promoters of peace by this method are, no doubt, good; but in all such
schemes God and His Word are ignored and puny man seeks the glory he
hopes will arise from his plans. God
is a jealous God, and will not allow the
creature to ignore the Creator with impunity. Therefore one after another
humanly devised schemes are dashed
to the ground and the world still left
waiting God's time to settle the world's
troubles.
Arbitration has just had a trial in
the territorial dispute between Great
Britain and Venezuela and what is the
result? The bigger power comes out
ahead, of course, and now when it is
suggested to try arbitration in the
Alaskan dispute between the United
States and Canada, the papers come out
with headlines,
No Fairness In Arbitration.
Why is it a failure? Unforeseen contingencies have arisen that might have
easily been foreseen. Here they are:
"Washington, D. C, Oct. 16.—It is
not probable that the United States will
soon be a party to an international arbitration, When a modus vivendi was
being arranged with Great Britain
over the Alaska boundary a prominent
official of the State department positively asserted that the boundary question would not be submitted to arbitration. He added in explanation that the
contentions of the United States were
so clear and well founded that the nation did not consider it had anything to
arbitrate. It is discovered now that
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there was something more important
behind the prediction. It is being disclosed that the close political and family relations existing between the monarchies of Europe will not permit an
unbiased international arbitration.
As reported in Mr. Stanton's dispatch
from Paris in the Chicago Record last
Saturday, there was ;i conspiracy in the
Venezuela tribunal which was defeated
only by the firmness of Chief Justice
Fuller. A man who was connected
with the .Bearing Sea tribunal to-day
admitted that this body had a similar
experience. He assorts that the arbitrators selected by the monarchies of
Europe were subject to personal, social
and political pressure in favor of England, which was brought so strongly
upon them that they were unable to
resist.
The officials of the government seem
thoroughly impressed from the Venezuela experience following the Behring
Sea fiasco that there is a coalition of
the European powers to be com hatted
in international arbitration. There is
no question that the oflicials of the
State department are strongly opposed
to any international arbitration of the
Alaska boundary question, and the real
reason is that the merits involved would
have no weight upon the decision.-John T. Suter,J)\, in Chicago Record.

LESSON NO. 78, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1. By what act do believers of the
gospel become the children of God?
2. Define the form of the act as expressed in Scripture words about death,
etc.
3. Why does the act make some children of God and not others?
ANSWKHS,
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.

1. By being baptized into Christ.—
Gal. iii: 27.
2. By being baptized in water we
are symbolically buried into his death.
And if we have been planted together
in likeness of his death we shall be also
in likeness of his resurrection.—Uom.
vi: 8.0.
3. Because many who are baptized
do not believe the gospel. And to become the children of God we IDUSI first
believe the gospel and then be baptized.
— Acts viii-12.
LENA GIIEEN.
SECOND BEST PAPER CLASS NO. 1.

1. Believers of the gospel become
children of God by baptism.—Acts ii:
28-42. Proof, Acts'ix: 18.
2. We are told by Paul in llomans
that so many of us as were baptized
into Jesus Christ were baptized into
his death. — Rom. vi: 3, 4, Col. ii: 12.
3. Some people believe in baptism
but do not believe in the true gospel;
so by their acts they do not become
children of God.

ETUKNIE CLARK.

ADVOCATE S. S. CLASS.

CLASS NO. 2, LESSON, NO. 78.

Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in October ADVOCATE :

QUESTIONS;.

CLASS NO.

1.

Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 90!
Eugenie Clark (7), Hilton, N.\l., 90;
Percy Clark (12), Hilton. X. J., 90;
Dessie Lemmon (10).LakeCieoit,Ind.95;
John H. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 95;
Drucilla White (12), Spottsville, Ky., 85;

If a person cried out to you ''Only
believe in Christ and you will be saved."
what could you quote about one preaching Christ which would show the full
meaning of believing in Christ?
2. By what act do believers become
children of God?
3. What do you see as a figure in
that act to show what people are before
and after the act?

CLASS NO. 2.

B. Margaret Williams (17), Chicago, 95;
Alice Dolph (19), Rochester, X. Y., 90;
Mabel Clark (14), Hilton, X. J., 85;
May Spencer (15), Chicago, 111., S5;
JAMBS LEASK, 582 62nd St.,
Station O.
Chicago, If].

BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.

1. In Acts viii: 5 it says, "Then
Philip went down to Samaria and
preached Christ unto them," and in
Acts viii: )2 it says, "J3nt whew they
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believed Philip preaching the things
concerning the kingdom of of God and
name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, both men and women." Hence,
to "believe in Christ" is "to believe in
the things concerning the kingdom of
God," etc.
2. Baptism is the act by which believers become children of God. Proof,
Gal. iii: 2B, 27. "For ye are all children
of God by faith in Christ Jesus; for as
many of you as have been baptized into
Christ have put on Christ."
3. Before baptism people are under
sentence of death and the "burial in
water" is their burial; after baptism
they are said to be "new creatures" and
are therefore alive, and the raising out
of the water is the resurrection. Proof,
Horn, vi: 3-5; Col. ii: 12.
B. M A B G A I I E T W I L L I A M S .
SECOND BEST P A P E R CLASS X O . 2.

1.
viii:
2.
3.

Quote the following texts: Acts
5-12; Acts iv: 12.
By act of baptism.- Gal. iii: 2(>,27.
Death and life.—Rom. vi: 4, 5, 6.
ALICE DOLPII.
See Cover for Questions for next month.
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AUBURN. N. Y.—We have to report that
in October, 1898, brother and sister James
Morrison removed from Auburn, to Worcester, Mass, Brother and sister Morrison were united by marriage in April, 1898,
and as Worcester was sister Morrison's
former home, they decided to move there.
Brother Morrison is a good worker for
the Truth, and we hope he will prove
himself a help to the Worcester eeclesia
as well as he did when among us.
We have had an unexpected visitor
among us, brother I. F. Williams, of Boston eeclesia, who came here July 13. He
intended to stay here for only a short
while, but after being here a few days,
he found employment. As we became
more acquainted with our brother we
learned of his ability to exhort, and also
to give public lectures. We decided to
give to the people of Auburn the benefit
of hearing the word of God. The attendance was very good, and great interest
was shown. The first lecture, July 23rd,
was "Man, His Origin," July 30th, "Immortality a Beward." August Cth, ".Res-

toration of the Jews." August 13th, "The
Plan of God in the Earth is About to Be
Realized." Our brother's vocation was
at an end, and on Thursday, August 31st,
ho left for Boston, his present home, and
we hope to meet him again.
There is no outward token as yet, that
the seed sown has taken root, but many
of the hearers were very much pleased
with the news which they heard, but the
darkness which now prevails is all overshadowing this place, as all men and
women believe they have the truth and
'one religion as good as another." But
the truth will be seen soon, when our
Master and Lord shall come to judge the
earth in righteousness and peace.
K. Koss,
Sec. Auburn Eeclesia.
CAVENDISH, MO.—We had a good visit from brother Huggins in June which we
have been very neglectful about reporting. About ten lectures were given here
and at Blue Mound, and one at Avalon
It was a time when the evenings were
very short and the days very long and
everybody busy, but there was a good
attendance at most of the meetings.
While brother Huggins was here two
more put on that Name which alone can
save us; Marshall Elsas, son of brother
Elsas, and Mrs. Abbie Strang, daughter
of brother and sister Brooks. May they
run the race with patience and be among
those whom the Lord will accept when
he comes.
We hear that our brother Julius Kantert, of Kansas City, Kas., has become
infatuated with one who teaches such
doctrtnes as immortal emergence, partial inspiration, trine immersion, Christ's
commands to Jews only, etc._
M. L. BROOKS.

CHICAGO, ILL.—While we have no
additions to report at this time, it gives
pleasure to be able to report an increase
in attendance at our meetings for worship, and during the past month we have
had the pleasure of the company of the
following brethren at the Lord's table:
Brother Morgan, Hamilton, Canada;
brother Taylor, Berlin eeclesia, Canada;
sister Winstanley, Toronto, Canada;
brother and sister Spencer, Wauconda,
111. We are also pleased to report the
return of brother Wm. Tilsley, who has
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been absent from this city for several
months. We are sorry to lose the company of brother Wooliscroft, who has
met with us for about throe months past,
and has now returned to Pennsylvania,
having found employment at New Kensington and will meet with the ecclosia
at that place. On Sunday last wo commenced a course of lectures to be delivered in different sections of this city for
the purpose of proclaiming the truth to
all who have ears to hear. While the audience was not large it was very attentive to our brother Thos. "Williams as he
set forth the Truth in relation to the
kingdom of God. His subject was "The
Dream of a King in Relation to the Kingdom of God." This course of lectures is
in addition to our lectures at our regular
meetings. They are to be delivered in
outlying parts of the city in hope of
reaching the oars of some we might not
reach at our regular place of meeting,
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Hight is a man of some experience in debating we found him to be scattering in
his arguments, often contradicting himself. We think he made the weakest defense of anyone we have had since the
first debate which was with Mr. Smith.
Mr. Hight's weakness was made more
apparent by the Socratio method, which
forced him to contradict what he said in
his speeches. He boastingly claimed that
Jesus was neither Lord nor Christ until
the day of Pentecost. Brother Huggins
put the question: "When Peter said,
'Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living
God' and Jesus said 'Flesh and blood
hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father which is in heaven,'did the Father
reveal a falsehoood to Peter?' When
talking of universal resurrection Mr.
Hight said that every person, including
infants, who had ever breathed the breath
of life would be raised. Brother Huggins asked if he believed that a child who
died before breathing the breath of life
J A S . LEASK, See.
was a person; he said yes, then recalled
CREAL SFMNGS, ILL.—On Septem- it and said he did not know. Brother
ber 17th four more were added to our Huggins asked him if such infants would
ecolesia: Mr. J. C. Grubb, formerly ,be resurrected. He said that he did not
Oampbollite for a number of years, gave know anything about it. Then brother
good evidence of his knowledge of the Huggins said, "You do not know whether
Truth, and put on the Saving Name in the you believe in a universal resurrection or
only way given by Christ; also Guy not." If the victory could be won by
Bradley, an intelligent young man son of loud talking, beating the desk with a
our sister in the flesh, and in the faith, walking cane, and flapping his hands towho has been an obedient believer for u gether, it certainly was accomplished.
number of years. He gave a good reason Apparently the debate closed with good
for his hope and put on the only Name feeling.
whereby we must be saved. Also one
The Sunday following the debate we
more, an intelligent young lady, daugh- had three additions by immersion, as folter of brother Thomas Dugger, Maud lows: Mr. G. J. Geurin, formerly a BapDugger, was one who decided that to tist. He attended brother Williams' lecfollow the way of life was the best in this tures three years ago and asked many
life, much more the best if we can only questions at that time. He has been ingain the future life,
vestigating ever since. Also Mrs. MelHoping they will never see cause to re- vina Duggar. wife of brother Thomas
gret their good choice is my wish. I Duggar, and Miss Luella Williford, formerly a Christian or Campbellite; Miss
remain yours in the one hope,
W. S. CooKE.Sec. Williford has manifested admirable courage , her father being dead and her mother
LATER.
The debate between brother Hugging and other relatives being opposed to the
and Mr. Hight took place according to Truth.
So you see the Truth is still at work
the notice in the last month's ADVOCATE
with a half-day added. The attendance taking out a people for His name, notwas fairly good and we feel satisfied with withstanding the great opposition and
the results. AVhile brother Huggins is the boast of the adversary that the
young and inexperienced as a debater he Truth had been killed in this country,
Yours in the One Hope,
has marked ability in handling the Word
B.G. COOKE.
of God. On the other hand although Mr.
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GATES, MO.—It is again my pleasure
to inform you of the pleasant and instructive visit we have had from our esteemed brother John W. Teas, from September 17th to the 2-Hli. He delivered
nine good lectures on tlie following subjects: 1. " An Exhortation." 2. "The
Covenants." 3. How to Profitably Study
the Scriptures." 4. "Our Saviour's Answer to the Thief on the Cross." 5. "The
Kingdom of God." G. "What Must I do
to bo Saved?" 7. "Duties of the Household," 8. "In Adam and in Christ." !>.
"The Good Time Coming or the Bay of
the Lord." Those were delivered in a
plain and forcible manner. The audiences increased all the time, and were
very attentive, some expressing themselves as well pleased, though none were
fully persuaded. Oh, that the seed sown
maylind lodgment in some good and honest hearts and bring forth fruits meet for
repentance.
Since I last wrote you wo have had the
pleasure of assisting one more of Adam's
race to put off the old man and his deeds
and enter the race for eternal life, Mrs.
Sarah A. Maurrer, aged 4!) years, formerly Presbyterian, who after a confession of the things concerning the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus Christ
was baptized the first Sunday of June by
brother Frank Keltuer, Thus we are encouraged to press on. We hope the sister may hold out faithful, and run with
patience the race that is set before us,
ever looking unto Jesus, the author and
finisher of our faith.
I hope brother Tease will visit us again
soon if the Lord delays his coming; and
if not tha.t we all may have abundant entrance ministered unto us into his overlasting kingdom, Love to all the faithful,
Your sister,
BIRTIE CANNEFAX.

GKANDGLAISE, AKK.—My very dear
brother in the Lord: Our fraternal meeting of Arkansas has come and gone. I
was not physically able to attend, but all
the same I was much interested in the
meeting, and greatly gratified when I
heard of the much good accomplished
among the brethren—of reconciliation—
brotherly love and unity in the Faith.
The brethren who went from Bradford,
near here, say they were well pleased

with the result in every way, and enjoyed themselves greatly. But, alas! all
things don't run smoothly and satisfactorily all the time in this time of trouble.
Shortly after brother J. C. Cleveland returned home from the enjoyment of the
meeting at Martinville, his children were
taken witli the measles and he lost by the
great enemy, death,his youngest child, a
precious little girl thirteen months old.
Brother and sister Cleveland bear up under the sore trial, God will receive no
son nor daughter except they be tried
(I. Pet. i. 7; iv: 12, 13>. We are born subjects of death and there is no escape from
it only in Christ our Kedeemer—and this
only by a resurrection of those who die
in His name—"Christ the first fruits,
afterwards they that are his at his coming" (I. Cor. xv: 28). May the spirit of the
Father that dwells in us (Rom. viii: 11)
sustain and preserve us pure and holy
till he comes. Yours in the Truth,
K, H. SANDEKS.

HUSTLEK, WIS.—During the month
of September we have had a very pleasant visit froic brother and sister Williams, of Chicago. Arriving at Hustler
on the 13th, they were met by brother
Leake and wife, who conveyed them to
New Lisbon, where brother Williams delivered a course of four lectures to rather
small but attentive audiences. From
thence we went to Camp Douglas, where
ho delivered four more to large and apparently appreciative audiences, a few of
whom have been reading and studying to
some extent since brother Williams lectured at Hustler in July, where they attended with considerable interest. Wo
hope the lectures now delivered may
arouse them to stiil greater efforts in
reading and studying the Scriptures that
they may come to understand the things
of the kingdom of God and the name of
Jesus Christ without which there is no
salvation to any son or daughter of
Adam. From Camp Douglas we went to
Hustler, where brother Williams delivered the four concluding lectures, when
we were very much pleased to receive
applications from six of our relatives and
friends for immersion. They have all
been more or less acquainted with the
Truth for several years and being brought
to see the necessity of being united with
Christ by baptism into his death that
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upon rising therefrom they might walk
in newness of life and become one with
him by a patient continuance in well doing, seeking for glory, honor and immortality at the coming of Christ. So on
Thursday afternoon we all met together
at the home of Mrs. J. B. Audley, where
brother Williams fully explained to them
the first principles cf the gospel and the
meaning of the step they were about to
take, using the Statement of Faith
and the basis of fellowship as an expression of what we believed to be the teaching of the word of God as delivered by
the prophets, Jesus Christ and his apostles. By appointment they all met on
Satnrday, September 23rd, at the home of
the writer, together with quite a number
of friends and neighbors, when a short
address was delivered by brother Williams before proceeding to the river,
where obedience was rendered by the following: John C. White (72) and Mary, his
wife (60); Mrs. Jane B. Audley iG6); Mrs.
Margaret Leake (57), wife of the writer,
Mrs. Jennie Bogert i:}6', daughter of the
last named, and Mrs. Lizzie Taylor;
wife of brother Thos. Taylor.
We have cause for rejoicing and encouragement in thus seeing the Truth
operating on the minds of some and loading them to become related in the appointed way to Him who is our life and
our only hope. We have cause also to
rejoice to see the brethren and sisters
here all united and able to meet together
and extend the right hand of fellowship
to our new brother and sisters.
Our meeting as a united body took
place on Sunday, the 24th, at Shroeder's
hall, where we expect now to meet together every first day of the week to
shew forth the Lord's death until he
come. Praise, honor, glory and thanksgiving be to the Lord our G-od, forever
and ever, amen.
Yours in hope of eternal life,
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tice. We hope to do better next time. I
was at New Lisbon yesterday to see sister
Baxter. She improves a little every day.
but is very weak; not able to sit up any
yet, but quite cheerful and talkative for a
short time.
Yours affectionately in hope of eternal
life,

JOHN LEAKE.

MEDINA CITY, TEX.—Dear brethren
scattered abroad, greeting: We, the Wallis Creek ecclosia, desire to express
briefly our views and relations to three
questions which at present are creating
some needless disturbance among us,
viz., Original Sin, the Kejector Question,
and the Birmingham Statement of Faith,
believing aswe do that the time has come
when it is necessary for those who desire
to spend the closing days of our probation in peaceful upbuilding, to take definite action against those who breed strife
and division and discord by an incessant
contention over technical differences.
1st.—Original sin. What is our relation
to original sin before and after baptism?
We believe that sin originated by one
man 'Adam) transgressing the Eden law;
it is not Adam's personal sin which we
inherit from him, but its effect which is a
sinful (/. e. sin disposed' dying nature.
Loft to ourselves in that nature we perish under the Eden sentence (Gen. iii: 19)
by our legal relation to Adam and the
Eden law. After baptism wo have been
regenerated u\ e., created anew in the
moral image of Christ) by the power of
the gospel, and are born of water into the
family of God. When we rise from the
watery grave we are new-born babes in
Christ and abaolutoly free from all past
sin, but we are not free from its effect,
viz., a sin-disposed, dying nature :see
Rom vii: 22-24) except in a iegai or prospective sense. In the ordinance of baptism wo pass through a symbolism of
Christ's death, burial and resurrection,
and are thereby made partakers of his
JOHN L E A K E .
death (Eom. vi: 3-5; viii: 2; vi: 17.18). Our
LATER.
I am very glad to be able to inform you legal relation to the two Federal heads
of our race having been changed from
that we had our meeting this forenoon
the law of sin and death in Adam to the
for the breaking of bread in romombrance
of the death of our Redeemer, all being law of the spirit of life in Christ, death is
present with the exception of brother no longer a necessity; the living regenThos. Taylor and wife, who left for Port- erated saints who stand approved at
age on a few days' visit to their son. We Christ's coming will be changed from
had to dispense with the singing to-day _ corruptible to incorruptible bodies without the experience of physical death (I.
on account of not having books to prac-
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Thes. Iv: 15). We object to strife or contention over the technical phases of this
subject in this ecclesia.
2nd.—Are those who refuse baptism after enlightenment amenable to a future
dispensation of punishment? We believe
they are, since enlightenment brought
responsibility upon Adam and all others
to obey any God-given law on hearing
and understanding it. Wo understand
this to be a delicate question, with many
intricate and difficult phases, and we refuse to make it a test of fellowship, or
allow it to create strife in this ecclesia
by discussing its technicalities. [That's
the best that can be done, and if all would
agree to that the matter could well bo
left to the Judge.—ED.]
3rd.—Shall we adopt the Birmingham
Statement of Faith revised or unrevised,
as a basis of fellowship? We answer emphatically, No. We believe fellowship in
the;body of Christ stands on the higher
basis of enlightened obedience to God's
law, and while we endorse the Birmingham statement as a correct statement of
first principles, we do not believe that
those who wrote it intended or even anticipated that it would ever be converted
into a creed or discipline or a " Golden
Calf." We therefore repudiate it with all
its amendments as a basis of, or as having anything to do in matters of fellowship in this ecclesia. We believe the
Bible contains ample and lucid instruction in all matters of individual and
ecclesial duty, including fellowship.
Therefore our appeal for such information will be to the Bible alone which
never changes nor needs any amendments,
Forwarded to the CHBISTADELPHIAN
ADVOCATE for publication by the unani-

mous consent and desire of this ecclesia
by

O-. W. BANTA,

Temporary Secretary.
[No doubt the disputes which have
arisen over the Birmingham Statement
of Faith have developed a sort of "Golden
Calf" view of it by some, while they have
so discouraged others as to cause them
to turn away entirely from any statement
of faith except the Bible. We think these
are two extremes, the more harmless of
of which is the latter. There must be
some way of knowing that there is agreement on first principles and since Bible
words are used by so many different peo-
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ple in different ways, it becomes necessary where disputes arise to state how
we use Bible words. No man will lose
eternal life by refusing to accept a statement of faith, and no one can justly be
refused fellowship therefor. The important thing is, for there to be belief of the
true gospel and unity based upon that.—
EDITOK.

SENECA FALLS, N. Y . - I write to inform you of the death of our esteemed
brother, W. P. Wentworth. It was
about fifty years ago that our brother
iirst began to cast off the fallacies
of Christendom, Having put on the
sin-covering name of Christ he was
pleased to be called a Christadelphian,
the faith in which he died, September
21st, at the ago of seventy-four. Brother
Wentworth has had heart trouble for
several years, and more particularly the
last three years, and had been gradually
getting worse until about three weeks
ago, when he was taken more violently
sick and was conlined to his room a great
deal until the morning of the 21st, at 9:30
A. iu., when he passed quietly away to
await his appointed time. He is survived by his wife and one daughter, Mrs.
Henry Culross, of Penfleld, N. Y., both of
whom are respected and highly esteemed
sisters in the Truth.
The funeral took place from his old
home on Sunday, September 24th, at
12:30 r . M. Brother C. C. Vredenburgh,
of Rochester, spoke to those present concerning the faith of our deceased brother,
His words were encouraging to those
surviving our brother, and to all the remaining brethren and sisters here, and I
hope will set the alien who were present
to thinking.
The remains were taken to Penfleld,
N. Y., for burial, and sister Wentworth
goes to live with her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Oulross, a few miles from Penlield. I close this sad bit of intelligence,
awaiting the adoption, to wit., the redemption.
Yours in Christ,
E. C. STAUNTON, Sec.
BKOTHEK VREDENBTJBUH ALSO WKITES.

It is the saddest of duties that again
devolves upon me to be obliged to state
that death has visited us and taken from
us that grand old witness for pure apostolic faith, brother William P. Wentworth, of Seneca Falls, whom you knew
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so well. * * * To the last the Lord's tions, brethren Leonard Passmore and
coming was the one absorbing thought, J. K. Magill. 8 p, M. "Alienation from
and he awaited it with a steadfastness and Reconciliation to God," brother W.
and faith too few possess in these days J. Greer,
of mere profession. * * *
Tuesday, 11 A. M., "The Gospel of the
The service of respect for the departed Kingdom," brother W. J, Greer. 3 p. M.,
brother was held at his late home in brethren Leonard Passmore and S. E.
Seneca Falls on Sunday last, he having Johnson. 8 p. M,, "The Nebuchadnezzar
died on Thursday, September 21st. A Image," brother J. O. Tanner.
large number of friends and neighbors
Wednesday, 11 A. M., "The Abrahamic
were present, together with brethren
Covenant," brother J. K. Magill. 3 p. M.,
from Auburn and Rochester. Marked Exhortations, brethren G. W. Harp and
attention was given to the remarks set- T. 1'. Keele. 8 p. M., "The Davidic Coveting forth our brother's wholesome faith, nant," brother J. O, Tanner.
after which the assembly dispersed. The
Thursday, Rest. 4 p. M., Review of
body was then brought to Penfield, and Sunday-school class and addresses by
interred in the quiet cemetery at that brethren J. K. Magill and John Banta. 8
place. It is near the home of brother p. M.. Review of the subject of the kingHenry Culross, whose sister-wife is dom, brother John Banta.
daughter of sister Wentworth, and with
Friday, 11 A. JI., "Resurrection and
whom the latter will take up her abode. Judgment," brother W. J. Greer. 3 p. M.,
Here, surrounded with every comfort. Exhortations, brethren J. K. Magill and
and sustained by the love and care of John Banta. 8 p. M.. "Christian Duties,"
those who are near and dear, our sister brother John Banta.
and mother will await the dawn of that
Saturday, 11 A. M., "Restoration of Isday when " sorrow and sighing shall flee rael," brother J. (). Tanner. 3 p. M., Exaway;" that day of all days when the hortations, brethren S. E. Johnson and
Son of God "shall make all things new.', Joseph Greer. 8 v. M., Passages seemC. C. VBEDENBTJBGH
ingly contrary to the theory that man is
[Brother Vredenburgh will excuse the mortal and the dead unconscious exomissions as they are included in brother plained, brother W. J. Greer.
Staunton's letter.—EDITOR].
Sunday. 11 A. M., "Signs of the Times,''
brother John Banta; Breaking of Bread.
2 P.M.. Exhortations, by all who so deTEXAS FRATERNAL GATHERING.
sired. 8 p. M,, Synopsis of doctrinal
points and Christian duties, brethren
The annual Fraternal Gathering at the John Banta, W. J. Greer, and J. ().
Junction schoolhouse in Gillespie County Tanner.
began Saturday August 12, 1899, and conMonday, 11 A. M., "What Shall 1 do to
tinued till Monday night, August 21st, JSe Saved?" brother J. K. Magill. 8 p. M.
with an attendance of sixty-eight of the "The One Hope as a Motive Power to
One Body, besides a large body of atten- Obedience," brother John Banta.
tive aliens.
During a lecture one brother explained
The brethren after consultation agreed Eph. ii: 3 " And were by nature the chilto stand by their former resolutions to dren of wrath even as others " to mean
adopt the Birmingham Statement of the "by an infused disposition and not (as
Christadelphian faith, believing said some contend) by inheritance," quoting
statement to be a true system of Bible Rom. ii: 15-17 in proof; also giving the
teaching, brought by Dr. Thomas. The Diaglott rendering of the Greek word
following was the program adopted for phuaia, from which the phrase "by nathe meeting:
ture" is derived. The speaker showed
Sunday, 11 A. M., "The Nature of God," further that it was God's love, pity, and
brother J. K. Magill. 3 P . M . , "'The Na- mercy for Adam's condemned children
ture of Christ," brother Leonard Pass- (and not his wrath) which moved Him to
more. 8 P- M., "The Holy Spirit." brother devise a plan of salvation-—Jno. iii: 16;
Rom. v: I; I. Pet. iii: 18: I. Jno.iii: 10.
W. J. Greer.
Monday, 11A.M., "The Nature of Man,"
[Is not the "infused disposition" inherbrother J, O. Tanner. 3 P . M . , Exhorta- ited? Is it not the diaboloa in all of sin's
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flesh? It is the disposition that is infused, not personal sins committed by
yielding to the serpent-infused disposition. Yes; God's love provided a means
by which he could justly remove His
wrath from the flesh of diabolox. Christ
was at once a manifestation of God's love
and justice—His love in that He gave
Christ the power to destroy the diabolos;
His justice in that He put to death the
flesh with its "infused disposition," a s a
means of justly accepting Christ as the
Saviour.
God's love, pity and mercy moved Him
to save sinners who were sinners personally. Were these under wrath? If
not does God's wrath rest upon anything in this world?—EDITOR.]
There were two additions to our number by baptism, viz., Mrs. Mollie Boeder,
and Miss Donah Alexander.
Some of the alien in attendance manifested an interest in the "things concerning the kingdom of God and the
name of Jesus Christ," and we hope for
results later on.
If the Loru be willing our next annual
Fraternal Gathering will bo held at this
same place (Junction S. H.), and will
begin Saturday before the first Sunday
in August, 1900. Brethren, let us be
there, showing ourselves to be faithful
worker* in our Master's vineyard. The
promise is to the faithful: may we all be
such.

LEONARD PASSMOEE,

Lange, Tex
VICTORIA, B. 0.—Dear Brother Williams, In your remarks anent our last
commuuication, appearing in September
number of the ADVOCATE, you made ref-

erence to brother Lavarock as being disavowed by us. We desire it to be understood that all we intended by mentioning
his name was that we had not dealt with
his case, our object being to simplify matters between us. We cannot bo a party
to renouncing a brother on the mere representations of another, nor will we condemn brethren on a more phrasing of the
question, without our coming in touch
with them and knowing their actual state
of mind,

W. GRAHAM,

we gave quotations? If you were your
letter was decidedly misleading. You
are not asked to " renounce a brother
upon the mere representations of another;" nor on "mere phrasing." But you
are asked to open your eyes to see what
has boon printed and sent out broadcast.
There never has been written by any one
of the brethren a more pronounced advocacy of partial inspiraton than that written by brother .Laverock in the Visitor,
to which you were referred. Now the
"mist" the ADVOCATE asked to be cleared
away was as to whether you fellowshipped those holding the views set forth
in that article. Your letter was written
in away to leave the impression that you
were not; but now it appears you were
only informing the ADVOCATE that the
author of the article was not personally
with you at Victoria, a fact that amounted
to nothing in the case. The foregoing,
equivocating letter raises and increases
the mist. We are very sorry, for the sake
of all concerned, even for brother Laverock, whose frankness on a dangerous
subject shows him to be sincere, though
seriously in error.—EDITOR.]
WORCESTER, MASS.—Dear brother
Williams: Kindly publish the following
in next month's ADVOCATE from Worcester ecclosla. Outside this little trouble
we are still looking forward to the glorious time when our Lord shall call us
home,

JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec.

After several business meetings we
had, dealing with brother Nason on false
doctrine, which he persistently held
and taught, the body decided to disfeJlowship him. Brother and sister Mann,
brother and sister Mowrey, sister Sherman, sister Spaulding and brother Fred
Jones, out of sympathy for brother Nason, have left us and started another
meeting, charging us at the same time
with teaching false doctrine, an accusation which is absolutely untrue. The
doctrine we hold to-day is the same we
have held for years and is known throughout the country far and wide.
I. N. JONES,
]
DAVID ROLESTONE, \C ,O, M
.„
AXEL W.CAELSON.I
JOHN HOLLOWS,
j

Kecording Brother Victoria Christadelphian Kcclesia.
[Sorry to hear of this. The Worcester
[The question involved was. Won; you ecclesia has seemed to us the most sucin fellowship with the author of the arti- cessful in keeping out of trouble and
cle appearing in the Visitor from which keeping trouble out.—EDITOR.
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NOTES.
A. H.—Catechesis is out of print.
THF. pamphlet on Divine Healing is now ready. Price, 5c. per copy, by mail
6c; 50c. per dozen.
A. R.—Thank you for words of sympathy and encouragement. We are not
easily cast down by opposition—somewhat inured to it. We know of no opening
here in the line you speak of.
J. J. W. 8. H.—Thank you for a copy of "What Is Death." This tract is
now elect rot yped, so if we are caught again without a siugle copy it will not
matter. All delayed orders have been filled and we now have a large supply in
print.
BELIEF FUND.—By S. T. Blessing, $2.00; Milwaukee Ecclesia, $20.00; F. M.
and M. Hites, $1.00; E. E. Anderson. #1.00; J. Leake, $1.50. The following
amounts received by brother Leask during the past month and not otherwise
acknowledged: A Brother, $5.00; A Sister, $5.00.
WE have received several articles this month—from sister Oriana L. Turney,
brother Campbell, of New Zealand, etc. Others, too, which we intended to publish tins month are he'ld over, "Divine Healing" taking up much of our space.
That was crowding, and since some have asked questions about it, and it has
been a burning question in the Chicago papers of late, we thought best to finish i;
with one stroke.
WALLACE CREEK, T E X . Since no one has denied in the ADVOCATE the
truth of the report you refer to, it is needless to publish your afirmative of it.
If there is a local dispute in which the veracity of the brother is in question, it
should be settled locally. You surely cannot think all were lost who for many
years accepted that Statement of Faith before it was amended. If salvation and
fellowship were possible before the amendment, then the amendment was superlluous; if not. then, those who stickle for it should be rerimmersed. The brother
had better herald '• he gospel and not waste time squeezing through meetings resolutions about such amendments—squeezed through your meeting so that only
two heard the word "amended."
1). S. — 1 am sorry we cannot agree on the questions of resurrection and judgment. I did not mean an hour by the clock in quoting " the hour is corning,"
but that at one time, not two times divided by a thousand years, the just and
unjust "ill be judged. "The hour is coining and now is," even if you stretch it
from then till now. is an unbroken time, not two distinct times. But the words
only declare the arrival of a specific lime, and in no way supports the theory of
the pre-inillennial judgment of the just and the post-millenial judgment of the
unjust. You are mistaken in thinking you have been "troubling" me, L remember you kindly and with respect as an old veteran, who has the courage of his
convictions. It is your right, of course, to part company with the ADVOCATK;
but 1 shall still think kindly of you and hope you will of me.
LETTERS.
I). Cole, H. O. Austin, Jno. Wilker, E. Lehnhard, W. A. Clough, G. 8.
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M. E Kelley, W. B. Glenn and Others, T. Jentsch, C. W. Martin S. Paquin, C.
Cooki A. V. Hoglnnd 2, M. A. Gatliff, E. M. Adams, M. L. Brooks, J. A. Jones,
W. C. Shewmake. H. O. Austin, T, Glover, Exley, E. H. Miller, H. Sulley.
EECEIPTS.
M. A. Harper, M. A. Wolfe, G. A. Whitford, J. Hagley, R. W. Smith, H. G.
Bishop, M. Kinman, J R. James, F. Fallon, L. A. Graham, P. A. Blackwell, M.
M.Hoke, E; Jones, J. S. Dodson, H. H. Meuring, L. Lyons, R. Bradley, F. S.
Decker, K. Ingram, F. M Hites, J. Frazer, G. B. Swainson, M. Kinnian, D.
Strickler, A. Ruechel 2, F. E. Anderson, W. D. Harris, J. M. Epperson, M. A.
Har| er, A. W. Smith, Thos. Fallow, E. B. Swain, J. F. Sykes, B. F. Dozier, J.
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W. Morrison, A. J. Matthews.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTER I.

B.C. 4OO4.I 12 And the earth brought
ro

forth

I The creation of heaven and earth, 3 of the light,
grass, and herb yielding seed after
6 of the, firmament, 9 of the. earth separated from. a John 1.1,2.
'his kind, and the tree yielding
the waters, 11 and made fruitful, 14 of the sun, Heb. 1. 10.
moon, and stars, 20 of fish and fowl, 24 of beasts b Ps. 8. 3; 33. fruit, whose seed was in itself, after
and cattle., 2fi of man in the image of God. 29 G; 89. 11,12;
102. 25 ; 13B. his kind: and God saw that it wa»
Also the appointment of food.
5; 146. 6.
Is. 44. 24.
N the "beginning 6 God created Jer.
10. 12; good.
51. 15.
the heaven and the1 earth.
13 And rvthe evening and the mornZech. 12. 1.
2 And the earth was' 'without form, Acts 14. 15; ing were the third day.
17.24.
and void ; and darkness
was upon the Col.
1. 16,17. 14 If And God said, Let there be
Heb. 11. 3. "lights in the firmament of the
face of the deep. cAnd the Spirit of Rev.
4. 11.
6
God moved upon the face of the c Ps. 33.
6. heaven to divide the day from the
Is. 40. 13, 14. night; and let them be for signs,
waters.
d Ps. 33. 9.
Cor. 4. 6. and ° for seasons, and for days, and
3 rfAnd God said, e Let there be e2 2Heb.
beyears:
light: and there was light.
tween the
light and be4 And God saw the light, that
it
15 And let them be for lights in
tween the
2
was good: and God divided the f darkness.
the firmament of the heaven to give
Ps. 74. 16 ;
104. 20.
light from the darkness.
light upon the earth: and it was so.
r
Heb. And
5 And God called the light / Day, 3the
evening 16 And God P made " t w7o great
was. and the lights; the greater light to rule
and
the
darkness
he
called
Night.
morning
3
And ''l'the evening and the morning gwas.
the day, and 1 the lesser light to rule
Job 37. 18.
r
were the first day.
the stars also.
Ps. 136. 5. the night: he made
Jer. 10. 12.
6
If
And
God
said,
fl'Let
there
be
a|
17
And
God
set
them
in the fir1
Heb.
ex4
firmament in the midst of the wa- pansion.
mament of the heaven to give light
Prov. 8. 28.
ters, and let it divide the waters from i Ps. 148. 4. upon the earth,
k Job 26. 10
the waters.
Ps.33.7; 95.5; 18 And to * rule over the day and
7
And
God
made
the
firmament
K
M. 9;8.i36.6.
over the night, and to divide the
Prov.
29.
h
5. 22. light from the darkness: and God
and divided the waters which were Jer.
2 Pet. 3. 5.
under the firmament
from the wa- ; Heb. 6. 7. saw that it was good.
tenters which were i above the firma- 5 Heb.
19 And r l I the evening and the morngrass,
m Luke 6.44. ing were the fourth day.
ment : and it was so.
n Deut. 4. 19.
8 And God called the firmament Ps. 74. 16; 20 And God said, Let the waters
8
7.
Heaven. And'' "the evening and the 6136.
Heb. be- bring forth abundantly the moving
Iweenlheday creature that hath 9 life, and rv 10 fowl
morning were the second
day.
and between
9 If And God said, k Let the waters the night. that may fly above the earth in the
o Ps. 74. 17 ; 11
under the heaven be gathered to- 104. 19.
open firmament of heaven.
Ps. 136. 7,
gether unto one place, and let the p8,9;
148.3, 5. 21 And ' God created " g r e a t whales,
7 Heb. for and every living creature that movdry land appear: and it was so.
rule of
eth, which the waters brought forth
10 And God called the dry land the
the day.
Ps. 8. 3.
Earth ; and the gathering together )•9 Job
38. 7. abundantly, after their ''-kind, and
Jer. 31. 35. every winged fowl after ''"his kind :
of the waters called he Seas : and sSOrr.reeping.
9 Heb. soul. and God saw that it was good.
God saw that it was good.

I

11 And God said,
Let the earth
22 And God blessed them, saying,
bring forth 5 grass, the herb ^.Hehj/nce «Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill
yielding seed, and the fruit tree mamentof ;the waters in the seas, and let fowl
yielding m fruit after his kind, whose «AchTa>;7. i multiply in the earth.
14; 8. 19.
seed is in itself, upon the earth : and Ps.
23 And r t 'the evening and the morn104. 26.
u ch. 8. 17. ing were the fifth day.
it was so.
rvl

58 waste and void; 5 there was evening and there
was morning, one day. 8 there was evening and
there was niorning, a second day. 11 put forth grass,
herb yielding seed, and fruit tree bearing fruit after
its kind, wherein is the seed thereof, upon the earth :
18 (and)—its kind, and tree bearing fruit, wherein is

the seed thereof, after its kind: 13 there was evening and there was morning, a third day. 16 the two
19 there was evening and there was morning, a fourth
day. 20 let fowl fly 31 the great sea-monsters,—
kinds,—its kind; 23 there was evening and there
was morning, a fifth day.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE BIBLE.
The Bible Divine in its Origin, pure and perfect in its Teaching. The
only Safe and Reliable Guide to Human Conduct.
BY THE EDITOR.
(Continued frontpage 232.)
THE ENTIRE NEW TESTAMENT FOUND IN OTHER BOOKS OF THE FIRST
THREE CENTURIES.

T would be quite difificult for a reasonable person to believe
that books quoted as authority by able writers immediately after their production were not accompanied with the
evidence of their genuineness and truthfulness to such an
extent as to command the attention they received. Never
were books quoted as were those of the New Testament.
That the reader might realize how true this is we quote from
"Who Made the New Testament" page 12, a remarable occur-
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rence recorded in "Life Times and Missionary Enterprises of
John Campbeii, pp. 215, 216:
"Robert Phillip repeats the following incident as received from the lips
of John Campbell, the well-known African missionary explorer, who said:
' I remember distinctly an interesting anecdote referring to the late Sir David
Dalrymple, better known to literary men abroad by his title of Lord Hailes
a Scottish judge. I had it from the late Rev. W. Buchanan, one of the ministers of Edinburgh. I took such interest in it that, though it must have
been about fifty years since he told it, I think I can almost relate it in Mr.
Buchanan's words:
" 'I was dining some time ago with a literary party at old Mr. Abercrombie's, father of Gerieral Abercrombie, who was slain in Egypt at the
head of the British army, and spending the evening together. A gentleman
present put a question which puzzled the whole company. It was this:
'Supposing all the New Testaments in the world had been destroyed at the
end of the third century, could their contents have been recovered from the
writings of the first three centuries ?
" ' T h e question was novel to all, and no one even hazarded a guess in
answer to the inquiry. About two months after this meeting, I received a
note from Lord Hailes, inviting me to breakfast with him next morning. He
had been one of the party. During breakfast he asked me if I remembered
the curious question about the possibility of recovering the contents of the
New Testament from the writings of the first three centuries.
" 'I remember well,' said I, 'and have thought of it often, without being
able to form any opinion or conjecture on the subject.
" 'Well,' said Lord Hailes, 'that question quite accorded with the turn
or taste of my antiquarian mind. On returning home, as I knew I had all
the writings of those centuries, I began immediately to. collect them, that I
might set to work on the arduous task as soon as possible.' Pointing to the
table covered with papers, he said, 'There have I been busy for these two
months, searching for chapters, half-chapters, and sentences of the New Tesament, and have marked down what I have found, and where I found it, so
that any person may examine and see for himself. I have actually discovered the whole New Testament from these writings, except seven (or eleven)
verses (I forget which), which satisfied me that I could discover them all.
Now, said I, here was a way in which God concealed or hid the treasure
of His Word, that Julian, the apostate emperor and other enemies of Christ
who tried to extirpate the Gospels from the world, never have thought of;
and though they had they never could have effected their distraction."

We quote this, not to show that God had taken this means
to defeat attempts to destroy the New Testament, for He foreknew its preservation intact independently of quotations from it;
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but vre quote it to show how it was esteemed at the time of its
production and immediately after, by the writers of those times.
Then, too, it must be remembered that this remarkable incident, along with Dr. Keith's calculations on the number of
quotations made by various writers, shows that all our books
were then regarded as authoritative, while none of the Apocryphal books were so regarded. While making allowance for
the destruction of many books of those early times the following facts are most remarkable:
In the sixth chapter of his "Demonstration of the Truth of the Christian
Religion," Dr. Keith records the number of the quotations from the New
Testament which can be seen in works which are still extant, by the writers
whom we have named. He reports seven hundred and sixty seven passages
quoted by Irenasus, from every book in the New Testament except the third
epistle of John, and the epistle of Jude; three hundred and eighty-nine passages quoted by Clement, from every book except the epistle of James and
the second and third epistles of John, and the epistle of Jude; eighteen hundred and two passages, or, if repetitions are included, more than three thousand passages, quoted by Tertullian from every book in the New Testament,
except the epistle of James, the third of John, the second of Peter and the
epistle of Jude; while the works of Origen yet extant, contain five thousand,
seven hundred and sixty-five quotations from the New Testament, including
every book contained therein, and excluding all of the so-called apocryphal
books, about which infidels talk so much.
To Kebuild Zion.
At the ministerial meeting this morning at ihe First Baptist church a paper
was read by Rev. Lewis on the "Restoration of Jerusalem." The paper exhibited deep research and study. Its
author is one of those who believe that
the prophecies relative to the restoration of Zion and its dominance over the
nations are to be literally fulfilled. He
looks forward to the time when Jerusalem shall be the center of the world
power. The majority of the ministers
present were not disposed to accept
this doctrine, holding that the pas.
sages upon which Mi\ Lewis rests his
theory are to be interpreted figuratively

and that the fulfillment of the prophecies will come with the acceptance by
the world at large of the doctrines of
Christ, which have emanated from Jerusalem. The discussion of the paper
was spirited and interesting.
The foregoing is a clipping from a
Waterloo (Iowa) paper. It shows that
once in a while a preacher falls into the
truth, and it also shows what a disturbing effect a little truth has when
thrown into a "ministerial meeting."
But the truth will not mix with error,
and the question is, What does Mr,
Lewis propose to do with his heavengoing theory in view of his acceptance
of the truth that Christ and the saints
are to rule the world from Zion?

"DIVINE HEALING"
IN THE LIGHT OF SCRIPTURE AND REASON.
This lecture was delivered by Mr. 'flics. Williams in the Oriental Hall, Masonic; Temple,
Sunday, November 3, 1899, ai 10.30 a. m. A representative of The Chicago Tribune
was present, and a short, friendly report given in Monday issue of that paper.

ESPECTED FRIENDS: The fact that at present there is much talk about
" Divine healing," and that thousands of people are running after the
apostles of this old but newly-revived theory must be my apology, if apology be needed, for making the matter the subject of a lecture.
Faith healing, or Divine healing, so-called, lias assumed various and varied
forms, and is represented by new sects with new names, prominent among which
are Christian Scientists and Dowieites. Just at this time Mr. Dowie is creating
disturbances in this city and its surroundings by denouncing doctors and all who
call in their aid instead of trusting in God's power and willingness to heal them
of all their diseases—through Dr. Dowie and his disciples.

R

BAD WORDS AND BAD ODOKS.

It is true the champion of faith healing has used very bad words to denounce
those who differ from him, and his conduct has been calculated to provoke and
tantalize rather than to invite a sober and fair investigation of his claims. Still,
since he invites open discussion upon a public platform he should be met fairly
and squarely; throwing stones into his meeting places and spilling offensive
chemicals among his hearers will never open the eyes of those who may be
deceived by him, to see the fallacy of his claims;rather will such methods enable
him to pose as a martyr and thus increase the fanaticism of his followers and
accelerate his onward movement. Loyalty to the Scriptures of truth and the
duty of man to his fellow man call fora sober and reasonable and scriptural
answer to the claims of Divine healing, whatever may be the character and manners of its advocates.
DOCTOR OF WHAT?—PRACTICAL TESTS.

Dr. Dowie—-we call him doctor without knowing whether he is entitled to it
or not. We cannot suppose that the " Dr." means doctor of medicine, for he
denounces all such professional gentlemen in most scathing and vulgar language.
If he claims the title it must be understood as Doctor of Divinity, and that is a
tacit admission tha; his "divinity" needs doctoring, a fact which no one who
understands the Scriptures will question for a moment. But. to return to the
matter of his challenge to the doctors, it is difficult to see why it is sent to them;
for theoretically the issue is one to be decided by the Bible., and therefore the
challenge should be sent to ministers or Bible students, not to doctors of medicine, who, generally speaking, know very little about the Bible. Even with
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defenders of tin: Bible the discussion must necessarily be limited to the theory of
faith healing—whether it is taught as part or the whole of the religion of Christ
as a thing to be practiced at all times.
In regard to the practical aspect of the question, it is not a matter of
polemics at all. The challenge, should be to the doctors of all schools and to the
people generally to come and see the blind given sight, the deaf hearing, the
dumb speech, and all soils of WsiWe bodily ailments cured at a given time and
place. That's the challenge to receive and answer and that's the way for Dr.
Dowie to prove his claims.
THE

FACT 01' MIRACLES OK TUK

I'AST NO PRECEDENT

FOR

THE

PRESENT.

That miraculous cures have been performed in times past the New Testament gives evidence; and it is because of this, no doubt, people are so ready to
believe in so-called Divine healing to-day, imagining that what was done in the
first century of the Christian era may be done in the nineteenth century, and
what certain men of God could do at one time others can do in our times, taking
it for granted that the claimants are men of God, and failing to take heed to New
Testament injunctions to "Try the spirits whether they are of God, because
many false prophets are gone oul into the world (I. Jno. iv: 1); and to "Prove all
things, and hold fast that which is good'1 (I. Thess. v: 21). The standard by
which God lias commanded us to test the truth of any theory in the realms of
religion is IIis Word—"To the law and to the testimony; if they speak not
according to this word, it is because there is no light in them" (Isa. v'rii: 29).
rORKWARNINO OK l> ECKPT10NS

HOW TO TEST.

To be forewarned is to be forearmed, and God has forewarned us concerning
the many deceptive theories that were to arise, and He has given us a safe
method of testing them; but, unfortunately, the masses are not familiar enough
with the Scriptures to be able to defend themselves against the plausible pleading of cunning men who have made a study of the art of coining fair wouls
and fine speeches to deceive the hears of the simple. Indeed, the Bible is
thought but little of in our day, and very few regard it as a standard of authority
in religious questions. For this sad fact, the leaders of the people are to be
blamoil; for the liberties they have taken with some of the books of the Bible
and the assaults of '•higher critics*' have created an impression that the book is
little to be depended upon as a safe guide to salvation, since the common reader
must grope through its pages without confidence as to whether his feet are upon
the rock of Divine truth or upon the sands of ancient fiction.
THE INTEGRITY OV THE SCRIPTURES.

Let it be remembered that the New Testament has been a thousand times,
by thousands of irresistible facts, proven to be what it claims to be, and then its
Divine authority will be recognized and deeply felt. Let it be remembered also
that Christ and his apostles indorsee! the Old Testament as we have it and as it
existed in the hands of the Jewish nation at the time they spoke and wrote, and
no one will be disloyal enough to God and IIis Word to give heed to the "scientific" word-conjuring of the "higher critics."
Since Divine healing was performed by Christ and his apostles, how are we
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to know whether the pretenders of our times are or are not possessed of the game
power to do the same tilings'? How are we to discriminate between the genuine
and the counterfeit'? Since the Scriptures have forewarned us in this matter we
may safely reverse the rule applied to alleged criminals by which men are
deemed innocent until they are proved guilty. Divine healing was so out of the
ordinary run of things that even the genuine invited the closest investigation,
not in secret rooms or in dark corners, but in the light of the sun and before the
eyes of multitudes of friends and foes. If the genuine was willing to be regarded
guilty till it proved itself innocent we may rightly maintain the same attitude
towards all extraordinary claims made in such important matters now.
This is how we are forewarned :
Matt, xxiv: 4—"And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no
man deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying I am Christ; and
shall deceive many."
Verse 51—"And many false prophets shall arise and shall deceive many."
Verse 24—-'For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall
show great signs and wonders; in so much that, if it were possible, they shall
deceive the very elect."
II. Tim. iii: 13—"But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse
deceiving and being deceived."
Kph. iv: 14—"That wo henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro,
and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning
craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive."
These are but a few of the words of Scripture, which should put every one
ou guard, and induce such familiarity with the Bible in general as shall be competent to readily "try the spirits" by the unerring words of the Living God.
THE DIVINE HEALING HOUSE DIVIDED.

A house divided agiiinst itself cannot stand; and it is often true that when
dishonest men fall out, honest men get their dues. That the divine healing
house is divided one part against another is evident from Dr. Dowie's selfreported interview with Schweinfurth and his strong denunciation of him
and his "heaven": also from his arraignment of the "Christian Scientists" and
the fact that there is no fraternity between them in furthering their propaganda.
Now this very condition of things in the "Divine-healing" world ought to open
the eyes of the people, for one branch of the house is just as bold in its claims as
others. There is no lack of claims in any of them as to the wonders they perform
and the spirit they are of. But God is not against Himself. If it is by the
power of His spirit the Christian Scientists and Dr. Dowie and his followers perform their alleged cures, then why is one of these sects denouncing the other,
and why are they not dwelling together in unity'? The very sight, therefore, of
these factions righting one another should suggest that God's spirit power of healing cannot be with them both, and therefore may not be with either. If Dr.
Dowie reports from behind the curtains the wonderful cure of a cancer, hundreds
of Christian Scientists are ready with reports from behind the veil of their tabernacle of cures more wonderful, while their mutual hatred is finding vent in the
most abusive language, and both are growing immensely rich in filthy lucre. They
remind one of ihe tvo men who were discussing who could teli the biggest lie,
when one, said he drove a nail right through the moon, ami the other- replied, that
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he went the other side of the moon and clinched the nail. The fact that there
are so many bold claims made by fighting factions should cause people to'pause
and consider and if they do not it is because the nature of their diseasesjincapacitate for doing so; and in that case guardians should be appointed for them by the
proper authorities.
MIKACI.ES MEANS TO AN ENI>, NOT THE END.

The Divine healing of the New Testament was one form of miracle among
many others, but they were all miracles, not to be expected in the ordinary .run of
things. The miracle of healing was not the religion of Christ, but a means by
which he proved that he was from God and that therefore the revelations that he
made were worthy of belief and obedience. What Jesus and his apostles used as
a means to an end, faith healers now claim to be the end. The alpha and omega
of their religion is present health of body, a good thing in its place and a thing to
be prudently cared for as far as in us lies; but future life as the result of change
of our vile body to the likeness of Christ's glorious body (Phil, iii: 21) is the end
and aim of the religion of Christ. Present suffering in various forms was what
Christ told his disciples they must endure; for "whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth" (Heb. xii: 6); and the chastening is not "joyous but grievous, nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable
fruit of righteousness unto them that, are exercised thereby" (verse 11). Even
the apostle Paul suffered some aiiment of body, which he termed "a thorn in the
flesh" as an adversary to buffet him. For its removal he "besought the Lord
thrice" and the only answer he received was, "My grace is sufficient for thee':
(II. Cor. xii: 7-9). Ailment of body, therefore, is not incompatible with God's
grace, a fact which is inexplicable upon the faith-healing claim that the religion
of Christ is the present cure of diseases and present perfect health of body.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAITH HEALERS AND TRUE CHRISTIANS.

If Dr. Dowie's theory is right, he and his followers will not have "vile
bodies' to change when the Lord comes: neither are they of those of whom the
apostle Paul said, "Even we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the
adoption— the redemption of the body'' (Rom. viii: 23). Those who loudly boast of
perfect bodily health as the result of faith healing either condemn the true
followers of Christ or they stand condemned themselves; and reasonable people
will have no difficulty in deciding which. True Christians "groan within themselves waiting for the redemption of the body" and each-cries out, "O, wretched
man that I am, who shall deliver me from this body of death" (Bom. vii: 24)?
while faith healers boast of their freedom from wretchedness of the body and
exemption from pa,in. They would like to make believe that they are now possessed of bodies free from death's power; but New Testament Christians looked
to the resurrection dawn for "this mortal to put on immortality,'' believing that
-then snail be "brou^t to pass thesaying that is written. Death is swallowed up
in victory" (I. Cor: xv: 5S-55). Not till then will the sting of death and disease
be eradicated from the bodies of Christ's followers, and those who are blindly
running after faith healers under the delusion that they will be healed of the
infirmities of mortality are "spending their money for that which is not bread,
and their labor for that which satisfieth not." According to Dr. Dowie when
one is afflicted with bodily ailment of any kind it is proof that the devil is in him.
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Therefore it would follow that when God refused to remove the "thorn" from
Paul's flesh He refused to cast the devil out of a penitent, praying man; and
assured him that, his grace should dwell in him notwithstanding that the devil
was in him also.
Paul's case is witness that the religion of Christ was, in its physical result,
a matter of the future and not of the present. For the present it is a mental and
moral matter and "though our outward man perish yet the inward man"—the
new mental and moral man begotten in us by Christ," is renewed day by day (II.
Cor. iv: 16). You may be unfortunate enough to have your body gradually "perishing" from consumption, yet if you build up a Christian character, that will
ensure a perfect body when the time comes for the "vile" body to be changed and
made like Christ's. If health, strength, and vigor of body are an end now
attained through Christianity, then the best Christians in the world are the pugilists. Dr. Dowie says disease is a sign of possession of the devil. If that
be so then put a pugilist along side of many good, pious people, or even
along side of those followers of faith healing who claim to have had health
restored by faith healing, and which will show the greater perfection of bodily
health and vigor? Is it that the devil finds no abode in the pugilist, while in the
followers of Christ the. presence of his satanic majesty is manifest in the pale
face and weak and trembling limbs? What folly!
MIRACI.F.S EXCEPTIONS NOT RULES.

Miracles are exceptions, not rules; if the wonderful works of Christ were
every day occurrences they would not be miracles. The production of bread by
the slow process of sowing, reaping, etc., is just as much beyond the comprehension of man as the increase of loaves to feed live thousand people. No one can
explain how the elements are brought together to form bread by the long process
any more than they can understand how they were brought together by the short
process; and the only explanation of the two facts is that He who created the
heavens and the earth and holds the universe in the hollow of His hand is the
Intelligence and power behind all wonders—whether they come under the heading of "natural laws" or "miracles " If Divine healing had been the established
religion of the Old Testament and a thing of ordinary occurrence it would not
have been miraculous in the hands of Christ, and therefore would have been no
"sign" and "wonder" to confirm his words and works. It was therefore a special
thing for a special time for a special purpose, as the miracles of Moses and Aaron
were before Pharaoh. Once the mission of Moses was accomplished the special
miracles ceased till other special circumstances called forth other miracles.
WHY AND WHEN MIRACLES WERE NECESSARY?

When Christ appeared the world was in an apostate state, the Jews reduced
to hypocritical performers of rituals, and the Gentiles,steeped in rank paganism.
To have delivered the New Testameut to the world in that condition, without
signs and wonders and gifts of the Holy Spirit to confirm it, would have been as
useless as for Moses to have tried to persuade Pharaoh to lev Israel go without
the strong and irresistible argument of miracles. The ven condition of the
world made miracles a necessity, and they must be miracle*, not behind closed
doors to be reported by the performers and their friends; but acts performed under
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the blaze of the shining sun arid before the eyes of multitudes of friends and
foes. No Roman, Mormon, or Dowie tales of what has taken place behind the
scenes, but facts, stubborn facts, that would shut the mouths of enemies and
convince and confirm friends. If turning water into wine, stilling tempests
instantly, curing the most stubborn diseases, giving sight to the blind, raising
the dead, etc.;—if these had been daily occurrences, they would not have been
performed as "signs and wonders and divers miracles and gifts of the Holy
Spirit;''for in that case they would have signified no more than would wine-making
by the ordinary process, or the natural ceasing of a tempest, etc. Since the
Divine healing of the New Testament was just as much a miracle as any of the
other miracles named, it. no more follows that it was to continue as an every day
thing than that the others were; and if modern healers are the successors of those of
the New Testament they ought not to confine their "miracles" to healing; but
should give the multitude of anxious spectators an exhibition of their power in
harnessing the winds and the waves, emptying our insane asylums and raising
the dead; and all this in our streets and on our mountain tops, behind no doors, in
no dark corners, dependent upon no few mercenary friends—but open to the gaze
of all whether friend or foe. Hut will they do this? Never, never; and therefore they stand condemned as either fanatics or frauds—perhaps some of them
the former and others the latter.
It is not much trouble to read and examine the miraculous healings performed
by Christ and his apostles, and it is strange that people do not inform themselves
of the nature of the cures and compare them with the alleged cures of faith
healers. Were this done the counterfeit would soon be uailed to the counter and
the importers would be forced to seek more honest methods of making a livelihood. Let us brully refer to the cures performed by Christ.
GENUINE IMVINE HEALING.

1. The nobleman's son, who could nol have faith; for he did not know of
the matter—Jno. iv, 46-54.
2. The cure of a demoniac in spite, of his protest against Christ Mark v. 23-21.
•i. Peter's wife's mother and others —,\Iark i: 30-32.
4. The leper who was instantly cured -Mar. i: 40-45.
•V The Oenturian's servuui, who >iit! not see Jesus and was nol se.eu by him
-Matt, viii: o-lS.
(i. The widow of JS'ain's son restored to life, where, of course, there could
have, been no faith ---Luke vii: 11-17.
7. The demoniacs, who opposed Chris! and yet were cured-- Malt, viii: 28-34.
<S. A man with the palsy who was cured without delay — Matt, ix: 1-8.
!•. The ruler's daughter restored to life. That's the kind of test for faith
healers—Matt, ix: 18-25.
10. The woman who only touched Jesus—Matt, i.x: 20-2-.
It. Two blind men cured by a touch -Mult, ix: 27-30.
12. The dumb made to speak. No room for deception in that kind of a euro
Matt. ix. 32, 33.
13. The infirm man at the pool, who was not required to repair to a hotel at
the expense of $15 per week to be manipulated behind doors closed to the public
—Jno. v: 5-8.
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14. The man with the withered hand, cured in the presence of taunting Pharisees—Matt, xii: 10-13.
15. The man blind and dumb, seen before and after the cure by an amazed
multitude—Matt, xii: 22. 23.
16. The woman of Canaan's daughter, who was not given a chance to develop
faith by being coached by mercenary agents—Matt, xv: 22: 28.
17. The deaf and dumb man given speech and hearing. That's the kind of
a test to demand of faith healers—Mark vii: 32-37.
18. A blind man was given sight—Mark viii: 22-26.
19. The lunatic made rational. Why do we have asylums for the insane if
faith healers are what they pretend to be?—Matt, xvii: 14-18
20. The giving of sight to one who was born blind. What a pity that our modern faith healers forget where our asylums for the blind are located. Won't some of
our newspapers inform them—Jno. ix: 1-7.
21. The woman of eighteen years' infirmity. This the rulers of the synagogue saw; and there are many of such to-day who would like to see our modern
pretenders thus practice what they preach.—Luke xiii: 11-17.
22. The man cured of dropsy, and that, too, in the presence of Pharisees who
were scoffers. Modern fairh healers will not give scoffers a chance to see what
they do. That's cunuiiiK but is it honest?—Luke xiv: 1-5.
23. The ten lepers.- L ike xvii: 11-19.
24. Two blind men by the wayside given sight. Out, open and honest.—
Matt, xx: 30-34.
25. Restored the ear of the high priest's servant. Yes, fastened it in its
place and healed it then and there. That was too quickly done for modern faith
healers. There was no money in that—Luke xxii: 50.
A CHALLENGE TO FAITH Hf.ALF.RS GENERALLY AND UOWIEITES IN PARTICULAR.

Now, friends, I challenge, all faith healers, of whatever name they may have
assumed, to match even this last case of healing; and I especially challenge Dr.
Dowie to let one of the doctors he so abuses cut off just a little bit of one of the
ears of one of his servants. I won't ask him to risk 'he whole ear, but just a little
bit of it, and then let him 'here and then in the presence of enemies—especially
doctors—fasten that little bit in its place and heal it. Let there be no tricks; it
must be open to inspection, and there must be no delay. It will not take up
much of the doctor's time, only a few minutes. But he won't, nor any of his
craft, ever attempt it and let his deceived dupes ask why, and throw off the
shackles.
Now in these miraculous healings of Jes"us, let it be remembered that:
1. Faith was not necessary in the subjects.
2. They were performed in the presence of many enemies.
3'. The cures were immediate and unmistakable.
4. The diseases were of a nature that common people could see them, an4
werenot mental and imaginary.
6. The cures were performed in open daylight.
6. There was no ostentatious display of splints, staffs nnd crutches; but the
subjects were there to be seen of all there and then, both before and after the
cures.
Now is there any comparison between these and the methods and results of
modern faith cures? Where is the man who will seriously oompare Dowie's pre-
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tences with the Lord's cures? Show him to me and I will show you an ignorant
fanatic or a blasphemer. Jesus and his apostles said that the power came from
God, and the wonders that they performed demonstrated the truth of what they
said. Dowie claims that God's power works through him and that his claim is
false is palpable to the simplest observer, for where is the open demonstration?
DOWIE AND SPEICHEK REFUSE A FAIR TEST:

A respectable doctor in Waterloo, Iowa, challenged Drs. Dowie and Speicher
to come out into the light of day and make a fair test. He offered to deposit
in a bank three thousand dollars, the two faiih doctors to deposit the same sum.
Two patients should be brought for treatment, one of them suffering from an
ingrown toe-nail. If the faith doctors cured them the M. D.'s three thousand
dollars should go to a certain charitable institution; if they failed the sum deposited
by the F. D.'s should go to that institution. Do you think that they accepted the
challenge? Not they; but cunningly answered that God would not work through
them in a bargain of that kind, conveniently forgetting that it was no more of a
bargain than Elijah made with the prophets of Baal, and God answered by fire in
that case. These faith healers have profited by the blunders of the prophets of
Baal, but the latter were evidently honest, and perhaps that is just where the
difference lies.
There is too much financial profit in modern faith healing to admit of the
honesty of its pretenders. Simon the sorcerer has a numerous progeny in these
days, and to such it is natural to have a keen eye to the money there is in a thing;
and ii seems as if nothing will bring in money more quickly than bold and impudent claims to the possession of divine power to heal the sick. If the pitiable
dupes of this sorcery were mentally able to compare the riches and pompous display of faith healers with him who " had not where to lay his head,'" and with
his apostles, who were hard-working and poor, notwithstanding the marvellous
spiritual blessings they imparted to the people, they would readily see that richness in gold w7as not the result of richness in spiritual things among the genuine
children of GodBut it is the very fact that thousands of people are mentally incapable of
making these comparisons that exposes them to the cupidity of so-called faith
healers. They are like a bird in a snare, and therefore helpless prey to
the money loving deceivers who have not ability to succeed in ordinary, honest
lines of business.
THE CURES OF KAITH HEALERS MATCHED BY ATHEISTS.

In nearly all the cases reported as "cured" the diseases are more matters of
mind than real disease of body; and a "cure" in such cases is only a change of
mind, the wrenching of the thoughts out of a certain channel, when the melancholy patient comes to himself and the change is supposed by him and declared
by the healer be the wonderful cure of some incurable internal disease of the body.
Mesmerism, hypnotism and magnetism in the bauds of an atheist will accomplish the same cures, with the "faith" left out. Most people are somewhat religious, and that is the reason faith healers can some times more readily get their
confidence and thus succeed in moving their minds from dead center, when it
returns to a normal state. I knew a magnetic doctor in Davenport, Iowa, ten
years ago who could out-class many so-called faith healers, auduhe was a most
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profane atheist. That very man once wrote a challenge offering to prove on a
public platform that the devil of the Bible was better than the God of the
Bible, and he performed cures as wonderful a.4 those of faith healers. There was
just as much divinity in his cure.? as there is in Dovvie's and others of his class,
and if newspaper reports of what Dr. D >wio has publicly said are true, that magnetic doctor was no worse a blasphemer than he; and how can a man use vile,
disgusting and abusive language and yet be a special medium of the Spirit of
God?
NEW TESTAMENT MIRACLES MATTER OF SPECIAL PROPHECY FORA SPECIAL TIME.

The gift of healing was given to the Lord's apostles and their miracles were
open to be seen of all, and they were of such a nature a:> to be unmistakable
demonstrations of the genuineness of their claims; and now let us consider more
fully the object of such miracles. Those of apostolic times had been specially
foretold. The prophet Joel said, "And it shall come to pass afterward I hat I
will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions;
and also upon the handmaids in those days will [ pour out my spirit. And I will
show wonders in the lieavi us and in the earth, blood and fire and pillars of
smoke1' (Joel ii: 27-30). The apostle Peter applies this to the wonders of the
day of Pentecost, which were a special manifestation of Divine power for a
special purpose and not to be looked for as a general thing.
In connection with Paul's cure of the impotent man of Lystra it is said:
"'Long time, therefore abode they (Paul and Barnabas) speaking boldly in the
Lord, which gave testimony unto the word of bis grace, and granted signs and
wonders to be done by their hands'' (Acts xiv: S). These wonders were things
granted for a special time and purpose. Again: '"And God wrought special miracles by the hands of Paul; so that from his bodv were brought unto the sick
handkerchiefs or apr.'iis. and l he evil spirits went out from them"—Acts xix: 11,12.
All these tilings were spoken of as "many wonders and signs done by the
apostles (Acts ii: 4,'i), and the purpose is clearly declared to be a special means of
establishing the divine authority of "the great salvation which at the first began
to be spoken by the Lord and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him,
God also bearing them witness both with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Spirit according to his ovm will" (Heb. ii: 4). When
the New Testament was delivered and its divinity confirmed, witnessed, arid
ratified by miracles, the special gifts given "according to his will" had performed
their work and a 'confirmed" revelation was delivered. This was a sound
and solid foundation, and ever since then God's people are being "built upon the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
corner stone1' (Epb. ii: 20). For any one to add to this complete and confirmed
revelation by either claiming the power of prophecy or healing is for him to defy
the closing fearful words of the book—"For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book; if any man shall add unto these things
God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book." And that
no further special gifts of prophecy or revelation were to be looked for until the
next grand event, tho corning of the Lord, is clear from the last words: "He
which testih'eth these things saith, Surely I come quickly. Amen, even so, come
Lord Jesus. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all, Amen"— Rev.
xxii: 18-21.
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In view of the withdrawal of special gifts when the faith, hope and love of
the gospel of Christ had become a divinely confirmed thing among men, the
apostle tells us that as a foundation for the church—the foundation laid in the
first century upon which subsequent centuries were to build—God hatli set some
in the church, first apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly teachers" (with special
gifts), after that miracles, then gifts of healing, helps, governments, diversities
of tongues" (I. Cor. xii: 28). All these are at the foundation of the true Christian
church. We do not need an additional testament nor apostles and prophets and
miracles now that the building is well along, built upon these foundations and
laid then. These were foundation things, not things to be put in the walls all
the way to the square nor in the roof of the house—they were the stones and the
cement of the foundation. Hence '"Love never faileth; but whether there be (gifts
of) prophecies they shall fail; whether there be tongues they shall cease; whether
there be (gifts of) knowledge, it shall vanish away."
And now, Paul, when these miraculous gifts have ceased and vanished from
the church what will abide? "And now abideth faith, hope, love, these three; but
the greatest of these is love" (I. Cor. xiii: 8-13).
PAST MIRACLES A TASTE OF THE POWER OF THE WORLD TO COME.

These miraculous powers, which had been the subjects of prophecy, pertain,
in their amplitude, to the "world to come," not to the present world. Hence
they were only an earnest or foretaste of what will be when the Lord returns to
bless all nations of the earth. The writer to the Hebrews says, 'For it is impossible for those who were once enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly
gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Spirit and have tasted the
good word of God. one? the powers of the world to come, if they shall
fall away to renew them again unto repentance" (Fleb. vi: 4-6). When the "world
to come" has come Joel's prophecy will find its absolute fulfillment, and the
"powers," a "taste" of which were granted in the first century, shall be possessed
by the redeemed in their fullness; even greater things will be done, as promised
in the words, "Verily' verily I say unto you, he that believeth on me, the
works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall he do"—
Jno. xiv: 12.
The plan of salvation or the religion of Christ is not intended to cure the
ills of the mortal, leaving the body still mortal. Ft is a contradiction of terms
to talk of a perfectly healthy mortal body. We are all mortal as a consquence
of the fall of our first parents. "By one man sin entered into the world and
death by sin; and so death passed upon all men in whom all sinned" (Rom. v:
12). The sentence that brought this mortality upon Adam and consequently
upon all his descendants is couched in the following words: "Cursed is the
ground for thy sake, in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life; thorns
also and thistles shall it bring forth unto thee and thou shalt eat the herb of the
field: in the sweat of thy face sh-ilt thou eat bread till thou return unto the
ground; for out of if wast thou l-'-.en, for dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou
return" (Gen. iii: 17-19). Sickness, sorrow, pain and death thus became a law
of nature and no one is exempt and no one ever can be exempt as long as mortality reigns. A man may be as holy as an angel in character, yet he is mortal.
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aud the special afflictions to which mortals are subject and to which they are
exposed, sometimes by inheriting consumption, insanity, etc., and some times by
epidemics, are all the results of an abnormal state of a fallen world of humanity in which "the whole creation groaueth and travaileth together in pain." So
we have a perishing world to be redeemed by the second Adam, and the
redemption he will accomplish will be the ''redemption of the body" from mortality into immortality, not simply the cure of special disease, leaving the subject
still in the grasp of mortality to die. This healing will be perfect when it is
fully effected, in that it will eliminate from our being all the results of the fall
of Adam the flrst, and give us a nature that can die no more.
This healing, this redemption, will be redemption from death; for the apostle
Paul says, "Behold I show you a mystery, we shall not all sleep but we shall all
be changed, in a moment in the twinkling of an eye at the last trump; for the
trumpet shall sound and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be
changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption and this mortal must
put on immortality; so when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and
this mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory." That the "sting of
death" will remain in God's people till then is clear from the triumphant words
which follow, "O death, where is thy sting?" Will Dr. Dowie, or anybody else,
have removed the sting before this? If so they have not to wait till "then" when
"shall be brought to pass the saying that is written." They can triumphantly
cry out note, O death where is thy sting; for Dr. Dowie claims that the spirit
of God through him takes all the sting out that man or the devil ever put in.
Thus the antichrist forestalls the Christ and proves himself to be antichrist; for
it is "t/ien" and not before then that the sting that sin infused into the Adamic
race is to be taken out by the mortal putting on immortality; and it is then the
true children of God will be able to say, "Thanks be to God, which giveth us the
victory, through our Lord Jesus Christ" (I. Cor, xv: 51- 57). Faith healers may
shout and shriek as they like of their triumph over sickness and disease, but mortality will still go on with its deadly work, in them as in all oihers. As they
pass down the declining side of life's weary journey its ravages will be visible in stiffened joints, wrinkled faces, gray hairs, bald heads, failing sight;
gradually downward, downward they will go till the monster Death will laugh
them aud their faith-healing claims to scorn and leave their so-called holy
bodies to the prey of a relentless corruption and the ravages of the devouring worm. Let not the suffering sick, then, and the afflicted put their trust
in faith heaiers and commit the folly of grasping the flitting shadow and
losing the substance, but let them realize that at best this "life is but a span, an
inch or two of time," beset with many sighs and sorrows, and that its use is a
means by which the life of eternity may be attained. Our heart goes out in sorrow and sympathy to the hundreds of poor afflicted people, who in their distress
and love of life will naturally snatch at a straw, and with sincere indignation
we, in great measure helplessly, look on while fanatics and gold-greedy itnposters
prey upon the weaknesses and afflictions of a death-stricken world. What little
we can do to warn the unwary we do most willingly, only regretting our limited
ability in these dark and evil days.
We have the cousolation, however, that the day shall soon arrive when the
"Gentiles shall come from the ends of the earth and shall say, Surely our fathers
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(leaders) have inherited lies, vanity and things wherein there is no profit." God
speed the day. When that day comes hundreds of poor, emaciated, downcast
people will not be seen wending their weary way to and from " faith healers' "
meetings, whither attractive advertisements of performances by "white-robed
choirs," etc., draw hundreds who seek to satisfy a morbid curiosity. Such dens
of deception will be blotted out of existence by Him who will "make bare his
holy arm in the eyes of all the Lations, when all the ends of the earth shall see
the salvation of our God." Not till that gladsome day may we hope for the
"righteous to renew their strength and mount up with wings as eagles, to run
and not be weary and walk and not faint;" and it is then that "God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow,
nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain; for the former things shall
have passed away."
"Friend then shall part from friend no more.
Endless as time their joy shall be;
For pain is swallowed up in joy
And death in victory."

DR. DOWIE CATECHISED.
I* Dr. Dowie, in your tract No. 2, "Divine Healing Series," before
appealing to the reader, you display a portrait of yourself. I see also that
nearly all your advertising cards have considerable space occupied by tbat same
portrait. What is this for? Is it a gratification of the lusts of the flesh, the
lust of the eyes and the pride of life, or is it an essential part of the art
of "divine healing"?
2. You call the preachers very bad, vulgar names, yet you pose as one of
them and lavishly adorn your literature with "Rev. John Alex. Dowie." In what
sense would you have us believe that you are any more "reverend" than a good,
honest, faithful street sweeper?
3. Is the "Rev." a professional title, or does it mean that you are a
Christian?
4. If the latter, then do you call all your members, men, women and children, "Eev."?
5. If "Rev." is a professional title, did you not receive it from a preacher,
who had no more right to give it than you had to receive it?
6. Why do you abuse and vilify preachers in general, and yet use a title for
which you are indebted to a preacher?
7. Are you aware that "reverend" occurs only once in the Bible (Psa. cxi:9),
and that there it is applied to God?
8. Are you aware that the Hebrew word (yare), translated "reverend" is
also rendered "dreadful," "fearful" and "terrible"?
9. In using this word in the form of "Rev." do you wish it to be understood that you are dreadful, fearful, and terrible?
10. Under the heading, "He Is Just the Same To-day," with the sub-heading
"By the Rev. John Alexander Dowie," in No. 2 Zion tracts series, you give a
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short poem to prove that Christ is "just the same to-day." Do you mean by
this, that Christ is always doing the same things?
11. Is he doing all the things he did when lie was here on earthy
12. Where shall we go to see them performed?
13. Do the words ''Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day and forever,"
mean that he must always be doing the same things—throughout eternity—or
that he can be depended upon as having a definite mission to fulfill, from which
he chaugeth not?
14. On page 4 you quote the words "healing all manner of sickness among
the people." Is Christ doing the same to-day, and if so, where shall we see
the leper cleansed, the blind-born given sight, the dead raised out of death and
the grave?—Is there any open place, in sunlight, where we can see these things
done—done instantly.
14. You say "'He stands beside the bed of weary pain with outstretched arms,
quick to respond to thine appeal, and banish all thy woes." Does He stand there,
or is "Rev. John Alex. Dowie" necessary to the performance?
16. You cry out. "Oh, wherefore doubt, and wherefore seek at other hands,
from surgeon's knife or poison draught, the healing which he died to bring to
thee, to me, to all mankind; in every age. in every land, in every clime." Do
you mean by this that when a train runs over a man's limb, crushes every bone
and leaves that member a shapeless mass of flesh, bones and sinews, that the surgeon's knife should not be used?
17. Will you come with a thousand honest people to the spot of the next
accident of this kind at one of our grade crossings, and there and then show that
the surgeon's knife is the wrong thing to use by there and then restoring the
mass of flesh and bones to a shapely, healthy limb?
"18. In condemning the use of the surgeon's knife are you not rebuking Christ
who said, "If thine hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee?"
19. If you answer that Jesus meant this to be taken spiritually, did he not
give a good spiritual lesson, drawn from a good sensible custom?
20. You say Jesus is performing the miracles of "cleansing the foulness of
the leper's flesh," etc., in every land, in every clime." Will you tell us where in
China. Japan, Africa, etc., he is doing this? Is he doing it outside the jurisdiction of the "General Overseer"?
21. Is he "cleansing the foulness of the leper's flesh" in Chicago through the
"General Overseer"? If so, will you allow Mayor Harrison to send for ten lepers
to be brought to Jackson Park upon your agreement to "cleanse the foulness of
their leprous flesh" there and then, before the eyes of anxious, honest thousands?
22. If you will not do this will you allow the ten lepers to mingle among
your patients in " Zion," receiving your usual fee, and agree to cure them, or
to cure even as many of them as you can first ''convert"?
28. If the words "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day and forever,"
mean that at all times, with "all mankind, in every age, in every land, in every
clime" he "cleanses the foulness of the leper's flesh," why did God give Moses
such strict laws of separation for the leper as recorded in Lev. xiii.?
24. If you say the lepers lacked the necessary faith, then since Christ cured
demoniacs, who had no faith, and restored to life those who could have no faith,
and "he is just the same to-day," why did he not cure all cases, in all places, at
all times, in the same way and under the same conditions ?
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25. You say thai, sixteen years before yon wrote Tract No. 2, you sat in your
study in Newton, :i suburb of Sydney, Australia; your "heart was heavy, for"
von say, "I had been visiting the sick and dying beds of more than thirty of my
Hock, and I had east the dust to its kindred dust into more than forty graves
within a few weeks.1' Will you tell i:s why he, who you say ' i s just the same
to-day," did not cure the thirty sick and dying' you visited, and the forty you
buried?
26. You say they were "'.strong men, fathers, good citizens, and more than
all, true, faithful Christians;" yet they " sickened with a pntrid fever, suffered
nameless agonies, passed into delirium, sometimes with convulsions, and then
died." In many homes the little children, the youths and the maidens, were
stricken, and after hard struggling with the foul disease, they, too, lay cold and
dead." And then you say, "There was no deliverer." Where was the deliverer
who, you say, "is just the same to-day"? And you, too, were there. How, then,
can yon say "There was no deliverer"? Why, sir, were the thirty left sick, and
why were the forty left to die?
'2,1. You say that after praying and weeping, "the words of the Holy Ghost
inspired in Acts x: 38 stood before me all radiant with light," and then •' / s a w
the way," so "2 said, God help ME," etc.. "f"r lie is just the same to-day." Are
we to understand from this that "lie was not the same" "yesterday" when thirty
of "my flock" lay sick and forty died and were buried "within a few weeks"?
28. Do you mean to say that the "Divine healing" of all those sick and dying
people could not take place because you had not yet seen Acts x:38 "standing out
in radiant light"?
29. Had the healing of the sick to await the dispelling of your ignorance?
30. When you saw the light of Acts x: 38, did that same light show you those
other inspired words declaring that Jesus went to the grave of Lazarus and raised
that dead man to life and restored him to his weeping sisters?
81. In view of your motto, "He is just the same to-day," at least "to-day,"
after you had seen Acts x: 38, did you go to the graves of the forty you had
buried and raise them and restore them to fill those "aching voids that were left
in many a widowed, orphaned heart?"
32. If you did not do this, what excuse have you to offer for not doing it,
since you claim that after your conversion to faith healing "He is just the same
to-day" as when Lazarus was raised?
33. You say that after your eyes had been opened to see the light of Acts x:
38," there came a loud ring and several loud raps at the outer door, a rush of
feet, and then at my door two panting messengers who said, "Oh. come at once,
Mary is dying. Come and pray.' " Is this intended to show your readers that
the Lord could not or would not heal Mary without sending messengers to Dowie,
"a. loud ring, and several loud raps at the outer door" of Dowie's house, "a rush
of feet and then at MY door two panting messengers stand"?
34. Is this loud ringing and rapping and panting a little of Dowie drapery,
or was it all part of the program necessary to heal Mary?
35. Was he who you say '"is just the same to-day" so dependent upon one
who for years had been as blind as a bat to what he calls the true (?) gospel and
who had just had his blind eyes opeDed that Mary could not be healed without
this new convert?
36. You say you "ran hatless" (was this "hatless" part of it an essential of
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"divine healing"?)—yes, you "ran hatless and entered the room of the dying
maiden," How do yon know she was dying?
38. You say '-the doctor, a go>d, Chris: ian rn in" w;w there. Di you really
think that a doctor who administers "the poison draught," the ''devil's drugs,"
can be a '-good, Christian man"?
39. If so, why do you call all the dm.; doctors of Chic r*o devils? H id you
not better look over your gun before you shoot since you found a drug doctor in
Australia who was a "good, Christian man"?
40. You claim that your prayer cured Mary; and if we could hear the doctor's
side of the story he, of course, would claim that it was the medicine he had given
Mary before your "hatless" arrival that cured that very same M ivy; and perhaps
he would say you were frightened like a child because Miry was ''groaning and
clinching her teeth1' while really she was not half as bad as you thought. Now,
how are we to know which of the doctors —the one who had given medicine or
the new "hatless" arrival -cured Mary?
41. Plow are we to know whether this Mary story is true or false?
42. If this question arouses your indignation because it seems to question
your veracity, what will you say when we read to yon accounts of Joseph Smith,
founder of the Mormons, curing a Mary, a John, etc., and of Mormons restoring
some to life?
43. To settle the matter as between Smith and yourself, will you allow the
doctors to bring a Mary who they will say is dying, and whose disease is also
visible to common people, and will you cure that Mary, not in a private room in
Australia—that's too far off—but in one of our parks in open daylight?
44. Have there not been many such eases of fever as that of Mary's taking a
sudden " turn " under the treatment of rug doctors, hydropathic doctors, aud
even under the treatment of some quack doctors by the use of patent medicines?
45. Do not all these doctors tell of their cures just as confidently as you do of
yours ?
46. If you say they are all liars, how are the laity to know that it is not a case
of "steel cutting steel"?
47. What would your Mary story be worth on your naked testimony if
given in a court of justice before a sensible judge or jury?
48. You say that when Mary was suffering you rebuked "Dr. R—" for hinting that Mary's suffering was "God's way of bringing His children home from
earth to heaven;" and you add. "That is the devil's work." Had those forty of
your flock who died before you became Dr. F. H. been "brought home from earth
to heaven " in " God's way," or was that all the "work of the devil"?
49. If it was the devil's work was not the devil doing a good work in "bringing" forty of your fiock "home from earth to heaven"?
50. Why do you try to hinder "good Christians" from being "brought home
from earth to heaven" by so (pretending to) healing their bodies as to save them
from dying?
51. Would Mary have been "brought home from earth to heaven" under the
treatment of that "good, Christian" drug doctor and the "devil's work" if you
had not run "hatless down the street to save Mary from dying?
52. If sso, did your "faith healing" do a good thing or a bad thing in healing
Mary's body and thus hindering her from there and then "being brought home
from earth to heaven"?
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53. When you HS Dr. F. H. commenced your "healing'" of Mary you say you
asked, "Why did you Rend for ?«e?" What made you ask this question and print
it in Tract No. 2? Was it to impress your hearers and readers with the "ME'' in
the case?
54. Does not that look very much like the many skillfully written advertisements of patent medicine which one reads thinking he has a good scientific article before him, when all at once the name of the cure-all of some quack disappoints him and makes him "mad" ?
55. Anxious to give your readers the words of the prayer you say you made
over Mary, you make the attempt, but cautiously say, "It may be that I cannot
recall the words now without mistake." Do you not remember that he who yon
say "is just the same to-day" told his disciples that they were not to think what
they would say, fir it should be told them? If you are a true disciple, and with
you "he is just the same to-day," why were you compelled to guess the words oi
the prayer you made over Mary?
56. Since you say "words are in themselves of small importance," why did
you trouble to guess for your readers the words of the prayer you say you made
over Mary?
57. When you leaned over Mary as she awoke from her "sweet sleep" and
took all the credit of causing the turn in her fever, did you feel sure that you
were not stealing the credit of that drug doctor—"Dr. R —."—who had administered remedies before your "hatless" arrival?
58. You say that Mary upon waking up asked you, "When did you come?"
Was that the first Mary knew of your being there?
59. [f so, she was cured without a bit of faith was she not?
60. If so, why do you excuse your failures by charging your patients with
lack of faith?
61. You say, "That very day I went to the cpme'ery and laid in the grave the
bodies of three who had died two days before?" Do you mean by this that if
you had seen the light of Acts x: 38 two days sooner you could have saved those
three from dying?
62. Now that you had become possessed of the power of him who you say is
"just the same to-day" as he was when at the house of the widow of Nain, why
did you not restore them to life?
lack of faith in them or in you?
63. You say that after your conversion to faith healing you only buried five
during twelve years as against forty you buried "within a few weeks" before
your conversion. Was there an epidemic then that forty of your flock died so
quickly? Had the scourge passed away that you only buried five during twelve
years? Pray, why did you bury those five?
64. Was the reduction in the rate of mortality due to a proportionate reduction in your followers after your conversion to faith healing? If we had the data
for figuring out, as 40 is to — so is 5 to —, would not that explain the fact, if it
is a fact? I venture to say, "if it is a fact," pardon me; because really for forty
to die out of one preacher's flock in a suburb inside of "a few weeks" looks as if
a faith-healing pen draw rather a large picture of death. Is this not anatagous to
other "converts telling how bad they were before they were "converted" in order
by the law of contrast to try to show how good they are afterwards?
65. You say Mary's friends "brought me a little letter," not a big one. Just
a tiny "little letter,'' and ''a little gift of gold." Is this an essential of the faith
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healing art? How do you account for the absence of "little gifts of gold" in the
New Testament accounts?
68. You say you were duly ordained to the ministry of Christ twenty years
before you wrote this tract. Who ordained you? Was it a preacher? If so what
was your ordination worth, since now you call preachers in general such bad
names and class them with those "dreadful drug doctors and the devil"?
67. Did that "ordination" "ordain" you "General Overseer of the Christian
Catholic Church"? If so, since an ordainer cannot impart what he does not
possess, what was the official title of your ''ordainer"?
68. Is it not quite recently, since you came to this go-ahead city of Chicago,
that you discovered yourself to be "General Overseer of the Christian Catholic
(universal) Church"? Since you are self-constituted " General Overseer," what
room have you left for him who you say "is just the same to-day," except a
place subordinate to the "General Overseer'"?
69. Does not your "General Overseership" seem to fulfil the words of Christ
—"For many shall come in my name, saying. I am Christ." Also the words
of Paul—"That man of sin (shall) be revealed, the son of perdition; who
opposeth and exalteth himself above ail that is called God"?
70. Why do you vow your vengeance on Rome if it is not that the Pope
claims to be "General Overseer" of the church universal and you feel that he
stands in the way of your "General Overseership"?
71. Just a word about those "drug doctors" and their companion, the devil,
again. Why do you villify them and yet keep that drug doctor, Speicher, in
"Zion" as your right-hand man to sign "Zulu's" death certificates? Is it true,
as the papers reported, that the certificates were becoming so numerous that the
authorities had to refuse Dr. Spicher's signature and demand more open out-of"Zion" work? Why did you allow any deaths to take place in "Zion"—that little
boy, son of the editor of the Brethren Evangelist, for instance, whose parents had
implicit faith in faith healing and in you in particular, and who prayed in tears
night and day to have their only boy, their darling child saved from death—why
did you let him die after experimenting with him for several weeks? Did the
papers tell the truth in reporting that corpses were taken out of "Zion" in the
night and sent to undertaking establish merits?
72. Do you not think that your vulgar denunciation of doctors was calculated to provoke the University students to treat you so violently as they did?
In taking advantage of this to pose as a martyr do you think that in your reference to the persecution of Christ there was any analogy between his ways and
yours? Was not Joseph Smith, who like you, started a new sect; and, like you,
appointed himself "General Overseer;" and like you, started a bank with the
money of his dupes—was he not "persecuted"? Did he not, like you, blind his
dupes by blasphemously referring to Christ's sufferings? Do you think his persecution was of the same character and from the same cause as was that of Christ?
Would you not brand Smith as a fraud? Since there is such a resemblance
between your claims and procedure and Smiih's, and such dissimilarity between
both of you and the meek and lowly Saviour, can you blame sensible people for
denouncing you and your "Zion'' as you would denounce Smith and his "Zion"?
73. How do you account for the fact that lie who you (blasphemously) say
"is just the same to-day" "had not where to lay his head"' in the first century,
and that now his professed medium rides in a two-thousand-dollar carriage, with
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"footmen" and all other paraphernalia of "gold kings"? Has he who "is just the
same to-day," and who through Peter said to Simon the sorcerer, '-Thy money
perish with thee," become through you a moneymaker upon a scale which compares with trusts and monopolies? Will you cease to blaspheme him by your
impudent claim that you are his agent and that "He is all"—in you?
74. Did the papers give a correct report of that prayer of yours, in which you
prayed for Sre from heaven to burn up the houses, wives and children of those
men who had not kept up the payments to you of their tithes?
75. Was that cruel prayer answered in one particular case? Do not the
Scriptures say that "the sacrifices or prayers of the wicked are an abomination
to the Lord"?
76. What do you print in Tract No. 2 part of Isa. lix. and lx. for? Do you
think the Zion there is your "Zion"? Are you the "Redeemer come to Zion?"
Is it to your "Zion" kings are to come (verse 3), and the "wealth of the Gentiles
shall come (verse 3, margin)? Is it to your "Ziun" "ihey from Sheba shall come:
they shall bring gold and incense" (verse 6)? Is it there the people are to bring
gold instead of brass and silver instead of iron, eic. (verse 17)? Dr. Dowie, is
this your impudent bid for the people's gold and silver —more of it than your
greed has already gained in less than eight years, during which you have enriched
yourself out of the blood, bone and sinews of poor, afflicted people? Have you
the audacity to appropriate the words of the Living God concerning His Zion to
your hotel, which by the poor people's money has grown from a board shanty in
the outskircs to a "sky-scraper" almost in the heart of this busy city, where real
estate reaches fabulous prices?
77. My heart is sick at the spectac'e of greedy gold seekers preying upon
poor, weak-minded people. How long, Dr. Dowie, do ynu ihink the God of
heaven will forbear?
Oh, may he speed the day when "He shall judge the poor of the people, he
shall save the children of the needy, and shall break in pieces the oppressor."
To the reader let me say. Please pardon the seeming irreverence which this
catechism has made necessary in writing with the same pen of the sublimity of
Christ and his truth, and the fanaticisms and frauds of so-called faith healing.
If our words are caustic, remember the nature of the wound. Think not for a
moment that the writer has a spot in his heart of malice or hatred of man or
woman, whatever their religion. Mot a hair of Dr. Dowie's head would he hurt,
but would hasten to help him and any others in distress—as fellow men; but as
pretended faith healers and miracle workers and opposers of the Word of the
Living God we conceal not our indignation and ask not for the least abatement
of the full force of our condemnation and denunciation of "faith healing" innovations which fatten upon the delusions of the sick, the suffering, the weals and
the dying.
In the hope that our humble effort may spare, at least one poor soul from
the delusion and snare of "Zionism," and that a little of the stain which ruthless
hands have east, upon tfee fan came of the Redeemei may be •wiped oft.
Believe me, yours humbly and sincerely.
THOS. WILLIAMS,
834 Sixty-first Si., Chicago.
Let another man praise thee, and not thine own mouth; a stranger, and not
thine own lips. — Solommi.
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this one and that one for imaginary
reasons and to find more scope for supposed hampered abilities; and for a
paper to please all it must be manysided indeed. In fact that will not do;
for if you are on this side you must repudiate that side, or this side will
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
repudiate you and vice versa.
Well, it is a dark and an evil day we
PRICE Per Year.in advanco
»«.<«>
Half Yearly, in advance
I.»
are living in, and all we can ask for is
To new subscribers on trial, r>0 cents for six
months.
that the brethren remember that editora
In Groat Bi itian and her Colonies, 8s. per year.
2s. per Y, year.
are mortal and fallible, not forgetting
Is. pel' W year.
We make special arrangements with a. limited mini
that readers are so also. From our
ber who are unable to pay the full subscription price.
A few deserving, but poor, are suppliod by the contrireaders, on the whole, we can depend
butions of generous friends.
Remit by Draft, Post Office Order. Keg-istered Letter
upon a pretty evenly balanced attitude
or Express Order—not by checks on local uankH.
Address all remittances to THOS. WILLIAMS. 8:31 61st
towards
us. If there is here an almost
street, Chicago. Hi.
withering condemnation, there is there
DISCONTINUANCES.—A Urge majority id' our sub
scribers prefer not to have their' paper discona hearty outburst of commendation; if
tinued in ca^ethey fail to remit be fore expi rationIt is therefore assumed that unless notification to
discontinue is received, the subscriber wishes a
one
letter says, "Da not send the paper
continuance.
to me any more," another says, "I must
have the ADVOCATE." SO we get
DECEMBER, 1899.
wounded, soiuetirnes deeply; but a gentle hand quickly comes with soothing
number of the ADVOCATE balm, and we take courage, thank God,
ends the fifteenth volume, and and press on to do the best we can,
from present appearances the end of iis feeling sure that our God is a God of
usefulness, as some think, and of its tender mercy and will judge righteously
uselessness. as others think, has not yet and mercifully.
While the ADVOCATE closes the year
come. Were it a business enterprise
we would end it now—indeed it never with watchful eyes on some who strive
would have been started; but in what to wound it to the death, it dues so in
one feels to be a duty to God and His self protection and in lhe interests of
tha Truth, and, with all, it ends its fifTruth there is no choice.
To conduct a paper in the interests teenth volume with not a remnant of
of the Truth and as a medium of com- animosity in its heart for any one; but
munication between ecclesias is not an with a sincere hope that those who miseasy task, by any means; and if encour- judge will come to themselves, or, in
agement were not mingled with de- any event, that they may find acceptspair, commendation with condemna- ance at the hands of Him who knows
tion, and all with a recognition of how to deal with weak humanity.
duty to God, the most courageous woald
On the whole, the outlook in the
be overwhelmed.
ranks of the brotherhood is improved
Cbristadelphians are a most critical and improving'. Some are saying to
people, editors included, of course. each other, "I misunderstood you,''
Some are hypercritical; and a thousand •'You do not believe what I thought you
local troubles arise, some, of them from did," etc., and if all will remember the
the most llunsy causes; others from pre- greatest thing of all—love—we may
texts with a view of gratifying fleshly hope for all to be bound together in the
ambition or a desire to separate from bonds of love before the Master's ar-
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must all appear" etc. This brings the
issue down to a very small thing. Both
sides believe that God will punish them
with the world; but one side says He
will raise them to punishment, and the
other says their resurrection to punishment is no more necessary than that of
the world. Neither will deny God's
right to do as He sees fit; but both cannot see alike on the matter of their
coming out of the grave. Surely this is
SISTER A N N A M. BYRNES sends us a
short article entitled "'Some Inconsis- not enough to make much ado about.
Sister Byrnes' '•Inconsistencies" are
tencies of the Belief that only Baptized
Believers Will Be Raised to Judg- all based upon the premise that those
ment." To this a postscript is added she opposes deny that G id "owns"' the
rejectors, and thai they are under any
as follows:
law.
This is a mistake. They believe
"Brother Williams: If you publish
' Inconsistencies' and reply to them that God " o w n s " everybody, and has
please do not. make it appear in your re- the right to do as His justice requires
ply that I believe ' enlightened reject- with each and all. They believe that
o r s ' will be gathered to the judgment all men are dealt with according to
seat of Christ with the saints, for I do some law, but that only those in covenot. I believe that they are ' of the nant relation are under and amenable
1
world,' and therefore will be judged to "the law of the spirit of life in Chris ".
with the world. And it is plainly writ- Jesus." Witli this sister By cues agrees,
ten that ' t h e saints shall judge the and therefore "Inooii.-siste.ieies" would
world ' (I. Cor. vi: 2; Psa. cxiix: 6, 7, 8, be misleading were they published.
8. And we know this takes place after
the saints have been judged and made
W E have received from brother Teas
immortal.
A. M. B.'' a copy of a chart, wiili explanations
That is right. "They are of the entitled "The Way of Life and the
Prophetic Waymarks of the Second
world, and therefore will be judged
with the world." That is what those Adventist.'' It is published as a "supwho do not think their resurrection is plement to the Qostpel lieview, Septemnecessary have always said, and that is ber, 1899. Mrs. White's dreams are
what '"Christendom Astray" said—that the premises and a distortion of garit did not seem reasonable that they bled scriptures the conclusions. It
should be judged with the household. makes one's heart sick to find such
driveling foolishness connected with
So the only issue is as to whether they
will be judged and punished with the the glorious promises of the Lord's reworld as the world is judged and pun- turn to the earth. After all it is not to
ished, not by resurrection, but "their be wondered at that the Truth is the
butt of the world's tantalizing scorn,
responsibilities being discharged with
the penalties of the times15 in which when it is remembered that the ignorthey live, or will they be raised to be ant masses view all believers in the lit
er.il return under one heading—"Secpunished? If they nv no1 rnised .ind
punished with Hie saints, then lUey are oii,i AdvenUsls.'' There is nothing in
not included in the two classes—"just the "orthodox" world comparable for
and unjust," of whom Paul says, "We foolishness with the disgusting vaporrival. Let us strive for it with all our
miglit.
We thank those who have so promptly
renewed their subscriptions for the
coming year, and hope others will remember the advantage it is to ihe office
to be able to start anew with clean
books and the wherewith to purchase
at lowest rates.
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ings of some Adventists; and it is a
misfortune for the Truth that they have
learned one or two of its principles.
Mrs. White, the witch in chief of the
superstitious dupes, is represented as
in a condition in which there is "no
breathing, no pulse, no twitching or
contortions, insensitive to pain, eyes
open, she often spoke and wept, or was
calm or in anguish, or in joy, according to the scenes passing before her."
Just fancy a breathless, pulseless, motionless, insensitive creature speaking
and weeping, sometimes "calm or in
anguish" or sometimes in joy. It is to
be wondered if the poor old witch did
not smile when she read this pen picture of herself drawn by her admiring,
clownish cartoonists. These people
prate and prate about the Ten Commandments, but what a pity that they
do not learn: "Thou shall not take
the name of the Lord thy God in vaitr'
—but there, He is not I heir God; for
they are "without God," groping in the
darkest darkness of ignorance, superstition and folly, and they do not know
enough about His name to take it in
vain.

To give details on the signs of the
times would be to largely repeat what
we have written before. The burning
question nowis the warm South Africa,
and its outcome. Of course Britain
will be victorious and that will be a
long stride in the right direction. Her
recent complete victory in the Soudan
is very encouraging; for more and more
is it becoming evident that- she is rapidly getting into the appointed position
to defy the invasion of Gog in the Holy
Laud. "The Soudan is now open" is
what General Kitchener proclaims to
the world; a-ud when the wur with the

Boers ends, almost all Africa will be
open to Britain.
Russia and France have been nervovsly trying to find means of hampering Britain, or of stealing a march into
coveted territory while her hands are
suppose to be full. But the alliance,
or as they prefer to speak of it, the
"understanding" between England and
the United Slates has proven to be
quite an intimidating power. To make
this more formidable a very strange,
new departure on the part of the German emperor has now startled the
world. His visit to the queen was a
riddle to all nations that they could not
solve; but now it is as easy as it was for
Columbus to stand an egg on end. A
Thanksgiving dinner brought it out,
when speeches from Mr. Choate, the
United States embassador in London,
and Mr. Chamberlain, the British Colonial Secretary, showed that King William had been working with both hands
—one for friendship with the United
States and the other for that of Great
Britain. It is seldom such tact is displayed as that by the emperor, in reaching the American people through one
of their daughters, the Duchess of
Marlborough; for by this method he
gave the frogs no chance to croak nor
ttie bear to growl.
Mr. Chamberlain spoke of a triple
alliance, but corrected himself with the
word "understanding."' This is better;
for while it does not tie the hands of
those concerned nor aggravate unnecessarily the other jealous powers, it keeps
those poweis under surveillance and
leaves the three friendly ones free to
act in each other's behalf as occasiorr
may require.
It seems not to bs part of the prophetic program for Germany to be
allied with England; but since there is
a large German element in America,
it will help to reconcile that element
to the British-American "understand-

LETTEKS MISCELLANEOUS.

ing." Once that is effected and the
time for " Gomer and all his bands,"
etc., to be "at the steps of tlie king
of the north," the " merchants
of Tarshish with all the young lions
thereof" will Ke left isolated to play
their part in the final drama that will
bring Christ upon the scene. So it is
that
"God moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform."
The present status of the world of
nations indicates that it will take more
time than has generally been supposed
to focalize tilings in the political
heavens. Still an unlooked for impetus may be given to hasten the final
onward march.
Let us be ready.
LETTERS MISCELLANEOUS.
SHALLOW LAKE, ONT.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

As to stopping the ADVOCATE to

please anybody, I say No, most decidedly, not to do so. If some choose not
to be pleased with it, I fully believe
there are more who are pleased with it
by a great number. I know I am always glad to see it and would very
much miss it; and as long as the present state of affairs continue I only hope
the Master may continue to give you
health and strength to carry it on until
such time as He sees fit to take matlers into His own glorious hands. Let
the envious be envious if they will. All
the Korahs, Dathans and Abirams do
not seem to have been swallowed up in
Moses' time.
Things cannot go on very much longer
the way they are, if 1870 was the termiDus of the 1260 years. We are close
on 1900 and that would wipe out the
next thirty, and there cannot, he very
many more years to pass till the Master
puts in an appearance; then what kind
of a.face would we have if we had been
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pntting in the time trying to pull down
and weaken the hands of those who are
trying to set forth the gospel? It is
hard enough giving it gratuitously to a
perverse world without having trouble
in the house at home. This is a dying
world; death holds the guiding lines
everywhere. If the Master does not
come the open grave lies before us. It
is our manifest duty to put the Truth
forward in every way we can. Whether
our literature comes from England or
America we should use what seems best
to us in showing forth the Truth, but
let us never try to undo anyone who
is doing his best to show forth the gospel of the kingdom in its purity. Your
books, the "World's Redemption,"
"Problem of Life" and many others
are very valuable, plain and straight
to the point. Brother Roberts also
has given us some very tine books. In
his writings though dead in Christ, yet
he is witli us. His •"Christendom
Astray" is a grand book to lend out and
he closed his days in giving us a grand
work in his "Lnw of Moses," a very
readable and instructive book, opening
up many new things to most of us. Let
"Build up and strengthen" be your
motto, as regards the Truth, always
considering well Jesus Christ the chief
corner stone in the whole structure.
Yours in Israel's hope,
W. D. HARRIS.
GENEVA, N. Y.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :

Siuce coming to a knowledge of the
Truth how much have I realized that
the pathway grows brighter and
brighter unto the perfect day. When
I was examined before putting on His
name I thought I had a fair insight
into His plan; but how much I have
learned since and am still learning,
and v\hj can fathom the riches of the
Tin ill as revealed in His Word. But
when 1 try to tell it to othera it seema
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strange they cannot see it as plainly as
I; yet I shouldn't think it strange for
Christ says the world cannot receive it
because of unbelief, and only those
who seek shall find.
Your brother awaiting His coming
and kingdom,

MAYNAKD LONG.

[The indifference of others is a disappointment to all who learn the Truthfor a time. We get used to it after a

ADVOCATE.

Dessie Lemon (11), Lake Cicott,Ind., 85;
Lena Green, (15), Spottsville, Ky., 85;
Eugenie Clark (10), Hilton, N. J., 80;
Percy Clark (13), Hilton, N. J., 80;
Drusilla White (14), Spottsville, Ky., 80;
John II. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 80;
CLASS NO. 2.

Bessie Williams (17), Chicago, 111., 90;
Mabel Clark (14), Hilton, N. J.. 90;
Alice Dolph (19), Rochester, N. Y., 85;
while.—EDITOR. 1
In some manner the marks for scholars in Class No. 1 got mixed up last
FITCHBUKG, July 8, 1899.
month, and as printed the best papers
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS :
are marked lower than some of the
Again it is my pleasant privilege to others. The correct marking is as
forward my subscription to your valued follows:
ADVOCATE.
Lena Green (15). Spottsville, Ky., 95;
The times promised when He whom
Eugenie Clark (7), Hilton, N. J., 90;
the heavens must receive until the resPercy Clark (12), Hilton. N. J., 90;
titution of all things spoken" are as yet
DessieLemmon (10),LakeCicott,Ind.90;
unfulfilled while we are left to walk by
John H. Brice (12), Gait, Ont., 90;
faith and not by sight. How greatly
Drucilla White (12), Spottsville, Ky., 85;
we need the strength and guiding inCharlie M, Brice (11), Gait, Out. 85;
fluence of Him whose ear is ever ready
We have again reached the end of the
to listen to our supplications in this our
year, when prizes are awared to those
time of trial and probation.
who have stood highest in the classes.
The signs of His coming are
and been most regular in sending their
more and more apparent, and may the
answers. There have been but two
"hope of the gospel" be more lirmly
scholars in each class who have anrooted in our hearts that it may yield
swered the questions every month, and
the fruits of righteousness which must
consequently their average percentage
be attained by all who are to share in
is the highest. They are, in
the glory to be revealed at this coming.
CLASS N O . 1,
May you, dear brother, have strength
given you to carry on your good work John II. Brice, whose average is 90;
so long as Deity sees there is need for Charlie M. Brice, "
••
89.
your services, afterward to receive the
CLASS NO. 2.
reward to the'faithful,'is the earnest
wish of your sister in " Israel's hope,'' Bessie Williams, whose average is 94;
Alice Dolpb,
"
"
89.
MRS. E. B. TUTTLE.
There is no reason why some of the
other scholars' should not have wou
ADVOOATE S. S. CLASSprizes if they had sent their answers
Below is given the result of examina- every month, as their average for the
tion of answers to questions appearing number of months they answered is
in November ADVOCATE :
higher than that of some of those who
CLASS N O . 1.
gel prizes, but their failure to answer
Lois
Mason, (14), Erie, ill., 95; every month has left them out of the
Chas. M. Brice (11). Gait. Out., 85; first position. To those who have an-
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swered for six months or over we will
send a little token of remembrance and
trust that for the coming year all will
see to it that their answers are here
every month. It is the one that patiently continues in well doing that
gains the prize. Let us see how many
will so continue during the coming
year.

J A M E S L E A S H , «32 62nd St.,

Station O.

Chicago, 111.

LESSON N O . 78, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1. Give three passages describing
man's hopelessness before he becomes
a child of God and his hopefulness after
becoming a child of God.
2. Give a passage which shows the
difference between what God's people
should do and what they should not.
3. Give one passage to show what a
dreadful thing it is to dishonor God and
His Truth.
ANSWERS.

SECOND B E S T P A P E R CLASS N O . 2.

1. Cor. xv: 29: "For as in Adam all
die even so in Christ shall all be made
alive. Rom. v: 18: "Therefore as by
the offence of one judgment came upon
all men to condemnation, even so by
the righteousness of one the free gift
came upon all men into justification of
life.'1 Rom. ix: 8: "That is they which
are the children of flesh. These are ni.t
the children of God but the children of
the promise are counted for the seed."
2. Rom. xii: 2: "And be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind
that ye may prove what is that good,
and acceptable and perfect will of
God."
3. Rom. ii: 5: "But after thy hardness and impenitent heart, treasurest
up unto thyself wrath against the day
of wrath and revelation of the righteous
judgment of God."
C H A R L I E M. BRICK.

B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.

1. Eph. ii: 12, 13: " T h a t at that
time ye were without Christ, being
aliens from the commonwealth of Israel
and strangers from the covenants of
promise, having no hope, and without
God in the world: but now in Christ
Jesus, ye who were sometimes far off,
are made nigh by the blood of Christ."
Eph. v: 8: "For ye were sometimes
darkness, but now are ye light in the
Lord; walk as children of light"-Col,
i: 22, 23.
2. Bom. xii: 2: "And be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good,
and acceptable, and perfect will of
God.'5 Rom. ii: 3: " B u t unto them
that are contentious, and do not obey
the truth, indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul
of man that doelh evil.
Lois MASON'.

QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 78, CLASS N O . 2.

The same as No. 1, except that in
question No. 2 give three passages, and
answer the following:
4. Give a passage to show what will
be the reward and punishment of the
faithful and unfaithful.
ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1. Man's hopelessness before he becomes a child of God is shown in the
following passages: Eph, ii: 12—"He
is without Christ and an alien." Jno.
iii: 18-86 shows that he is in a perishing
state and under the wrath of God; and
Mark xvi: 16, from which it is clear that
he will not be saved if he does not believe and obey. Not saved in his hopeless state, and to be a child of God is to
Vie saved if he continues to be true and
faithful.
Uis hopefulness after he
becomes a child of God is further de-
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scribed in Jno. i: 2; v: 12, and Rom.
xiii: 17.
Gal. v: 19-26, Eph. v: 1-12 and Psa.
i: 1-6. The above references show ihe
differences between what God's people
should do and should not do. They
should be honest and true and not false.
3. •'Vengeance belongeth unto me.
1 will recompense, saith the Lord."
And again, "The Lord shall judge his
people. It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the Living God''(lleb.
x: 30, 31), and Heb. vi: 4-6 shows what
a dreadful thing it is to dishonor God
and His truth.
4. Bom. ii: 16 shows the rewards
and punishments of the just and unjust; also Matt, xxv: 46. The reward
is eternal life and the punishment is indignation and wrath, tribulation and
anguish, and then eternal death at last.

but in all things pertaining to the
truth of God this is "the day of small
things,'' and so we must not be discouraged. You, however, may be able
to get new recruits, and thus add to the
interest and pleasure of the school.
The object of these lessons is to
teach the way of salvation. I t is greatly
desirable to be familiar with the whole
Bible, but the limits of the ADVOCATE

Sunday-school class must necessarily
fall far short of dealing with the entire
book. So the wise plan is to follow
that line which will make clear the first
principles of the oracles of God—at
least this must be the chief part of our
work, with, perhaps, a little thrown in
on interesting historical matters.
We are now entering upon a new
year, and this is a fitting time to make
another beginning. Our plan this year
will be to go through systematically the
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
doctrines necessary to be believed in
order to salvation; and we have conSECOND BEST P A P E R CLASS N O . 2.
cluded to follow the course taken in
the litile book, "The Great Salvatiou."
1. Eph. iv: 18; Eph. ii: 12-18; Col. This will make the work easy for you.
i: 12: 27.
Perhaps some will say too easy; but our
2. Rom. xiii; 13; Gal. v: 16-26; Eph- object is not to puzzle you, but to teach
you. We may add questions on history
v: 1-5.
after we get a good start. Necessarily,
3. Heb. x: 27-31.
we shall be going over some of the
4. Matt, xxv., from 31st verse to ground already gone over, but that will
end of chapter.
MABEL CLARKE.
only make the work more thorough.
C H I L D R E N : We have watched

SUBJECT—DOES I T SIAKE ANY D I F F E R -

E N C E WHAT WE BELIEVE.
with interest the intelligent answers
CLASS N O . 1, LESSON, N O . 80.
you have been sending in from month
to month. It is impossible that you
1. Why should it make a difference
could have answered as you have with- what we believe if we are good?
2. State in few words what we must
out a careful stiidy of the subjects:
believe ?
and therefore much of the truth con3. How many names can you give
cerning God's glorious kingdom and of for what we must believe, all of them
the things of the name of Jesus Christ standing for the same thing?
must by this time be deeply impressed
CLASS N O . I , LESSON N O . %<J.
upon your young minds, so deeply, we
1- What did Jesus say we must behope, that you will never forget them, believe and do in order to be saved?
but cherish them and nurture them
2. What is said in the Acts of the
into obedience to G >d to tile ultimate Apostles ou the same subject.?
3. What reason could you give why
realization of the great blessings they
we cannot be saved without the things
insure to faithfulness.
named in the texts you give in answer
We regret that our classes are small, to Nos. 1 and 2.

INTKLLIGENCK.

CAVENDISH, MO.—We are able to
send some cheering news. Brother Huggins has paid us another visit and delivered nine lectures, on the following
subjects:
1. The Gospel a Saving Message. 2.
Man as He Was and as He I s . 3. Man's
Alienation and Man's Reconciliation and
Salvation. 4. The Law in our Members
(Rom. vii: 23); its Motions of Sin Traced
from Man's Fall to Malachi. 5, An Apostasy, or the Mystery of iniquity which
Was to cause a Great "Falling Away."
6, The Burden of Egypt. 7. The Commandments of Christ. 8. Sunday Morning Address, 9. Hell, or Gehenna and
Hades; Where Are They and What Are
They?
The question of infant salvation was
thoroughly discussed as several were
anxious to know more about it. Several
questions were asked at one lecture on
the subject and a number who were opposed to the Truth appear to be satislied
with the explanation.
Two more have been added to the
household of faith. On November 13th
Cora Brooks, daughter of brother and
sister Brooks (211, and on the 20t.h Mrs_
Susan McKerrow (49, formerly Restitutionist. We hope our sisters will be
faithful to the trust that is committed to
them, and be among those whom the
Lord will commend at his coming. Quite
a number of others are very much interested.

M. L, BROOKS.
BBOTHBB HUGGINS WRITES.
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tober 10th, about a o'clock. We were
called by telephone to come and attend
the funeral. In the afternoon she was
laid to rest in the family gravej ard near
Damascus, on brother Scroggins' old
home farm. We read Job xiv, Thess. iv,
and I. Cor. xv, and commented upon our
sister's hope in the resurrection of God's
dead ones. Sister Scroggins embraced
the Truth with her husband about sixteen years ago; two of their children, one
son, brother J, J., and one daughter, sister Balzora, had preceded them in obeying the Truth. The daughter fell asleep
some twelve years ago, and now the dear
mother has gone to her in the sleep of
death, and out of this we hope to see
them come to a resurrection of eternal
life. To the bereaved father and children
we can say. Take courage and ever look
unto Jesus the author and finisher of our
faith, for he is able to save you, even
from death. Sister Scroggins was about
sixty years of age and lived to see all of
her children (seven) grown, and three of
these have accepted and obeyed the
Truth. May it be the good pleasure of us
all to meet each other in that blessed redeemed state, when sorrow, crying and
death have been banished away.
We had a nice meeting in Little Rook
last Sunday, at brother North's house.
There were present brother Mark Cocke
aud sister Cocke, of Creal Springs;
brother and sister Strauss, of Marche;
brother Martin, sister Lively, my wife
and self.
Hope you are all well, and with Christian love to you and sister Williams, I
am as ever, your brother in the one hope,
JOHN W. T E A S .

CREA.L SPRINGS. ILL.—We have the
pleasure of reporting the addition of two
more to our number by immersion on October 31st: Mr. L. W. Lyerla, aged thirtythree, and his wife, Mrs. Martha Lyerla,
aged thirty-one, formerly Campbellites.
These are the interested friends mentioned in the April number of the ADVOCATE, whom the Campbellite preachers
visited, at which time brother Huggins
and I were also invited to be present but
KOBT. ( J . HUGGINS.
the preachers refused to let us hear what
CONWAY, ARK.—It is witli much sor- they had to say to Mr. aud Mrs. Lyerla.
These friends were active members of
row that we have to report the death of
sister Martha Scroggins, at Moirilton, the Cambellite church and we think the
the wife of brother W. W. Scroggins, debate was brought about by the Campwhich occurred on the morning of Oc- bellites to prevent their loss of them-

Martinville, Ark., will be my headquarters this winder. Let me say to the
brethren in Arkansas, Texas, and else
where in the South, that if they want me
to visit them this winter or spring they
must notify me before or by December
25th. My address till further notice will
be, care brother J. 1). Martin, Martinville, Ark. Your servant brother,
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Finding that they were about to fail after
the debate, they went 80 far as to shut
the doors of a house that was built, by
themselves and outsiders, they having
solicted aid upon the pretext that the
house would be free to all. This occurred
last Sunday, when it was announced that
brother Huggins would deliver a lecture
at the house. One of their men came after the lamps were lighted, extinguished
them, and ordered the house locked. So
when brother Huggius with the brethren
arrived at the place they found a good
congregation gathered at tho house and
the doors locked. This act of theirs
caused indignation among the outsiders
who had helped to build the house and
who desired to hear brother Hu_'gins lecture. He made a few appropriate remarks at the door. He spoke again today to a goodly number at the immersion
of our new brother and sister. We feel
as if the Truth has a more firm hold
than it ever had before in this country.
Brother Huggius expects to leave November 2nd for Cavendish, Mo., for a
couple of weeks to help brother Brooks
in the work of the Truth.
Yours in the one hone,
B. G-. COCKE.

HENDERSON COUNTY, KY.-Since
our last report we have had the pleasure
and encouragment of introducing one
more into the Name of Christ by baptism, viz,, on September 30th, F. C. Lester (25), formerly neutral, yielded obeili.
ence to the Truth and now rejoices in
his union with the "only saving Name."
Brother Lester is the youngest son of
sister S. E. Lester, and has been nurtured in the principles of the Truth byhis
mother from earliest youth.
We also report another visit from our
beloved brother Thomas Williams. He
arrived on October 6th and at once began
a series of lectures at our regular place
of meeting which continued for a week,
and which notwithstanding much inconvenience of travel, was well attended
throughout. On the intervening Sunday
we had (as our custom is) an all-day meeting, two lectures, with refreshments on
the ground.
It was the opinion of many brethren
and sisters, as freely expressed, that this
series of lectures was the ablest aud most
instructive that our brother has ever de-

livered during his fifteen years' regular
visits to our county. All are greatly
strengthened in the race for eternal life,
and we hope for further progress in the
Truth.
The lectures developed a little further
friction with our Baptist friends, who are
very nervous in our county on account
of theChristadelphiaus. S J two of their
"Revs." attended some of the lectures.
Being aroused by what they heard, they
attempted to neutralize the Truth on
some points, particularly on baptism.
It is hardly needful for me to say the
Truth did not suffer because of the friction, as the remarks called forth from
brother Williams must have been satisfactory to all minds seeking truth. Indeed, in the midst of it all we could not
help feeling sorry for their "reverences."
W. J. GBEBN.

LESTOR MANOR.—Dear brother Williams: I am in receipt of a letter from
brother M. A. Jones, of Jonesboro, Va.,
telling of the death of his father, brother
Thomas Jones, who fell asleep October
25th, in full a surance of eternal life when
the Master comes. Brother Jones was
in his nintieth year i90 . He leaves a wife
and eight children and many grandchildren, all of the former and many of the
latter being faithful advocates of the
Truth, which reflects the sterling worth
of oui' old brother, whose unflinching fidelity to his long-cherished Hope had
won for him the confidence and esteem of
all ivlth whom he came in contact. Having lived happily with sister Jones for
sixty-five years, I know she will sadly
miss him, yet she does not sorrow as
some might; knowing that soon there
will be a reunion, to part no more.
Biothcr Joues. brother iiaddox, of Bichmond; brother Dozier, of Norfolk, aud our
old brother L. Edwards, of Lanesville.are
d nibtless, the oldest members of the
household in Virginia; yet brother Edwards, nearly every First day, takes an
active part in the ecclesia, but has aged
considerably during the past four years,
doubtless on account of the distress of
mind occasioned by the falling away of
some very dear to him; yet he realizes the
social aud ecclesial conditions everywhere just as prophecy outlines the times
of the end shall be.
We are glad to be able to say that peace
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has been declared in ou: ecclesia, notwithstanding we had to resort to Paul's
injunction as contained in his second letter to the Thessalonians, third chapter
and sixth verse.
With much love for the faithful I am,as
ever, yours in the blessed hope,
J. A. ROBINS.

[The following poem was received from
our deceased brother and hung upon the
compositor's hook, but, strange to say,
did not get into type. The words will
now serve well as a finishs to a long life
of earnest devotion.—EDITOE.]
DEATH AND ESCAPE.
Men die and are laid in the ground:
There they sleep till the trump shall
sound.
The trump will sound—it may sound soon,
We then will wake to meet our doom.
If the Gospel we have obeyed,
And been faithful to the end,
We shall awake and then will sing,
God is my saviour and my friend.
If disobedient we have been.
The path of life hath left,
A "lake of fire" will be oar doom,
Which is the second death.
Come, then, O sinner, come!
The Gospel now obey;
For if you fail to come
You will be cast away.
Be cast away from him
Who died that you might live;
A crown of life he offers,
Eternal life he'll give.
Come, sinner, come! why will you die?
Your loving friend now asks you why,
God, who did your being give,
invites you come and •with him live.
Come live with him, your dearest friend;
Then your joys will never end.
Come live with Christ, your great High
Priest
And then yourpleasures will never cease.
LOWELL, MASS.—Thinking that your
readers might be interested in the work
of the Truth Publishing Company, of
this city, I take the liberty to send a few
facts concerning it.
This company was organized in 1896 by
certain members of the Lowell ecclesia
for the purpose of printing and distribut-

ing Christadelphian literature. It is a
joint-stock company with shares at $1,00
each. It is not incorporated but was organized iu this form for convenience of
operation.
We are now publishing a small, 12 to 16
page quarterly paper called The Truth,
which we deliver tree of charge to any
part of Lowell. H i s intended solely for
teaching the first principles of the Truth
to the alien, and for advertising our meetings and literature. We obtain subscriptions by canvassing from House to house,
and have now a list of nearly 400 regular
readers. When subscribers appear interested we offer them other reading matter, and invite them to our lectures.
The Lowell brethren have now invested
in this enterprise $04,00, and own a small
press and oilier; accessories of a printing
outfit. The work is aJl done by volunteers, and running expenses are met by
voluntary contributions from the members.
At iirstwe had no idea of extending the
scope of our work beyond our own city,
but as brethren in oilier cities nave expressed a desire to co-operate with us in
this matter, wo have decided to submit
the following proposition to those concerned:
To any brother-, sister, or ecclesia who
will purchase shares iu our company we
will send a proportionate part of all the
papers printed; the receiver to pay pobtage or express charges and to deliver the
papers to subscribers without chaige as
in Lowell. We will also insert advertisements of Christadelphiau meetings which
are held in places where this plan is
adopted.
To illustrate: Suppose the total number of shares, to be 100, and that 25 of
them are owned by the brethren iu some
given locality. Out of an edition of
1,000 papers published (our present output.), these brethren would be entitled to
receive 250 copies by simply paying cost
of carriage. The money so obtained
would help us improve and perhaps enlarge our paper.
Further iufoimation and specimen copies of Thu Truth sent free of charge on
application to

W. H, CLOUGH.

12 Slack pole St.,
Lowell, Mass.
NEW KENSINGTON, PA. — Many
thanks for your promptness in sending
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the tracts; we made good use of them
yesterday evening. Brother Philips, of
New Castle. Pa., opened up our first lecture for the winter months; subject, "The
Hope of Israel, What Is it? When Will it
Bo Realized?" We had a very attentive
audience of about sixty or seventy,
which is something we are not used to.
Our brother dealt with the subject in a
masterly style and did all that was expected of him, which we appreciated
Several are interested. We hope for
fruits at the proper time.
"Do but soc, it will grow;
Though the way we may not know. '
Dear brother, I feel like writing all day,
telling you how grateful we feel that our
efforts have not altogether been in vain,
but, lest it weary you, will close.
Your brother in the hope of life,

several who seem greatly interested in
the things concerning the kingdom of
God and the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, will see the importance of putting
on the "saving Name."
Your brother in Christ,
GEO. S. HEEIiBY, S e c .

QTJINSIGAMOND, MASS.—Two letters come from this place assailing the
Worcester report of last month. The
writers claim they withdrew because of
"false doctrines" and because the ecclesia failed to give brother Nason a hearing. Brother C. C. Mann says, that since
there are two brothers and sisters Mann,
he wishes it known that he is the one who
has withdrawn He also says they call
themselves the "One Faith Christadelphians." This is deplorable. Prom another part of the continent we hear of
ZEBULON WHITEHOTJSE.
others who call themselves " The Reformed Christadelphians." The very
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—The ecclesia at names indicate a factional spirit.
Providence, R. I., have requested me to
The two writers of the letters from
inform you of the change of address in Quinsigarnond
Worcester will please
our meeting house, The room we form- accept this as aand
statement of
erly occupied being inadequately pro- what they say substantial
what they demand
vided with heat du. ing the winter mon hs said in justice toand
them.
EDITOB.
we felt compelled to remove to our present hall. The address now is "IndependSCAMMON, KAS. — AVe thank the
ence Hall," Thurbei'S avenue, S. Providence, R. I. Time of meetings" Sunday- brethren and sisters very much for the
school, 9:30 A.M.; Breaking of bread, 11 kindness in doing what they have for us.
May God hasten the time when pain and
A. M.
sorrow will end, and that all may have
We are pleased to report that during an entrance into His kingdom.
the last quarter we have had the followYours in the one hope of eternal life,
ing brethren and sisters visiting ii!r,:
JNO. AVILKEB.
brother Huntress, of the Campello ecclesia, Massachusetts, delivered a lecture
TOPEKA, KAS.—lam glad to be able
on September loth, when we had several to report that two more have come out
from
the wurld and have put on the sininterested friends present. We have covering
Name in the appointed way.
also had visits from sister Rollason, of
Mr. William Ryan, age 31, formerly
the Nuneaton ecclesia, England, She Methodist, came from Whiting, forty
north of Topei a. and with him
was -visiting her relatives in this city and miles
came Mr. F. J. Graves, from (Jentralia,
we very much enjoyed her piesence here west of Whiteing, also Methodist. I
during the last month. We have also had found both of them well informed in the
the presence of brother Hardy, of the Truth and assisted them in being buried
Christ for the remission of sins, after
Taunton (Mass.' ecclesia, also his sister, in
which we partook of the emblems of
sister Hardy, of the Doon (Ontario, Can- Christ's broken body at'd shed blood.
Thi'y went on their way rejoicing. Bro.
ada) ecclesia; also brother Cotton, of
will b«' able to miet with brother
Philadelphia; brother TunstHll, Jr., sister Ryan
Ungl.A, at Whileing. Brother Graves
Hexley and sister Annie Mann, of the will he in isolation; those nearest to him
Worcester ceclt'sia.
will be brothei' and sister Conabel, at
Ax! el, KIIB.. and he will look 1hem up as
We have received great comfort and soon as p ssihle. I did expect another
exhortation from the visits of the various would obey the Truth at t hi-sanm time,
but sirkni'.ss prevented. Sister Long has
brethren and sisters and a.though we been
very sick but is better now.
have made no new members to our small
Yours in hope of eternal life
ecclesia, we are hoping that before long
H. O. A
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